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SCIENCE NEWS—DEC. 192E

86. THE BLOW GUN IN AMERICA, INDONESIA,
AND OCEANIA

N. G. Sprinzin

The Museum of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad has
several specimens of blowguns, arrows and quivers from South
America, Indonesia, and Oceania. In comparing them the author
indicates the great similarity in their use and employment. The
blowgun of South America seems the most primitive. The
specimens in the Museum are represented on the plates as well

as the photographs from various authors, indicating the way of

blowing the gun. A special map shows the extension of this

weapon in the three areas.
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Wappo (Spanish for ^Mom)



The admirable collections of BLaclC^oot

Lodge Tales and Pawnee Hero Stories published

by Dr. Geo. Bird Grinnell not onlj proved

intensely interesting to me, but impressed me

with the importance of obtaining this kind of

material from such tribes as I should be for-

tunate enough to become intimate with in the

course of my field work in the far West.



CALIFORNIA LAND AREAS AND VALUES

California contains 155.652 square land miles

TU.S.G.S.)

This is equal to 99.617,280 acres

Less Indian Re-
servations and ^ ^^^
Allotoents - - -^^JO^

Indian population of California (Report In-

dian Commission for 1925) 18,812

Hence per capita acreage less than 24 acres.

Value ^f 99,167,280 acres at 50 cents
. , . - ^9.583.640

Feb. 10. 1926

By phone from Indian Office:

Total of California land in reservations and

allotments about 441.646 acres Us of 192U;.

Allowir^ for additional purchases to date, the

total acreage in Feb. 1926 is less than

450,000 acres.
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PREST AND STREAM
p.. 3OH May, 1918

INDIAN GROWERS OF MAIZE
INTEREST

«4r»t»By -G

ERHAPS no fallacy

among those which
prevail about the

North American In-

dian is more firmly

fixed in the popular
mind than the belief

that he subsisted
wholly by the chase.

We picture the Indian
as setting his snares
for game, stealing
through the forest in

pursuit of the deer, driving the buffalo over
the precipice, or, in later times, speeding
along on the skirts of the flying buffalo
herd and driving the arrow feather deep

I
into the great beast, whose flesh and skin he

1 needed for food and clothing ; and all

these things he did.

\et, those who know something about
Indians are well aware that the natural
fruits of the earth furnished a consider-
able portion of their subsistence; that they
dug roots, collected berries and harvested
nuts. Besides that, agriculture often sup-
plied a considerable part of their food, and
in many parts of the United States certain
tribes devoted much time to the cultivation
of the soil and the harvesting of their
crops.

America gave to the world tobacco, the
potato, and Indian corn or maize. This
most important cereal, says Brinton, was
found in cultivation from the southern ex-
tremity of Chili to the fiftieth parallel of
N. Latitude. The nations of the Atlantic
Coast cultivated corn as did those of the
Gulf of Mexico and the Mississippi Valley—though not those of the Pacific Coast—
and in many cases this corn constituted
their chief subsistence and was their staple
product In the famed Indian mounds and
in the ruins of prehistoric pueblos of the
southwest, corn, corn cobs and imprints of
com in burnt clay have been found. It is

said that in 1687 a French officer destroyed
for the Iroquois a quantity of corn esti-

mated at 1,000,000 bushels, while much
later, among the same people, Gen. Sullivan
destro^-ed a vast quantity of corn and cut
down orchards, one of which alone con-
tained fifteen hundred apple trees. Besides
com and tobacco, beans, squashes, pump-
kins, sweet potatoes, and sunflowers were
culti\-ated. In parts of the dry southwest
the crops were irrigated, as shown by the
still existing remains of ditches in New
Mexico and Arizona.

A large volume might be written on the
agriculture of our Indians, and on a small
section of it

—"Corn Among the Indians of
the Upper Missouri"—a book of much in-

terest and value, has recently been prepared
l^)y George F. Will and George E. Hyde
nnd published by the W. Harvey Miner Co.,
I lie., of St. Louis, Mo. This volume seems
to have been suggested by the experiments
of the late Oscar H. Will, of Bismarck,
X. D., who, in 1881, first recognized the
yslvtc of the Indian varieties of corn grown
in the Upper Missouri Valley and then be-
l?an the work of experimenting with them
for the benefit of the farmers of the new

and at that time sparsely settled country.
When the American settler came into the

untilled northwest, he had with him seed
corn grown in his former home, and. fail-
ing to recognize that the new region pre-
sented new conditions of soil and climate,
he planted this com that he had brought
with him, and often without much success.
On the other hand, the Indian tribes had
been growing corn in that region for cen-
turies, and during those centuries had
learned by experience the best seed and the
best methods by which to grow their crops.
It was to adapt the local seed and local
methods to the uses of the incoming set-
tlers that the late Mr. Will began his ex-
periments.

The volume before us gives excellent
descriptions of the different sorts of
corn grown by the various agricultural
tribes, and incidentally furnishes much in-
formation relative to the other vegetable
foods that they grew. After the introduc-
tion follows a general discussion of the
Upper Missouri Indians, their life and agri-
culture, their planting and cultivation, the
harvesting of their crops, com as a food.
as an article of trade, as an object that
was sacred, the ceremonies connected with
the corn, and its different varieties, of
which are listed the sorts cultivated by no
less than twelve different tribes, and, be-
sides these, certain other varieties from the
southwest, such as Navajo. Hopi, Zuni.
Cherokee, and a number of others.
The work is illustrated by engravings of

many different corns—grow'ng plants and
seed—^as well as squashes, corn prepared
for drying and portraits of some famous
corn planters of the Mandan village.
The Indians' crops were grown in little

patches varying in size from half an acre
to two or three acres, scattered about near
the villages. The planting and cultivation
of the crop was for the most part done by
the women, yet, in certain parts of the
country, the men had a share in the work.
Often the patches were roughly fenced, to
keep the wandering horses and other ani-
mals from injuring the crop. This was
regularly hoed and weeded, the hoes used
being often made of the shoulder blade
of a buffalo or an elk—though sometimes
hoes were made of stones—lashed to a
stick and forming an eflScient implement
The frontispiece shows some of the tools
used in cultivatioa

Most of the early travelers on the Upper
Missouri mention the agriculture of Indian
settlements. One of them says that in go-
ing from one village to another "we found
extensive fields of com, beans, squashes
and sunflowers. Many women and chil-
dren were already employed in clearing and
hoeing their plantations."

Although green corn was freely eaten,
yet much grain was dried and preserved
in caches, which were large holes, wider
at the bottom than at the top, just large
enough at the mouth for a person to pass
through, and holding twenty or thirty, or
even more, bushels. The caches were lined

with dried grass, and the shelled corn, put
in parfleche sacks, was stored in them.

3«>
Long strings of com on the cob, braided

together by the outer hudcs, were also so

stored.

When Lewis and Clark, on their way to

the western coast,, wintered with the Man-
dans, near the mouth of Knife River, com
was a constant article of trade between the

Indians and the explorers. Tbe Indians

! needed iron knives, hatchets and odier im-

plements, and were glad to pay for these

things with the com which the explorers

were so anxious to obtain.

As the com and the buffalo furnished

their subsistence to these Indians, both

were naturally regarded as sacred, and a
vast number of sacred ceremonies grew up
in connection with thenu Messrs. Will
and Hyde give interesting accounts of
these, which, in a general way, are like cer-

tain food ceremonies that are common to

many Indkm tribes of the temperate zone.

The volume is an excellent example of
good and useful work, and possesses a very
unusual interest, not only for people who
wish to know about Indians but for all

interested in agriculture- We cannot doubt
that it will be carefully read by many
people and can recommend it to alL

The volume is singularly free from mis-
takes, but the t>iwgraphical error in the

^
title of the frontispiece is r^rettable.
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SHE INTRODUCED THE
CARUMS

and was the first to disclose
the tastiness of these plants

to white men

THE ROAD lay like

a dusky asb-giay

thread lying
crooked on a drab car-

pet. It wound and

twisted restlessly to

avoid clumps of sil¥efT

sage, stunted juniper

and points of loiiLy

scab-land. From the

plodding hoofs of a

pair of mules that

slowly moved down die

thread toward the west

great clouds of dust

swirled upward aboii^

the cindery volcanic

soil, and hung in sli-

fling clouds over die

creaking buckboard

and its two occupants.

Finally the way pitched

abruptly downward in-

to a level flat boundiiM^

a small stream^ and
here the sagebrush grew

to the height of a taQ

man's shoulders, de-

noting soil of excepdonal fotHitr. Bejxmd the stream

a rough board and tar-paper shadL gleamed newly,

and stiU farther away a man with a team of horses

and a chain was ^^yanking out*^ and ^snaking^^ into

piles for burning the tougl; dumps of sage.

*'Ah, a new settler,'^ the dii\er of the buckboard

said. ^^Here's where we find food.^

His companion, vHbose e^neij moi^ and whose saucer-

like e^-es. ^Ued with wondi^, proclaimed him a ten-

derfoot, brightened and nodded. He began to wipe the

layer of dust from his face.

As the mule team drew up to the door of the shack,

an active sun-burned woman appeared.

*'Dinner?'* she answarf the dri^er^s inquiry. '*Yes,

I guess so. Picket }'Our team out, and open a bale of

alfalfa for them; then make yoursei\^es at hemic. Itll

be about an hour before Im leady.^

While the men woe washing die woman went to

THE HASKIN STUDIO

A Frontier Food
Ipo, or Yampa, Sustained the Pioneers

by Leslie L. Haskin

the door and looked

long and earnestly

down the valley. The
new-comers then ob-

served for the first time

a group of distant fig-

ures moving to and fro,

now wandering aim-

lessly about, now bend-

ing as though digging

in a low "dobe" flat,

the outlines of which

were plainly marked

by the absence of sage.

Cupping her hands

to her mouth their host-

ess sent a clear, far-

carrying "Yo-hoo—

"

down the valley, and

in response a single fig-

ure detached itself

from the rest and came

plodding up the creek.

When it approached

near enough to be

plainly seen it proved

to be a woman of the

Klamath tribe, old,

bent, and infinitely wrinkled, who carried on her arm

a shallow pan. Extending the pan and its contents to

the homesteader's wife she gutturally demanded: "/

shanahuli kash?*'

Then with an effort of enunciation, and in broken

English she interpreted herself: *'You wan* ipo?"

"Yes," nodded the woman.

She took the pan into the house and emptied it.

Then going to the back of the room she filled it to

exactly the same depth with white flour and returned

it to its owner. This exchange was evidently quite

satisfactory and understood, for with a bob of her head

and a toothless grin the squaw accepted it and departed.

Since the contents of the old Indian's pan was evi-

dently intended for their dinner, for the woman was

washing it and putting it into a kettle, one of the two

visitors—the tenderfoot—seemed greatly interested.

From a distance the mass appeared to be composed of

171
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IN HONOR OF
GREATNESS

This statue to Sacagawea.
who guided Lewis and Clark,

stands in Portland, Oregon
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abruptly downward in-

to a level flat bounding

a small stream, and

here the sagebrush grew

to the height of a tall

man's shoulders, de-

noting soil of exceptional fertility. Beyond the stream

a rough ])oard and tar-paper shack gleamed newly,

and still farther away a man with a team of horses

and a chain was ^'yanking out" and "snaking" into

piles for Imrning tlie tougii clumps of sage.

''Ah, a new settler,'' the driver of the bucklx)ard

said. ''Here's where we find fcx)d."

His companion, whose every move and whose saucer-

like eyes, tilled with wonder, proclaimed him a ten-

derfoot, brightened and nodded. He l^egan to wipe the

layer of dust from his face.

As the mule team drew up to the door of the shack,

an active sun-burned woman appeared.

''Dinner?'' she answered the driver's inquiry. ''Yes,

I guess so. Ticket your team out, and open a bale of

alfalfa for them; then make yourselves at home. It'll

be aljout an hour l^efore I'm ready."

\\'hile the men were washing the woman went to

THE HASKI34 STUIMO

A Frontier Food
Ipo, or Yampa, Sustained the Pioneers

b> Leslie L. Haskin
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ing as though digging
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in resix)nse a single fig-
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near enough to i)e
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''Yes/' nodded the woman.

She took the pan into the house and emptied it.

Then going to the back of the room she filled it to

exactlv the same depth with white flour and returned

it to its owner. This exchange was evidently (luite

satisfactor>- and understood, for with a bob of her head

and a toothless grin the Sf|uaw accepted it and de]xirted.

Since the contents of the old Indian's pan was evi-

dentlv intended for their dinner, for the woman was

washing it and putting it into a kettle, one of the two
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big browTiish beans* only uneven in shape and size.

Curious, but not wishing to appear inquisitive, he

edged towards the table, hoping to solve this question

without being observed, but a laugh from the hostess

told him that his precautions were fruitless, and brought

just as abundantly as ever in the fields and valleys

of the West, harvested only by the ground-squirrels and
gophers, yet only waiting the coming of some one to

gather and value them.

These plants, for there arc three ^xdes, are kno^n
the embarrassed red to his ears. At the same time the botanically as carum

—

Cantm keUoggii^ Carum gaird-
pan was thrust into his hands by the jovial woman. neri, and Carum oreganum—and are closely allied to

the carawav of commerce,

C&ntmi caruL Among the

original Klamath Indians

they were called kash, but

by present members of the

tribe and by roost white

men, they are universally

known as ipo, variously

spelled epa, apo, or apau.

The Klamath Indians,

those few who still remem-
ber old times, will tell

you that the word ip>o

comes from the south, and
was the neighborly Shas-

ta's tribal name for the

plant. There is little doubt,

howemer, that the word is

not tndy of Shastan ori-

gin, but is a corruption of

the Spanish-Califomian

apio, meaning celery,

which the Carums some-
what resemUe.

The carum is not valued

by the Klamath Indians

alone. Among the Snake,

Giosute, and Ute tribes it

is also used, but bears the

name of yampa. Sacaga-

wea, guide, councilor and
interpreter for Lewis and

Clark, has the honor of l)eing the first person to intro-

duce this plant to the whites under that name. This
wonderful Indian woman is worthy of all fame. Cann-
ing her tiny infant on her back she traveled afoot over

hundreds of miles of the roughest mountains, plains,

and deserts, and by her knowledge of wild foods con-
tributed greatly to the success of this daring expedition.

After Lewis and Clark, Captain John C. Fremont
is the next to fully celebrate the fine qualities of the
yampa. He it was who when he tasted of it declared
it to be the finest of all Indian roots. Fremont ate it

as a vegetable with wild duck. Perhaps it may yet be
introduced into our gardens and then "Creamed ipo,

a la Fremont'' will find a prominent place an fashion-
able bills of fare to add another tasty v^etable.

I don't blame you for

wanting to learn what

you're in for before eating

any Indian messes,"

chuckled the housewife.

"I'd want to myself. It

might be crickets, or

snakes, or caterpillars

—

more likely than not, in

fact—but you needn't be

afraid this time; it's only

ipo."

Thus encouraged he ex-

amined the dish closely,

and later he ate of it with

great relish, heaped on

fried venison and seasoned

with butter, and declared

it very good.

That was the tender-

foot's first taste of ipo.

Later he was to eat it

many, many times, and

never did it lose its relish.

After dinner he visited

the Indians' camp and
saw these small, plump,

clustered roots dug from

the ground. When still

fresh they were covered

with a black skin, and
were fat and meaty within

like the kernels of big misshapen peanuts. He saw,

also, how these roots were placed in baskets and set

in the creek while the squaws worked and trod them
with bare feet to remove the coarse outer skin and to

make them as smooth and clean (?) as those of which
he had eaten. Even this, however, could not dampen
his enthusiasm for the new food.

That was many years ago. Today the rough home-
steads are replaced by thriving, fertile farms, and the

farmers with their irrigated gardens now have no rea-

son for calling upon the Indians for wild roots. Even
the Indians themselves are forgetting this fine food.

Seldom now do they come to the door to trade their

heaped-up pans or baskets of ipo for an equal measure
of wheat flour, but still the plants, neglected, grow

• THE HASKXN STUIMO
A NEGLECTED FOOD

The delectable roots of ipo have been almost forgotte.
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WHEN SAVAGES CARRIED FIRE FROM ONE CAMP TO
ANOTHER

^<^\«-^tS-?el,a^M.

HowFiresPP êreMadein Ye OldenDays
By Harry Van Demark

LOOKING around upon the present

evidences of civilization, the imagi-

nation is sorely taxed to picture

a time when ready means of striking

a light was not available. Yet it

is certain that such a time must
have been—far back in the dim

ages when man roamed the

wilds and dwelt in holes and

caves of the earth, scarcely

more advanced in his domes-

tic arrangements than the

beasts of the field. In

what manner the value of

fire as a servant first

dawned upon the mind of

man must ever remain mys-

terious, but at all times

there must have been fires

and great conflagrations

kindled by natural means
and entirely without the aid

of man. Thus the eflfect of

the lightning stroke; of fric-

tion caused by falling rocks or

the chafing of limbs and tree

trunks in the dense forests; of the

volcanic overflow of smouldering fur-

naces within the earth,—all these

would from time to time display the

properties of fire before the wonder-

ing eyes of primitive mankind.

Probably man first feared fire, then

began to worship it as a god, terrible

in its manifestations and omnipotent

in its power to destroy. Then, his

Courtesy V. S. National Museum

CALIFORNIA INDIAN MAKING FIRE
BY FRICTION

He is using the Are drill—the heat iren-

erated by friction causes ignition of dust

ground off. I'his is probably the earliest

method of making Hre.

72

fear departing he used it for cooking and

for warmth. Notice that at first he did

not make fire; he took it from Na-

ture's hand, just as he gathered

fruit from the forest boughs.

There is direct evidence of this

in the traditional history of

many races. For example, the

T'lisngit family of Indians

in Southwestern Alaska say

that the raven gave them

fire, and have an elaborate

folklore descriptive of the

bird and its flight through

inky darkness, bearing the

divine spark in a box. The
fire was religiously pre-

served and fed, and members
of the tribe took it for their

domestic hearths. These and

similar fables of the preser-

vation of fire in a box, and

its being borne from tribe to

tril)e, or family to family, are

reminiscent of the unquestion-

able fact that man knew and em-

ployed fire long before he had dis-

covered the means of making it for

himself.

Probably the first attempts of man
as a fire-maker were confined to the

friction of sticks. There are just

three ways in which one piece of

wood may be rubbed upon another;

namely, by moving with the grain, or

"plowing;" by moving across the
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grain or "sawing f and by twirling a pointed stick with- very dry and partially decayed lower platform. It is

in a wooden socket, or "drilling." All these methods extremely difficult to obtain fire in this way, as modem

were used bv earlv man. experimenters may prove for themselves. Yet, there

Neither the first nor the second method, however, is a certain knack about the operation, and when this has

were brought to a high state of perfection—or, to be been mastered, smouldering wood-dust may be created

more precise, they both reached perfection in a rudi- with comparatively little labor. It is clear, however,

mentary form.

The fir e-p 1 o w,

which was widelv

used among the Indo-

Pacific races, consists

of two parts: First, a

stout piece of thor-

oughly dried wood,

perhaps three feet

long and two inches

in diameter, which
forms the hearth or

stationary part ; sec-

ond, a smaller stick of

the same kind of wood
about a foot long, cut

wedge-shape at its

lower end, the edge

forming a verj^ obtuse

angle. This consti-

tutes the working

part, or plow. It was

rubbed violentlv back-

ward and forward on

the stationary piece,

cutting a groove run-

ning with the grain

for a distance of four

inches. Minute shav-

ings were thus de-

tached, and in the

hands of a skilful ma-

nipulator these were

soon heated above the

point of ignition.

Fire-m a k i n g by

sawing was a Malay

device, and has never,

perhaps, been success-

fully employed ex-

cept in countries

where bamboo flour-

ishes since bamboo is

the only really suit-

AN ORNATE TIBETAN UTILITY BELT

Made off nd leather and finely ornamented with silver and coral, the

belt cwries a knife; tinder and flint pouch and a needle case. The

of tte knife is of iron and STold and the handle is set with

and torquois. The pouch is studded with silver, with a larzt

at the end <»f the thong, while the needle case is also of iron

f^tA said, decorated with coral and turquoise. This is from the W. W.

Rockkfll ooHectkm, used through the courtesy of the U. S. National

Museum.

that the fire-drill

could be made more

eflFective and rapid in

action in several ways.

One such way calls

for the co-operation

of two individuals,

one to support the

the vertical spindle by

means of a socketed

rod, while the other

wraps a cord about

the spindle and pulls

it backward and for-

ward as rapidly as

possible.

A further compli-

cation of the fire-

drill was the applica-

tion of the bow-

string, similar to the

drilling appliance used

by jewelers. The
socketed rest for the

vertical shaft was

then held by one

hand, and the thong

alternately pulled and

slackened with the

other. Thus a saving

of labor was at-

tained.

As a means of

striking a light the

forerunners of the

comparatively modem
flint and steel were

flint and pyrites, or I

two pieces of pyrites,

the mineral from

which sulphuric acid

is made. These were I

Struck together and

able wood. Two jweces are taken, one with a sharp

edge, the other with a notch cut in it, nearly but not

quite severing the substance. After sawing for a time

the floor of the notch is completely pierced, and the

heated particles fall below and ignite.

But the most important method of primitive fire-

making is drilling. In its most simple form a stick of

dry wood is twirled vertically between the hands upon a

the sparks generated

were caught among a little dry moss. The Eskimo from

Smith Sound to Bering Strait used this method. A
very complete strike-a-light set, including flint, pyrites,

tinder in dainty little bags, and a leather pad to guard

the fingers, has been found quite recently in the vicinity

of Cape Bathurst.

Modern forms of flint and steel are well known

to most people from examples preserved in museums.
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MOST PRIMITIVE OF FIRE TOOLS
1—A Are saw. A strip of bamboo is drawn across a section of bamboo,—used by the Dyaks
of Borneo and other Malays; 2—Fire thong:. A rattan thong: is drawn over a s^'ooved piece

of wood,—also used by the Dyaks; 3—Polynesian fire plow. A blunt stick is worked aloair

a groove in a lower stick; 4—Fire drill. A slender rod is twirled between the hands upon a
lower stick having: a cavity with slot,—used by the Indians of the United States; 5—Another
type of Are drill, used by the Eskimos of Alaska. The rod is held in a socket and gyrated

by means of a cord.

There is a very old type of wooden box, perhaps the

earliest strike-a-light set made by civilized mankind.

With this are certain small angular pieces of stovit paper,

the tips of which are dipped in sulphur. These are the

most primitive kind of match known. They are used

for generating a flame by application to the smouldering

tinder. Genuine specimens of these matches are now
extremely rare, though "faked*' ones have frequently

been offered for sale by dishonest dealers in curios.

Another and more compact type of tinder-box is made

of metal. In the bottom is an

old burned rag, used as tinder,

and upon this the flint and steel

reix)sed when the box was

not in use. Still more interest-

ing is the ingenious strike-a-

light made in the form of a

pistol. The flint is worked by

the trigger, and strikes upon

lan upright plate of steel. The

[contact throws . sparks through

an opening upon the tinder,

^r\e^' in a narrow bo:?^

which t&k^s the place of what

would be the barrd of a pistol.

This contrivance is a relic of

I

the old stage coach days. By

'means of it a light could be

high wind . The

v^(!^?^fen used

"^hin pine wood

Lur.

tinc^er-box may
* the cha-

mak,—still in use among some

of the Himalayan tribes. It is

a little leathern pouch contain-

ing flint and tinder, and the

steel is a strip of metal riveted

along one side of the pouch. It

is of small size, suitable to be

carried about the person.

Next in order we have the

match as it has been developed

b}' civilized man. Phosphorus

was discovered by Brandt in

the seventeenth century, and

was used as a means of obtain-

ing fire shortly afterward. Its

costliness, together with the

danger attending its use, mili-

tated against its popularity.

But in the year 1805 the

Parisian Chancel introduced

the so-called oxymuriate match.

It was a slip of wood tipped

with a mixture of chlorate of

potash, sugar and gum. To ignite the match was thrust

into a bottle containing a piece of asbestos saturated

with sulphuric acid—^an awkward arrangement especially

in the dark.

Then came the "Promethean" matches whose career

was short-lived. They were a kind of paper, rolled in

the form of a pencil and dipped in a mixture of sugar

and chlorate of potash. Rolled within the paper was a

tiny glass bulb filled with sulphuric acid. To strike these

matches the tip was compressed between the teeth, or

(fioni'mued on^ pagif HO) '

*^-^^«fH^

Struck in a

matches whi

were stri

dippe

One
be mentioned^

sulphi

INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE MAKING
6—Strike-a-fiKlit. Flint and Iron pyrites struck tonHlM^ls the ^ol^inar^ flint and steel,-^

used by the Eskimos off Alaska; 7—Flint Ad steel and box for holding flint s^M^MlMUiriMV
from Engrland; 8—Strike-a-light. Bamboo tube and striker off pottery used as flint Ind steel/

with two boxes ffor tinder; 9—English thider platoL The ^unlock Is adapted ffor throwini:

sparks into tinder; 10—Match light box, used in lUenna In 1809. A bottle off sulphuric acid,

into which splints tipped with chlorate of potash were dipped; 11—First ffonn off modem
match box, holding ptaosptaarous liUitches.

I

i
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SOBE^ Georg^e Bird Grinnell, whose sober and substantial work on

STraV OF Indian and Western themes is well and honorably known,

.'THE WEST, now prints a boy's book of the same catefrory—/tw:^ Among ^
the Indians, a sequel to his Jack, the YoungRanchman. Mr. Gnnn^ ^
is not dramatic, and does not seem to care to thrUl. But this book %
(very much after the fashion of his other lK>oks) is as sober as if the r^it^

whole story really happened. It is worth while for a boy to read the ^
sort of Western adventure that might actually be ; and anyone may ^
safely trust Mr. Grinnell. He knows his country and his people^d ^
tells of them not inspirationally but very much like a quiet record of •

a real experience. The book is good reading and safe 'color. It

is lamentably illustrated by E. W. Deming, who can ^e^^^V^^^^*
all nor at all annotate the West. F. A. Stokes Co., New York. ^.25.

INDIANS A learned and admirable paper is David P. Barrows's

AND THEIR Ethno-Botany of the Coahutlla Indians of Southern Lalt-

HERBS, fornia, printed by thelUniversity of Chicago. Dr. Barrows,



Early-Day I

By

ans in wa
lllo.

Anna Grey Bemis

IN the early days when we lived in Iowa
on father s homestead, the Indians

were often camped in the woods near us

for weeks at a time. Early in the spring

they went to the hunting grounds and late

in the fall returned, moving in a leisurely

manner. They would come to the house,

and without knocking, and in the sound-

less skin moccasins they wore, walk in un-

expectedly, always giving us children a

severe fright, and also. I suspect, our

young mother.
Father was friendly to them and told

us they were harmless, and we were in-

structed to be courteous and obliging to

them at all times. One old chief, named
Wakemo, would honor us by a personal

visit occasionally, a concession never made
to the other families in the neighborhood.

One late, cold spring the band remained
for a long time waiting for better weather

in which to march, and while I cannot

say that we became familiar with the

tribe, since no one could do that, the dig-

nified old chief was a well-known figure

and on one memorable occasion came with

his squaw to eat with us.

They first ate all the bread on the plate

without tasting anything else, then pro-

ceeded to the potatoes, and in regular

order cleaned each dish before them, un-
til at last a bowl of apple sauce in its

turn claimed their attention.

The squaw first tasted it, evidently

curious as it was palpably a new dish to

them, and after filling her mouth very
full made a grimace and with a grunt,

"Sour," spit it out on the floor by her side.

Her husband, with true Indian spirit,

swallowed his, but also evinced a dislike

for the dainty and left the remainder.
After the meal was finished they rose

and the chief, holding open his blanket,

said, "Potatoes," and my father took a
gunnysack and went to the cellar, closely

followed by a rather long procession con-
sisting of Wakemo, his squaw and us
seven children.

As he began to fill the sack, old Wa-
kemo grunted "No," and opened his

blanket and without more ado his willing

helpmate began to throw the potatoes onto
its capacious folds. Small wonder that

he preferred his own means of transpor-
tation. That blanket held out amazingly!

He caught up a fold here and there and
when, for lack of room, his avaricious

wife ceased packing them, at least two
bushels of our best tubers were contained
in his wardrobe. Not a word of thanks
did they vouchsafe and it was not until

the next fall, when they passed through
on the way back to a warmer clime, that

we knew they were grateful, and then by
finding on our doorstep, one morning,
half of a fine young deer, with the symbol
of Chief Wakemo on it, and the words.

in English, "Me no forget." On the day
they left the country, a large chunk of
buftalo meat^made its mysterious appear-
ance in the same place, with the same in-

scription.

We children had never been allowed to

visit the encampment before, but father
took us all to the grove to see the camp
this time. In broken English the small
papooses talked to us, saying very little

but evincing a lively delight at the pep-
permint sticks which father had provided
in order to gain their favor. He had a
large paper sack full and it disappeared
like magic among the numerous children
of the village until at last he had but
few sticks remaining.
Suddenly there was a commotion

among the small fry attending us and a
young girl darted out of a wigwam carry-
ing a papoose only a day or two old. Its

beady eyes blinked in the sunlight, and
she with a grin held up its tiny red hand
to father. Needless to say, the rest of
the store of sweets was distributed right

there.

An early snow had fallen and on a hill

near the creek the boys and girls were
sliding in a manner we had never seen
before. Each small youngster had a
shingle, and in their bare feet, standing
erect, they proceeded to manipulate the
difficult descent and at the bottom of the
declivity, turned deftly to avoid a wetting
in the icy waters of the Beaver.
Nearby the larger boys were paddling

about on a log, using paddles shaped from
natural wood and handling the craft as

gracefully as a seasoned racer does his

yacht.
The smell of delicious cookery drew us

toward the tents in the distance, and
childlike, we should probably have wished
to partake of the provisions being cooked
but a cautious word from father made us
observe and after inspecting the methods
of cookery used, we decided our appe-
tites were not so whetted as we had
thought.

A large iron kettle was suspended over
a fire and as wood was scarce and the

Indians were only allowed to camp there
on condition that they did not harm the

trees, they were burning dried manure,
collected from a nearby pasture.

The kettle steamed most appetizingly

and the balls of dough which the squaw
was rolling and mixing and then dropping
into the stew of what looked like young
lamb, were white and light as any our
black "Mammy" ever had attained.

It was some time before we noticed that

the woman would alternately feed the

fire with the very dubious fuel arid then
with the same hand drop another dough
ball into the kettles. At times a cursory
pass of her hand across the filthy blan-

ket, which was her only garment, passed

for a toilet.

At last Brighton mustered up courage
to inquire, in the limited "Injun" he could

master, what the kettle held, and to our
horror, the answer was to point to a

number of puppies which gamboled near,

and mutter the Indian word for dog.

This was the climax and we passed on
hurriedly fearing an invitation to lunch
and knowing it would "be an impoliteness

not to accept.

When we reached Wakemo's wigwam
to thank him and say good-bye, he with

almost a knowing look on his usually

stolid and imperturbable countenance pre-

sented us each with a large egg of a kind
unknown to us, father thought probably
a species of wild goose, which we all

solemnly accepted with thanks. The eggs
were unaccountably heavy, and on open-
ing one we discovered that the shells had
been opened, the contents removed and
warm maple sugar substituted, after

which the shells were carefully restored,

making a sweet the like of which I have
never seen since. We were at first a
little doubtful of the "Heap mush clean,"

but as Brighton pointed out, they must
have had the germs boiled, and at least

we were emboldened to taste, after which
an army of germs could not have stayed
us in the work of destruction.

More than fifty years afterward, in an-
other State, I went to see an Indian res-

ervation, and as my friends and myself
were being piloted about the scenes, an
Indian boy came up to us and shyly re-

quested me to follow him. I was taken
to a tent and there found a perfectly

strange Indian brave of about my own
age, who silently held out a gun to me
and by motions urged me to take it for
my own. Explanations were haltingly
entered into at my request, and it de-
veloped that he was the son of the old
Chief Wakemo and remembered me com-
ing to the camp when he was a small
papoose. He at last said "potatoes," and
then "My brave father bade me never
forget."

I made it clear to him that I had no
use for his gun, which was his finest pos-
session, and was sure I could detect a re-

lieved expression as he inquired if there
was anything he could do for the "White
chief's sons"? With a smile I said,

"Eggs," and to my great surprise, enough
maple sugar eggs were produced to sup-
ply our whole party. It was certainly
proof that old Wakemo had taught his
sons "Me no forget," and this phrase was
my good-bye to the donor of the eggs.
With a lighting of his unexpressive
face, he repeated after me, "Me no for-

get," but I have never seen him since that
day.



A Peculiar
/er Halfbreeds—A Vamshed Camp
Cheerful Buffialo Hunters of

Fifty Years Ago

By G« It G.

DURING the middle of the last century

there lived, on the plains of the North-

west, between the Red River of the

North and the Rocky Mountains, an exceed-

ingly interesting group of people—the Red River

halfbreeds. Although they existed there as a

wommunity for only about two generations, yet

during this time they were so distinct a people

as to impress themselves on the minds of all who
met with them, and to have made a name that

will never be forgotten when the history of the

Northwest is referred to.

Scattered about as individuals or families, the

Red River halfbreeds were inconspicuous and ai

no importance. By the more staid and methodic

cal people of Anglo-Saxon blood they were

thought of with more or less contempt by rea-

son of their volatile nature and their disinclina-

tion for settled habits. But gathered together in

a great camp moving toward the ^^uffalo, or in

the buffalo country, they were impressive be-

cause as a community they were unlike any of

the great camps of the people whose blood

flowed in their veins. In some degree they pos-

sessed the caution and foresightedness of their

Caucasian ancestors, but with this was united

the keenness of observation, the knowledge of

the habits of animals and generally of the pro-

cesses of nature which they inherited from their

savage mothers.

Little more than half a century witnessed the

beginnings and the ending of the great halfbreed

camp, but during the short time that they were^

or seemed to be. a people or tribe by themselves,

they were well worth studying. They were

friendly ftid kindly in their nature, usually on

good terms with white travelers and Indians

alike, though to be sure occasionally attempts

at horse stealing by the Indians resulted in a

collision with those people, but this was unusual

Yet it is stated that once they were attacked

in the summer of 185 1 by 1,000 Yankton Sioux,

when, after a long fight behind their breastworks,

the halfbreeds beat off the Indians.

The Red River halfbreeds were more or less

nomadic, dwelling at least for a part of the

year in tents, and in many respects living much

like the Indians whose blood they shared. The
• children of employes of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany by lacfrAn hdct^kts.

nized: the Frrtrrci rj-r^'~
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Ross in Ins descrip-

a gloomy

on there, as the

time for the summer buffalo hunt approached.

He says:*

•"With the earliest dawn of spring the hunters

are in motion like bees, and the colony in a state

of confusion from their going to and fro, in

order to raise the wind and prepare themselves

for the fascinating enjoyments of hunting. It

is now that the company, the farmers, the petty

traders, are all beset by their incessant and irre-

sistible importunities. The plain mania brings

everything to a stand. One wants a horse, an-

other an axe, a third a cart; they want ammu-
nition, they want clothing, they want provisions;

and though people may refuse one or two, they

cannot deny a whole population,' for indeed over-

much obstinacy would not be unattended with

risk, * * »

**The plain-hunters, finding they can get wtiat-

ever they want without ready money, are led

into ruinous extravagances, but the evil of the

long credit system does not end here. It is now
deeply rooted and infused into all the affairs

and transactions of the place. Nor, indeed, is

this the worst. The baneful influence of these

wild and licentious expeditions over the minds

and morals of the people is so uncontrollable

that it unhinges all their ideas and draws into

its illusive train not only the hunters, but al-

most every class of our population. So many
temptations, so many attractions are held out

to the thoughtless and giddy, so fascinating is

the sweet air of freedom, that even the off-

spring of Europeans, as well as natives, are

often induced to cast off their habits of industry

and leave their comfortable homes to try their

fortunes in the plains. There, however, disap-

pointment and ruin never fail to convince them

of their error and dearly at last do they repent

their folly.

"The practical result of all this may be stated

in few words. After the expedition starts there

is not a man servant or maid servant to be found

in the colony. At any season but seed time and

harvest time, the settlement is literally swarm-

ing with idlers, but at these urgent periods money
cannot procure them."

The cost of one of these hunting trips in which

fifteen or sixteen hundred people took part was

great—^not less than £24,000 or $120,000. The
growth in popularity of the annual hunt was

rapid. In 1820—the first trip—it numbered 540

carts, while in 1840 it numbered 1210. The hun-

ters were for the most part Roman Catholics and

were governed by strict rules, being controlled

by chiefs or captains who were duly elected.

The hunting grounds of the Red River half-

breeds extended from the Saskatchewan on the

north, southward sometimes as far as the Yel-

lowstone River. They followed the buffalo

wherever they were, and with them took their

whole families and all their worldly possessions,

transported in the famous Red River carts.
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A Peculiar People

The Red River Halfbreeds—A Vanished Camp
The Cheerful Buffalo Hunters of

Fifty Years Ago

By G. B. G.

DURING the middle of the last century

there lived on the plains of the North-

west, between the Red River of the

North and the Rocky Mountains, an exceed-

ingly interesting group of people—the Red River

halfbreeds. Although they existed there as a

vonimunity for only about two generations, yet

during this time they were so distinct a people

as to impress themselves on the minds of all who

mer with them, and to have made a name that

will never be forgotten w^hcn the history of the

Northwest is referred to.

Scattered about as individuals or families, the

Red River halfbreeds were inconspicuous and of

no importance. By the more staid and methodi-

cal people of Anglo-Saxon blood they were

thought of with more or less contempt by rea-

son of their volatile nature and their disinclina-

uon for settled habits. But gathered together in

a great camp moving toward the l^uffalo, or in

the buffalo country, tliey were inii)ressive be-

cause as a community they were unlike any of

the great camps of the people whose blood

flowed in the'ir veins. In some degree they pos-

sessed the caution and foresightedness of their

Caucasian ancestors, but with this was united

the keenness of observation, the knowledge of

the habits of animals and generally of the pro-

cesses of nature which they inherited from their

savage mothers.

Little more than half a century witnessed the

beginningf* and the ending of the great halfbreed

camp, but during the short time that they were,

or seemed to be, a people or tribe by themselves,

they were well w(^rth studying. They were

friendly and kindly in their nature, usually on

good terms with white travelers and Indians

alike, though to be sure occasionally attempts

at horse stealing by the Indians resulted in a

collision with those people, but this was unusual.

Yet it is stated that once they were attacked

in the summer of 1851 by 1,000 Yankton Sioux,

when, after a l(»ng figbt behind their breastworks,

the halfbreeds beat ofif the Indians.

The Red River halfbreeds were more or less

nomadic, dwelling at least for a part of the

year in tents, and in many respects living much
like the Indians whose blood they shared. The

• children of employes of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany by Indian mothers, two classes were recog-

nized : the French halfbreeds and the English

halfbreeds. Their Celtic blood often hurried

the French section into acts hostile to the Gov-

ernment, or to the fur company, and in some

cases led to actual rebellion. The last of these

outbreaks took place in 1883 and was partici-

pated in by a number of simple Indians over

whom the halfbreeds had much influence. Fol-

RED RIVER CART
Of Wood and Rawhide, wttboot Iron.

lowing the putting down of this, which from its

leader was called the second Riel rebellion, Riel

was hanged, as were also some of the Indians-

Each spring the French halfbreeds gathered

at the fort—Fort Garry—for their long jtourney

to the plains, where they killed great numbers

of buffalo, drying the meat and making pemmi-

can for sale and for winter subsistence, and the

women dressing the hide<. which were sold tf>

the Hudson's Bay Company. The company gave

these people long credit, and Ross in his descrip-

tion of the Red River settlement draws a glcMNnj

picture of the economic situation there, as the

for the summer buffalo hunt approached.

He says:

*"\Viih the earliest dawn of spring the hunters

are in motioii like bees, and the colony in a state

of caaiusiaa from their g«»ing to and fro, in

order to raise the wind an<l prepare themselves

for the fascinating enjoyments of hunting. It

is now that the company, the farmers, the petty

traders, are all beset by their incessant and irre-

sistible importunities. The plain mania brings

everything to a stand. One wants a horse, an-

other an axe, a third a cart ; they want annnu-

nitiofi. they want clothing, the\' want provisions;

and dioivgh people may refuse one or two, they

cannot deny a whole population,' for indeed over-

nmch ohsrinary w^ould not be unattended with

risk. * * *

""The plain-hmiters, finding they can get what-

ever they want without ready money, are led

into minoas extravagances, but the evil of the

loi^ credit system does not end here. It is now
deeply rooted and infused into all the affairs

and transactions of the place. Nor. indeed, is

this the worst. The baneful influence of these

wild and licentious expeditions over the nrnds

and morals of the people is so uncontr()llai)lc

that it nnhinges all their ideas and draws into

its iDnsive train not only the hunters, but al-

most every class of our populati<^>n. So many
temptations, so many attractions are held out

to the thoughtless and gidd\% so fascinating is

the sweet air of freedom, that even the off-

j^rinS of Europeans, as well as natives, are

often induced to cast off their habits of industry

and kave their comfortable homes to try their

fortunes in the plains. There, however, disap-

pointment and ruin never fail to convince them

of their error and dearly at last do they repent

their foDj.

"The practical result of all this may be stated

in few words. After the expedition starts there

is not a man ser\-ant or maid servant to be found

in the colony. At any season but seed time and

harvest time, the settlement is literally swarm
ing with idlers, but at these urgent periods money
cannot procure them/^

The cost of one of these hunting trips in which

fifteen or siirteen hundred people took part was

great—not less than £24,000 or $120,000. The
growth in popularity of the annual hunt was
rapid. In i&ao—the first trip—it numbered 540

carts, while in 1840 it numbered 1210. The bun

ters were for the most part Roman Catholics and

were governed by strict rules, being controlled

by chiefs or captains who were duly elected.

The huntii^ grounds of the Red River half-

breeds extended from the Saskatchewan on the

north, southward sometimes as far as the Yel-

lowstone River. They followed the Inififalo

wherever they were, and with them tnctk their

whole families and all their worldly possessions,

transported in the famous Red River carts.
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HETCH-HETCHY NEXT YEAR.

Late last month a hearing was held before the

Secretary of the Interior on the question of re-

voking a permit granted by Secretary Garfield in

May, 1908, to the city of San Francisco. This
permit authorized the use by San Francisco,

under certain circumstances, of the Hetch-
Hetchy region in the Yosemite National Park as

a source of water supply. By the terms of the

permit, San Francisco might draw water from
the Hetch-Hetchy vallejP whenever the demands
of that city were greater than Lake Eleanor

could supply.'

It has been reported by the Director of the

Geological Survey and engineers of the Recla-

mation Service that Lake Elleanor contains, or

can be made to contain, a supply of water suffi-

cient for the future needs of the city, but the

authorities of San Francisco . deny that this is

true. Secretary Ballinger invited a board of

Army engineers to be present at the hearing,

and three officers were appointed for that pur-

pose. After an adjournment the engineer acting

for the Societ>- for the Preservation of National

Parks showed that the Lake Eleanor and tribu-

tary sites were sufficient to furnish water for

San Francisco up to 1948, and after a considera-

tion of the various arguments the Secretary an-

nounced that he would suspend decision for one
year, during which another investigation should

be made by a board of army engineers to whom
the San Francisco authorities are to report the

results of their examination into the water ques-

tion for the city.

It has been pointed out by Forest and Stream
that however important the needs of San Fran-
cisco may be, a much more important question

is here at issue. Shall our national parks, es-

tablished by Congress for the benefit of the

whole people, be diverted from the purposes for

which originally set aside—the pleasure of the

people—for the benefit of any private or even
municipal use? If a portion of the Yosemite
Park can be used for such a purpose, a portion

of any other national park may be used for any
similar purpose, and the whole system of these

national reservations may shortly be destroyed.

It appears to us inconceivable that the officials

of the nation should consent to anything of

this sort, or that Congress should permit it to

be done.

NATURE'S BALANCE.
Truly the lot of the farmer is a hard one,

and those who have gone back to the soil—or
who have never left it—can sympathize heartily

with the plaint of one farmer who, on another
page, discusses the ravages of the pine mouse,
and the troubles which followed the effort to

check these ravages. It is not long since the

damage caused by deer was complained of. A
few days since a farmer told us of having set

out a few cabbage plants of which, a day or

two later, more than ninety per cent, had been
destroyed by cut worms. Not long ago corres-

pondents described the destruction of poultry

caused by hawks, and two or three years earlier

a hot discussion took place as to whether the

weasel did or did not kill poultry.

Of persons living in the country a very large

number kill hawks on sight and a less number
—for weasels are scarce—crush the weaseFs

head when they can reach it.

No doubt it is true that hawks and weasels

and foxes and skunks from time to time kill

poultry. No doubt also the greater part of the

food of these predaceous creatures consists of

mice, moles, squirrels and rats—many of them
unquestionably injurious. It is altogether pos-

sible that the correspondent who lost the young
white pine trees in Connecticut is quite ready to

kill hawks or weasels if he can get at them, but

there is no doubt that two or three weasels in

his white pine orchard would have saved him
many trees.

We have not now—nor for a long time are

we likely to have—any means of measuring even

in the most general way the value of the services

performed by predaceous birds and mammals
for the farmer, but it is obvious that it must

be great. In some cases perhaps the harm they

do is serious. More should be known about

these matters. Each farmer should do his best

to inform himself as to what is now known,

and further should make all the observations

possible on such points, and should communicate

these observations to others.

Dr. H. G. Piffard, a physician of eminence,

an ardent sportsman and a long-time corres-

pondent of Forest and Stream, died in this city

last week. He was born in New York city in

1842, educated here, and had been a practicing

physician for forty-six years. He was a man
of acute intellect and abundant energy, and was

full of ideas on many subjects. Whatever he

took up he went into with the utmost enthu-

siasm. He had been an expert rifle shot, canoe-

ist, photographer, and was an authority on

radium and the x-rays. Besides being a keen

sportsman, devoted especially to* the use of the

shotgun, he was a great authority on edible

fungi, and was for some years the president of

the Mycological Club. Possessed of a keen sense

of humor, he was a delightful companion; yet
sterply devoted to what was right, he would
fight earnestly and obstinately in behalf of his

beliefs. He was the author of a number of
medical works, and for many years was a pro-
fessor in New York University and consulting

surgeon in the City Hospital

Cabeful investigatioa was made by the Bio-

logical -Survey daring 1908 of the present dis-

tribution of big game, especially deer and ante-

lope, and the number killed during the hunting

season. East of the Mississippi (omitting New
Hampshire, Georgia and North Carolina) 60,000

deer were killed in 1908. Antelope are still

found in fourteen Western States, though the

total number is approximately only 17,000. Not-
withstanding the fact that the antelope is pro-

tected throughout the year in practically all the

States in which it now occurs, special efforts are

necessary to save this fine game animal from
extinction. In the decade from 1898 to 1908 the

antelope of Colorado, according to estimates of

the State game warden, decreased from 2SfiOO
to 2,00a Statistics have been gathered by the

bnrean concerning private and public game pre-

serves, game propagation, hunting license receipts

and many other special features of game and
bird preservation.

RoBEBT W. DC FoKEST, trustcc for the Sage
Foundation,, has annonnced that Mrs. Sage has

stated that she' will contribute $5^000 a year for

the next three years to the work of the National

Association of Audubon Societies for the pro-

tection of wild birds and animals. Mrs. Sage
has made no stipnlatioos as to how the money
shall be used, farther than to say that she would
prefer that it be expended in the Southern
States. It is reported that some portion of this

money will be used especially for the protection

of robins, but probably no plans have as yet

been made in regard to it.

Leoxard Cbossle, kooorary secretary of the

British Amateur Fly- and Bait-Casting Club, has

asked Fokest and Stkeam to inform him as to

the number of American anglers who intend to

take part in the international casting tourna-

ment to be held at Hendon on July 7 and & If

intending contestants will write us, Mr. Crossle's

request will be complied with at once, and ar-

rangements will no doubt be made to extend the

time for receiving entries from this country.

Two remarkable pictures of wildfowl in flight

arc reproduced elsewhere in this issue. They
were made in the Imperial Valley, in California,

and show the character of the irrigated lands

on which the ducks feed during several month*
every year. ^ j ^
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Usually they made their start about the 15th
of June, a part going from the Red River settle-

ment and another part from the White Horse
Plain on the Assiniboine. Once these bands
traveled together, but differences sprang up
among them, and between 1850 and 1857 they
hunted apart.

Sometimes the halfbreeds were absolutely im-
provident and thoughtless of the future. Often
they made surrounds and killed buffalo purely
for the love of killing, taking nothing but the
skins and tongues, and not recognizing that this

circle of their lodges and the turning up of carts

on their sides to make breastworks behind which
to fight The Indians of those days had few
guns or none and scarcely ever attacked them
except on the occasion already referred to.

When the buffalo were found, if the situation

was favorable, a surround was made, but on
the other hand sometimes the buffalo were on
the flat prairie, in which case it was necessary
to approach them openly and the horsemen could
not get nearer than four or five hundred yards
before the buffalo started. Then, if it was spring

in front of them. By this method of riding, the
buffalo could often be drawn some miles in one
direction or the other, and toward the waiting
and concealed hunters.

On favorable ground, when a successful ap-
proach was made the buffalo, with tails on end,
rushed off in headlong flight. Presently the

swiftest horses began to overtake them and to
disappear in the dust kicked up by the flying

herd. The noise and confusion caused by the
running animals was astonishing. A thick cloud
of dust hung over the scene, the air was full of

OLD FT. GARKY.

great destruction of buffalo must sooner or later

be felt by themselves.

While often they rioted in plenty, having more
food than it was possible to consume, at other
times they suffered from hunger. If buffalo

could not be found, provisions became scarce;

children cried with hunger and all complained of
the lack of food. It was a feast or a famine.

Sometimes, too, they lost their animals. The
horses strayed away or the oxen that belonged
in the camp took the back trail and had to be
searched for at great loss of time.

On the other hand, when hunting, their indus-

try was very great. They had a splendid organi-

zation; they were at peace with all the Indians

of the plains who in early days neither wished
nor dared to attack them. The approach of a

hostile party to the halfbreed camp meant merely
the withdrawal of the halfbreeds within the

and the horses were thin and weak, a long chase
was required to overtake the buffalo, and some-
times they might not be overtaken at alL If

the horses were weak and the buffalo were in

such a position that there was danger that they
might escape without being overtaken, the chiefs

would sometimes send out two men to approach
the buffalo gradually from one side, and starting

them slowly to bring them close to the camp.
The young men rode at a walk or a trot parallel

to the direction in which the buffalo were headed,
and before long the buffalo began to trot and
then perhaps to gallop. If, riding on the left

hand side of the herd, the men wished to turn
them to the right, they drew away from them to

a greater distance. If they wished to turn them
to the left, they directed their course more to-

ward the herd, which then in turn bert its

course toward the riders, as if trying to cross

pebbles and sand kicked up by the hurrying feet,

shots began to be heard, and presently the prairie

was strewn with brown bodies.

In such a race the men rode their best horses,

trained buffalo runners, as experienced as their

masters in picking out the best cows, in avoid-
ing the holes and obstacles which lay everywhere
on the prairie, in avoiding also the charge of
angry animals that they overtook and passed.

Really, the experienced rider paid no attention

to his horse and merely loaded, fired and re-

loaded until the chase was over. Practically all

these men used muzzle-loading flintlock guns.

Their balls they carried in their mouths, the

powder was in a cowhorn hung under the right

arm. They loaded on the run, spat a ball into

the muzzle, jarred the gun stock on the saddle
or with the hand, threw some priming into the

pan, and fired. Accidents were frequent. Horse*
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fell or were caught by cows and killed, guns

burst, sometimes men were shot. By bursting

guns men lost hands, arms and sometimes even

lives, and Indian hunters have told me of men

falling from their horses in such a way that

whip stocks, arrows, bows and even guns were

driven through their bodies. The hunter's horse

drew up close td*the buffalo, not more than two

or three yards from it, and the shot was fired as

the gun c^ropped to the level. The well trained

horse swerved away from the buffalo at the shot

and the man, prepared for the change of direc-

tion, at. once began to reload. When the chase

was over, the hunters returned over the buffalo-

strewn prairie to identify the animals that each

had killed. This was a matter of long prac-

tice, and an outdoor man can well understand

how it was done.

"Of all the operations which mark the hun-

ter's life, and are essential to his ultimate suc-

cess, the most perplexing perhaps is that of find-

ing out and identifying the animals he kills dur-

ing a race. Imagine four hundred horsemen en-

tering at full speed a herd of some thousands of

buffalo all in rapid motion. Riders in clouds of

dust and volumes of smoke, which darken the

air, crossing and recrossing each other in every

direction ; shots on the right, on the left, behind,

before, here, there, two, three, a dozen at a

time, everywhere in close succession, at the same

moment. Horses stumbling, riders falling, dead

and wounded animals tumbling here and there,

one over the other; and this zigzag and bewild-

ering melee continued for an hour or more to-

gether in wild confusion, and yet, from prac-

tice, so keen is the eye, so correct the judgment

of the hunter and so discriminating his memory,

that after getting to the end of the race he can

not only tell the number of animals he had shot

down, but the position in which each lies—on

the right or on the left side—the spot where the

shot hit and the direction of the ball, and also

retrace his way step by step through the whole

race and recognize every animal he had the

fortune to kill without the least hesitation or

difficulty. To divine how this is accomplished

Vewilders the imagination. To unriddle the

Chinese puzzles, to square the circle, or even to

find out the perpetual motion seems scarcely

more puzzling to the stranger than that of a

hunter finding out his own animals after a buf-

falo race."

Ross asked one of the hunters how it was pos-

sible that each could know his own animals in

such a melange? He answered, by putting a

question remarkable for its appropriate inge-
' nuity, "Suppose,** said he, **that four hundred

learned persons all wrote words here and there

on the same sheet of paper, would not the fact

be that each scholar would point out his own
hand writing?" It is true that practice makes

perfect, but with all the perfection experience

can give, much praise is due to the discriminat-

ing knowledge of these people, quarrels being

rare, indeed, among them on such occasions.

Soon after the hunters had left the camp the

women started out with the carts to bring in

the meat. Probably by the time they reached

the killing ground, the men had returned and

were hard at work skinning and cutting up the

meat. The hunters worked back, skinning first

the animals that they had last killed and com-

ing the last of all to those first shot down.

Besides the dangers of the actual chase there

w^as always a chance that a hunter separated

from his own people, working off to one side

or in some concealed place, might be attacked

by Indians who, of course, at that time were

eager for the guns which all the halfbreeds pos-

sessed.

The appearance of these hunters now finish-

ing up their day's work by skinning and butcher-

ing their animals was extraordinary. Covered

with dust and sweat, black from the flying gun

powder, bloody up to the elbows, their faces

streaked and smeared with blood and grease as

they brushed the long hair out of their faces,

they presented an extraordinary spectacle of

ferocity which their unfailing good nature and

merry laughter and jest wholly belied.

After the meat and hides had been brought

into camp they were attended to by the women
after the ordinary Indian fashion. The meat

was cut into thin flakes and dried in the heat

of the sun, or if the weather forbade this, hung

up on scaffolds inside the lodges. The fat was

saved and dried, the bones pounded up and

boiled and the fat skimmed off and placed in

bladders.

When at last, the camp loaded with meat, the

people turned about to return to the settlement,

they took with them, if the hunt had been suc-

cessful, from nine hundred to a thousand pounds

of dried meat per cart, or in a case cited by

Ross more than two hundred pounds of dried

meat for every individual, young and old, in

the settlement. Of this dried meat a portion was

sold to the Hudson's Bay Company at a rate of

2 pence per pound, and in the year mentioned

the hunters received £1,200 or $6,000, "being

rather more money than all the agricultural

classes obtained for their produce in the same

year." At this time the dressed robes had little

value, save as clothing or a protection from the

cold. They sold for about $2 each.

The halfbreed of the middle of the last cen-

tury was an excellent hunter, a splendid plains-

man and able to support himself and his family

on the prairie under the most adverse condi-

tions, but he was a slow and reluctant husband-

man. Coming of two races, one of which,

though capable of long continued and most

arduous effort and endurance of hardship, had

never been accustomed to steady and continuous

labor, he was willing to work until he dropped

at occupations which he enjoyed, but not at all

disposed to tasks he regarded as irksome.

It was between 1850 and 1870 that the Red

River halfbreeds attained their greatest fame as

buffalo hunters, but when in 1883 the buffalo dis-

appeared, these hunters found their occupation

gone and knew not to what to turn to gain a

livelihood. No doubt the disappearance of the

buffalo had much to do with the working up of

the last Riel rebellion, and after that failed, the

Red River halfbreeds as a camp ceased to exist.

Many of them fled over the border into the

United States and remained there, some taking

up ranches and becoming useful citizens, others

traveling about from place to place with wagons

which contained all their possessions, and from

the ends of each of which protruded the family

lodge poles. They camped wherever night found

them, and lived as best they could. Others no

doubt took up land in Canada, and being obliged

to settle down and to remain in one place, be-

came useful citizens of the Western Provinces

of the Dominion.

The Red River halfbreed has passed away
forever. With his picturesque lodge, his com-
plaining cart, his troop of dogs, his wife and

daughters clad in silks stained with buffalo

grease and soiled with the dust of the prairie, he

remains but a memory and will never be seen

again.

THE TOP RAIL.

The sad tale of the ''Man, Dog and Bone" that

appeared in Forest and Stream some weeks ago

reminds Edward Breck of the one told by Sar-

cey in his recollections of the siege of Paris.

"This, if I remember rightly," says Dr. Breck,

''runs something like this:

"Sarcey and his friends were accustomed to

meet at each other's houses for periodical 'ban-

quets.' When Sarcey's turn came he was at

his wits' end, for not only had the larder been

empty for days, but the very last cat had been

shot on the roof and not a mouse nor rat was

left in the neighborhood in spite of the high re-

wards offered. The day of the feast drew nigh

and Sarcey became desperate. As the hour ap-

proached, his condition was akin to insanity, and

he was about to send word to his friends that

for the first time in his life he was obliged to

refuse them food in his own house, when he

chanced to stumble against poor little Fido, his

well-beloved terrier. A terrible thought entered

his brain, but he put it away in horror. The
next moment the haggard and reproachful faces

of his dearest friends seemed to glare upon him

from the grave. Hardening his heart and breath-

ing a prayer for forgiveness, he drew his snick-

ersnee and—well, to make a long story short, the

banquet took place and the exultant guests vowed

that so dainty a morsel had never been placed

before them. Sarcey, however, ate in gloomy

silence, and when the meal was over still sat

gazing sadly at his plate.

"'Why so melancholy?' asked a friend.

" 'I was only thinking,' answered Sarcey, 'how

much poor Fido would have enjoyed those

bones!'" .

Believing in the efficacy of variety, a Califor-

nia angler attracted attention on opening day for

rainbow trout fishing in California, one of whose

papers commented as follows

:

"Standing at the edge of one of the biggest

pools in the West Fork, one angler was whip-

ping the stream with a line from which dangled

seven flies that were green, brown, red, yellow;

enough color to paint a landscape, but still the

trout wouldn't strike.

" 'Look at 'em,' pleaded the eager angler to

his wife. 'Here, you take the rod.' And wifey

beat the face of that pool as if dusting the parlor

carpet." Grizzly King.
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dcrmatoglyphics can now tell, fcM^ in-

stance, the difference between the hand
or foot prints of the Japanese race, the

white, the Negro, the Eslfimo or the In-

dian.

Certain criteria fot- distinguishing

races already exist, among them finger

prints. Other physical traits used in the

comparative study of human groups are

stature, facial features, and most impor-

tant of all, measurements and^^ropor-

tions of the skull. Now, in scientific

palmistry, anthropologists hope to gain

a new^ criterion for comparing the races

of'nian.

Palm Prints Show Race

Men all over the world are helping

Dr. Cummins to collect palm and sole

prints, so that he can extend his studies

to include various races. Thus far be-

sides the white race, both European-
Americans and Jews, he has studied

Negroes, Mayas, Eskimos, North Amer-
ican Indians, Jews, Siamese and Syrians.

Archaeologists and other explorers, and
former medical students send him the

prints which form the material for his

study in his New Orleans laboratory.

When Henry B. Collins of the Smith-
sonian Institution was at St. Lawrence
Island, Alaska, on an archaeological ex-

pedition one summer, he lined up a

number of Eskimos, children, adoles-

cents and some adults, too, to be
"printed." With much giggling and
amusement the Eskimos submitted to

having an inked roller run over the sole

of the foot, a tickling process, as well as

a novel one, and to having an inked
glass pressed against the hand. The im-
pression was stamped on paper. The
Eskimo prints were then studied by Dr.
Cummins and his associate at Tulane
University, Dr. Charles Midlo. They
found a distinct racial trend in the com-
binations of patterns and configurations

of the Eskimo palm and sole prints.

Another archaeologist took prints of
Maya palms and soles when on an ex-

pedition into the Maya country of

Yucatan, and sent them back to Dr.
Cummins. A medical man now in Bang-
kok has taken prints of the Siamese and

another is doing the same thing in

/ Syria. Frederick Starr took them of
' Negroes in Liberia, which Dr. Cummins

was then able to compare with those of

Negroes in New Orleans.

One important advantage of dermato-

glyphics over other bodily features

which may be compared in various races

is that these patterns and markings are

K established in their final form long be-

rfore birth and never change during an
t individual's lifetime.

The measurements and shape of the

skull have been considered the best

method scientists had for distinguishing

racial differences. However Dr. Franz

Boas of Columbia University has found

from a study of the descendants of im-

migrants in America that after several

generations of life in this country the

characteristic head forms of different

races began to change. Whether these

changes are due to changes in diet or

environment is not known, but appar-

ently it is not possible to tell so mfalli-

bly to what race a person belongs by

measuring his skull. But there is no

question of environment or experience

altering the palm markings.

Dr. Cummins recently reported the

first scientific study of the palm and

sole patterns of North American In-

dians. The first tribe to have palm and

sole prints taken for scientific purposes

is the Shoshoni-Arapaho of the Sho-

shoni Indian agency in Wyoming.
Studying the finely sculptured patterns,

Dr. Cummins found a "definite racial

trend." And when he compared the In-

dian tribe's prints with those of white

subjects, he found the distinctiveness of

the Indian prints emphasized by the con-

trast.

"For example, in the European-

Americans a true patterned arrange-

ment, usually a looped figure, is found

frequently on the muscular eminence of

the little-finger side of the palm," he

explained; "in the Indians its occurrence

is very rare. In European-Americans

there is a far more pronounced tendency

of the skin ridges to run transversely

across the palm, contrasting with the

Indian character of more nearly lon-

gitudinal course. Such contrasts might

be multiplied."

Eskimo Palms Like Chinese

When the Indian prints were com-

pared with prints of Eskimos and Chi-

nese, the three groups showed many
points of similarity. This is another

point suggesting the Asiatic origin of

the old native inhabitants of America.

From Dr. Cummins' explanation of

the differences in prints of Indian and

white palms, you can see that the mark-

ings which he and his associates study

are quite different from the ones the

gypsy fortune teller traces on your

palm. No "marriage lines" or "life

lines" appear in the language of scienti-

fic palmistry.

"Main lines," however, are traced on

the palm print with the aid of a hand
magnifying glass. On a typical hand
there are four "main lines," also four

"digital triradii." The latter are triangu-

lar spots, one at the base of each finger,

marking the common meeting point of

tiny ridges which run in three chief

directions. "Main lines" are traced from

their start at these "digital triradii."

If you look at your palm through a

hand lens, you will see how difficult it

is to find either the triangular spots at

the base of the fingers or the main lines,

and these two features are merely the

starting points for determining individ-

ual palm patterns. After the patterns

have been formulated for a number of

individuals belonging to a racial group,

the same general trend will be noticed

in them. When a number of palms are

found with different general trend in

their configurations, the owners of these

palms may be identified as-belonging to

another racial group.

That, roughly, is the way in which

Dr. Cummins and his associates go

about distinguishing races and individ-

uals by means of palm prints. And it

explains why only those skilled in

dermatoglyphics can make such identifi-

cation, and why Dr. Cummins said that

it is impossible to determine the race of

a single individual by derm'^toglyphics.

This article was edited from manuscript pre-

pared by Science Service for use in illustrated

newspaper magazines. Copyright, 1932, by
EveryWeek Magazine and Science Service.

Science News Letter, August 20, 1932
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lodinc-Tesf M^^ Show
Vitaniin C in Orari^ juice

A SIMl?LE test with iodine may

some ^day be used to determine

the amount 6^ vitamin C in preserv(

orange juice, tfs appears from ex]

ments by M. X. Joslyn and Gi

Marsh of the Fruit Products Lab(

of the University^of Californiaj^

These investigatOi^s found

ing orange juice against

iodine solution gave^go<
of the degree of detenpi

In reporting their exj

scientific journal, Scii

out that work of

Szent-Gyorgi, G.

Waugh, has showj

same as hexuroni^

of the reducii

juice which

their test foj

SciencA

Solii

Gold(
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Whelen The TEPEE
T^^,

J^HE most satisfactory cold weather tent, a purely Am
can product handed down to us by the American Indian.

This article will teach you how to roll your own.

^V^lliH^

THE tepee or Indian lodge is one
of the two great inventions or de-
velopments of the American In-
dian which that race has handed

dowo to posterity, and which will endure
for an time; the other being the light
portable canoe. The tepee in its perfected
form is the product of the Indians of the
Aorthwestem plains and the Rockies
from the Colorado to the Liard. In this

P'*'^

it has never been improved on, and
ir superior to any other type of cold
Lhcr tent. The tepee is not a light
and m certain localities it is diffi-
to get the proper poles for its erec-

ItMML But in any country where fairly
* poles can be found or cut, and

if properly man'
agedf there is no
smoke nuisance—
popular opinion
ta the contrary.

where the transportation is adequate-
pack horse, canoe, or team—it is by far
the most satisfactory winter tent. It
seems to be the fashion among certain
writers to condemn many things on hear-
say evidence, and it is true that the tepee
has been much maligned by those who do
not know it. To be satisfactory it is
necessary that it be constructed right,
pitched right, and managed right.

Strange to say, very little has appearedm print on this essentially American type
of tent. Several writers have described
Its construction, and several have writ-
ten much rubbish on how to run it.

Ernest Thompson Seton first described
Its construction. Others who have writ-
ten on how to make it have merely copied
Seton's description without giving him
credit for it. Seton knew how a tepee
should be made. He got it exactly right,
but he described it only for boys, and his
diagrams show it only in boy's size. It
is quite amusing to note that writers who
have thus plagiarized Seton have made
their descriptions for men, but have
adhered to the small tent Seton designed
for boys, thus recommending a shelter so
small as to be ridiculous.

18

I wish here to acknowledge the assis-
tance I have received from Seton's writ-
ings. But on the subject of the proper
pitching of the tepee, or on its manage-
ment all writers are either entirely silent,
or else their descriptions have been so al-
together wrong as to indicate that they
had no practical knowledge of their sub-
ject. The novice who followed their in-
structions would very shortly declare the
tepee and its fire to be absolutely im-
possible.

Pitched and operated right, the tepee is

under all conditions of cool or cold
weather the most satisfactory temporary
or portable home imaginable. You come
back after a day afield in shine or rain,
snow or bitter cold, and in five minutes
you are sitting dry. warm, and comfort-
able, with a cheerful open fire in front
of you, the wood crackling, the sparks
and smoke going straight up, the cheer-
ful warmth radiating everywhere, and
the light from the fire, reflecting on the
canvas sides, illuminating the whole in-
terior. Cooking is a real pleasure over
such a fire because the smoke goes
straight up, never in your eyes or nose,
and it makes no difference if it is raining
cats and dogs outside. After the day's
work it is a real luxury to lie back on a
comfortable bed or couch and watch the
glow of the wood fire. It is a thousand
times more cheerful than the unromantic
sheet-iron stove, and easier to run. It is
never too cold or too hot, as the tempera-
ture can be regulated exactly by the size
of your fire.

TX^ITH proper pitching of the tepee and
^ ^ proper management of the fire, there

is no smoke nuisance, notwithstanding
popular opinion to the contrary. In the
morning you do not get up and dress
in the cold or crawl out in the rain or
snow to build the fire; you reach one
arm out of your sleeping bag or robe,
lay a bundle of previously prepared shav-
ings and kindling wood on the fireplace.
touch a match, and ten minutes later you
arise in a warm, light, and comfortable
home. On a recent trip of two months
Stanley Clark and I pitched our tepee
twenty-three times and we never took
over fifteen minutes to do it In the two
or three instances where we did not find
poles already cut at our camp sites, it

did not take us over three-quarters of an
hoijr from the time we stopped the pack
train until we had the tepee up and a
fire going in it.

The best size for the tepee is 16 ft. in
diameter. This size permits two men to
sleep, cook, and live in it in perfect com-
fort and to store in it all their packs and
duffle. It will accommodate three men
with scarcely any crowding. The 16-ft.
size permits of the best management of
the fire. In a country where lodge poles
are usually found at all camp sites thev
will be just right for a 16-ft. tepee. The
following instructions have therefore been
written for this size. A lO-ft. tepee will
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i ^^^ "'^-^^ satisfactory cold weather tent, a purely Ameri-
can product handed dou^n to us by the American Indian.
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THE tepee or Indian lodge is one
of the two great inventions or de-
velopments of the American In-
dian which that race has handed

down to posterity, and which will endure
tor all time: the other being the light
portable canoe. The tepee in its perfected
lorm IS the product of the Indians of the
^orthweslern plains and the Rockies
from the Colorado to the Liard. In this
form It has never been improved on. and
IS far superior to any other t\-pe of cold
weather tent. The tepee is not a light
tent, and in certain localities it is difft-
cult to get the proper poles for its erec-
tion. But in any countrv where fairly
straight poles can be found or cut, and

// properly man^
aged^ there is no
smoke nuisance—
popular opinion
ta the contrary.

where the transportation is adequate--
pack horse, canoe, or team—it is by far
the most satisfactory winter tent. It
seems to be the fashion among certain
writers to condemn many things on hear-
say evidence, and it is true that the tepee
has been much malis-ncd by those who do
not know it. To be satisfactory it is
necessary that it he constructed right,
pnched right, and managed right.
Strange to say, very httle has appeared

ni print on this essentially American type
of tent. Several writers have described
Its construction, and several have writ-
ten much rubbish on how to run it.

Ernest Thompson Seton first described
its construction. Others who have writ-
ten on how to make it have merely copied
Seton's description without giving him
credit for it. Seton knew how a tepee
should be made. He got it exactly right,
but he described it only for boys, and his
diagrams show it only in boy's size. It
IS quite amusing to note that writers who
have thus plagiarized Seton have made
their descriptions for men, but have
adhered to the small tent Seton designed
for boys, thus recommending a shelter so
small as to be ridiculous.

^:T/ '^^•i*-':i*.waLtyii^
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I wish here to acknowlcdcre the assis-
tance I have received from Seton's wri^.-
ings. But on the subject of the proper
pitching of the tepee, or on its manage-
ment all writers are either entirely silent,
or else their descriptions have been so al-
together wrong as to indicate that they
had no practical knowledge of their sub-
ject. The novice who followed their in-
structions would very shortlv declare the
tepee and its fire to be absolutely im-
possible.

Pitched and operated right, the tepee is

under all conditions of cool or cold
weather the most satisfactory temporary
or portable home imaginable. You come
back after a day afield in shine or rain.
snow or bitter cold, and in five minutes
you are sitting dry. warm, and comfort-
able, with a cheerful open fire in front
of you, the wood crackling, the sparks
and smoke going straight up. the cheer-
ful warmth radiating everywhere, and
the light from the fire, reflecting on the
canvas sides, illuminating the whole in-
terior. Cooking is a real pleasure over
such a fire because the smoke goes
straight up, never in your eyes or nose,
and it makes no difference if it is raining
cats and dogs outside. After the day's
work it is a real luxury to lie back on a
comfortable bed or couch and watch the
glow of the wood fire. It is a thousand
times more cheerful than the unromantic
sheet-iron stove, and easier to run. It is

never too cold or too hot, as the tempera-
ture can be regulated exactly by the size
of your fire.

VI7ITH proper pitching of the tepee and
^ proper management of the fire, there

is no smoke nuisance, notwithstanding
popular opinion to the contrarv. In the
morning you do not get up and dress
m the cold or crawl out in the rain or
snow to build the fire; you reach one
arm out of your sleeping bag or robe,
lay a bundle of previously prepared shav-
ings and kindling wood on the fireplace,
touch a match, and ten minutes later vou
arise in a warm, light, and comfortable
home. On a recent trip of two months
Stanley Clark and I pitched our tepee
twenty-three times and we never took
over fifteen minutes to do it. In the two
or three instances where we did not find
poles already cut at our camp sites, it

did not take us over three-quarters of an
hour from the time we stopped the pack
train until we had the tepee up and a
fire going in it.

The best size for the tepee is 16 ft. in
diameter. This size permits two men to
sleep, cook, and live in it in perfect com-
fort and to store in it all their packs and
duffle. It will accommodate three men
with scarcely any crowding. The 16-ft.
size permits of the best management of
the fire. In a countrv where lodge poles
are usually found at all camp sites thev
will be; just ri-ht for a 16-ft. tepee. The
following instructions have therefore been
written for this size. A 10-ft. te!)ee will



Chincoteague Channel Bass The Tepee

I

I

spotless, being scniftdtallf vashc
scrubbed after the oft hali-roiteii

had been unloaded.
Night on the water. Tl»e cabin

cheerily with its little electric liK^Hs. li^i^

up on the mast the pale yeBow- of the rid-

ing light a warning and satcswd: for-

ward rising from the galliey hfldtcKj^ sav-

cry smells of dinner shiipiB|f itsrfrwMler

the guiding haii(I:> ut Art; ihr lap- hy^of
water against the sides; in the distance,

faintlv heard, the ^eaietes roar of the

surf.

\
A SOUL-satisfymg m'^L a c^od tagar

xV or pipe and to beti to^reaan of what

the morrow might bring \^
But the morrow br.mght ^s^MoiotnKHt.

During the night the wind n|d shifted

to the northeast and a storn wsas well

imder way by daylight. Rain bei( upon

the hatches and the pilot hoose. Gceat,

gray, sullen seas swept muiintainoqsh^^
the inlet; the surf was an endless whft^

smother of foam. The hwofcrr hoatsv

were all at their piers* and tfie scene was
one of loneliness anid desolatioa. We
fished a little off the stem and catnght two
flounders, that was aM. Xo ti5e^ 8Q>nS
ashore. Once could never **1ioldr in soch

a surf and the ceaseless Iwat of t&e i^n
did not make for plcasnre. Nothing to

do but clean up aboanL smoke, lead, and
sleep.

Art seized the opporttmittT to try some
fancy dishes and all afitietnoon worted
and cussed in the galky. testing tfie. heat

of the oven and mixing fnrionsly>6n the

breadboard. When we aslocd Iwna what
he was making we were greeted with
mysterious signs and winks and told to

'

get the h— out of the cook^s way aind

aft where we belonged.

Supper disclosed a meat pie, hot bisccnts

and rice pudding, whereupon we fotgave

him and willingly washed Ae didic^ ,

The storm raged on all tiie next day.

Toward afternoon the lain let tip 5>oroe-

what and we observed a laige tng with

two barges in tow heading slowl]^ in

toward the inlet. He was tnakjgg toiigli

going of it. As he swnng in toward the

point, we suddenly saw one of tfie baiges
break loose. .\s he tnmed in an effort

to pick it up he went aground aand ttihe

other barge tore free.

Now he was surety io trooUe. At
every heave of the great s««s tfic tug

would rise high in the air and fall with

a dull boom on the sands. At times

she rolled over until we thought she was

done for, Wc could see the men fran-

tically struggling with the life boat, and

all the time the whistle was giving forth

frantic shrieks for help. One of the

barges had drifted on into the inlet and

sunk; the other was stranded on the

Ivar near the tug.

At last we could see one of the bunker

beats getting up steam and shortly after

she headed out to the rescue. Mean-
while the Coast Guards had arrived

and through heavy seas passed a line iromy
the tug to the bunker boat. For fivr

solid hours, the menhaden fisheruren

hauled against the tug and at the^ con-

clusion of that time got her oft! One
barge w^as a total loss, the <^er badly

damaged and the tug was helpless, her

entire engine bed having broken loose.

It was thrilling while it lasted.

The next day dawned perfect. No
trace of the storm was apparent except

ki the sunken barge and long lines of

wreckage along the shore. The wind had

shiHed to the west and the surf was
subsiiiing rapidly. We rowed ashore with

high htoes. Establishing a base we ranged

out from it, each seeking the spot which

seemed td him the most likely looking or

the most \icky.

IT wasn't lo^g before I had a pick-up.

I played sa\ and waited. There was
something munibling my bait. Soon
whatever it was st^ed out with it, slowly

at first, then fastert I tightened the line

and struck, and hooWd our first channel

bass. Out he sped X)ver the bar, the

rod nodding and swayihg, the line hissing

from the reel. But som^ing was wrong
and he got off.

The gloom was not for h^ng, however,

for looking down the beach I saw Art
walk quickly down to the serf's edge,

reeling swiftly as he did so. ^Jhen he

stopped in a tense attitude. SA^ething
had run in with him. I could sefe Billy

watching him too. Suddenly his rod Sfjyept

forward. Art threw his weight againsKit,

and another bass was on.

Down toward the inlet with the in-

coming tide went the fish, Art fol-

lowing. He would gain twenty feet,

only to lose thirty. But at last he had
him under control and I who had been

following with the camera could see the

coppery glint of his scales flash m
the sun as he came to the surface m the

slough. It was but a few moments more

until he was in the undertow, and Art,

rushing into the surf, seized him by the

tail and dragged him triumphantly up the

beach, a fine jfiirty-five pounder.

Z^vf

^^^^''''JQJr
-i

\

WTUlL^Ari and I were weighing and

VV dij^ussing him, we turned to see

Billy i(i the distance running along the

heaoh grasping a jerking rod and wavmg
his' hat with one hand. The bass were m
^r certain! We released Art's fish and

rushed back to Billv who appeared to be

having his hands full. The fish was 'way

bevond the outer bar and Bill opmed it

might possibly be a shark, from the way

he was acting. But no, it turned out to be

a channel bass and how we laughed and

shouted when he beat Art's fish by a

half pound.
So it went. We hooked a great number

of bass at Chincoteague. Some days

they would show up best on the rising

tide; at other times on the dead low

water. When the bass were temporarily

absent the weakfish and other small

brethren took up our attention. One day

we were fishing on the point. Billy

had hooked one bass and lost him and
things looked most propitious. But the

wind veered around and blew the smoke
from the fish factories directly upon us

and we had to pick up and leave. Gas
attacks aren't in it when compared to

the effluvium from a bunker factory.

The whole Virginia coast from Chin-

coteague or Assateague Point south-

ward, where we did our fishing, is

great channel bass grounds. There are

endless sloughs and bars, bars and sloughs,

with a background of lonely beaches and
great, shaggy, crested dunes, nesting sea

birds and marshes. It is the kind of

country to stir the surfman's soul.

I am inclined to believe that the fishing

is better there in the spring, from the

latter part of May to early July, than in

the fall. I sent one friend of mine
down there last spring and he caught

17 bass in less than a week's time. He
camped on the dunes, however, and fished

all tides.

The village of Chincoteague can now
be reached by motor, since the bridge has

{Continued on page 33)

Rushing into the amf» km by Ae Ual and dragged him triumphantly up the beach— a fine thirty-five pounder.

If the tepee is pitched, arranged and run as described, U will be found to be the most comfortable home imaginable.

just barely accommodate one man, and
the fire will be a little difficult to manage
well, being so close to the bed that often
its heat will be uncomfortable. A 14-ft.
tent is the smallest that can be recom-
mended for two men and there will be
little room in it for duffle. Larger than
16 ft. makes a rather unwieldy and heavy
tent, difficult to pitch and hard to trans-
port.

THE best material for the tepee is 8-oz.
duck. Thinner and lighter materials

can be used, but the light material is liable
to be punctured or worn by the little

knots on the poles. Made of 8-oz. can-
vas or Egyptian cotton, tepees will weigh
about as follows:

iameter



.tepee and as will hf ''•" /^'>"'Pletes the

hole sHtch A^ ^M^"^ >?" ^'^ t'"«on-

will insert the gromets for you with a

io awTfS Sf
*''^- ^" ' pinch yr can'

in ro^ u J ,
*''^ gromets and simply sew

hJ. I ^"^f
'^"^ ^^ t'^e ^"dians did. Rawhide belt laces can be had a. any large

Sp r'! '*°'*^- <^« tf'os^ about twkl

'T*0 pitch the tepee you need eleven polesA They should be as straight as oosJs.ble, about 20 to 22 ft. long. JJ/.to "4^,
>n. in diameter at the butt, and 1 to 2 inn diameter at the tip. In the Northwest

perlect poles and is the tree that th.-Indians used for this purpose In local

i

alVtmrr^ ^T ^r."ot grow it°mttake some time to find eleven straight

son'in" th "^V'^'^V^*'^
'''' F° " this'fa-

IZa, ^^^ ^"'^
i''^ *^P« 's "sually con-fined to more or less permanent catnos as

ev^?yire.'°"«
'"^ ''"' -^ cut?hTK

All through the Rocky Mountains fromMontana northward tepees have been us^for hundreds of years, and usually 1^every good camp site you will find setsof these poles stacked up all ready foruse. Sportsmen should never cut these

?n fi

"P ^°/ '""^"^^ t«"ts. or use hemfor firewood-remember the other fellowcoming ,0 that camp site tired and hW^gry. perhaps ,n vile weather, expectinno
find poles all ready. When '^you ale

UD sf tJ'"' M,
''' "^ P°'«- «tack themup so they will not rot. I have often

?T' '° u'jy °'^ I"^ia" camp shes ha"I know had not been occupied for forty

Zll^ years, and found the poles nicely

pfarl "f^
^"^ T'* .°^ them usable. ^Place three of these poles on the

bun nf ,u°'^
'°^^'^'' »"d paralS thi

bu ts of .L"n"'f'r" ^'^ '"• ^^^^ the

R^ S n„» T'''^^ ,°"^*' as shown in
•/• J

^^^'^ t'^ese poles lay the teoee in

fJ irat'the\''.f \'^t
"'^ 1oopTg"'L

the^'peak "A" tuJ^ ^^^
""i'^*" P^'^. and

I Iv: %> J ..
P""cd out as far as it will

^Tie ^r'^ l^' ''I
°^ '^^ center p^e

i "n- ^\u^"l ^* "'^ ''ack tent peg loop

f£ /° *'!u
^"" °^ t''^ center pole us?ngthe two thongs at "G." Tie it tleht «

S bfe' 'str'eU^:^
'"" ''' the'buttTU-

sibJe. Stretch the center of the tent tipht

A tight to the center pole. With a lash

rope, halter shank, or other strong pieceof rope, tie all three poles tightly t"gether at a point 2'A ft. above The po nt

pole. These three poles are to form the

Sfe°s toTal.^'' ^'' ^°" '^^" ^'^ °ther

nfher n.i^ '^"^ '? '° come. One of the

where 7he' V° ^' E'""^ '"''^ "s butt

and wiff"**^ °^ H '^°°' *i" come

The th rH nT •°"^ °^ '^'e <Jc.or poles,

ference nf »T'^i^P'^?^1 °" ^^e circum-

twe7n th» ir
'^"^'- ^"'^'e' equivalent be-

Hnn^ !
'''^*^'' t"^" P°'«. making a firmtripod. Against this tripod you now lean

iro„nT^.lf'"?/ ^ P9'"' •'""s equi^-stan"

these t.ol« K^^'-
?"-C"niference, one othese poles being located for the otherdoor pole, as shown in Fig. 4.

A ROUND this cone of poles you now
tr ^^ap the tepee, the peak of which ha^already been stretched to its fu^l heightby being attached to the back pole Toget It approximately high enough you

FIGURE S
lUD

n&URE 3

to

take hold of its upper portion and just

end! V'^nH "^T^ .P°'"- The two door
t:. r . .

"' come around to the

tiSe'th. ^\ t-°l
P°'"- To assist in get!ting the tent high enough on the cone youmay take the tenth and eleventh do1«(which should be about a foot IonJSthan the other 9 poles, and need 1^0? beas straight or heavy), insert them "n the

peak of
1*^/'"°''' ^^P^' ^"d poke Je

f M^L ^ *^"^ "f^*^""^ as shown in Fig

"F" and "H» 'f V\'
^1°"* °^ the tent ft

Doles Th.!?
^° the butts of the doorpoles. Then you cut five little oins from

li:if\
^''""t H to % in. in Xmete^

the e'nds a"nH°"l?.''
^"^''^'^ Pointed aitne ends, and with these you pin the front

TnV the'"- '""^f^^"
^''^^^ the doSr. pok-ing the pins through the holes in the

tTe ottl °/ '^^ i^P^' ^"d °"t throughthe other two of the series of hollsThis keeps the front of the tent together"Your tepee is now up. but it is a rath/;

,^?|e'
/-dr'ooking thing because"*fhe

circle of poles is only 14 ft. in diameter

shie'^Torm ^V"°*- '*^!,"^'^.^ " '"to ship-'

oofe at a t?-
^° '""^^ '"^e tent, and apole at a ime. move them all out about afoot unti the canvas is all taut and

Ses'a litTrt*"'^
''''. "^^^ to move thepoles a little to one side or another, par-ticularly the back pole to which the back

«,!. *<! ^T^ •' tied, to make the canvassmooth all around. Also the door poles

may have to be spread a little bit. orbrought closer together. Usually thesedoor poles are about 4 ft. apart, and theother poles about equidistant around the
circumference of the tent. Raise thesmoke flap poles enough to make aUsmooth about the peak of the tepee. Thengo outside cut nine tent pegs, and pindown the bottom of the tepee all arouSi

do not pin it down tight to theground. The sides must be up a little oflFhe ground to allow air to get through, orthe fire inside will not draw. If thecanvas is an inch above the ground ateach peg and two to three inches abovemidway between pegs it will suffice. Fora one-night stand in calm weather thepegging down of the tent is not neces-
sary. Also It is always possible, if in ahurry, to erect a tepee on a tripod ofpoles only, like a lean-to, and build thenre in front.
The tepee should be pitched so that theA '*

fir"§^^ ^"«'es to the prevailing
winds Winds usually blow up or dowla valley, so the door should be pitched
facing one side of the valley. In the Eastm open country, wind usually has eitheran easterly or westerly direction, seldom
It ever coming from due north or duesouth, therefore the door should face
e'tther due north or due south. The onlytime you will ever have any trouble witt

fnT fJ'7''^"
the wind blows straight

into the door, and then only when Ae
ortbj't^"-

-^^ ^*^ted above, the si£
from 1 t S'?"'',r°t "'eet the ground by
l„tX ° ^ '"• ^" "0""«1- This is abscA
lutely necessary, and must be looked toparticularly when it is snowing afth^

tMs^ aTrVacI^
'° '^ '"^ °"^ '^^^'^^^^

T^^^, ^ Pf "^ ^''^^^' o*" any small tarp

4KJt-sStrd^?^TtTr^r;S^
T-a-o thywo tie cords or thongraJ

hang down overTe dooT o"pfning thn^

Thfc^ m1 °'^-^i
^""^^ of this tarp or door

and kr.n -Z'^^^ ^^'. hottom of^he d^rand keep it down and in place. The doorusually must be kept closed while tLfi%
!L^°'"^, to keep it from smoki^^ atthough there are certain condition^ of

kept'cbs^d.^'^'^^^'^" "«' "-<•*<>'-

Usually the fire will draw correctly nomatter how the smoke flaps are arS^^
flan on tlf^ -i ^"^ ^•'^^"'ty raisingX
blow^n. .' '"'• ^'T *hich the wind isblowing lowering the flap on the other

s raiX"f'*'"\*
it If the wind blo^straight from the back of the tent raiJ

ou wafd'it Z 't'^''' ^"l P-P the' Seloutward at the top so that there wiH be

'"onrof"?.*''?*^^"
the smoke flaps in t£

stratbf t^' ^^Pl"- }^ the wind comes

and bWni r-'' ^^^ ^oo"" "'^e the flapsand bring their peaks around so that th^
front n/.r^ ^r*^

completely close tS
tight shut ^

'
'"^ ^''° '^"^ the door

teD^e^SlfJ'
^"''* •" the center of thetepee, and occupies a space not over 2 ft.

^" ^/^"'eter. In front and rear of the

aboS'2V'ft '^r'"
^^'^'^ sticks, fork

the.e i« r.i^:i fu'*^^
the ground, and on

are V,!nL !u''
^^^ cross-piece from which

kettles Tl!^fi"'"^^P^' hooks for the

./tt/n^'
The fire is built cone-shaped by

hieheft !„^ !u'
'^'^'^ P^^^""'d fashion.

shm,?H h ^\ ""i^":- 0"'y 'i'y woodShould be used and it should be cut inlengths of from 12 to 15 in. and sph?

k&nT^ °^^ " '?^" *"ot.gh to use forkindling wood and to encourage a blaze
(Continued on page jd)
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30.Piece

CAMP
OUTFIT

FROM
RUNNINS&OflRD

TO Camp IN

5 Minutes

562^
Just imagine--a complete 30-piecc MotorCamping Outfit--so compact and portable,
that It can be easily CARRIED OV vnriiRUNNING BOARD.

^"^^^^^ ^^^ ^^UR
The RAMBLER tent, constructed of liriitweight water and mildewproof **Paralite*'
fabric in natural green. Sewed in water-
proof floor, keeps put bugs and insects. Twowindows, door and front of tent fitted with
netting and storm flaps.

You tnd your fimily can answer the can of th*^^ outdoors. Take deUgHtful holiday ami
accommodations or hotel bills. A suitable irtt^a few mmutes pitching camp—and ereutliiiiiriiready for a glorious camping outing. '—*-• *

There's no treater tport than campin;?—especi-
ally when you have this 30-pie<-e Rambler MotorCamp Outfit r weight about 100 lbs.; consistinr of

1 Ranbler tent 7x8 I Water bat

2 Steel ehaJrt | Caadle laateni
I Dunnage bai | Deuble bww stoM

19 Piece eook outfit I Auto pail
^^

Get our beautiful illustrated bookleC
RAMBLER MOTOR CAMP PRODUCTS COWoHcTg laryeat om(fttera to Motor Tomruu mmd Camuera*
191 Fulton St. Mow York City

'.^
}

dimm
k^*** 0*>V*k«0 ]

AUTO TENT-COT
Answers every question of convenience and
economy. Takes the place of clumsy tent,
separate cot and mattress— combining all
three in one.

Folds into compact space 20 x 28 x 12"
Carried on running board. Set up in two
minutes. Sun, rain and vermin proof.

ENTERPRISE BED CO., HammoDd, hd
Price, Complete
with Mattress,
$21.00. at
Hammond

(Continued from page 2o)
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THE TEPEE
By Major Townsend Whelcn

until the fire burns down to a good bed
of coals. As a usual thing try to get
wood that does not throw big sparks, as
the beds are placed very close to the fire
and a sparking wood is liable to burn
holes m the blankets unless one is con-
stantly on the watch. It is good to have a
little pitch pine to put on the fire as soon
as supper is cooked, as the flames from
this wood make the interior of the tepee
as light as day.
The firewood is piled up on one side

of the door as shown in Fig. 4. On the
other side are the pots and pans and the
grub sacks. The beds occupy positions as
shown, logs being staked down to con-
fine them and their pine bough mattress.
The personal duffle bags are placed at the
head of each man's bed and the rifles are
stood up in rear of the tepee, their muz-
zles through a rawhide loop tied to a
pole. Rawhide laces may be tied from
pole to pole about five feet above the
ground and make convenient places to
hang extra clothing and wet socks. Each
mans hunting belt with the field glasses,
hunting knife, and cartridges is buckled
to a pole above the head of his bed.
rig. 5 also shows where packs and pan-
niers are placed if desired. When the
camp was in shape I usually placed my
toilet, repair, and rifle-cleaning kits, eachm Its little moose hide roll, on the side
of my bed, between the bed and the wall,
and thus I had everything needed right
at hand. The axe and wash basin are
placed outside against the tepee near the
door. Saddles are hung up on a pole
lashed between two trees where they will
be out of the way of gnawing porcupines.
weasels, and rabbits.
A draft comes in under the walls of

the tepee. This is necessary to make the
fire draw, and it keeps the air fresh in-
side. Twenty-nine days in the month this
draft IS not noticed. About once a month
heavy wind will make it unpleasant as
one lies or sits on his bed. The remedy
IS to take a pack cover, or any other piece
of canvas, tarp, or piece of clothing, tie
It to the poles about two feet above the
bunk, and let it droop down as a curtain,
tuckmg the bottom under the bedding. So
long as half the circumference of the
tepee is up from the ground the fire will
draw well.

Some writers have asserted that the
Indians placed a curtain all around the
tepee in this manner. This is a mistake.
It is not necessary, it never was done, and
I doubt if the fire would draw well with
such an arrangement. The draft could
not get at the bottom of the fire where
it is needed. I asked Dr. George Bird
Grinnell about this feature, knowing that
he knew more about the old tepee
Indians than any living American. He
said that he had never seen such a cur-
tain, although sometimes if the wind was
strong the Indians would hang up a
blanket back of their bed as described.
The Indians usually make one bed at the
back of the tepee, placing the fire about a
foot or so toward the door from the
exact center of the tepee, but the arrange-
ment of beds and fire as shown in Fig. 4
is best for white men.

If the tepee is pitched, arranged, and
run as described it will be found the most
comfortable home imaginable. Lean-to
tents with a fire in front are nice for a
time, but they involve too much labor in
getting the wood for the large fire that is

(Continued on page 76)
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THE TEPEE

K
required to make them even passablywarm in cold weather, and they cannot be
kept comfortable in a wind. Moreover
the smoke nuisance, particularly when
one IS cooking, is dreadful. Also there
are often times when it is impossible to
keep the lean-to free from smoke. In a
rain cooking is very difficult and disagree-
able. As for a cfosed tent with tent
stove, while it is comfortable, the stove is
very unromantic, and an abomination to
pack. It usually docs not give out
enough heat, or it roasts one out and it
gives no light. It is not to be compared
with the cheerful tepee open fire with its
Hame, glowing embers, and genial warmth.
Ut course, the fire gives out smoke, but
when managed as described this smoke is
entirely confined to a column immedi-
ately above the fire, and it does not
spread out until it reaches a point about
i>V2 ft. above the floor. When a tall man
stands up straight in a tepee he may
notice a little smoke.
Once two of us weathered a blizzard in

the far Northern mountains in a 14-ft.
tepee. We were in a valley of dead jack
pines. The thermometer dropped way
down, and for three days it snowed and
blew a gale. We had plenty of good
firewood, and a pack cover apiece hung
up back of our bunks kept all draft out.
Did we suffer.? Not much. If the truth
must be told, four or fiw^ days before we
found a number of old magazines at an
old camp site, and the whole three days
we lay on our bunks in perfect comfort
reading and getting up only to cook some
most delicious meals, including steaks and
liver of a young grizzly I had shot sev-
eral days before.

(€ 99

Build Your
Own Camping Outfit

and save $50.00
Don't pay fancy price for a tourist home or
trailer-camp outfit. Assemble your own,
equip it your own way, carry your tent, cots,
tables, chairs, baggage, etc., in trailer, ride in
comfort in your car.

We Supply

HUMDINGER
TRAILER
for only $59.00

This Is a very sulwtantlal. high grade trailer, with
dear hardwood body, 40x72 inches, double strength
irons. Automobile wheels. 30x3M Inch non-skid tires.

SS'nn°*'?Ar:u^"™"^t*^*°n' P"ce without flareboards.

lioS2*pV^'*'J.^?I^^®^I^* as shown In above picture.
1^.00 F. O. B. Meniphis. Weight 375 lbs., or about
500 lbs. crated for shipping. Some users want flare-
boards and others do not. Prices include coupler forany make of car. state make of car when ordering.
The ''Humdinger" is as good a trailer as you can buy.

^^^^u. ^'^uif
^'^ailer than price implies. Carriei

1.000 lbs. with ease. You can carry M-ft. canoe on it
if you please.

With this trailer you can build a camping home equal
to the finest and it will not cost you a young fortune.

Order direct from thio odr. Send $10
OAsh with order, balance C. O. D. tub-
Ject to examination. We guarantee
•atitfaction or return your money

Humdinger Manufacturing Co,
MEMPHIS. TENN.
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^ADay in a...

idden Iown
By GREY OWL

(Uhistnttons by co-operatioo Geolodcal Survey and
National Derdopinent Bureau)

"Heavy xmik the heat and sUence
" Grew the afternoon of Summer;
" With a drowsy sound the forest
" Whispered round the sultry wigwam.
With a sound of sleep the xvater
Rippled on the beach below it."

—LONGFELLDW
1^^^.^^^^^^

MODERN influences have taken away much of the
romance, picturesque appearance and exotic atmo-
sphere from Indian camps, as seen on the reserves

and more easily accessible areas of the wilderness. The
exploitation and subsequent degeneration of some bands
has sapped their racial pride, so that destitute and hopeless
they no longer have the ambition to keep up the old tradi-

tions and methods, so that the home life is slipshod and
wretched, and national integrity is falling into decay.
Attempts at living in a poor imitation of the white man's
way without the means and training have not resulted in

gaining for the Indian a reputation for cleanliness. Only
those of them having a long experience and good oppor-
tunities have succeeded in conforming themselves to the

limitations of a

wooden house,

as the ill-kept,

not always
dean establish-

ments of the
more or less

mendicant In-

dians near the

railroad plainly

indicate. Yet
in the cramped
quarters of a

tent or a teepee

they are able to

conduct their

household af-

fairs with
cleanliness and
system, where
a whole family

used to living

in a house
would speedily

become in-
volved in hope-

less confusion.

Many of the

s h a c k - 1 iving

type of Indians

have lost the art of camping as an all-year-round method

of living, and the traveller has to journey far beyond the

regular line of bush travel to find a band of Indians living

in a primitive but highly efficient manner that has been

evolved by centuries of adaption and elimination. This

type of community breaks up into small movable, semi-

permanent villages for the winter, the >ituation decided by

the fluctuations of the hunt. These hunting bands are not

iBdiaa w

large, and consist generally of from one to four or five

families, according to the possibilities of the district. Being
movable, all equipment and materials are very light, and
apparently quite inadequate to withstand the rigors of a
winter north of 52 degfrees. A well-sheltered spot is chosen
where wood, fish and moose are plenty, and tents and
teepees are reared on walls three or four logs high, rec-

tangular in shape for the tents, and octagon for the teepees.

The logs are well chinked with moss and later banked with
snow. Small tin stoves, generally with an oven, supply the

heat in the tents. The wigwams rely on open fires inside,

placed not as those used by the plains tribes in the centre,

but nearer one side which is nearly perpendicular.

During the day all blankets and other materials not in

use are placed

out of the way
in the back of

the tents, or

rolled back
nearly into the

empty space in

the angle of

the lodge wall.

Each member
of the family

keeps his ac-

customed place,

and has his or

her belongings

at their back,

while the in-

door work, in-

cluding eating,

is done on a

deep and gen-

erous carpet of

balsam brush

which covers

the whole floor

of the habita-

tion, and is

f req uent ly

changed.
Household af-

fairs under these conditions are of the simplest and carried

oft with a minimum of disturbance and with few imple-

ments, to avoid confusion. The accumulation of carcasses

and other waste matters from tanning, skinning and other

activities incidental to a hunter's life over a period of seven

or eight months are thrown out to freeze on brush piles or
recognized dumps, and lie harmless until spring, by which
time the inhabitants have gone. It is the presence of this

dre>»tag a aiioose skin
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r take Preceding Frame

^Day in a...

idden I own
By GREY OWL

(Illustrations by co-operation Geological Survey and
National Development Bureau)

"Heavy with the heat and silence
*' Grezv the afternoon of Summer:
With a drowsy sound the forest
Whispered round the sultry wigzvam.
With a sound of sleep the zcater
Rippled on the beach below it/'

—Longfellow
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MODERN influences have taken away much of the
romance, picturesque appearance and exotic atmo-
sphere from Indian camps, as seen on the reserves

and more easily accessible areas of the wilderness. The
exploitation and subsequent degeneration of some bands
has sapped their racial pride, so that destitute and hopeless
they no longer have the ambition to keep up the old tradi-

tions and methods, so that the home life is slipshod and
wretched, and national integrity is falling into decay.

Attempts at living in a poor imitation of the white man's
way without the means and training have not resulted in

gaining for the Indian a reputation for cleanliness. Only
those of them having a long experience and good oppor-
tunities have succeeded in conforming themselves to the

limitations of a

wooden house,

as the ill-kept,

not always
clean establish-

ments of the
more or less

mendicant In-

dians near the

railroad plainly

indicate. Yet
in the cramped
quarters of a

tent or a teepee

they are able to

conduct their

household af-

fairs with
cleanliness and

system, where

a' whole family

used to living

in a house
would speedily

become in-

volved in hope-

less confusion.

Many of the

s h a c k - 1 lying

type of Indians

have lost the art of camping as an all-year-round method

of living, and the traveller has to journey far beyond the

regular line of busli travel to find a band of Indians living

in a primitive but highly efficient manner that has been

evolved by centuries of adaption and elimination. This

type of community breaks up into small moval)le. semi-

permanent villages for the winter, the situation decided by

the fluctuations of the hunt. These huntinir l)ands are not

Indian women clreHsinj;: a mooNe skin

large, and consist generally of from one to four or five

families, according to the possibilities of the district. ]>eing

movable, all equipment and materials are very light, and
a|)parently quite inadequate to withstand the rigors of a

winter north of 52 degrees. A well-sheltered spot is chosen
where woorl, fish and moose are plenty, and tents and
teepees are reared on walls three or four logs high, rec-

tangular in shape for the tents, and octagon for the teepees.

The logs are well chinked with moss and later banked with

snow. Small tin stoves, generally with an oven, siip])ly the

heat in the tents. The wigwams rely on ojx^n fires inside,

placed not as those used by the plains tribes in the centre,

but nearer one side which is nearly perj>endicular.

During the day all blankets and other materials not in

use are placed

out of the way
in the back of

the tents, or

rolled back

nearly into the

em])ty space in

the angle of

the lodge wall.

l\ach member
of the family

keeps his ac-

customed place,

and has his or

her belongings

at their back,

while the in-

door work, in-

cluding eating,

is done on a

deep and gen-

errms carpet of

])al>-am brush

w h i c h covers

the whole floor

of the habita-

tion, and is

f r e q u e n t 1 y
c h a n l: e d.

ITousehnld af-

fairs under these conditions are of the sim])Iest and carried

oil witii a niinimum of distur])ancc and with frw iniple-

nients, to avoid confusion. The accumulation of carcasses

and other waste matters from tanning, skinning and other

activities incidental to a hunter's life over a [)eriod of seven

or eight months are thrown out to freeze on brush i)iles or

recognized duni|)S. and lie harmless until <;>ring, by which
time the inhabitants have gone. It i< the presence of this
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rotting waste matter on disused winter camp grounds that

is responsible for a widespread impression that Indian

camps are necessarily unclean. Outside the habitations

shelves are secured between suitable triangles of trees, and
high racks are erected to keep meat, fish and other eatable

goods, as well as many things not supposed to be eatable,

out of the reach of the ever-hungry huskies. Narrow
snowshoe trails, dug out after every stomt, connect the

dwellings, each with its row of snow-banked dog houses of

brush. Within the camps all is surprisingly snug and com-
fortable while the stoves are going. In the lodges open fire

is maintained all night withoJt difficulty, but in the tents,

when the stoves die, it is another matter.

The heat soon passes out, and the cold descends like a

scimitar of chilled steel ; down through the flimsy protec-

tion of the canvas, down into the ground beneath the

sleepers, petrifying everything, whilst over the camp there

hangs a mist of hoar-frost, the wolves beyond the ridges

bay the moon, and trees crack hke gunshots in the iron

grip of ninety degrees of frost {5S degrees below zero), a

common temj>erature in some parts.

In summer, after the spring trade, a few of these com-

munities repair to some chosen spot, generally situated in

some little known region far oflt a main route. Visitors or

intruders of any kind are not welcomed at these villages,

some of the sites of which have been used from time

immemorial. The approaches are often carefully masked,

and often no indication of their presence is encountered

until the chance wayfarer comes upon them unexpectedly.

These camps are known to the Indians as '* Oden-na-ka-

inne-hekaj," literally ** hidden towns.'' Such towns are no

longer common, but some still exist, and in them many of

the old traditions are observed, and ancient customs, long

supposed to have been forgotten, are still perpetuated.

It has been my good fortune to be a not unwelcon\e

guest at several of these self-contained, self-supporting

concealed hamlets, and on one occasion I had the remark-

able good fortune to obtain entry to a typical hidden town

with a party whose genuine and friendly interest in their

red brethren led me to make the attempt.

It so happened that we cami)ed one night within a few

miles of this village, the proximity of which was known to

several of the other guides by hearsay. Although so far

ro white people had ever succeeded in gaining admittance

beyond the canoe landing, the head of the party urged me
to attempt it. I knew the chances to be poor. No select

gathering of aristocracy into whose presence you have

blundered unknown and unannounced can so completely,

definitely and absolutely ** give you the air " as the semi-

civilized inhabitants of a primitive Indian village in which

you are not welcome. The chief of the band in question.

Big Otter, had a well-sustained reputation for exclusive-

ness, and although acquainted with him, I had never so far

had any pressing invitation to exchange calls. I had, how-
ever, found on a portage that summer a well-made paddle

of Big Otter's make, tagged with a sign on birch bark
representing my name. This was a present of some account

in a country of rough rivers, and seemed a good omen, but

I did not build on it.

The next day, after a short lecture on the procedure
common to such occasions, all hands but the cook embarked
and headed for Big Otter's village. Three hours' paddle,

including some pretty stiflF poling on several rapids, brought

us to a beautiful sheet of water several miles in extent, a

lake almost round, with sandy beaches and hemmed in by

precipitous hills covered with virgin pine ; a forest un-

touched by the hands of man. Across the lake we paddled

for an hour into the eve of the sun, and down a narrow
bay. Behind a high protecting point we came suddenly on

a row of canoes pulled up or turned over on the shore and

from them wound a narrow trail leading up a low grade

through a grove of red pines, to where on the level ground
between the giant boles were scattered a number of habita-

tions. A blue haze of smoke hung in the air of the glade,

and indistinct figures appeared momentarily between the

lodges, to vanish suddenly again.

No one came down to meet us; the silence was deadly

and oppressive. Not landing, I gave the customary call, the

cry of the owl, and on the instant an indescribable tumult,

a fiendish uproar, tore the silence to ribbons as a round

dozen of dogs of strongly wolfish appearance and great

lung capacity raced down to the water's edge, there to

carry on a most alarming demonstration suggestive of an

unappeased lust for blood. One of the party permitted

himself to wonder if they could swim.

A tall slim figure with flying hair ran down the slope

and plunged into the seething maelstrom, belaboring im-

partially on all sides with a burning brand, upon which the

savage-looking bodyguard retired reluctantly and ranged in

skirmishing order on the slope.

The figure, who could now be recognized as the chief

himself, advanced to the sandy margin and stood there.

He raised no hand in welcome, and gave no salutation

of any kind. The setting was wild enough. The immense

columns of the age-old trees, the conical teepees dimly seen

in the shadows beneath them, the swift furtive movements
of uncertain, half-seen shapes shifting among the smoke-

wreaths, the tall, motionless, forbidding figure on the lake-

shore, and behind him the herd of savage huskies. Some-
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thing had to be said, so I opened negotiations. " How

!

Quay. quay. Kitche Negik ! Greeting, Big Otter ! I have
found the paddle, and must thank you. My friends wish
also to make presents to the little ones." This last offer has
softened the paternal heart of many an obdurate chieftain,

but this one made no friendly sign, and even at that dis-

tance he exhaled a passive but very evident hostility.
" Anoatch ! Anoatch !" he cried. " This is not wefl done

;

who are all these people? Are they Kitche Mokoman?"
(The Long Knives, Americans.)

The situation called for no little tact and diplomacy, and
I used what little of them I am blessed with.

I told him how far these people had come, their genuine
interest, and sincerity in their desire to pay a friendly visit,

and elaborated on their fortitude in the face of the hard-
ships of so long and difficult a journey from the railroad

(a matter of ninety miles or more). The diplomatic eva-
sions, the carefully worded compliments, the guarded state-

ments and the discussions entered into much resembled
those between the ambassadors of two countries on the
brink of war, and are beyond my power to recollect. Suffice

it that in time, having cross-questioned me with no little

skilly and adding unfortunately as a proviso that no photo-
graphs were to be taken, he pronounced himself satisfied

:

"Undush, Kibaan. All right, come ashore, we will talk

together."

I surveyed the wolf-pack in the rear. " There are
women; perhaps you could tie your dogs." An audible
sigh of relief went up, and not all from the ladies eithei.

Big Otter turned and called out a few words and an old
woman and some children went fearlessly in amongst the

half-tame creatures and drove some and dragged others

away, to which treatment they tamely submitted.

At the landing the chief met us, gravely shook hands
with each one of the party, and his face crinkled into a
rare smile, his white even teeth in startling contrast to his

weathered visage. He led the way up to the camp. Ihe
dogs, now out of sight, commenced to growl ; one or two
dark heads peered out at us blankly from door-flaps of

canvas; several children retreated some distance to turn

and r^fard us coldly. Several men were present, but they

regarded us not at all. No women were to be seen. The
situation was decidedly strained, and there was a tendency
on the part of our folk to talk in whispers. Between us
and these people there seemed to exist a wall of reserve,

intai^^le but very real; not to be seen but plainly felt.

Big Otter spoke a few words in smooth-flowing sibilants

and gutturals and soon a man slipped noiselessly up to us

<Mi moccasined feet and shook hands all around. He was
young and his handsome face was flushed with embarrass-
ment. Other men appeared, of various ages, all with the

same level gaze and soundless tread, and also shook hands,

im|H^ssively, but without emotion and without speech.

Women now came out from lodges and other places of

concealment and performed the handshaking ceremony;

these last addressed me as interpreter, bidding the women
of the party welcome. A buxom old lady dressed com-
pletely in Holland plaid and wearing a brilliant head

shawl and carrying a large butcher knife in her left hand

declaimed loudly, passing apt but not unfriendly comment
on the personnel of the entire party. Changing hands with

the knife, she resumed her labor of removing the hair from

a green moosehide. She and the other squaws relapsed

into the state of self-abnegation and indiflference common
to Indian women, resuming their various tasks apparently

laid downs on our appearance.

Then came the children; shy smiling faces with bright

shoe-button eyes alive with curiosity. Small boys stepped

up manfully and shook hands with dignity. Little girls in

head shawds and voluminous plaid skirts sidled up within

measurable distance and whispered together in wonder,
" Shaganash ! Kitche Mokoman !" (White people! Amer-
icans.)

The simple presents were distributed, busy women folk

looked back with frank approval, and the atmosphere of

distrust and suspicion melted away like snow before the

summer sun. All was now well, yet there could be sensed

an attitude of watchfulness. The disposal of the dogs gave

evidence of this ; a belt of at least a hundred feet in width

on the rear and sides of the village had been denuded of

its timber and allowed to grow up in a tangled mass of

undergrowth through which no creature of any size could

pass without noise. Through this natural fortification, and
radiating from the town, lanes had been cut, and in these

lanes the dogs were tied on long leashes that gave them
control of the full width of the paths, and from whence on
close approach they glared out at us in open hostility, their

feral eyes red with hate.

This was the twentieth century, yet in a few minutes we
no longer remembered it. Time and the influence of

modern civilization fell awav from us like a discarded

garment.

All around an ancient forest of trees that were old when
Wolfe stormed Qtiebec. Birchbark teepees, old ones grey

with smoke-stained tops, new ones a bright yellow, scat-

tered beneath the dark green limbs. In the foreground a

scaff^old hung with split-open fish and long strips of moose-
meat, under which smouldered a slow and smoky fire.

Women cooking at an open fire, others working ceaselessly

at half-tanned hides. Further off near the lakeshore, sur-

OJibwa woman scrapln; a moose hide
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Smoking: a moone hide over the fire

rotting waste matter on disused winter camp grounds that

is responsible for a widespread impression that Indian
cani])s are necessarily unclean. Outside the habitations

shelves are secured between suitable triangles of trees, and
high racks are erected to keep meat, fish and other eatable

goods, as well as many things not supposed to be eatable,

out of the reach of the ever-hungry huskies. Xarrow
snowshoe trails, dug out after every storm, connect the

dwellings, each with its row of snow-banked dog houses of

brush. VVithin the camps all is surprisingly snug and com-
fortable while the stoves are going. In the lodges open fire

is maintained all night without difficulty, but in the tents,

when the stoves die, it is another matter.

The heat soon passes out, and the cold descends like a
scimitar of chilled steel; down through the flimsy protec-

tion of the canvas, down into the groimd beneath the

sleepers, petrifying everything, whilst over the camp there

hangs a mist of hoar-frost, the wolves beyond the ridges

))ay the moon, and trees crack like gimshots in the iron

grip of ninety degrees of frost (58 degrees below zero), a

common temperature in some parts.

In summer, after the spring trade, a few of these com-

munities repair to some chosen spot, generally situated m
some little known region far off a main route. Visitors or

intruders of any kind are not welcomed at these villages,

some of the sites of which have been used from time

immemorial. The approaches are often carefully masked,

and often no indication of their presence is encountered

until tlie chance wavfarer comes upon them unexpectedly,

These camps are known to the Indians as ** Oden-na-ka-

inne-hekaj," literally ** hidden towns." Such towns are no

longer common, but some still exist, and in them many of

the old traditions are observed, and ancient customs, long

supposed to have been forgotten, are still perpetuated.

It has been my good fortune to be a not unwelcon\e

guest at severalof tliese self-contained, self-supporting

concealed hamlets, and on one occasion I had the remark-

able good fortune to obtain entry to a typical hidden town

with a party whose genuine and friendly interest in their

red brethren led me to make the attempt.

It so happened that we camped one night within a few

miles of this village, the proximity of which was known to

several of the other guides by hearsay. Although so far

ro white people had ever succeeded in gaining admittance

beyond the canoe landing, the head of the party urged me
to attempt it. I knew the chances to be poor. No select

gathering of aristocracy into whose presence you have

blundered unknown and unannounced can so completely,

definitely and absolutely ** give you the air " as the semi-

civilized inhabitants of a primitive Indian village in which

you are not welcome. The chief of the band in question,

Big Otter, had a well-sustained reputation for exclusive-

ness, and although acquainted with him, I had never so far

had any pressing invitation to exchange calls. I had, how-
ever, found on a portage that summer a well-made paddle

of Big Otter's make, tagged wnth a sign on birch bark

representing my name. This was a present of some account

in a country of rough rivers, and seemed a good omen, but

I did not build on it.

The next day, after a short lecture on the procedure
common to such occasions, all hands but the cook embarked
and headed for Big Otter's village. Three hours* paddle,

including some pretty stiff poling on several rapids, brought

us to a beautiful sheet of water several miles in extent, a

lake almost round, with sandy beaches and hemmed in by

precipitous hills covered with virgin pine ; a forest un-

touched by the hands of man. Across the lake we paddled

for an hour into the eve of the sun, and down a narrow
bay. Behind a high protecting point we came suddenly on

a row of canoes pulled up or turned over on the shore and

from them wound a narrow trail leading up a low grade

through a grove of red pines, to where on the level ground
between the giant boles were scattered a number of habita-

tions. A blue haze of smoke hung in the air of the glade,

and indistinct figures appeared momentarily between the

lodges, to vanish suddenly again.

No one came down to meet us ; the silence was deadly

and ojipressive. Not landing, I gave the customary call, the

crv of the owl, and on the instant an indescribable tumult,

a fiendish uproar, tore the silence to ribbons as a round

dozen of dogs of strongly w^olfish appearance and great

lung capacity raced down to the water's edge, there to

carry on a most alarming demonstration suggestive of an

unappeased lust for blood. One of the party permitted

himself to wonder if they could swim.

A tall slim figure with flying hair ran down the slope

and plunged into the seething maelstrom, belaboring im-

partially on all sides with a burning brand, upon which the

savage-looking bodyguard retired reluctantly and ranged in

skirmishing order on the slope.

The figure, who could now be recognized as the chief

himself, advanced to the sandy margin and stood there.

He raised no hand in welcome, and gave no salutation

of any kind. The setting was wild enough. The immense

columns of the age-old trees, the conical teepees dimly seen

in the shadows beneath them, the swift furtive movements
of uncertain, half-seen shapes shifting among the smoke-

wreaths, the tall, motionless, forbidding figure on the lake-

shore, and behind him the herd of savage huskies. Some-

, I

! !

•I

thing had to be said, so I opened negotiations. " How

!

Quay, quay, Kitche Xegik ! Greeting, Big Otter ! I have
found the paddle, and must thank you. My friends wish
also to make presents to the Httlc ones," This last offer has
softened the paternal heart of many an obdurate chieftain,

but this one made no fnendlv «gn„ and even at that dis-

tance he exhaled a passive bat very evident hostility.
" Anoatch ! Anoatch !^ he cried, ** This is not well done

;

who are all these people? Are they Kitche Mokoman?'
(The Long Knives. An^ricans.)

The situation called for no little tact and diplomacy, and
I used what little of them I am blessed with,

I told him how far these pei.:>ple had come, their genuine
interest, and sincerit>- in their J^esire to pay a friendly visit,

and elaborated on their fortitnde in the face of the hard-
ships of so long and difficult a journey from the railroad

(a matter of ninety miles or more). The diplomatic eva-
sions, the carefully worried compliments, the guarded state-

ments and the disctissions entered into much resembled
those between the ambassadors of two countries on the
brink of war. and are bewnJ my power to recollect. Suffice

it that in time. haWng crass-qnestiQiied me with no little

skill, and adding unfortmiatdy as a proviso that no photo-
graphs were to be taken, he pronounced himself satisfied

:

" Undush. Kibaan. AH Hght» come ashore, we will talk

together."

I surveyed the wolf-pack in the rear. " There are
women; perhaps you coold tie your dogs," An audible
sigh of relief went up. and not all from the ladies eithei.

Big Otter turned and called oat a few words and an old

woman and scwne children went fearlessly in amongst the

half-tame creatures and drove some and dragged others

away, to which treatment they tamely submitted.

At the landing the chief met us, gravely shook hands
with each one of the party, and his face crinkled into a
rare smile, his white even teeth in startling contrast to his

weathered visage. He led true way up to the camp. The
dogs, now out of sight, commenced to growl ; one or two
dark heads peered out at us blankly from door-flaps of
canvas; several children retreated some distance to turn

and regard us coldly. Several men were present, but they

regarded us not at all. Xo women were to be seen. The
situation was decidedly strained, and there was a tendency
on the part of our folk to talk in whispers. Between us
and these people there seemed to exist a wall of reserve,

intangible but very real; not to be seen but plainly felt.

Big Otter spoke a few words in smooth-flowing sibilants

and gutturals and soon a man slipped noiselessly up to us

on moccasined feet and shook hands all around. He was
young and his handsome face was flushed with embarrass-
ment. C3ther men appeared* of various ages, all with the

same level gaze and soundless tread, and also shook hands,

impressively, but without emotion and without speech.

Women now came out from lodges and other places of

concealment and performed the handshaking ceremony;

these last addressed me as interpreter, bidding the women
of the party welcome. ,\ buxom old lady dressed com-
pletely in Higliland pbid and wearing a brilliant head

shawl and carrvin«r a lar^e butcher knife in her left hand

declaimed loudly, passing apt but not unfriendly comment
on the personnel of the entire party. Changing hands with

the knife, she resumed her labor of removing the hair from
a green moosehide. She and the other squaws relapsed

into the state of self-abnegation and indifference common
to Indian women, resinning their various tasks apparently

laid down on our appearance.

Then came the children: shy smilii^ faces with bright

shoe-button eyes ali\-e with curiosity. Small boys stepped

up manfully and shook hands with dignity. Little girls in

head shawls and vohnninoos phid skirts sidled up within

measurable distance and whispered together in wonder,

**Shaganash! Kitche Mokoman!" (White people! Amer-
icans.)

The simple presents were distributed, busy women folk

looked back with frank approval, and the atmosphere of

distrust and suspicion melted away like snow before the

summer sun. All was now well, yet there could be sensed

an attitude of watchfulness. The disposal of the dogs gave

evidence of this; a belt of at least a hundred feet in width

on the rear and sides of the village had been denuded of

its timber and allowed to grow up in a tangled mass of

undergrowth through which no creature of any size could

pass without noise. Through this natural fortification, and
radiating from the town, lanes had been cut, and in these

lanes the dogs were tied on long leashes that gave them
control of the full width of the paths, and from whence on
close approach they glared out at us in open hostility, their

feral eyes red with hate.

This was the twentieth century, yet in a few minutes we
no longer remembered it. Time and the influence of

modern civilization fell away from us like a discarded

garment.

All around an ancient forest of trees that were old when
Wolfe stormed Quebec. Birchbark teepees, old ones grey

with smoke-stained tops, new ones a bright yellow, scat-

tered beneath the dark green limbs. In the foreground a

scafTold hung with split-open fish and long strips of moose-

meat, under which smouldered a slow and smoky fire.

Women cooking at an open fire, others working ceaselessly

at half-tanned hides. Further off near the lakeshore, sur-

OJibwa woman ncrapliiK a moose hide
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bTv b^ets^ J±? m''' "t"^-
R'^h-looking Hudsonmy Dlankete, red, green, blue, brown or white. accordinPo the owner's taste, hang out to air on poles before hf

ol'lSo^tf^L^:^i' n-"' ~>°^- The^crid'men
^M ^ ; ° "** ^^^ **"" <»f intermittent converse in anold. old tongue. An Indian village of the old rSme l^

ionau'esf Weti
town Pontiac^dreamed his dr?ams' o

IhZT A
*" ^^ ^""PP^ **=*** <^o«^ the pages of historya hundred years „ as many steps. The sportsmen in the^routmg clothes had suddenly become incongruous he rspeech an anomaly. They had actually become »; ana-

recTS r tVi^ar'' ^"^"^- I" ^P>^« oTthe oS
there was /wt'jr ^'?-"l'

**"" ^^^ instinctively that

MKV / 1^-' '*^°"** **"<* '^e <lare not venture in-

seCT«7 and taatonily that held more than a hint of sav-

m aTe^ ZS^"^^''a'^'^J^P}^ ™Sht be awkward,
J;;u ' .°^S*'« and nondescript. Here, far in the

Tei^r^H ^£r.°r *»»»j;they were supreme. Self-

ITc^.^^Jf^ir-^ P"^*"y maintained their rights

^Z S?1L^ o^^;?de"^e%Tf^m^eT W'h^

«H~. w r-^ *^ *"-** humorous Pad-way-wayKlonc ?

1»2S!]Il^f^2f"?**"?^ ^ **^ ^"d'^'s name trans-

^•?t^J?"..*i *^' '^^^ •'"^^t^ he has lumbago
will pamt red and Woe tnangles at the comers of his e^splay the turtle-shefl ratde aD n«ht. and jmnp into the rTve;

vJuJ^^^'^^'^V^ *^'^ ^^ old Zowa-zaabik

j;r™m ^o^-^tovefled alone, spoke rarely and thenm parables; Jimny Twenty, who always moved at a dog-
trot and was sekkmi seen walking. Also Mato-gense—Little

trKr~Jr I*
* ??°i"™"

o* no nKan ability, and is reputed

£ t,.i ,J° !? *^ ""^^^ **° ^^J" ahead. Althoughhe habitually dants to the tune of his wolf-skin drum, he
IS a pteasant old gentkmaii in conversation. Pad-wav wav-

^ih^Ju^^'^'u'^^'^y huilt young vvomaVi,

Z llT^ °^ long hair which she wears loose She has

e;es'ra^t^"* *^ "^^ ^""^ ^^ - -* the

" r?!^;J^.!J
presendy pomted to a large teepee and said,

v^J^^J!^'- ^- ''°™^ ^""^^ prepared food." Thisw^ a welcome diversion, and on entering we found ready

mSrZJ 1??^*^- ^^^ «' ^""^'^' fried moose-S, ^^ ^ P'P"« hot tea. The interior of thewig^ was smipulously clean, and from the poles hungbunches of herte and roots that gave out an aromatic and

^ti^'^ S^ Paity squatted on the soft carpet of freshlygaAered boughs, and ate from shining tin dishes wi hmodern m,pl««ats and dnmk tea out of porcelain cuplTo some of us the affau- was novel to a degree, and theexpenence of eatog Indian cooked wild meat^on the floorof a smoke-stamed birch bark teepee, within the precincts

li .^"ir}^.^^f"^ ^»^ ^^ to theSiwith us the fulfilment of a life-long ambition

fh
^^^^"gg«««d that one of the women should tell some-thmg about herself, and it tianspired that she had never

seen a town, or a train, nor had she ever been to church,
and moreover did not care if she ever did. And forthwith
arose a conversation in which I became the go-between. The
questions on either side being mostly on subjects beyond
the knowledge of the object of them, I found myself "sad-
dled with the somewhat thankless and difficult task of
steering the talk clear of shoals. I was obliged to extem-
porize considerably, thereby endangering my chances in
the hereafter, in order that both parties should get the
answers that pleased them, and so have everybody satisfied.

In the drowsy heat and silence of the wigwam, several
of the visitors, fatigued with the journey, had fallen asleep.
Others sat on the red-brown pine needles or on logs near
the central fire, and smoked contentedly.

The day drew on and the heat waned. Two squirrels
raced madly through the camp and up a tree, circling round
and round the trunk in mimic chase, with shrill profanitiesA whiskeyjack floated soundlessly here and there, alighting
where he would, and no hand was raised to molest him.

Peace, calm and an ineffable repose settled over the campA coolness and the damp of evening commenced to fall
and the shadows crept from behind the trees and from out
the dark aisles of the forest. The day was drawing swiftly
to a close, and we must now travel by moonlight. Sleepers
wtere aroused and we embarked. No goodbyes were said
but the chief followed us down to the landing. I raised my
hand m a farewell gesture, when he spoke. "Ki sakitone
"*

u:.N L
"o'^onian?" (Do you value your knife very

much?) he asked. I was wearing an ordinary hunting knife
of good quality at the time. I replied that I valued it very
much, so much so that I did not care to part with it

" but
"

u-i^r'J-/i ^°" ^^^ ^y hrother I wiU give it to you.''
which I did, belt and all.

'

Once away from shore we paused with one accord, held

J^u tf-^T'*^ uH*"*7
?f the scene. The red sun was already

half hidden behind the black rampart of the western forestsKank on rank, file on file, stood the dark legions of the pine
trees reaching in mass formation into the shadows of the
already darkening hills.

A pair of loons, their white breasts flashing, swam lazilyon water so calm as to have the appearance of a void in

fmnt f^ ^Tf/' ^" !^'- S^^^^y the thin colmnns ifsmoke descended from the clustered teepees, to lie in awhite pall above the town. Soon the mooVTose^pale anSvery close, and against its broad and luminous exmnse asingle pine sweeping of top and massive of outflune limb
stood out blackly in silhouette. Somewhere row" hooTed

We moved off silently from the hidden town, %vith its

ST' I'"
?^"^toms of a bygone day, and its alc^f . sta

fo5S tC h^edT^'^^'A"",^
unfathomable as the sombretorest that bred them. And as we entered the narrow defileat he outlet, came the long-drawn-out sobbing^7of thewolf-dogs as they saluted the fuU of the nLn, even astheir wilder kindred have done for untold ages.

.

And late that night there was faintly borne on the stillair a sound persistent insistent and monotonous the stidyrhythmic throbbing of an Indian drum.
^
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land, almost every prominent port of the

islands in the Pacific Ocean having been

visited. i

Though this vessel had no auxniary

power vvhatsoever, but had to depend
entirely Upon her sails for motive power,

and in spite of the fact that she .Encoun-

tered at times most terrific stotrns, only

one acciderii^ befell the party. While at

Yokohama ^e Galilee was Mown by a

typhoon duritig the night of August 24,

1906, against Tfhe breakwater, such dam-
age being sustained that the vessel sank

in about fourteen feet of Water, the party

and crew being Obliged ti6 take refuge in

the lighthouse on thei breakwater and
remain there until th^ storm had sub-

sided. The vessel W%^, however, at once

drydocked and theVrepairs pushed, so

that ten days after iBe accident she left

Yokohama for a 6,(fc)(Vnile cruise to San
Diego, California.

.' Not a single life was
lost throughout tpe enti?5^ time.

The Galilee is^ now td^be returned to

her owners, ani^ it is notejj^ with gratifi-

cation that Drf Bauer's plek for a vessel

especially ad^^ted for ocAn magnetic

work (see article above referred to) has

met with sijfccess. The Carnegie Insti-

tution has /ndertaken to builcf\a vessel,

in the coi^truction of which vVy little

iron will mter. The plans are now being

drawn b/ Mr Henry J. Gielow,\iiaval

architeclr and engineer, of New Vork,
and it /s expected that this new ve^el,

to be /railed the Carnegie, will be ready

in time to resume the^x>cean magnetic
work a j^egj^-frOTTTTiow, this time in the

THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN

THE first two volumes of Mr. Ed-
ward S. Curtis' work on the

"North American Indian" have ap-

peared, Volume I describing the Apache
and the Navaho, and Volume II the

Pima, Papago, Mohave, Yuma, Mari-
copa, Walapai, and Apache Mohave. An
advance announcement of this work was
given in the July, 1907, number of this

Magazine. Mr Curtis, it will be remem-
bered, is making an ethnological study

and a photographic record of all Indians

in the United States and Alaska still liv-

ing in a primitive state. His illustrations

are to appear in twenty quarto volumes,

accompanied by twenty portfolios, each

containing forty large photogravures.

The work possesses great historical and
ethnical value, for Mr Curtis describes

and pictures the Indians in their every-

day life, showing their customs, their

games, and ceremonial life in a complete

detail never before attempted. The fore-

word is by President Roosevelt, while

the work is edited by Mr F. W. Hodge.
The Apaches, who at present number

about 6,000, for the most part live in the

White Mountain Reservation of Ari-

zona. Though their number probably

never exceeded 10,000, they were for

many years the scourge of a large region

in Arizona and New Mexico. The name
"Apache" is one of the most notorious

and widely-advertised of Indian names,
but very little was known about the

inner life and customs of the tribe until

Mr Curtis obtained the friendship of

their elders, and was by them initiated

into many of their traditions and cere-

monies. He had the good luck of being

in the Apache country when the new
"messiah craze" was at its height in

1906, and gives an interesting account of

the religious ecstacy of this primitive

folk. At present many of the Apaches
are working for the government on the

great Salt River irrigation project in

Arizona.

The Navahoes, who are also described

in Volume I, next to the Sioux, are the

largest Indian tribe in the United States.

They are self-supporting, and own large

flocks and herds. Thev have been the

least affected by civilizing influences.

Mr Curtis calls the Navaho "the Amer-
ican Bedouin," and says he asks nothing

of the government except to be unmo-
lested in his pastoral life.

The nine tribes treated in Volume II

reside within the limits of Arizona, but

extend into the Mexican state of Sonora
and into eastern California.

The Yuma and the Mohave, whose
homes are on the banks of the mighty
Colorado, are usually fine specimens
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land, almost every |)n»niiiK-ni ])ort of the

islands in llie Pacific ( )cean having- l)ecn

visited.

Though this vessel liad no aiixihary

|)o\ver wliatsoever, but had to de])end

entirely U])oii her sails for motive pcnvcr,

and in s])ite of the fact that she encoun-

tered at limes most terrific storms, only

one accident befell the party. While at

Yokohama the Galilee was blown by a

ty])hoon durinii;- the nii^ht of Auc^ust 24,

H//), ajL^ainst the breakwater, such dam-
aj^e being sustained that the vessel sank

in about fourteen feet of water, the i)arty

and crew being obliged to take refuge in

the lighthouse on the breakwater and
remain there until the storm had sub-

sided. The vessel was, however, at once

drydocked and the repairs pushed, so

that ten days after the accident she left

Yokohama for a r),ooo-mile cruise to San
Diego, California. Xot a single life was
lost throughout the entire time.

The Galilee is now to be returned to

her owners, and it is noted with gratifi-

cation that I)r P»auer's plea for a vessel

es])ecially adapted for ocean magnetic

work (see article above referred to) has

met with success. The Carnegie Insti-

tution has undertaken to build a vessel,

in the construction of which very little

iron will enter. The plans are now being

drawn bv Mr Henrv T. Gielow, naval

architect and engineer, of Xew York,

and it is expected that this new vessel,

to be called the Cartiet^ie, will be reach-

in time to resume the ocean magnetic
work a year from now. this time in the

Atlantic Ocean.

THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN

TIIK first two volumes of Mr. Kd-
ward S. Curtis' work on the

"Xorth American hulian" have ap-

peared, \ olunie I describing the Apache
and the Xavaho. and X'olume II the

rinia, I'apago, M«»have. ^'uma. Mari-
copa, W ala])ai, and Apache Mohave. An
advance amiomicenient of this work was
given in the July, nK>7. number of this

Magazine. Mr Curtis, it will 1)e remem-
bered, is making an etlinol(>gical study

and a ])h(»tographic rect>rd of all Indians

in the I'nited States and Alaska still liv-

ing in a primitive state. His illustrations

are to appear in twenty c|uarto volumes,

accom])anie(l by twenty portfolios, each

containing forty large photogravures.

The work ])OSsesses great historical and
ethnical value, for Mr Curtis describes

and ])ictures the Indians in their every-

day life, showing their customs, their

games, and ceremonial life in a complete

detail never before attem])ted. The fore-

word is by President Roosevelt, while

the work is edited by Mr F. W. 1 lodge.

The Apaches, who at present niunber

about 6,000, for the most i)art live in the

White Mountain Reservation of Ari-

zona. Though their number probably

never exceeded 10,000, they were for

many years the scourge of a large region

in Arizona and Xew Mexico. The name
*'A])ache" is one of the most notorious

and widely-advertised of Indian names,
but very little was known abotit the

inner life and customs of the tribe until

Mr Curtis obtained the friendship of

their elders, and was by them initiated

into many of their traditions and cere-

monies. He had the good luck of being

in the Apache country when the new
"messiah craze" was at its height in

Kjof), and gives an interesting account of

the religious ecstacy of this primitive

folk. At ])resent many of the Apaches
arc working for the government on the

great Salt River irrigation project in

Arizona.

The Xavahoes, who are also described

in X'olume I, next to the Sioux, are the

largest Indian tribe in the I'nited States.

They are self-su])])orting, and own large

Hocks and herds. ^Phey have been the

least atVected bv civilizing influences.

Mr Curtis calls the Xavaho "the Amer-
ican liedouin," and says he asks nothing
of the government except to be inimo-

lested in his pastoral life.

The nine tribes treated in AOliune II

reside within the limits of Arizona, but

extend into the Mexican state of Sonora
and into eastern California.

The ^'uma and the Mohave, whose
homes are on the banks of the mightv
C(»lora(lo, are usually fine specimens

llioto an<l conyrii-ljt l»y Ivlwai'l S. Cuti-.
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physically, being large boned, strongly
bpilt. and clear skinned. Within a short
distance of them, in the high altitudes, Hve
the Walapai, of the same family. They
are the direct opposite of the river In-
dians—hardy mountain types, physically
and mentally quick of action, for their
"igg^ mountain home has ever de-
manded of them a hard fight for exist-
ence. Adjoining them, in Cataract can-
yon of the Colorado, are the Havasupai,
also of the Yuman family, whose sur-
roundings are truly unique. Though
they cultivate small patches in their can-
yon home, for subsistence thev depend
much upon the chase, and, like the Wal-
apai, are a wiry mountain people. The
Maricopa, another Yuman tribe, who
have long lived in the valley of the Gila,
exhibit the effect of their Colorado river
origin, both in physique and in their
slowness of thought.
The Pima from earliest tradition have

. dwelt within the Gila drainage in south-
em Arizona. From one point of view
they are ideal Indians—industrious, keen
of mind, friendly to civilization, and
tractable.

These various tribes have been broadly
termed with the Pueblos, the sedentary
Indians of the Southwest. Most of them
came eaLvly in direct contact with Span-
ish missionaries, whose ministrations
they received in friendly spirit, yet after
more than two centuries of zealous effort
little has been accomplished toward sub-
stituting the religion of the white man
for that of their fathers. True, many
are professed adherents of the Christian
faiths but only in rare instances has an

^ Indian really abandoned his own gods.
As SL rule the extent of their Christian-
ization has been their willingness to add
another god to their pantheon.
The Pimas and Yumas and their allies

were the builders of those wonderful
monuments of the Southwest which in-
dicate that a great population formerly
lived there, and has since been dispersed.

It is very fortunate that a man like
Mr Curtis is able to make a historical
record of the Indians beforo they have
been obliterated.
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1 be had.

Iters that

across. Tie a wire to the center of the

underside of this float and lodge a weight

sufficient to hold it (even in a storm) firm

to the lake bottom. Young trees or large

branches are now attached around the sides

of this float, butt end up, foliage reaching

down toward the bottom. This forms an
excellent shelter with the shadow of the

float and the foliage. Arranged here and
there in a bay it will not take long before

the bass and other fishes are aware of their

presence and will keep themselves around
them with beneficial results to the fishermape''

Either of the methods I have stated caiy^ .

used in lakes whose inshores are nearl/oar- f

ren of vegetation.
*
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weed-cutting boat made a tour around that

lake, cutting a ten-foot swath thru the midst

of the weeds and pads some fifteen or twenty

feet from shore. Forgive me if I say that

all the fish in the lake used this lane for a

"boulevard." The only trouble was that you

would lose some of the biggest fish by reason

of the narrowness of the lane, by their div-

ing into the adjacent weeds and pads before

you could bring them around to net. How-
ever, by arranging a round >ftrea near the

shore, wide enough so that yo^ can freely

play your fish without fear of

into the "thickets," no trouble

Never fail to clear the way in

have been choked out with weeds, ^he fish

want to come inshore. They detWt the

weeds that prevent the act of free swiVming
as much as you do. A few hours or \ few
days of cutting will do wonders in imArov-

ing the fishing situation in your end of\he
bay.

While there are lakes that have a surf

of weeds and pads, there are some lakes thafc

have far too little, and some have no weeds

\

at all around the shores. Weeds can easily \
be planted in such lakes by pulling up
weeds and pads by the roots, tying these to

stones and sinking them in likely places.

Generally these will catch root, especially if

the bottom is soft and fitted for taking them.

Of course, where the bottom is sandy, or

pebbly, vegetation has a hard time to start.

Some lakes have sandy and even rocky in-

shore waters, but weeds are, however, to be
found out in the lakes. Here is where the

bass keep themselves; but if the inshore

waters had vegetation or sheltering places

of some sort they would readily come in

and could be found ^ound such spots aj

any time in the day.

I am mentioning here how to remeay a

condition of this sort, where sandy or »cky
inshore waters are to be found, for tly rea-

son that I have received a coupleyletters

from Eastern anglers asking me Mow the

bass fishing around such shores cm be im-

proved. One of two ways that 1 know of

(and which I have experimente<^with satis-

factorily) I give here. The fim method is

to acquire brush of trees that J&ave been cut

down. Pile these on a boat /nd at regular

intervals here and there in ^e bay deposit

these accumulations, tying^^ them together

with wires and attaching heavy stones to

each pile to keep them anchored. The rea-

son of the anchor is to keep them well

lodged—for otherwise when storms come up
the action of the waves will carry them from
their position—even wash them to shore.

These brush-heaps, or trees with branches

on, can be placed here and there in a likely

bay (say in a sheltered cove-like bay, for

when storms come up the bass all make for

these bays) . Naturally the more brush piles,

the more bass will come in to swim around

them; in fact, make their daily rounds of

these places. They will move in and out of

them. They form a shelter from the hot sun.

I had such good success with this method
in one lake with sandy inshores that I scat-

tered the idea amongst fishermen, and in all

cases it was found that the bass catches

there were increased, where previously few,

if any, bass were taken inshore—for where

there is no vegetation there the bass do not

care to linger.

Another good idea that I have tried out is

to make round nlank floats 3^ to 4 feet i.iiiMiiiMiiiiMiiHii*iiiiHiHiiiiiHiiiMHiiHmi)iiHMiiiiniitiiitiiiiNiniiiniiMiiiiiitiiiinnNiimiimiMi«iMMMi«
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ESSAY ON CEESE
The following composition on geese

was written, according to Capper's

Wee^ljf, by ^^hoolbo}^ in St. Louis:
*'Ceese isa^eopy-set bird with a head
on one sUfe and a tail on the other. His
feet i^set so far bac^ on his running
geayrthat thejf nearljf miss his bod}f.

Smne geese ii ganders and has a curl in

fii tail. Ganders don't Zap or set. The}^

just eat, loaf and go swimming. If I had
to be a geese, ! would rather be a gan-
der. Ceese do not give mi/^, but give

eggs, but for me, give me libert}^ or give

me death.'*
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Pens on Castle (Vek, Colo. (Hinsdale Ca) where brook trout arc impounded during
the spawning seasd\ where 35,000,000 eggs were taken during the past five seasons for
the pvpose of placing in the state hatcheries of Colorado for the winter hatch. Three
million five hundred l^usand eggs were taken in" October and November, 1920, while
there was four feet of Vow surrounding the creek and ponds. The fish collected daring
the spawning season in sich large numbers that it was possible to take 1,100,000 eggs
in four hours by Mr. Laftd, superintendent* and one assistant.
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Spawning cabin on Castle Creek, Colo., adjacent to the spawning ponds.
E. Land, superintendent state fish hatcheries, in charge of the crews
eggs. The eggs were transported from this place by pack horses, the
the horses on snowshoes, for a distance of six miles.
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As late as 1911 this old road could be

plainly traced all along the foothills east of

Glacier Park, and I myself rode over it from

the Saskatchewan down to the Two-Medicine

thru what is now Glacier Park; and it is

fitting that the eastern gate of the park has

been placed so that it stands exactly on the

spot where that old road enters the park

from the south, and it is also perhaps a co-

incidence that the present automobile road

from the park entrance north to St. Marys
Lake country follows, for most of its length,

exactly where that old-time savage road led.

I have been over that stretch of it, and I

know where the new road grade destroyed

the two worn ruts in the soil that were made
by the butt ends of travoise poles dragged

by generations of Indian horses, which in

turn obliterated the fainter, narrower marks
of smaller travoise poles dragged by dogs
before the horses came—for horses were
brought by the Spanish, and the dog, ^shim-

ga," was the beast of burden before the

horse came. Indeed, the Sioux name for

horse is '*big-dog" or ''shunga-tonka" in

their tongue—a coined word to fit a new
animal that came into their lives from
strange outland sources, and which they im-

mediately adopted as a burden carrier, and
which enlarged the scope of their lives, as
the automobile has enlarged our own.

Transportation has always fixed the limits

of travel, and always will; the sea coast of

a new country was always settled first be-

cause it was easiest to reach, and the river

valleys came next because a canoe could
travel easier than a man afoot or on horse-

back; the overland country came later, the

lower, more level, coimtry first and the
steeper, more difficult, later—the mountains
last and therefrom we read the reason why
the old Travoise Trail followed along the
east base of the Rocky Mountains to con-
nect all the tribes living along the east

side of the range.

By the way, this '^backbone of the world'*

really separated the old time continent into

two distinct parts, for the people, the ani-

mals, plants and all natural features were
mostly entirely different on the two sides of
the range; there were probably cross-over

trails here and there along the length of the
range so people coidd get from one side to

the other along the old Travoise Trail, but
I know of only one.

This cross-over was the Salt Trail that led
southwest from the Blackfoot country to

Salt Lake via a pass, or series of passes,

somewhere in the neighborhood of Helena.
Just where this crossing actually crossed the
range I do not know, but it finally mean-
dered south on the west side- of the range
about along the present line of the Utah
Northern Railway thru Beaverhead Canyon,
past Pocatello and on south toward Salt

Lake by way of Bear River Valley or there-

abouts—a definite, tho faintly marked, and
little used road which was traveled once a
year or so by small parties who took months
in going and coming to carry a few pack
horse loads of that great luxury, salt, to the

northern tribes—for salt, mind you, was not
eaten as we eat it, but as one of the greatest

of luxuries, by a meat-eating people.

The idea that people cannot live without
salt is exploded by the lives of the old-time

Blackfeet who practically lived on Buffalo

meat eaten habitually without salt, if what
the old men of the tribe told me is true, and
there is no reason to believe it is not

Salt, horse-pack load at a time, was
brought in once a year or so from Salt Lake
over the Salt Ford of the old Travoise Trail,

but the quantity divided among a tribe of

a thousand or more lodges would no more
than make a bare taste for each one, prob-
ably less than half a teaspoonfuU per person
once a year, which one could hardly call

"eating salt."

There were other crossings thru separate

passes of the range, but these had nothing
to do with the Travoise Trail, but were
hunting party trails or war traib which
were used by the Blackfeet, Flatheads and
Kootenais, to make war raids on each other;
all such trails were watched from "war
lookouts** maintained at aU times by all the
tribes on both sides of the range.
One of these war trails crosses from Su

Mary*s Lake on the east side of Lake Mc-
Donald, on the west side by way of Gun-
sight Pass at the head of St. Mary's Lake—
a trail now used by tourists in Glacier Park
who cross by way of Lincoln Peak from the
east to see the Glaciers that hang above
Avalance Basin.

Another of these old trails crosses over
on the head of Cutbank River, and another
comes down to Two Medicine Lake, this
last being, I think, a fork of the Cutbank
trail by splitting off southeast on the sum-
mit to reach the Two Medicine country
south of the Cutbank.
The old Travoise Trail crossH^uts all of

these trails, and it afforded a means of rusli-

^^^^^^^*^ —
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Commercialism
On a mountain steep

By a defied peak^
A strange god forced his brazen wof.
And wooed and won a lonely pine^
A simple creature^ pure in mind.

In his worldly^ selfish way,

m crown you with gold.

Discard your leaves old.

And strip from your trunk branches
green;

Your forms straight and well rounded
Your firm roots so deep grounded.

My harem awaits you, fair queen.

Of course she said "yes,"
IThat maid would do less

When she*s flattered?—don't blame a
tree.

She paid dear for her madness—
Crowns of gold don't bring gladness;

A slave to the strange god is she.

With bark scorched and curled.
Spurned by her own world.

She longs for her leaves with a sigh;
As she pants, scarred and bereft.
On the bleak mountain deft,

A jest to the trees standing by.

—Clyde Robeitson.

ing fighting men to the point where any
war party was advancing over any of these
war trails^ that came acress the range—and
such parties were common enough to make
it imperative that the BUckfeet tM«it«i«
lookout stations all along the east base of
the mountains to watch for these raiding
war parties of Kootenais, Flatheads or Nex
Perce tribesmen who swept down like sod-
den death, struck quickly and fled back
over the passes, usually with a Blackfoot
war party at their heels; and shortly there-
after the Bkckfeet would retaliate with a
war party of their own sent silently and
swiftly over the range for Kootenai or Flat-
head scalps and horses in payment for the
raids upon their own villages.

And so it went, year by year—war, hunt-
ing, war, moving, hunting—war again; a
wild, restless life, shot with excitement,
hair-breadth adventures and lurid supersti-
tions that personified inanimate things, gave
God-like powers to tmseen things and al-

lowed only the strongest to survive.

The resultant tribesmen were certainly a
fine physical race before the white man
came with his whisky, his diseases and his
ability to barter three-dollar gas pipe flint-

lock guns for beaver skins—the rate of ex-

change being fixed by standing the six-foot
gun on its butt end on the ground and then
pding flat, dry beaver skins, one upon the
other, like a stack of wheat cakes, until the
piled up skins reached level with the gun-
muzzle! Some price! At *5.00 a pound for
beaver skins, raw, that made the price of one
gun (coat 13.00 in England) about $20,000
or $30,000 to the Indian who traded beaver
skins for it!

And many a horse pack-load of these guns
has gone up and down the Travoise Trail,
and many a pack load of fine Northern bea-
ver has come down the Travoise Trail in
payment for the guns.
The old Travoise Trail! Such a road as

that was, brother! For miles I followed it

south from the Saskatchewan where it was
still clearly traceable as it wound on ahead
UuTi lush, foot-hill grasses, over Hudson's

SfT. ^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^^ "PP^"^ headwaters of
Milk River, the Cutbank, Two Medicine and
on into the dim distance that led toward

iTjj IS?"
^^^ Yellowstone) and the Big

Muddy-Water River down in the Crow coun-
try—and on south to the country of the
Uieyennes and that of the Utes and Yaquis
--on and on—always farther south to the
place where the land is smaU and the big
salt lake on each side of it—and stUl on—
on—^always south.

And what a strategic road it is! Never
for a single quarter mile does it wind into
any pUcc ndierc the traveling party could
be ambushed, for there is always—always—
both ah^d and behind, knoUs or rises, or
such high-looking points as may be, from
Which outriding scouts could see the land
ahead and the knd behind, and aU the land
on both sides of any traveling party passing
along the trail.

^

Such careful scheming—such judgment in
laying it out; not a surprise could be hoped
tor by any war party haunting the trail, for
It was so laid out that surprise atUck was
unposaible, at least all the way from the
^askatohewan to the Two Medicine and in-
deed, I think even this was rarely attempted,
tor w»r parties did not travel the old Tra-
voise Trail—it was a trail of peace—of mi-
grating people who moved in whole tribal
comimnies^ at once "with women, children
and dogs, to say nothing of the loose horses
that formed the taU end of a long proces-
aion across the hills—winding in and out,
romidabont among buttes and along grass
wteya whOe acouu stood like statues on
every hill top, and fighting men (superb
bronze figures lolling across the hor8e*s
back, tired of the slow pace of peace and
safety) rode at the head of the column,
ready to dash out like a band of hornets if
a scout should signal that the enemy wasm sight!

Never have I seen such a road, for it an-
swered every purpose of its savage users. I
rode along for miles, and I watched the trail
as I rode, dreaming backward into the old
days when this road was the road most used
by men. I kept in mind the Indian of those
daya, his surroundings and his every-day life—and I dreamed dreams, brother, surely. I
dreamed me some dreams of a barbaric peo-
ple gone down the trail until the horizon was
hare again and they were below the edge of
the world from whence they wiU never re-
turn, along the old Travoise Trail, for it is
vanished today mostly—only here and there
can it be found, and then only if one knows
where to look.

But if you go to Glacier Park and motor
north to Sl Mary*s Lake from the east gate-
way, be content to know that you are travel-
ing a good bit of this old trail, for it is

imder your auto wheels there for miles—

a

dog trail, a travoise trail, an auto road, and
after the automobile—what? What next?
Peace be with the ghosts of those days when
this trail was the "big road" best known of
aU the highways of a savage people.
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^f^ig. 1. The stick-and-groove method, used in the South
^^ Islands.

Fig. 2. The fire drill of America, Australia, Tasmania,
India, Africa and elsewhere.

Fig. 4. Another kind of fire drill, used by the Gauchos.

Fire Making.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Starting a fire by friction with sticks

—

How many persons are there that have ever
seen a fire started by rubbing two sticks to-
gether, or how many are there that ever heard
of its being done? And yet it was the way the
Indians started fires long before flint, steel and
tinder came into use for that purpose; for the
red man knew nothing of steel until after the
advent of the pale-face.

Well do I recollect the first time I ever saw

Fig. 3. Reproduction of an ancient Mexican painting,
showing man using the fire drill.

it done, and that was by an Indian when I was
a boy. Afterward I was taught to do it, and
many a time after that I did it during my youth-
ful days. Perhaps the following story about it

might be of interest to the readers of Forest
AND Stream.
When I was a lad about ten years of age, I

went to call on a playmate who was very sick
with the dysentery, and while there his mother
handed me a 50-cent piece and a large black
bottle and asked me would I go about two miles
away to an Indian who had a hut near Mascraft
Brook, and get him to fix up some medicine for
her boy, as that Indian had the reputation of
being a very skillful doctor in the aboriginal
way with roots, barks and leaves.

When I arrived at the hut I found him seated

on a log weaving a basket. Stating the case to

him, he said, "Me make heap good medicine.
Me cure him soon."
Taking a basket, a hatchet and a hunting

knife, he started for the woods and I followed
after. He dug up a root in one place, peeled
some bark in another, cut some twigs in an-
other, and gathered some leaves in another.
What the rest of these ingredients were I am
now unable to say, but one I well recollect was
the soft pithy ends of the twigs near the terminal
buds of vigorous young sassafras sprouts. Com-
ing back to the hut, he washed the roots in the
brook that ran by his door, cut them, as well as

the barks and twigs, into very small pieces, and
putting the whole business into a large kettle

nearby filled with water, he hung it upon a
horizontal stick laid in two crutches over a bed
of ashes; then taking a stick he poked among
the ashes to see if there was any fire, and find-

ing none, he said: "Fire all gone. Mus* make
some."

'Got any matches?" said I.

'No," he grunted.
'How are you going to start a fire without

matches?" I asked.
"Boy don't know; Injun does," was his laconic

reply.

He then went into the hut and brought out
three sticks; one some two feet in length and
about as wide and thick as one's hand, with
notches cut along both sides; another stick also
some two feet in length, and about as large or
perhaps a trifle larger round than a broom
handle, six-cornered and pointed at both ends;
the third stick was a trifle crooked and between
two and three feet in length. Taking a leather

thong that resembled a whiplash, he made a bow
of the crooked stick, and placing the flat one
upon the ground with a piece of birch bark under
one of the notches, he wound the whiplash
once around the six-cornered one, and set it

vertically upon the flat stick with the point near
the angle of one of the notches, and, taking a
knotty chip in his left hand with which to hold
the vertical stick, he commenced see-sawing the
bow back and forth, and in a short time the
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[drill, used by Atlantic Coast Indians
r>choolcraft by the Sioux and the In-

Fig. 7. The pump drill employed by the Iroquoit, and
in southwestern America.
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point where the two sticks came in contact be-

gan to smoke like fury. Quickly putting some
scrapings of wood near the notch upon the birch

bark, where a sort of brown dust caused by the

friction had gathered, he gently blew it with his

breath, and soon had a fire blazing under the

kettle. He then prepared the medicine, and I

took it to the little boy's mother; and here let

me say that the old redskin's **heap good
medicine'' cured my little playmate in a very

short time.

That night when I arrived home I told an
old Indian who made his home at our house

—

**01d Jim Injun," as he was always called—how
the other one had made a fire with sticks, and
he said: "He know how. Me know how; but

pale-face don't." Then I asked him if he would
show me how to do it. and also tell me what
kind of wood to use, and he said: "Me show
you some time." And he did on one Sunday
during the latter part of the following June.

I well remember that day on account of two
events that took place. One was that Henry
Ward Beecher, who with his family was spend-
ing his vacation in the village near my home,
occupied the pulpit in the church, and the other,

that I got the worst lambasting I ever got in

my life; but I learned to start a fire Indian
fashion—for Old Jim taught me thoroughly

—

which I then thought more than compensated
for the licking.

Early that morning, which was a cloudy one,

I found him digging bait out behind the barn
and I said to him: Goin' fishin'?"

"Mm," he grunted.
"Where?"
"Mascraf. Want go 'long?"
Now Mascraft Brook was then, and is now,

the best trout stream in that part of Connecticut,
and nothing pleased me better than to go there

fishing, and especially with Old Jim Injun. So
off we both went, and he had good luck, having
caught that morning as handsome a string of

trout as one ever saw. Later on ine weather be-

came clear and hot. so tne fish stopped biting,

and we both lay under a tree near the stream.
About noon Jim said: " 'Bout dinner time.

Me hungry. You be? We roast fish." He
then cleaned some of the trout, and by his

orders, I gathered several small, thin, flat stones
from the bed of the stream. After cleaning the
fish, he said: "Mus' make some fire. Now show
you how with sticks." Then going into the
woods, and I following, he took his small belt

ax—^which he always carried when either fishing

or hunting—and selecting a small dead standing
bass-wood tree, he cut it down. Cutting off a

suitable piece he fashioned two sticks of about
the proportions of those the other Indian used.

He also cut a crooked green stick for a bow,
and having adjusted the three sticks and thong
each as the other did, and with a knot in his

left hand, he see-sawed away and soon started

a fire which he at first fed with fine slivers of

dry wood. He told me that his people some-
times used swamp cedar, when it could be had,

instead of bass-wood, and sometimes, though
rarely, used savin or upland or red cedar in

place of the others.

After the fire had burned awhile, thus making
a good thick bed of live coals, he took the flat

stones one by one and, placing a fish upon
each with a sprinkling of salt, he carefully laid

them upon the bed of coals. When the trout

were browned nicely he pulled them off the hot
embers with a forked stick. Then what a feast

we had! I don't thjnk I ever tasted anything
since that day as good as those fishes were.
Late in the afternoon he caught several more,

and then we left for home.
They say that every pleasure has a sting, and

I am sure that that day's pleasure had; for that

night I got stung badly when my old uncle ap-
plied the gad.

"The idea of your going off fishing on the

Sabbath day with Jim Injun," said he (whack!
whack! whack! **Boo-hoo-hoo"), **and being
gone all day, and we expecting you to go to

church with us, and Mr. Beecher there (whack!
whack! whack! "Boo-hoo-hoo"), you good-for-
nothing wicked boy you. I'll learn you better

than to do that again." (Whack! whack! whack!
"Boo-hoo-hoo. Oh, don't, I won't never do it

again, boo-hoo-hoo!")—but enough of this. It

gives me, even now, creepy feelings all over
when I think of that whipping.

It was a long time before I went fishing again

on Sunday with old Jim Injun—not once again

until I had grown too big to get a licking. After

that Jim and I put in many a Sunday on that

as well as other brooks and lakes around home;
but as I have already said, I learned that day
how to start a fire Injun fashion by the friction

of two sticks, and I then thought that that

knowledge much more than compensated for the

unmerciful whaling that came afterward.

By the way, let me here say before closing,

that he could tell the time of day by the sun.

or the shadows, or even by other signs: and
the points of the compass bv methods peculiar

to his own people, and during our companion-
ship he taught me much about the fauna and
the flora; and also taught me lessons in wood-
craft that I have never forgotten. A. L. L.

MiLHURST, N. J.

The source from which fire was originally

drawn is absolutely hidden from us—as much soj

almost, as is the origin of life. Guesses as to|

how it came to be known to man have beei

many. Myths tell how some demigod snatches

fire from the sky, or of how it was stolen froi

a being who possessed it but hid it from al]

others, by some animal who distributed it abroad

for the benefit of humanity. Legends tell uj

that a forest was fired by a bolt of lightninj

and that men finding the burning wood and ap^

preciating the grateful warmth, kept the firei

alight. It has been conjectured that it was proj

duced by the friction of the dry branches of treej

rubbing together; but whatever the means b]

which it was discovered by man, we know that

this discovery took place long, long ago. Al-

most the earliest evidences of human occupanc]

in this and other lands show that the people wh<
dwelt in caves, who made the shell heaps, wh<
split the bones of wild animals for their mar^
row, or gathered the oysters, clams and scallop!

along the shore for their food were familial

with fire.

The oldest method of making fire of which w<

have any knowledge is by various methods oi

friction, some of which have been practiced iij

America, in Africa and in the south seas withii

the memory of men still living. One of th^

simplest of these is by rubbing rapidly back ant

forth a sharp stick in a groove cut in a piec<

of soft, dry wood placed on the ground. Thij

method which Tylor calls the "stick and groove']

method was practiced in the south seas at Tahit|

Tonga, Samoa, the Sandwich Islands and Ne^
Zealand.
The fire drill—or, as we call them in thi!

country, fire sticks—is more familiar and ha!

been practiced up to within forty or fifty year!

by the dwellers on the plains, as earlier it wa:
over most of North America. An upright sticl

is twirled between the two palms, its lower point

resting in a hole in a piece of soft wood on thel

ground. This primitive method is also prac-
ticed in Australia, Sumatra, Caroline Islands,'

Kamtchatka, China and Africa, and to-day is in

use in central India. The ancient figure copied
from Tylor is a reproduction of an ancient
Mexican painting.

The work of kindling a fire in this way was
long, slow and tiresome, and under unfavorable
circumstances we have seen two men relieving

each other, until the sweat rolled down their

countenances before they kindled the spark.

The Gauchos, a pastoral and half savage peoph
who inhabit the high plains of South Americj
used a modification of this drill where the
right stick was held against the breast^

shoulder, and being bent a little was revolve

a rotary motion of the single hand. Aj
went on, however, the work of fire makjj
made more easy and the twirling cai

done by a thong or string applied
right revolving stick, sometimes
the hands, sometimes by a boj

spondent A. L. L. has descrij

methods, and we figure here a

thong drill as practiced by tl

the piece of wood which br;

revolving stick in place is held in the mouth <^'

the fire maker.
The simplest form of bow drill is that whei

the upright stick is revolved a single turn of tl

j

bow string about it, being held in place by
:J

piece of wood in the left hand while the rig'if

hand saws the bow back and forth. Higher }ci

is the pump drill in which the loose bow strmg

makes many turns about the upright, wnidi

latter is supplied with a weight near its lower

extremity furnishing a momentum to keep tli(

drill moving. As the bow is moved up aiul

down the string untwists and winds up again aiu'

the movement of the drill is continuous and iIk

work easy.

Detroit, Mich
Some*f(

f: Forest and Strram:\

ered a nt?mbciv^-€>< photo-

tition hdd by the Forest andI
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Tajiqne (probably the Hispanized form
of the Tewa name ( Tashi'kef) of the pue-

blo, the Tigua name being Tush-yit-yay,

or Tuh-yityay.—Bandelier). A former

Tigua pueblo about30 m. n. e. of Belen, the

ruins of which are situated on the n. and
w. border of the present settlement of the

same name, on the s. bank of the Arroyo
de Tajique, in central New Mexico. It

was the seat of the mission of San Miguel,

established probably in 1629. In 1674 its

population, which then numbered about

300, was augmented by the addition of 600

Tigua from Quarai, who were compelled

by the Apache to abandon their pueblo.

Little peace, however, was found at

Tajique, for in the following year this

village also was permanently abandoned
for the same cause, the inhabitants

gradually drifting to El Paso. A remnant
of the Tigua now living near the latter

place claim to have come originally from
Tajique and other pueblos in the n. Con-
sult Bandelier in Arch. Inst. Papers, iv,

257 et seq., 1892; Lummis, Land of Poco
Tiempo, 1893. See Tigua. (f. w. h. )

Junetre.—Onate (1598) in Doc. InC'd., xvi, 118,

1871 (believed by Bandelier, Arch. Inst. Papers,

IV, 113, 1892, to be probably the same; not to be
confounded with the Junetre of the Tewa). San
Miguel Taxique.—Vetancurt (1696) in Teatro Mex.,
Ill, 324, 1871. Tafique.—Escalante (1778) quoted
by Bandelier in Arch. Inst. Papers, ill, 132, 1890.

Tageque.—Latham, Var. of Man, 395, 1850. Tagi-

que.—Gregg. Comm. Prairies, i, 165, 1844. Ta-ii-

que.—Bandelier in Arch. Inst. Papers, in, 128,

1H90. Taxique. —De I'Isle, Carte Mex. et Floride,

1703. Tegique.—Squier in Am. Rev., ii, 508, 1848.

Tuh-yit-yay.—Lummis quoted by Bandelier in

Arch. Inst. Papers, iv, 258, 1892. Tush-yit-yay.—
Ibid, (this and the last form are given as the Is-

leta name of the pueblo.)

Takaiak. A Kaiyuhkhotana division

and village e. of Yukon r., Alaska, near
Nulato. Pop. 81 in 1844.
Letniki-Takaiak.—Zagoskin in Nouv. Ann. Voy.,
5th 8., XXI, map, 1850. Takaiaksa.—Tikhmenief
quoted by Baker, Geog. Diet. Alaska, 396, 1902.

Takajaksen.—Holmberg quoted by Dall in Cont.

M. A. Ethnol., I, 25, 1877.

Takamitka. A former Aleut village on
Unalaska id., eastern Aleutians, Alaska.
Tatamitica.—Coxe, Russ. Discov., 164, 1787.

Takapsintonwanna (* village at the shin-

ny ground
'
). A former band or village

of the Wahpeton Sioux.
TakapsiQtona.—Riggs, letter to Dorsey, 1882.

Takap8in-tonwa"na.—Dorsey (after Ashley) in 15th

Rep. B. A. E., 216, 1897. Takapsin-toijwagna.—
Ibid.

Takashwangaroras. See Shikellamy.

Takasichekhwut (Td-^asf-i-ice^-qwM) , A
former village of the Chastacosta on the
N. side of Rogue r., Greg.—Dorsey in

Jour. Am. Folk-lore, in, 234, 1890.

Takatoka (corrupted from De^dtd^gd, a
word which conveys the idea of two per-

sons standing together, and so closely

united as to form but one human body).
A prominent early chief of the Western
Cherokee. The name was also applied

to Gen. Stand Watie (q. v.).—Mooney in

19th Rep. B. A. E., 515, 1900.

Takchnk. A Kaviagmiut Eskimo vil-

lage E. of Port Clarence, Alaska.
Klaxcrmette.—Jackson, Rep. on Reindeer in

Alaska, map, 145, 18W. Taksomut.—Nelson in ISth

Rep. B. A. E., map, 1899. Taksomute.—Petroff in

10th Census, Alaska, map, 1884. Takaumut.—
Dall in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., i, map. 1877.

Takdentan. A Tlingit division at Gaa-
dekan, Alaska, belonging to the Raven
phratry.
takten-tan.—Krause, Tlinkit Ind.. 118, 188&.

Tla'qdentan.—Swanton, field notes, B. A. E., 190L

Takdheskantsinpshe (*path where -ticks

abound '). An Gsage village.

Tan^e'ska utsi' upc«'.—Dorsey, Osage MS. vocab.,

B. A. E., 1&S3.

Takelma (from the native name Da^
gelmdhiy * those dwelling along the river*).

A tribe which, together with the Upper
Takelma (q. v. ), or Lat*ga*wdS forms the

Takilman linguistic family of Powell.

They occupy the middle portion of the

course of Rogue r. in s. w. Oregon from
and perhaps including Illinois r. to about

Table Rock, the northern tributaries of

Rogue r. between these limits, and the

upper course of Cow cr. Linguistically

they are very sharply distinguished from
their neighbors, their language showing
little or no resemblance in even genersd

morphologic and phonetic traits to either

the Athapascan or the Klamath; it was
spoken in at least two dialects. They
seem to have been greatly reduced in

numbers at the time of the Rogue River

war; at the present day the few survivors,

a half dozen or so, reside on the Siletz

res., Oreg. J. O. Dorsey (Takelma >IS.

vocab., B. A. E., 1884) gives the follow-

ing list of village names: Hashkushtun,
Hudedut, Kashtata, Kthotaime, Nakila,

Salwahka, Seethltun, Sestikustun, Se-

waathlchutun, Shkashtun, Skanowethl-
tunne, Talmamiche, Talotunne, Tthowa-
che, Tulsulsun, Yaasitun, and YushlalL
These are nearly all Athapascan in form.

The following native Takelma village

names were procured by Dr Edward
Sapir in 1906: Gelyalk (Gelyalk^), Di-

lomi (Di'^lomi), Gwenpujik (Gwenp'unk'),
Hayaalbalsda(Haya'lbalsda), Daktgamik
(Dak*t'gamlk*), Didalam (Didalam), Dak-
tsasin (Dak*ts!asin) or Daldanik, Hagwal
(Hagwal), Somouluk (Somo^ldk*), and
Hatonk (Hatlonk'). Ul^-'t

Culturally the Takelma were closely

allied to the Shasta of n. California, with

whom they frequently intermarried.

Their main dependence for food was
the acorn, which, after shelling, pound-
ing, sifting, and seething, was boiled

into a mush. Other vegetable foods,

such as the camas root, various seeds^

and berries (especially manzanita), were
also largely used. Tobacco was the

only plant cultivated. Of animal foods

the chief was salmon and other river fish

caught by line, spear, and net; deer were
hunted by running them into an inclo-

3456—Bull. 30, pt 2—07- 43
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sore provided with traps. For winter
use roasted salmon and cakes of camas
and deer fat were stored away. The
main utensils were a great variety of
baskets (used for grinding acorns, sifting,

cooking, carrying burdens, storage, as
food receptacles, and for many other pur-
poses), constructed generally by twining
on a hazel warp. Horn, bone, and wood
served as material for various imple-
ments, as spoons, needles, and root-

diggers. Stone was hardly used except
in the making of arrowheads and pestles.

The house, quadrangular in shape and
partly underground, was constructed of
hewn timber and was provided with a
central fireplace, a smoke-hole in the
roof, and a raised door from which en-
trance was had by means of a notched
ladder. The sweat-house, holding about
six, was also a plank structure, though
smaller in size; it was reserved for the
men.
In clothing and personal adornment

the Takelma differed but little from the
tribes of n. California, red-headed-wood-
pecker scalps and the basket caps of the
women being perhaps the most charac-
teristic articles. Facial painting in red,

black, and white was common, the last-

named color denoting war. Women tat-

tooed the skin in three stripes; men
tattooed the left arm with marks serving
to measure various lengths of strings of

dental ia.

In their social organization the Takelma
were exceedingly simple, the village,

small in size, being the only important
sociological unit; no sign of totemism or
clan groupings has been found. The
chieftaincy was only slightly developed,
wealth forming the chief claim to social

recognition. Feuds were settled through
the intervention of a ** go-between '* hired
by the aggrieved party. Marriage was
entirely a matter of purchase of the bride
and was often contracted for children or
even infants by their parents. The bride
was escorted with return presents by her
relatives to the bridegroom's house; on
the birth of a child an additional price
was paid to her father. Though no law
of exogamy prevailed beyond the pro-
hibition of marriage of near kin, marriage
was probably nearly always outside the
village. Polygamy, as a matter of wealth,
was of course found; the levirate pre-
vailed. Corpses were disposed of by
burial in the ground, objects of value
being strewn over the grave.
No great ceremonial or ritual develop-

ment was attained by the Takelma. The
first appearanc*e of salmon and acorns,
the coming to maturity of a girl, shaman-
istic performances, and the war dance
were probably the chief occasions for

ceremonial activity. Great influence was
exercised by the shamans, to whose

malign power death was generally
ascribed. Differing from the shamans
were' the dreamers, who gained their
power from an entirely difierent group
of supernatural beings and who were
never thought to do harm. Character-
istic of the Takelma was the use of a con-
siderable number of charms or medicine
formulas addressed to various animal and
other spirits and designed to gain their
favor toward the fulfilment of some de-
sired event or the warding off of a threat-
ened evil. The most characteristic myths
are the deeds of the culture-hero (Daldtll)
and the pranks of Coyote. For further
information, consult Sapir (1) in Am.
Anthr., ix, no. 2, 1907; (2) in Jour. Am.
Folk-lore, xx, 33, 1907; (3) Takelma
Texts, Anthr. Pub. Univ. Pa. Mus., ii,

no. 1, 1909. (e. s.)
Da»gelmaKn.—Sapir in Am. Anthr., ix, 252, 1907
(•those living alon^'sido tiie river,' i. e. Rogue r.:

own name). Zyu'-kutchitclum.—Dorsey, A Isea MS.
vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (

' people far down the stream
[or country]': A Isea name). Na-tcte :^unng.—
Dorsey, Naltunnetunne MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1884
(Naltunne name). Rogue River.—Dorsey, Ta-
kelma MS. vocab., B. A. E., 1884 (name given by
people in Oregon). Ta-iier-ma.—Dorsey in Jour.
Am. Folk-lore, in, 234, 1890. Takilma.—Gatschet
in Mag. Am. Hist., viii, 257, 1882. Upper Rogue
River Indians.—Dorsey in Jour. Am. Folk-lore.
Ill, 234, 1890.

--XalwfrtHMu--AJQingiL4lYiaimi...^
kat, Alaska, belonginy^ to the Wolf plira-
try. They are said /to have lost their
way, while migrating northward, in the
channel behind VVrangell id. (Taqsi^t),
whence they came to pe called the Taqsi^t
nation (Taqestina^). . (j. r's.)
takastina.—Krause, Tlinklt Ind., 116, 1885.

Takfwelottine ('peiple of the living
waters

'
) . A tribe or band of the Thling-

chadinne dwelling si e. of Great Bear
lake and at the sourcjb of Coppermine r.,

Mackenzie Ter., Canada. Petitot de-
scribes them as kindly, jovial, and reli-

gious. When he went among them, in
1865, there were GOshamans for 600 people.
T'akfwel-ottine.—Petitot, Diet. Dtind-Dindjie, xx,
1876. T'akkwel-ottine.-»-Petitot in Bull. 8oc. de
G6og. Paris, chart, 1875. tpa-kfwele-pottine.—Peti-
tot. Autourdu lacdes Esclaves, 368, 1891. Tpathel-
ottine.—Petitot, MS. \octip., B. A. E., 1865.

Takhaiya. A former Kuitsh village on
lower Umpqua r., Or^g.
Ta-qai'-y&.—Dorsey in Jdur. Am. Folk-lore, in,
231, 1890. '

Takhchapa (*deer l)ead*). A band of

the Miniconjou Siouxj.
Tahda-pa.—Riggs in The Word Carrier, June-
Julv 1889. Tar-co-eh-pafch.—Lewis and Clark
(1806) in Am. State Pap», Ind. Aff., i, 715, 1832.

Tar-co-eh-parh.—Lewis 4nd Clark, Discov., 34,

1806.

Takhnhaynta (*ea1j the scrapings of

hides
'
) . A band of the Yanktonai Sioux.

Tafiuha-yuta,—Dorsey in 'l5th Rep. B. A. E., 218,
1897. Taquha-yuta.—Ibid^

Takiketak. A Kufikwogmiut Eskimo
village on the e. snore of Kuskokwim
bay, Alaska. Pop. 21 in 1880.
Takikatagamute.—Nelsop quoted by Baker, Geog.
Diet. Alaska, 1902. Takiketagamute.—PetroS in
10th Census, Alaska, 17, 1884.
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A CONTINUOUS CALORIMETEK

V To THE Editor of Science : In your issue

A July 24 Professor Lyndley Pyle rofcis to

thA use of the continuous caloriiiipter by

stu^nts of Washin^on University for the

pafit^fifteen years. It is gratifyufg to kftHi

that ttie method has been so thowughly tested

elsewli^re for this purpose. In^wking up your

valuablb space in my article of May 15 I

described a particular type/oi simple calori-

meter th^t we have foun^most suitable for

the elementary work, ^bat this metliod is

not general^ used in ^ice of the older and

more troubl€%>me method of measuring Joule'a

heat apx)ears tp be be&use sufiScient attention

has not been \dra\^ to it. The directoaai^

accuracy and eW^'^of manipulation will mp^

j)eal I think to ^ those who have charge of

laboratory class^. \

The method^^tsefi^ is, of course, not new.

Callendar usqA^ it mew than twenty-two years

ago at Cam)iridge for^mparing the thermal

and electrical units, bij\it was not until lie

came to ItcOill Fniversilgf in 1893 that stqpB

were taken to thorough^ investigate the

merits of the method. A ctetinuous method

was used by Graetz as eai^ as 1S$:S for

measuring thermal conductivities.

H. T. Babnss
McGnx Universitt,

July 29, 1908

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Publicaiions of the Jesup North Pacific B»-

pedition. Edited by Franz Boas. Leiden,

E. J. Brill Limited; New YoA, G. K
Stechert & Co. 4to.

During the past year the following numbers

of this publication have been issued:

The Lillooet Indians. By James Tht. (VoL

n.. Part V.)

In this book Mr. Teit describes the cuslosns

of the Lillooet, a branch of the Salish Indians,

who inhabit the valleys of the Coast Bange of

British Columbia, from Harrison Lake to the

upper reaches of Eraser River. Mr. Teit xis-

ited the tribe twice, and describes in some

detail the customs of both its lower and iq^^er

dirisioDS. The plan of description is similar

to that of Mr. Teit's well-known book on the

Thompson Indians of British Columbia; the

habitat and divisions of the tribe, material

culture, warfare, games and pastimes, social

oiganixation and festivals, birth, childhood,

marriage and death, and religion being taken

vip in detaiL On the whole, the Lillooet re-

semble in their culture the tribes of the in-

terior, but they form an interesting link be*

tween them and the coast tribes, having

adopted many of the industries and a consid-

»«ble part of the social traits of the coast

tribes. Mr. Teit describes in detail how the

infiumoe of the coast culture gradually dimin-

ishes towards those divisions of the Lillooet

that reside farthest away from the coast. Of

special into^est in the descriptions is the dis-

cussion of the imbricated basketry and of the

basketiy designs of the tribe, a subject which

has reorived considerable attention in recent

literature. The houses of the division of the

tribe living near the coast were similar in

structure to the large wooden houses of the

Coast Salish, while the tribes of the interior

lived in und^ground dwellings and in tents.

Weaving like that produced by the Salish

Indians of the Gulf of Georgia was confined

to the Lower lillooet The tribe has been so

much influenced by the whites that very few

of the old specimens remain, and consequently

not many of the objects in use among them

formeily could be illustrated. The transi-

tional stage in the social organization of the

tribe is interesting from a theoretical point

of view, in so far as it shows clearly how a

semi-totemic organization may influence a

people that in previous times was organized

only in veiy loose village communities. At

the pre^nt time the influence of the totemic

organization may be observed particularly in

g;rave-monuinents which are still preserved,

many of which represent figures of ancestors

and of totemic beings. The religious concepts

of the people differ only slightly fi:om those of

the Thompson Indians. The numerous rock-

paintings in the Lillooet coimtry have refer-

ence particularly to the puberty ceremonials,

and are e^lained in a manner similar to those

i

of the Thompson Indians. The principal dif-

ference between the Salish tribes of the in-

terior and the Lillooet in regard to their re-

ligious beliefs is based on the introduction of

some of the secret societies of the coast. Mr.

Teit's paper is the first fairly exhaustive de-

scription of the Lillooet, and supplants the

earlier brief description given by Mr. Hill-

Tout

Archeology of the Gulf of Georgia and Pugei

Sound. By Harlan L Smith. (VoL IL,

Part VL)
Mr. Smithes description of the archeology

of the southern coast of British Columbia and

the northern coast of die state of Washington

is a continuation of his paper on the shell-

heaps of the Lower Fraser River, published in

VoL n.. Part IV., of this series. In the first

part of the paper, which is fully illustrated

with text figures reproduced from pen and ink

drawings of specimens found in the region

under discussion, the archeological finds be-

tween Comox in British Columbia, and Olym-

pia, state of Washington, are described in

some detaiL The locations of shell-heaps,

fortifications and village sites, are given ; and

wherever excavations were undertaken, the

character of the site and the r»nains are de-

scribed by the author. On the whole, it would

seem that the culture of the area was quite

similar in type to the culture of the modem
coast tribes. However, some striking differ-

ences were found in Tarious localities. P«^

hsips the most important of these is the proof

which seems to have been definitely given by

Mr. Smith of the ciose rdationship of the

prehistoric culture of southern Vancouver

Island with that of the mainland and pre-

sumably the interior; so that it would seem

that at an early time a wave of migration

passed over the Coast Kange westward to the

coast, and across the Gulf of Georgia to Van-

couver Island. This culture is characterized

particularly by the occurrence of numerous

chipped implements, of tubular pipes, and of

other objects characteristic of the culture of

the interior. In other places along the coast

of British Columbia chipped implements are

very rare, while on Puget Sound and on the

outer coast of the state of Washington chipped

implements begin to appear in greater num-

ber, and are apparently related to the types of

Columbia River. Mr. Smith has also made

full use of local collections, and has thus

brought together an extended amount of ma-

terial bearing upon the archeology of this

region. Here are also found curious clubs of

bone of whale and of stone which have often

been claimed to be related to the clubs of New
Zealand. Mr. Smith has succeeded in collect-

ing illustrations of almost all the clubs of this

kind that are known ; and a discussion of this

material shows very clearly that almost all of

them may be referred to one single type, show-

ing a bird's head surrounded by a head mask,

which at the present time is characteristic of

the western coast of Vancouver Island. Thus

the theory of a foreign origin of this type

would seem to be finally disposed of. Mr.

Smith treats in a similar way the simpler

forms of slave-killers from this coast and the

peculiar single and double-bitted axes which

are characteristic of Oregon. Another very

peculiar tyi)e of si)ecimens which is fully dis-

cussed in this book are the dishes from south*

em British Columbia and the Delta of the

Fraser River, which have attracted the atten*

tion of archeologists. Mr. Smith has illus-

trated not less than nine of these, all of which

show characteristic uniformity of type, and

the provenience of which is restricted to a

very small area. While the shell-heaps of the*

Fraser Delta have yielded a great many skele-

tons, skeletons are, on the whole, rare in the

shell-heaps on the coast. Apparently this is

related to the fact that in early times burials

were not made in the shell-heaps, but in the

cairns, while later on burials in canoes, and

tree burials, seem to have been customary.

Attention may also be called to the illustra-

tion and discussion of the interesting petro-

glyphs of the region between Comox and

Xanaimo.

Kwakiutl Texts—Second Series. By Franz

Boas and George Hunt.

The second series of Kwakiutl texts, so far

as published, contains traditions of the more^

southern Kwakiutl tribes, and particularly the-
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important "Mink Legend" and the "Trans-
former Legend." The former occupies about
eighty-five pages, and the latter about seventy
pages, of the series. The texts, so far as
published, were recorded by Mr. George Hunt,
and were revised from dictation by F. Boas!
Thus it happens that the whole series of texts
published in the Jesup Expedition are re-
corded by Mr. Hunt That the bulk of this
work was intrusted to Mr. Hunt is due to the
fact that the Kwakiutl mythology is enor-
mously extensive, and must be obtained from
representatives of all the different families to
whom the family traditions belong. The
writer of these lines, who is responsible for
the coUection, could not undertake this work
himself, and for this reason he taught Mr.
Hunt to write Kwakiutl, and, by carefully
controlling his work, trustworthy material has
been gathered.

From a broader ethnological point of view
a series of this kind collected by a single
native recorder is of course unsatisfactory,
because the critical insight into style and con-
tents require more varied material. For this
reason I have coUected a considerable amount
of material from various sources, largely in-
tended to control the results obtained by Mr.
Hunt, and also to present different styles of
story-telling and differences of dialect. It is
a matter of regret that this material has not
been included in the present volume which
thus would have gained very much in scien-
tific value.

Franz Boas

The Psychology and Pedagogy af Reading,
with a review of the history of reading and
writing, and of methods, texts, and hygiene
in reading. By Edmund Bcrke Huet,
Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Educa-
tion in the Western Uctiversity of Pennsyl-
vania. Pp. xvi + 4«9. New York, The
Macmillan Co. 1,908.,

The experimental studies of the last dozen
years in the physiology ritjd psychology of
reading constitute an interesting and an im-
portant line of advance in experimental psy-
diology. Motived partly by logical, partly by
linguistic, partly by pathological, and partly

by pedagogical, as weU as by purely psy-
chological interests, the investigations of Ae
reading process have materiaUy increasedW
knowledge of the visual processes, both central
and peripheral. They have enriched oiir ex-
perimental technique, and have fumis^i un-
usually satisfactory data for an inve^igation
of the higher mental processes. Hi^rically
physiological psychology received ^e of its'
most important early impulses f>6m an in-
vestigation of speech defects. T^e lamented
Wernicke, found a discussion of flie linguistic
processes a convenient introduction to the
more general discussion of n^ntal life, and
many ano^er teacher of re^Ated disciplines
has found tt convenient to foflow his example
It 18 not iminteresting thai language seems
destined to lupplement its.^rmer services to
psychology by furnishing us with the best
available technique for *n experimental an-
alysis of t% more /complex ekborative
processes. \ i

EeciprocaUy it wouK be surprising if any
real advance in;our knowledge of the linguis-
tic processes shfeuld^^ without influence on
language itself a^d fee teaching of knguage
I regard it as foit^inate that, as far as read-
ing IS concerned, fthese practical deductions
have been drawn thus far mainly by those
whose experimental work guaranteed real in-
formation and li scitotific attitude.
The present %ork i^made up of four parts:

Part L is a resnm^ of e^ierimental and
analytic researches in die physiology and psy-
chology of ^he reading process. It occupies
about one^third of the hoc*. Part H. is a

.V

compact afecount of the history of reading and
of reading methods, pp. 76. Part m. con-
tains aa illustrated discifesion of the more
important theories and practises in teaching
readi^, pp. 119. Part fV. discusses the
hygi^ie of reading, fatigue\in reading, suit-
able type, length of line, \ etc The con-
clitfion contains some intereslW speculations
as to the future of readii». The book
closes with an exceUent bibliog^phy and an
index. I

One of the most striking characteristics of
Huey's style is his unusually careful recog-

\
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MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN,
HEYE FOUNDATION

Although the Indian is a member of a

vanishing race, he lives and will live forever in

the narratives of the Jesuit fathers, in the

pictures and pages of Catlin, in Schoolcraft

and Parkman, and a host of others. Place

names throughout the length and breadth of

the land perpetuate his memory in musical

polysyllables, and his traditions have become

part of the heritage of the later-day descend-

ants of the alien conquerors of his lands. Yet,

in spite of the widespread interest in the

aboriginal inhabitants of the Americas, there

was no institution devoted exclusively to the

anthTopolog>' of the indigenous peoples until

Mr. George Gustave Heye brought to fulfill-

ment a splendid vision to which he had been

steadfast for many years.

The Museum of the American Indian

—

Heve Foundation, which was opened on No-

vember 15, 1922, marks the culmination of

twenty years of planning and collecting, in

which Mr. Heye had the cooperation of many

noted workers in the field of anthropology and

the financial support, supplementing his own

generous provisions, of the trustees of the mu-

seum and interested friends. Although almost

two decades elapsed between the inception of

the plan and its fulfillment—decades during

which the two continents and the islands of

the Western Hemisphere were scoured for

exhibition and study material—the published

results of studies made by members of the

staff of the museum, numbering no less than

ninety titles and including monumental con-

tributions like The Antiquities of Manabi,

Ecuador, by Professor M. H. Saville, have en-

abled the public to gauge the magnitude and

diversity of the research work undertaken bj'

the institution. No fewer than twenty-one

names of anthropologists engaged in collecting

and in study among different Indian tril)es or

in arehaeological work on the sites of former

Indian occupation, are recorded in the

pamphlet setting forth the aims and objects

of the museum, and the work of several of

these anthropologists in particular areas has

stretched over many years, witness the ex-

haustive researches of Professor Saville on the

west coast of South America and in Central

America, the collecting of Mr. M. R. Harring-

ton in the United States, and the excavation,

by Mr. F. W. Hodge during the last five field

seasons, of Haw ikuh, one of the famed '' Seven

Cities of Cibola," the reputed riches of which

lured Coronado and his gold-hungr>' followers

into the sun-scorched desert of the Southwest.

The excavation of the last-mentioned site

was made possible through the generosity of

Mr. Harmon W. Hendricks, a trustee of the

museum, and one to whose benefactions

it owes much. To list all of those who

through gift and encouragement supported

Mr. Heye in his undertaking, is not possible

within the limits of this note, yet mention

must be made of Mr. James B. Ford, one of

the trustees, who has been the generous

patron of much of the research in the coun-

tries to the south, in addition to enriching

the collections of the museum; of Mr.

Miner C. Keith, a trustee, who presented to

the museum the largest collection extant of

Costa Rican earthenware; of General T.

Coleman du Pont, who financed the expedi-

tion to Kane County, Utah, for the explora-

tion of an ancient site of the so-called Basket-

makers; of Mrs. Marie Antoinette Heye, who

for many years gave Mr. Heye's undertaking

most generous support; of Mrs. Thea Heye,

who has l^een the donor of hundreds of valu-

able objects; and of Mr. Archer M. Hunting-

ton, who presented the ground upon which the

museum edifice has been erected and who in

1919 inaugurated the series of Indian S'otes

and Monographs in which have been pubUshed

no less than sixty-five listed contributions.

Between a million and two million speci-

mens representative of the culture of the

Indians have been assembled through the

activities of the museum, including many

thousands that are unique. The three floors

devoted to exhibitions naturally do not

permit the presentation to the public of more

than a fraction of this vast total, but even

though it is only a fraction, it will go far

toward satisfying the most exacting require-

ments of the lay visitor. Students will be

afforded every facility for utiUzing the study

collection in their researches.

THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

The Cleveland Museum of Natural History,

w hich began its existence only about two years

ago, has already abundantly demonstrated its

ability through exhibits, lectures, and library

facilities to respond to the needs of the com-

munity which it serves. Late in October of

1922 it even opened its own printing plant,

from which was issued under date of No-
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vember 1 the initial number of the Cleveland
Museum Bulletin. From that publication we
learn of the work which the museum is doing
and of the loyal support which it is receiving

from the people of Cleveland. It is stated that
through a recent gift from Mrs. Dudley S.

Blossom of the Herbarium of the late Samuel
Hart Wright of Penn Yan, New York, the
museum has come into possession of approxi-

mately 10,000 specimens of plants, represent-

ing a numl>er of the American and European
genera. Mrs. Blossom's gift includes also a
part of the Wright library of scientific books,
many of which are out of print. Another
acquisition deserving special emphasis is a
coUection of thirty-seven water color studies

of the fur seals of the Pril)ilof Islands, painted
by Henry Wood Elliott during his visits to

the islands in the early seventies. For this

donation the museum is indebted to Mr. John
M. Henderson.

During the months of October and No-
vember nearly forty lectures were given by
members of the museum staff, and certain

additional lectures were delivered by invited

speakers. The museum staff has been carry-

ing the message of the institution beyond its

walls by lecturing before clubs, schools,

churches, and conventions, in addition to ad-
dressing audiences within the museum itself.

Another evidence of the service the museum is

rendering to education is the completion by
its librarian. Miss Lindberg, of an annotated
list of books on natural history suitable for

children in their early 'teens or younger.

The museum is housed in Euclid Avenue in

one of the Hanna mansions, which has been
acquired for a period of years. Two rooms in

the present edifice have been completely reno-

vated and in them have been installed natural

history exhibits of rare attractiveness. The
collections of birds, mounted bj- Mr. Arthur
B. Fuller, are particularly noteworthy for

their excellent taxidermy. The Old-World
birds, collected and presented by Mr. K. V.
Painter, are one of the features of the museum.

THE FIELD MUSEUM
Expedition to South America.—Dr.

Wilfred H. Osgood, curator of the department
of zoology. Field Museum, and Messrs. C. C.
Sanborn and H. B. Conover, of the division of

birds in that institution, recently left Chicago
for Chile, to penetrate some of the compara-
tively little-known regions of that country,

including the area held by the Araucanian
Indians.

After landing at Valparaiso, the members of
the expedition plan to go to central Chile and
thence to proceed southward as far as Chiloe
Island. Doctor Osgood and Mr. Conover will

then work across northern Argentina and into

southern Brazil and Uruguay, returning prob-
ably about the middle of 1923. Mr. Sanborn,
on the other hand, will remain in the field

throughout the present year. He will move
northward as the season advances, collecting

in northern Chile and Argentina and in

Bolivia.

The expedition will visit many of the locali-

ties of historic interest to zoologists, including

the type localities of animals collected by
Charles Darwin during the voyage of the

''Beagle.'' The expedition will devote itself to

the general collecting of vertebrates. Among
the animals of popular interest regarding
which the party of scientists hopes to learn

much is the chinchilla, now so rare because of

its inordinate use as a fur. Another expecta-

tion which they will strive to realize is to

bring back to this country the first specimens
of the pudu, a very small deer, and one of the

rarest in the Americas.

Expedition to Honduras.—Mr. Karl P.

Schmidt, until recently assistant curator of

herpetology in the American Museum and
now assistant curator of reptiles and ba-

trachians in the Field Museum, left New
Orleans about the middle of January for

Belize, British Honduras. Mr. Schmidt's
primary purpose in undertaking this expedi-

tion, in which he is accompanied by a taxi-

dermist, is to secure for the Field Museum
material to be used for habitat groups of am-
phibians and reptiles as well as specimens
for the systematic series of these animals.

Mammals and fishes will also be collected.

After a short stay in British Honduras, Mr.
Schmidt and his companion will proceed to

Puerto Cortes, Honduras, and thence to Lake
Yojoa in the interior af the state. Honduras
is perhaps the least-known, zoologically, of

the Central American countries and important

results may, therefore, be anticipated from
this expedition.

ASIA
What the Gobi Desert Has Yielded.—

In a cable sent by Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews
to Asia and published in the December issue

of that magazine, the leader of the Third
Asiatic Expedition summarizes the remark-
able results obtained from five months' work
in the Gobi Desert. These include the discov-
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Borrowed Ceremonials.—Having overcome the popular im-

pression that all Indians are alike, investigators are sometimes prone

to fall into the opposite error of supposing that Indians are all

original, and that whatever a tribe may have in the way of custom,

art, or myth necessarily belongs to it. So far is this from being
true that it safely may be said that almost the only thing which can
be considered as peculiar to a particular tribe is that which relates

to its grand medicine or palladium. Indian myths are as hard to

trace to their primitive source as anything in Grimm's collection.

Neighboring tribes are constantly imitating each other in arts and
ornamental design. Songs and dances are imported or introduced

just as we get a new opera or waltz from across the water. The
most popular gambling songs among the Paiute were obtained from
the Mohave, and are meaningless to the Paiute. The southern

tribes sing many of the Arapaha songs in the ghost dance, without

understanding the words, having originally learned the dance from
the Arapaho. The most popular dance at present among the Sioux
is known as the Omaha dance, having been introduced from that

tribe about twenty-five years ago ; and the Calumet dance, which
gave so much trouble to the Jesuits in Canada two centuries ago,

originated with the Gulf tribes. James Mooney.



A Lagmia Ceremonial Language•—While conducting

studies in physical anthropologr among the Queres or

Keresan Indians of the puehlo of Lagona, New Mexico, in

the interest of the Hjde Expedition, for the
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American Museum of Natural History, in 1900, an especially well educated

and trustworthy member of the tribe, Charles Kie, informed me that

some of the old men of Lagmia know and still use in certain ceremonies

an archaic language which the younger generation can neither speak nor

fully understand. Kie is familiar with some of the words of this language,

which are here recorded for the interest which they may have to philol-

ogists. For comparison their equivalents in the ordinary Laguna dialect

are included. The old men of the tribe guard this archaic speech with

great jealousy, and as none of them can speak English, or indeed Spanish

with any degree of fluency, and as my informant was afraid to let any

one know that he confided the secret in me, I was unable- to pursue my

inquiry further. This ceremonial language is known as HamaUjay which,

according to Kai, means, approximately **old," ** ancient." With an

abundance of time at his disposal, and with the confidence of the old

men of the tribe, a linguist could probably learn all that is to be known

of the HamaSija. The orthography employed in the terms which follow

is the same as that used in my article on *' The Ancient Chichimec Re-

gion
'

' in the last number of the American Anthropologist,

English
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A New Type of Mural Painting'

(Vititat Hofe relative to the decorations in the North Pacific hall

of the American MuHeum

^HE mural decorations by Will S. Tay-

lor at the American Museum of

Natural History have attracted at-

tention by their freedom from convention and

their mural quality. The artist has just com-

pleted a mural painting for the City Park

i*hapel in Brooklyn in which he has followed

the same general course as in the Museum

paintings and produced a decoration that

is quite personal and unhackneyed, although

based upon a theme, Christ blessing little

children, that has been a subject for artists

through many centuries,

••The chief interest of the painting for

students of art is the management of the

light and shade. The easiest way to get a

mural decoration to seem a part of the wall

upon which it is placed and not a hole

through the wall or a relief detached from

it, is to treat the composition like a map,

tying the jiarts together with a strong

bounding line surrounding the larger patches

of color, after the fashion of designs for

stained glass windows. It may be taken for

granted that to be satisfying to the observer

the decoration should seem a part of the

architecture of the building, but there are

other ways of solving the problem. Mr.

Taylor treats his composition in the spirit

of the sculptor carving his wall in low relief.

He permits little reflected lights to bring

out the salient forms of his design and his

figures have a look of solidity, and never-

theless keep well within one plane. He also

pays attention to character. There is no

halo and no religious mystery in his picture.

The Christ, friendly and benignant, has come

to a public square surrounding a well, where

the children play and the mothers congre-

gate for gossip, according to the custom in

Eastern countries, where the drawing of

water is the important feature of the day's

occupations. He is seated among the chil-

dren and is talking affectionately to those

nearest, while others stand about in atti-

tudes of interest and curiosity, as they

might to^iay in any of the east side streets

where something out of the common was

attracting their attention. The gestures and

poses are entirely natural. The little girl

* Quoted from the Magazine Section of

at the left holding a baby in her arms

might be duplicated any day in the poorer

quarters of New York.

**The artist has, in fact, picked up his

models here and there from among the young

visitors to the Museum or the children he

has observed in the neighborhood. The cos-

tumes have been made for him with as close

an approach to archaeological accuracy as

could be managed, but they clothe the fig-

ures naturally and have none of the arti-

ficiality of reconstructed history. The pic-

ture is flooded with sunlight, which streams

over the buildings in the background and

makes bright patches on the pavement in

front of the well. This letting the spirit of

out-of-doors into a church also is a modern

note. The greens and blues and yellows of

the color scheme are skillfully managed and

make a strong harmony. Without making

any pretense of greatness, the whole decora-

tion speaks of sincerity and the delight of

the painter in his work. It would not be

surprising if a distinct type of mural deco-

ration grew out of the work done in the

American Museum of Natural History. The

painters working there are surrounded by

objects of the past, not as they are repre-

sented in art, but as they are discovered and

preserved for precise study, and their spe-

cial concern is to place these objects in a

natural environment. They have as much of

nature as can persist through the disinte-

grating processes of time to suggest color

and form, and many contrasts and resem-

blances. In the mineral section alone are

palettes ready set with colors in beautiful

and extraordinary relation. And they have

for their benefit, as well as for their hamper-

ing restriction, an atmosphere of respect for

actual fact which discourages much indul-

gence in poetic license. Even if no master-

pieces are created in such an environment,

there probably will be enough interesting

and well-considered compositions to form a

distinct school of historical painting wholly

different from the empty and dull imagin-

ings of the earlier historical painters. Hol-

nian Hunt and the young Millais would have

a good word for Mr. Taylor's methods."

the yew York Times, October 28, 1917.
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WELCOMING CEREMONY OF THE BELLA COOLA INDIANS

The murals in the North Pacific hall of the Americ&n Moseioa. eigcwlrt hgr Wll S. Taylor, already have

won distinction and praise, especially for their color and ctNDpa»atMM TafocriL Tfcm. are tw« aerios of these

murals completed. Six panels on the west side of the hall teQ afma cff TaiHc «4*itiiii> ; a second six,

ceremonial in character, run the length of the east walL A pretnuaiir stsdiy far Uw sixty-foot canvas to

occupy the full width of the south wall is at present on exhihiti— at ti» Xev York Arriutcctaral Lea/^e
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A CONTINENT LOST—A CIVILIZATION WON
Indian Land Tenure in America

By J.
P Kinney

In the year 1724, the Reverend John Bulkky wrote a brief article in

which he sought to elucidate the fundamental principles of land owner-

ship in New England and to justify on legal and moral grounds the con-

duct of the English in taking possession of and developing the physical

resources that the Indians could not, or would not, efficiently use. Doubt-

less his argument failed to convince many of his contemporaries and, dur-

ing' the two centuries that have followed, innumerable references have

been made in English publications to the dispossession of the natives by

the whites Many of these fragmentary comments and observations have

been extremely critical of the part played by the white race in a political

and economic drama that has deprived the Indians of whatever legal and

moral interest they may have had in nearly two thousand million acres ot

land and water within the boundaries of the present United States.

Several pamphlets and books, published during the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, have discussed critically and exhaustively the circum-

stances connected with the loss of their lands by individual tribes. Part

II of the Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology,

entitled
" Indian Land Cessions," as compiled by Charles C. Royce ana

published in 1900, contained invaluable maps and notes on cessions ot

lands within the United States by the Indians. This report also contained

a scholarly essay by Cyrus Thomas on the general policy of European

nations, the American Colonies, and the United States with respect to

Indian lands. However, no publication that delineated the successive

steps in land policy, the reasons for the same and the effect upon the

Indians themselves has heretofore been available, either to the general

reader or to the special student of Indian history.

For the first time, there is now presented in " A Continent Lost- A

Civilization Won," a chronological detail of the processes through which

the American Indian has lost the greater part of his patrimony This

presentation begins in 1492 and extends to 1936—a period of 444 years.

The first American legislative ordinance quoted in the book was promul-

gated in 1633 and the last act of the Federal Government described was

tnacted in 1936. Countless legislative acts, administrative enunciations

and legislative decisions are cited and explained.

CONTENTS
Preface Chapter I. Indian Land Tenure During the Colonial Period; II The

Airitationfor the Removal of the Indians; III. Early Indications of an Allotment

Jo'lS; IV Experimentation with an Allotment PoHcy. V^ The Acceptance of a

neneral Allotment Policy; VI. Allotment Purpose Defeated by Lease and Sale; VII.

?rDeveloprnt oY R^serv^ Resources; VIII. The Past the Present, and the

Future Biography. Appendix: Map showing Tribes of North America; Tables

showing total Area of Indian Lands 1871-1933 and Restricted Lands on Indian

Reservations. Index.

386 pages, y plates, 8vo.. cloth, $4.00.
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No more does the Indijui warrior ride forth to

hunt the buffalo or to repel the white man fn.m

his hunting grounds. While .still Uwking back

with pride to the past, he appreciates the privilege

of American citizen.>hip that he enjoys and looks

forwanl to future attainments for himself and his

chiklren.
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COMMENTS

" From owners of a continent four hundred years ago, the American

Indian today is reduced to a bare fifty million acres that he can call his own.

Here is the sweeping theme of Mr. Kinney's story told with the sympathetic

understanding and charitable treatment of the true historian. It is a book

destined to make a new and better understanding of the American Indian

and the motivating forces that have shaped his destiny/*

—

American Forests.

*

"
I have finished about eighty pages, as well as the last chapter, of A

Continent Lost—A Civilization Won. I have already gotten my money's

worth."

—

Walter F.- Dickens, Superintendent Cheyenne River IndianAgency,

" The author has put in concise, convenient, and interesting form a veritable

mine of information. His book should be within elbow reach of any one

writing or speaking about the Indian Question; it is a contribution of

unusual merit to the current Indian literature."

—

Indian Truth.

** A scholarly work by an author who has conducted his research in the

clear atmosphere of personal knowledge of his subject. The happy result

is an authoritative reference book for the critical student of history and an

interesting story for the general reader.

The bode is replete with evidence of an understanding sympathy with

the Indian and, at the same time, is singularly free from the sentimentalism

that has too often obscured the foundations upon which must be built any

permanent structure of Indian accomplishment."—The Washington Evening Star.

** A much needed book—mainly on Indian land tenure in America. The
author has had long years of service among the Indians and has fought

courageously for their betterment, and to conserve their property. He gives

the inside facts and treats the Indian problem in a dispassionate and

impartial manner. The book is a valuable addition to the history of the

Indians of the United States."

—

The Washington Post,

" It is a compendium of exceedingly useful knowledge. The book contains

a large amount of historical material that has heretofore been beyond the

reach of most people. The author knows his subject thoroughly and has

compiled a doaiment volume, a collection of sources, of great value to the

student of American history."

—

Dr, A. H. Abel-Henderson.

"
It is a work that should be on the desk of every administrative officer in

the Indian Service who has any thing to do with Lands or Forestry. It

gives a complete badcground of the treaties and laws leading up to our

present higUy complicated land situation. It should also prove of great

value to any real student of Indian Affairs or to any person engaged in

Indian administration."—William Heritage, Regional Forester, Indian Service.

* This book is a valuable and highly creditable piece of work ... ; it is

a solid contribution to American history ; it is a rich mine of information

;

it is well-planned, well-balanced, well-written, well-documented."

—Journal of Forestry.

" Mr. Kinney's purpose was a book that would not be controversial, but

rather judicial; that would aim at exposition rather than propaganda; that

sought to explain rather than to condemn or excuse. That he succeeded

must be evident to anyone who reads the book."

—Annals of American Academy of Political and Social Science.

" >X%ile concerned primarily with the physical resources, past and present,

of the American Indian, this conscientious and well-documented historical

study illuminates the whole field of interracial relations."

—Minnesota Historical Society Magazintr.

" We hope that every student of the American Indian, of whatever race he

may be, will have access to this marvelous resource material."

—The Woman's Press, New York City.

" A valuable addition to the history of the American Indian. It should be

read by every student and layman interested in Indian affairs, who desires

to become familiar with the inside facts."

—Magazine of Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce.

" Mr. Kinney has handled his subject so understandingly, sympathetically

and interestingly that much of it reads like a story."

—The Chicago Daily News.

" Certainly no serious reader can leave Mr. Kinney's book without obtain-

ing a better understanding of the whole problem that is involved, as well

as a more thorough appreciation of the work of both Indians and whites

to make the vision of a brighter future a living reality."

—Minneapolis Tribune.

" An invaluable dissertation on Indian land tenure in America."

—The Billings Gazette.

' Mr. Kinney is essentially fair-minded. He sees nothing to be gained by

the usual blanket indictment of our acts and policies toward a conquered

people, having found a determined effort on the part of responsible persons

ever since the early colonial period to administer substantial justice to the

natives."

—

The Springfield Union and Republican, Springfield, Mass.
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will be to studiously promote a healdifid in-

terest in outdoor recreation, and to cultivate

a refined taste for natural objects.
—Forest ajio Stream, Ans- 14. 1S73.

GAME BIRDS IX COXXECTICUT.
The project to establish near Darien, Conn.,

a station for the breeding of upland game birds,

to which may be joined also the breeding of

wildfowl, has a wide public interest. The plan

proposed combines the scientific and the practi-

cal, and is in fact the carrying on—at another

point and under other conditions—of the work

so successfully initiated years ago by Dr. C. F.

Hodge. It will be in charge of two enthusiasts,

one of whom has had much experience in rear-

ing wild birds in domestication, while the other

is a devoted bird lover and thoroughly familiar

with the literature of the subject. These quaU-

fications give good promise of success.

That these e.xperiments are to be continued is

gratifying, for with what has been done by Dr.

Hodge and others it would seem that we stand

at the threshold of discoveries which will make

the propagation of many wiW birds absolutely

simple, and the rearing of quail and grouse as

commonplace as the rearing of hens.

Past experience has demonstrated that there is

nothing inherently intricate or mjrsterious about

the hand-rearing of game birds. To make it

successful are needed, besides some money, con-

siderable intelligence and an abounding enthu-

siasm which will fill the experimenter with

eternal vigilance and everlasting hof>e. In Great

Britain where the breeding of wild game has be-

come commercialized, and where the keepers who

consistently fail to rear the birds entrusted to

them are considered incompetent, the work is

carried on as a matter of course. The same

thing may be done in the United States with

our native species by the proper men.

The breeding of wildfowl native to Connecti-

cut should also be undertaken on a considerable

scale. These wildfowl shou!d be reared—in part

at least—in open pens with liberty to go and

come, just as wild ducks are bred in England.

Raised under such conditions, the birds will go

south in the fall, as wild birds do, and returning

again in spring, will tend to breed on or near

the land where they were hatched. Only a few

years of work of this kind will be required to

greatly increase the wildfowl and other birds

accessible to Connecticut gunners.

Although these experiments are to be con-

ducted in Connecticut, the whole continent may

watch them with absorbing interest. What is

learned at this experiment station will be for

the benefit of every State and Province, and may

have the greatest promise for the men of to-day

and their children after them.

WOODS ACCIDENTS.

The accidents by which men are shot by mis-

take for deer, and which take place during each

deer hunting season in various localities, are a

disgrace to American hunters. These unhappy

events are accidents in the sense that they hap-

pen without malicious intent on the part of the

person who causes the injury, but they are the

result of criminal carelessness, precisely as

when a careless man drags his gun from a

w-agon, out of a boat or through a fence, hold-

ing it by the barrels with the muzzle directed

toward his person. The man who shoots him-

self pays the penalty for his carelessness. He

who is shot by another is blameless in the matter.

The writing done on this subject is for the

most part wasted. People who are thoughtful

enough to read and to remember such writings

are not of those who shoot at a moving bush

thinking that it is a deer. Hunters careless and

thoughtless enough to do this do not heed the

instruction so freely offered.

There is a way by which these injuries and

this loss of life may greatly be reduced in num-

ber, and that is by making it illegal under a

heavy penalty to kill deer without horns. In

many regions where deer are found, such a law

may not be needed to preserve the deer, but it is

needed to preserve human beings who pursue

the deer. A law prohibiting the killing of deer

without horns, if enforced, would tend to make

every hunter hold his fire until he saw his ani-

mal clearly enough to know whether it carried

horns or not. This pause to get a view of the

game and thus to enable him to identify it would

tend to make every man certain that what he

saw was a deer and not a fellow-man.

There is evidence to show that in States where

the killing of hornless deer is forbidden, the

ratio of accidents to hunters is far less than in

those where any deer may be killed. Efforts to

make men more careful by statute have failed,

but such change in the game laws may make

men wait long enough to see what they are

shooting at.

The attempts made during the warm season

to shoot with rifles and revolvers from rapidly

moving aeroplanes at targets placed on the

ground were not productive of very satisfactory

results. In fact, the so-called bomb throwing

or dropping was the more accurate of the two

methods practiced. Expert marksmen failed in

their estimates of distance and in the probable

speed of the air craft. Every big-game shooter

knows how difficult it is to shoot accurately at

an object far below him on a mountainside, but

he who is being whirled rapidly through the air

finds it increasingly difficult to shoot well.

THE RIGHT TO HUNT,

Compared with the season of 1909, there has

been a marked decrease so far this season in the

sale of guns by the Pennsylvania Game Commis-

sion. The commission is not conducting a gun

store; nevertheless it sold about one thousand

firearms last year, and at a fair profit. Unlike

business men, however, who deplore falling off

in trade, the commission rejoices that its stock

of guns is decreasing steadily.
'

Formerly Pennsylvania was overrun by aliens

carrying guns. They shot at everything wearing

fur or feathers. Last year a new law was

passed. It forbade hunting by unnaturalized

foreign-born residents of Pennsylvania; it for-

bade the ownership or possession by them of

guns and rifles of any sort ; it provided for a

fine or imprisonment, and in addition to this, the

confiscation and sale by the commission of fire-

arms taken from these men.

The measure is a drastic one, but it is needed,

and so far the returns show that it has proved

effective. Aside from saving non-game birds,

it has no doubt saved wardens from death or

injury at the hands of men who were ever ready

to dispute the right of the State to interfere with

their small bird shooting.

Men who have been looking for small game in

the vicinity of New York city this season have

commented frequently on the scarcit/ of aliens

carrying guns, whereas a few years ago they

flocked to the suburbs in season. Strong repres-

sive measures have brought about this improved

state of affairs, and have gone far toward the

protection of small birds. In this region the

game laws are no longer ignored, and the war-

dens enjoy the confidence of responsible persons.

Those who shoot do not grumble, as they for-

meriy did, over the payment of a dollar for a

resident's license. Instead, they regard the sum

paid out as a contribution to the work of pro-

tection and propagation, and in addition to this

it has become in a way a guarantee of good in-

tentions and an effective means of identifying

those who have a legal right to hunt game, while

those who have no permit assist in their own

punishment if called to account.

The skill of the old hunter is not to be de-

spised when a man hunt is organized. We have

already told how one fugitive from justice was

trailed and taken by a warden. This was m.

New England. Again, more recently, an oW

hunter followed the trail of two fugitives from

justice in that section, while in Wisconsin a

posse composed in part of deer hunters, assisted

by hounds, trailed a hunter who ran away after

shooting a man, apparently mistaking him for

a deer. The victim's red coat and cap did not

save him. The ways of the would-be deer hun-

ter are indeed strange, but to hunt him down

with hounds is novel.
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A Boy in Indian Camps
L. H. Garrard's Experiences—The Plains in 1846

—Life Among the Cheyenne Indians

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL,

ONE of the most charming books written about

the early plains is Lewis H. Garrard's

"Wah-To-Yah and the Taos Trail/' It is

the narrative of a boy, only seventeen years old,

who, in 1846, traveled westward from St. Louis

with a train led by Mr. St. Vrain, of the firm of

Bent, St. Vrain & Co., and after some time spent

on the plains and in Cheyenne camps, proceeded

westward to New Mexico and there saw and

heard of many of the events just antecedent to

the Mexican War.

It is an interesting fact that the book, which,

in its interest and its fidelity to nature and to

early times, equals the far more celebrated

"California and Oregon Trail," of Parkman, tells

of the eyents of the same year as Parkman's

volume, but deals with a country to the south of

that traversed by him who was to become one

of the greatest historians of America. The
charm of each volume lies in its freshness.

Neither could have been written except by one

who saw things with the enthusiastic eyes of

youth, who entered upon each adventure with

youth's enthusiasm, and who told his story with

the frankness and simplicity of one who was

very young. After all the greatest charm of any

literature lies in the simplicity with which the

story is told, and in both these delightful volumes

is found this attractive quality.

Garrard reached St. Louis on his way to the

Rocky Mountains in July, 1846, and there be-

came acquainted with the firm of Pierre Choteau,

Jr., & Co., so well known in the fur trade of the

West. Here, too, he met Kenneth McKenzie,

one of the first traders with the Blackfeet In-

dians, and Mr. St. Vrain.

To the modern reader it seems odd to see it

stated in the first two lines of the book that a

part of the necessary preparations for the trip

before him was the **laying in a good store of

caps, fine glazed powder, etc.," but in those days

the percussion cap was still a new thing, and of

the guns used west of the Missouri River, the

great majority still used the flint to strike fire

to the charge.

Besides Garrard, there were others in St.

Vrain's company who were new to the plains.

Of these one was Drinker, a Cincinnati editor;

another, a Mr. Chadwick. Besides these there

were General Lee. of St. Louis, a friend or two of

St. Vrain's, and various employees of the traders.

Bent's train was eocamped not far from West-

port, and here Garrard got his first taste of

wild life, sleeping 00 the ground in the open.

Here, too, he saw his first Indians, the Wyan-
dottes, who, in iSu, had been moved westward

from their homes in Ohio. Here, of course, he

met those who for months were to be his travel-

ing companions, and he paints us a fresh picture

of them in these pleasing words:

''There were eighteen or twenty Canadian

Frenchmen (prindpaUy from St Louis) com-

posing part of our company, as drivers of the

teams. As I have ever been a lover of sweet,

simple music, their beautiful and piquant songs

in the original language fell most harmoniously

on the ear as we lay wrapped in our blankets.

"On the first of September, Mr. St. Vrain's

arrival infused some life into our proceedings,

but nothing more worthy of note occurred, ex-

cept riding and looking at hordes, of which

Drinker and I were in need; one of which,

Frank De Lisle, [le maUre de wagon* sold me
for fifty doflars, whom, from his fanciful color,

brown and white spots, and white eyes, was
designated by the descriptive thoi^h not euphoni-

ous name of 'Paint.* He was a noted buffalo

chaser, and I anticipated much excitement

through his services.

"The way the mules were broken to wagon
harness would have astonished the 'full-blooded'

animals of Kentucky and other horse-raising

States exceedingly- It was a" treatment none but

hardy Mexican or scrub mules could survive.

They first had to be lassoed by our expert Mexi-
can, Bias, their heads drawn up to a wagon
wheel, with scarce two inches of spare rope to

relax the tight noose on their necks, and starved

for twenty-four hours to subdue their fiery tem-

pers ; then harnessed to a heavy wagon, lashed

unmercifully when they did not pull, whipped

still harder when they ran into still faster speed,

until, after an hour's bewilderment, and plunging

and kicking, they became tractable and broken

down

—

a labor-saving operation, with the un-

flinching motto of "kin or cure.'
'*

The pulling out of the train from near West-
port was an interesting and exciting event.

Teamsters were shouting to their newly-yoked

bulls; the herders were drivii^ along the cabal

-

lada : mounted men were riding back and forth

;

the leader of the company and his wagon master

were constantly passing to and fro from one end

of the train to the other, seeing how things went,

and looking for weak spots among the teams

and the wagons. A few days later came the

first rain storm—a dismal occasion to the young
traveler on the plains. There are few old plains-

men but can still recall something of the discom-

fort of a long day's travel in the storm; of the

camping at night with clothing thoroughly wet
and bodies thoroughly chilled, and 'the sitting or

lying, or perhaps even sleeping in the wet cloth-

ing. "The wagons being full of goods, and we
without tents, a cheerless, chilling, soaking, wet
night was the consequence. As the water pene-

trated successively my blanket, coat and shirt,

and made its way down my back, a cold shudder

came over me. In the gray, foggy morning a

more pitiable set of hungry, shaking wretches

were never seen. Oh ! but it was hard on the

poor greenhorns !"

At Council Grove, which they reached the last

of September, the train remained for two days,

and as this was the last place traveling westward
where hardwood could be procured, the men
felled hickories and oaks for spare axle trees,

and swung the pieces under their wagons. Young
Garrard was an eager hunter, and set out from
camp in search of wild turkeys, whose cries he

could hear, but he got none.

Here is another picture of that early life

which may call up in the minds of some readers

pleasant memories of early days when they, too,

were a part of such things: "So soon as a

faint streak of light appears in the east, the cry

Turn out' is given by De Lisle. All rise, and
in half an hour the oxen are yoked, hitched and
started. For the purpose of bringing everything

within a small compass, the wagons are cor-

raled; that is, arranged in the form of a pen

when camp is made, and as no animals in that

country are caught without a lasso, they are

much easier noosed if driven in the corral.

There no dependence must be placed in any but

one's self, and the sooner he rises, when the

cry is given, the easier can he get his horse.

"Like all persons on the first trip I was green

in the use of the lasso, and Paint was given to

all sorts of malicious dodging; perhaps I have
not worked myself into a profuse perspiration

with vexation a hundred and one times in vain

attempts to trap him.

"Not being able to catch my horse this morn-
ing I hung my saddle on a wagon and walked.

talking to the loquacious Canadians, whose songs
and .stories were most acceptable. They are a

queer mixture, anyhow, these Canadians. Rain
or shine, hungry or satisfied, they are the same
garrulous, careless fellows, generally caroling in

honor of some brunette Vide Poche, or St.

Louis Creole beauty, or laudinjar, in the words
of their ancestry, the soft skies and grateful

wine of La Belle France, occasionally uttering
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a sacre or enfant de garce, but suffering no cloud

of ill humor to overshadow them but for a

moment. While walking with a languid step,

cheering up their slow oxen, a song would burst

out from one end of the train to the other, pro-

ducing a most charming effect.''

The train was now approaching the buffalo

range, and before long several buffalo were seen.

Now, too, they had reached a country where

"bois de vaches"—buffalo chips—were used for

fuel, and the collecting this was a part of the

daily work after camp was made. More and

more buffalo were seen, and before long we
hear of the plain literally covered with them,

and now, as buffalo were killed more often,

Garrard is introduced to a prairie dish which

no one will ever eat again. He says: "The men

the face and fired. Reloading, still in hot pur-

suit (tough work to load on a full run). I fol-

lowed, though without catching up. One feds

a delightfully wild sensation when in parsoit of

a band of buffalo on a fleet horse with a ^ood

ritle, and without a hat, the winds playing aroond

the flushed brow, ^ivhen with hair streaming, the

rider nears the frightened herd, and with a shoot

of exultation discharges his rifle. I returned to

the party highly gratified with my first. tlKNiiKh

unsuccessful chase, but Mr. St. Vrain pot a

slight damper to my ardor by simply remark-

ing:
** 'The next time you "nm meat** don't let the

horse go in a trot and yourself in a gallop* <I

had in my eagerness leaned forward in the

saddle, and a stumble of the horse woold have

wagons, where the pursuer changed tack, only

to be shot by one of the teamsters with a nor'-

west fnsiL**

It is natural enousrh that the boy author, while

traveling for the first time through the buffalo

range, should think and write chiefly about buf-

falo, yet he finds time to tell of the prairie dog

towns through which they passed, and of the

odd ways of the dog and the curious apparent

companionship, or at least, cohabitation of the

snakes and the prairie owls with them. As they

passed through this region, north of the Arkan-

sas in the hot, dry weather of the early fall, they

suffered sometimes from thirst. The first grave

passed by the train aroused melancholy and

sympathetic feelings in the boy's heart.

One day Garrard went out hunting with Mr.
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RUNNING BUFFALOES IN THE FIFTIES.

ate the liver raw, with a slight dash of gall by

way of zest, which, served a la Indian, was not

very tempting to cloyed appetites, but to hungry

men, not at all squeamish, raw, warm liver, with

raw marrow, was quite palatable.

"It would not do," he continues, "for small

hunting parties to build fires to cook with, for

in this hostile Indian country a smoke would

bring inquiring friends. Speaking of hostile

Indians reminds me of a question related by

one of our men. At a party, in a Missouri fron-

tier settlement, a lady asked a mountaineer, fresh

from the Platte, 'if the hostile Indians are as

savage as those who serve on foot.'

^'Returning to camp the prairie was b!ack with

the herds, and a good chance presenting itself, I

struck spurs into Paint, directing him toward

fourteen or fifteen of the nearest, distant eight

or nine hundred yards. We (Paint and I) soon

neared them, giving me a flying view of their

unwieldy proportions, and when within fifteen

feet of the nearest I raised my rifle half way to

pitched me over his head), by which well-timed

and laconic advice I afterward profited.'*

From this time on there was much chasing of

buffalo, but little killing of them, except by the

old hands. The young ones, of coarse, neither

knew how to shoot nor where to shoot, and our

author naively remarks, after one of his chases:

"To look at a buffalo one would think that they

could not run with such rapidity, but let him try

to follow with an ordinary horse and he is soon

undeceived."

Among the efforts of the greenhorns to kill

buffak) was the following incident: '*Mr. Chad-

wick (of St. Louis, on his first trip, like several

of us, for pleasure), seeing a partially blind

bull, concluded to *make meat' of him. Crawl-

ing up close, the buffalo scented him and pilclKd

about every way, too blind .to travel straiglit or

fast. Chad fired; the mad animal, directed by

the rifle report, charged. How they did *iidk it*

over the ground, the pursued yelling, half in ex-

citement, half in fear, till they were dose to the

St. Vrain and another, and a band of buffalo

were discovered on their way to water. Here

Garrard first found himself near to a wounded

bulU and the picture that he paints of the mon-

ster is a true and a striking one. "Mr. St. Vrain

dismounting took his rifle and soon was on the

'approach,* leaving us cached behind a rise of the

groimd to await the gun report. We laid down

with our blankets, which we always carried strap-

ped to the saddle, and with backs to the wind

talked in a low tone, until hearing Mr. St. Vrain's

grai, when we remounted. Again and again the

rifle was heard in hasty succession, and hasten- .

ing to him we found a fat cow stretched and a

woimded male limping slowly off. The animals

were tied to the horns of our cow, and with

butcher knives we divested the body of its fine

coat, but finding myself a 'green hand,' at least

not an adept in the mysteries of prairie butcher-

ing, I mounted Paint for the wounded fellow

who had settled himself with his fore legs

doobled under him 300 yards from us. Mine
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a s^*re or emfamt dc gairc, but suffering no cloud

of ill luinu>»r to i»vvr>ha<l<»\v thcni l>ut for a

momcin. WhiU- walking; wiili a languid step,

chtx^rin^! m;> ihcar slow oxc-n, a >«»n^ wnuld l»ur^t

out from «'»«c vuA <*i lliv train t<> the ntlur. i>ri)

ducing ai nio<i Jiaimuij^ i-t"l\ct."

The train was now a^iproaohini; thv Knffalo

range, atid l^etorc lonij several l»ulYalo were seen.

Xow, too, they had reaclu-d a country where

^'i»€*is tie ;^«"A<\s"— hntl'al<» ehi])>- were used for

fueU and the colkenni; this wa^ a i)arl of the

daily work atHcr cam]i wa< made. More and

more Uniffalo were seen, and hefore loni^ we

hear of the plain literally covered with thcin,

and now, as 1nnYal«» were killed more r>ften,

Gairard is imnxiuced tn a prairie dish which

no one will ever eal acain lie savs : "The men

the face and fired. Reloading, still in hot pur-

suit (tnuj^h work to load on a full run>. I fol-

lowed, thoutih without catchiui; up. One feel<

.1 deiiLiht fully wild sensation when in pursuit of

a hand of hntYalo cm a iKet horse with a ii«>«K.i

ritle, and without a hat, the wind> playinti ar.»unil

the llushed hruw, when with hair streannni:. the

rider nears the frightetied herd, and with a shout

of exultation dischariies his ritle. 1 returned to

the part\- hitihly gratified with my first, though

unsuccessful chase, hut Mr. St. Vrain put a

slight damper to my ardor by simply remark-

The next time you *Vun meat" don't let the

horse go in a trot and yourself in a liallop* tl

had in my eagerness leaned fc^rward in the

saddle, and a stumble of the horse would have

wagons, whore the pursuer changed tack, only

to he shot by «^ic of the icani>tcrs with a nor'-

west fusil."

It is natural en»>iK:h that the U^y anihor, while

iraveliui: ft^r the tir-t time throusjh the hulTalo

range. shouUl think and write chierty about buf-

falo, yet he rinds titne to lell of the prairie dog

towns through which thvy |Kissi-d, and of the

mill ways of the dog and the curious ap|>arent

coinpanionship. or at least, cohabitation oi the

^!iakes and the prairie owls with them. As they

passed through this region, north of the .\rkan-

sas in the hot. dr>- weather of the early fall, they

suffered sometimes from thirst. The first grave

passed by the train aroii<c-d melancholy and

sympathetic feelings in the Wy's heart-

One day Garrard went "nit hunting with Mr.

RUNNING BUFFALOES IN THE FIFTIES.

ate the liver raw, with a slight dash of gall hy

way of zest, which, served a la Iiuiiaii, was not

ver\* tempting; to clo\ed ai)petites, hut to hungry

men, not at all squeamish, raw, warm liver, with

raw marrow, was quite palatal )le.

"it would not do," he c«)ininues, "for small

himting parties to hnild fires to cook with, for

in this hostile Indian country a smoke would

bring inquiring friends. Speaking of hostile

Indians reminds me of a question related hy

one of our men. At a party, iti a Missouri fron-

tier settlemenu a la<ly asked a UKnintaineer, fresh

from the Platte, 1f the h(»stile Indians are as

savage as those who serve on foot.'

"Returning to camp the prairie was h'ack with

the herds, and a good chance preseiuing itself, I

struck spurs into Paint, directing him toward

fourteen or fifteen of the nearest, distant eight

or nine hundred yards We ( Paint and I ) soon

nearetl ihetn, giving me a llying view of their

unwieldy proportions, and when within fifteen

feet of the nearest I raise<l my ritle half way to

pitched me over his head), hy which well-timed

and laconic advice I afterward profited."

Froiu this time on there was much chasing of

huffalo, hut little killing of them, except hy the

old hands. The young ones, of course, neither

knew how to shoot nor where to shoot, and our

author naively reiuarks, after one of his chases:

''To look at a huffalo one would think that they

could not run with such rapidity, hut let him try

to follow with an ordinary horse and he is soon

undeceived."

Among the efforts of the greenhorns to kill

huffalo was the following incident: *'Mr. Chad-

wick (of St. Louis, on his first trip, like several

of us, for pleasure), seeing a partially bhnd

hull, concluded to 'make meat' of him. Crawl-

ing up close, the huffalo scented him and pitched

ahout every way, too hlind to travel straight or

fast. Chad fired; the mad animal, directed by

the rifle report, charged. How they did iick it'

over the ground, the pursued yelling, half in ex-

citement, half in fear, till they were close to the

St. Vrain and ain^her. ard a lumd of hntYalo

were discovered o«i their way to water. Here

Garrard first fomul himself near to a wounded

bull, and the picture that he paints of the mon-

ster is a tnte and a striking one. '*Mr. St, Vrain

dismounting took his rifle and s«x»n was on the

'approach,' leaving us cached Whind a rise of the

ground to await the gmi report. We laid down

with our blankets, which we always carried strap-

ped to the saddle, and with luacks to the wind

talked in a low tone, until hearing Mr, St. Vrain's

gtin. when we remounted. .Again and again the

rifle was heard in hasty succession, and hasten-

ing to him we found a fat cow stretched and a

wounded male limpii^ slowly off. The animals

were tied to the horns of our cow, and with

butcher knives we diverted the body of its fine

coat, but finding myself a green hand,' at least

not an adept in the mysteries of prairie butcher-

ing. I mounted Paint for the wounded fellow

who had settled himself with his fore legs

doitbled under him jioo yards from us. Mine
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was a high iiii—rliil, Mexican saddle, with

wooden 5linitp(^« and wlKn once seated it was

no easT matter io be dislodged. Paint went up

within twenty yards of the growling, wounded

gore-covered hM^ and thefe stood trembling and

imparting sooic of 1b5 fear to ni3^self.

AVith \vn§^ sfaagsy, dm-matted and tangled

locks falling over fai> glaring, diabolical eyes,

blood streannng fraai nose and HMMrtlu he made

the most feiocions luukiBg object it is possible

to cooceire, and if norses oooid portray to obsti-

nate children in tine colors dbc description of a

mad boffalo boll tbe ofl-rcpeated "bugaboo'

would soon be an obsolete idea.

^Wliile looking whb considerable trepidation

on the Tanqmshed monaich of tbe Pawnee plains,

he started to bis feet, and with a jump materi-

ally lessened tbe distance bclmecn us, which so

scared Paint tbat be reared backward, nearly

sliding myself and gnn onrer bis taiL and before

the bridle rein ccqU be lightened, ran some rods,

hot turning his bend and scttii^ the rowels of

my spurs in his ftario. I daskd np wnthin thirty

feet of the bnIL and at tbe crack of the gun the

'poor huffier" dropped bis bcadL bis skin convul-

sively shook, fats dark eyes, no longer fired with

malignancy, rolkd back in tbe sodcets, and his

spirit departed for tbe region of perpetual ver-

dure and iMMiii^ waier«v bc^tmd the reach of

white man's ril^ or tbe keen lance of the prairie

warrior.**

And then the pktnre wiib which he closes the

chapter covering tbe maicb throi]^ the buffalo

range! How boyisb. and yet bow charming and

how tme it is!

"Good humor reigned triumphant throughout

the camp. Canadian son^s of mirth filled the air,

and at every mess fire pieces of meat were cook-

ing rn a^^olas; tbat is^ on a stick sharpened,

with alternate fat and kan meat making a de-

hcious roast. Amoqg others, hamdUiswere roasting

without any previons cnfinaiy. operation, but the

tying of both ends, to prerent the fat. as it was

liquified, from wastiqg. and when pronounced

'good* by the bnngiy JMpifirnt judges, it wa^

taken off tbe hot coak, pnffcd np with the heat

and fat^ the steam escaping from little punctures

and coiled on the ground, or a not particularly

clean saddle blanket, hwkiag for all the world

like a dead snake.

'^he fortunate owner shoots, "Hj-ar's the

doin's, and liyar*s tbe 'coon as sarys "'poor bull"

from "fat cow'*; freeze into it, hc^sT And all

fall to^ with rcadty knives, cutting off savory

pieces of this ej^qntsitely appetizing prairie pro-

duction.

*^At our mess fire there was a whole side of

ribs roasted. When Inowned thoroughly vjt

handled the kmg bones, and as the generous fat

dripped 00 onr <Jodies. we heeded it not, our

minds wrapped np with the one absorbing

thought of satisfying onr relentless appetites.

Progressing in tbe work of demolition, our eyes

closed with incfiible bliss. TaSc of an emperor's

table! Why. they conU inngine nothing half so

good. Tbe meal ended, the pipe lent its aid to

complete onr bappincss. and at night we retired

to the comfortable blankets, wanting nothing,

caring for nodnog."

Late in October tbe train met with the advance

guard of a party oC. Cheyenne warriors, then on

the wafpttth for scalps and horses against the

Pawnee nation. These were the first really wild

Indians tbat Garrard had seen, and their pictur-

esqueness and unusual appearance greatly in-

terested him. In those days the Cheyennes had

never been at war with the white people, and

they were on terms of especial friendliness with

Bent and St. Vrain, from whose trading posts

they obtained their supplies. A little later, on

the way to Bent's Fort, they passed a Cheyenne

medicine lodge, with its sweathouse, and later

still Indian graves on scaffolds which rested on

the horizontal limbs of the cottonvvood trees. A
day or two after this they reached Fort William,

or Bent's Fort, where they met William Bent, in

his day one of the best known men of the

Southern plains. A few days were spent there,

and then came the most interesting adventure

that the boy had had.

Elarly in November he started for the Chey-

enne village with John Smith who, with his wife,

his little boy Jack and a Canadian, were setting

out for the village to trade for robes.

John Smith is believed to have been the first

white man ever to learn the Cheyenne language,

so as to be able to interpret it into English.

When he made his appearance on the plains we

do not know, but he was there in the '30's, and

for many years was employed by Bent and St.

' Vrain to follow the Indians about and trade with

them for robes. Early in his life on the plains

he had married a Cheyenne woman and estab-

lished intimate relations with the tribe, among

whom he remained for many years. He was

present in the camp of the Cheyennes during the

Chivington massacre at Sand Creek, in 1864, at

which time his son, Jack, the child mentioned by

Garrard in this volume, was killed by the sol-

diers, being shot in the back by a soldier who

saw his shadow on the lodge skins and fired at

it. It is said that John Smith himself came very

near being killed, and had a hard time to talk

the Colorado soldiers out of killing him. He has

a son now living at Pine Ridge.

The small party journeyed on toward the vil-

lage, and while Pierre, the Canadian, drove the

wagon and the woman and her child rode in

silence, Smith and Garrard kept up a lively con-

versation. Smith was anxious to learn all about

the "States" and life there, while Garrard re-

plied to him with inquiries about Indians and

their ways. And so, day after day, they jour-

neyed over the plain until the cone-shaped lodges

of the village came in sight, to be reached a few

hours later. Riding into the camp, they halted

at the lodge of one of the principal men. and

unsaddling and unpacking their animals there,

entered it with their goods, and according to

custom established themselves in the back part,

which was at once given up to them by the host.

And now began an entirely new life for Garrard

—a life into which he threw himself with the

whole-hearted enthusiasm of a healthy lad, and

which he thoroughly enjoyed. The days and

evenings in the camp; the moving from place to

place over the prairie; the misfortunes which

happened to the men unaccustomed to such life

are all described. Vivid glimpses of the march-

ing Indian column are given in the following

paragraphs

:

*The young squaws take much care of their

dress and horse equipments. They dashed furi-

ously past on wild .steeds, astride of the high-

pommeled saddles. A fancifully colored cover.

worked with beads and porcupine quills, making

a flashy, striking appearance, extended from

wethers to rump of the horse, while the riders

evinced an admirable daring, worthy of Ama-
j

zons. Their dresses were made of buckskin,

high at the neck, short sleeves, or rather none

at all, fitting loosely, and reaching obliquely to

the knee, giving a relieved Diana look to the

costume; the edges scalloped, worked with beads

and fringed. From the knee downward the limb

was encased in a tightly fitting leggin, terminat-

ing in a neat moccasin, both handsomely worked

with beads. On the arms were bracelets of brass

which glittered and reflected in the radiant morn-

ing sun, adding much to their attractions. In

their pierced ears shells from the Pacific shore

were pendant, and to complete the picture of

savage taste and profusion their fine complex-

ions were eclipsed by a coat of flaming vermil-

lion.

"Many of the largest dogs were packed with

a small quantitj- of meat or something not easily

injured. They looked queer!y, trotting industri-

ously under their burdens, and judging from a

small stock of canine physiological information,

not a little of the wolf was in their composition.

These dc^s are extremely muscular and are com-

pactly built.

"We crossed the river on our way to the new

camp. The alarm manifested by the ki-kun

(children) in the lodgepole drays, as they dipped

in the water, was amusing. The little fellows

holding their breaths, not daring to cry, looked

imploringly at their inexorable mothers, and

were encouraged by words of approbation from

their stem fathers. Regaining the grassy bot-

tom we once more went in a fast walk.

'•The different colored horses, the young. In-

dian beaux, the bold bewildering belles, and the

newness of the scene were gratifying in the ex-

treme to my unaccustomed senses. After a ride

of two hours we stopped, and the chiefs, fasten-

ing their horses, collected in circles to smoke the

pipe and talk, letting their squaws unpack the

animals, pitch the lodges, build fires, arrange the

robes; and, when all was ready, these iords of

creation' dispersed to their several homes to wait

until their patient and enduring spouses prepared

some food. I was provoked, nay, angry, to see
,

the lazy, overgrown men do nothing to help their

wives, and when the young women pulled off

their bracelets and finer>' to chop wood, the cup

of my wrath was full to overflowing, and in a

fit of honest indignation I pronounced them un-

gallant and savage in the true sense of the word.

A wife here is, indeed, a helpmeet."

Bravery, endurance and hardihood were in

those days a part of the education of each In-

dian boy, and here is a glimpse of the training

received by a baby, which shou'd fit him for the

hardships that each warrior must endure. This
j

was the grandson of the Vip-po-nah, a boy six

or seven months old

:

"Every morning his mother washed him in

cold water and sent him out to the air to make '

him hardv. He would come in perfectly nude j

from his airing, about half frozen. How he
]

would laugh and brighten up as he felt the

warmth of the fire! Being a boy, the parents

have great hopes of him as a brave and chief

(the acme of Indian greatness). His father

dotes upon him, holding him in his arms, sing-

ing in a low tone, and in various ways showing

his extreme afi^ection."

Among the subjects discussed by Garrard and

John Smith before they reached the Cheyenne

village had been that of food. Smith spoke of
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the excellence of dog meat, while Garrard de-

clared that it must be horrible, saying that buf-

falo meat was unquestionably the most delicate

food in this or any other country. Smith agreed

that l)uffalo was the best, but that dog meat was

the next, and offered to bet that he would make

Garrard eat dog meat in the village, and make

him declare that it was good. How John Smith

carried out his threat is told in the following

paragraphs:

"One evening we were in our places, I was

lying on a pile of outspread robes, watching the

blaze as it illumined the lodge, which gave the

yellow hue of the skins of which it was made

a still brighter tinge, and following with my
eye the thin blue smoke coursing in fantastic

shapes through the opening at the top of the

cone, my thoughts carrying me momentarily

everywhere, now home, now enjoying some

choice edil)le; or, seated by a pleasant friend,

conversing; in short, my mind, like the harp in

Alexander's feast, the chords of which, touched

by the magic hand of memory, or flight of fancy,

alternately depressed or elevated me in feeling.

Greenwood and Smith, sitting up, held in 'dur-

ance vile' the ever present pipe. Their unusual

laughter attracted my attention, but not divin-

ing the cause I joined in the conversation. It

was now quite late, and feeling hungry I asked

what was on the fire.

*' Terrapins,' promptly replied Smith.

" 'Terrapins !' echoed I in surprise at the name.

Terrapins! How do you cook them?'
*' 'You know them hard-shell land terrapin?'

" *Yes.'
*' 'Well, the squaws go out to the sand buttes

and bring the critters in and cook 'em in the

shell alive—those stewin' thar ar cleaned first.

Howsomever, they're darned good!*

" 'Yes, hos, an' that's a fact, wagh,' chimed in

Greenwood.

"I listened of course with much interest to

their account of the savage dish and waited with

impatience for a taste of that, the recital of

whose merits sharpened my already keen appe-

tite. When the squaw transferred the contents

of the kettle to a wooden bowl and passed it on

to us, our butcher knives were in immediate

requisition. Taking a piece with hungry avidity

which Smith handed me without thought as to

what part of the terrapin it was, 1 ate it with

much gusto, calling for more. It was extremely

good, and I spoke of the delicacy of the meat,

and answered all their questions as to its excel-

lency in the affirmative, even to the extent of a

panegyric on the whole turtle species. After

fully committing myself, Smith looked at me a

while in silence, the corners of his mouth grad-

ually making preparations for a laugh, and

asked

:

" 'Well, hos, how do you like dog meat ?' and

then such hearty guffaws were never heard. The

stupefaction into which I was thrown by the re-

volting announcement only increased their merri-

ment, which soon was resolved into yells of de-

light at iTjy disc(^nifiture.

"A revulsion of opinion, and dog meat, too.

ensued, for I could feel the 'pup' crawhng up

my throat, but saying to myself 'that it was good

under the name of terrapin,' 'that a rose under

any other name would smell as sweet,' and that

it would be prejudice to stop I broke the shackles

of deep-rooted antipathy to the canine breed,

and putting a choice morceau on top of that

already swallowed, ever after remained a stanch

defender and admirer of dog meat. The con-

versation held with Smith the second day of our

acquaintance was brought to mind, and I ac-

knowledged that dog was next in order to buf-

falo."

Life in the Cheyenne camp wxnt on interest-

ingly. Garrard began to make a vocabulary of

the Cheyenne language, and soon to speak it in

a broken fashion which caused his auditors to

shriek with laughter. He watched them at the

sign language, amused them with games and the

few books which he possessed, went to feasts,

noted the odd implements and ways of his camp

mates, and set down all that happened, together

with his boyish reflections on the incidents.

The discipline practiced by John Smith on his

son Jack wi 1 bear repeating. It seems that the

child had taken to crying one night, much to the

annoyance of four or five chiefs, who had come

to the lodge to talk and smoke. "In vain did the

mother shake and scold him with the severest

Cheyenne w^ords, until Smith, provoked beyond

endurance, took the squalling youngster in hands.

He shu-ed and shouted and swore, but Jack had

gone too far to be easily pacified. He then sent

for a bucket of water from the river and poured

cupful after cupful on Jack, who stamped and

screamed and bit in his puny rage. Notwith-

standing, the icy stream slowly descended until

the bucket was emptied, another was sent for,

and again and again the cup was replenished and

emptied on the blubbering youth. At last, ex-

hausted with exertion, and coiupletely cooled

down, he received the remaining water in silence,

and with a few words of admonition was de-

hvered over to his mother, in whose arms he

stifled his sobs, until his heart-breaking grief and

cares w^ere drowned in sleep. What a devilish

mixture Indian and American blood is!"

Garrard was a heahhy, natural boy, and with

all a boy's love of fun. He luingled readily and

naturally in the sports and amusements of the

young people of the Cheyenne camp and heartily

enjoyed it. In those days the white trader in

the Indian camp w^is regarded as a great man.

and was treated with respect, to retain which

he carried himself with much dignity. But Gar-

rard cared nothing for this respect, and made

no effort to preserve this dignity. He danced

and sang with the boys and girls, and the women

were astonished to find a white person so care-

less of appearances, though they liked hiiu all

the better for it.

On one occasion in the winter there was much

excitement in the Cheyenne camp. A war party

was returning, and all the men, women and chil-

dren blackened their faces and went out to meet

them. The returning warriors advanced in tri-

umph, for they had three scalps, borne on slender

willow wands, and hanging from each scalp was

a single tuft of hair, which told that they were

Pawnees. Now there was great rejoicing in the

camp, and many dances to celebrate the victory,

and to rejoice over the triumph that the tribe

had made over its enemies. "The drum at night

sent forth its monotony of hollow sound, and

our Mexican, Pedro, and I, directed by the

booming, entered a lodge, vacated for the pur-

pose, full of young men and squaws, following

one another in a continuous circle, keeping the

left knee stiff, and bending the right with a half-

forward, half-negative step, as if they wanted to

go on and could not, accompanying it every time

the right foot was raised with an energetic broken

song which, dying away, was again and agam

sounded—hay a-hay. hay-a-hay, they went—lay-

ing the emphasis on the first syllable. A drum,

similar to though larger than a tambourine, cov-

ered with parflechc, was beat upon with a stick,

producing with the voices a sound not altogether

disagreeable. * * *

'During the day the young men. except the

dancers, piled up dry logs in a level open space

near for a grand demonstration. At night, when

it was fired, I folded my blanket over my shoul-

ders, commc Ics saunujcs, and went out. The

faces of many girls were brilliant with Vermil-

lion ; others were blacked, their robes, leggins and

skin dresses glittering with beads and porcupine

quill work. Rings and bracelets of shining brass

encircled their taper arms and fingers, and shells

dangled from their ears. Indeed, all the finery

collectable was piled on in barbarous profusion,

though a few, in good taste or through poverty,

wore a single band and but few rings, and with

jetty hair parted in the middle from the fore-

head to the neck, terminating in two handsome

braid«i. * * *

"The girls, numbering 200, fell into line to-

gether, and the men, of whom there were 250,

joining, a circle was formed, which 'traveled'

around with the same shuffling step already de-

scribed. The drummers and other musicians

(twenty or twenty-five of them) marched in a

contrary direction to and from and around the

fire inside the large ring, for at the distance

kept by the outsiders the area was 150 feet in

diameter. There Appolonian emulators chanted

the great deeds performed by the Cheyenne war-

riors. As they ended, the dying strain was

caught up by the hundreds of the outside circle

who, in fast-swelling loud tones, poured out the

burden of their song. At this juncture the

march was quickened, the scalps of the slam

were borne aloft and shaken in wild delight, and

shrill war notes, rising above the furious dm.

accelerated the pulsation and strung high the

nerves. Time-worn shie'ds, careering in mad

holders' hands, clashed, and keen lances, once

reeking in Pawnee blood, clanged. Braves seized

one another with an iron grip in the heat of ex-

citement, or chimed more tenderly in the chant,

enveloped in the same robe with some gentle

maiden as they approvingly stepped through one

of their own original polkas.

"Thirty of the chiefs and principal men were

ranged by the pile of blazing logs. By their

invitation I sat down near 'Old Bark' and

smoked death and its concomitant train of evils

to those audacious tribes, who doubt the courage

or supremacy of the brave, the great and power-

ful Cheyenne nation.

"The pipe was lavishly decorated with beaver

strips, beads and porcupine quills; the mixture

of tobacco and bark was prepared with unusual

care for this, their grand gala night."

It would be interesting to follow Garrard

through his life in the Cheyenne camp, but space

forbids this. He was called away from this in-

teresting life by the news which came from the

West of the death at the hands of the Pueblos of

Governor Charles Bent, in New Mexico. Fugi-

tives who had escaped the attack had come to

Fort William and told what had happened, and

soon after Wflliam Bent, with twenty-three men,

started for the Mexican sett'ements. They

passed far to the southward of Pike's Peak, met

\

I
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a few United States soldiers and volunteers, and

toward the middle of February were joined by

Sublette, with two companions, who announced

that war had been declared against Mexico.

Toiling through the mountains in true winter

weather, the party marched on until they came

to one of Bent's ranches and at last reached

Taos. From this on the author's route was

much among the Mexicans of the various towns

until, at last, turning his face eastward, he came

back across the mountains, and once more found

himself in the Cheyenne village,' whence soon

afterward he returned to the East.

It was here that Garrard met George F. Rux-

ton, whose well-known "Life in the Far West"

has been more than once referred to at length

in Forest and Stream. It is one of a group of

books, treating of almost the same countr>\ and

of the same time, of which Garrard's and the

"Oregon Trail" are two others.

It is exceedingly interesting to read these books

and to see mentioned in them constantly, and in

most familiar fashion, names that to old-timers

in the West are familiar as household words.

Men with whom, in old age, we have perhaps

ourselves associated; men, with whose sons and

daughters we have lived familiarly as contem-

poraries. The generation which knew these old-

timers—Carson, Bridger, Jack Robinson, Jim and

John Baker, Bent, St. Vrain, Sublette. Hugh

Monroe, Ike Edwards, Bill Gary, Symonds,

Beaubien. La Jeunesse, Roland, and a hundred

others whose names could be given, is passing

away.

These names belong to the history of the

early West. Soon they wiM be historic only, for

those who have known them will also have

crossed the Great Divide, and there will be none

who can recall their personality.

I'l

i

To Rear Game Birds in Connecticut

An effort contemplated for the State of Con-

necticut will, if successfully carried out, do much

to restock the covers of that State with game

birds. More important than this, experiments

will be carried on in this connection which may

prove of high interest and value to gunners.

Herbert K. Job was recently appointed State

ornithologist of Connecticut. He is a bird lover,

well known for the beautiful photographs that

he has taken and the interesting articles and

books that he has written about birds. He pur-

poses to join forces with another bird man and

to set on foot the work of rearing game birds

and wildfowl for the State of Connecticut.

At Darien, G. D. Tilley, a man of scientific

tastes, an enthusiast over waterfowl and game

birds, has a place where for some years he has

been rearing wild birds of many sorts and from

many lands. He has a very complete plant,

ponds for wildfowl and houses and cages in

which a multitude of birds are kept. Many of

these are foreign birds—flamingoes, storks, geese

and ducks from the Old World, and gallinaceous

birds from South America—but a large number'

are North American birds. Here there is room

and the equipment for rearing our native birds,

and here Mr. Job with the assent of the authori-

ties—if this can be had—purposes to carry on

an elaborate line of experimentation.

The plan is as follows: Mr. Tilley, who has

made a study of the propagation of game birds

and waterfowl in captivity, has agreed with the

State ornithologist to allow the free use of his

fine equipment for experimentation of all sorts

relating to wild birds. This offer has been ac-

cepted, and the aviary and hatchery at Darien

is to be known as the Connecticut Ornithological

Experiment Station, a branch of the Storrs Ex-

periment Station of the Connecticut Agricultural

College, of which the State ornithologist is, ex-

officio, a member of the faculty. Mr. Tilley is

to be assistant to the State ornithologist.

Besides experimentation relative to the value

of birds to agriculture and the attracting and in-

crease of useful birds, it is hoped to secure from

the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game per-

mission to keep native game birds for purposes

of experiment, and also co-operation in an at-

tempt to propagate game birds for the State on

a large scale to restock the State.

As fast as the methods are perfected and sys-

tematized for propagating a species of game bird

or waterfowl, the results would be given to the

public through bulletins of the Storrs Experi-

ment Station, with a view to enabling every

landowner to propagate his own game. The

breeding stock raised in this State hatchery

would be distributed over the State under care-

ful supervision, and thus the work would 1>e

multiplied from many centers instead of depend-

ing upon one establishment. y
A breeding stock of quail has already been

offered for the start, and effort? will be made

to begin the work at once. Experiments are to

be conducted with the ruffed grouse and other

native species, with studies of the availability of

such foreign kinds a^ the popular Hungarian

partridge, which breeds readily in captivity. A
bulletin could be published soon on the propa-

gation of the woodduck and other native wild

ducks. A special marshy pond is to be prepared

for experiments with the canvasback in hope of

solving- the secret of its propagation. Studies

are to be made of diseases of game birds and

their prevention.

The combination of these two workers in this

most interesting field seems idenl. Mr. Job is

an expert on wild birds in their haunts, and Mr.

Tilley on those in captivitj-. The joint researches

of these enthusiasts can hardly fail of achiev-

ing interesting and valuable results. \
On the financial side this work can be done at

small expense to the State. Mr. Tilley is a man

of some means, who does this work for the

love of it, and sells birds to some extent in order

to maintain his very expensive establishment.

Beyond selling game birds to the State for

much less than imported birds woukl cost, he

asks nothing more. The Connecticut Agricul-

tural College hopes to secure an appropriation

for a reasonable permanent salary for the office

of the State ornithologist to enable him to de-

vote his time to these various important public

problems, and in this desires co-operation from

the game commission. By this plan at slight ex-

pense the State would have at once a working

equipment of great practical value to sportsmen;

in fact, a State game farm ready to hand, which

otherwise it would take great sums of money

and 3xars of time to secure.

The problem of quail breeding in confinement

may be considered almost solved. Dr. Hodge

was signally successful, and it is reported this

year that about 400 quail were successfully reared

at the Sutton Hatchery. The great problems to

be faced have to do with food and disease, and

from disease the greatest danger is that of in-

fection, which in the past seems to have been

communicated to many broods of young birds

from the hens which hatched them, or from in-

fected ground on which poultry has lived.

We know less of the ways of life of the

ruffed grouse, though Dr. Hodge reared these

birds for three generations. These problems,

however, are near solution, perhaps nearer than

any of us understand.

Quail and grouse reared in this way could be

turned out at the proper time in State refuges

or on private grounds, and increasing, would

spread rapidly.

When the experimenters in Connecticut have

reached a point where they can with certainty

rear bobwhite and the ruffed grouse in captivity,

there are other American birds that may be re-

introduced to Connecticut with profit. Time was

less than a hundred year ago, when the heath

hen or pinnated grouse was found in that State.

This bird' still has a precarious foothold on the

island of Martha's Vineyard, and its cousin of

the W^est, Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska, if brought

here and protected, would readily adapt itself to

domestication and would become a beautiful

ornament of Connecticut fields.

The mountain and valley quail of the Pacific

coast may profitably be reared, and when, if ever,

Connecticut shall establish a series of State reser-

vations, wild turkeys may be turned out on them

to shift for themselves. It is true that great

birds like the turkey, and birds of the open, like

the pinnated grouse, would not be likely to hold

their own against the constant persecution to

which they would be subjected, but a continuous

stocking and a more or less rigid posting of

much private land would tend to keep these birds

long with us.
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GAME BIRDS IN CONNECTICUT,
The project to establish near Darien, Conn.,

a station for the breeding of upland game birds,

to which may be joined also the breeding of

wildfowl, has a wide public interest. The plan

proposed combines the scientific and the practi-

cal, and is in fact the carrying on—at another

point and under other conditions—of the work

so successfully initiated years ago by Dr. C. F.

Hodge. U will be in charge of two enthusiasts,

one of whom has had much experience in rear-

ing wild birds in domestication, while the other

is a devoted bird lover and thoroughly familiar

with the literature of the subject. These quali-

fications give good promise of success.

That these experiments are to be continued is

gratifying, for with what has been done by Dr.

Hodge and others it would seem that we stand

at the threshold of discoveries which will make

the propagation of many wild birds absolutely

-simple, and the rearing of quail and grouse as

commonplace as the rearing of hens.

Past experience has demonstrated that there is

nothing inherently intricate or mysterious about

the hand-rearing of game birds. To make it

successful are needed, besides some money, con-

siderable intelligence and an abounding enthu-

siasm which will fill the experimenter with

eternal vigilance and everlasting hope. In Great

Britain where the breeding of wild game has be-

come commercialized, and where the keepers who

consistently fail to rear the birds entrusted to

them are considered incompetent, the work is

carried on as a matter of course. The same

thing may be done in the United States with

our native species by the proper men.

The breeding of wildfowl native to Connecti-

cut should also be undertaken on a considerable

scale. These wildfowl should be reared—in part

at least—in open pens with liberty to go and

come, just as wild ducks are bred in England.

Raised under such conditions, the birds will go

south in the fall, as wild birds do, and returning

again in spring, will tend to breed on or near

the land where they were hatched. Only a few

years of work of this kind will be required to

greatly increase the wildfowl and other birds

accessible to Connecticut gunners.

Although these experiments are to be con-

ducted in Connecticut, the whole continent may

watch them with absorbing interest. What is

learned at this experiment station will be for

the benefit of every State and Province, and may

have the greatest promise for the men of to-day

and their children after them.

WOODS ACCIDENTS.

The accidents by which men are shot by mis-

take for deer, and which take place during each

deer hunting season in various localities, are a

disgrace to American hunters. These unhappy

events are accidents in the sense that they hap-

pen without malicious intent on the part of the

person who causes the injury, but they are the

result of criminal carelessness, precisely as

when a careless man drags his gun from a

wagon, out of a boat or through a fence, hold-

ing it by the barrels with the muzzle directed

toward his person. The man who shoots him-

self pays the penalty for his carelessness. He

who is shot by another is blameless in the matter.

The writing done on this subject is for the

most part wasted. People who are thoughtful

enough to read and to remember such writings

are not of those who shoot at a moving bush

thinking that it is a deer. Hunters careless and

thoughtless enough to do this do not heed the

instruction so freely offered.

There is a way by which these injuries and

this loss of life may greatly be reduced in num-

ber, and that is by making it illegal under a

heavy penalty to kill deer without horns. In

many regions where deer are found, such a law

may not be needed to preserve the deer, but it is

needed to preserve human beings who pursue

the deer. A law prohibiting the killing of deer

without horns, if enforced, would tend to make

every hunter hold his fire until he saw his ani-

mal clearly enough to know whether it carried

•horns or not. This pause to get a view of the

game and thus to enable him to identify it would

tend to make every man certain that what he

saw was a deer and not a fellow-man.

There is evidence to show that in States where

the killing of hornless deer is forbidden, the

ratio of accidents to hunters is far less than in

those where any deer may be killed. Efforts to

make men more careful by statute have failed,

but such change in the game laws may make

men wait long enough to See what they are

shooting at.

The attempts made during the warm season

to shoot with rifles and revolvers from rapidly

moving aeroplanes at targets placed on the

ground were not productive of very satisfactory

results. In fact, the so-called bomb throwing

or dropping was the more accurate of the two

methods practiced. Expert marksmen failed in

their estimates of distance and in the probable

speed of the air craft. Every big-game shooter

knows how difficult it is to shoot accurately at

an object far below him on a mountainside, but

he who is being whirled rapidly through the air

finds it increasingly difficult to shoot well.

THE RIGHT TO HUNT.

Compared with the season of 1909, there has

been a marked decrease so far this season in the

sale of guns by the Pennsylvania Game Commis-

sion. The commission is not conducting a gun

store; nevertheless it sold about one thousand

firearms last year, and at a fair profit. Unlike

business men, however, who deplore falling off

in trade, the commission rejoices that its stock

of guns is decreasing steadily.

Formerly Pennsylvania was overrun by aliens

carrying guns. They shot at everything wearing

fur or feathers. Last year a new law was

passed. It forbade hunting by unnaturalized

foreign-born residents of Pennsylvania; it for-

bade the ownership or possession by them of

guns and rifles of any sort; it provided for a

fine or imprisonment, and in addition to this, the

confiscation and sale by the commission of fire-

arms taken from these men.

The measure is a drastic one, but it is needed,

and so far the returns show that it has proved

cfTective. Aside from saving non-game birds,

it has no doubt saved wardens from death or

injury at the hands of men who were ever ready

to dispute the right of the State to interfere with

their small bird shooting.

Men who have been looking for small game in

the vicinity of New York city this season have

commented frequently on the scarcity of aliens

carrying guns, whereas a few years ago they

flocked to the suburbs in season. Strong repres-

sive measures have brought about this improved

state of affairs, and have gone far toward the

protection of small birds. In this region the

game laws are no longer ignored, and the war-

dens enjoy the confidence of responsible persons.

Those who shoot do not grumble, as they for-

merly did, over the pa>-ment of a dollar for a

resident's license. Instead, they regard the sum

paid out as a contribution to the work of pro-

tection and propagation, and in addition to this

it has become in a way a guarantee of good in-

tentions and an effective means of identifying

those who have a legal right to hunt game, while

those who have no permit assist in their own

punishment if called to account.

The skill of the old hunter is not to be de-

spised when a man hunt is organized. We have

already told how one fugitive from justice was

trailed and taken by a warden. This was in

New England. .Again, more recently, an old

hunter followed the trail of two fugitives from

justice in that section, while in Wisconsin a

posse composed in part of deer hunters, assisted

by hounds, trailed a hunter who ran away after

shooting a man. apparently mistaking him for

a deer. The victim's red coat and cap did not

save him. The ways of the would-be deer hun-

ter are indeed strange, but to hunt him down

with hounds is noveL



A Boy in Indian Camps
L. H. Garrard's Experiences—The Plains in 1846

—Life Among the Cheyenne Indians
*

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL

ONE of the mostcharming books written about

the early plains is Lewis H. Garrard's

"Wah-To-Yah and the Taos Trail." It is

the narrative of a boy, only seventeen years old,

who, in 1846, traveled westward from St. Louis

with a train led by Mr. St. Vrain, of the firm of

Bent, St. Vram & Co., and after some time spent

on the plains and in Cheyenne camps, proceeded

westward to New Mexico and there saw and

heard of many of the events just antecedent to

the Mexican War.

It is an mtcresting fact that the book, which,

in its interest and its fidehty to nature and to

early times, equals the far more celebrated

"CaUfomia and Oregon Trail," of Parkman, tells

of the events of the same year as Parkman'

s

volume, but deals with a countr\- to the south of

that traversed by him who was to become one

of the greatest historians of America. The

charm of each volume lies in its freshness.

Neither could have been written except by one

who saw things with the enthusiastic eyes of

youth, who entered upon each adventure with

youth's enthusiasm, and who told his story with

the frankness and simplicit\- of one who was

very young. After all the greatest charm of any

literature lies in the simplicity with which the

story is told, and in both these delightful volumes

is found this attractive quality.

Garrard reached St. Louis on his way to the

Rocky Mountains in July, 1846, and there be-

came acquainted with the firm of Pierre Choteau,

Jr., & Co., so well known in the fur trade of the

West. Here. too. he met Kenneth McKenzie,

one of the first traders with the Blackfeet In-

dians, and Mr. Si. Vrain.

To the modem reader it seems odd to see it

stated in the first two lines of the book that a

part of the necessary preparations for the trip

before him was the 'laying in a good store of

caps, fine glazed powder, etc," but in those days

the percussion cap was still a new thing, and of

the guns used west of the Missouri River, the

great majority still used the flint to strike fire

to the charge.

Besides Garrard, there were others in St.

Vrain's company who were new to the plains.

Of these one was Drinker, a Cincinnati editor;

another, a Mr. Chadwick. Besides these there

were General Lee. of St. Louis, a friend or two of

St. Vrain's. and \-arious employees of the traders.

Bent's train was encamped not far from West-

port, and here Garrard got his first taste of

wild life, sleeping on the ground in the open.

Here, too, he saw his first Indians, the Wyan-

dottes, who, in 1843, had been moved westward

from their homes in Ohio. Here, of course, he

met those who for months were to be his travel-

ing companions, and he paints us a fresh picture

of them in these pleasing words:

''There were eighteen or twenty Canadian

Frenchmen (principally from St. Louis) com-

posing part of our company, as drivers of the

teams. As I have ever been a lover of sweet,

simple music, their beautiful and piquant songs

in the original language fell most harmoniously

on the ear as we lay wrapped in our blankets.

"On the first of September, Mr. St. Vrain's

arrival infused some life into our proceedings,

but nothing more worthy of note occurred, ex-

cept riding and looking at horses, of which

Drinker and I were in need; one of which,

Frank De Lisle, 'le maitre de zmgon' sold me

for fifty dollars, whom, from his fanciful color,

brown and white spots, and white eyes, was

designated by the descriptive though not euphoni-

ous name of Taint.' He was a noted buffalo

chaser, and I anticipated much excitement

through his services.

''The way the mules were broken to wagon

harness would have astonished the 'full-blooded'

animals of Kentucky and other horse-raising

States exceedingly. It was a treatment none but

hardy Mexican or scrub mules could survive.

They first had to be lassoed by our expert Mexi-

can, Bias, their heads drawn up to a wagon

wheel, with scarce two inches of spare rope to

relax the tight noose on their necks, and starved

for twenty-four hours to subdue their fiery tem-

pers ; then harnessed to a heavy wa^ron, lashed

unmercifully when they did not pull, whipped

still harder when they ran into still faster speed,

until, after an hour's bewilderment, and plunging

and kicking, they became tractable and broken

clown—a labor-saving operation, with the un-

flinching motto of 'kill or cure.'
"

The pulling out of the train from near West-

port was an interesting and exciting event.

Teamsters were shouting to their newly-yoked

bulls; the herders were driving along the cabal-

lada ; mounted men were riding back and forth

;

the leader of the company and his wagon master

were constantly passing to and fro from one end

of the train to the other, seeing how things went,

and looking for weak spots among the teams

and the wagons. A few days later came the

first rain storm—a dismal occasion to the young

traveler on the plains. There are few old plains-

men but can still recall something of the discom-

fort of a long day's travel in the storm; of the

camping at night with clothing thoroughly wet

and bodies thoroughly chilled, and the sitting or

lying, or perhaps even sleeping in the wet cloth-

ing. "The wagons being full of goods, and we

without tents, a cheerless, chilling, soaking, wet

night was the consequence. As the water pene-

trated successively my blanket, coat and shirt,

and made its way down my back, a cold shudder

came over me. In the gray, foggy morning a

more pitiable set of hungry, shaking wretches

were never seen. Oh! but it was hard on the

poor greenhorns
!"

At Council Grove, which they reached the last

of September, the train remained for two days,

and as this was the last place traveling westward

where hardwood could be procured, the men

felled hickories and oaks for spare axle trees,

and swung the pieces under their wagons. Young

Garrard was an eager hunter, and set out from

camp in search of wild turkeys, whose cries he

could hear, but he got none.

Here is another picture of that early life

which may call up in the minds of some readers

pleasant memories of early days when they, too,

were a part of such things: "So soon as a

faint streak of light appears in the east, the cry

'Turn out' is given by De Lisle. All rise, and

in half an hour the oxen are yoked, hitched and

started. For the purpose of bringing everything

within a small compass, the wagons are cor-

raled; that is, arranged in the form of a pen

when camp is made, and as no animals in that

country are caught without a lasso, they are

much easier noosed if driven in the corral.

There no dependence must be placed in any but

one's self, and the sooner he rises, when the

cry is given, the easier can he get his horse.

"Like all persons on the first trip I was green

in the use of the lasso, and Paint was given to

all sorts of malicious dodging; perhaps I have

not worked myself into a profuse perspiration

with vexation a hundred and one times in vain

attempts to trap him.

"Not being able to catch my horse this morn-

ing I hung my saddle on a wagon and walked.

talking to the loquacious Canadians, whose songs

and stories were most acceptable. They are a

queer mixture, anyhow, these Canadians. Rain

or shine, hungry or satisfied, they are the same

garrulous, careless fellows, generally caroling in

honor of some brunette Vide Poche. or St.

Louis Creole beauty, or lauding, in the words

of their ancestry, the soft skies and grateful

wine of La Belle France, occasionally uttering
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a sacre or enfant dc garce, but suffering no cloud

of ill humor to overshadow them but for a

moment. While walking with a languid step,

cheering up their slow oxen, a song would burst

out from one end of the train to the other, pro-

ducing a most charming clTect."

The train was now approaching the buffalo

range, and before long several buffalo were seen.

Now,' too, they had reached a country where

''hois de z/ar/uV—buffalo chips—were used for

fuel, and the collecting this was a part of the

daily work after camp was made. More and

more buffalo were seen, and before long we

hear of the plain literally covered with them,

and now, as buffalo were killed more often,

Garrard is introduced to a prairie dish which

no one will ever eat again. He says :
''The men

the face and fired. Reloading, still in hot pur-

suit (tough work to load on a full run), I fol-

lowed, though without catching up. One feels

a delightfully wild sensation when in pursuit of

a band of buffalo on a fleet horse with a good

riffe, and without a hat, the winds playing around

the flushed brow, when with hair streaming, the

rider nears the frightened herd, and with a shout

of exultation discharges his rifle. I returned to

the party highly gratified with my first, though

unsuccessful chase, but Mr. St. Vrain put a

slight damper to my ardor by simply remark-

ing:
" *The next time you "run meat" don't let the

horse go in a trot and yourself in a gallop' (I

had in my eagerness leaned forward in the

saddle, and a stumble of the horse would have

wagons, where the pursuer changed tack, only

to be shot by one of the teamsters with a nof-

west fusil."

It is natural enough that the boy author, while

traveling for the first time through the buffalo

range, should think and write chiefly about buf-

falo, yet he finds time to tell of the prairie dog

towns through which they passed, and of the

odd ways of the dog and the curious apparent

companionship, or at least, cohabitation of the

snakes and the prairie owls with them. As they

passed through this region, north of the Arkan-

sas in the hot, dry weather of the early fall, they

suffered sometimes from thirst. The first grave

passed by the train aroused melancholy and

sympathetic feelings in the boy's heart.

' One day Garrard went out hunting with Mr.
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was a high pommeled, Mexican saddle, with

wooden stirrups, and when once seated it was

no easy matter to be dislodged. Paint went up

within twenty yards of the growling, wounded

gore-covered bull, and there stood trembling and

imparting some of his fear to myself.

**With long, shaggy, dirt-matted and tangled

locks falling over his glaring, diabolical eyes,

blood streaming from nose and mouth, he made

the most ferocious looking object it is possible

to conceive, and if nurses could portray to obsti-

nate children in true colors the description of a

mad buflfalo bull, the oft-repeated 'bugaboo'

would soon be an obsolete idea.

"While looking with considerable trepidation

on the vanquished monarch of the Pawnee plains,

he started to his feet, and with a jump materi-

ally lessened the distance between us, which so

scared Paint that he feared backward, nearly

sliding myself and gun over his tail, and before

the bridle rein could be tightened, ran some rods,

but turning his head and setting the rowels of

my spurs in his flanks, I dashed up within thirty

feet of the bull, and at the crack of the gun the

'poor buffler* dropped his head, his skin convul-

sively shook, his dark eyes, no longer fired with

malignancy, rolled back in the sockets, and his

spirit departed for the region of perpetual ver-

dure and running waters, beyond the reach of

white man's rifle or the keen lance of the prairie

warrior."

And then the picture with yihich he closes the

chapter covering the march through the buffalo

range ! How boyish, and yet how charming and

how true it is

!

**Good humor reigned triumphant throughout

the camp. Canadian songs of mirth filled the air,

and at every mess fire pieces of meat were cook-

ing CH appolas; that is, on a stick sharpened,

with alternate fat and lean meat, making a de-

licious roast. Among others, houdins were roasting

without any previous culinary operation, but the

tying of both ends, to prevent the fat, as it was

liquified, from wasting, and when pronounced

'good' by the hungry impatient judges, it was

taken off the hot coals, puffed up with the heat

and fat, the steam escaping from little punctures

and coiled on the ground, or a not partictilarly

clean saddle blanket, looking for all the world

like a dead snake.

"The fortunate owner shouts, 'Hyar's the

doin's, and hyar's the 'coon as savys "poor bull"

from "fat cow"; freeze into it, boys!' And all

fall to, with ready knives, cutting off savory

pieces of this exquisitely appetizing prairie pro-

duction.

"At our mess fire there was a whole side of

ribs roasted. When browned thoroughly we
handled the long bones, and as the generous fat

dripped on our clothes, we heeded it not, our

minds wrapped up with the one absorbing

thought of satisfying our relentless appetites.

Progressing in the work of demolition, our eyes

closed with ineffable bliss. Talk of an emperor's

table! Why, they could imagine nothing half so

good. The meal ended, the pipe lent its aid to

complete our happiness, and at night we retired

to the comfortable blankets, wanting nothing,

caring for nothing."

Late in October the train met with the advance

guard of a party of Cheyenne warriors, then on

the warpath for scalps and horses against the

Pawnee nation. These were the first really wild

Indians that Garrard had seen, and their pictur-

esqueness and unusual appearance greatly in-

terested him. In those days the Cheyennes had

never been at war with the white people, and

they were on terms of especial friendliness with

Bent and St. Vrain, from whose trading posts

they obtained their supplies. A little later, on

the way to Bent's Fort, they passed a Cheyenne

medicine lodge,- with its sweathouse, and later

still Indian graves on scaffolds which rested on

the horizontal limbs of the Cottonwood trees. A
day or two after this they reached Fort William,

or Bent's Fort, where they met William Bent, in

his day one of the best known men of the

Southern plains. A few days were spent there,

and then came the most interesting adventure

that the boy had had.

Early in November he started for the Chey-

enne village with John Smith who, with his wife,

his little boy Jack and a Canadian, were setting

out for the village to trade for robes.

John Smith is believed to have been the first

white man ever to learn the Cheyenne language,

so as to be able to interpret it into English.

When he made his appearance on the plains we

do not know, but he was there in the '30's, and

for many years was employed by Bent and St.

Vrain to follow the Indians about and trade with

them for robes. Early in his life on the plains

he had married a Cheyenne woman and estab-

lished intimate relations with the tribe, among

whom he remained for many years. He was

present in the camp of the Cheyennes during the

Chivington massacre at Sand Creek, in 1864, at

which time his son. Jack, the child mentioned by

Garrard in this volume, was killed by the sol-

diers, being shot in the back l^ a soldier who

saw his shadow on the lodge skins and fired at

it. It is said that John Smith himself came very

near being killed, and had a hard time to talk

the Colorado soldiers out of killing him. He has

a son now living at Pine Ridge.

The small party journeyed on toward the vil-

lage, and while Pierre, the Canadian, drove the

wagon and the woman and her child rode in

silence, Smith and Garrard kept up a lively con-

versation. Smith was anxious to learn all about

the "States" and Hfe there, while Garrard re-

plied to him with inquiries about Indians and

their ways. And so, day after day, they jour-

neyed over the plain until the cone-shaped lodges

of the village came in sight, to be reached a few

hours later. Riding into the camp, they halted

at the lodge of one of the principal men, and

unsaddling and unpacking their animals there,

entered it with their goods, and according to

custom established themselves in the back part,

which was at once given up to them by the host.

And now began an entirely new life for Garrard

—a life into which he threw himself with the

whole-hearted enthusiasm of a healthy lad, and

which he thoroughly enjoyed. The days and

evenings in the camp; the moving from place to

place over the prairie; the misfortunes which

happened to the men unaccustomed to such life

are all described. Vivid glimpses of the march-

ing Indian column are given in the following

paragraphs

:

"The young squaws take much care of their

dress and horse equipments. They dashed furi-

ously past on wild steeds, astride of the high-

pommeled saddles. A fancifully colored cover,

worked with beads and porcupine quills, making

a flashy, striking appearance, extended from

wethers to rump of the horse, while the riders

evinced an admirable daring, worthy of Ama-

zons. Their dresses were made of buckskin,

high at the neck, short sleeves, or rather none

at all, fitting loosely, and reaching obliquely to

the knee, giving a relieved Diana look to the

costume; the edges scalloped, worked with beads

and fringed. From the knee downward the limb

was encased in a tightly fitting leggin, terminat-

ing in a neat moccasin, both handsomely worked

with beads. On the arms were bracelets of brass

which glittered and reflected in the radiant morn-

ing sun, adding much to their attractions. In

their pierced ears shells from the Pacific shore

were pendant, and to complete the picture of

savage taste and profusion their fine complex-

ions were eclipsed by a coat of flaming vermil-

lion.

":Many of the largest dogs were packed with

a small quantity of meat or something not easily

injured. They looked queerly, trotting industri-

ously under their burdens, and judging from a

small stock of canine physiological information,

not a little of the wolf was in their composition.

These dogs are extremely muscular and are com-

pactly built.

"We crossed the river on our way to the new

camp. The alarm manifested by the ki-kun

(children) in the lodgepole drays, as they dipped

in the water, was amusing. The little fellows

holding their breaths, not daring to cry, looked

imploringly at their inexorable mothers, and

were encouraged by words of approbation from

their stern fathers. Regaining the grassy bot-

tom we once more went in a fast walk.

'The different colored horses, the young In-

dian beaux, the bold bewildering belles, and the

newness of the scene were gratifying in the ex-

treme to my unaccustomed senses. After a ride

of two hours we stopped, and the chiefs, fasten-

ing their horses, collected in circles to smoke the

pipe and talk, letting their squaws unpack the

animals, pitch the lodges, build fires, arrange the

robes; and, when all was ready, these 'lords of

creation' dispersed to their several homes to wait

until their patient and enduring spouses prepared

some food. I was provoked, nay, angry, to see

the lazy, overgrown men do nothing to help their

wives, and when the young women pulled off

their bracelets and finery to chop wood, the cup

of my wrath was full to overflowing, and in a

fit of honest indignation I pronounced them un-

gallant and savage in the true sense of the word.

A wife here is, indeed, a helpmeet."

Bravery, endurance and hardihood were in

those days a part of the education of each In-

dian boy, and here is a glimpse of the training

received by a baby, which should fit him for the

hardships that each warrior must endure. This

was the grandson of the Vip-po-nah, a boy six

or seven months old

:

"Every morning his mother washed him in

cold water and sent him out to the air to make

him hardy. He would come in perfectly nude

from his airing, about half frozen. How he

would laugh and brighten up as he felt the

warmth of the fire! Being a boy, the parents

have great hopes of him as a brave and chief

(the acme of Indian greatness).. His father

dotes upon him, holding him in his arms, sing-

ing in a low tone, and in various ways showing

his extreme affection."

Among the. subjects discussed by Garrard and

John Smith before they reached the Cheyenne

village had been that of food. Smith spoke of
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the excellence of dog meat, while Garrard de-

clared that it must be horrible, saying that buf-

fa:o meat was unquestionably the most delicate

food ill this or any other country. Smith agreed

that buifalo was the best, but that dog meat was

the next, and offered to bet that he would make

Garrard eat dog meat in the village, and make

him declare that it was good. How John Smith

carried out his threat is told in the following

paragraphs

:

"One evening we were in our places. I was

lying on a pile of outspread robes, watching the

blaze as it illumined the lodge, which gave the

yellow hue of the skins of which it was made

a still brighter tinge, and following with my

eye the thin blue smoke coursing in fantastic

shapes through the opening at the top of the

cone, my thoughts carrying me momentarily

ever\-where, now home, now enjoying some

choice edible; or, seated by a pleasant friend.

conversing; in short, my mind, like the harp m

Alexander's feast, the chords of which, touched

by the magic hand of memory, or flight of fancy,

aitemately depressed or elevated me in feeling.

Greenwood and Smith, sitting up, held in 'dur-

ance vile' the ever present pipe. Their unusual

laughter attracted my attention, but not divm-

ing the cause I joined in the conversation. It

was now quite late, and feeling hungry I asked

what was on the fire.

Terrapins,' promptly replied Smith.

Terrapins !' echoed I in surprise at the name.

Terrapins! How do you cook them?'

'You know them hard-shell land terrapin?'

•Yes.'

•Well, the squaws go out to the sand buttes

and bring the critters in and cook 'em in the

shell alive—those stewin' thar ar cleaned first.

Howsomever, they're darned good!'

" 'Yes, hos, an' that's a fact, wagh.' chimed m
Greenwood.

"I listened of course with much interest to

their account of the savage dish and waited with

impatience for a taste of that, the recital of

whose merits sharpened my already keen appe-

tite. When the squaw transferred the contents

of the kettle to a wooden bowl and passed it on

to us our butcher knives were in immediate

requisition. Taking a piece with hungry avidity

which Smith handed me without thought as to

what part of the terrapin it was, I ate it with

much gusto, calling for more. It was extremely

good, and I spoke of the delicacy of the meat,

and answered all their questions as to its excel-

lency in the affirmative, even to the extent of a

pan^ric on the whole turtle species. After

fullv committing myself. Smith looked at me a

whiie in silence, the corners of his mouth grad-

ually making preparations for a laugh, and

"'\V>11, hos, how do you like dog meat?' and

then such hearty guffaws were never heard. The

stupefaction into which I was thrown by the re-

volting announcement only increased their merri-

ment, which soon was resplved into yells of de-

light at my discomfiture.

*'A revulsion of opinion, and dog meat, too,

ensued, for T could feel the'^pup' crawhng up

my throat, but saving to myself 'that it was good

under the name of terrapin,' .'that a rose under

' any other name would smell as sweet,' and that

it would be prejudice to stop I broke the shackles

of deep-rooted antipathy to the canine breed,

and putting a choice morccau on top of that

already swallowed, ever after remained a stanch

defender and admirer of dog meat. The con-

versation held with Smith the second day of our

acquaintance was brought to mind, and I ac-

knowledged that dog was next in order to buf-

falo."

Life in the Cheyenne camp went on interest-

ingly. Garrard began to make a vocabulary of

the Cheyenne language, and soon to speak it in

a broken fashion which caused his auditors to

shriek with laughter. He watched them at the

sign language, amused them with games and the

few books which he possessed, went to feasts,

noted the odd implements and ways of his camp

mates, and set down all that happened, together

with his boyish reflections on the incidents.

The discipline practiced by John Smith on his

son Jack will bear repeating. It seems that the

child had taken to crying one night, much to the

annovance of four or five chiefs, who had come

to the lodge to talk and smoke. "In vain did the

mother shake and scold him with the severest

Cheyenne words, until Smith, provoked beyond

endurance, took the squalling youngster in hands.

He shu-ed and shouted and swore, but Jack had

gone too far to be easily pacified. He then sent

for a bucket of water from the river and poured

cupful after cupful on Jack, who stamped and

screamed and bit in his ptmy rage. Notwith-

standing, the icy stream slowly descended untd

the bucket' was emptied, another was sent for,

and again and again the cup was replenished and

emptied on the blubbering youth. At last, ex-

hausted with exertion, and completely cooled

down, he received the remaining water in silence,

and with a few words of admonition was de-

livered over to his mother, in whose arms he

stifled his sobs, until his heart-breaking grief and

cares were drowned in sleep. What a devilish

mixture Indian and American blood is!"

Garrard was a heaUhy, natural boy, and with

all a boy's love of fun. He mingled readily and

naturally in the sports and amusements of the

young people of the Cheyenne camp and heartily

enjoyed it. In those days the white trader m

the Indian camp was regarded as a great man.

and was treated with respect, to retain
.
which

he carried himself with much dignity. But Gar-

rard cared nothing for this respect, and made

no effort to preserve this dignity. He danced

and sang with the boys and girls, and the women

were astonished to find a white person so care-

less of appearances, though they liked him all

the better for it.
^

On one occasion in the winter there was muc.i

excitement in the Cheyenne camp. A war party

was returning, and all the men, women and chd-

dren blackened their faces and went out to meet

them. The returning warriors advanced m tri-

umph, for they had three scalps, borne on slender

willow wands, and hanging from each scalp was

a single tuft of hair, which told that they were

Pawnees. Now there was great rejoicing in the

camp, and many dances to celebrate the victory,

and to rejoice over the triumph that the tribe

had made over its enemies. *'The drum at night

sent forth its monotony of hollow sound, and

our Mexican, Pedro, and I, directed by the

booming, entered a lodge, vacated for the pur-

pose, full of young men and squaws, following

one another in a continuous circle, keeping the

left knee stiff, and bending the right with a half-

forward, half-negative step, as if they wanted to

go on and could not, accompanying it every time

the right foot was raised with an energetic broken

song which, dving away, was again and again

sounded-haya hay, hay a hay, they went-lay-

ing the emphasis on the first syllable. A drum,

similar to thoogh larger than a tamlxnirine, cov-

ered with partleche. was beat uiK>n with a stick,

producing with the voices a sound not altogether

disagreeable. * * *

•Di'ring the dav the young men, except the

dancers, piled up dr> U^s i" a level oinn space

near for a grand demonstration. At mghi, when

it was fired, 1 folded my blanket over my shuul

ders commc Us samz^J^jcs, and went out Ihe

faces of many girls were brilliant with vermil-

hon others were blacked, their robes, leggnis and

skin dresses glittering with beads and porcupine

quill work. Rings and bracelets of shining brass

encircled their taper arms and fingers, and shells

dangled from their ears. Indeed, all the hnery

collectable was piled on in barbarous profusion,

though a few, in good taste or through poverty,

wore a ^insile band and but few rings, and with

jettv hair parted in the middle from the fore-

head to the neck, terminating in two handsome

braid^i. * * *

-The girls, nombering aoa, fell mto line to-

gether and the men, of whom there were 250,

joining, a circle was formed, which traveled

around with the same shuffling step already de-

^.cribed The drummers and other musicians

(twenty or twenty-five of them) marched in a

contrary direction to and from and around the

fire inside the large ring, for at the distance

kept by the outsiders the area was 150 feet in

diameter. There Appolonian emulators chanted

the great deeds performed by the Cheyenne war-i

riors As they ended, the dying strain wa<

caught up by the hundreds of the outside circh

who in fast-swelling loud tones, poured out th(

burden of their song. At this juncture the

march was quickened, the scalps of the slain

were borne aloft and shaken in wild delight, and

shrill war notes, rising above the furious din,

accelerated the pulsation and strung high the

nerves Time-worn shields, careering in mad

holders' hands, clashed, and keen lances, once

reeking in PawTiee blood, clanged. Braves seized

one another with an iron grip in the heat of ex-

citement, or chimed more tenderly in the chant,

enveloped in the same robe with some gentle

maiden as they approvingly stepped through one

of their own original polkas,

'Thirty of the chiefs and principal men were

ranged bv the pile of blazing logs. By their

invhation' 1 sat down near ^Old Hark' and

smoked death and its concomitant train of evils

to those audacious tribes, who doubt the courage

or supremacy of the brave, the great and power-

ful Cheyenne nation.

The pipe was lavishly decorated with beaver

strips, beads and pi^rcupine quills ;
the mixture

of tobacco and bark was prepared with unusual

care for this, their grand gala night"

It would be interesting to follow Garrard

through his life in the Cheyenne camp, but space

forbids this- He was called away from this in-

teresting life bv the news which came from the

West of the death at the hands of the Pueblos of|

Governor Charles Bent, in New Mexico. Fugi

lives whn had escaped the attack had come tc

Fort William and told what had happened, anc

soon after W illiam Bent, with twenty three men

started for the Mexican settVments. Thc}^

pas^^ed far to the southward of Pike's Peak, me
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It was here that Garrard met George F. Rux-
ton, whose well-known "Life in the Far West"
has been more than once referred to at length
in Forest and Stre.^m. It is one of a group of
books, treating of almost the same countr>\ and
of the same time, of which Garrard's and the
'Oregon Trail" are two others.

It is exceedingly interesting to read these books
and to see mentioned in them constantly, and in

most familiar fashion, names that to old-timers
m the West are familiar as household words.
Men with whom, in old age, we have perhaps
ourselves associated; men, with whose sons and

daughters we have lived familiarly as contem-
poraries. The generation which knew these oW-
timers—Carson. Bridger, Jack Robinson, Jim and
John Baker, Bent, St. Vrain, Sublette, Hugh
Monroe, Ike Edwards. Bill Gary, S>Tnonds,
Beaubien, La Jeunesse. Roland, and a hundred
others whose names could be given, is passing
away.

These names belong to the histor>- of the
early West. Soon they will be historic only, for
those who have known them will also hare
crossed the Great Divide, and there will be none
who can recall their personality.

To Rear Game UkJk ui

MiriDMl

An eflFort contemplated for the Stale of Con-
necticut wilt if stKcessfdy canied out, do much
to restock the carers of that State with game
birds. More importartt than thiis, experiments
will be carried on in this conmioQ which may
prove of high interest and \ahie to sinners.
Herbert K. Job was recently a^ifNMnted State

I

ornithologist of CotmecikalL He is a biid lover,
veil known for the bcniifal pholxicnphs that

jhe has taken and the MrtLeie&tii^ aitides and
books that he has written about birds. He por-
poses to join forces wiih awilhcr biid man and
to set on foot the work of rearaqr g^^^e birds

I

and wildfowl for the State of Connieciicut
At Darien, G, D. TiDey, a man of 5oent]6c

I

tastes, an enthusiast wrer waterfowl and game
birds, has a place where for soae years he has
[been rearing wild biids of suiy softs and from
many lands. He has a ifety oon^lete plant,
ponds for wildfowl and houses and cages in
which a muhitnde of bards are kept. Many of
these are foreign birds—flaoMneoes, storks, geese
and ducks from the OH WorR and galfinaceons
birds from South Aroerica-but a lai^ nomlber
are North American ...J^ Here there is txMxn
and the equipment for reariqg <Mir native biids,
and here Mr. Job with the assent of the authori-
ties—if this can be had—fMoposcs to cariy on
an elaborate line of exprnnentatioiL
The plan is as foOows: Mr, TillcF, who has

made a study of tibe pi iip ia H iM of gaiM^ birds
and waterfowl m capmrity. has agreed with the
State ornithologist to aDow the fiT« tise of his
fine equipment for i ipi iiiUjliiMi of all sorts
relating to wild birds. Thii; offer has been ac-
cepted, and the a^-iarr and batcherjr at Darien
is to be known as the ContUicnt Omithokigical
Experiment Station, a braKh of the Storrs Ex-
periment Station of the Connccticiit Agricultural
College, of which the State onnlholosri^t is, ex-
officio, a member ^^ the focolSy. Mr, Tilley is

to be assistant to the Slate omitholQgist.
Besides experimentation telatiTe to the value

of birds to agrictilttnre and the attractii^ and in-
crease of useftd birds, it is hoped to secute from
the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game per-
mission to keep natiTe game birds for purposes

of experiment, and also co-operation in an at-
tempt to propagate game birds for the State on
a large scale to restock the State.

As fast as the methods are perfected and sys-
tematized for propagating a species of game bird
or waterfowl, the results would be given to the
public through bulletins of the Storrs Experi-
ment Station, with a view to enabling every
landowner to propagate his own game. The
breeding stock raised in this State hatchery
would be distributed over the State under care-
ful supervision, and thus the work would be
multiplied from many centers instead of depend-
ing upon one establishment.

A breeding stock of quail has already been
offered -for the start, and efforts will be made
to begin the work at once. Experiments are to
be conducted with the ruffed grouse and other
native species, with studies of the availabihty of
such foreign kinds as the popular Hungarian
partridge, which breeds readily in captivity. A
bulletin could be published soon on the propa-
gation of the woodduck and other native wild
ducks. A special marshy pond is to be prepared
for experiments with the canvasback in hope of
solving the secret of its propagation. Studies
are to be made of diseases of game birds and
their prevention.

The combination of these two workers in this
most interesting field seems ideal. Mr. Job is

an expert on wild birds in their haunts, and Mr.
Tilley on those in captivity. The joint researches
of these enthusiasts can hardly fail of achiev-
ing interesting and valuable results.

On the financial side this work can be done at
small expense to the State. Mr. Tilley is a man
of some means, who does, this work for the
love of it, and sells birds to some extent in order
to maintain his very expensive establishment.
Beyond selling game birds to the State for
much ]ess than imported birds would cost, he
asks nothing more. The Connecticut .Agricul-
tural College hopes to secure an appropriation
for a reasonable permanent salary for the office

of the State ornithologist to enable him to de-
vote his time to these various important public
problems, and in this desires co-operation from
the game commission. By this plan at slight ex-
pense the State would have at once a working

equipment of great practical value to sportsmen;
in fact, a State game farm ready to hand, which
otherwise it would take great sums of money
and years of time to secure.

The problem of quail breeding in confinement
may be considered almost sohed. Eh-. Hodge
was signally successful, and it is reported this
year that about 400 quail were successfuDy reared
at the Sutton Hatchery. The great problems to
be faced have to do with food and disease, and
from disease the greatest danger is that of in-
fection, which in the past seems to have been
communicated to many broods of young birds
from the hens which hatched them, or from in-
fected ground on which poultry has lived.

We know less of the ways of life of the
ruffed grouse, though Dr. Hodge reared these
birds for three generations. These problems,
however, are near solution, perhaps nearer than'
any of us understand.

Quail and grouse reared in this way couW be
turned out at the proper time in State refuges
or on private grounds, and increasing, wotdd
spread rapidly.

When the experimenters in Connecticut have
reached a point where they can with certainty
rear bobwhite and the ruffed grouse in capti\Tty,
there are other American birds that may be re-
introduced to Connecticut with profit. Time was
less than a hundred year ago, when the heath
hen or pinnated grouse was found in that State.
This bird still has a precarious foothold on the
island of Marthas Vineyard, and its cousin of
the West, Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska, if brought
here and protected, would readily adapt itself to
domestication and would become a beautiful
ornament of Connecticut fields.

The mountam and valley quail of the Pacific
coast may profitably be reared, and when, if ever,
Connecticut shall establish a series of State reser-
vations, wild turkeys may be turned out on them
to shift for themselves. It is true that great
birds like the turkey, and birds of the open, like
the pinnated grouse, would not be likely to hold
their own against the constant persecution to
which they would be subjected, but a contmuons
stocking and a more or less rigid posting of
much private land would tend to keep these birds
long with us.



The Passing of the Caranchuas
ONDERDONK

IN 1851 I was twenty-two years of age. a

New Yorker, in search of health. The

cold air of the New York winters was

sapping my life. Consumption was claiming

me for one of its victims. I had heard of the

balmy breezes of the far South and was at-

tracted by reports of the mild climate of South-

Avest Texas. So I determined to test the

opacity of the climate for restoration m my

own case. It might interest the reader to de-

tail the journey by way of Cincinnati and the

rivers to New Orleans, and thence on the Gulf

of Mexico, to our landing on the Southwest

Texas coast; but that would be foreign to my

subject. So I will only say that after thirty

days of old-time travel we completed a journey

that now can be made in three days.

Our steamer anchored in Matagorda Bay-

about three miles from shore—and we were to

land at Indian Point, which was about three

miles from where Indianola was afterward

built. There was no wharf at which our steamer

could land, so we went ashore on a lighter.

The tide was against us, and it took us three

hours to make the three miles, even with the

assistance of passengers in rowing and polmg.

We landed finally at Indian Point, so called be-

cause it had been occupied by the Caranchua

Indians as a camping ground.

Here were a few rude structures occupied by

a few hundred people, who afterward moved

down three miles to Powder Bayou and bmlt

Indianola, which came to such a tragic fate m
after years. I hired a saddle pony to go out

to the Green Lake settlement of six families—

to the house of a gentleman to whom I had been

given a letter of introduction.

It was an open prairie all of the way. There

was not even one tree or a single mark of oc-

cupation on the entire route of twenty miles,

except the trail that was to lead me to the

settlement. There was a heavy growth of grass

on every part of the route. As soon as i had

got out of the settlement at Indian Pomt I

began to see small bands of deer. When I got

out about two miles a herd of about thirty deer

crossed the trail just ahead of me. In a few

minutes more another bunch of deer came

scampering by. Pretty soon, as I began closely

to scan the prairie on every side, I could sec

many groups of deer quietly grazing here and

there. Some of them were very near me, and

seemed utterly careless about my presence

Some bands of deer contained only four or fire,

and some of them contained as many as thirty

or thirty-five. At one point there was a lake

contaming perhaps a couple of acres. All

aromid it was accumulated a great number of

deer—many of them were lying down—and all

seemed to be quietly enjoying this watering

place. I did not coimt them, but I believe there

were six hundred deer at that watering place.

I do not think that I saw less than three thou-

sand deer during my ride across that twenty

miles of prairic.

Several times I saw herds of wild horses, at

various distances, quietly feeding upon the

grass that grew in such luxurious abundance

WTiencver I came near one of these herds of

wild horses, they threw up their heads with a

loud snort, and away they ran. Generally a

surprised herd would run about a quarter of a

mile and stop. Every member of the gang

would hold up his head to the utmost. Then

they seemed to decide for themselves whether

there was anything to run from. If they con-

cluded that I was not after them, they would

remain quiet for a few minutes, still watching

me and then resume their grazing. But in

most cases, after looking at me for about a

minute, they would snort again, and in their

wild freedom, resume their retreat till they

were out of sight. These horses were without

owners, coming, going, grazing, lying down,

getting up w^hen they pleased.

Then such immense flocks of wild geese.

Sometimes they covered the ground for a mile.

Some of them would rise in the air at my ap-

proach, go a little to my rear, and alight again;

others would only walk aside for me to pass,

and then sit quietly down as if they were

monarchs of all they surveyed. Once in a

while I could see a f^ock of pelicans fiymg

lazily through the air. And what a world of

prairie hens! They were so tame that I could

ride to within a few steps of them without their

showing any signs of alarm.

After about fifteen miles of the kind of

scenes that I have been describing, I could be-

gin to define in the distance before me the nar-

row belt of timber that lined the shore of Green

Lake, along the bank of which would be found

the residence of the man to whom I had a

letter of introduction from a mutual friend

-back in the United States. ' That was so soon

after annexation that the Texans had not yet

dropped the habit of speaking of the United

States as a foreign country.

I found the house that I was seeking with-

out difficulty and received a hearty welcome.

Every newcomer "from the States" was sure

of that. The six dwellings that constituted the

settlement stood upon the high bank overlook-

ing the lake, a beautiful body of water about

fifteen miles in circumference.

I engaged board for an indefinite period,

until developments should indicate my proper

course. It was not long till the sun went down

beyond the beautiful lake and darkness

covered our surroundings. The dogs were

given their quota of venison from a deer hang-

ing in waiting, and we surrounded the family

table. I wondered why each house kept such

a pack of dogs, but I soon learned why. They

were needed as sentinels and guards against

wild animals and wild men. Every family must

have several good. dogs. They were large,

strong-looking animals, and then each pack

needed at least one little terrier. Those dogs

were inoffensive-looking little things, but they

were kept for their wonderful alertness. Any

sound that might not awake the large dogs of

the pack would, nevertheless, be sure to arouse

the little sentinel, and his alarm would soon

start the entire pack.

We were eating our supper, when the little

sentinel dog began to raise a racket. In much

less time than is required for me to write it, the

entire pack rushed toward the entrance gate.

The master of the house called the servant boy

to go out and see what the alarm meant. He

soon returned and told his master that Master

William had come. He told the boy to go out

and take Master William^s horse and tell him

to come in. He then explained to me that it

was his son who had been over the river; that

he had been a little uneasy about him, as he

was several hours behind time.

By this time Master William was entering

the room. Northern readers are reminded that

in those days of human slavery every slave

spoke of, or addressed all u'hite persons as

"Master," "Mistress," or "Miss." Our host

then said to his son, ''Well, Willie, you have

got back from over the river. Is there any

news?" Such an inquiry meant whether there

were any Indians about, or whether any white

persons had fought each other.

Willie replied, ''Not much in the way of

news. The Indians came in yesterday. They

did not kill anybody. They ran McGrew in

from the prairie, and got thirty of his horses."

Then one of the young ladies spoke up and

said, "Well, I wish that I could have seen old

man McGrew while the Indians were after him

and have seen how he would do."

Then the other girl spoke up and said, "Well,

wouldn't I! I'll bet he scampered!"

The reader may imagine how I received the

information that I had blundered into an Indian

frontier. I, a greenhorn, just from the States,

had not thought of such a thing. I had heard
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so much that was alluring concerning "the

paradise of the Southwest," and had heard

nothing upon the other side of the question. I

had been reared under the civilization of the

great State of New York, and then to suddenly

confront the fact that I had come to a wild

frontier, was a real shock to me. I did not say

a word, but I thought rapidly.

As I saw the unconcerned manner of this

family under the actual surroundings so sud-

denly presented to my mind, I thought, "Well,

if these girls and children and old people can

make light of an Indian raid, then a New York

Dutchman, like myself, should not be timid."

So I braced myself up to meet any contingency

and embrace all of the romantic glamor of a

rude frontier life. I had brought a revolver

and gun, just what seemed to be needed for

the kind of life that seemed to have become my
portion in the great Southwest.

My host was an old resident who came from

Pennsylvania while Texas was a part of Mexico.

He was full of such information as any new-

comer would be eager to gain; so from day to

day I loaded up with information upon a va-

riety of subjects relating to frontier conditions.

For outdoor exercise I hunted, sometimes the

ducks and geese along the shore of the lake,

sometimes among the wild turkeys along the

river and again among the wild boars of the

canebrake, or among the deer, and frequently

I joined a party of mustang hmiters and ran

wild horses. Then I would remain for whole

days at a time at the residence. I had gradu-

ally begun to take hold of Southwestern fron-

tier life. It seemed to suit me, and I was build-

ing up my physical condition—just what I came

to Texas for.

And here I hesitate as to which one of the

many interesting phases of early Southwestern

life I shall offer to my readers. Should it be

of the crude social life of the "early frontier; the

wonderful loveliness of its scenery; of its vast

throngs of wild horses; its other game so

abundant that the hunter need not hunt in

order to find it; of its beasts of prey, or of the

savages that then hovered around the settle-

ments?

As we have already begun to say something

about Indians, perhaps we had better talk about

them for a while. The Green Lake settlement

had a peninsular position that did not favor a

hasty retirement of the Indians in case of dis-

comfiture. The Comanches had made no in-

vasion of the peninsula since the summer of

1840.

In the Green Lake settlement there was

pointed out to me a blackened log as a rem-

nant of the last Caranchua camp-fire on that

side of the lake. They had got themselves into

trouble with the settlers near the Nueces River,

something more than a hundred miles south-

west of Green Lake. It caused them to get a

severe handling at the Oso Creek, a few miles

from Corpus Christi. The Caranchuas were

never a very numerous tribe. At the battle

of the Oso nearly half of them were killed.

Then they contracted their range very much,

and established their headquarters at the con-

fluence of the Guadalupe and San Antonio rivers,

where they were at the period of their final

history.

These Indians had consented to the settle-

ment of a white family on the south side of

Green Lake. After a brief occnpatioii, when a

nice field had been put into cnhiratkm, a deputa-

tion of Caranchuas came to this settler and

ordered him to vacate. As be bad no near

white neighbors and was really at the niercy of

the Indians, who had received from him much

kindness, he considered it prudent to forsake

his fine farm rather than to risk the conse-

quences of remaining. After that the Caran-

chuas seemed to have somewhat repented of

what they had done to thb settler, as it had

stirred up some hostile feeling among the few

settlers along the Guadalupe River above them,

as well as among all settlers of the entire region.

They then ceased to frequent the east side of

the river, where the Green Lake »ttlement of

six families was soon after formed, and thus

the peninsula became comparatively safe. Then

their depredations were mostly confined to the

west side of the Guadalupe River. Whenever

any depredations were committed the Caran-

chuas were loud in charging it to the Coman-

ches or Lipans. But the Caranchuas were a

lawless set, anyhow, and there was constam ap-

prehension among most of the settlers within

easy reach.

Along the west bank of the Gnadalnpe River,

only a few miles from the Caranchua camp,

lived a family by the name of Kemper. There

was no settlement between Kemper and the In-

dian camp. The Indians frequently visited

Kemper's house, and the family treated them

kindly. They had no Scar of the Caranchnas,

believing them to be only anqile, harmless

savages. Kemper's stock pen was perhaps a

hundred yards distant from his house, which

stood between the pen and the river hank.

Kemper had penned his oxen, intending to haul

a load of wood for the use of the family- He

saw quite a party of Caranchnas coming toward

his pen, but he thought nothing of it. as he re-

garded them as friendly, ahbough most other

settlers did not. Suddenly they surrounded the

pen and demanded that Kemper should go at

once and kill a beef for them. He told them

that his wife needed a load of wood; that he

must first bring his family the wood and then

he would go and shoot them a beeL They said

that they would not wait till he had done his

own work—that they wanted the beef at once.

Each side insisted upon having its own way in

the matter.

The Indians had no gtms, hot were aU armed

with bows and arrows, and some of them had

spears. Then they all climbed up to the top of

the fence enclosing the plot and seated them-

selves. They told him that if he did not go at

once and shoot them a beef they would kill

one of his oxen in the pen. He told them that

the cattle that they could see nearby in the

prairie were his own; that they might go and

kill any one of them that they pleased hut must

not touch his oxen. They replied that the cattle

in the prairie were so wild that they could not

get near enough to them to kifl one, and must

have one of his oxen unless he would go at

once and shoot them a beeL

Now Kemper was one of the bravest of men,

but not always prudent. He toM them that if

one of them drew a bow on <me of his oxen he

would shoot him dead at once.

Pretty soon one of the Indians drew his bow

and sent an arrow into one of Kemper's oxen,

Kemper fired and the Indian feU headlong.

I

Then several bows were bent upon Kemper

himself and an arrow dealt him a fatal wound.

Kemper's wife and her sister had been watch-

ing the proceedings for some time. They picked

up the body of the wounded man and carried

him to the house. The Indians did no hostile

act against the two women. They wanted beef,

and they had it, and Kemper was soon a corpse

in his own house.

I should call it about eight miles from

Kemper's home to the nearest house. As soon

as possible word was sent out of what had

happened. The scattered settlers agreed that

something had to be done to secure safety

against the Caranchuas. There had been other

occurrences that had been overlooked, but it

was agreed that the time had come for positive

action. A meeting was appointed for discussmg

conditions and organizing for results. But be-

fore the time arrived for the proposed purpose,

an unexpected development caused a sudden

hastening of the gathering of the clans. Tom

O'Connor was then living on his ranch on the

west bank of the San Antonio River, where

O'Connorsville now stands. There was no

settlement between the O^Connor ranch and the

Caranchua camp, which was on the opposite

side of the same river, and some ten or twelve

miles further down. It was a treeless prairie,

except the narrow belt of timber along the river

bank. ,, . u ^

Tom O'Connor had a faithful Mexican, whose

name I have forgotten, but whom we may

designate as Juan. One day he told Juan to

saddle his horse and ride down the prairie

three or four miles and see if there was any-

thing worth reporting. It was only a com-

men precaution often observed in those days of

prowling savage life. Juan rode along keeping

himself within about a half mile of the timber

belt that skirted the San Antonio River. About

two miles from O'Connor's ranch Juan saw a

man at a distance, walking slowly in the direc-

tion of the ranch. Juan halted and was taking

a careful look at the distant human form, when

the stranger suddenly dropped down among the

tall grass.

Juan knew well that none but savages were

Uving below the O'Connor ranch. He knew

that if the stranger belonged to the O Connor

settlement or to any of the neighboring settle-

ments above, he would not be likely to be on

foot He knew that a man on foot in that

neighborhood was almost certain to have some

relation to the savages whose camp was in the

direction from which he saw this lone footman

coming. So Juan carefully took his range and

rode rapidly toward the spot where he bad

seen the footman disappear in the grass. The

stranger kept himself as well out of sight as

possible, but the keen eyes of Juan had him so

well located that he rode accurately to the spot.

Most Mexicans look like Indians, and, in fact,

are Indians. Juan's prisoner was wearing the

Indian garb, and appeared to be a Caranchua.

When Juan threw his gun into a firing attitude,

the prisoner broke out in good Spanish and

begged Juan to spare his life, insisting that he

was not an Indian, but a Mexican, which would

all be explained.

So Juan directed him to head for the ranch

and he would not hurt him; that when he

reached the ranch he could explain for himself

to Seiior O'Connor how he came to be found
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on foot—a thing so totally unusual for the time

and place.

When Jose was brought into the presence of

Seiior O'Connor, he had decided to tell the

whole truth. He told O'Connor that he was a

Mexican from Bexar (now called San Antonio);

that he started from Bexar in his canoe, loaded

with honey, to come down the San Antonio

River to the Guadalupe, thence by the different

bays to Matagorda, where he had expected to

sell his honey and then get a job among the

Matagorda colony. But as he came near the

Caranchua camp they halted him and made him

prisoner. They consumed his honey and made

a slave of him. He had not dared to try to run

away from them, as he did not know where to

go, nor whom to go to. And now they had

sent him on an errand for them, all of which

he would explain. They had told Jose that at

or near the ranch there was a herd of horses

during the night, while O'Connor and his men

would all be asleep.

The Indians had also cautioned Jose how to

approach the pen in the darkness without

awakening the pack of dogs. Jose said that he

was trying to obey the orders of the Caranchua

chief when Juan made him a prisoner.

"But," said Jose, "now I am clear away from

the Caranchuas, and I do not owe them any-

thing but to pay them for their treatment of

me I am ready to guide a hostile party to their

camp, and if you will let me do it, I will lead

your clan into a position that we can kill every

one."

O'Connor was a good judge of men. 1 was

personally acquainted with him for more than

thirty years. He believed every thing that Jose

had told him, and Jose had evidently told the

truth. Then O'Connor hurriedly sent messen-

gers to each settler that he felt sure could be

VOYAGERS RETURNING HOME,

From a photograph by Thomas A. Reynolds.

that they wanted possession of; that the horses

belonged to Seiior O'Connor. They directed

Jose to be careful that no one should see him,

as discovery would be certain death to him.

They had explained to Jose that there were

four swells of ground between their camp and

the O'Connor ranch; that when he had passed

over three of 'those swells he must be careful

and wait there till it was dark enough to safely

go further. And as soon as it was well dark,

then Jose would pass over the last one and go

to the pen where O'Connor enclosed his horses

every night. They had explained to Jose the

position of the horse pen and that O'Connor

had a bell on a very gentle animal of the herd.

So he could go up to the bell horse easily, after

they were in the pen, and that O'Connor would

have them in the pen before dark. Then after it

became dark enough to make it safe for him to

do so, Jose was to slip carefully up to the pen

and take the bell off the bell horse, so that it

could not raise an alarm while they were taking

the horses away; and thus they thought to be

able to slyly steal the entire herd and get away

depended upon. He sent also to Refugio, a

small town about twenty miles distant. I think

that they were nearly all Irishmen, like Tom

O'Connor himself. The men promptly hurried

to the O'Connor ranch. Jose had been kept se-

cure for possible developments.

When the entire clan had assembled at the

O'Connor ranch, they held a consultation.

They called in Jose and heard him tell his story.

They questioned him closely and unanimously

agreed to admit him in full confidence. They

then requested Jose to express himself fully

and freely, and give them what he considered

the best plan to be pursued. Jose replied sub-

stantially, as follows:

"I know that those Caranchuas would kill

me in a minute if they could unless I could con-

vince them that I have been true to them. Now

let me tell you. I know their camp and its

surroundings, and I know well the entire ground

from the camp to the edge of the forest. I can

guide you to the very spot after we get to the

timber, but I do not know the prairie on this

side of the timber. I propose that we all start

together at a time of day that will bring us to

the timber border a little after dark. Then

from the edge of the timber I had better go

alone, while you all remain quiet till I return.

I will go on to the place where they have an

outside guard when they are looking for trouble.

If there should be no one there, then I shall

know that they are not looking for any

trouble, and will come back to you, and we will

aU go on together for a short distance, after

which I had better go on ahead of you at least

a hundred yards. Wc shall not be likely to meet

any of them on the way, but we must be care-

ful. If I should meet any of them while ahead

of you I can tell them of my escape and return

to them. They will believe me and receive me

gladly. Then we will have a noisy Ulk, and I

wUl shout with pretended gladness. In that

case you will know what to do. I think it would

be best to keep quiet till I get a chance to come

back to you. You will know about that. There

would not be more than two or three of them

anyhow. Oh! we shall get them. But I be-

lieve that wc can go right to the camp before we

shall meet any of them. If so, then when we get

nearly there, I will slip on ahead and see if

everything is all right and none of them will

know that I am about. If I should be dis-

covered I can manage that by making them be-

lieve that I have returned to them, and we will

be uproarious with joy at my safe return, and

you must rush up at once and take them by

surprise. . ,

"But I think that I can get right m to the

camp without being discovered. In that case, I

can go to the tent where they keep their bows

and I will cut every string twice, so there can

be no spHcing. and then slip back to you.

Then I shaU know exactly how everything is

there and wc can run in on them with our

double-barrel shotguns and clean out the whole

pack."

As soon as Jose had finished his talk, it was

unanimously hailed as the right thing, and every

arrangement was hastened to carry out the plan

that Jose had given. A double-barrel shotgun,

a brace of pistols and a dirk constituted the

armament of each one. (Revolvers were then

unknown in Texas.) More determmed men

never set out to do anything than that party of

desperate men as they followed Jose toward the

Caranchua camp. And old Juan was with them.

They reached the border of the timber, about

three mUes from the Caranchua camp, soon after

dark There was no miscarriage of the plan

upon which they had set out. Jose quietly

entered the Caranchua camp grounds without

discovery. He succeeded in cutting every bow

string. He saw that they had a great fire of

unusual brightness. They had butchered a bee

Long ropes were arranged and were hung full

of beef cut in slender strips to be cured over the

fire All was hilarity in the Caranchua camp;

no thought of danger seemed to be in the mind

of any of them.
, , ij

Jose hastened back to his comrades and told

them that all things were ready. Then the at-

tacking party hastened forward as quietly as

possible without having been discovered and

sent a shower of leaden missiles into the Caran-

chuas as they stood around the fire. Many fell

at the first discharge. The remainder hastened

to their bows and found them useless instru-

ments. Also they had run upon a group of
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on foot—a thing so totally unusual for the time

and place.

When Jose was brought into the presence of

Senor O'Connor, he had decided to tell the

whole truth. He told O'Connor that he was a

Mexican from Bexar (now called San Antonio);

that he started from Bexar in his canoe, loaded

with honey, to come down the San Antonio

River to the Guadalupe, thence by the different

bavs to Matagorda, where he had expected to

sell his honey and then get a job among the

Matagorda colony. But as he came near the

Caranchua camp they halted him and made him

prisoner. Thev consumed his honey and made

a Mave of him. He had not dared to try to run

awav from them, as he did not know where to

go nor whom to go to. And now they had

sent him on an errand for them, all of which

he would explain. They had told Jose that at

or near the ranch there was a herd of horses

during the night, while O'Connor and his men

would all be asleep.

The Indians had also cautioned Jose how to

approach the pen in the darkness without

awakening the pack of dogs. Jose said that he

was trying to obey the orders of the Caranchua

chief when Juan made him a prisoner.

*'But," said Jose, "now I am clear away from

the Caranchuas, and I do not owe them any-

thing but to pay them for their treatment of

me ""l am ready to guide a hostile party to their

camp, and if you will let me do it, I will lead

your clan into a position that we can kill every

one.

O'Connor was a good judge of men. 1 was

personally acquainted with him for more than

thirty years. He believed every thing that Jose

had told him, and Jose had evidently told the

truth. Then O'Connor hurriedly sent messen-

gers to each settler that he felt sure could be

VOYAGERS RETURNING HOME.

From a photograph by Thomas A. Reynolds.

that thev wanted possession of; that the horses

belonged to Senor O'Connor. They directed

Jose to be careful that no one should see him,

as discovery would be certain death to him.

They had explained to Jose that there were

four swells ot ground between their camp and

the O'Connor ranch; that when he had passed

over three of those swells he must be careful

and wait there till it was dark enough to safely

go further. And as soon as it was well dark,

then Jose would pass over the last one and go

to the pen where O'Connor enclosed his horses

every night. They had explained to Jose the

position of the horse pen and that O'Connor

had a bell on a very gentle animal of the herd.

So he could go up to the bell horse easily, after

they were in the pen, and that O'Connor would

have them in the pen before dark. Then after it

became dark enough to make it safe for him to

do so. Jose was to slip carefully up to the pen

and take the bell off the bell horse, so that it

could not raise an alarm while they were taking

the horses away; and thus they thought to be

able to slyly steal the entire herd and get away

depended upon. He sent also to Refugio, a

small town about twenty miles distant. I think

that they were nearly all Irishmen, like Tom

O'Connor himself. The men promptly hurried

to the O'Connor ranch. Jose had been kept se-

cure for possible developments.

When the entire clan had assembled at the

O'Connor ranch, they held a consultation.

They called in Jose and heard him tell his story.

They questioned him closely and unanimously

agreed to admit him in full confidence. They

then requested Jose to express himself fully

and freely, and give them what he considered

the best plan to be pursued. Jose replied sub-

stantially, as follows:

"I know that those Caranchuas would kill

me in a minute if they could unless I could con-

vince them that I have been true to them. Now

let me tell you. I know their camp and its

surroundings, and I know well the entire ground

from the camp to the edge of the forest. I can

guide you to the very spot after we get to the

timber, but I do not know the prairie on this

side of the timber. I propose that we all start

together at a time of day that will bring us to

the timber border a little after dark. Then

from the edge of the timber I had better go

alone, while you all remain quiet till I return.

I will go on to the place where they have an

outside guard when they are looking for trouble.

If there should be no one there, then I shall

know that they are not looking for any

trouble, and will come back to you. and we will

all go on together for a short distance, alter

which I had better go on ahead of you at least

a hundred yards. We shall not be likely to meet

any of them on the way, but we must be care-

ful. If I should meet any of them while ahead

of you I can tell them of my escape and return

to them. They will believe me and receive me

gladly. Then we will have a noisy talk, and I

will shout with pretended gladness. In that

case you will know what to do. I think it would

be best to keep quiet till I get a chance to come

back to you. You will know about that. There

would not be more than two or three oi them

anyhow. Oh! we shall get them. But I be-

lieve that we can go right to the camp beiore we

shall meet any of them. If so, then when we get

nearly there, I will slip on ahead and see if

evervthing is all right and none of them will

know that I am about. If I should be dis-

covered I can manage that by making them be-

lieve that I have returned to them, and we will

be uproarious with joy at my safe return, and

you must rush up at once and take them by

surprise. . • • ^u
**But I think that I can get right in to the

camp without being discovered. In that case. I

can go to the tent where they keep their bows

and I will cut every string twice, so there can

be no splicing, and then slip back to you.

Then I shall know exactly how everything is

there and we can run in on them with our

double-barrel shotguns and clean out the whole

pack." . .

As soon as Jose had finished his talk, it was

unanimously hailed as the right thing, and every

arrangement was hastened to carry out the plan

that Jose had given. A double-barrel shotgun,

a brace of pistols and a dirk constituted the

armament of each one. (Revolvers were then

unknown in Texas.) More determmed men

never set out to do anything than that party of

desperate men as they followed Jose toward the

Caranchua camp. And old Juan was with them.

They reached the border of the timber, about

three miles from the Caranchua camp, soon after

dark There was no miscarriage of the plan

upon which they had set out. Jose quietly

entered the Caranchua camp grounds without

discovery. He succeeded in cutting every bow

string He saw that they had a great fire of

unusual brightness. They had butchered a beef

Long ropes were arranged and were hung tull

of beef cut in slender strips to be cured over the

t^re \\\ was hilarity in the Caranchua camp;

no thought of danger seemed to be in the mind

of any of them.
, . ,j

Jose hastened back to his comrades and told

them that all things were ready. Then the at-

tacking party hastened forward as quietly as

possible without having been discovered and

sent a shower of leaden missiles into the Caran-

chuas as they stood around the fire. Many tell

at the first discharge. The remainder hastened

to their bows and found them useless instru-

ments. Also they had run upon a group of
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men who opened on them with a deadly fire.

The utmost consternation prevailed among the

Caranchuas. They were falling helpless on
every hand. In wild desperation the surviving

ones began to kill their own women and children
—probably in preference to having them
captured. Strafige to say, not one of the In-

dians made anj^- effort to escape by flight. The
carnage went on till every Caranchua, but one,
in the camp that had been so hilarious such a
brief period before, was now silent in death.

And who could fail to admire that intense

courage of the Caranchuas that seemed to have
not once even thought of flight? Some of them
could have escaped if they only would have fled.

Whatever we may say of their treachery to

others than their own tribe, we must admit that

they were intensely true to each other.

The Texans remained at the camp till morn-
ing came. Then they crossed the river and re-

turned over the prairie to the O'Connor ranch.

They took with them as prisoner the one re-

maining Caranchua. He was a boy apparently

about sixteen or seventeen years old, who dur-

ing the massacre of the previous night appeared
so inoffensive to the one confronting him that

he would not kill him.

As they were riding along on the prairie to-

ward O'Connor's ranch the question arose as to

what disposition should be made of the Indian
boy prisoner. One proposed that he be taught

to work and be made useful. Another sug-

gested that in every case where an Indian boy
more than about ten years old had been adopted
it had been found that he had retained enough of
his wild instinct to finally desert bis benefactors
and return to wild life, and that he woold carry
with him dangerous information of settlement
conditions, liable to promote disaster. An-
other suggested that he, being the last of his

tribe, had no tribe to return to, and therefore
would be likely to prove true. Then another
suggested that he might go to some remaining
tribe, and become a source of future trouble.

The final conclusion was that it would be un-
safe to keep him unless he could be tran^orted
to some distant region from which he would
not be likely to return. But the transportation
facilities of those times in Texas may be com-
pared with those of the Orient three thousand
years ago.

Finally Jose suggested that as he had been
an involuntary servant of the Caranchuas for

some time, besides having been robbed of ins

canoe and his load of honey, that it might be
an act of justice to himself if they would girc
the boy to him. He promised that the boy
should never cause any of them any trouUe, and
he knew how tQ be the boy's surety that he
would never prove to be a future enemy. They
all accepted the suggestion of Jose and agreed to
turn the boy over to Jose.

"Well," said Jose, "now you all agree that

he is my Indian." They all called out, "^cs.

he is your Indian, and you may do as you like

with him."

•'Wen, then," said Jose, "I will arrange the

whole matter in a minute." Jose's shotgun, like

all of the others, was loaded with heavy buck-
shot. The^boy was riding ahead of the party

a few feet, looking forward with no intimation

of what was about to occur. Jose leveled his

gun at the boy's heart, then fired and all was
over.

I do not know what afterward became of Jose.

I seldom visited the O'Connor ranch without
seeing Juan. He had his own quarters there

and was provided with everything needed as

long as he lived. O'Connor became a
millionaire and died at an advanced age. He
was one of the sigmers of the declaration of in-

dependence when Texas began her struggle for

independence from Mexico.
These details of the Caranchuas were given

to me during leisure hours of ranch life, by my
old acquaintance and friend, Tom O'Connor, the

leading actor, fifty-six years ago. The last one
of the participants in that bloody drama of the

Caranchuas has gone to the spirit land. I have
often been requested to give these memories to

the pnt^ic. I do not know whether the world
win be any better than if I had allowed them to

slumber in oblivion forever, but now, after

carrying, in my own mind, for fifty-six years

these details of a past age of unwritten history,

I give them at last to your readers.
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reptiles for showmen and for the oil which is

disposed of to drug stores.

Jast north of Boston and over the southern

border of New Hampshire deer have become

so numerous that one can occasionally see them

—as I myself have—from a trolley car out of

LowclL

This wild life is, however, only to be dis-

covered by the leisurely stroller through the

parks, boulevards and environs of a great city.

The hysterical rushing-to-catch-a-car chap, if he

ever caught a glimpse of a fox, would imagine

it merely a new sort of collie; and a muskrat,

which might have crawled from a city brooklet

to nibble at the tender shoots lining the bank,

would be thought a giant wharf rat.

LiviKGSTON Wright.

Woodcock and Young.

Sullivan County, N. Y., June i6.^Editot

Forest and Stream: I hope that the ruffed

grouse have bred well, but May was wet and

rather cold. How does the woodcock carry her

young? We know that she does it. A friend

saw a hen bird carrying two young woodcock

this spring. She had been alarmed by dogs and

the little ones were attached to her legs in some

way. I think she holds them between her legs.

Possibly they may cling to her. This is a wise

bird in spite of the fact that when suddenly

)right sun, the

Newfoandland Roindoer.

St. John, N. R, June 13.—Editor Forest and

Stream: As many readers of Forest and

Stream are interested in the experiment now
being tried by Dr. Grenfell, viz.: the introduc-

tion of domesticated reindeer into the island, the

following newspaper notes, which give the latest

information, will be welcome. Dr. Grenfell is

very enthusiastic over the success of the venture

so far, and is sanguine as to the future. Every

lover of nature the world over will sympathize

with the learned doctor and hope the experi-

ment will be brought to a successful issue.

"From Captain Bartlett, of the Strathcona, we
learn that the 250 reindeer imported last season

are now all at St. Anthony and are proving a

splendid success. There is every sign that they

will increase quickly, as since they have been

brought there, seventy fawns have been bom,

so that the herd has now increased to over 300.

All the fawns are alive with the exception of

two, which were born dead, and three killed by

accident. The others are all doing well, and

have proved to be splendid beasts of burden,

being engaged all the winter hauling out logs

from the woods, some six miles inside of St.

Anthony, for the construction of mission build-

ings at that and other places.

*The deer are thriving splendidly on the moss

which is found there in profusion, enough being

at St. Anthony to support hundreds of thou-

sands of the animals, and which the Laps say

reported that he saw one of them for a moment

but got no shot at it.

Mr. Daiscy wrote us, under date of June 15,

that he has seen the tracks of these animals

since, as well as previous to, his meeting with

them, but has not had another opportunity to

sec the cats themselves. He estimates theiiF-

length at not more than four^eet, possibly a

little less. As he had a good view of -themr-he-

tells us he is confident they were panthers.

The Starling.

New York Crrv, June \6.—Editor Forest and

Stream: There is no doubt that the starling

is increasing rapidly. During the present spring

I have observed them everywhere about New
York. In the district lying east of Brooklyn;

that is, Flatbush and Flatlands, they appear to

be especially numerous. The presence of so

many old bams and outhouses there would ac-

count for this, for the starling loves to nest

in such places. Lacking these, however, it will

readily take to holes in trees. It lays five or

six eggs and nests at least twice a year. Hav-

ing showed that it can survive our winters, it

is safe to predict that it will eventually become

as numerous almost as the English sparrow.

The question now is whether it will prove a

blessing or a curse to this country. Certainly

it is an agreeable bird, has a handsome presence

(indeed the sheen of its plumage is unsurpassed)

and a charming voice. This it employs in run-
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and College Institute/* I also found a portion of the bonesTi^fir-

ticularly those of the smaller animal, at the residence of rr9f. S.

G. Lov<5, to whom I am much indebted for information b<^arinff

upon the subject.

The left side of the lower jaw, preserved almost entire, was
two feet in length; and the size of cranium, from sections ob-

served, was some three and a half feet in length. The depth of the

jaw bone was seven and a half inches ; its width six inches. Tliere

were two fragments of one tusk ; the point, three feet and seven
inches in length, six inches in width, with marked depressions

upon one side of surface
; the other fragment, two feet five inches

in length, seven and a half inches in diameter and much decayed
;

an intermediate section and the one adjoining the cranium were
gone. There were six teeth ; larger ones seven and a half inches

in length, weight five and a half pounds, with mammillated emi-

nences (distinguishing the species), of about two inches in eleva-

tion. The enamel was w^ell preserved. Sections of scapular were
thirteen inches long, seven inches wide ; fragments of ribs, twelve

to eighteen inches in length. A section of tlie ribs, as first

found, was five feet in length. Head of femur bone was also

here.— I shoukl judge the height of the larger skeleton to be fif-

teen feet, its length seventeen or eighteen feet.

The smaller skeleton (found at a short distance from the larger

one), was probably seven feet in height ; tusks four feet long, four

inches wide ; teeth three and half inches in length ; sections of

jaw and rib bones were also found.— T. A. Cheney, Leon, N, F.,

Xov. 1^ 1871.

A New Fossil Butterfly.— Mr. S. H. Scudder has discovered

a new species (and genus) of butterfly from Aix which is con-

tained in the museum at Marseilles. He calls it Satyrites JReyne-

«ii, after the direction of the museum. The specimen consists

mainly of the two forewings, the venation of which can be made
out very satisfactorily. It is of the form, and has the general ap-

pearance* afPortlandia, though nearest to the East Indian Debis.

ANTHROPOLOGY.
Flathead Indians.— I will give you now a short outline of the

re'igious traditions of the Flatheads, comprising also their notions

about the globe, etc.
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The earth, according to them, is not spheroidal but flat, and

surrounded with water on all sides, like an island, and heaven or

sky is nothing else than a huge hollow mountain, covering the

earth, as the covering of a kettle. Before the creation, Skbmelten

(obsolete word, meaning mother, and which was substituted by

the word Skoi), a woman very powerful, and who took existence

by herself, begot a son without assistance of man, and this

son undertook to create heaven, and earth, and man ; and for his

dwelling he chose the summit of the covering, namely, heaven,

whence he took the name of Ambtkan, which means. He who sits

on the tops of the mountains; while Skomelten, his mother, re-

mained above on another land beyond the waters ; for besides our

earth, they thought that Ambtkan created other worlds, under,

above and around us.

This Ambtkan was then considered as their invisible God, who

has also many sons, though no wife ; and when the Indians saw

the whites for the first time, they considered them to be the natu-

ral sons of Ambtkan^ and consequently immortal, until they saw

one of them killed by the Blackfeet. •

The first generation of mankind became very wicked, and turned

a deaf ear to the admonitions of Ambtkan^ who, in his wrath,

drowned them all in a general inundation. Ambtkan undertook a

second creation of a race of people, twice as tall as the first ones

;

but proving worse than the first, they were all destroyed by fire

which came from heaven. The third generation being as bad as

the first and second, was destroyed by Ambtkan through a general

pestilence. The fourth generation would all have been aijpihilated

on account of their crimes, had not mother Skbmelten interceded

with her son in behalf of mankind. The wrath of Ambtkan was

appeased by the prayers of his mother, and he promised never to

destroy his creations again. But until that time the world was in

perfect darkness, there being no sun ; and the people being per-

suaded that the darkness was the cause of their wickedness, they

held a general council for the purpose of enlightening the world

;

but as every one refused, Sinchlep (a small prairie-wolf), being

the smartest of all the animals, undertook and succeeded in light-

ing the world very little less than the actual sun, and the people

were very glad. But the animals of those times had the power

of speaking, no less than the people, and Sinchlep^ being very

cunning, interfered too much in their secret business, and in pass-

V
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ing by during the day published the actions which the people per-

formed in secret ; wherefore, in anger, the people took Sinchlep by
the tail, which at that time was very long, and fastening him to the

ground, prevented his being seen any more. The crow then of-

fered himself in place of SincWp^ but, being naturally so very

black, gave little light, and, unable to endure the ridicule of the

people, he retired with shame.

Finally Ambtkan sent one of his sons, called Spakani^ to en-

lighten the world. Before doing so, Spakani wished to marry
with a woman Of the earth. In coming down from heaven, he

landed first in the camp of the Flatheads ; but the people seeing

him, though very handsome, but so different from themselves,

refused him admittance to their lodges. Spakani, very much dis-

pleased, left the place, and seeing near the village a small cottage,

inhabited by a family of frogs, he went in, complained of the peo-

ple, and showed his desire to marry one of the frogs. There was
one, very large and fat, and thought herself very happy to become
the wife of the son of Ambtkan, and with one jump she became
one flesh or incarnated with the cheek of Spakani, and thus matri-

mony was celebrated or consummated. The people, on seeing the

cheek of Spakani so disfigured, and enraged at the presumption

of Mistress Frog, tried with sticks to kill her, until the frog, very

much ashamed, prayed her husband to leave the earth ; and since

he had come to make himself sun, to go up immediately, which he

did ; but to revenge himself for the contempt of the people, he

does not allow them to see him clearly during the day, when
he covers himself with a shining robe, and at the approach of

night, he deposits his robe, crosses the waters under the earth, and

then only shows himself as he is, with his wife frog on his cheek.

For these Indians, the sun and moon are one and the same
thing ; and this notion accounts for the reason why they have but

one and the same word to express both sun and »ioon, namely,

spakani; and so also the spots in the moon are nothing else than

a frog.

Having heard this story, I asked them (there were several chiefs

among those present) whether they really believed the fable ; and
they answered that they did, not knowing better ; then I asked

them what they thought when they saw the sun and moon at the

same time during the day. They all started, looked at one another

in surprise, looked up, as though searching the sun and moon, then

m
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joined in a general laugh, and covered their faces as if ashamed ;

and one of them, looking at me with only one eye across his fin-

gers, said, ''Well, we were all beasts, and like enough not one of

us has ever observed and remarked wliat you say now.** Since

that time it was agreed to call the moon by the name of »pakam
skukuez^ meaning the sun of the night.

As to the immortality of the soul, the end of the wc»Wy the

recompense or punishment after death, they have the tradition that

man in dying, dies only half— that is, the body; the other half

(which they anciently did not know how to designate, but which

afterward their ancestors called Singapens) does not die, but the

singapens of the good ones go to stay with Amotkan; thoogh

without knowing to what particular bliss, and the Singapems of

the wicked go to another place, not determined, ha\ing no other

punishment than to be deprived of the company ofAm otkan. For
wicked they intend liars and thieves, as they consider lying and
theft, if not the exclusive, at least the greatest sins. Moreover,

they said that the earth and the people have one day to come to

an end, and that after this last day all the dead shall come to light

again, and shall be placed in another land, better than the present^

and that after such epoch the people shall die no more.

Notwithstanding the power and nobility of Amotkan and Sko-

melten, these were not the deities which the Flatheads worshipped,

but Spakani, the sun. After him came as geniuses the animals of
every kind, the beaver, the crow, the deer, etc. Bat Sinehfep^ the

prairie-wolf, was regarded the most powerful and favorable to

mankind. To show the power and favor of Sinchlepy their ances-

tors reported that there was a time when a large portion of the

earth was inhabited by a set of giants, terrible men, who lulled

every one they met with, for which they were called NatUskeli^em^
which in ancient language means ''killers of men;" that Shnchf"p^

in pity for the^ smaller people, went through all the earth, killed

every giant, and converted them all into large stones ; and even

of late, when the Flatheads in crossing the mountains saw a
basaltic stone standing upright, they said to one another, ^^ Keep
aside^ there is a Natliskeliguten killed by Sinchlpf^ and eveiy

large piece of silex they saw, was for them a fragment of an arrow

of the "killers of men." As it oftentimes happens that one or

more of these prairie-wolves come at night to howl near the vil-

age, there are still manj^, particularly the old women, who believe

i

K>^

that Sinchlep's howling foretells the arrival by the next day of

somebody, eilher friend or foe, provided he only howls three times.

The wo: ship which our Indians rendered to the sun, consisted in

raising up towards the sun a morsel of meat or roots before eating

them, and saying, " Sun, have pity of us, that animals and fruits

may grow abundantly." In their particular distresses each one

prayed to whatever first m3t his eyes, whether a tree or a stone.

In worshipping the sun, our Indians were not as fervent as the
^

Blackfeet are even now ; who, not satisfied with offering a parcel

of their food, very often cut off large pieces of flesh from their

bodies and offer them to their Natosa (the sun), particularly when

they go to war. I asked an old man, well nigh a hundred years of

age, if he prayed when he was young, and how he prayed. ''Oh

!

ves," he' answered, "every morning my mother took me into the

Woods, and having found a dry pine-tree, broken and rotten from

old age, she told me, ' My son, go and rub yourself against that

tree, and pray.' And so I did, saying, '0 my good tree! have

pity of me, and let me live as long as you have lived ;' and I re-

peated always the same prayer ; my mother did the same at another

tree not far from mine, until our sore shoulders compelled us to

put an end to our prayers."

Generally the prayers of our Indians consisted in asking to live

a long time, to kilfplenty of animals and enemies, and to steal

the greatest number of horses possible ; and this was the only

instance when to steal was not a fault, but a great merit and bra-

very, since no man could ever hope to become a chief unless he

had killed at least seven Blackfeet, and stolen twelve horses.
•

As it happens rather often that both people and animals are

killed by lightning, so they regarded it as an evil genius ;
and the

rainbow was for them nothing else than the same lightning looking

down for prey amongst the people ; they believed that the only

means to avoid being killed, was to move off immediately and to

go and encamp at some miles' distance.

Note.—The above is from a letter of Father Mengarini to Geo.

Gibbs, Esq. ; though written some years ago, it is published for

the first time in the ^'Journal of the Anthropological Institute of

New York," Vol. i, p. 81, 1871.

Mr. Gibbs states that the frog-wife storj' exists m a modihed

form amoncT the Nisquallies and other tribes also, as does much of

the remainhig mythology of the Rocky Mountains Flatheads. It

is noticeable that the Mexicans, according to Garva, quoted by

r
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Gallatin ("Trans. Am. Ethn. Soc," vol. i, p. 97), believed in the

destruction of the world four times by various causes, on each

occasion of which the sun also perished, so that the present is the

fifth sun.

MICROSCOPY.
Gases and Vapors in Micro-chemistry.—Mr. E. Ray Lan-

-kester describes in the ''Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Sci-

ence" his gas-chamber, which is a modification of the one nsed by

Schweigger-Seidel. A watch-glass-shaped piece of glass has its

edges ground and cemented to a fiat plate of glass. The top of

the dome thus formed is ground away so as to make a large open-

ing into its cavity, and closed by a thin cover glass which bears

the object to be examined upon its under surface and therefore

inside of the cavity of the dome. This covering glass is hrfd in

position, and the joint rendered air-tight, by means of oil. Into

the top and sides of the dome are inserted glass tabes, three in

number, through which re-agents, in the form of gas or vapor, are

introduced into the dome by means of suction or of pressnre. To

prevent too rapid drying of the object^ as a drop of blood, the gas

may in some cases be previously passed through warm water in a

Wolff's bottle. Heaimay be appl|fed by introducing one end of

a stout copper wire through one of the tubes, and heating the end

which remains outside, or by similarly introducing a platinum wire

connected with the poles of a galvanic battery. In this manner

liquids may be vaporized inside of the dome, if desired.

Among the re-agents thus i^sed are water, hydrochloric acid gas,,

carbonic acid gas, acetic and osmic acids, nitrogen tetroxide, hy-

drogen sulphide, chlorine, iodine, bromine, ammonia, alcohol, ether,

chloroform, carbon bisulphide and carbolic acid.

The advantages claimed for gaseous re-agents are, that some can

be used in no other state, that they are applied without a deluging

stream which might displace the particles under observation, that

the action of diluents (as water or alcohol) is avoided, and that

minute traces of the re-agent may be introduced, increased, stopped

or counteracted with great facility. The author believes that in

chemical histology all re-agents should be applied in the gaseous

form, though not exclusively so, if possible.

MiCROPHOTOGRAPHY.—A good popular article on this sabject is

published by Mr. Charles Stodder in the '^ Boston Journal of



AGRICULTURE OF THE HIDATSA
INDIANS

A doctor's thesis of unusual practical value
is that of Dr. Gilbert L. Wilson submitted in
June to the faculty of the University of Minne-
sota for the d^ree of Ph.D. in anthropology.
With funds largely from the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, New York, research
work has been prosecuted each summer since
1910 among the Hidatsa and Mandan Indians
on the Mandan Eeservation, North Dakota.
So important have the findings of Mr. Wilson
been for probable development of a drought-
resistant maize for the farmers of the north-
west that both Dean A. F. Woods, of the col-

lege of agriculture. University of Minnesota,
and Mr. M. L. Wilson, of the Agriculture
Experiment Station, Bozeman, Montana, have
contributed toward the financial support of the
research.

It is interesting to learn that in western
North Dakota where maize has been a doubt-
ful crop as grown by the white farmer, the
Hidatsa and Mandan Indians have for cen-
turies been successfully cultivating it. With
crudest wooden and bone tools they developed
an agriculture that in some resi)ects surpassed
that of most white farmers at present in that
area.

Maize, sunflowers, beans, squashes and to-

bacco were raised by the Hidatsas, but their

principal crop was maize. The chief varieties

of maize were white and yellow flint, " sweet
corn,^' and those producing white and yellow
meal. Corn planting began when the wild
gooseberry came to full leaf. The corn hills

were prepared with digging-stick and bone-
bladed hoe. The earth was raked over the
seed and patted down with the hands. Each
corn hill stood exactly where a hill had stood
the year before. The fields were hoed twice
during the simMner. The second hoeing was
accompanied by hilling up.

Corn was husked in the field. Friends and
relatives commonly joined in a husking bee.

Fine full ears were braided in strings ; and from
these strings, carefully dried, seed ears were
chosen for the next year. A provident family
kept two years' seed on hand, in order that the
ill-favored grain of a poor year might not
have to be sown. In the selection and prepara-
tion of seeds of all their cultivated crops,

these Hidatsa Indians were far more careful

865'NCE ^^v^wciQ..

than most of our American farmers. The
braided strings of ears were transported from
the field to the village on the backs of ponies.
Smaller loose ears were borne in baskets on
the backs of the women; these smaller ears
made the main part of the harvest. Before
each lodge stood a drying stage, a rather ela-
borate structure floored with planks split from
Cottonwood trees. On this floor the loose ears
were spread to dry. The braided strings were
himg on a railing above, and were bound
closely in small bunches to prevent the wind
from shelling the drying grain. When well
dried the smaller ears were threshed or shelled,
and this threshed grain and the braided ears
were stored and sealed in jug-shaped caches
or pits dug in the ground. Green corn, after
having been boiled, shelled and dried, was
stored in the caches in bags. Curiously,
sweet corn, or " gummy corn " as the Indians
call it, was never boiled green. It was pre-
pared by parching, after having become thor-
oughly ripe.

Fallowing of fields was practised by the
Hidatsa agriculturists, and they knew that wood
ashes increased the yield of a field. When new
groimd was cleared the felled trees and bushes
were spread over the field and burned for the
sake of the ash.

While most of the field work was done by the
women, the men assisted in part of the labors.
They aided in clearing the fields, and did the
heavy lifting when a stage was built. How-
ever, it was thought that a younger man was
better employed hunting, or warring. But
when the men's hunting and war days were
over they thought it no shame to help their
women plant and hoe. Field work was done
in the early hours of the day, the women com-
monly rising with the sun, and returning to
the village to eat and rest about ten o'clock
in the forenoon.

Seed corn from the most intelligent and
skilled of the Hidatsa women is being sold to
northwest farmers by a commercial seed house.
This fact and the breeding experiments by
scientific experimenters bid fair to make an-
other contribution to American economic life
by the Indian.
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The thesis is being printed by the Univer-

sity of Minnesota.

Albert Ernest Jenks

SPECIAL ARTICLES
theVchemical constitution of chitin*

Tn^revalent ideas concerning the rtiolec-

nlar structure of chitin have been based upon

the factVhat it gives off acetic acidf when

acted npOT by strong reagents, such ms con-

centrated Ifcid or alkali, and that itafelemen-

tary compomion suggests the empipcal for-

mula C^n\.« Since it is also Mown that

chitin yields oik decomposition glu#)sainin it

was a logical inference that the abc^e formula

represents an acef^ted glucosami^

CHrdk

CH—NM—CH«(X)
CHO ^^

of which chitin is the

/

ere.1

structure of

iy other obser-

Fis dissolved in

to stand several

large quantity

formed which

moacetylgluco-

This hypothesis

chitin has been strength

vations, viz., that if chi

strong sulphuric acid, allow

days and then diluted wi

of water, a white precipita

on analysis proves to be
J ^

samin. Occasionally, ho^^,i» substance is

isolated which represen^ a mof^oacetyldiglu-

cosamin.

An investigation Vijfon chitiifeof lobsters

which I conducted reo^tiy at the Woods Hole

Fisheries Biological /Laboratory »ought out

certain facts which^ "^^icate that,^while the

observations and inalyses mentioiiBd previ-

ously are doubtle* correct, the hyiithesis to

which they gaveA)rigin is based lar^Uy upon

misconception, h shall present here^ brief

outline of the ^ncipal results of the investi-

gation, reserviiig a more detailed stllement

for publicatiofi in the near future. r^^

It will noVbe necessary in this preliidinary

note to discuss the experimental procedure

beyond the mere statement that pur^ chitin

was bydrolyzed with varying strengtljB of sul-

phur^i acid, and for varying length^ of time,

the cl&pivage products as well as tile volatile

substandps formed during hydroljrsis having

been qua<iititatively determined

The r^ults of fundamental' significance

yielded by ttis investigation are^e following:

First. Viy little volatile a^d is formed in

the early pewd of hydrolysis rf chitin, though

all its glucoS(^i molecules may already be split

off. A very lirge productioii of volatile acid

is invariably ftund when J^e sugar molecule

itself is attackdi by the a^id medium.

Second. TheVolatile |rcid produced is not

acetic only. At &ast in ine experiment it was

possible to show ^l^t t^ per cent, of the acid

was formic. Theri^is gfcod reason for believing

that other volatile ^cffls, too, may be formed,

but the attempt at^olating and identifying

those has not yet sAceeded.

Third. The m||^3ium yield of sugar is

about 81 per cenk- ^
Fourth. TheJimiiA group is readily split

off from the glucosa^une. The hydrolyred

material contipns th^ ammonium sulphate

which can be^istilled ^ff directly by making

it alkaline, Ad the am%onia can be collected

in standard^cid. i|

Fifth, fhe nitrogen|pf the amino group

does not S'epresent the i^tal nitrogen in the

chitin milecule. There ij| another nitrogenous

part in ftie molecule whici is characterized by

great ^istance, so that ttie nitrogen of that

small fraction can be obta||ied only by digest-

ing ^th concentrated 8ulp%ric acid. There is

a r^arkably constant rel|tion between this

eadtty detachable nitrogeil group and the

stAile nitrogen fraction. 1% my experiments,

t|e latter formed 12.04: to ^.45 per cent, of

the total nitrogen.

led1 Published with the permisfflon of the Com-

missioner of Fisheries. *

2 The formula actually computed from the

analytical data is QH^Ot, but (iHJ^O« is the

one usually given because it corresponds to the

hypothesis.

t

i The interpretation of the«5 results is very

Wious. The chitin moleculeV certainly more

complex than previously assumed. It may be

regarded as consisting of two parts : one con-

taining all the glucose and all the amino

groups, the other being a stable nitrogenous

compound which yields no glucose. It would

tflTTIft Q^- t.l^T^ flTTlP «t1ai:^«
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AN ANCIENT INDIAN LOOKOUT
BY BRUCE BRYAN

IN
THE Little Dragoon mountains of southeastern Ari-

zona is a stretch of boulderous and precipitous country

rich in rehcs of the past. Centuries ago this region was

inhabited by the Ho-HoKam, also known as the "Red-

on-Buff People" because of the curiously decorated pot-

tery they made. The Ho Ho-Kam dwelt both in highly

situated caves approached by narrow declivities and in

stone-and-adobe walled houses and pit rooms on the flat

enemies. In one of the enormous boulders guarding the

sloping, treacherous approach to the mountain caves is a

huge hole approximately four feet in diameter, appar-

ently the result of some curious phenomena of wind and

sand erosion.

Crouched behind this natural window, an Indian sen-

tinel was afforded an uninterrupted survey of an expanse

miles in area in all directions stretching away from his

A VANTAGE POINT

From here the Ho-Ho-Kam In-

dians could watch the ap-

proach of their enemies

surface of the range. In the caves were stored water and

grain in huge clay olias, and when an enemy attacked

the segregated villages the natives retired to the more de-

fensible mountain clefts.

From the number of these natural caves which show

signs of prehistoric Indian occupation and which over-

look village sites on the more level rangeland, it is ob-

vious that the Ho-Ho-Kam lived in a more or less con-

tinual state of apprehension of the nomadic tribes who

preyed upon them for food, weapons and women. The

early inhabitants of the Little Dragoons were fortunate

in that they possessed a natural lookout from which they

could keep a constant watch for the approach of their

MODERN SENTRIES

When enemies were sighted

the Indians retired to

caves as at the left

mountainous retreat. The coming of a hostile band

could be spotted, during the daytime, miles before it

could reach within effective striking distance, giving

plenty of time to alarm the villages and permit the peo-

ple to flee to the caves.

Warlike Apache bands used both the caves of the

Ho-Ho-Kam and the natural lookout as recently as the

last half century in their bitter struggle with the white

settlers. Silver and tungsten have been found in great

quantities in this region, and many are the old ranchers

and their wives who can still recall nights when they

sat up till dawn with rifles across their knees listening

for the stealthy footsteps of a painted Apache scout.
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General Notes.
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[March,

Haynesi^^iLBoston, read a paper before the BostonygTociety of

Natural His^ry last January upon the argillite impbftients found

in the gravehsi^of the Delaware river, &c., comjpared with the

palaeolithic impftments of Europe. The comnuHiication is pub-

lished in Vol. xxi>>(the Proceedings. The atfthor comes to the

following conclusion^. The objects have oatoe from the gravel

beds of the Delaware\alley, and only /Occasionally have they

been found upon the surlfH£e. They^ow incontestable marks

of human workmanship. Tl^ gener^appearance of the country

is similar to that of the palae^thi<5 gravels of the Old World.

Dr. Abbott has sent us a pamphlet reprint from the Society^s

Proceedings reviewing the whide sH^ect.

Antiquities of New Mkcico and A^zona.—Dr. W. J.
Hoff-

man, of the Bureau of EtKnology at Washir^ston, sends us a revised

edition of a pamphleT on the above namecN^bject, which first

appeared in the Pro^edings of the Davenport Academy of Natu-

ral Sciences. Thykuthor has had a great deal of experience in the

Indian countrwl^ a physician, is a man of great ta&t and address,

and has been^onnected with the government surveyss for a long

time. We/faave in the brochure before us an excellef;it epitome

of our knowledge of the Pueblos. The subject of glaz^i pottery

is treaj;^ at length and several analyses given. On theNsubject

of cpmia and deformations the treatise is especially full and the

Asiatic Tribes in North AMERiCA.—From the Proceedings

of the Canadian Institute, we are in receipt of a brochure of 38

pages from the pen of Professor John Campbell, on the Asiatic

Tribes of North America. In this the author indicates the origin

of three Indian families: the Tinneh or Athabascans, the Iroquois,

and the Choctaws. The Tinneh family are associated with the

Tungusians o( Siberia and Northern China, and the Iroquois and

Choctaws (who with the Cherokeesare simply disguised Iroquois)

with the populations of Northeastern Asia, classed by Dr. Latham

as Peninsular Mongolidae. With respect to the Tinneh, Professor

Campbell, at the close of his argument remarks, " Certainly, no

two families representing the Old World and the New present

closer affinities in name, vocabulary, grammar, physical appear-

ance, dress, arts, manners and customs, than do the Tungus of

Asia and the Tinneh of America.*'

Under the term Choctaw is included the entire Muscogee fam-

ily, together with the Cherokees, the Choctaws representing the

Tehuktchi or Tshekts, and the Cherokees the Koriaks or Koraeki.

The Tuscaroras of the South are taken as the oldest and purest

form of the Wyandot-Iroquois and through them the last named

family are brought into relationship with the Choctaw-Cherokee,

and by this path with the Koriak in Northeastern Asia.
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^- couriTrrh>^^h^.jKorld. For the n«mn^ »f ^^pi^W^ the

imperfect cbH^ns. the museum is prepared to exchange i^Zfetes
or objects which^-dQ^ot already possess. T^s^,^^^^Xraer\c^n
Indian of the Far We^^r^slc^pr^entfidrtKe-^um feels the need
of specimens from northwester^:««ii^ Meaco. Central America, and
South America. CoUeeteFT^nd mus;;;;&>lk^tors who desire to enter
into exchange^etetl^ns with the Linden Museu^l^ay^ress the director
of the^yeeiTm fur Lander- u. Volkerkunde (Unden -\Iu;?5a)rStuttgart

Brotherhood of North American Iiidi.iis.-A biU to incorporate the
Brotherhood of North American Indians was introduced in the United
States Senate on February 8. The purposes and objects of the corpo-
ration shall be " to teach, obtain, and maintain rights. Uberties. and justice
for all Indians equal to that of any people and inferior to none; to preserve
and perpetuate the ancient traditions, arts, and customs of North
American Indians; to unify their efforts and interests; to counsel together-
to promote and encourage industry and thrift among Indian people; to
collect, secure the preservation of, and to publish the records, papers,
documents, and traditions of historical value and importance to North
American Indians; to mark, by appropriate monuments, places historic
and sacred to the American Indian; to impress upon present and future
generations of American Indians the importance of united action for
the common good; to promote a feeUng of friendship, brotherhood, and
good citizenship among its members; and to pro%-ide for the aged and
infirm of the Indian race." The bUl provides that the principal office
of the Brotherhood shall be in the District of Columbia; that its member-
ship shall consist of two classes, namely, "persons of Indian blood, and
honorary members whose qualifications, rights, and obligations shall
be prescribed by the constitution and by-laws." The officers are to
consist of a " great sachem, as many great chiefs as there are local brother-
hoods, great secretary, great assistant secretary-, great treasurer, great
assistant treasurer, chief registrar, chief assistant registrar, chief chan-
cellor, chief historian, chief chaplain, board of managers, and executive
committee." The incorporators belong to the Cayuse. Cherokee, Chip-
pewa, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cree, Delaware. Flathead, Kootenai, Nez
Perc6, Paloos, Oneida, Oto, Pend d'Oreille, Quapaw, Quinaielt. Sioux.
Umatilla, Wallawalla, and Yakima tribes.

. .u r^ °'J^
BfooWyP>stitote.-Kthe report of *he Mu^e^ms

of the^rookly^/Til^tute of A?fe^nd Scien«^^the y^Sft^o, ^tly
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Eewa of the Sault, who were distinguished
y the name Pahouitigouchirini. The

Marameg are mentioned under the name
Malamechs in the Proces-verbal of the
Prise de Possession in 1671 as present at

the conference on that occasion. Accord-
ing to Shea they are mentioned in the MS.
Jesuit Relation of 1672-73 as being near
the Mascoutin, who were then on Fox
r., Wis. If, as supposed, the people of

this tribe are those referred to by La
Chesnaye (Margry, vi, 6) under the name
**Malanas ou gens de la Barbue,^' they
must have resided in 1697, in part at least,

at Shaugawaumikong (the present Bay-
field, Wis.), on the s. shore of L. Su-

perior. The attempt to identify them
with the **Miamis of Maramek*^ men-
tioned in a document of 1695 (N. Y. Doc.
Col. Hist, IX, 619) as residing on Mara-
mec (Kalamazoo) r., in Michigan, is cer-

tainly erroneous, (j. M. c. T.

)

Gens de la Barbue.—La Chesnaye (1697) in Mar-
gry, D6c., VI, 6, 1886. Malamechs.—Prise de Pos-

session (1671), ibid., i, 97, 1875. Malanas.— La
Chesnaye, op. cit. Marameg.—Jes. Rel. 1669-70,

*

Maraton. A Chowanoc village in 1585

on the E. bank of Chowan r., in Chowan
CO., N. C.
Maraton.—Smith (1629), Va., I, map, repr. 1819.

Mavaton.—Martin, N. C.,l, 13,1829. Waratan.—
Dutch map (1621) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856.

Marble. The various forms of the car-

bonates of lime and magnesia, classed as

marbles, were used to some extent by
the Indian tribes for carvings, utensils,

and ornaments. They include many va-

rieties of ordinary marbles such as are

used for building, as well as the cave

forms known as stalactite, deposited as

pendent masses by dripping water, and
stalagmite, which is deposited by the

same agency upon the floor. Travertine

formed by rivers and springs is of nearly

identical character. These deposits fre-

quently present handsome translucent and
banded effects. The purer, less highly

colored varieties are sometimes called

\ alabaster (see Gypsum) y and the compact,
beautifully marked forms are known as

onyx. See Mines and Quarries.

(w. H. H.)

Maria. A Micmac settlement in Maria
township, Bonaventure co., Quebec, con-

taining 80 Indians in 1884, 93 in 1904.

Mariames. A tribe mentioned by Ca-

beza de Vaca as living, in 1528-34, ** be-

hind'* the Quevenes, probably in the

vicinity of Matagorda bay, Texas. The
people subsisted mainly on roots and
seem never to have enjoyed plenty ex-

cept in the season of the prickly pears.

They ground the bones of fish, mixed
the dust with water, and used the paste

as food. They are said to have killed

their female infants to prevent their fall-

ing into the hands of tneir enemies, and
also, because of their continued warfare,

to avoid the temptation of marrying
within their tribe. The region where
the Mariames lived was within the later

domain of the Karankawan tribes, which
are now extinct (see Gatschet, Karan-
kawa Inds. , 46, 1891 ) . Manzanet (1670)
mentions a tribe called the Muruam,
probably identical with this, and Orozco

y Berra (Geog., 303, 1864) mentions the
Mahuames asa former tribe of N.E.Mexico
ors. Texas, which was gathered into the
mission of San Juan Bautista, Coahuila,

in 1699. These also ipay be identical.

(a. c. f. )

Mahuames.—Orozco y Berra, op. cit. (identical?).

Mariames.—Cabeza de Vaca (1542), Bandelier
trans. , 82, 1906. Marianes.-Cabeza de Vaca, Narr..

Smith trans., 58, 1851. Marians.—Harris, Voy. and
Trav., I, 802, 1705. Mariarves.—Cabeza de Vaca,"
Narr., Smith trans., 93, 1871. Muruam.—Manzanet
(1690), MS., cited by H. E. Bolton, inf'n, 190t)(iden-

tical?).

Marian. The Christian Hurons, so

called hy their pagan brethren on account
of their frequent repetition of the name
of Mary.—Shea, Cath. Miss., 183, 1855.

Maricopa. An important Yuman tribe

which since early in the 19th century has
lived with and below the Pima and
from about lat. 35° ^^ th^ mouth of Rio

o ^ -1

MARICOPA MAN. (am. MU8. Nat. Hi8T.)

Gila, 8. Ariz. In 1775, according to Oar-

ers, their rancherias extendeil about 40

m. along the Gila from about the mouth
of the Hassayampa to the Aguas Cali-

entes, although Garc^s adds that **8ome

of them are found farther downriver."
They call themselves IHpatsJBy 'people,'
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pewmof the Saiilt, who were distinguished
by the name Pahouiti^^'ouchirini. The
Alanimeg aix^ mentioned under the name
Malaniechs in the Pre )ces-verbal of the
Prise de P(»sseHsi(m in 1671 as ])resent at
theconftrriuc on that occasion. Accord-
ing? to Shea tliey are mentioned in the M8.
Jeoiit lUdation of 1672-78 as being near
the Maseoutin, who were then on Fox
^^. ^^ i^ If» as sui>f)osed, the people of
this trilK' are those referred to by La
Chesnaye (Margry, vi, 6) under the name
'"'Mmlanas ou gens de la Barbue," they
must have n^side<l in 1697, in part at least,
at Shauj^awauniikong (the i)resent Bay-
field, Wis,), on the s. shore of L. Su-
perior, The attempt to identify them
with tlie ''Miamis of Maramek" men-
tionexi in a document of 1695 (N. Y. Doc.
Ool, Hist., IX, 619) as residing on Mara-
met" (Kalamazoo) r., in Michigan, is cer-
tainly erroneous, (j. M. c. T.)
CtauB 4€ la Barbuc—La Chesnaye (1697) in Mar-
frry. IK-c, vi. (., lss6. Malamechs.— Prise de Pos-
**t>!vi(.n (1071), ibid., i, 97, 1S75. Malanas.— La
Ciit-ii.iTt, op. cit. Marameg.—Je.s. ReL 1669-70,
Tiiwaitt^s od.

"-^'^ "

\

l^araton. A Chowanoc village in 1585
OD the E, bank of Chowan r., in Chowan
oou, N, C,
Ifcraftm.—Smith (1629), Va., i, map, repr. 1819.
atratoa.—Martin, N. C,,l, 13,1829. Waratan.—
Dutch map (1621 ) in N. Y. Doc. Col. Hist., i, 1856.

Marble. The various forms of tlie car-
bcmates of lime and magnesia, classed as
Hiiarbles, were nsed to some extent by
the Indian tribes for carvings, utensils,
and ornauients. They include many va-
lietat-si of ordinary marbles such as are
used for building, as well as the cave
foinis known as stalactite, deposited as
peiKient masses by dripping water, and
«fcal:igniite, wliich is deix)sited by the
flsme itgiency upon the floor. Travertine
formed by rivers and springs is of nearly
identkvl character. These deposits fre-

quently ] resent handsome translucent and
banded effects. Tlie purer, less highly
colored varieties are sometimes called
alahsu4er (see O^jjmmi), and the comj)act,
beautifully marked forms are known as
onyx, 8ee Mines and Quarries.

(w. n. n.)
Maria, A Micmae settlement in Maria

townshi]^, Ronaventure eo., Quebec, con-
taining SO Indians in 1884, 93 in 1904.
Mariames. A tribe mentioned by Ca-

besade Vaca as living, in 1528-34, ''be-
hiiMl]^ the Quevenes, probably in the
vicinity of Matagorda bay, Texas. The
people subsisted mainly* on roots and
se«em never to have enjoyed plenty ex-
cept in the season of the i)rickly pears.
They ground the bones of fish, mixecl
the dust with water, and used the paste

as food. They are said to have killed
their female infants to j)revent their fall-
ing into the hands of their enemies, and
also, })ecause of tlieir continued warfare,
to avoid the temptation of marrying
within their tribe. The region where
the Mariames lived was within the later
domain of the Karankawan tribes, which
are now extinct (see (^Jatschet, Karan-
kawa Inds., 46, 1891). Manzanet (1670)
mentions a tribe called the Muruam,
probal)ly identical with this, and Orozco
y Berra (Geog., 303, 1864) mentions the
Mahuames as a former tribe of N. E. Mexico
ors. Texas, which was gathered into the
mission of San Juan Bautista, Coahuila,
in 1699. These also may be identical.

(a. c. f. )
Mahuames.—Orozco y Berra, op. cit. (identical?).
Mariames.—Cabeza de Vaca ( 154*2 ), Bandelier
trans., 82, 1905. Marianes.—('abeza de Vaca, Narr.,
Smith trans., 58, 1851. Marians.—Harris, Vov. and
Trav., I, 802, 1705. Mariarves.-Cabeza de Vaca.
Narr., Smith trans., 1)3, 1871. Muruam.—Manzanet
(1690), MS., cited by II. E. Bolton, inf'n, 1900(iden-
tical?).

Marian. The Christian Hurons, so
called by their pagan !)rethren on account
of their frequent repetition of the name
of Mary.—Shea, path. Miss., 183, 1855.

Maricopa. An important Yuman tril)e

which since early in the 19th century has
lived with and below the Pima and
from about lat. 35° to the mouth of Rio
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Maricopa being their Pima
Emory states that thev have moTed grad>
ually from the Guh' ot Oilifomia to U»eir
present location in jiixtapotsitioii with the
Pima, Carson having foond them, as late

as 1826, at the month of the Gila. They
joined the Pima, whoi^ language they do
not understand^ for matuud protei'tion

MARICOPA WOMA0L {Mm. MkiA. IMKIT. Hi«T,|

against their kindred, hat enemies^ tne
Yuma, and the two ha^e ever since lived
peaceably together. In 1775 the Mari-
copa and the Yuma were at war, and as
late as 1857 the latter, with some Mohave
and Yavapai, attacked the Maricopa near
Maricopa Wells, s. Ariz., hat with the
aid of the Pima the Maricopa rented the
Yuma and their allies, 90 of the9S Yuma
warriors being killed. After this disaster
the Yuma never ventured so £ar up the
Gila. Heintzelman states, probably cor-

rectly, that tlie Maricopa are a branch of

the Cuchan ( Yuma proper), fiom whom
they separateil on the occaision of an elec-

tion of chiefe (H. IL Ex. Doc, 76, 34th
Cong., 1857). Like the Piina, the Mari-
copa are agriculturists;, and in habitei and
customs are generally similar to them.
Venegas ( Hist. Cal., ii, 182, 185, 192, 1759)
states that about d,O0O Pima and Coco-
maricopa lived on Gila r. in 1742, and that
they extended also to the Salado and the
Verde; they are also said to have had
some rancherias <m the w. side of Colo-
rado r., in a valley 36 leagues loi^.

Garces estimated the population at 3,000
in 1775. There were only 350 under the
Pima school superintendent, Ariaona, in
1905.

By act of Feb. 28s, 1859, a reservation
was set apart for tl^ Maricopa and the

Pima on Gila r. , Ariz. ; this was enlarged
by Executive order of Aug. 31, 1876; re-

voked and other lands set apart by Execu-
tive order of June 14, 1879; enlarja^d by
Executive orders of May 5, 1882, and
Nov. 15, 1883. No treaty was ever made
with them.
The following rancherias and other set-

tlements at different periods are judged,
from their situation, to have belonged to
the Maricopa tribe: Aicatum, Amoc^ue,
Aopomue, Aqui, Aquimundurech, Aritu-
toc, Atiahigui, Aycate, Baguiburisac, Ca-
lx)rh, Caborica, Cant, Choutikwuchik,
Coat, Cocoigui, Cohate, Comarchdut, Cua-
buridurch, Cudurimuitac, Dueztumac,
Gohate, Guias, Hinama, Hiyayulge,

MARICOPA YOUNQ MAN AND WOMAN

Hueso Parado (in part), Khauwesheta-
wes, Kwatchampedau, Norchean, Nosca-
ric^ Oitac, Ojiataibues, Pipiaca, Pitaya,
Rinconada, Sacaton, San Bernardino, San
Geronimo, San Martin, San Rafael, San-
tiago, Sasabac, Shobotarcham, Sibagoida,
Sibrepue, Sicoroidag, Soenadut, Stucabi-
tic, Sudac, Sudacsasaba, Tadeo Vaqui,

I

r
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Maricopa l)eing their Pima name.
Emory states that they have moved gratl-

ually from the (iuU'of California to their

present location in juxtajxjsition with the
Pima, Carson having; foun«l them, ashite
as 1820, at the month of the Gila. They
joined the Pima, whose language they do
not nnderstand, for mntual protection

MARICOPA WOMAN. (am. MuS. Nat. HistJ

against their kindred, hut enemies, tne
Yuma, and the two have ever since live<l

peaceably together. In 1775 the Mari-
copa and the Yuma were at war, and as

late as 1857 the latter, with some Mohave
and Yavapai, attacked the Maricopa near
Maricopa Wells, s. Ariz., but with the
aid of the Pima the Maricopa routed the
Yuma and their allies, 90 of the 93 Yuma
warriors being killed. After this disaster

the Yuma never ventured so far up the
Gila. Heintzelman states, probably cor-

rectly, that the Maricopa are a branch of

the Cuchan (Yuma proper), from whom
they separated on the occasion of an elec-

tion of chiefs (H. R. Ex. Doc. 78, 34th
Cong., 1857). Like the Pima, the Mari-
copa are agriculturists, and in habits and
customs are generally similar to them.
Venegas ( Hist. Cal., ii, 182, 185, 192, 1759)
states that about 6,000 Pima and Coc'o-

maricopa lived on Gila r. in 1742, and that
they extended also to the 8alado and the
Verde; they are also said to have had
some rancherias on the w. side of Colo-
rado r., in a valley 36 leagues long.

Garccs estimated the population at 3,000
in 1775. There were only 350 under the
Pima school superintendent, Arizona, in

1905.

By act of Feb. 28, 1859, a reservation

was set apart for the Maricoi)a and the

Pima on Gila r., Ariz.; this was enlarged
by Executive onlerof Aug. 31, 1876; re-

vokes I and other lands set ajiart by Execu-
tive order of June 14, 1S79; enlargeil by
Executive order? of May 5, 1882, an<l

Xov. 15, 1883. Xo treaty was ever made
with them.
The following rancherias and other set-

tlements at different periods are judged,
from their situation, to have belonge<i to
the Maricopa tril^e: Aicatuui, Amocjue,
Ao|>omue, Aqni, Aquiniundurech, Aritu-
t€K% Atiahigni, Aycate, Ba^iiburisac, Ca-
borh, Caborica, Cant, Choutikwuchik,
Coat, Cocoigui, Cohate, Conian-hdut, Cua-
buridurch, Cu«lnriiiiuitac^ Dueztumac,
Gohate, Guias. Hinania, Hiyayulge,

MwtCOPA sOw.'!vA WIAM A.%0 WOMAN

Hueso I\irado (in (lartK Khauwesheta-
wes, Kwatcham|iedau, Xorchean, Nosca-
ric, Oitae, Ojiataibiies, Pipiatra, Pitaya,
Rineonada, Sacaton, San Bernardino, San
Geroniuio, San Martin, San Rafael, San-
tis^o, Sasahae,. Shobotarcham, Siliagoida,

Sibrepoe, Sioiioidag, Soenadut, Stucabi-
tic, Sudac, Sudacsasaba, Tadeo Vaqui,

Retake Preceding Frame
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By L. L. Bickings.

•**
. . . the glorious, the free, the divine forest."

Woodcraft, and How It Works Out.
By EDWARD BRECK.

Photographs by the Author and Others.

HE American Indian, before contact with Euro-

peans, was our only simon-pure practiser of

woodcraft; that is, he gained food, shelter,

raiment, weapons and implements from virgin

nature ; and in a sense even today a man's

woodcraft may be judged by the nearness to

the primitive aboriginal standard to which he

approaches. But one cannot deny history, nor

progress, and it is manifestly quite impossible today to ignore the

results of civilized man's ingenuity; the very clothes he wears

would laugh at him in derision. To be logical he would have to

betake himself naked to the forest, there knock over with stick or

stone as many hares or other fur-bearers as he could, from which

to fashion raiment for himself with the aid of flint knife and

tough roots ; he would have to construct weapons and utensils out

of wood and bone and stone, dry salt from the sea, cure hides for

his tepee, collect roots and fruit and wild grain for his larder,

and so on, up to the gathering of tinder and striking fire into it

with the flints. It will readily be seen that even Nessmuk, with

his ten-cent tin, was a long cry from that. As for the *iough

camper," he is a bore, a ridiculous pretender, a bluff. One of his

ilk, who had, with great hardship, spent a winter in a Northern

lumber-camp, swaggered up one day to our canoes laden for an

easy trip with few portages. Sizing up the different articles with

his lip curling in contempt, he exclaimed, '*Great Scott, why don't

you stay at the St. Regis and be done with it ?" A few questions,

put in the Socratic manner, brought out the facts that Daniel

Boone was his prophet (excellent model indeed), whose methods
he considered about identical with his own; in fact he rather

went him one better. *Tor,'' quoth he, .*'real woodsmanship
teaches a man to get along without ary^, civilized things at all."

On examination, however, our confidence in him was somewhat
shaken by the discovery that his rifle', instead of being a single-

shot muzzle-loader, was an up-to-date repeater, and that he packed

a patent compass with illuminated disk, a fishirig-reel, a watch,

and several other articles that I trow, the valiant Kentuckian, not

to speak of the primitive Amerind, nad*tp^.dp^'without.

The intimate knowledge of nature'3- secrets- which pure wood-

craft presupposes has become less n;ftpessary to the amateur, espe-

cially to him who follows beaten tp^^ks, mostly on account of the

ever-increasing employment of guides, without whom, in many-

parts of the country, it is nowadays, illegal for a non-resident to

enter the woods. But it is just as true that a knowledge of the

art will enormously increase the delights of the expedition, be-

sides smoothing the path and, in the last instance, possibly save a

man's life.

I

I remember one drizzly evening in May on the Port Medway
river. It had been raining hard all day with a persistent, search-

ing steadiness that left the forest, even during a momentary hold-

up of the rain, dripping like a shower-bath. At four we reached

the agreed-upon camping-place, and we landed miserable and

shaking with cold. The first thing under the circumstances, even

before putting up the tents, was to make a fire by which to warm
out. How? Everything was drenched. But Charlie and Hod

didn't seem to be in the least put out. Hod speedily found an old

dead log—pine it happened to be—and, with a few strokes of his

full-sized axe delivered with muscle and skill, laid bare its dry

and resinous heart. A splinter of this was soon whittled into a

series of shavings on a stick with his jackknife, which, down
under the shelter of a wet backlog, was soon alight. In a trice,

fed by other shavings and splints of the dry pine and then by

larger pieces, some of them more or less wet, a roaring camp-fire

turned the dreary, drenched knoll into a home, rich with the prom-

ise of impending comfort.

And how was the stick of shavings ignited—by rubbing two

sticks together, or by striking a spark into some carefully col-

lected punk by means of flint and steel ? Not so. Horace merely

took from his pocket his waterproof match-box filled with wax
vestas, and, drawing one of these across his manly buttock in

the most approved style of the country grocery, applied it to the

dry shavings

!

The process well illustrates the difference between woodcraft

as actually practised, and that of the pre-Columbian Indian. The
latter had to have his flints, or his friction-sticks, or in winter

his sun-glass of ice, while the modern woodsman simply never

goes into the woods without matches, the good woodsman carry-

ing them in a waterproof receptacle. I have seen the time when,

temporarily at least, I was not a good woodsman. It was on the

Shelburn with Allie Paine. We went down the banks of the river

by ourselves in the morning, leaving the guides to follow. It

came on to rain hard, and the river proved a tough ^^proposition"

for the guides, so that it was nearly night before they hove in

sight with the canoes and all the grub. Meanwhile we got wet

and fearfully hungry, and set out to make a fire and roast and

eat some trout without salt. We had our jackknives only and no

waterproof match-box, so that our matches were all but actually

wet. Such a hacking at old stumps there never was, and drying

out of old birchbark under our shirts. When the little pile of

inflammable material had been collected with infinite care the

matches would not ignite, and we dried them, how I cannot to this

day understand, by placing them between the folds of a dry hand-

kerchief which was heated by rubbing carefully but pretty stren-

uously. It was a curious *'stunt" of woodcraft, but we made our

fire and roasted the trout, which Paine averred were good. In

fact he declared, 'T have never eaten, any better raw, unsalted

trout anywhere, not even at Delmonico's." , ^
.

Now it is easy to say to the novice, *'Go^Mnto the woods and

learn by experience all about the trees, the animals and birds and

their habits; the plants and vines, how to use. an axe, to shoot, to

fish, to make a fire, pitch a tent, make a brush lean-to, paddle, pole'

and carry a canoe,"—all that and much more; but such advice isj

at best superfluous, as well as unpractical, for the average young-

ster has no time to become a past master in the art. What he

should ask is: '*What are the most important points of woodcraft,

the necessary things that I can reasonably hope to learn?" There

are certain things a man can and ought to make himself master

of, or at very least fairly familiar with, leaving the rest to expe-

rience and a study of a few excellent manuals, which, though too

125
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. . the glorious, the free, the divine forest."

Woodcraft, and How It Works Out
By EDWARD BRECK.

Photographs by the Author and Others.

HE American Indian, before contact with Euro-

peans, was our only simon-pure practiser of

woodcraft; that is, he gained food, shelter,

raiment, weapons and implements from virgin

nature : and in a sense even today a man's

woodcraft may be judged by the nearness to

the primitive aboriginal standard to which he

approaches. Ikit one cannot deny history, nor

progress, and it is manifestly (|uite impossible today to ignore the

results of civilized man's ingenuity; the very clothes he wears

would laugh at him in derision. To be logical he would have to

betake himself naked to the forest, there knock over with stick or

stone as many hares or other fur-bearers as he could, from which

to fashion raiment for himself with the aid of flint knife and

tough roots ; he w^ould have to construct weapons and utensils out

of wood and bone and stone, dry salt from the sea, cure hides for

his tepee, collect roots and fruit and wild grain for his larder,

and so on, u]) to the gathering of tinder and striking fire into it

with till" flints. It will readily be seen that even Xessmuk, with

his ten-cent tni, was a long cry from that. As for the "tough

camper," he is a bore, a ridiculous ])retcnder, a blufl". One of his

ilk, who had, with great hardship, spent a winter in a Northern

lumber-camp, swaggered up one day to our canoes laden for an

easy trip with few portages. Sizing up the dififerent articles with

his lip curling in contempt, he exclaimed, "Great Scott, why don't

you stay at the St. Regis and be done with it?" A few questions,

put in the Socratic manner, brought out the facts that Daniel

Hoone was his prophet (excellent model indeed), whose methods

he considered about identical with his own ; in fact he rather

went him one better. "For," quoth he, "real woodsmanship
teaches a man to get along without any civilized things at all."

( )n examination, however, our confidence in him was somewhat
shaken by the discovery that his rifle, instead of being a single-

shot muzzle-loader, was an up-to-date repeater, and that he packed

a patent compass with illuminated disk, a fishing-reel, a watch,

and several other articles that I trow the valiant Kentuckian, not

to s])eak of the ])rimitive Amerind, had to do.without.

The intimate knowledge of nature's secrets which ])ure wood-

craft presupposes has become less ne,cessary to the amateur, espe-

cially to him who foHows beaten tracks, mostly on account of the

ever-increasing employment of guicles, without whom, in many
l)arts of the country, it is nowaclays illegal for a non-resident to

enter the woods. lUit it is just as true that a knowledge of the

art will enormously increase the delights of the expedition, be-

sides smoothing the path and, in the last instance, possibly save a

man's life.

I

1 remember one drizzly evening in May on the I\)rt Medway
river. It had been raining hard all day with a persistent, search-

ing steadiness that left the forest, even during a momentary hold-

up of the rain, dripping like a shower-bath. At four we reached

the agreed-upon camping-place, and we landed miserable and

shaking with cold. The first thing under the circumstances, even

before ])Utting up the tents, was to make a fire by which to warm
out. How? ICvervthing was drenched. But Charlie and Hod

didn't seem to be in the least put out. Hod speedily found an old

dead log—pine it happened to be—and, with a few strokes of his

full-sized axe delivered with muscle and skill, laid bare its dry

and resinous heart. A splinter of this was soon whittled into a

series of shavings on a stick with his jackknife, which, down
under the shelter of a wet backlog, was soon alight. In a trice,

fed by other shavings and splints of the dry pine and then by

larger pieces, some of them more or less wet, a roaring camp-fire

turned the dreary, drenched knoll into a home, rich with the prom-

ise of imi)ending comfort.

And how was the stick of shavings ignited—by rubbing two

sticks together, or by striking a spark into some carefully col-

lected i)unk by means' of flint and steel? Not so. Horace merely

took from his i)()cket his water])ro()f match-box filled with wax
vestas, and, drawing one of these across his manly buttock in

the most a])i)rove(l style of the country grocery, applied it to the

dry shavings!

The process well illustrates the (lifi*erence between woodcraft

as actually practised, and that of the ])re-C'olumbian Indian. The
latter had to have his flints, or his friction-sticks, or in winter

his sun-glass of ice. while the modern wot^lsman simply never

goes into the woods without matches, the (jood woodsman carry-

ing them in a waterproof receptacle. 1 have seen the time when,

temporarily at least, I was not a good woodsman. It was on the

Shelburn with Allie Paine. We went down the banks of the river

by ourselves in the morning, leaving the guides to follow. It

came on to rain hard, and the river ])roved a tough "proposition"

for the guides, so that it was nearly night before they hove in

sight with the canoes and all the grub. Meanwhile we got wet

and fearfully hungry, and set out to make a lire and roast and

eat some trout without salt. We had our jackknives only and no

waterproof match-box, so that our matches were all but actually

wet. Such a hacking at old stumps there never was, and drying

out of old birchbark under our shirts. When the little pile of

inflammable material had been collected with infinite care the

matches would n(:)t ignite, and we dried them, how I cannot to thi^

(lav understand, by placing them between the folds of a dry hand-

kerchief which was heated by rubbing carefully but i)retty stren-

uouslv. It was a curious "stunt" of woodcraft, but we made our

fire and roasted the trout, which Paine averred were good. In

fact he declared, "I have never eaten any better raw, unsalted

trout anywhere, not even at Delmonico's."

Now it is easy t(^ say to the novice, "Go into the woods and

learn bv experience all about the trees, the animals and birds and

their liabits, the ])lants and vines, how to use an axe. to shoot, to

fish, to make a fire, pitch a tent, make a brush lean-tn. paddle, i)nle'

and carry a canoe,"—all that and nuich more : but such advice i<"

at best sui)erfluous. as well as un])ractical, for the average young-

ster has no time to become a past master in the art. What he

should ask is: "What are the most important points of woodcraft,

the necessary things that T can reasonably hope to learn?" There

are certain things a man can and ought to make himself master

of, or at very least fairly familiar with, leaving the rest to expe-

rience and a study of a few excellent manuals, which, though too
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Old Mattio, a Nova Scotia Micmac.
An excellent type of wood* Indian.

comprehensive and encyclopaedic to digest all at once, ought to
be kept on hand for ready reference. They represent the grammar
of the woods language, and though futile without experience, it
IS a fact without dispute that a knowledge of the grammar of a
strange tongue greatly aids the practical learner.

I know two httle stories, both true, that may serve to show what
a knowledge of woodcraft is good for. The first concerns a young
fellow in a New York bank. He was (and still is) of the averagiAmerican btiild and strength and "sand," and he had been duck-
ing and trouting and "roughing it" in a rather tame way for years.He had just enough confidence in himself to be risky, so that, when
the boss of the Maine lumber-camp, where he was staying for afew days in October warned him about straying too far into the
woods, lie smiled indulgently and a little resentfully. He strolled
put in the morning with no intention of going far, when he jumped
a buck took a pot-shot and drew blood. The inevitable followed

,jHe had never shot a deer and this one's antlers looked good to

H™; V^ u^^V^ ^" ^""^ °" ^^^" ^^t^'' the ceasing of the blood on
\mu u^^"^"^

have warned him that further pursuit was futile.

ZnS\u?l^ "°°"i'
^^ <^o"f.!"ded to give it up and return, hefound that he was lost and likewise hungry. Confidently he took

his back-track along a logging-road, but an irregular cross-road
puzzled him sorely, and he became aware that he really had no
idea whether he was going right or not. He swore a little, andhad sense enough to recognize that aimless rambling was foolish
so he concluded quite wisely, to go north until he struck the north
branch of the Red river, on which the camp was situated Butwhere was north?

Slight flurries of snow alternated with cold rain and the direc-

tion of the sun was impossible to determine. He tried the old
tritk of standing a stick upon the middle of his watch-case, but he
could not see that any particular shadow was cast to the one sideor he other; the light was too diffused. He had quite forgottenm his hunting excitement to take any note of the wfnd's direction,

llt?t' .
^^ ^^"^.'^

'^.^T^^
^° ^^""y *'th every hill he climbed and

val ey he traversed A hare sat up and watched him and a par-
ridge "put-putted' within twenty feet without flying, but he was
00 intent upon hnding the trail to take advantage of these oppor-
tunities for a meal too obviously necessary in the nearest future.
After trying out a half-dozen logging and tote-roads that proved
to be blind, so far as he could see in his impatience, he was forced
to rely upon two things only, his luck and the course of a brook.
If he followed this far enough down he was sure to strike a bie-ger stream, probably the Red river itself or one of its tributaries.
1 his was excellent reasoning for a novice, but he reckoned with-
out the many ridges he had passed, and by this time his sense of
direction was completely gone. He was drenched, and the weight
of his clothes began to tell on his strength. His rifle seemed to
weight fifty pounds, and his feet were sore. His hunger uo tillnow forgotten, suddenly returned in full force, for he had 'been at
least nine hours without food, walking nearly all the time. Never-
theless he refused to confess himself really "up against it" and
wasted another hour in hopeless floundering, the many little ponds
and svvamps adding to his confusion. Once he found that he had

u uA^'VuV^'^l^'''''^} "^''^^' ^°'"'"& back to the same lake
he had left half an hour before. Finally he sat down in the lee of
a big rock and reflected. "It's a joke anyhow," he remarked to
himself. Nothing serious. Many a man has spent the night in
the woods. And he forthwith made up his mind, very wisely to
look out for a place to bunk in.

> j ^. ^

It had grown late, five o'clock and night was close upon him. He
had nothing but a rather dull hunting-knife, with which he suc-
ceeded after much difficulty in digging out of a log enough drywood to start a little fire with the aid of his match-box. which
most fortunately had resisted the wet, though not waterproof.
Once going the fire proved a great comfort, and he wasted the rest
of the daylight m warming himself. He had nothing to eat, but
he was so utterly fagged that he hardly had time to light his pipe
before he drowsed off to sleep, sitting almost in the fire
bomewhere about midnight he awoke trembling with cold and

so stiff that he could scarcely move. Sleep had overtaken him be-
fore he could CO lect a supply of fuel, and in the absolute darkness
all he could get hold of was a few drenched sticks that refused to
light His rnatches were all but gone and he feared to waste the
rest before daylight. To complete his wretchedness the wind had
changed and the rock no longer protected him from the freezing
sleet. In the four or five hours that followed he got all the roman-
tic experience he wanted for a lifetime. He stool up most of
time, jumping up and down to keep from freezing, and altogether
his sufferings were extreme.

/"

• • • that steady, unerring stroke that wastes no energy and strikes at the proper angle and with just the necessary force every time."
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comprehensive and encyclopaedic to digest all at once, ouglit to
be kept on Iiand for ready reference. They represent tiie grammar
of the woods language, and though futile without experience, it
IS a fact without dispute that a knowledge of the grammar of a
strange tongue greatly aids the practical learner.

I know two little stories, both true, that may serve to show what
a knowledge of woodcraft is good for. The first concerns a young
fellow m a .New York bank. He was (and still is) of the averag!
American build and strength and "sand," and he had been duck-
ing and trouting and "roughing it" in a rather tame way for years.He had just enough confidence in himself to be risky, so that/when
the boss of the Maine lumber-camp, where he was staying for afew days in October warned him about straying too far into the
woods, he smiled indulgently and a little resentfully. He strolled
out m the morning with no intention of going far, when he jumped
a buck took a pot-shot and drew blood. The inevitable followedHe had never shot a deer and this one's antlers looked good tohim He went on and on even after the ceasing of the blood on
the trail should have warned him that further pursuit was futile.When, about noon he concluded to give it up and return, he
found that he was lost and likewise hungry. Confidently he took
his back-track along a logging-road, but an irregular cross-road
puzzled him sorely, and he became aware that he really had no
Idea whether he was going right or not. He swore a little, andhad sense enough to recognize that aimless rambling was foolish
so he concluded quite wisely, to go north until he struck the north
branch of the Red river, on which the camp was situated Butwhere was north?

Slight flurries of snow alternated with cold rain and the direc-

tion of the sun was impossible to determine. He tried the oldtnck ot staiuhiig a stick upon the middle of his watch-case. i)ut he
could not see that any particular shaduu was cast to the one side
or the other; the hght was too diffused, lie iiad ,,uite forgotten
in lis iiunt.ng excitement to take any note of the wiiurs direction.and even if he had it seemed to vary witli everv iiill he climbed and
val ey lie traversed. A hare sat up and watched him and a par-
n.lge imt-puttcd within twenty feet without flving, but he was
too intent upon linding the trail to take advantage" ot' these ..pi.or-
tunities for a meal too obviously necessarv in the nearest futureAf er rying oitt a half-dozen logging and tute-n.ads that proved
o be blind, so tar as he could see in his impatience, he was forced

rel3_upun two things only, his luck and the course of a bnu.k.
If he followed this far enough down he was sure to strike a biir-
ger stream. i,r(.bably the Red river itself or one of its tributaries.
1 his was excellent reasoning for a novice, but he reckoned with-
out the many ndges he had passed, and by this time his sense of
direction was completely gone. He was drenched, and the weight
of his clothes began to tell on his strength. His rifle seemed to
weight hfty pounds, and his feet were sore. His hunger un tillnow forgotten, suddenly returned in full force, for he had 'been at
least nine hours without food, walking nearly all the time. Never-
theless he refused to confess himself really "up against it" and
wasted another hour in hopeless floundering, the many little ponds
and svvamps adding to his confusion. Once he found that he had
walked 111 the traditional circle, coming back to the same lake
he had left half an hour before. Finally he sat down in the lee of
a big rock and reflected. "Ifs a joke anyhow," he remarked to
himself. X^othing serious. Many a man has spent the night in
the woods And he forthwith made up his mind, very wiselv to
look out for a place to bunk in.

.'
.

.

It had grovvn late, five o'clock and night was close upon him. He
had nothing but a rather dull hunting-knife, with which he suc-
ceeded after much difficulty in digging out of a log enough drywood to start a little fire with the aid of his match-box, which
most fortunately had resisted the wet. though not waterproof.
Once going the hre proved a great comfort, and he wasted the rest
of the daylight in wanning himself. He had nothing to eat but
he was so utterly fagged that he hardly had time to light his pipe
before he drowsed off to sleep, sitting almost in the fire
Somewhere about midnight he awoke trembling with cold and

so stiff that he could scarcely move. Sleep had overtaken him be-
fore he could CO lect a supply of fuel, and in the absolute darkness
all he could get hold of was a few drenched sticks that refused to
hght. His matches were all but gone and he feared to waste the
rest before daylight. To complete his wretchedness the wind had
changed and the rock no longer protected him from the freezing
sleet. In the four or five hours that followed he got all the roman-
tic experience he wanted for a lifetime. He stool up most of
time, jumping up and down to keep from freezing, and altogether
his sufferings were extreme.

. . .
that steady, unerring stroke that wastes no energy and strikes at the proper angle and with just the necessary force every t.me."
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As soon as he could see a yard before him he started off again

and traveled until the exercise had induced warmth in his body,

after which he again built a fire, with still greater difficulty than

the night before, for the sleet and rain had continued. He was
famished and eagerly looked about for something to eat. He
found it in checkerberries and any other berries that he could find,

no doubt partaking of many that were, to say the least, half

poisonous. It was poor nourishment indeed, but the wild things

seemed to have vanished. Only a couple of squirrels were met
and his trembling aim missed both, for he was growing weak. He
was still going down-stream, but the brook apparently had no end.

He all but lost control of himself and was now going only on pure

nerve. But why tell the whole
story? A couple of timber-cruis-

ers going through the woods that

afternoon, found a man sitting on
a log in a state of apparent

apathy, some ten miles from the

Red river. He smiled feebly when
accosted, but murmured only in-

coherent words, and was trem-
bling with cold and weakness.

The men made a fire, gave him
a few bites to eat, and in the end
delivered him to his friends, a
wiser man in a negative sense,

for he had found out at the im-

minent risk of his life what he
did not know about living in the

woods.

Now for the reverse of the

medal. **Brooks/' a friend of

the above unfortunate, half city-

and half country-bred, of gentle

birth, but a woodsman by pref-

erence, found himself far in the

forest of Canada, trapping with
two companions. It was an un-
known country to him, and the

party had come by canoe nearly

the whole distance, some thirty

miles from the nearest settle-

ment, by water, a very rounda-
bout course, but necessary, on
account of the weight of the

provisions, traps, etc. It was
planned for two of the party

to make another trip to the

nearest settlement before freez-

ing up, to get more provisions,
the last mail, etc., besides car-
rying out what fur might have
been taken up to that time. But
Providence disposed otherwise.

The watercourses froze tight

Courtesy "In the Maine Woods.*'

much earlier than usual, and one of the native trappers, in crossing
an ice-capped gorge, had fallen and hurt himself grievously. Be-
sides several bad cuts about the head, he broke two ribs, one of
the bones in an ankle, and appeared to be hurt also internally.

The fact that the accident took place at the turning-off place of a
second trapping-line resulted in his being found before freezing

to death, taken to camp and made as comfortable as possible.

Neither of his companions was expert in surgery, though the New
Englander was able to set the broken ribs, and bind up the several

breaks and sprains in satisfactory fashion.

It was absolutely necessary to get a physician and somebody to

help carry the injured man out; for they were afraid to under-
take the task alone, not knowing how seriously he might be hurt.

The men were brothers, and it fell to "Brooks," to make the

journey overland, a matter, if luck willed it, of two days or so.

"Brooks'* was not so big or so strong as the young banker men-
tioned already, but he was much more experienced. He had sev-

eral advantages over the latter. In the first place he was a man
who habitually studied maps, and, where none could be procured,

he had local hunters make them for him, or he drew them himself

as well as possible from descriptions given by natives, so that he

always had at least a general idea of the "lay of the land," with

the principal water-courses, lakes, hills, roads, etc. His objective

now was a lumber-camp some twenty miles oflf to the west, whence
he could 'phone to the neighboring settlement. Another advantage
was that he always went abroad prepared for accident, and in-

variably carried a compass, a full waterproof match-box, a hunt-

ing-knife and a few inches of surgeon's plaster. For this journey

he carried both sweater and coat, the latter slung with a cord round
his shoulders and containing a lunch of buttered biscuit, salt, cold

meat and a little tea. He would have included chocolate, but his

supply was exhausted. His belt supported his knife, his cartridge-

loops all full, and, for this occasion, a half-axe with short handle

in its sheath. He wore ordinary moccasins with three pairs of

socks, and all his underclothing was of wool. He also carried a

watch, and a tin mug, the latter slung on his belt. In an inside

pocket he carried a piece of rabbit-wire, and a fish-hook and line.

Starting as soon as he could get these things together, eat a

substantial meal, and secure from his companions all the hints

about the best course to hold that they could give, he traveled due

west until toward evening, when he made camp on the shore of a

lake, where he found a lot of driftwood on a little protected beach.

As the day was not dark enough

to obscure the position of the sun,

he was not obliged to have re-

course to his compass, but at

night the weather changed and it

came on to snow. He had, how-
ever, made himself comfortable

under a brush lean-to, con-

structed by piling poles against a

big rock and covering them with

heaps of boughs, leaving the lee-

ward side open, where he made
his fire, having collected a plenti-

ful supply of driftwood, piled up
within reach. A mass of boughs
served him as a bed, and, after

washing his lunch down with a

cup of hot tea, he lay down
lengthwise to the fire and slept

well, though awaking half a

dozen times to replenish the

fire.

In the morning he was obliged

literally to break out of his snow-
house and to proceed by com-
pass alone, as the storm had not

abated. There were no snow-
shoes in camp, these being among
the supplies yet to be procured,

and his progress was slow; in

fact he was not able to estimate

its rate, and, except that he was
still going west, he was lost.

Neither was he so very sure of

his exact direction, on account

of frequent detours round un-

familiar bodies of water. One
rather wide stream puzzled him,

for only one of any size had
been named to him, and that

flowed within a mile or so of

the lumber-camp; while he
judged that he might have made

seven or ^jfe'lit miles the first afternoon but hardly more than two
or three daring the morning of the second day. He therefore

still proceeded westward, unfortunately directly into the icy wind,

which, with its flurries of snow, nearly blinded him. At about

four o'clock he gave it up and camped again, this time in a little

partly protected valley, by a brook. His lunch was nearly gone,

but from his belt dangled a hare, and wrapped up in his pocket

(he now wore his coat) was the liver of a large porcupine, both

shot the evening before. Besides this he threw down a grouse

that he had caught floundering in the snow, a rare chance. He
camped with the same ease as the night before, though he had far

harder work in gathering enough firewood for the night. His

lean-to was quickly tight, for the snow drifted over it in short

order. He made his fire, cooked part of the liver, and smoked his

pipe serenely before lying down to rest, first placing by the fire

several large stones taken from the brook. The night was very

cold, and he used these stones as warmers, placing them at his

back and feet, and replacing them with hot ones as soon as cold.

It may not have been like sleeping on a bower of roses in fair

Araby, but it was not so bad, and there was a charm in lying there

so tight and comfortable in the middle of the icy, angry wilder-

ness, with the gale raging round about.

Next morning the struggle began anew, just a plod, plod,

through the drifting snow to the westward, with frequent stops

for breath. "Brooks" came to a lake so large that he knew he must

be "way oflF," since nothing of the kind had been mentioned. He
waited for some time before he could make out through the storm

a hill of pines on the opposite shore directly to the westward, for

it was the only way to go round the lake and start on the other side

from a point in line with that on which he stood. That was good

everything tells him something.*'
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woodcraft, but the stoim was too thick to show him that there

were other such hills, many of them in fact, an(l he was obliged

to rely on his judgment of distance only, as to which was the right

one. a poor criterion on a day like this. Another day went by and

another night, and the fourth morning he roasted part of his

partridge, and, his tea being gone, he made a fine beverage of the

checkerberries and other food taken from the birds full crop;

that is, of half of them, for he kept some for the next meal. On

this day he ran into a big bull moose lying down in a swamp. It

was a tempting shot, and surely he was justified in killing the ani-

mal if but for the few pounds of beef that he would secure. 13ut

he felt himself still strong and judged that he must now be near

the camp. Besides he had put up several partridges and was rea-

sonably sure of getting one or two. But at night he had not got

a single fair shot, and before going to sleep again, he set a. snare

with his wire in a rabbit track. In the morning he was rewarded

by a fat bunny, which he roasted, making a brew of some frozen

cranberries found in a bog, bared of snow by the wind.

He suffered a good deal by this time, for his legs and feet pained,

and his eyes likewise. His bowels were out of order on account ot

his irregular and too meaty bills-of-fare. But his persistence in

going ever westward was rewarded at last by his striking the big

lumber-road that was on his emergency map. He judged rightly

that he had veered to the south, and so. taking the right, he came,

pretty well fagged out, to the long-sought camp It had taken him

six days instead of two, but he arrived with all his limbs intact and

no serious consequences ever ensued to his health. It was because

he knew how to live in the woods, and, knowing, was not afraid,

thus escaping the enormous handicap of mental suflfering, which

in the end is equally physical.
. xt ^ •*.!.«/

The two cases are not parallel, may be objected. Not quite, but

if "Brooks" had been caught in the same manner as the New

Yorker ( which would not have been possible, as he was a woods-

man), he would have got out of the scrape far more easily He

would, of course, not have started out as unequipped nor blindly

followed the buck out of all touch with camp ;
but, if he had, he

would have shot game enough to live on for a day or two, and he

would have camped early enough in the afternoon to gather suffi-

cient firewood and make himself fairly comfortable. • His fore-

thought exemplified one of the chief points of good woodsmanship.

It is difficult to select the real first principles of woodcraft, leav-

ing out the numerous semi-essentials, which, taken altogether, make

up what Mr. Kephart happily terms wildcraft. Let us say that a

first-class woodsman (I speak of the North woods) should know

all about tramping, tree and bush and flower lore, axemanship,

hunting, fishing, trapping, trailing, lumbering, camping, cooking,

canoeing, weather lore, a little hygiene, with a smattering of other

branchei of kindred subjects. Hunting and fishing and trapping

of course presuppose a knowledge of the habits of the forest s wild

inhabitants.

The firs^ necessity is the dexire to be a woodsman
;
for many -

there are who go out with guides who do all the work all the plan-

nine and even some of the shooting and fishing, so that long trips

are taken in comfort without the "sports'; knowing much more of

the woods at the end than at the beginning. It is like going to

sea" in a modern liner: the sea is there, but no masts, not even

sailors.-just a big ocean-going hotel If you wish to be a woods-

man, take every opportunity to learn by doing things yourself, i he

open sesame is the habit of observation. The tenderfoot sees Irt-

tle
• the trained woodsman sees everything and everything tells him

something. The youngster has to pass through the stage of admira-

tion, of primitive joy at being in the woods; he is taken up with

the delightful novelty of the situation, and the picturesque side

appeals to him almost exclusively. The older man heeds all this

onfv secondarily, and has all his faculties free to observe details.

It follows that the man of the least culture, say the Indian, has the

best chance to learn ; but the man of education need not despair

for he can become both a woodsman and a lover of all that is noble

and fine in the forest as well.
,

Now habitual observation is nothing more than study, continual

studv When I was a lad it used to annoy me, when out with a

euide! that he nearly always noticed interesting things sooner than

I did. This was partly because I loved to give myself up to the

maeic of the woods, and partly because of his training. At last 1

eot tired of having him call my attention to every porcupine, or

beaver-dam, or raven's nest, and I forthwith proceeded to acquire

the habit of keeping my eyes peeled for anything out of the ordi-

nary The result was magical, and I recommend the process to all

beeinners. It is merely a variation of the old game of counting

cats Of course, here experience is a great advantage, for it im-

oarts a trained instinct as to where to look and what one is likely

to see or hear. A black thing in a tree can mean one of only two or

three things to a woodsman, while to the tenderfoot it may repre-

sent almost anything. It is the same with sounds. An interesting

instance occurs in "calling" moose. The novice very seldom hears

the grunt of the answering bull as soon as his guide, because he

does not know exactly what to listen for. His ear may have actu-

ally caught the sound, but it meant nothing as yet to his brain, ami

hence he did not know that he heard it. Observation, then, is the

great thing. Watch everything, the features of nature, wild ani-

mals, the wind and weather, and just how the guides go to work to

pack, paddle, pole, carry, pitch camp, cut wood, make tlie lire and

cook supper. The next desideratum is to be a good Yankee and

ask lots of questions. Guides are long-suflfering in this respect
:
in

fact they generally delight in telling all they know-and sometimes

a little more.
, , . . . , . ...

If vou wish to take up woodland subjects seriatim, begin with

the trees and shrubs. Certain trees grow in certain kinds of coun-

try Make yourself familiar with the chief ones. oak. pine, spruce,

hemlock, tamarack, fir. beech, maple, birch, cedar, chestnut ash,

dogwood, poplar, hickory, walnut, etc. Learn to recognize them,

and when in doubt ask the guide. There are many species of the

same kind of tree, and the subject is not an easy one.
J

-earn to

know their fuel value, both in summer and in colder weather and

also in a general way. their commercial value. Learn to divide

them into hard and softwood trees. This tree-knowledge is of

the greatest importance. Old woodsmen are continually referring

to "that bunch o' yellow birch," or "that Norroway pine, or the

"old hackmatack by the brook yonder," for in the woods trees are

naturally the best landmarks. The trapper must know his withe-

wood • the worker in bark vessels the best roots for semng. One

should be acquainted with the food of the moose and deer and

bear and beaver and muskrat, what berries are edible for man and

which are poisonous, and should recognize the poison-cup of a

toadstool Trees and shrubs and vines with their flowers and fruit

are the forest, and the forest is the house of the woodsman.

It is inevitable that the novice will admire the deft axemanship

of the forest-dwellers and strive to emulate it, an excellent ambi-

tion • but let him begin under the tutelage of an old hand, and thus

learn a correct style and avoid cutting oflf a toe or two. I hear a

laugh at that word style, but, belieVfe me, style counts as much in

the use of an axe as it does with a driver in golf, or the manipula-

tion of a fencing-foil. Furthermore, practically no beginner out

of his teens can become an adept with the axe—to acquire that

steady unerring stroke that wastes no energy and strikes at the

proper angle and with just' the necessary force every time. But

wielding the axe is a magnificent exercise, and everybody should

at least pass his novitiate in the art. Happy the boy who is taught

in good time, for axemanship is like violin-playing-the masters

all begin as children.
,

The next important subject to take up is that of the weather.

Never put your nose out of camp without a glance at the sky, and

particularly ar the direction of the wind, for you will have found

out what kind of weather the diflferent winds are likely to bring,

and woodsmen's plans are all made with due deference to then .

Do noM.'' fooled either by local winds tliatul.tam near the carta

and are subject to changes at every rise of ground, l.nese are

very important in hunting, it is true but for weather guides look

at the movements of the clouds high in the heavens, which fre-

quently take courses directly opposite to those of the breeze that

sweeps the camp. . , ^1 1

There is hardly need to say more in an article on the general

nature of woodcraft. In fact it may be asserted that the novice

who "gets the habit" of observation, and masters the details sug-

gested above will need no further instruction, for he will go ahead

himself in the right path. He will not stop until he has mastered

a thousand and one secrets of the woods,-how to repair a tobog-

gan or a snowshoe, cut and shoe a proper canoe-po e. gra loch and

dry out or salt down the skins of his big game, hang an axe-

head, patch a canoe, blaze trees, make camp-furniture whittle and

fix a knife-handle, run a rapid with either pole or paddle, make a

fire in the wet or still-hunt a moose!

Knowledge is confidence. Having once mastered the art ot

alwavs being ready (remember the match-box. compass and emer-

gency lunch !), there can be no fear of getting lost
;

it wil be only

In interesting if annoying episode. We ve all done it. its a fine

thing—to have done! And despise not the compass, for, while it

is true that it is a mockery unless one knows the genera character

of the country and the lay of the land, nevertheless people who are

not criminally careless will always have found this out. and travel-

ing in a straight line will nearly always be the one great necessity

on occasions of woodland aberration. Very well then : in the North

woods, on days when wind and sun fail, and in flat sections where

there are no tall trees to look over the country from, the compass

is the only means of going straight.
^ , . . , , . j^^-.

Conclusion : be meek, very curious and highly observant. Don t

think you know it all in a couple of seasons, or 'n.tvventy There

is not one of us oldsters who does not learn something in this great

and fascinating book of Woodcraft every time he tramps out into

the glorious, the free, the divine forest.
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An Indian Village on Cape Cod.

114OST people outside of Massachusetts will be
*^^ surprised to learn that there is an Indian com-
munity at Mashpee, on Cape Cod, the members of

which are descended from the once powerful Natick

tribe. There is a considerable admixture of negro

blood, but two-thirds of the tribe show marked
Indian characteristics. None of them speaks the

tongue of his forefathers, and only a few of the

oldest have any knowledge of it. From these Mr.
Frank E. Speck, a Boston anthropologist, has col-

lected a vocabulary of twenty-nine distinctly Natick

words. The list includes "wigiwam^^ (house),

"papus" (baby), "hanca" (come in), "sukitac"

(succotash), "samp" (dried, pounded corn), "teipai"

(ghost), and "wikwasin" (night fishing by torchlight).

The Mashpee family names sound thoroughly

Indian—such as Webquish, Attaquin, Quepish, and ^
Poguet.
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Report of the Second Annual Papago Indian

Farmers Institute

By A. M. PhUipsan, Farmer, SeUs^ Arizona.

THHE Second Annual Papago Indian

Farmer's Institute convened at the

School Hall of the San Xavier Day School

at 7:30 o'clock on Monday evening March
10th, 1919. The house was called to or-

der by A. M. Philipson, agency farmer,

who made a few preliminary remarks

after which the San Xavier band enter-

tained the crowd with two selections of

well rendered music. There were about

two hundred Indians present.

Superintendent T. F. McCormick, then

spoke in a general way of the benefits to

be derived by attending the institute in

an educational way and encouraged the

people to take an interest in the discus-

sions and lectures. He also spoke of the

school and urged the school's patrons to

see that their children were all in regu-

lar attendance.

Professor Crider, Horticulturist of the

University of Arizona, was then intro-

duced. He said that he was glad to be

present and he thought he could make a

better discussion if the people would ask

him questions, but he did not want them
in Papago or Spanish, but in any other

language that he might understand,

which was mostly English. The audi-

ence was interested in his lecture from

the start. He discussed methods of

planting and taking care of orchards and

gardens. The following are some of the

important statements he made:
* 'Every farm should hav^ a few fruit

and nut trees and a good little garden.

Strawberries do well in this climate and

will begin to bear fruit the first year

after planting. Grapes, peaches, apri-

cots and figs begin to bear fruit the

second year after planting. Plums,

nuts and olives require a little long-

er time, say four to five years, also

pears; all of these fruits can be success-

fully grown here. Even some varieties

of apples do quite well especially among
the foot-hills of the mountains where
sufficient water is available for irriga-

tion.

In starting an orchard, prepare the

soil the same as it should be prepared

for com. Then dig the holes for the

trees from twenty to thirty feet apart.

The hole should be dug at least two
feet wide and two feet deep. Trim off

all broken or bruised roots and cut the

trunk of the tree off about one third

down from the top. Pack good wet
soil around the roots and set the tree

about two inches deeper than it stood

than it stood in the nuresry. Two or

three year old trees are the best for

planting. Cultivate the orchard well to

keep the weeds down and irrigate it

regularly. Plant a crop of vetch in the

fall and plow it under in the spring,

this will fertilize the orchard soil and

make the tree grow faster and better.

Prune the trees annually in January or

February, pruning them with the idea

of making a well balanced, spreading

low tree, which is both wind resisting

and get-at-able for fruit gathering.

For planting trees in colliche the hole

should be dug four feet wide and five

feet deep, this hole should be filled

around the roots with good soil. Lieave

a depression around each tree for irri-

gation.

Arrange your gardens so that you

can have some kind of fresh vegetable

every day. This can easily be done in
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ph^cian was accompanied by a good

inteiSeter who was a strong friend of

the Altoha family. After a good, plain

talk F^nk accepted the treatment.

His recovery was very doubtful, but

after manV days he was found to have

passed throWgh the critical period of the

disease, but yas suffering from after

effects of pleiltitical complications that

might require ori^peration to insure com-

plete recovery. \
To operate in csbip and leave the pa-

tient exposed to the apcessive weather of-

fered little hope of rtcovery. The only

thing was for Frank toN^e brought to the

hospital—the much dreiided house of

sickness at the Agency. W Frank and

Laura consented. She coming along to

stay by his side let come wW might.

While complete recovery is not certain,

Frank seems well along toward the time

when he can go back to camp. \Laura

has spent many hours weeping butVone

complaining, never leaving the bedWe

except to go to store for what he migi^

want She has little to say except t

her husband, but her large, plainti^

eyes tell of the terrible struggle to wW^h

she meekly submits. /
Frank Baha is a former schoo)/boy,

speaks good English and is makin^a good

start as a stock grower. H^married

Beatrice, daughter of Elleny^ne of the

two Altaha sisters and the one which re-

cently fell a victim to influenza. They

live in another camp 2? miles from the

camp of the "R" band. In December,

after Frank had completed his stock

work, he took his/wife and three little

children to visityhis mother. They had

been there two /ays when it was realized

they were all /exposed to the dread sick-

ness. He did not attempt to run away,

as that would endanger those living in

his home^^amp. A few days later Beat-

rice's inother and grand-mother died.

She yorked very hard during their sick-

ness and burial. Beatrice did not com-

plain, and almost before they kne^ she

was sick she was dead. There Was no

grand-mother to take the littleiines, so

day after day Frank has sat in the wicke-

up caring for them until /t is safe

to take them where othei/kind camp

women can give them ajftother's care.

Tribal custom decrees jwiat immediate-

ly after a death in a /amily the camp

must be moved to a neM^ place and a new

wickeup be erected/ This little band

soon realized that sidch moves frequently

meant other deaths and they consented

to dispense with/his custom. After all

sickness had disappeared they washed

their clothins?; moved to a new camp

where the ^ound was. dry and warm

and are noW waiting to see that no new

cases ap^ar before renewing their ordi-

nary Me and business. Notwithstand-

ing there were not more than one hun-

drecrpersons in the afflicted camp, yet

the death toll was ten souls. This,

„ith the six in October makes a total of

sixteen persons from among the tribe.

Judging from the fatalities in these

two camps, and from similar epidemics

imong other tribes, had influenza swept

ISrough the entire tribe and the schools

thd\total fatalities would doubtless have

beeiknot less than 250 persons. During

all th\time the police force was never

used tOSenforce a quarantine order ex-

cept to see that unauthorized persons

kept awa^sfrom the schools. The sev-

eral camps have enforced all orders, and

in fact have\very largely maintained

quanatines of\their own. This obe-

dience, togethe\ with their quiet and

uncomplaining cWeration have so far

saved hundreds oYlives, if we reckon

from known resultV elsewhere. Twice

has this obedience dxevailed over their

dread enemy.

Time, indeed, is a satered gift,

And each day is a little life.

—Sir John Lubbock.

this country as some varieties of vege-

tables do well in the hot summer and

others do better in the cool winter.

Chille peppers, mangoes, egg-plant and

spinach do well in summer. Onions,

cabbage, lettuce, radishes, turnips, car-

rots, parsnips and celery can be suc-

cessfully grown in the fall, winter and

early spring.

The seed bed for gardens should be

well cultivated after deep plowing so at

to make the soil very fine. Then fur-

row the land with a breaking plow in

rows about twenty four inches apart.

Plant the seeds in the edge of the fur-

row about two inches deep near the

top of the ridge. Let the water run

down and fill the furrows to within an

inch or so of the seed, but do not let it

cover the seed. Cultivate with a push

plow or hoe between the plants and rows

after each irrigation as soon as the soil is

dry enough to work well.

Tomatoes can be successfully grown

here in the spring and fall if planted in

April, but they do not yield well in the

hot summer."
L. Laythe, Pima County Agricultural

Agent*was then introduced. His talk was

an explanation of the work he has to do

which consists in carrying out demon-

stration work in improved methods of

farming and plant breeding under the

supervision of the agricultural experts

at the University of Arizona. He said he

would be glad to have some of the In-

dians undertake some of this kind of

work and that he would be glad to ren-

der all the assistance he could to help

them make their work successful.

After the band played some more se-

lections the meeting was adjourned un-

til 7:30 o'clock Tuesday evening, March

11th.

Ben O. Johnson, President of the Pima

County farm Bureau, was the first speak-

er on the second evening of the Institute

Mr. Johnson's talk was along the line of

organizutions and the benefit derived

therefrom. He showed how better prices

could be obtained for farm products, and

how an advantage in buying could be

gained in buying large quantities of

necessaries through the organization.

Professor Thompson of the University

of Arizona gave an interesting discussion

on sorgum and other forage crops giving

special attention to Soudan grass and

milo maze.

He said in part: ''Plant Soudan Grass in

spring after all danger of frost is past and

the soil has become warm. Prepare the

seed bed the same as it should be pre-

pared for wheat, then plant about a half

bushel of seed to the acre with an ordi-

nary grain drill set to sow two pecks of

wheat. It can be planted any time du-

ring the summer up to July 1st. It can

be cut for hay when it is about 3 feet,

high or just when it begins to bloom. It

also may be used as pasture and is good

for all kind of live stock and poultry.

''If well irrigated it will yield several

good crops in one year. It is a hot cli-

mate crop and must be planted annually

as the first heavy frost in the winter will

kill it. Milo Maze is the best of the sar-

gum crops for grain. It is also a good

forage crop and can be used for silo or

fodder. Prepare the seed bed for Milo

Maze the same as it should be prepared

for corn. Drill in rows so it can be

cultivated. Plant in May or June so the

seed can mature before frost comes in

fall. Seed for planting should be picked

before frost comes. Keep the seed in a

dry, airy place so it will not have a chance

to get musty. The seed is good for all

kinds of stock and poultry. It may also

be used to make bread for human food

but is not quite as good as wheaf
Dr. Williams, Live Stock Specialist, of

the University of Arizona, was greeted

with loud applause when he was intro-

duced, for everyone present seemed anx-

ious to hear a good lecture on Live Stock.
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He began by telling about the conditions

that used to exist in this country before

the ranges had been overstocked and

overgrazed. He showed how overgraz-

ing injured the pasture on the ranges

and exposed the plants to destruction by

erosion during the rainy season.
*

'Ex-

perience/' said he,
*

'should give the cat-

tlemen an idea of about how many acres

or square miles of range are required to

keep a given number of cattle in good

condition, and not destroy the pasture.

*'It is better to have some left over

than to feed too short.
' '

**The stockman's greatest asset is the

range and he should not abuse it by over-

grazing at any time.

The second point is to get good pure

bred selected animals.

The best are those that will do the most

good for the owner. A little pony is at

best a poor seller while a bigger horse is

more useful and a better seller. Breed

horses for good, lively, high-headed, in-

telligent animals; not race-horses, but

somewhat speedy and wise to learn the

cowman's needs in following cattle. The

Scotchman says "No foot, no horse," see

that your horses, above all, have good

straight legs and sound hoofs. As soon

as possible, get rid of all your little po-

nies, ill-bred horses and burros as they

are a menace to your range. They eat

up the grass that should be kept for your

cattle and good horses. Use only good

registered males. Cull out bad females

and sell them off and buy good ones in

their place. This applies to horses and

cattle alike. Raise only enough horses

for your own use, as it does not pay to

raise them to sell when cattle are so much
more valuable and prolific.

There is always a ready market for

your cattle. The best cattle for you to

raise are the White Faced Herefords.

Use only big White Faced Hereford

bulls. If possible, have a special time

for calving so you can give the cow spec-

ial attention at that time. Castrate male

calves at from 2 to 4 months old, a good

time is to do this at branding time, but

it should not be done during the fly sea-

son. Never allow grade male calves to

become bulls before at least four or five

crosses when they become almost pure

bred.

A common disease among young cat-

tle is blackleg which may be prevented

by vaccination. There are several kinds

of vaccine, one of which is furnished by

the U. S. Government free.

Be sure that your cattle have an ade-

quate supply of water within at most

three miles from the range as cattle can-

not do well if they are required to walk

farther than that to water.

Do not sell your best stock, sell fe-

males only for culling. Sell steers when
two or three years old.

Hogs do very well in this country and

should be raised on your irrigated farms,

as they eat up the refuse that would be

otherwise wasted and pick up the grains

left in the fields after harvest The best

hogs for this country are the Duroc Jer-

sey breed.'*

Mr. Hollingsworth, farmer at the Pres-

byterian Training School, was present

with some of the young Indian men, they

brought a Hybred Hampshire - Poland

China pig along with them on Tuesday

evening which Mr. Williams exhibited

with some distinction.

Brother Anslem of The San Xavier

Mission exhibited some fine lettuce.

There were many ladies present and

every one seemed to enjoy the lettuce

very much.
The band closed the exercises by play-

ing "The Star Spangled Banner."

Jim Hill once described the good cit-

izen and good employee as the one who
put lubrication in the gear box instead

of sand.
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Fig. 2—Plan of Fenobsoat dwelling

Notes on

Penobscot Houses

W. C. Orchard

Fig. 1—Conical bark house of the Penobscot

DURING one summer the writer, in
the interest <tf the American Mus-
eum of National FGstoiy, made a

brief visit to the Penobscot Indians
on Oldlown Island* Maine, wheie some
data were collected with leferenoe to
primitive architectuie. Unfortunately,
at the time of thk visit a lai^ majority
of the Indians were away attending to

their summer trade in fancy basketry and
Indian curios at the various resorts; in

consequence, the infoixnation could not
be venfiec* to the fittest extent. Several
of the oloer men were qprstioned, and
their statements furnished sufficient

basis for the construction of models of a
conical and a sciuare baik shelter, a
detailed description of which may pro\^
of interest. Features of a third type of

bark house were h^tly touched upon, but
the infonnation was too vague to be of

scientific value. It is hoped that at

some time in the near future this matter
may be taken up a^in.
The conical hark shdier (fig. 1) is

built usuaUy about ten feet hig^ and ten

feet in diameter; the frame work con-

sists of two sets of poles, one set inade
and one outside. The inner poles sup-
port the bark aad the outer help to hold

it in p*>s!tton.

Nine poks^ about twelve feet long and
three and one-half or four inches in

diameter at the larger end, are used for

the inner frame. Four of these are lied

together at a pcMitt about two feet from
the tips, laid in pairs, one pair on top

of the other. A rope of cedar baric or

a thontf, bound artmnd the poles twice

and tied with a common knot, is employed
to hold them together.
To erect a lome, the four poles tied

together are stood up and spread apart,

as shown in figure 2. Nos. 1, 2, 3 and
4 are the poles fastened together; 5 and

6 are two poles placed between 1 and 2 to

form door posts; 7, 8 and 9, placed be-

tween 1 and 3, 3 and 4, 4 and 2, complete
the circle of foundation poles. A short

pole is tied between 6 and 6, about six

feet from the ground, forming a lintel.

A hoop of some flexible wood is fastened

to the inner side of the poles, about
seven or seven and one-half feet from the

ground, to give additional strength, also

to support sticks laid across, upon which
clothing, etc., are placed to dry.

The covering consists of a number of

pieces of birch-bark about three feet

and one-half wide and as long as the

diameter of the tree will afford. The
pieces are lapped and sewed together

with split spruce-root, forming long

strips which are fated around the poles.

The width of the bark is about one-third

the height of the lodge, consequently
three tiers are necessary to complete the

covering. The two lower tiers are made
in two sections each, to facilitate hand-
ling for transportation. One section

suHices for the upper tier. The pieces

of bark are so fitted and trimmed that

all the seams are vertical. The cover-

ing of the poles is effected by commencing
with a section of the lower tier at one of

the door-posts. The end of the bark
strip is turned around the pole and
fastened by means of two or three strings

of split spruce-root, passed through from
the front, around the pole, and out to

the front again and tied. The strip

is then stretched around to the middle

pole at the back (No. 9) and fastened

through the top edge with a spruce-root

string which is thrust through the bark,

around the pole, and tied with a common
knot. The string does not pass through

the bark a second time, but is led back
to the starting point over the edge. A
similar fastenmg is made at each pole.

The operation is repeated on the opposite

side, with the end of the second section

overlapping the end of the first at the

back. The second tier is put on in the

same way, the lowei edge being allowed
to overlap the first tier. The third or

upper tier is started from the middle
pole at the back, fastened through the

upper edge, and is not turned around
the pole as is done with the b?irk at the
door-posts. The strip is earned around
till the two ends overlap at the starting

point, and a fastening is made at each
pole, as with the lower tiers. To reach
to the upper edge of this tier any conven-
ient article that is high enough and
can be used to elevate the person building
the house, is taken inside and the fasten-

ing completed there. Some of the width
is taken up by the longitudinal lapping,

which leaves sufficient opening between
the top edge of the bark and the intersec-

tion of the poles for a smoke-hole.
The outside poles, cut about ten feet

long, are then put in position, one oppo-
site each pole inside. They are secured

by sharpening the lower ends and driving

them into the ground a few inches, and
by tying the upper ends to the correspond-

ing poles inside, just above the edge of

the top tier of bark.

A door is made of a tanned moose-
hide, laced to two poles, one at the upper
and one at the lower end, the upper end
being tied through the bark to the lintel.

In rainy or windy weather, the lower end
is fastened by means of a thong or a
cedar-bark rope, to the nearest pole to

the door opening, or to small sticks

driven into the ground close to the wall of
the tent.

The door of the lodge faces towards
the south or west, according to the sur-

roundings.
The interior furnishings consist of
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Fig. 4—Square house of the Penobscot

beds for steeping or lounging, and a fire

place. The beds are made of boughs of

spruce or fir, or of any accessible soft

bou^s, covered with tanned skins kept
in place by poles laid along the spaces

allotted for that purpose on the ground.

The space marked A is usually occupied
by the owner; B is the place of honor,

and C is assigned for ordinary guests.

D, the fire place, consists of four logs,

two of which are about two feet long and
the others about fifteen inches. The short

\ogi are laid across the rectangular space

formed by the poles, which keep the

bedding material within bounds; the

longer ones are laid lengthwise of this

space and on top of the shorter poles,

forming a frame work which keeps the

fire from scattering. The cooking-pots

are suspended over the fire by means of

two forked sticks, one driven into the

ground at each end of the fire place.

nesting in the forks, a cross stick sup-
ports the pot-hangers, which are made
firom twisted withe with a loop at one
end to slide along the cross stick, while

at the opposite end there is a crotch in

which tli^ pots are hung. The stone fire

place built outside of the wigwam for

use in hot weather consists of a rectangu-
lar spare endosed on three sides by a
stone wall about two feet high. The
approximate size of the enclosure is four

feet by eighteen inches, one long side

of this space being left open. The
pots and kettles are suspended in the

, same manner as those inside the wigwam.

For more permanent use than the

circular lodge, and also for better pro-

tection from the cold in winter, a square
wigwam was erected (fig. 3). The
lower part of such a structure consisted

of four or five tiers of logs built up in

the usual method employed for log

cabins, the upper part consisting of a roof

of birch-bark supported by poles. The
minimum size of the wigwam was ten
feet square and ten feet high at the apex,

and larger according to tne number of

persons to be accommodated.

The log structure was built from three

to four fpet high, and on the side facing

the warmest quarter, sections of two or

three of the upper logs were cut out to

make an opening for the door, from two
and one-half to three feet wide, the lower
logs being left entire to keep the snow

from dnfting in. The roof consisted of

four main poles about twelve feet long,

tied together in the same manner as the

poles for a circular lod^. The poles

were spread apart, one bemg brought to

each comer of the log structure, notched
into the intersections, and tied with
spruce-root or cedar-bark cords.

At the opening left for the door, two
poles were notched into the ends of the
logs and carried up to the point where
the main poles crossed, with a short pole

for a lintel tied across, about six feet

from the ground. The three remaining
sides were filled in with poles, one from
the centre of the log to the apex, and
the spaces on either side with shorter
poles, at right angles to the logs, reaching
to the main pole and tied at that point
with spruce-root or cedar-bark cord.

The birch-bark covering was fitted and
laid on in tiers, the upper overlapping
the lower, and tied to the supporting
poles in the manner described for the

circular lodge. Outside poles were used
to hold the bark more securely.

The arrangement of bedding and the
fire place also corresponded with that
of the circular lodge.

The crevices between the logs and
between the bark and the top of the log

structure were packed tightly with
moss, to keep out the cold winds, and
for further protection from cold, the

walls were banked outside with moss and
leaves, covered with earth. The usual
moose-hide door and method of fastening

were employed.

A Boost for Conservation

That the sportsmen of Canada are

awa' e to the dangers threatening the

wild life of Canada—both on land and in

water—is evidenced by the co-operation

we are receiving from our subscribers in

response to our appeal in the January issue

to help in the cause of conservation, by
giving loyal support to Rod and Gun
and the work it is doin^ for the sports-

men— not only of this generation, but of

the next also. Men who are in hearty

sympathy with the aims expressed on
our editorial pa^e, and in the columns
of the ma<?azine, have sent us in the

subscriptions of friends and fellow sports-

men, thus extending our inHuence.

We publish below a gratifying letter

from (,ne of our supporters—a letter

showing the spirit actuating the true con-

servationist. Sportsmen such as this,

taking an active interest in the cause,

can accomplish much.

"Camp No. 4, Dore Lake,
Big River, Sask.,

Jan. 2, 1926.

Greetings, Friend Ed.
And a Happy New Year.

The article entitled "Will You Help
the Cause of Conservation?" in the
January number finds a hearty response
in me.

Will I help? ril tell the cock-eyed
world I will.

For the sooner a whirlwind campaign
with conservation its objective point is

started, the better it will be for all man-
kind.

I certainly wish there was some means
by which the word conservation (or the
meaning of the word) could be brought
home forcibly to the half breeds and
Cree Indians in the North Country.
This, however, is a subject I will take
up later on.

In my list of subscribers I am including

two Prince Albert, Sask., hospitals—two
fme institutions, as I don't know of

any better place to send the magazine.
Good luck, old timer,

Sincerely,
Appleby.

Moose calling at Parent, Que. ^
—Courtesy C NJl.
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beds for sleeping or lounging, and a fire

place. The beds are made of boughs of

spruce or fir, or of any accessible soft

boughs, covered with tanned skins kept
in place by poles laid along the spaces
allotted for that purpose on the ground.
The space marked A is usually occupied
by the owner; B is the place of honor,
and G is assigned for ordinary guests.

D, the fire place, consists of four logs,

two of which are about two feet long and
the others about fifteen inches. The short

logs are laid across the rectangular space
formed by the poles, which keep the
bedding materia) within bounds; the

longer ones are laid lengthwise of this

space and on top of the shorter poles,

forming a frame work which keeps the
fire from scattering. The cooking-pots
are suspended over the fire by means of

two forked sticks, one driven into the
ground at each end of the fire place.

Besting in the forks, a cross stick sup-
ports the pot-hangers, which are made
from twisted withe with a loop at one
end to slide along the cross stick, while
at the opposite end there is a crotch in

which the pots are hung. The stone fire

place built outside of the wigwam for

use in hot weather consists of a rectangu-
lar space enclosed on three sides by a
stone wall about two feet high. The
approximate size of the enclosure is four
feet by eighteen inches, one long side
of this space being left open. The
pots and kettles are suspended in the
same manner as those inside the wigwam.

For more permanent use than the
circular lodge, and also for better pro-
tection from the cold in winter, a square
wigwam was erected (fig. 3). The
lower part of such a structure consisted
of four or five tiers of logs built up in

the usual method employed for log
cabins, the upper part consisting of a roof
of birch-bark supported by poles. The
minimum size of the wigwam was ten
feet square and ten feet high at the apex,
and larger according to the number of
persons to be accommodated.
The log structure was built from three

to four feet high, and on the side facing
the warmest quarter, sections of two or
three of the upper logs were cut out to

make an opening for the door, from two
and one-half to tnree feet wide, the lower
logs being left entire to keep the snow

from dnfting in. The roof consisted of

four main poles about twelve feet long,

tied together in the same manner as the

poles for a circular lodge. The poles
were spread apart, one being brought to
each corner of the log structure, notched
into the intersections, and tied with
spruce-root or cedar-bark cords.

At the opening left for the door, two *

poles were notched into the ends of the
logs and carried up to the point where
the main poles crossed, with a short pole
for a lintel tied across, about six feet

from the ground. The three remaining
sides were filled in with poles, one from
the centre of the log to the apex, and
the spaces on either side with shorter
poles, at right angles to the logs, reaching
to the main pole and tied at that point
with spruce-root or cedar-bark cord.
The birch-bark covering was fitted and
laid on in tiers, the upper overlapping
the lower, and tied to the supporting
poles in the manner described for the
circular lodge. Outside poles were used
to hold the bark more securely.

The arrangement of bedding and the
fire place also corresponded with that
of the circular lodge.

The crevices between the logs and
between the bark and the top of the log

structure were packed tightly with
moss, to keep out the cold winds, and
for further protection from cold, the
walls were banked outside with moss and
leaves, covered with earth. The usual
moose-hide door and method of fastening
were employed.

A Boost for Conservation

That the sportsmen of Canada are

awa' e to the dangers threatening the
wild life of Canada—both on land and in

water—is evidenced by the co-operation
we are receiving from our subscribers in

response to our appeal in theJanuary issue

to help in the cause of conservation, by
giving loyal support to Rod and Gun
and the work it is doin^ for the sports-

men— not only of this i^eneration, but of

the nevt also. Men who are in hearty
sympathy with the aims expressed on
our editorial pa^e, and in the columns
of the ma*?azine, have sent us in the
subscriptions of friends and fellow sports-

men, thus extending our influence.

We publish below a gratifying letter

from (.ne of our supporters—a letter

showing the spirit actuatmg the true con-
servationist. Sportsmen such as this,

taking an active interest in the cause,
can accomplish much.

*'Camp No. 4, Dore Lake,
Big Biver, Sask.,

Jan. 2, 1926.
Greetings, Friend Fd.

And a Happy New Year.

The article entitled "Will You Help
the Cause of Conservation?" in the
January number finds a hearty response
in me.

Will I help? ril tell the cock-eyed
world I will.

For the sooner a whirlwind campaign
with conservation its objective pomt is

started, the better it will be for all man-
kind.

I certainly wish there was some means
by which the word conservation (or the
meaning of the word) could be brought
home forcibly to the half breeds and
Cree Indians in the North Country.
This, however, is a subject I will take
up later on.

In my list of subscribers I am including

two Prince Albert, Sask., hospitals—two
fine institutions, as I don^t know of

any better place to send the magazine.
Good luck, old timer,

Sincerely,
Appleby.

Moose calling at Parent, Que. '^'i

—Courtesy CN.R.
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THE SAC AND FOX INDIANS OF IOWA

WILLIAM G. MALIN '

THERE is found to-day in the central zone of Iowa a condition of

human existence, the parallel of which cannot be produced within

the territorial limits of the United States. A race whose manner of

life and moral and religious ethics are the very extreme of conserva-

tism, while their neighbors are intensely progressive ; a race with-

out a trace of admixture of blood, except in a very few cases among

the older peope, although they have been in daily contact with their

white neighbors for the past sixty years in all the ramifications of

their business interests, presents an anomalous condition of human

existence which challenges the attention of the thoughtful student.

To the casual observer it seems an inexplicable mystery why the

Sac and Fox, or more properly speaking, the Mesquakie Indians of

Iowa have not long since discarded their ancestral wickiup and their

nomadic life and adapted the white man's permanent home and mode

of living, as being better adapted to their comfort and happiness, I

believe it is an accepted fact that these Mesquakie Indians are the

most strenuously opposed to having their children educated or to

changing their mode of life for that of their white neighbors of any

tribe living within the jurisdiction of the United States.

It is the intention of the writer to attempt to give in this paper a

reason for this conservatism or, rather, to furnish a theoretical solu-

tion for the problem presented.

From the best and most authentic information, obtained from the

Indians themselves as well as from other sources, the reason for the

mystery referred to above is deeply imbedded in their religious super-

stitions and social teachings. These have been co-existent with the

life of this picturesque people, the tribal legend having been passed

on from generation to generation since the day when the Great Spirit

created the first Indian and named him " Mesquakie " in honor of the

red earth from which his body was formed.

Their legend states that the Great Spirit instructed Mesquakie

how to erect his wickiup and how to procure his actual necessities,

and told him he must not seek for further knowledge but remain a

child of nature, just as he came from the hands of his creator. He

was further informed that this world was not his permanent abiding

place but that he was immortal, and that " in the land beyond the set-

ting sun
" a permanent home had been provided where all good Indians

who obeyed the instructions of the Great Spirit should be gathered

together at the consummation of all things terrestrial, and live in per-

fect harmony and peace forever. If, on the contrary, he should seek

to acquire more knowledge than that imparted by the Great Spint, or

should change his nomadic mode of life for a permanent residence, he

should be debarred from entering the home of the good and obedient,

1 Superintendent of Schools for the Sac and Fox Indians of Io»a.
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and be deprived of the association of his kindred in that far away,

ideal Indian home in the land beyond the setting sun.

During nine years of intimate association with these people as

their superintendent, this legend has been repeated to me many times

by their old men, and they appear to believe and accept it as honestly

and adhere to its teachings as faithfully as do their white brethren the

Bible story of the Garden of Eden.

If the honest seeker after the truth will take the Indian's view-

point, much of the mist and darkness that seem to overshadow and

obscure the minds of these people will be cleared away and the mys-

tery of their conservatism fully explained. Basing their religious and

social life upon the teachings of their legend, as outlined above, they

have evolved a system of moral ethics to which they adhere in their

social relations, as strictly at least as do their white neighbors to

theirs.

.V,
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The Framework of a Wickiup

We have here a band of three hundred and forty pure-blood In-

dians living upon three thousand acres of land which was purchased

with their own money but which is held by the Governor of Iowa as

trustee, governing themselves in their relationship with each other in

strict accordance with their traditions, without any reference to the

laws of the state. Many of them live in the most primitive style, just

as did their progenitors when the Mayflower pushed its prow into

Plymouth harbor ; and notwithstanding the fact that earnest mission-

ary effort has been put forth among them for several years, not one

convert to Christianity has ever been made of their number.

Their marriage relations are based upon an agreement made by

^;
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the parties interested to live together as husband and wife, and it is

a conceded fact that their marital vows are as sacredly kept as are

those of their white neighbors. The crime of illegitimacy is almost

unknown among them. If, however, married life proves unsatisfac-

tory to the contracting parties, either party may annul the same with-

out the edict of the court or payment of attorney's fees, by merely

returning to his or her home, as the case may be ; no loss of social

prestige attaches to either party because of the separation.

Their burial ceremonies are both solemn and impressive. The

rude box or casket containing the dead body is placed beside or over

the grave, the body being shrouded in the dead person's best raiment

A Typical Wickiup

or in a new blanket. Numerous presents are placed inside the casket

by friends of the deceased ; these always include prepared food and a

bottle of water, sufficient provision for their needs during the long

journey to the future home. One of the head men of the tribe takes

his station at the head of the casket and pronounces an oration, and

at short intervals he sprinkles into the casket specially prepared to-

bacco of their own raising, finely pulverized for the occasion. Im-

mediately after the completion of the burial ceremonies presents of

clothing, blankets, etc. are made to those who assisted in the funeral

services. After the lapse of a few days from the date of these ceremo-

nial rites, another impressive religious ceremony is observed
;
namely,

the adoption of some one to take the place of the deceased in the be-

reft household, for it is believed by these people that the spirit of the

deceased will not take its departure to the home beyond the setting
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and be deprived of the association of his kindred in that far away,

ideal Indian home in the land beyond the setting sun.

During nine years of intimate association with these people as

their superintendent, this legend has been repeated to me many times

by their old men, and they appear to believe and accept it as honestly

and adhere to its teachings as faithfully as do their white brethren the

Bible story of the Garden of Eden.

If the honest seeker after the truth will take the Indian's view-

point, much of the mist and darkness that seem to overshadow and

obscure the minds of these people will be cleared away and the mys-

tery of their conservatism fully explained. Basing their religious and

social life upon the teachings of their legend, as outlined above, they

have evolved a system of moral ethics to which they adhere in their

social relations, as strictly at least as do their white neighbors to

theirs.
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the parties interested to live together as husband and wife, and it is

a conceded fact that their marital vows are as sacredly kept as are

those of their white neighbors. The crime of ille-idmacy is almost

unknown among them. If, however, married life proves unsatisfac-

tory to the contracting parties, either party may annul the same with-

out the edict of the court or payment of attiuney's fees, hy merely

returning to his or her home, as the case may be ; no loss of social
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rude box or casket containing the dead body is placed beside or over
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or in a new blanket. Numerous presents are placed inside the casket

by friends of the deceased ; these always include prepared food and a

bottle of water, sufficient provision for their neetis durin- the long

journey to the future home. One of the head men of the tnbe takes

his station at the head of the casket and pronounces an oration, and

at short intervals he sprinkles into the casket specially preinred to-

bacco of their own raising, finely pulverized for the occasion. Im-

mediately after the completion of the burial ceremonies presents of

clothing, blankets, etc. are made to those who assisted in the funeral

services. After the lapse of a few days from the date of these ceremo-

nial rites, another impressive religious ceremony is obsen-ed; namely,

the adoption of some one to take the place ..f the deceased in the be-

reft household, for it is believed by these people that the siMnt of the

deceased will not take its departure to the h<..me beyond the settiiv

Retake Preceding Frame
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sun but will linger around its old home camp fire until its place in the

earthly household has been filled by another. This ceremony consists

of a religious dance or promenade, participated in by the women, a

feast to which friends and relatives of the deceased are invited, the

selection of a suitable person to take the place of the deceased, and

the distribution of presents to the invited guests.

They have also other festivities and dances which have a religious

significance. They recognize the beneficence of the Great Spirit in

the changing seasons, and they give expression to their gratitude in

songs and dances, feasts and orations, which may appear unintelligi-

ble and incongruous to the white man but seem to fully meet the In-

dian's highest ideal of true and acceptable worship of the Great Spirit.

A Group of Head Men of the Sac and Fox Tribe

When asked. Why do you dance at your religious feasts ? An old

man answered, " Because we are glad and thankful to the Great Spirit.''

And then he added, with a look of inexpressible contempt, ** White

man dance for fun."

Notwithstanding their traditions, however, many changes for the

belter have taken place in their home life during the past two decades
;

and there are now several frame houses occupied as permanent homes.

These houses are furnished with some of the appliances of civilized

life, such as cook stoves, sewing machines, chairs, and other furniture.

Each succeeding year sees some advance made in their agricultural

pursuits ; and considerable quantities of corn and other grain are pro-

duced and marketed by them. Many of the young men find employ-

ment as section band§ on the two railroads which cross their lands

;
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others hire out vnth the neighboring farmers during the busy season

and earn good wages. The men wear citizen's clothing, except a very

few of those well adx-anced in years, who still adhere to the old In-

dian costume, including the red or blue blanket.
, ,, .

The transition from the teachings of their old traditions to those

of the new life by which they are surrounded is, in the Indian

mind, a slow and tedious process which, at the present rate, will take

generations to accompUsh. That an impression favorable to educa-

fion has been made in the minds of many of these people is evi-

dent Ten years ago, when asked to send their children to the agency

Siol Sl^rof th^^^ would become violently angry and abusive^

No^lh^ "3/.**., fyr andbyer I-teUectua ly these^^^^^^^^^^^^

the equals of any with whom 1 have come m contact ;
they acquire a

The Home of a Piogresaipe Sac and Fox Indian

LV°VhTe°cel1n pLn^aS^Ld dtwing and are very apt in

'"^^StdX^ 1 P^d'^srS'a'as a tribe they hav*^.

STnto th Turi2S»of'.bei..ePyT seldom if ever ,s any

Smpjit maJe 6. *«''^"S^ 'JfS.L"l'":" , caused by a di-

The chaotic condiuons esisUng f
«••

?^^f"'A ^^^ ^Jued in

vided jurisdiction "ver'W PS;%^^„,'^J';it understood by the

much harm to them; '>"^,»!j^'
''JfJ^'n 'by",h" proper authorities

SSrwTg'; ".^;;re,r;lirua^o„"an'd re^uU in-thSr more rapid

advancement.
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sun but will lin<;er around its old home camp fire until its place in the

earthly household has been filled by another. This ceremony consists

of a religious dance or promenade, participated in by the women, a

feast to which friends and relatives of the deceased are invited, the

selection of a suitable person to take the place of the deceased, and

the distribution of presents to the invited guests.

Thev have also other festivities and dances which have a religious

significance. They recognize the beneficence of the (ireat Spirit in

the chan-ing seasons, and they give expression to their gratitude in

songs and dances, feasts and orations, which may appear unintelligi-

ble and incongruous to the wdiite man but seem to fully meet the In-

dian's highest ideal of true and acceptable worship of the Great Spirit.

A Group of Head Men of the Sac and Fox Tribe

When asked, Why do you dance at your religious feasts? An old

man answered, ** Because we are glad and thankful to the Great Spirit.''

And then he added, with a look of inexpressible contempt, *' White

man dance for fun."

Notwithstanding their traditions, however, many changes for the

belter have taken place in their home life during the past two decades ;

and there are now^ several frame houses occupied as permanent homes.

These houses are furnished with some of the appliances of civilized

life, such as cook stoves, sew^ing machines, chairs, and other furniture.

Kach succeeding year sees some advance made in their agricultural

pursuits ; and considerable quantities of corn and other grain are pro-

duced and marketed by them. Many of the young men find employ-

ment as section hands on the two railroads which cross their lands

;

Others hire out with the neighboring farmers during the busy season

and earn good wages. The men wear citizen's clothing, except a very

few of those well advanced in years, who still adhere to the old In-

dian costume, including the red or blue blanket.
. ,, .

The transition from the teachings of their old traditions to those

of the new life by which they are surrounded is, in the ndian

mind, a slow and tedious process which, at the present rate, will take

c^nerations to accomplish. That an impression favorable to cduca-

Tion has been made in the minds of many of these people is evi-

dent Ten years ago, when asked to send their children to the agenc>

school many of them would become violently angry and abusue.

SSwIhey sal,

'

Oa" /.-, h^ au.i /.v." Intellectually these Inchcms=.re

the equals of'any with whom 1 have come in contact; the> acquire a

The Home of a progressive Sac and I-ox Indian

'"J'"VheTe"cennt:nmaSp LkI .Irawi-S »"cl arc very apt in

'" '^i^'hlV'VSrrUe ;; = prt 1 £5 Th!,. as a .rib. they have

ri'J*. MuriJuctiroi'Ie'Le aws very .eMo„. if ever U a„y

Si,pS maJo of their violation by 'be^. "d'^"'-
^^„,„, ^v , Ji.

TThe chaotic comhtions existing «
,

>> »
"jfQs™ s res>;,a,l in

xMed jurisdiction «^»:-''^^^^^^'^J''S\^^^^,^^ooi by the

much harm to them; ^n?; »' '^a'
\"J'^'„ '^^"he pro,Kr antho'rilies

S£X:r'«;ery^Svr;ieTnat;td reLu inVir more ra,„„

adx^ancement.

Retake Preceding Frame
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THE ECONOMIC CONDITION OF NEGROES IN

THE NORTH

IV NEGRO GOVERNMENTS IN THE NORTH

RICHARD R. WRIGHT, JR.

THERE are several places in the North where the local govern-
mental machinery is in the hands of Negroes. A careful study

of these places might be of interest, and not without value to the stu-

dent of politics as well as to the student of the so-called race problem.
Only a brief sketch of them can be given in this short article.

There are three types of government represented by the places

treated of in this paper.

I A Township Government—In Cass County, Michigan, about
ninety miles east of Chicago, Illinois, and ninety-five miles west of
Detroit, Michigan, is situated Calvin township, one of the Negro govern-
ments. This township had,in I900,a population of 1271 persons,of whom
about sixty per cent were Negroes. The history of the township is

interesting. Some were fugitive slaves who found a hospitable home
among the Quakers who had settled in the county ; and others were
manumitted slaves from the South, who were sent to the community
by their masters. So by i860 Cass County, Michigan, had quite a
large Negro population, the number being 1368, 795 of whom were
located in Calvin township. As early as this date—1860—the Negroes
formed a majority of the population, there being at this time only 580
whites. But it was not until 1875 that the first Negro was elected to
public office. In this year, John Allen, one of the farmers and pioneers
of the township, was elected township treasurer and served with credit
two years. From that time to this a Negro has held some township
office. But it has been only within the past decade and a half that the
government has been chiefly in the hands of Negroes, so that it could
with any degree of truth be called a Negro government.

The officers of the government are superviser, clerk, treasurer, road
commissioners, and school directors. All of these except the treasurer
are colored. The supervisor is the son of one the early pioneers in the
county. His father came originally from North Carolina to Indiana,
thence to Cass County, Michigan, about 1840, where the present su-
pervisor of the township was born fifty-two years ago. The duty of the
supervisor is to preside over the town meeting, and act as a member
of the County Board of Supervisors. There are twelve townships in
the county

; and the twelve supervisors constitute the Board of Super-
visors of Cass County, who have charge of the general business of the
county—the levying of taxes, the building of roads, etc. The present
supervisor has been elected to his office seven times, which is consid-
ered quite a compliment. The township clerk is the secretary of the
town meeting and keeps a record of all the business of the town ; also
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than this is the matter of the chants. A few chants are giv^n in

te^tt with English translations, while the remainder are ^i^en in

Engu^only. I am personally acquainted with Sam Bosleyj'^kinner's

chief and nearly exclusive informant and interpreter, and agree

with Skinn<^ that he has a most excellent comnwrnd of English.

However, heNg a very poor dictator of texts,-' Words are given

frequently with wrong divisions in the text of (he Chants and Dance

Songs. Often what i^^ven as a single word should be divided. Again,

though, Bosley speaks go^d English, he is not an accurate interpreter.

Word after word in the Indian text.is omitted in translation; even

whole sentences have no English correspondents; and there are whole

sentences in the supposed translations which have no Indian equiva-

lents. These statements are made on the basis of a grammatical

anal3rsis by myself. Theref<Jre it is abundantly clear that the chants

which can not be controlled by the Indian originals can be used for

comparative purposes only with the utmost caution. On the other

hand, the English paraphrases will be of assistance to any one who
undertakes to obfain the Indian originals. In closing I would point

out that Skinner does not correlate what is known about Potawatomi

ethnology |rom printed sources with his own, with the result that a

future investigation is needed to clear up a number of points: also

pi<^J4) need4.o be defined more accurately.

Truman Michelson

Observations on the Ethnology of the Sauk Indians. Part II. War
Customs. A. Skinner. (Bulletin of the Public Museum of the

Cityof Milwaukee, vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 59-95, Plates 2-12. Milwaukee

1925).

In this paper Skinner gives us a series of very interesting observa-

tions on the war customs of the Sauk Indians which for the most

part are quite novel and are presented in attractive form. First we

have an outline of Sauk history (which is not quite accurate in one or

two respects), then notes on the sacred bundles, war parties, prisoners,

war honors, etc. It may be noted that he incorporates or paraphrases

Galland's writings, to which I have repeatedly called attention; see

the Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences y ix. 595; Current

Anthropological Literature, 2:234, 235; Am, Anthropologist, N. S.,

17:576; ibidem, 26:96. There is no attempt to criticise these, and to

correlate the statements made on the social organization with

Skinner's own previously published data, which is a pity. If Skinner
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thinks that Galland's Mam-ish-aum-uk is Mamishiwuk (Ma-hu-

stlnl
/" '"'' ''•^'^^l^ription) "attendants." he is in error: it doubtlessstands for a word closely allied to this, maml-'cAmawAg^* "the onewhom I serve as ceremonial attendant." Galland's Mam-ish-aum-uk isdoubtless colored by his mish-aum (mi'cam -«) .^.^.^ pack." wiiwhich It has no connection. If Skinner merely means that Galland's

Z^'^M^^rrT'^' '' quite right. It may be observed that Gal-

tltt
^°"*^«-^"^h-^ '« ^o"»Pt: the Sauk word is Ke'cemanetowA,-

which Skmner does not note. Correct Monato-kusk-a on p 77 toMonato-kush-a. Galland's 0-ke-mau-uk-a "chieftains" is ugim^wAg"^
Us-kaup-a servant(s)" [more properly, "ceremonial runner"? is'A ckapawA; Wis-uk-a is Wi'sA'ka'A, Nah-me-pa-she is Namipew"
etc. Skmner s statement that Sauk beliefs have disintegrated greatlJn the past century (p. 81) is not quite true. Doubtless many ceremon^
les have ceased to be practised but there are still plenty of Sauk who

cuTure T'"'''
°' ''^"- ^^^ ^"^™P^ '^—truct thecu ture hero cycle m its pristine form is not convincing. Skinner

Al:VBTkT2 ^^^f/-f-^^'
194' and Hoffmann, J4ikAnn. KB. A. E 62 as cited by Boas. Traditions of the Thompson

to the Culture Hero among the Central Algonkians as later additions

Jh-lZ'
^"^^%^;^'«^^^^^ ^'fision, 371. The philological proofswhich Skinner and Bnnton before him. gives as justification for his

position m reahty are no proofs at all. It is utterly impossible toetymologize correctly Wenabuzu.Nanabus Ma'napus justasitis in the
caseofFoxIyapata'A.FoxAiyapa'ta'A.MexicanKickapooPa'pa'taV
Ojibwa Nanapadam (see the 40th Ann. Rep. B. A. £.. 376); and aUa tempts to do so thus far simply defy the known laws of CentralAlgonquian phonology. That some of the tales occur among some

e vmol r ?. ' ,^'''^' '^^'^ ^^ "° ^"PP-' ^- the proposed

setZ i^^A u
"^ ^•''" """' ^" "'^^^ ''^'' '"^ ^^ ^"tirely different

setting. An exhaustive comparative study alone can point to the

Zn" 1 .
'^" •"!'""' ^'^' ""^'^ "^ '^' Central Algonquians iscomposed, and we might get some insight regarding the chronology.

trtltfT '"^ '^""''' '" ^'*"" °^ '^'' ™yth' ^"^l^ding even some
trickster elements, pomts rather to recent dissemination as a unit.

thesl^k FrK.-r'' 'T'°^^r
'''*'"''' '"' *^ "^'"^ «^ th« -"Iturc hero amongtile bauk. Fox, Kickapoo, Frame Potawatomi, Peoria, and Cree.
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i But what a theoretical discussion of the myth has to do with war

customs of the Sauk Indians, is not for me to ^^y.-Skmner com-

plains. 86. that there is practically no Fox material available for

comparative study of the sacred packs. The difficulty is that he

does not know what material is available nor where it - dePosUed

Years ago I gave a list of institutions in which Fox ethnological

specimens are to be found, but Skinner apparently has never seen

it-The analysis of twenty-five Sauk war bundles is well-done, and

the accompanying plates are really remarkably fine.

Truman Michelson

Observations on the Ethnology of the Sauk Indians Part IIL Notes

on Material Culture. A. Skinner. (Bulletin of the Pubic Museum

of the City of Milwaukee, vol. 5, No. 3, pp. 119-180. Plates 13-26.

Milwaukee 1925.
'

In this paper Skinner gives a very good account of the material

culture of the Sauk, and embodies some miscellaneous data There

are a few points that call for adverse criticism. On page 123 we are

told that Meskwaki (Fox) collections are to be found in the Field

Museum, the American Museum of Natural History and especially

in the private collection of Mr. Milford G. Chandler of Chicago

(which, by the way, has since been practically entirely transferred

to the Museum of the American Indian). As I have intimated before

Skinner does not know the institutions in which Fox ethnological

specimens are to be found, so I give a list of them: American Museum

ofNatural History, Cambridge University Museum of Archeology

and Ethnology. Chicago Historical Society. Davenport Academy

of Sciences. Field Museum of Natural History Historical Depart-

meat of Iowa, Museum fur Volkerkunde (Berlin) Museum of the

American Indian. Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee. State

Historical Society of Iowa. United States National Museum. Sauk

words for articles of native manufacture, etc. are
f^'^'J'^^J^

ethnozoology. Since a totally inadequate scheme of Sauk phonetics

is employed, these words serve no scientific purpose and simply serve

to IncreL the cost of printing Such atrocities as wajinakwak

(p. 125; wa-tcinawA e'kwag-^) "noon," skua'tam (ibidem; Ackwa-

tkmn "door" manotao p'aniak (p. 138; nenotawipenyag )

"Indian potato" (plural, not singular as Skinner has ^t), muko-

paniak (p. 138; mA'kwipenyag*^'") "bean-potato" (sic: "bear-potatoes >
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Shegak (p. 145; cegag^^A) *'Skunk" to cite only a few examples-

are ample proof of the above assertion. It remains to be said that

the plates at the end are unusually fine, and that Skinner has laid us

under deep obligations for reproducing ethnological specimens in such

elegant style.

Truman Michelson
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!
Missouri to California in 1853; complete w.th the scarce "V*P ^"^"^ ^uU

• linen and in good condition (this map '^ "^'T l«'=^"8>Xf^n polished
'

set of 13 plates. 8vo. pp. 136, "^wlv .bo""d by Z^^J^^^^q^ ^°'"^^

'half dark green morocco, gilt top. Ph'^.^^^^lg^'t^a^.f.^•,„J-^.ccou« ti.U

, A nice copy, although as usual has slight foxing. Offered at a low ptxe.

pa«« and frontispiece beautifully executed in facsimile. -^^—- _. , ;ll„,trated

SEVRNE (Lafcadio) American Days, by. Edw L. Tinker, .llustratecL

«vn ntta. 397 cloth, uncut, as new. London, 19Z5. ;»4.5U. ^
HEM^IN^'tArtur) Drama of the Forests, f- ,f^-f

•
-*

'""'^fl
tions by the author. 8vo, pp. 337, cloth. London, [1921]. f9.00 JH
HEYLYN (Peter) Cosmography: a little description of the Great World,

S^the scir^folding t^r of climes; small 4to, in early calf b.ndmg

with leather thongs. Oxford, 1631 $^0^0 /
An unusually tall and clean copy of this scare, y"^ ' . ,,^„u„, of Amer-
Includes (pages 767 to 809) the canous and ^^^ j^*^ Spain, New Neth-

ic. principally Virginia, Florida, C«l'f°'^'»»- ?"'"„? Im^i'ca*. America. IsUnds
erUnds, the Bermudas, Mexico, South and Central America, tn«

Assyrhi, India, Tartary, etc.

William, Rainy VJ

5, South Branch V

Lted on muslin), colored plates ana ^

;7od;;'^^:"^2~"v-ols:: large '8vo, half calf gilt, gilt tops. London, 1860^;^

$50.00 .
. .

lilioiC* copy now exceedingly scarce.
. . . r i c ^.:«.. P«rt

The expedition started from Toronto, visited Lake Superior Fort
^

River Winnipeg, Red River settlements Fort Garry,
^^^^^^^ t I'ed Ri^verrLake \

IXn^n^emrts ^rRel^S^er^X^ ^S!^^.t^^^^ Company and Nor.h- »

West Co. of Montreal. ,
--*" . ,

HISTORIANS* History of the World: Comprehensive Narratiye ot the

"sfISiTeveipmem^f Nations; edited by Dr. H. S. Williams, Professors

Ch^yne, Erman,' Miller, Busbnell-Hart, Ramband, McLaughlin, Vambery

etc Very exteAsiv^ely iUusjfated, 25 large vo^. royal 8vo half morocco

gilt, gilt tops. Lotulon, >907. ^75 00. X,^^ •
i^pr^sions of the very

nuLro-r'^UtranV nu^/il "4^^;-^^^^^ t^^-^.^^^d '^^ f^

general history of tjj.' nations «f the world so far published,., N

HOBBY <Wi.»»' Faithful Minister of Glory of Christ, deUvered at ord.-

narion of Re^ Daniel Emerson, to the pastoral ^are of SecVi. Church of

Christ in ^unstable, Mass. 12mo. pp. 39, bound bv Bedford^^ buff calf

gilt, inside gold borders, gilt top. Boston 1743. ^15.00. \
A fine and clean copy of this rare Boston imprint.

i. • * i T •. j

HODGE (c!) Constitutional History of Presbyterian Church m United
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THE ARTHUR H. CLARK CO.

LITURGY (Eirly German, 1685) Unscr von Gottes Gnaden Johamen

Georgens, MargreflFen zu Brandenburg des Heiligen Romischen Reichs;

Visitation, und Consistorial Ordnung, together with the T^egister, Constitu-

tion, etc. Small 4to, vellum. Custrin, 1685. J7.50.
^"^^

Printed throughout in the early German black letter . } .^^J„^^;«„
LODGE (H. C.) and Halsey. Best of World's Classics; with introduction,

biographical and explanatory notes, etc. 10 vols.. 16mo, cloth. N. Y.,

[19091. ?6.00. . i-o . /j u T R r;Mor
LOWELL (James RvsseU) Impressions of Spain, compiled by J. B. Older.

First edition, with portrait. 8vo, pp. 107, original boards, half vellum

back, uncut, gilt top. Boston, 1899. ?3.50. .
^^^

LOWELL (James R.) Works Complete. Portraits Best edition, P"nted

in large type. 10 vols, 8vo, handsomely bound by Root of London in halt

polished blue morocco extra, contents lettered, gik tops, uncut. Boston,

Houghton, Mifflin, 1890. ^90.00. ',„/'.
. p.i;rir.l Ad

Comprises Literary Essays, 4 voU.; Political Essays; Literary and Pohtical Ad-

LUCATrTEdV.^' Roving in the Pacific 1837.1849; with a glance at

California, by a merchant lopg resident at Tahati; illustrated ^^W^r^^^'
fully colored plates of scenery. 2 vols 8vo, newly bound by Rf^ere in

poUshed half calf extra, gilt tops. London, 1851. ^35.00. v 290

An unusually fine copy of this scarce work. f

LUMMIS (C. F.) Gold Fish of Gran Chimu. First edition, with *

tions by Henry Sandham. l6mo, pp. 126, buckram, as new. Boston,

LUMMIS (C. F.) Some Strange Comers of Our Country; wonderUnd

of the Southwest; extensively illustrated. 12mo, pp. 270, cloth, as new

N. Y., 1898. ^5.00.

LYMAN (Horace S.) History of Or^on; maps and ^^^^^ ^;;^.""^%^"^

plates, facsimiles, etc. 4 vols, 8vo, cloth, gilt tops. N. Y., 1903. Ni^

""^No eff°o?t^or fxllnsehas been spared by the publishers of this work and the collec-

tion of IcsimUe? of documents. etT.. and maps., is far superior to any other collection

so fa>K^ published. / ^
e ' C

McCarthy (Justin) History of Our Own Times, from accession ot

Oueen Victoria to the Diamond Jubilee.Best large type edition. 5 vols,

8vo, newly a^d handsomely bound by Riviere in half green levant morocco

extra, gilt tops-. London, 1880. ^95.00. ^""

A beautiful set olf.^he best large type edition, y

MACAULAY (Thos. B.) Critical and Historical Essays. Contributed to

, the Edinburgh Review, v Best large type edition. 3 vols., 8vo, newly bound

in half ereen moroccb. London, 1843. ^15.00. ^ . . jj f
-These ess!ys are renSrkable. for their brilliant rhetorical power, flieir splendid tone

of coloring and their iffluence 6f illustration. With n wide range .^f reading and the

^o.t dodle' and r-teJ^^^ memory. h« pours over his theme all th^'treasures of a richly-

rr1d^m^^lrd,*an/;hX^ up^k it from all <^--r^^^;^^^^

HifclSARD
^

I MACAULAY (Lord) History of England. Harper's large type edition.

I -i vols., 8vo, newly and handsomely bound in polished half dark blue,

morocco extra, emblematically gold tooled back, uncut, g.lt tops. N. Y..
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LAthTvCA. C.) Through Our Unknown SouthweK: First edition, with

numeroiIiNf^atcs. 8vo, pp. 301, cloth. N. Y., I>r5. ^7.50. 283

LEAN'S CotHctanea; proverbs (English an^Foreign), folklore, supersti-

tions, omens an^opular customs; also^>r6mpliations towards dictionaries

of proverbial phral^and words, old a^disused, by Vincent Stuckey Lean;

with examples, illustr^iipns and exnMnatory notes, portraits and facsimiles,

full and very valuable indej, list jsjf authorities, etc. Complete set. 5 vols.,

royal 8vo, half white buckrartyC Bristol, 1902-1904. A fine set. $60.00 284

Edition Umited to 500 copic^^lt tl^ been out of print for several years and has

become difficult to secure. ^T ' "*"

>

LELAND (Charles Ciimrey) A Biogrihph, by Elizabeth R. Pennell; iUu-

strations. 2 vols, 8^ cloth. Boston, 1906. $5.00. 285

A moKt interestiiuTaccount of one of America's best known men of letters a Civil

War veteran, and/4ie greatest authority after Borrow on Gypsies and Romany lite ana

LENIN (V/l. U.) Life, by Valeriu Marcu, translated by E. W. Dickes.

First ednibn, portraits and plates. 8vo, pp. 411, cloth, as neW: N. Y.,

1928- >5.00. - ^-.M^— 286
*>ai0a -^^-' • w u« «*»./(*»»-

iLEONARD (Zenas, fur hunter and trapper) Narrative, 1831-36, re- i-^-

jprinted and edited from rare original of 1839, by W. F. Wagner; maps and ^v^i

I illustrations. 8vo, pp. 318, cloth, uncut. Cleveland, 1904. $17^5^ 287 ^
f Only 520 copies printed, and now quite scarce. One of the most remaTtal^le records ^>

,

'

of early western adventure, including accounts of Lewis and Clark Bonneville Walker ,»

expedition. Pike, earliest description of the Yosemite, redwoods, of Mariposa, big trees
(

of_^aJiforma, row Indians, etc.

,
/lewis and CLARK EXPEDITION, Original Journals, 1804-1806, (.

J
printed from the original MSS. in Library of the American Philosophical

' Society, with MS. material from other sources, including Note-Books, Let-
,

ters. Maps, etc., and the Journals of Chas. Floyd and Jos. Whitehouse; \

now for the first time published in full and exactly as written; edited with r
^

introduction, notes, and index, by Dr. Thwaites. Handsomely printed aj V^
the University Press, in large Caslon type, and very extensively illustrated «; ..

with portraits, views, maps, plans and facsimiles. 8 vols., large and thicky W

8vo, including the separate atlas, gilt cloth, uncut, gilt tops. N. Y., 1904- ^ \

05 ^300 00 288 V I

Sets (Sf'Wffg ^magnificent and only complete edition are now becoming very scarce and I

almost unprocurable. It will not be many years, considering the rate of absorption by

public and college libraries, before this set is bringing a much higher price.

Before this edition was issued, the one edited by Nicholas Biddle, published in 1814,

was accepted by the general public as being the actual journals of the explorers As a

matter of fact, however, Biddle's edition is but an abbreviated paraphrase skillfully

con*itructed, but very far removed from the original journals themselves as written by/

the ejq>lorers. and pays but small attention to the abundant ^scientific records of th«

eKpeditJon. ^ ,_.
"^^ „n .-.—»— "'—•* -• -" --> -

Tti>DELL (R<^t.) Lay of Last Angler, includingspoor Jack's dangers

and deliveranc^^^th illustrations from' original etchin|^by the author. 8vo,

pp. 211, half mor^bc;^, uncut, gilt top. Kelso, 1884. ^XiO. 289

LINCOLN (AbrahamV -..Life, 1809-1858; by A. J. BevcrKJge. First edi-

tion, with numerous portrah^and plates. 2 vols., large 8vo,\;loth, as new.

Boston, 1928. $12.50. X^ >y 290

LINN (W. A.) Story of the MoHMnons from date of origin ,|o 1901.

8vo, cloth. N. Y., 1923. Published at $3.00, our price $1.00. \ 291
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Xlllionmire Mine Owner Oirern Money
for Campaigrn Affainst Indians.

Galveston, March 4.~A special from
ParraJ, Mexico, says that Padro Alva-
rado, the ri<Ai mine owner, has offered
the government $10,000,000 to be devoted

I

to a campaign to rid Mexico of the blood-
thirsty Yaqui Indians. Alvarado says
Mexico can never progress as' a nation
until th«se redskins are exterminated.
He proposes equipping a regiment of

picked n^hters to run down the Yaquis.
Alvarado is the man who offered to pay
the Mexican debt two years ago. A few
months ago he gave $10,000,000 to the poor
of Mexico. The new offer has been sent
to President Diaz by a commissioner
ftXMn Alvarado.



^Ccdd/

a
The Indian MisaSton. "^^

SergreaAt was a native of Jlew Jersey,
a graduate of Yale and a tutor there for
several years.' He taught school In Con-
necticut and preached for foiu* years until
he was selected to establish a mission for
the Indians at Stockbridge: It was orig-
inally and until 1775 sustained Ijy the, So-

i

clety for the Propagation of the Gospel '

in Foreign Parts of London, .-which was
supported by the king, the Prince of W^les
and a long list of dukes and other noble- •men. The Rev. Dr. Watts took up a col- ^

lection for the mission annually, andamong Sergeant's books when |ie.^ied wasan autograph copy of his famous treatiseOn the Improvement of the Mind." The
king took an active interest in the mission
and Sergeant's reports were v often submit-
ted to him.- Sergeant's success was so
great that when he died it was -reported
that "there was scarcely a semblance of
the traditional character of the savageamong the Stockbridge Indians." One hun-
dred and eighty-two of the Mohicans ac-
cepted Christianity and were baptized dur-
ing his fourteen years of ministration, and
nearly all of the tribe could speak English. 1

Their church stood on the green in the
center of the village, where the present
church stands, and Jonathan Edwards was
his successor.
The mission building, which occupies one

of the most beautiful hills in the neighbor-
hood of Stockbridge and commands one of
the most extended views in New Engkmdnow belongs to Mr. S. W. Woodward of
Washington, who has restored it as nearly
as possible to its original condition when
It was built in 1732, the year that George
Washington was born. The original frame
of oak is untouched and much gf the
clapboard sheathing remains in a perfect
state. It is a two-story gable house of sim-
ple outlines and the oldest In all this part
of the country. Mr. Woodward is building
a stately villa nearby and his family is
occupying the old mission house in the
meantime.

BY WILLIAM E. CURTIS.
Special Correspondence of The Star and tl«

Hecord-Uerald.

STOCKBRIDGE. Mass.. August 28.

There is a great deal of history aboot old
Stockbridge and romance and tragedy. It

Is one of the oldest towns in New R^»g*»»»^

and one of the most beautirul in the ¥rorld»
;

being surrounded by the ^rkshlre lulls.

watered by the Housatonic river aad iti

branches, decorated with numeroas lakes
and shadowed by the most glorious trees
you ever saw. Early in the settlement of
the Indian problem it was made a tradias
station, and a school was established here.
Where the last of the Mohicans, who Ofls^
'inally occupied the Berkshire .coontry^ were
collected, educated and christianized by
John Sergeant, Jonathan Edwards and
Gideon Hawley until after the revolutloB,
when they were removed in a body to the
reservation of the Six. Nations fa Cat-
taraugus county. New York. An appro-
priate monument, an enormous boulder sisr-

mounted by* a rough shaft off granite.
marks the Indian burial ground, and it is

inscribed:
* 'Sacred to the memory of
Ttie frienda of oor fathers.**

Sergeant died in 174^, bat by tilit time
he had established the mission on a soxznd
basis and had introduced industrial edu-
cation and agriculture with ccmsiderable
success. He was a broad-minded psonecr.
and wou!d have been an empire-builder had
his horizon been farther extended. And he
gave the Mohicans and .naA3F> MoJ;Lawk»
who came hero for instruction from tbe
region around Schenectady a fair knowl-
edge of the peaceful arts, as well as tbe

• blessings of Christiar\ity. In a quiet comer
of the Stockbridge cemetery tbe dust of
John Sergeant has been lying more tbaib
a century and a half, under the following
quaint inscription, which was wrfffoi t^
one of his Indian pupils:

«

t

Here lyes
Tbe body of the

Rer. Mr. Jobn Senreaat,
who Jy^

Tbe 27 day of July. A. D. IT^i^
In tbe fortieth yeacja^ ^|«. ^ge.





OLD MISSION HOUSE, STOCKfiBIDGE, MAS&
Built By Rer. Jolin Sergeaot, Flr»t Mlsalooary to the Stockbrldge Indianc, in 1T40.

i



OLD MISSION HOUSE. STOCKBRIDGE, MASS.

Unill by ReT. J>hn S«fx**ant. Fir*! MIssiouAtf to th«» SliKklnhlKt' In.Jluiix, ia 1740.

Retake Preceding Frame
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Author of Indian -
,

Stories Tells of
Old Bison Drives

Piskans Were Places Where Tribesmen De-

coyed Buffaloes, James Willard Schultz Says

in Article on Old Native Hunting Method

P
By JAMES WILLARD SCHULTZ

Tribune Historical Writer

^ISKAN: Enclosure. That is the

A name the Blackfeet tribes had for

the places where they decoyed herds

of buffaloes to cliffs and drove the

friehtened animals over them to fall

Into large corrals built of rocks, logs

and tree branches.

Says The Tribune's Butte corre-

spondent in a recent number: "Pre-

historic buffalo slaughters, an epoch

of Montana history forgotten bYj^Jje

Indians and only recently revealed by

excavations on the state's central and

western prairies, is the subject to be

Resented by Prof. Mf1^^^? ^f^f^ °f
Montana School of Mines before the

American Association for the Ad-

vScement of Science at Pittsburgh.

.Aside from millions of buffalo bones

buried in layers several feet deep in

hundreds of places throughout Mon-

tana, no record remains <>' Jhis
ancient group of hunters. No legends

have been handed down to the In-

dians who now inhabit Montana; Just

which tribes were such mighty hunt-

ers may never become known.
"^

in the icuig ago. 40 or 50 years

back. I knTw one white man and a

number of Pikuni-so called Black-

?e^^lndlans who took part in the

clUf slaughtering of ^^^rds of buf-

faloes. The white man was Hugh

Monroe, who. when 18
y^f

rs ^id w.d

in the employ of the Hudson s Bay

company, arrived at its Mountain

Fon post on tuo Saikatchewan in

^^Ji wan at once detailed to Hvo and

travel with the Plkunl and learn their

lanKuale. to in time, to become post

nTprctir The tribe at once iet out

iSuthward. traveUlnK. camplng.^^^^^

inir here and there along the trail a«

IhS ?oot of the Rooklci; and io Hugh

Monroe or RUlng Wolf, a* n« n^d

bien namJJl, was ?he Hrst white man

io traverse the country between the

headwaters of the Swkatchcwan and

the Missouri rivers. He died in 1896

on Two Medicine river. Blackfeet In-

Sun reservation, and his monument
i« Rishiff Wolf mountain at upper

^oTellcme lake. Glacier nationa^

park, which I named «or him. Two

ol the old Plkuni men who tojd me

of participating In the overcllff WU-

ing of buffalo herds were long since

dead. Red Paint and Lodge Pole

At Bound Butte

Nine miles west of the town of

Choteau, and a ^^^rter of a mile

south of Teton river, is a butte.

called by the whites. Round butte

The Plkunl name for it is Ahnut
Shlmlko-Beautlful hill. Upon Its

flat top. within a circle of SO feet

in diameter, was. as late as 1868. a

even-foot long setting of stones rep-

resenting a man. arms and legs out-

stretched, head to the west. Long-

ago Plkunl men set It there: named it

Napl Aiakisa—Old Man Laid. It was

a representation of Old Man. their

tV^tid MiiKi^r. and, ftV times a most

miachlevoua and foolish god.

About a quarter of a mile below

Ahnut Sklmlko. and a like distance

south of the river, was the last piskan

that the Plkunl ever used. and.

fortunately, we know approximately

when that was. Two years ago there

died at Browning, the Blackfeet In-

dlan agency, an old man named Many

Tall Feathers. In his 86th year. His

father, of the same name. must,

therefore, have been bom in about

1820. for in those times young men

of the tribe did not marry until, by

raiding enemy tribes, they acquired

good bands of horses. For the

transportation of a lodge and the

various belongings of a famUy many
horses were required.

Some time before this. Many Tail

Feathers married, and the Pikiuvl

camped near this piskan and naade a

large killing of buffalo at it. On the

night following the great slaughter ol

the animals he had a dream, as tne

people of the Backfeet tribes call it.

a puhpokan—vision—to them a hap-

pening of supreme Importance; they

believe that their dreams, visions,

are actual experiences of their shad-

ows (souls), while their bodies Ue

Many Tall Feathers* vision was that

a buffalo bull came to him and said:

"Young man. you and your people,

with your piskans. are doing my kind

ereat WTong; you are exterminating

us. Because I love my chUdren. be

cause I pity them, I have come to

you. I ask you to make your people

cease using their piskans. If you will

do that I will do much for you. I

will give you of my own Sun power,

so that you shall become a great and
- • .^- —I of great in-

Joseph Nun]
1 Who

had an early name for the creek that

has been forgotten. At some time In

the dim past they renamed it Mahk-
wiyl Mutsitohpaipi Ituktai—-Wolf

Also Jumped creek, and for good rea-

son: A wolf that was in the tail

of a buffalo herd that they were
driving over the cliff paused at its

edge, looked hopelessly back at the
oncoming people and then Jumped
off and down into the piskan below,

where it was at once killed by one
of the hunters surrounding the en-

closure.
Crows Had Piskans

Blackfeet history (oral) has it that

some of the piskans, particularly some
of those between Marias (Bear) river

and Yellowstone (Elk) river, were

built and used by the Crows. Shoshoni
and other enemy tribes before the

blackfeet swept down from the north
and drove them south of the Yellow-

stone and west of the Rockies. This
invasion and occupation of the vast

plains country began early in the 18th

century, when French-Chippewa and
English-Chippewa traders for the

Hudson's Bay company began coming
west from York factory, the company's
main post on Hudson's bay. to trade

guns to the Blackfeet tribes for their

furs. The enemy tribes, Without guns,

fled before them.
The first white man to visit the

Blackfeet was Anthony Hendry of the
Hudson's Bay company. In the spring

of 1764. with a flotilla of canoes
manned by French-Chippewas. he set

out west from York factory and
struck the camp of one of the three

tribes about 30 miles north of the
present city of Calgary. His mission
was to try to induce the Blackfeet

to go annually to York factory to

trade. Zn that he failed, the chiefs

replying that they were not a canoe
people, and to go to that far and
swampy country with their horses

would be to lose them all from star*

vatlon. While in the camp, he was
invited to join lu a piskan killing of

a herd of buffal<^s. but. busily trad-
ing, did not go. In his notes of his

trip, he relates that the piskan was
In the timber and that from its en-
trance ran two long, ever diverging
lines of fence.

Blackfeet legend has it that the
piskan was of miraculous origin. In
very far back time came a severe win-
ter, the buffaloes disappeared and the
people began to starve. One day a
woman, gathefiing wood, heard some-
one singing a strange and very im-
pressive song but no singer was any-
where in sight. The singing contin-
ued; seemed to be coming from a hol-

low log; she looked into it, saw that
the singer was a stone of very pecu-
liar shape, sitting in a nest of buf-
falo hair. She took it up. nest and all,

saw that it was much the shape of a
buffalo.

Said the stone to her: "Take me.
for I am Natoyi. I am Buffalo Stone.
Carefully keep me, do as I instruct
you and you shall have plenty of buf

*

laloes." iTlier* lb iio UtoKlian equiva-
lent for Natoyi^ Nearest approach to

it is Sun powered; sacred; holy.)

Wise Men Called
The woman took Buffalo Stone to

her lodge and called in four wise men
to listen to his instructions. He had
them drop some sweet pine needles on
some coals drawn from the fire and
purify themselves in the perfumed
smoke of their btirnlng. teaching
them at the same time a song which
was: "My perfume is Sun powered."
Then another song: "My land is Sun
powered." Then long he talked to

them, describing Just what should be
done for the procuring of buffaloes.

Following his instructions, they had
the people build a large piskan at the

foot of a nearby cliff and then from
the top of the cliff, directly above

the piskan. lay two ever diverging

lines of rock piles far out upon the

plain. When all was finished. Buffalo

Stone taught the four Itoiks, leaders,

to sing and pray for a storm that

would cause the buffaloes to drift

toward the long V of rock piles and
had them select the swiftest, most
enduring runner of the tribe, one
named Red Antelope, to entice the

buffaloes in between the lines of rock

piles when they should appear.

A large herd was soon sighted out

upon the plain and the Itoiks sent

men. women and well grown children

to lie close at the rock piles; the

strongest, bravest of the men to

where there would be the most dan-
ger, the piles near the edge of the

cliff. When the people were all so

placed. Red Antelope, taking advan-
tage of every depression, every rise

of the plain, neared the herd; then,

only partly exposing himself to their

leht. he repeatedly waved his robe

AS WRITTEN bV JOSEPH NUNN

I
WAS born in ttie county of Suf-

folk in Bury St. Edmonds. April 20,

Sunday, in 1851. My father** name
was Jonathan Nunn and my mother's

maiden name, Harriett Wallace. Fa-
ther was a carpenter and a wheel-

wright. He worl^d 60 years for one
ma>n. i

I worked my way to New York In

1872 on the old Oity of Paris steamer.

I landed in New CTork with two black

eyes and 2 cents. 1 1 was shanghaied at

Liverpool. |
,n m starting from
N. Y., and when

I had met a
England to Utici

we got to New
way to Troy on
side, on the Hud^
got a Job on tl

rk we worked our
e steamer. Sunny-
n river. Then we
Champlain canal -

and worked therejall winter. I voted

for Horace Greele| that fall.

Then the next} spring I went to

Saratoga and worked on a ditch,

Ballston Spa to diratoga. Then went
up to the Adiroidak mountains to

peel tan bark. Then the panic of 1873

came, with no ^rk in the United
States. So we went from there to Buf-

on the Welland
le to Lake Ontario.

rock at Queens-

falo and got w
canal from Lake
I worked getting
ton He^hts.
Thenfmyself aiik a chum went to

Port Akhur on Tliunder bay. Lake
SuperioA^We got Aboard a ^hip and
went topuluth. Tliere we ^ot work
loading flour at two bits |ftn hour.

In 1874 I got into a box cir on the

f
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They came in large parlies, often in

parties large eAugh tolbe properly

t after Hhelr arrival

Immediately dlsln-

travellng in search of

tnd when prospecting.

In parties of four or

called trains,

the larger groi

tegrated. Whe
likely location
they associa
five.

It the first to
that region on
tall party was
the vicinity

the spring of

|4. one of their
bravado, at-

Whlle t ley -were n(

visit the : llsspuri in

a similar nission. a
prospectin [ the bars
of the Gi iat falls ii

1868. whei , on April

number, n drunkej
tempted t see how clise to the falls

he could \ 3W a skiff.* He wa« caught

in the cuSent and swebt over to his

death. Hlf companions Ion the bank
helplessly I witnessed th* tragic speo-

Uclir. Tl^ xijfvr«i'ors :^^c; a-.^JtU'i
search f^ the bcxly. Trie following
day one A them addressdd a commu-
nication fo the Helena Herald, telling

the deta

"In ca&ip near Great falls of the

Missouri! April 15, 1868.

•*To tne Editors of the? Herald:
••.

. .Tthe particulars jof a heart

thrilling laccldent . . . that befell a

man by the name of Alexander Pat-

terson, \fco lost his life at the falls

yesterday! deserve to be mentioned.

• • •

BuUt a Skiff

"For some time past there has been

a camp of five of us 'on the prospect'

stationed on the north bank of the

Missouri just above the Great falls,

from which point we were testing

bars and gulches for gold for a range

of 20 miles. As a means Of crossing

the river we had. a few days previous,

built a strdng and somewhat un-
wieldy skiff, to be propelled by oars.

Some whisl^ was brought to the

camp day l^efore yesterday and by 10

o'clock in t^ morning Patterson, who
was usuall# a sober man and Indus-

trious, ana a big hearted moun-
taineer, bepame Intoxicated, got reck-

less and mischievous, and to show
his skill anad strength, as well as his

whisky courage, jumped into our skiff

alone and' pushed out into the stream,

boasting that he could cro8l^,the river

nearer tHe brink of the main rapid

or first fall (there being a auccesslon

of heavy rapids, falls or cascades, be-

fore reaching the main ^11 below)

than ajiy other son of a iun dared

to do!

:

f
"We tried to persuade hA from his

hazardbus undertaking, bpt to no
urpo#. He heeded not alword that



irioes'**"The' white man was Hug

in ^^e
f^^P^rived at Its Mountain

foTv^t on the sWatohewan In

"Ife was at once detailed to "ve and

travel wth the Plkunl and learn their

lanEua-e. so In time, to become post

Intlrm-eter The tribe at once set out

^Sard.- travelling canip^g hunt-

Vne here and there along the trail at

thi trot of the Rockies, and so Hugh

u^ vn«iRmirl rivers. He died in io»o

on ^o Medicine river. Blackfeet In-

ma^r^ervatlon. and h^
'T'Z'^v

ic Risln? Wolf mountain at upper

^o MellcVne
^-^'^J'Y^'l,^^'''^l

nark which I named for him. i^o

of the old Plkunl men who told me

of participating In the overcllff kill-

ing of buffalo herds were long since

dead. Bed Paint and Lodge Pole

At Round Butte

Nine mllee west of *»»« *'^'^„,?^

Choteau. and a q^"'**' "'
*bSie

south of Teton river, is a buue.

called by the whites. Round butte

The pSnl name for it Js^^Ahnut

Shlmlko-Beautlful hlU. Upon its

Hat top. within a circle of -0 feet

to diameter, was. as late as 1868, a

i^ven-foot long setting of stones rep-

resenting a man. arms and legs out-

Rtretched head to the west. Long-

Sg'o muAl men set It there: named U

Mapl Alaklsa-Old Man Lald^ "was

jr«nat:.,'wrur«pS«im»ui,
l^'he^hat'WM, TWO year, wo tber.

itt.(t »t Browning. th.Bl»oKi..»»n

dl.n ft««ney. .n <*« »K.2*?i„ hu
7.vlh«r. of th. •»«•»»'«?• !A
therefore, have »>««n^^"i '"- m,n

?aldufg"\?emy tribe*, they acquired

Kood bands of horses. For jn«

trannportatlon of « ^^/^V .'f^l.a^Sy
various belongings of a family many

horses were r«ciy*r«^-
,. ^.„- Tall

some time before ^hU. Many Tan

reathers married, and the
^^J'^^'l

Lmped near this plaj^an and made a

laree killing of buffalo at It. On tne

night following the great "laughter of

the animals he had a dream, as the

people of the Backfeet tribes call It.

Tpuhpokan-vlslon-to them a hap-

pening of supreme Importance; they

Hevl that^heir <ireams^,J^S:
are actual experiences of their ^ad-

ows (souls), while their bodies Ue

^""mny Tall Feathers' vision was that

a buffalo bull came to him and said.

"Young man. you and your People,

with your plskans. are doing my kma
great^wrong; you are exterminating

us. Because I love my chUdren, be

cause I pity them. I have come to

you. I ask you to make your people

cease using their plskans. « yo^/^^*

do that I win do much for you. I

wni give you of my own Sun power,

so that you shall become a great and

successful warrior and of
^
great in-

fluence with your people.

With that, the buU turned ana

walked away, and Many Tall Feathers

awoke, lay thinking of hU wonderful

vision, decided that he must obey

It. came morning, and he hurried

out to the pUkan, set It afire, re-

turned to camp and. telling of his

vision, urged that the People cease

the plskan slaughtering of buffaio

herds The chiefs and the Sun priests

(medicine men) got together to con-

slder the request. The /ew ahwa

kaklks—decoyers. caUers of the buf-

falo- were against It. Others said,

what mattered the plskans? They

were not necessary for the procuring

of food; with their bows and arrows

and their guns, the hunters couid

always procure plenty of meat for an

And. anyhow, visions were Sun-given

sacred experiences and not to be dU-

regarded. There wa* n^^^^^t ^o jlo

but grunt the request of tho buffalo

bull of Many TuU Fathers* vUlon; the

Plkunl would \M th« plskans no

more. Mor did they, and their broth-

er tribal, the Kalnah (Blood**) and

tho Slkslktt (Blftckftjet). b«5lng told o!

the vision, auo ceaeed th« use oX

^^^AT'the Many Tall Feftthere we

knew was born in 1847, hie father, m
1 have stated, muiit have been born

m about 1820. and aj h« ^^*^^n**

vision before he married, we can eafe-

iv estimate that the last use of a

plskan by the Plkunl was In the early

^
Hugh Monroe—Rising Wolf—In the

long ago, often told of hla very ex-

citing participation In the plskan

slaughtering of buffalo herds, but 1

have forgotten the dates of them.

I do remember that he took Part in

one that was at the cliffs of Two
Medicine river valley. Just above

where Holy Family mission now

stands. ^ , _. ^
In southern Alberta and in Mon-

tana the Blackfeet tribes had many
plskans.
A favorite ons was at a cliff some-

where along the stream between Great

Falls and Helena, that the whites

named AVolf creek. The Blackfeet

Blackfeet was Anthony Hendry of the
Hudson's Bay company. In the spring

of 1754, with a flotilla of canoes

manned by French-Chippewas. he set

out west from York factory and
struck the camp of one of the three

tribes about 30 miles north of the

present city of Calgary. His mission

was to try to Induce the Blackfeet

to go annually to York factory to

trade. In that he failed, the chiefs

replying that they were not a canoe
people, and to go to that far and
swampy country with their horses

would be to lose them all from star-

vation. While in the camp, he was
invited to join lu a piskan kUling of

a herd of buffal<^. but, busUy trad-

ing, did not go. In his notes of his

trip, he relates that the plskan was
in the timber and that from its en-

trance ran two long, ever diverging

lines of fence.
Blackfeet legend has it that the

piskan was of miraculous origin. In

very far back time came a severe win-
ter, the buffaloes disappeared and the

people began to starve. One day a

woman, gathering wood, heard some-
one singing a strange and very im-
pressive song but no singer was any-

where In sight. The singing contin-

ued; seemed to be coming from a hol-

low log; she looked into it. saw that

the singer was a stone of very pecu-

liar shape, sitting in a nest of buf-

falo hair. She took it up. nest and an.

saw that it was much the shape of a

buffalo.
Said the stone to her: "Take me.

for I am Natoyl. I am Buffalo Stone.

Carefuny keep me, do a^ I Instruct

you and you shuU have plenty of ouf-

fuloes.- txner^.u no Ittxgkian ayjivft*

lent for NatoyU Nearwit approach to

It U 8un powered; sdiered; holy.)

, Wlee Men Called

The woman took Buffalo Stone to

her lodge and called In four wise men
to lUten to hli Initructlons. He had

them drop tome eweet Pin«
»**j;2i«V22

ome cpals drawn from the fire and

purify themeelvee In the Pf'^^nj^^
smokt of their burning, teaching

them at th# eamo time a eong which

wae: "My perfume U Sun powered.

Then another eong: "My land !• Sun
powered.'* Then long h« talked to

them, describing Just what should be

done for the procuring of buffaloes.

Following his instructions, they had

the people build a large plskan at the

foot of a nearby cliff and then from

the top of the cliff, directly above

tho plskan. lay two ever diverging

lines of rock piles far out upon the

plain. When all was finished, Buffalo

Stone taught the four Itolks. leaders,

to sing and pray for a storm that

would cause the buffaloes to drift

toward the long V of rock piles and

had them select the swiftest, most

enduring runner of tho tribe, one

named Red Antelope, to entice the

buffaloes In between the lines of rocK

pnes when they should appear.

A large herd was soon sighted out

upon the plain and the Itolks sent

men. women and well grown children

to lie close at the rock pUes; the

strongest, bravest of the men to

where there would be the most dag-

ger, the pnes near the edge of the

cliff. When the people were all so

placed. Red Antelope, taking advan-

tage of every depression, every rise

of the plain, neared the herd; then,

only partly exposing himself to their

sight, he repeatedly waved his robe

above his head. The biiffalo had never

seen the like If It; they stared and

stared, and curiosity overcoming their

fear, began to walk forward. Red
Antelope then swiftly retreated and.

partly hidden behind another little

rise, again waved and waved his robe

B
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They came in large parties, often in

parties large exfcugh to? be properly

called trains, biit after ithelr arrival

the larger groiTO Immediately disin-

tegrated. Whenftraveling In search of

likely locatlons^and when prospecting,

they associate<f in parties of four or

five. i : ;

While tiey were n^t the first to

Issouri in |that region on
isslon, a nail party was
the bars In the vicinity

at falls iri the spring of

looo, wx.c^, on April 14. one of their
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temnted ti see how cl4se to the falls
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Built a Skiff

••For eom« time past there hai been

n camp of five of us 'on th* proepeot

stationed on the north bank of the

Missouri Just above the Oreat fa/ii.

from which Jpolnt we were testing

bars and gulofes for gold for a range

of 20 miles. ^ a means Of crossing

the river we »ad. a few dayt previous,

built a str^ig and somewhat un-

wieldy skiffI to be propelled by oars,

some whls* was brought to the

camp day wTfore yesterday and by 10

o'clock in tie morning Patterson, who

was UBuanf a sober man and Indus-

trious, anf a big heart#d moun-
talneer. b^me intoxicated, got reck-

less and mischievous, and to show

his skin aaxd strength, as weU as his

whisky colrage, Jumped Into our skiff

alone andfpushed out into t|ie stream,

boasting Jhat he could crol^the river

nearer t|ie brink of the iitaltt, rapid

or first fen (there being a^^^uccesslon

of heavf rapids, falls or ca|cades. be-

fore relchlng the main #11 below)

than aiy other son of a

to doll
"Wefcled to persuade h

hazardous undertaking, ^ .. ^
purpoA. He heeded not ajword thaii

was slid to him. but slipped his

rudely! constructed, softwood oara

and blgan rowing In a Circle, each

round ^dropping down nearer and

nearer to the invisible suction of^he
great foaming rapid.

- '— ^' * '— *** come

Eun dared

from his

it to no

and In response to It the herd came

on at somewhat swifter pace. So re-

treating, so repeating waving of his

robe he brought the buffaloes within

the wide mouth of the rock pile lines

and In their rear the people began

rising, waving robes and shouting.

Terribly frightened, the buffaloes

broke Into swift flight, straight fchead,

straight toward the cliff, diverging

neither to right nor left because of

the people constantly springing up
from their hiding places. So going,

the leaders of the herd came to the

cliff and, because of the pressure of

those In their rear, they could not

stop nor turn aside. I>)wn over the

cliff they went and blindly the others

followed them. A dark river of buffa-

loea poured with thunderous roar Into

the nlwkrtn, some of them being killed

or crippled by the fall and those un-

injured running ora^lly around and

around in it, seeking to eaoape. but

soon falling, pierced by the arrows

of the men surrounding the high,

strongly built enclosure.

Mentioned In Journals

As he had been told to do, a youth

with dog and travol itopd near the

plskan to aid the four Itolks. While

an of the people waited, they helped

themselves to what they wanted of

the knis. One chose the tongue, an-

other the dorsal ribs, another the

brisket and the fourth one the ten-

derloin of a fat cow. The youth loaded

their journals that the Blackfeet had

many horses. They doubtless began

taking them from more southern

tribes late In the 17th century. In

time, the ahwa waklks rode out to

decoy herds of buffalo to the pls-

kans. Instead of going on foot. Alter

use of the plskans ceased, the ahwa

waklks frequently decoyed herds from

long distances close to camp, to be

run and kUled by the hunters upon

their swift, trained b««alo,
^?FJ?f:

My good and absolutely truthful

friend. Ell Guardlpe, toorn in 1857.

tells me that. In his youthful days,

he more than once saw herds so

decoyed and so close to camp tna.,

atter the run of them, the women
wont out afoot to help In the butch-

ering of the kills.

Names of some of the plskans still

survive. In^ Alberta, n^thwest of

Fort Macleod and on Willow creek,

at the edge of Porcupine hills, is

Had-hls-head-crushed piskan. (Itsi-

pah sikikini kotsop.) pmi of the

huntirs at the plskan feU into it and

was trampled to death by the buf-

faloes. ... * ^#
Also on Willow creek, northwest of

Fort Macleod. Stahow (Ghosts) pls-

kan. a man saw a herd of buffaloes

being driven over the cliff and falling

Into It. He went to It, saw w dead

they Started following him to camp suddenly all vanished.

and their well earned feast, the peo-

ple, singing, talking, laughing, sprang

into the piskan and began, with their

flint knives, the greatest, one-time

butchering of buffaloes that had ever

occurred. Powerful, oh, powerful,

helpful, was Inlskim—Buffalo Stone.

Anthony Hendry, in 1754. and then

Andrew Cocking, another Hudson's

On Bun Head creek, Blood Indian

reserve, Poml (Grease) plskan. a herd

of buffaloes kined In It proved to be

extremely fat. <«,#..
Klshtslpl Onlstal (Spotted Calfs)

plskan. named for a chief who
claimed It to be the best of aU pls-

kans. _ .,

And so, as the Blackfeet say: Kyli
Andrew uocKing, »uui»iici »*wv«r*: ^,—r^7f q^i t finistti
Bay company man. in 1772. noted iniKinyayll—Sol I flnlsiy



of ideas, because it leaves out the distin^timiement of a
general conception.

The characteristics of the mind exhibited by animals was
then discussed, and t^e conclusion reached that from such
the human intellect could not be developed.

Dr. Porter, in conclusion, adverted to Huxley's Life of
Hume, and objected to such terms as " potential beliefs of
memory " and " potential beliefs of expectation " as being a
method of hiding the author's confusion of thought.

TWENTY-SIXTH REGULAR MEETING.

June 15, 1880.

Wyandot Government—A Short Study of Tribal So-
ciety.

By J. W. POWELL.

In the social organization of the Wyandots four groups
are recognized, the family, the gens, the phratry, and the
tribe.

THE FAMILY.

The family, as the term is here used, is nearly synonym-
ous with the household. It is composed of the persons who
occupy one lodge, or in their permanent wigwams, one sec-

tion of a communal dwelling. These permanent dwellings
are constructed in an oblong form, of poles interwoven with
bark. The fire is placed in line along the centre, and is

usually built for two families, one occupying the place on
each side of the tire.

The head of the family is a woman.

THE OENS.

The gens is an organized body of consanguineal kindred
in the female line. "The woman carries the gens," is the

\
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penetrate the origin ot things. He imagined that men and

animals sprung from decayed trees. Seeing the map of the

world in hemispheres, he imagined it to be two great disks

near each other. The sun and moon were brilliant plates

endowed with mysterious power. Once being alarmed by

thunder, he imagined a great man in the sky.

At eleven years of age he was delighted with the revela-

tion to his mind of a great Creator of the world. Since then

his old perplexities have frequently returned when he has

taken up the inquiry as to the beginning of existence on the

part of the Creator himself.

Professor Porter, resuming his discussion, remarked that

Mr. Ballard's inquiries as to the origin of things were unaided

by signs of any sort. It was argued that they belong to the

higher order of conceptual thought. As embracing in

thought much more than can be individually represented,

they involve what may be called the compendiary mode of

thought By the capacity of nian to arrive at general troths,

he is separated by a wide chasn\ from the brute.

Professor Porter sought to explain conceptual knowledge

in such a manner as to free it frdtn some of its traditional

difficulties. A concept was defined as the notion of a group

of things recognized as related by certain common features,

the things being apprehended as indefinite in number and

in respect to individual variations. In handling a general

conception, we must have something on which to hang the

indeterminate part. A word may serve this end. But

with the word goes a mental image which is also capable of

servincc without a word.

The notion of a word is itself a general notion. This ad-

mitted, the absurdity of the doctrine that general notions

cannot exist without words is evident. For the figuration

of the conception, words present certain preeminently prac-

tical advantages, but this does not invalidate the argument.

Professor Porter objected to Professor Huxley's reference

to Galton's composite portraits as illustrating the generation
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formulated statement by which a Wyandot expresses the

idea that descent is in the female line. Each gens has the

name of some animal, the ancient of such animal being its

tutelar god. Up to the time that the tribe left Ohio, eleven

gentes were recognized, as follows

:

Deer, Bear, Highland Turtle (striped). Highland Turtle

(black). Mud Turtle, Smooth Large Turtle, Hawk, Beaver,

Wolf, Sea Snake, and Porcupine.

In speaking of an individual he is said to be a Wolf, a

Bear, or a Deer, as the case may be, meaningt hereby that he

belongs to that gens ; but in speaking of the body of peo-

ple comprising a gens they are said to be relatives of the

Wolf, the Bear, or the Deer, as the case may be.

There is a body of names belonging to each gens, so that

each person's name indicates the gens to which he belongs.

These names are derived from the characteristics, habits,

attitudes, or mythologic stories connected with the tutelar

god.

The following schedule presents the name of a man and a

woman in each gens, as illustrating this statement

:

Man of Deer Gens

Woman " "

Man of Bear "

Woman of Bear '*

Man of Striped

Turtle gens

Woman of Striped

Turtle gens

Man ofMud Turtle

gens

Woman of Mud
Turtle gens

Man of Smooth

Large Turtle gens

Wun-dat.

De-wa-ti-re

A-ya-jin-ta

A-tu-e-tes

Tsa-ma°-da-ka-e

Ta-ha-so"-ta-ra-

ta-se

Tso-we-yun-kyn

Sha-yan-tsu-wat'

Ya"-dash-shu-ra8

Hu°'-du-cu-t4

English.

Lean Deer.

Spotted Fawn.

Long Claws.

Grunting for her

Young.

Groing Around the

Lake.

Grone from the

Water.

Hard Skull.

Finding Sand

Beach, &c.

Throwing Sand.



Woman of Smooth

Large Turtle gens

Man of Wolf gens
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Wnn-ddt.

Tsu-ca-e"

Ha-r6-u"-yu

Woman " '' Ya"-di-no

Man of Snake gens Hu-ta-hu-sa

Woman " (i

Man of Porcupine

gens

Woman of Porcu-

pine gens

Di-je-rons

Ha^-du-tu'^

Ke-ya-runs-kwa

THE PHRATRY.

English.

Slow Walker.

One who goes about
in the Dark; a

Prowler.

Always Hungry.

Sitting in curled

Position.

One who Ripples

the Water, &c.

The one who puts

up Quills.

Good-Sighted.

There are four phratries in the tribe, the three gentes.

Bear, Deer, and Striped Turtle constituting the first ; the

Highland Turtle, Black Turtle, and Smooth Large Turtle

the second : the Hawk, Beaver, and Wolf the third ; and

the Sea Snake and Porcupine the fourth.

This unit in their organization has a mythologic basis,

and is chiefly used for religious purposes, in the preparation

of medicines, and in festivals and games.

The eleven gentes as four phratries constitute the tribe.

Each gens is a body of consanguineal kindred in the fe-

male line, and each gens is allied to other gentes by consan-

guineal kinship through the male line, and by aflSnity

through marriage.

To be a member of the tribe it is necessary to be a mem-

ber of a gens ; to be a member of a gens it is necessary to

belong to some family ; and to belong to a family a person

must have been born in the family so that his kinship is re-

cognized ; or he must bo adopted into a family and become

a son, brother, or some definite relative ; and this artificial

relationship gives him the same standing as actual relation-

i
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ship in the family, in the gens, in the phratry and in the

tribe.

Thus a tribe is a body of kindred.

Of the four groups thus described, the gens, the phratry

and the tribe constitute the series of organic units; the

family, or household as here described, is not a unit of the

gens or phratry, as two gentes are represented in each—the

father must belong to one gens, and the mother and her

children to another.

GOVERNMENT.

Society is maintained by the establishment of government,

for rights must be recognized and duties performed.

In this tribe there is found a complete differentiation of the

military from the civil government.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

The civil government inheres in a system of councils and

chiefs.

In each gens there is a council, composed of four women,

called Yu-wai-yu-wa-na. These four women councillors

select a chief of the gens from its male members—that is,

from their brothers and sons. This gentile chief is the head

of the gentile council.

The council of the tribe is composed of the aggregated

gentile councils. The tribal council, therefore, is composed

one-fifth of men and four-fifths of women.

The sachem of the tribe or tribal chief is chosen by the

chiefs of the gentes.

There is sometimes a grand council of the gens, composed

of the councillors of the gens proper and all the heads of

households and leading men—brothers and sons.

There is also sometimes a grand council of the tribe, com-

posed of the council of the tribe proper and the heads of

households of the tribe and all the leading men of the

tribe.

These grand councils are convened for special purposes.
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METHODS OF CHOOSING AND INSTALLING COUNCILLORS AND

CHIEFS.

The four women councillors of the gens are chosen by the

heads of households—^themselves being women. There is

no formal election, but frequent discussion is had over the

matter from time to time, in which a sentiment grows up

within the gens and throughout the tribe that, in the event

of the death of any councillor, a certain person will take

her place.

In this manner there is usually one, two, or more potential

councillors in each gens who are expected to attend all the

meetings of the council, though they take no part in the de-

liberations and have no vote.

When a woman is installed as councillor a feast is pre-

pared by the gens to which she belongs and to this feast all

the members of the tribe are invited. The woman is painted

and dressed in her best attire and the sachem of the

tribe places upon her head the gentile chaplet of feathers, and

announces in a formal manner to the assembled guests that

the woman has been chosen a councillor. The ceremony is

followed by feasting and dancing, often continued late into

the night.

The gentile chief is chosen by the council women after

consultation with the other women and men of the gens.

Often the gentile chief is a potential chief through a period

of probation. During this time he attends the meetings of

the council, but takes no part in the deliberations, and has

no vote.

At his installation, the council women invest him with

an elaborately ornamented tunic, place upon his head a chap-

let of feathers, and paint the gentile totem on his face. The

sachem of the tribe then announces to the people that the

man has been made chief of the gens, and admitted to the

council. This is also followed by a festival.

The sachem of the tribe is selected by the men belonging

to the council of the tribe. Formerly the sachemship in-

hered in the Bear gens, but at present he is chosen from the

•> 1
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Deer gens, from the fact, as the AVyandots say, that death

has carried away all the wise men of the Bear gens.

The chief of the Wolf gens is the herald and the sheriff

of the tribe. He superintends the erection of the council-

house and has the care of it. He calls the council together

in a formal manner when directed by the sachem. He an-

nounces to the tribe all the decisions of the council, and ex-

ecutes the directions of the council and of the sachem.

Gentile councils are held frequently from day to day and

from week to week, and are called by the chief whenever

deemed necessary. When matters before the council are

considered of great importance, a grand council of the gens

may be called.

The tribal council is held regularly on the night of the

full moon of each lunation and at such other times as the

sachem may determine ; but extra councils are usually called

by the sachem at the request of a number of councillors.

Meetings of the Gentile councils are very informal, but

the meetings of the tribal councils are conducted with due

ceremony. When all the persons are assembled, the chief

of the Wolf gens calls them to order, fills and lights a pipe,

sends one puff of smoke to the heavens and another to the

earth. The pipe is then handed to the sachem, who fills his

mouth with smoke, and, turning from left to right with the

sun, slowly puffs it out over the heads of the councillors,

who are sitting in a circle. He then hands the pipe to the

man on his left, and it is smoked in turn by each person

until it has been passed around the circle. The sachem

then explains the object for which the council is called.

Each person in the way and manner he chooses tells what

he thinks should be done in the case. If a majority of the

council is agreed as to action, the sachem does not speak

,

but may simply announce the decision. But in some cases

there may be protracted debate, which is carried on with

great deliberation. In case of a tie, the sachem is expected to

speak.

I
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^^::^^:^^^-^^ '- -^- - -— h.

FUNCXIONS OF CIVIL GOVBRNMENT.

It is the function of government to preserve rights and

irTtit cr°" r '"^•^"- ^^^^^ -^ ^'^- -correlative. R ghts imply duties, and duties imply rightsThe right inhering in the party of the fii^t part ^mr^£ aduty on the party of the second part. The riVht Inl^^

^Z^T '''''''''''' ^-of a^tiof thaTm :;:maintained by government
; and the relations which ^overnments are established to maintain may be treZi „?!:the general head of rights.

"°'^®'^

folw'^"'"'"
S^^^^'^--* '^e- "ght« may be classed as

First—Rights of marriage.
Second—Rights to names.
Third—Rights to personal adornments

Sixth—Rights of person.
Seventh—Rights of community.
Eighth—Rights of religion.
To maintain rights, rules of conduct are established notby formal enactment, but by regulated usage. SuchSommade laws may be called regulations.

MARRIAGE REGULATION.

Marriage between members of the samegens is forbiddenbut consanguineal marriages between pe^ns of differentgentes are permitted. For example, a nTn may not maZhis mother's sister's daughter, as she belon/t^ theTmegens with himself
;
but he can marry his fSher's sisTeXdaughter because she belongs to a different gens

Husbands retain all their rights and privileo^es in fh.;
owngentes, though they live wilh the gen'^JfC Jvei:

'
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Children, irrespective of sex, belong to the gens of the

mother. Men and women must marry within the tribe. A
woman taken to wife from without the tribe must firs* be

adopted into some family of a gens other than that to which

the man belongs. That a woman may take for a hosband a

man without the tribe he must also be adopted into the

family of some gens other than that of the woman. What

has been called by some ethnologists endogamy and exog-

amy, are correlative parts of one regulation, and the Wjan-

dots, like all other tribes of which we have any knowledge

in North America, are both endogaraous and exogamooa.

Polygamy is permitted, but the wives must belong to

different gentes. The first wife remains the head of the

household. Polyandry is prohibited. A man seeking a

wife consults her mother, sometimes direct, and sometimes

through his own mother. The mother of the girl advises

with the women councillors to obtain their consent, and the

young people usually submit quietly to their decision.

Sometimes the women councillors consult with the men.

When a girl is betrothed, the man makes such presents to

the mother as he can. It is customary to consummate the

marriage before the end of the moon in which the betrothal

is made. Bridegroom and bride make promises of faitblnl-

ness to the parents and women councillors of both parties.

It is customary to give a marriage feast in which the gentes

of both parties take part. For a short time at least, bnde

and groom live with the bride's mother, or rather in the

original household of the bride.

The time when they will set up housekeeping for them-

selves is usually arranged before marriage.

In the event of the death of the mother, the children be-

long to her sister or to her nearest female kin, the matter

being settled by the council women of the gens. As the

children belong to the mother, on the death of the father

the mother and children are cared for by her nearest male

relative until subsequent marriage.

i
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NAME REGULATIONS.

It has been previously explained that there is a body of
names, the exclusive property of each gens. Once a year
at the green-corn festival, the council women of the gens
select the names for the children born during the previous
year, and the chief of the gens proclaims these names at the
testival. No person may change his name, but every per-
son man or woman, by honorable or dishonorable conduct
or by remarkable circumstance, may win a second name
commemorative of deed or circumstance, which is a kind of
title.

REGULATIONS OF PERSONAL ADORNMENT.

Each clan has a distinctive method of painting the face
a distinctive chaplet to be worn by the gentile chief and
council women when they are inaugurated, and subse-
quently at festival occasions, and distinctive ornaments for
all Its members, to be used at festivals and religious cere-
monies.

REGULATIONS OP ORDER IN ENCAMPMENT AND MIGRATIONS.

The camp of the tribe is in an open circle or horse-shoe,
and thegentes camp in following order, beginning on the
lett and going around to the right

:

ru^T.' ?/^I'r?'^^^^''^
^^'^^^ ('*^^P^^)' Highland Turtle

u^??i o^
^""'^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Turtle, Hawk, Beaver,

Wolf, Sea Snake, Porcupine.
The order in which the households camp in the o-entile

group IS regulated by the gentile councillors and adjusted
trom time to time in such a manner that the oldest family is
placed on the left, and the youngest on the ri^ht In mi
grations and expeditions the order of travel follows the
analogy of encampment.

PROPERTY RIGHTS.

Within the area claimed by the tribe each gens occupies
a smaller tract for the purpose of cultivation. The right of

y
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the gens to cultivate a particular tract is a matter settled in

the council of the tribe, and the gens may abandon one
tract for another onlj with the consent of the tribe. The
women councillors partition the gentile land among the

householders, and the household tracts are distinctly marked
by them. The ground is re-partitioned once in two years.

The heads of households are responsible for the cultivation

of the tract, and should this duty be n^lected the council

of the gens calls the respmisible parties to account.

Cultivation is communal ; that ia, all of the able-bodied

women of the gens take part in the cultivation of each

household tract in the following manner:
The head of the household sands her brother or son into

the forest or to the stream to bring in game or fish for a

feast ; then the able-bodied wosaea of the gens are invited

to assist in the cultivation of the land, and when this work
is done a feast is given.

The wigwam or lodge and all articles of the household

belong to the woman—the head of the household—and at

her death are inherited bj her eldest daughter, or nearest of

female kin. The matter is settled by the council women.
If the husband die his property is inherited by his brother

or his sister's son, except such pmtion as may be buried with

him. His property consists of his clothing, banting and
fishing implements and such artides as are used personally

by himself.

Usually a small canoe is the individual property of the

man. Large canoes are made bj the male members of the

gentes, and are the property of the gentes.

BIGHTS OF PEESOX.

Each individual has a right to freedom of person and se-

curity from personal and bodilj injuiy, unless adjudged

guilty of crime by proper authority.

COMMinSlTT KI0HTS.

Each gens has the ri^t to the aervices of all its women
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in the cultivation of the soil. Each gens has the right to

the service of all its male members in avenging wrongs, and

the tribe has the right to the service of all its male members

in time of war.

RIGHTS OF RELIGION.

Each phratry has the right to certain religious ceremonies

and the preparation of certain medicines.

Each gens has the exclusive right to worship its tutelar

god, and each individual has the exclusive right to the pos-

session and use of a particular amulet.

CRIMES.

The violations of rights are crimes. Some of the crimes

recognized by the Wyandottes are as follows

:

1. Adultery. 4. Murder.

2. Theft. 5. Treason.

3. Maiming. 6. Witchcraft.

A maiden guilty of fornication may be punished by her

mother or female guardian, but if the crime is flagrant and

repeated, so as to become a matter of general gossip, and the

mother fails to correct it, the matter may be taken up by the

council women of the gens.

A woman guilty of adultery, for the first offense is pun-

ished by having her hair cropped; for repeated offenses her

left ear is cut off.

THEFT.

The punishment for theft is two-fold restitution. When
the prosecutor and prosecuted belong to the same gens, the

trial is before the council of the gens, and from it there is

ho appeal. If the parties involved are of different gentes^

the prosecutor, through the head of his household, lays the

matter before the council of his own gens ; by it the matter

is laid before the gentile council of the accused in a formal

manner. Thereupon it becomes the duty of the council of

the accused to investigate the facts for themselves, and to

< ^
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settle the matter with the council of the plaintiff. Failure

thus to do is followed by retaliation in the seizing of any
property of the gens which may be found.

MAIMING.

Maiming is compounded, and the method of procedure

in prosecution is essentially the same as for theft.

MURDER.

In the case of murder, if both parties are members of the

same gens, the matter is tried by the gentile council on
complaint of the head of the household, but there may be

an appeal to the council of the tribe. Where the parties

belong to different gentes, complaint is formally made by
the injured party, through the chief of his gens, in the fol-

lowing manner

:

A wooden tablet is prepared, upon which is inscribed the

totem or heraldic emblem of the injured man's gens, and a

picture writing setting forth the offence follows.

The gentile chief appears before the chief of the council

of the offender, and formally states the offence, explaining

the picture-writing, which is then delivered.

A council of the offender's gens is thereupon called and
a trial is held. It is the duty of this council to examine
the evidence for themselves and to come to a conclusion

without further presentation of the matter on the part of the

pei-son aggrieved. Having decided the matter among them-

selves, they appear before the chief of the council of the

aggrieved party to offer compensation.

If the gens of the offender fail to settle the matter with

the gens of the aggrieved party, it is the duty of his nearest

relative to avenge the wrong. Either party may appeal to

the council of the tribe. The appeal must be made in due

form, by the presentation of a tablet of accusation.

Inquiry into the effect of a failure to observe prescribed

formalities developed an interesting fact. In procedure
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against crime, failure in formality is not considered a viola-

tion of the rights of the accused, but proof of his innocence.

It is considered supernatural evidence that the charges are

false. In trials for all offences forms of procedure are, there-

fore, likely to be earnestly questioned.

TREASON.

Treason consists in revealing the secrets of the medicine

preparations or giving other information or assistance to

enemies of the tribe, and is punished by death. The trial

is before the council of the tribe.

WITCHCRAFT.

Witchcraft is punished by death, stabbing, tomahawking,
or burning. Charges of witchcraft are investigated by the

grand council of the tribe. When the accused is adjudged

guilty, he may appeal to supernatural juds^ment. The test

is by fire. A circular fire is built on the ground through

which the accused must run from east and west, and from

north to south. If no injury is received, he is adjudged

innocent ; if he falls into the fire, he is adjudged guilty.

Should a person accused or having the general reputation

of practising witchcraft become deaf, blind, or have sore

eyes, earache, headache, or other diseases considered loath-

some, he is supposed to have failed in practising his arts

upon others and to have fallen a victim to them himself.

Such cases are most likely to be punished.

OUTLAWRY.

The institution of outlawry exists among the Wyandot s

in a peculiar form. An outlaw is one who by his crimes

has placed himself without the protection of his clan. A
man can be declared an outlaw by his own clan, who thus

publish to the tribe that they will not defend him in case

he is injured by another. But usually outlawry is de-

clared only after trial before the tribal council.

^ ( ^
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The method of procedure is analogous to that in case of
murder. When the person has been adjudged guilty, and
sentenoe of outlawry declared, it is the duty of the chief of
the Wolf elan to make known the decision of the council.

This he does by appearing before each clan in the order of
its encampment, and declaring in terms the crime of the

outlaw and the sentence of outlawry, which may be either

of two grades.

In the lowest grade it is declared that, if the man shall

thereafter continue in the commission of similar crimes, it

will be lawful for any person to kill him ; and if killed,

rightfolly or wrongfully, his clan will not avenge his death.

Outlawry of the highest degree makes it the duty of any
member of the tribe who may meet with the offender to kill

him.

MILITARY GOVERNMENT.

The management of military affairs inheres in the mili-

tary council and chief. The military council is composed
of all the able-bodied men of the tribe ; the military chief

18 chosen by the council from the Porcupine gens. Each
gentile chief is responsible for the military training of the
youth under his authority. There is usually one or more
potential military chiefs who are the close companions and
asBistants of the chief in time of war, and in case of the

death of the chief take his place in the order of seniority.

Prisoners of war are adopted into the tribe or killed. To
be adopted into the tribe it is necessary that the prisoner

shoald be adopted into some family. The warrior takin^r

the prisoner has the first right to adopt him, and his male
or female relatives have the rio-ht in the order of their kin-

ship. If no one claims the prisoner for this purpose he is

caused to run the irauntlet, as a test of his courasre.

If at his trial he behaves manfully, claimants are not

wanting, but if he behavesJ disgracefully he is put to death.
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FELLOWHOOD.

There is an interesting institution found among the

"Wyandots, as among some other of our North American

tribes, namely, that of fellowhood. Two young men agree

to be perpetual friends to each other, or more than brothers.

Each reveals to the other the secrets of his life, and coun-

sels with him him on matters of importance, and defends

him from wrong and violence, and at his death is chief

mourner.

The government of the Wyandots, with the social organ-

ization upon which it is based, affords a typical example of

tribal Government throughout North America. Within that

area there are several hundred distinct governments. In so

great a number there is great variety, and in this variety

we find different degrees of organization, the degrees of

organization being determined by the differentiation of the

functions of the government and the correlative specializa-

tion of organic elements.

Much has yet to be done in the study of these governments

before safe generalizations may be made. But enough is

known to warrant the following statement

:

Tribal government in North America is based on kinship

in that the fundamental units of social organization are

bodies of consanguineal kindred either in the male or female

line: these units being what has been well denominated

"gentes."

These " gentes " are organized into tribes by ties of rela-

tionship and affinity, and this organization is of such a

character that the man's position in the tribe is fixed by his

kinship. There is no place in a tribe for any person whose

kinship is not fixed, and only those persons can be adopted

into the tribe who are adopted into some family with arti-

ficial kinship specified. The fabric of Indian society is a

complex tissue of kinship. The warp is made of streams

of kinship blood, and the woof of marriage ties.

C* )

With most tribes military and civil affairs are differenti-

ated. The functions of civil government are in general

differentiated only to this extent, that executive functions

are performed by chiefs and sachems, but these chiefs and
sachems are also members of the council. The council is

legislature and court. Perhaps it were better to say that

the council is the court whose decisions are law, and that

the legislative body properly has not been developed.

In general crimes are well defined. Procedure is formal,

and forms are held as of such importance that error therein

IB prima facie evidence that the subject matter formulated

was false.

When one gens charges crime against a member of

another, it can of its own motion proceed only to retaliation.

To prevent retaliation, the gens of the offender must take

the necessary steps to disprove the crime, or to compound

or punish it. The charge once made is held as just and

true until it has been disproved, and in trial the cause of

the defendant is first stated. The anger of the prosecuting

gens must be placated.

In the tribal governments there are many institutions,

customs, and traditions which give evidence of a former

condition in which society was based, not upon kinship, but

upon marriage.

From a survey of the facts it seems highly probable that

kinship society, as it exists among the tribes of North

America, has developed from connubial society, which is

discovered elsewhere on the globe. In fact, there are a few

tribes that seem scarcely to have passed that indefinite

boundary between the two social states. Philologic research

leads to the same conclusion.

Nowhere in North America have a people been discovered

who have passed beyond tribal society to national society

based on property, ^^ e., that form of society which is char-

acteristic of civilization. Some peoples may not have reached

kinship society ; none have passed it.
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Nations with civilized institutions, art with palaces, mon-

otheism as the worship of the Great Spirit, all vanish from

the priscan condition of North America in the light of an-

thropologic research. Tribes with the social institutions of

kinship, art with its highest architectural development ex-

hibited in the structure ofcommunal dwellings, and polythe-

ism in the worship of mythic animals and nature-gods re-

main.

TWKNTY-SEVENTH REGULAR MEETING.

\
October 5, 1880.

Scheme of the Tenth Census for the Enumeration of

V Untaxed Indians.

By GARRICK MALLERY.

The speaker exhibited the schedules prepared by the Bu-

reau of Ethnology for tliis purpose and explained the object

of the inquiries made therein.

Ossuary at Accotink, Va.

By E. R. REYNOLDS.
\

This ossuary was discovered on the 15th of April, 1869

by a party of gentlemen from the Shenandoah Valley. It

is situated on the farm of Lewis Ashton, Esq., Fairfax

County, near the confluence of Accotink Creek and the

Potomac, at Marlborough. The cutting of its banks by the

creek revealed human remains and implements. iMr. Printz

and other members of the party succeeded in recovering

the bones ©f twelve very large Indians. They had been

buried with their feet to the east under a stratum of earth

six feet deep. The skeleton appeared to be between six and

seven feet long, and correspondingly large in other respects.

• !
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One of the early turf houses on the Western prairie.

Last Mountain Valley lies to the east of Long
Lake, that part of the Valley west and north of the

Mountain itself is open prairie, all ^long the east

side of the Valley from the banks of the Qu'appelle

to the shores of Big Quill stretches the blue line of

bluff country, which include the
;
Big and Little

Touchwood HiUs.

movement ,on foot to ''conserve moisture", "build
dams", ''store up irainfall", "further irrigation sche-
mes", and "plant trees" ibesides growing crop more
adapted to holding the surface soil together.

But how puny rnan's efforts are in comparison to
the enormous task ahead, and the expense involved,
and in plain view of what is happening, the crime

Retake Preceding Frame
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,
fhry yniilH vnry

o Hilo.

ipu nui,

ipu Uilii/*

strong winds of Hilo,

wind gourd,

little wind gourd.

Joseph S. Emerson

A Note on Twins

In Laguna^ N. M-, twins are considered a misfortune. So much so

in fact, that a woman is not told she is gix^ing birth to twins for fear she

might in some way interfere with the birth of the second child.

It is belie\-ed that twins are due to some e\al person—a witch—with

whom the prospective mother might unwittingly have quarrelled or

whom she had offended in some way, during pregnancy.^ As soon as the

twins are bom, kcuma wawa? a root, is burned constantly in the middle

of the room. The smoke from this will drive away the witch.'

To further counteract the evfl influence of the witch, the twins are

taken to the medicine man (icaiyani). He gives each twin a teaspoonf ul

of the urine of their mother that has been preserved for a week. Unless

this is administered the twins will continue to be an evil influence in the

community—"they will know all and become witches themselves."

1 The Zuni belie^^ a rnxwiaui wfll ha^e twins who eats the wafer bread her husband

has taken with him on a deer hunt and brought back home, for the deer have twins.

The bread, hcnvever, may be eaten with impunity if she passes it four times around the

rung of her hoase ladder. It is also believed that a woman who eats venison and

mutton or venisoo and beef at the same meal will also be the mother of twins. See

E. C. Parsons, "Zuni Conception and Pregnancy Beliefs." Proceedings, XIX Inter-

national Congress of Awuricmmists, Washington, 1915* P- 3^1-

At Hopi, twins are bdieved to be due to intercourse in the day time, one child

begot by the man, the other by the fon; in Pueblo Indian folk tales, twins are begot

by the sun in several cases.—Unpnbliriied note by E. C. Parsons.

* Father Noel Dumaiest (Notes on the Cochiti. N. M., Memoirs of the American

Anthropological Associmtiom, VoL vu No. 3, pp. 153. 154) refers to the "katshrana,"

an herb which is kept cm the peison of an invalid. This terrifies the witches and with

it in the house they become pawnless.

s At Cochiti a fire is lighted at birth and not extinguished for four days. During

this time the man guards the Ijing-in woman for fear the witches may carry off the

child and make a witch of him. (Dumaiest, "Notes on Cochiti. N. M.").
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The use of urine in this instance is another case of inoculative magic,

^

for a witch may make two balls of earth wet by urine and roll the balls

in the direction of the woman who has urinated.* Since the mother

may be bewitched by her urine, the twins may be cured by it.

My informant, Dzaid'yuwi of Laguna, one of twin sisters, told me
that her mother had not known of this preventative measure until she

and her sister were quite old. Before they were given the medicine they

hurt whoever crossed their path. If they only touched a person, a

large bump would immediately form. However, after drinking the

medicine, its potency caused the evil spirit to leave them. It is also

believed that if a pottery jar in the making will not burn, a twin who is

near is the cause. A twin passing an oven must blow upon it hard or

spit three times, ^ otherwise the bread will not bake.

Mrs. Parsons has described the ceremonial treatment of a child bv the

medicine nian.^ For twins the routine is very similar. However, instead

of one lyetiku, the most sacred symbol or fetich of the Keresans, there

are two, one for each child. These are symbolic of the Naiya (mother)

lyetikuy the deity within the earth, and Mrs. Parsons described it as an

ear of corn wrapped in unspun cotton and set in a little buckskin cap.

These two ears are placed on either side of a bow'l of medicine and the

tcaiyani sprinkles a row of meal with his arrow point, from the door to

each lyetiktc. It is by these paths that the KopisIUaiya or benevolent

spirits enter. The tcaiyani then offers a prayer that the children may
have everything they will need and will always remain in good health.

He then gives the mother a drink of the medicine in the bowl four times.

This medicine is called madzi-wawa (blood 'medicine). It is a tea made

of the root of eriogonum and is administered also at the menstrual period

and before and after confinement.

Esther Schiff

1 Elsie Clews Parsons, "Zufli Inoculative Magic," Science, n. s,, vol. xi.iv, pp.

469-470, 1916.

2 Elsie Clews Parsons, "Mothers and Children at Laguna.** Man, Vol. xix, p. 37,

London, 1919.

3 These are common Pueblo Indian rites of exorcism.

* Elsie Clews Parsons, *' Mothers and Children at Laguna." Man, Vol. xix, p. 37.
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Tied in any manne
that ilm ref^ulutio

In addition to a

^lini;, sugg^Mtinnn

vited to'jthe recent amendment of they regulation

containecf in paragraph io8 of the F/ring Regu-

lations for Small Arms with regard to the use oT

the sling -as an aid in firing. The /paragraph as

amended rjow provides that *'the gf'un sling may
be used at (ill ranges as an auxilia^ry to steady the

piece in coruiection with the arny or arms alone,

provided that-^or purpose of adjustment for shoot-

ing, neither etid shall have been passed through

either sHng swiWi, No knot will be tied in the

slintf, and the »lii)fe will not be/added to or modi-
'' and the Oliief of Staff direct*

be strictly observed,

port on /lie merit! of the new

re invit/d from commanding

oftkeri relative to\the g/neral iubject of the

sling as an au'xiliar^ in fining, as it may be pos-

sible to construct o^e imi will be superior to

either the present shc^rt s^ng or the long one for*

merly issued. ^ \
Very rc8pc(^f/illy,

W.VP.'nall,

h Military Secretary.

It will be noted thaj Vhile the new gun sling

is to be issued, report^ arc to be rendered both

as to its efficiency as Compared with the former

model and also in retationvto any modifications

that may seem desirablp. y
This is certainly a wide departure from previous

practice in such matters, in^much as the men
i

who use the gun slingr arc to be given an oppor-

tunity, through theirf companjt commanders, to

express their views. IThe field \\ now open for an

improved gun sling,| and that \uv experts have

been at work in th|s direction Js proved by the

description of the S/iaw gun slingW Lieut. Town-

send Whelcn, which appears in thi^ issue.

An Liternational Mate

For the thirll successive year, the\Cerclc de.>

Carabiniers, of/Paris, and the ^lanhatta^ Rifle and

Revolver Ass/)ciation, of New York, ^ill engage

in a friendly/ contest with ritle and rdk'olver, on

May 19, 24,iind 26. Each organization) will com-

pete on its j(ome range and will be represented by

a team of/fiftcen men, the conditions cVlling fo»

f«)rty sho/s with rifle, at 200 yards, on th\ French

target, a^id forty shots with revolver, at 59 yards,

on the Standard American target. Tn both the

The importance of the Adirondacks in th^ir re-

lation to the canals, river commerce, aiid water
supply v(or domestic, sanitary, and other purposes
is so far^><i|iching that the weJ^Ye of the whole
state may be'^'s^id to be involved in their preser-

vation. When, in "a^ditiop to these considerations,

are added the value oi^lie Adirondacks as a refuge

and health restorer/fn i^pth summer and winter;

the pleasure which* the siglli of the trees gives to

the escaped pri^nern of city'lH^; the educational

and icientific ;valuc of the flora lln,d fauna which

are preserved here, but have becomi extinct in

other part^i' of the state; and the wholesome sport

enjoyed^ by many in fishing and hunting, one ap-

prcciiites the inestimable value of forests to the

CQrrimonwealth and the importance of the duty to

preserve thctti.

MITCHEL SABATTIS.

The most famous woodsman and guide of the

Adirondacks has passed away. Not for twenty
years at least has there been any one living who
could successfully dispute this title with Mitchel

Sabattis,' the Indian, of Long Lake; in fact, in the

whole recorded history of the Adirondacks I can

think of but two men whose names stand higher

in woodcraft, and whose deeds have fixed them-

selves more securelv in the memory of man. They
are Nat Foster (the Natty Bumppo of Cooper),

who operated in the Brown's tract at the begin-

ning of the last century; and John Cheney, of

Newcomb, who was born in 1800 and won his fame

as a hunter, trapper, and guide in the Adiron-

dacks between 1830 and 1865. As early as 1849

Cheney appears as one of the leading figures in

The Adirondacks; or, Life in the Woods, by the

historian J. T. Hcadley.

Mitchel Sabattis' age, as well as the correct

spelling of his name, have been subjects of con-

troversy for a good many years, and it is possible

that there was much uncertainty on these points

even in the mind of the famous Indian guide him-

self. It was common talk to refer to him as a

centenarian as far back as I can remember, and

both his first and last names have appeared in

print spelled in at least a half dozen different ways.

Col. William F. Fox, superintendent of New York

state forests, who has a wide familiarity with

Adirondack lore and has been personally acquaint-

ed with nearly every Adirondack celebrity during

the past thirty years, is of the opinion that the old

Indian's name was originally MicJiel Saint Hap-

tiste, and that the various forms in which his

name Was spelled were merely corruptions of the

original French form. Col. Fox's opinion is based

partly upon a study of the Jesuit relations, both

the documents which have been translated into

iMiglish and those in the original French, wherein

he has discovered that multitudes of Indians, in

all the northern tribes, who came under the influ-

ence of the early French missionaries, assumed or

were given the two names, then very popular in

religious circles, of St. Michael the Archangel and

St. John the liaptist.

'I'hc thc(jry of C(;l. Fox is interesting; but. how-

ever reasonable it may seem, the old man hinisell

assured me, when I visited him in his home at L<»ng

i
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Lake in 1899, that his name was spelled Mitchel

Sabattis. At the same time, he gave me as his

date of birth Sept. 29, 1824, which would put him in

his eighty-second year at the time of his death,

although I notice that S. R. Stoddard, of Glens

Falls, in his Adirondack Guide, edition of 1876,

gives the year 1823 as the date of his birth.

Among the various orthographies which are

frequently met in print are: For the first name,

Mitchell, Mitchel, Michael, Michel, Mitshell; for

the last name, Sabattis, Sabatis, Sabbatis, Sabbattis.

Headley used the form Mitchell,' not giving the

last name, in 1849; Adirondack Murray in 1869,

in Adventures in the Wilderness, Michael Sabatis;

Stoddard in 1874 and subsequently, in The Adiron-

dacks, Illustrated, Mitchel Sabattis; Col. Fox in

1891 in The Adirondack Park, in Annual Report

of Forest Commission, Mitchell Sabattis.

Mitchel Sabattis was a full-blooded Indian of

the St. Francis tribe, a branch of the Abenakis.

He was born at Parishville, N. Y., near the St.

Lawrence river, his grandparents having been born

at Francisville, Province of Quebec, Canada. His

father, like himself, was a man of more than local

renown, and was a great hunter and woodsman.

He was generally known as Captain Peter, a title

which he earned during Revolutionary days, he

having commanded a company of Indians who

served as allies of the Americans. Headley saw

him in camp at Long Lake in 1849, and refers to

him as having been past eighty at the time. Stod-

dard says he died in 1859 at the age of 108; and

adds, "As a proof of his physical powers a place

is still pointed out a little below Raquette pond,

known as Captain Peter's rock, from which he

once leaped to the shore, fully sixteen feet distant."

Mitchel Sabattis spent most of his Ufe on Oi

about Long lake, in Hamilton county, New York,

the geographical center of the Adirondacks—much

of the time in camp, although, of course, he made

many long hunting trips in all directions, and

his services were constantly in demand by the

early .explorers, surveyors, and sportsmen. His

acquaintance with all sections of the Adirondack.?

became perhaps more extensive than that ol any

other woodsman or guide, red or white.

"Honest John" Plumley, Murray's celebrated

guide, whose brother Jerry Plumley was the first

white' child born at Long Lake, told me that the

first day he (John) ever saw the waters of Long

lake—in the summer of 1833—there was a small

party of Indians camping at the foot of the lake,

and that Mitchel Sabattis—then a mere boy of

eight or ten—was paddling about in a birch-bark

canoe.' Mitchel signalled to "his little white

brother/' John Plumley, who was but a year or

two his junior, to go with him and have a ride

in his canoe, and John and his father were pad-

dled do^wn the lake by Mitchel to the camp of

the Indiana, where they found Mitchel's father,

Captain Peter, and several other Indiann. They

were engaged in skinning a moose, which they had

killed the night before in a bay of the lake. The

Indians gave John's father a part of the mouse as

a sign of their friendliness.

Mitchel was one of the greatest hunters that

ever lived in the Adirondacks, though it is prob-

able that in the number of animals killed, and

especially in exciting adventures of the chase, his

record was not up to that of either Nat Foster

or John Cheney. He killed probably thousands

of deer in his day; and besides bears, wolves, beav-

er, and every kind of fur-bearing creature inhabit-

ing the North Woods, he is credited with having

taken twenty m'oose. He killed his last moose in

1854.

It was as a still-hunter of deer that Mitchel

Sabattis won his greatest renown; and his won-

derful skill in this line was well known in ever'

part of northern New York for over half a cen-

tury. Many rivals he had, who sought to wrest

from him the distinction of being the mightiest

still-hunter of the Adirondacks; and there is a

well-authenticated story that Caleb Chase, the fam-

ous boat-builder and panther hunter, of New-
comb (who at the hale old agf of seventy-six

helped us to liberate a herd of elk near his home
last month) did finally succeed in outdoing him.

Chase, who came to the Adirondacks in 1842, at

the age of twelve, told me in 1901 that he and

Mitchel Sabattis had been fast friends and hunting

companions in early life, and that he had learned

his woodcraft from Mitchel, who was six yoars

his senior. Soon Chase became almost as pro-

ficient as his Indian tutor, and a generous rivalry

grew up between them, which lasted for years, and
the fame of which spread far and wide. Mitchel

had a record of ten deer killed by fair still-hunting

in a single day, and to outdo this Chase bent all

his energies, finally succeeding in killing eleven

deer by still-hunting in one day. And he always

insisted that he could have killed twelve, only that

his ammunition gave out. Of course, the feat of

Caleb Chase did not detract from the universal

fame which Sabattis had gained, and cont'inued to

enjoy, throughout the Adirondacks, during the

remainder of his life.

Mitchel Sabattis' name is met with all through

the literature of the Adirondacks. He was one of

the great characters of the North Woods, and he

was always sought out and Interviewed (even when
his services as guide could not be obtained) by the

Mltoh^l Sftbattit,

literary sportsmen and travelers who visited the

vicinity of Lang take. He was a modest man and

a good neighbor, and was generally esteemed by

the villagers of Long Lake, where, during his

later years, with his wife and children, he made

his home, in a small frame house, not far from the

spot where in boyhood and early young manhood
he had pitched his tepee, before he gave up the

nomadic life of the semi-wild Indian for the more
regular existence of a thoroughly civili/ed citi-

zen of the state.

Harry V. Radforu
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Lake in iS<)(), that his namo was spelled Mitchel

Sabattis. At the same time, he gave me as his

(late nf birth Sept. 20, i^-M. whieh would ptit him in

his eiMh(y=seeniid year at the time oi his death,

alihnuKli I nntiee that S. K. Slnddard, of (ilens

i'alls, ill his Adirondack Guide, edition of 1876,

gives the year i8jj as the date of his birth.

Amonj.;: the various orthographies which arc

fre(iuently met in print arc: For the first name.

Miteliell, Mitehel, Michael, IMichcl, Mitshell; for

the last name, Sabattis, Sabatis, Sabbatis, Sabbattis.

iieadley used the form ^litchell* not giving the

last name, in 1849; Adirondack ?^Iurray in 1869,

in Adventures in the Wilderness, Michael Sabatis;

Stoddard in 1874 and subsequently, in The Adiron-

dacks, Illustrated, ]\Iitchel Sabattis; Col. Fox in

1891 in The Adirondack Park, in Animal Report

of Forest Commission, Mitchell Sabattis.

Mitchel Sabattis was a full-blooded Indian of

the St. Francis tribe, a branch of the Abenakis.

He was born at Parishville, N. Y., near the St.

Lawrence river, his grandparents having been born

at Francisville, Province of Quebec, Canada. His

father, like himself, was a man of more than local

renown, and was a great hunter and woodsman.

He was generally known as Captain Peter, a title

which he earned during Revolutionary days, he

having commanded a company of Indians who

served as allies of the Americans. Headley saw

him in camp at Long Lake in 1849, and refers to

him as having been past eighty at the time. Stod-

dard says he died in 1859 at the age of 108; and

adds, "As a proof of his physical powers a place

is still pointed out a little below Raquette pond,

known as Captain Peter's rock, from which he

once leaped to the shore, fully sixteen feet distant."

Mitchel Sabattis spent most of his life on oi

about Long lake, in Hamilton county, New York,

the geographical center of the Adirondacks—much

of the time in camp, although, of course, he made

many long hunting trips in all directions, and

his services were constantly in demand by the

early explorers, surveyors, and sportsmen. His

acquaintance with all sections of the Adirondack.,

became perhaps more extensive than ihiit oI any

other woodsman or guide, red or white.

^'Honest John" Plumley, Murray's celebrated

guide, whose brother Jerry Plumley was the tirst

white' child born at Long Lake, told me that the

first day he (John) ever saw the waters of Long

lake—in the summer of 1833—there was a small

party of Indians camping at the foot of the lake,

and that Mitchel Sabattis—then a mere boy of

eight or ten—was paddling about in a birch-bark

canoe. Mitchel signalled to **his little white

brother,'* John Plumley, who was but a year or

two his junior, to go with him and have a ride

in his canoe, and John and his father were pad-

dled down the lake by Mitchel to the camp of

the Indians, where they found Mitchel's father,

Captain Peter, and several other Indians. They

were engaged in skinning a moose, which they had

killed the night before in a bay of the lake. The

Indians gave John's father a part of the moose as

a sign of their friendliness.

Mitchel was one of the greatest hunters that

ever lived in the Adirondacks, though it is prob-

able that in the number of animals killed, and

especially in exciting adventures of the chase, his

record was not up to that of either Nat Foster

or John Cheney. He killed probably thousands

of deer in his day; and besides bears, wolves, beav-

er, and every kind of fur-bearing creature inhabit-

ing the North Woods, he is credited with having

taken twenty moose. He killed his last moose in

1854.

It was as a still-hunter of deer that Mitchel

Sabattis won his greatest renown; and his won-

derful skill in this line was well known in every

part of northern New York for over half a cen-

tury. Many rivals he had, who sought to wrest

from him the distinction of being the niighiiest

still-hunter of the Adirondacks; and there is a

well-authenticated story that Caleb Chase, the fam-

ous boat-builder and panther hunter, of New-
comb (who at the hale old ag^ of seventy-six

helped us to liberate a herd of elk near his honr*

last month) did fmally succeed in outdoing him.

Chase, who came t(^ tho Adirondacks in 1842, at

the age of twelve, told me in 1901 that he and

Mitchel Sabattis had been fast friends and lumtin;.;

companions in early life, and that he liad learned

his woodcraft from Mitch«d, who was six y.vir>*

his senior. Soon Chase became almost as pro-

lieient as his Indian tutor, and a jjenerous rivalry

Kfew \\[) between them, whieh lasted for years, and

the fame of whieh spread far and wide. Mitehol

had a record of ten deer killed by fair stilMumtitu:

in a single day, and to outdo this Chase bent all

his energies, linally succeeding in killing eleven

deer by still-hunting in one day. And he always

insisted that he could have killed twelve, only that

his annnunition gave out. Of course, the feat of

Caleb Chase did not detract from the universal

fame which Sabattis had gained, and continued to

enjoy, throughout the Adirondacks, during the

remainder of his life.

^litchel Sabattis' name is met with all through

the literature of the Adirondacks. He was one of

the great characters of the North Woods, and he

was ahvays sought out and interviewed (even when
his services as guide could not be obtained) by the

MitcHel Sabattis.

literary sportsmen and travelers who visited the

vicinity of Long lake. He was a modest man and

a good neighbor, and was generally esteemed by

the villagers of Long Lake, where, during his

later years, with his wife and children, he made

his home, in a small frame house, not far from the

spot where in boyhood and early young manhood
he had pitched his tepee, before he gave up the

nomadic life of the semi-wild Indian for the more
regular existence of a thoroughly civilized citi-

zen of the state.

Harry V. Radford.
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technics comes the*necessity of uniformity in

classification and terminology—^that confusion

may be avoided, and investigations be so re-

corded as to make possible scientific deduc-

tions, relationships of technics—and possibly

of peoples.

The accompanying key to basketry, though

in condensed form, is presented here with the

thought that it may prove as helpful to the

ethnologist unfamiliar with the work, as it

has to the writer in serious study of collec-

tions from many parts of the world. An en-

larged issue, fully explained and amplified,

will appear later.

Acknowledgment must be made to the two

authors who have previously treated basketry

classification—Otis T. Mason and J. Leh-

mann—^whose works have made it possible to

take a step in advance, and record in clearer

and more definite form this key to the technic.

The classification recognizes three kinds of

basketry—plaited, woven and coiled ware, the

division being based upon their construction

or building process, as the elements plait,

weave and coil. The fundamental process of

the three distinct technics is easily discerned

upon slight examination.

Plaiting constructs a mat-like surface by

means of active elements only, which move

over and under each other in regular order.

No passive foundation elements are incorpo-

rated, neither are new elements added after

the completion of the base, as those already

furnished continue to plait the body of the

basket.

Weaving is known by its upright warps ex-

tending from base to upper edge, as the sur-

face is constructed on these passive warps,

crossed by an active binding element, or weft.

Two tyi)es of weaving—checked and twilled

wicker—are less easily recognized because of

the equal size of the warp and weft, but even

here the distinct weft element added at the

base may be traced encircling the basket.

Coiling can easily be distinguished by the

spiral movement of its elements. This con-

sists either of an active element, or of a pas-

sive element bound down by an accompanying

active element.

This key approaches Mason's classification

nearest at types of weaving, although here

there are differences. Mason entirely excludes

plaiting as a basketry process, while his types

of coiled ware are based ujwn the components

of the internal element—the foundations. The

composition of the inner element is the last

consideration, and a later division than is

shown on this condensed key.

KEY TO BASKETRY TECIINIC

I. Plaiting of Crossed Active Elements

A. Parallel elements in two directions.

1. Over and under one Checked Plaiting.

2. Over and under more than one, •

Twilled Plaiting.

B. Parallel elements in more than two directions,

Lattice Plaiting.

II. Weaving of Active Across Passive Elements^

A. Parallel warps in one direction.

1. Weft interlaced Wicker Weave.

a. Warps coarser than weft,

Plain Wicker Weave.
m

b. Warps of same size as weft.

a\ Over and under one,

Checked Wicker Weave.

h\ Over and under more than one,

Twilled Wicker Weave.

2. Weft twined.

a. Weft of two strands.

a\ Over one warp Plain Twine Weave.

h\ Over two warps . Twilled Twine Weave.

h. Weft of three strands.

a'. Plain weft .... Three-ply Twine Weave.

h\ Braided weft,

Braid Three-ply Twine Weave.

3. Weft wrapped Wrapped Weave.

B. Parallel warps in more than one direction.

1. Weft interlaced Lattice Wicker Weave.

2. Weft twined.

a. Warps oblique,

Oblique Lattice Twine Weave.

b. Warps vertical and horizontal,

Vertical Lattice Twine Weave.

3. Weft wrapped Lattice Wrapped Weave.

III. Coiling of Active Element or of Active

Along Passive Element

A. Active element only.

1. Weft spiral Spiral Lace Coil.

2. Weft twisting Twisted Lace Coil.

3. Weft interlacing Interlaced Lace Coil.

* Active elements are weft. Passive elements

warp.

. . /
r
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4. Weft knotting Knotted Lace Coil.

B. Active and passive elements.

1. Weft spiral Twisted Coil.

2. Weft twisting Twisted Coil.

3. Weft interlacing Interlaced Coil.

4. Weft looping Looped Coil.

Mary Lois Kissell
American Museum of Natural History

FUSARIUM WILT OF CABBAGE

Wilt or " yellows " disease of cabbage, due
to an undescribed species of Fusarium, has
been known in this department for some years,

as a trouble of minor importance, but it is now
gaining such headway in some cabbage sec-

tions that active measures will have to be
taken to combat it.

Some of the important symptoms are: re-

tarded growth, wilting of the foliage, yellow-
ing and dropping of the lower leaves. Later
the upper leaves are affected and drop off,

leaving the stem bare. In some cases one half
of the leaf turns yellow while the other half
retains its normal green color for a time.

Microconidia are present in great numbers in

the water-carrying vessels of the living plant.

Soon after the death of the plant, pinkish
—Tfiasses composed of macroconidia form abun-

dantly on the surface.

This disease was first observed by Dr. Erwin
F. Smith in 1895. Experiments made by him
in 1899 point to the soil as the source of infec-

tion. In 1900 Mr. W. A. Orton, of the XJ. S.

Department of Agriculture, made field ob-

servations on the disease in South Carolina,

and isolated the fungus, but did not carry on
further work.

In April, 1908, the writer isolated the fun-
gus from some material sent in from the

south. During the past summer the disease

has been reported from several states. In the

kraut district of northern Ohio it has been
very destructive.

Pot experiments were started in one of the

greenhouses, to determine the parasitism of

the fungus. After the cabbage plants had
been growing in the pots for about ten days,

pure cultures of the fungus were mixed into

the soil, care being exercised not to injure the

rootlets. In about thrc*? weeks some of the

I

) ^

plants began to show sympfoms ot the disease.

An examination of the plants a little later

showed 83 per cent, of successful inoculations.

None of the controls contracted the disease.

The fungus was again recovered from one of
the diseased plants, fresh soil was secured,

young plants set out aAd inoculated as in the
previous case with pure cultures of the Fu-
sarium isolated from one of^ the previously

inoculated plants. The greenhouse conditions

for these later experiments were very unfavor-
able, but a fair percentage of the inoculations

were successfuL The controls did not con-

tract the disease. This disease will be studied

further. L. L. Harter
Bureau of Plakt Industry,

U. lb. Departhent of Agriculture

the separated blastomeres of centrifuged

EGGS OF ARBACIA

In recent years embiyologists have been at-

tempting to find out the role in development
played by the visible materials of the e^
(pigment, yolk, oil, etc.); whether they are

organ-forming materials or merely passive in-

clusions. 5y no means has a uniform con-

clusion been reached.

In the eggs of Arbacia, the experiments of

Lyon and Morgan show that the visible sub-

stances, by means of the centrifuge, can be

thrown into any part of the egg without af-

fecting in any way the embryonic development

up to the platens. The simple experiment

which I wish to record adds further proof

that the visible substances in this particular

QQg are not organ-forming materials. Driesch

and Morgan have shown that the one half,

one fourth, one eighth and one sixteenth

blastomeres of the sea-urchin egg are capable

of developing into normal but smaller plutei.

Lyon further showed in the centrifuged eggs

of Arbacia that the visible substances separate

readily into four distinct layers and that the

first cleavage is nearly always at right angles

to the stratification, but some few are parallel

to it. The purpose of my exi)eriment was to

take those centrifuged eggs in which the first

division plane was parallel to the stratifica-

tion, separate the first two blastomeres and see

\



SYSTEM OF BASKETRY TECHNIO

Only in recent years have anthropologists
interested themselves so generally in the in-

dustrial arts of primitive peoples. With this
awakening interest has com« the appreciation
of the prominent place occupied by the cruder
forms of weaving—namely, basketry—in the
domestic economy ^of these simple households.
It has assisted in the sheltering, the clothing
and the feeding of tribes in many parts of the
world. This wide distribution of locality, as
well as that of usefulness, enables one to bet-
ter understand the multiplicity of technics
which are constructed of materials from so
many climes, and in a manner to fit such a
diversity of use. With the aggregation of
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freed of dust particles by about the tenth ex-
pansion—depending upon the dustiness of the
air originally drawn into the apparatus.
Having freed the condensing chamber of dust
particles, a dense cloud can again be formed
by compressing the bulb firmly and then re-
leasing. In this instance the expansion—i. e.,

the ratio of the final to the initial volume of
the gas—is greater than the critical value
which for dust-free air is about 1.30.

The apparatus is now ready for the perform-
*J. J. Thomson's "Conduction of Electricity

through Gases/' p. 167.



DO OUR ENDIANS TALK OLD CHLNESE?—New light luis

been thrown on the ancestry of the Americau^ Indian by Dr.

Edward Sapir, noted Canadian anthropolo^ >t, now on the

faculty of the University of Chicago, says Science Ser>ic€^s

Daily Science Xeics BuUeim (.Wa^^^hington). Dr, Sapir says that

his research work on Indian linguistics has con\inc«e.l him of the

identity of the language of lertain Indian tril>es with that of the

primitive Chinese. We read:

"The similarity of the two tongues and the linguisvic distribu-

tion of tribes scattered at random over the Amer^^as have con-

vinced Dr. Sapir that these groups must have emered this

continent as a wedge from Asia. By a close comparison of the

primitive Chinese, Siamese, and Tibetan, all in the same lan-

guage category, ^-ith the language of the ^Xadinf^ group' of

North America, Dr. Sapir has found the same pecrdiarities of

phonetics, vocabular>% and grammatical structure ou l>oth sides

of the Pacific Ocean. The American Indians speaking the

language of the Nadine group are foimd in all parts of the North

Amer continent, from northwrn Mesdco to the southern

bounaary of Alaska, widely distributed among other Indian

tribes whose language and cu5loms are entii^^ different. With

minor changes, he asse^ed, t ae Xax-ajo of New Mexico speaks

the language of the Sareee in Alberta^ and the linguistic stock of

the Tlingit, just south of the Eskimos in Alaska, is much ihe same

as that of the Hupa in Califwnia. It is probable^ aceo. ding to

Dr. Sapir, that the migration of Asiatics si>eakiug :
imitive

Chinese or Tibetan took place some time in the past, ; nd that

these immigrants settled or moved over the mounn ns and

plains, some remaining in northwestern Canada to tx-oome the

Tlingits, and others moving out to the Queen Charlotte Islands

off the west coast to form the Haida group, and still others

penetrating to the deserts of the Southwest- From th^ modern

Chinese, which in academic circles is considered relatively simple,

students of Unguistics can reconstruct primitive Chinese, which is

vastly more complex than any of the dialects known to the

MongoUan of to-day. Dr. Sapfflr has di9co\'«red not only that the

Indians of the Nadine groups speak with a tonal accent, raising

or lowering the voice to give certain meaning to words, in a

manner similar to the tonal peculiarities of the Chinese, but

also that the meanings of certain words are identical. Further,

he has disclosed the fact that the Indians have retained certain

prefixes and suffixes that long ago ha\-e disappeared from Chinese

speech, but which are clearly discernible in the early forms."

LittrcLr^ P'^g^^t • Hov- l^.l^XS^



ANTHROPOLOGY

Blood Tests Relate American
Indians to Siberian Tribes

EXTENSIVE blood tests carried out

on Indians of British Columbia by
Prof. R. Ruggles Gates of King's Col-

lege, London, and Dr. G.* F. Darby,
bring fresh evidence showing close re-

lationship of the American Indians to

certain tribes found mainly on islands

of the Siberian coast, such as the Giliaks

of Sakhalin.

__ Scientists diflFerentiate four main
blood types called A. B, O and AB.
The importance of these blood types

was made evident during medical op-
erations involving blood transfusion,

since serious consequences or even death
would result if blood of an individual
of type A were transfused into an in-

dividual of type B. Type O will mix
with either A or B, but A and B if

mixed together will cause "clumping"
or coagulation. A simple test with a sin-

gle drop of blood quickly determines
the blood-group to which a person be-
longs.

;
Practically all pure-blood American

J
Indians of various tribes previously
tested were found to belong to the
Jblood-group O. In this they differ from
jMongolian peoples on the mainland of
Asia and Japan, who have a high pro-
portion of B type.

Haida, Tsimshian. and certain other
Indian tribes of British Columbia have
been considered by anthropologists to

be more like Mongols in appearance
than other American Indians. Piof.
Gates and Dr. Darby now show that
in blood these tribes belong practically

all to group O. Out of 300 individuals
tested, only two were B and 12.7 per
cent. A. And most of the latter were
clearly of mixed origin.

Thus, the Mongol-like Indians of
Canada's northwest are found different
in blood type from the mainland
Asiatics, but like certain tribes of the
Siberian coast and Sakhalin Isknd.

These findings support the view of
the American anthropologist. Dr. Ales
Hrdlicka of the Smithsonian Institution,

who has shown that various racial rem-
nants in northern and eastern Asia and
neighboring islands resemble the In-
dians so strongly as to be often indis-

tinguishable from them in appearance.
Such are the Giliaks and Samoyeds.

It would be highly desirable. Prof.
Gates says, to determine tfie blood char-
acteristics of all such tribes, before
mixed marriages make it impassible to
determine exactly their radal origin.

Science New» Letter, Fehnmrg n, jfJ4

Soil erosion has so stripped away the
fertile top soil in the Missouri-Iowa
com belt that in many sections lands
yield only 1 5 or 20 bushels an acre even
in good years, instead of the 75 bushels
they once produced.
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rJfy^Lhk new value, which is for standard conditions, in

free air, at the freezing point (0 degrees Centigrade),

is near the mean of values of other experiments, the

recognized "velocity in text-books now being ^1,088 feet

per second. This means that sound travels ya little over

a fifth of a mi)^ in a second. The old tr^k of finding

the distance of V lightning flash by ccjAnting seconds

until thunder is hea^d, then dividing by Iplve to obtain the

distance in miles, is s^ll useful. /
An accurately survejied base of aliout four miles in

length was available to Br. Miller. ;The source of sound

was the discharge of a l^rge gun at the Sandy Hook
Proving Ground. Six listeinng stations were placed along

the course, the first one bein^ afcout 100 feet from the

gun, and the last one four miiSa away. At each station

was a microphone, similar to.thos^ used in radio studios.

Each microphone was connected bySan electric circuit to

a recording galvanometec which made a photographic

record of the time of the arrival of theSsound at the cor-

responding station. The galvanometer w^as of the type

known as a string ga\tanometer, which is iWd in labora-

tories for various parposes, one such use b^ng the re-

cording of the sounds from the heart beats >ii medical

researches. Meteorological observations for temperature,

humidity, barometric pressure, and the velocity and di-

rection of the wind were made at both ends of the course

and at two intermediate stations. Seventy-one sets of

rececda-BLfiie obtained.

SCIENCESUPPLEMENT

THE USE OF BLOOD TESTS IN ANTHRO-
I ,^-^ POLOGY
Extensive blood tests carried out on Indians of Brit-

ish Columbia by Professor R. Buggies Gates, of King's

College, London, and Dr. G. F. Darby, bring fresh evi-

dence showing close relationship of the American In-

dians to certain tribes found mainly on islands of the

Siberian coast, such as the Giliaks of Sakhalin.

Investigators differentiate four main blood types called

A, B, O and AB. The importance of these blood types

was made evident during medical operations involving

blood transfusion, since serious consequences or even

death would result if blood of an individual of type A
were transfused into an individual of type B. Type O
will mix with either A or B, but A and B if mixed to-

gether will cause * * clumping '
' or coagulation. A simple

test with a single drop of blood quickly determines the

blood-group to which a i)erson belongs.

Practically all pure-blood American Indians of various

I tribes previously tested were found to belong to the blood-

group O. In this they differ from Mongolian peoples on

the mainland of Asia and Japan, who have a high pro-

portion of B type.

Haida, Tsimshian^ and certain other Indian tribes of

British Columbia, have been considered by anthropolo-

gists to be more like Mongols in appearance than other

American Indians. Professor Gates and Dr. Darby now

ahow that in blood these tribes belong practically all to

' group O. Out of 300 individuals tested, only two were

B and 12.7 per cent. A. And most of the latter were

^^arly of mixed origin. Thus, the Mongol-like Indians

of Canada's northwest are found different in blood type

from the mainland Asiatics, but like certain tribes of the

Siberian coast and Sakhalin Island.

These findings support the view of Dr. Ales Hrdli^ka,

of the Smithsonian Institution, who has shown that

various racial remnants in northern and eastern Asia

and neighboring islands resemble the Indians so strongly

as to be often indistinguishable from them in appear-

ance. Such are the Giliaks and Samoyeds.

It would be highly desirable. Professor Gates says, to

determine the blood characteristics of all such tribes,

before mixed marriages make it impossible to determine

exactly their racial origin.
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PAINT-POTS.

year's report, I here only need t^.^^^^^^nt Geyser, or from the bursting

pipe, or fi««"re,totUe repular mter^^^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ a-

f, out of new ones, many of tbem awin(ue
contents, and still

-'
sional eruption «f *J^«^\..?r SlngT^thrlUv and coloring, as

dxNindlingin power, while i^^'^^f,^^^"
V''

„„ioug gass
^ell as the fetid smell, and i^^nseous^often n^^^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^

from in spasmodic, hissing or gurghngj^^^^^^
^^ basins corn-

are called paint pots. These *[? ««™f^^^*f' ey,|rs, but usually in more

mingled with or Iwrdering t^^^^^/^^SSJenfrally exhibits a preponder-

or tess det^»^e<i/««*l»**X^Lorr^^^^^^^^ of '^^ predominant

ance of red, yellow or ^t^®'^
ff'^Xtances of the basin, but in many of

iron, sulphur, or other mineral s^^^^^fl'^^.^^^^^^^

brilliant the colors of these paints are not permanent, but soon fade, and

s l.e dei^^^ are so nu.nSrous, accessible and «—
"X^"™.';^

,

iue, it is a question for scientific research tolearn if the addition ot lc.u

o^oher minerals in proper proportions inay not render these ni^^^^^^ I

mints nracticallv valuable. There is direct evidence that the Indianh

• ESIhSnfnJrally in a^lorning or besmearing their persons, their

wea >ons 'ml their loclges. They also used a much more durable variety ^
ot- rjraiu vXw^^^^^^^^ found iii bands, layers, or detached masses, m .^

Jielffs a -table^ deposit of which was discovered by
'^^f

dunng

the past season in the face of the almost vertical ^a"« ^/^ Jf^^J" f,J

impassible earthquake fissue nearly opposite the mouth oJHel roaring

S4ek, which has e^^dently been visited by Indians in modern times.
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desoendant of (Japt. Ulohael Pleroe! who with hL

by tTe bo":ia:rr'^'
"^ I„aia„s on the spot .arked

(5Ihe Washington Herald), Sept. 23. 1907
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on his head, and meeting a stranger, after the usual greetings, the latter
asked what buird«n he carried. The young man replied, " My mother "
The stranger then^ " Give her to ore in marriage." The man said
"But she IS dead." The stranger ng^^ertheless insisted that the womaii
should be given him in iWriage. The young man declined, when to his
astonishment the dead wom\n spoke ojit, saying, « Yes, let me be the wife
of this stranger." The son rtfoonstrated with his mother, saying to her
"You can't, you are dead." Bdtsthe mother abused her son, calling him
vile names for refusing her request^whereupon the son threw his mother
over the precipice and ran away. And^ stone shown is her back.

So far the curious legend as told me ; now the moral appears to be that
an oflFer of marriage to a Bedouin woman suffices to raise her from the
dead !— H. C. Bolton.

Indian Tobacco. — When the Rev. Samuel Kirkland was crossing
Oneida lake in a storm, his Seneca brother, Te-kan-a-di-e, solemnly threw
overboard two pinches of tobacco to propitiate the spirit of the storm. This
did no good, and the missionary was allowed to pray audibly. The little
party escaped, the frail canoe falling to pieces as they reached the land.
The Indian acknowledged his own failure, but said he had never known
two pinches of tobacco to be without avail before.
While the Onondagas use the original, or " real tobacco," for ordinary

smoking, they use no other for religious purposes. They think this brings
them nearer to the spirit world and gains the favor of the higher powers.
This goes beyond the public rites of worship and touches minor matters
When plants are collected for medicine for their own use, tobacco is scat-
tered around the first one found, and it is left untouched that there may be
a blessing on those afterwards gathered. A young Onondaga told me that
some boys did this in gathering ginseng last fall, and they thought it brou<rht
them wonderful luck, though not a required act.— W. M. Beauchamp

"
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}>asKh^^'hat burden he carried. The young man replied, ** My mo
The sti^ager then said, "Give her to me in marriage." The nKCn said,
"But she is^^k^" The stranger nevertheless insisted th^rlhe womari
should be given hihvsin marriage. The young man declined, when to his
astonishment the deadwtaqjan spoke out, saying, " Yes^ let me be the wife
of this stranger." The son>«(jaonstrated wi^liis mother, saying to her,
"You can't, you are dead." BuNtepetfier abused her son, calling him
vile names for refusing her regue<wh«^upon the son threw his mother
over the precipice andrjii^a^^ay. And theston^^own is her back.

So far the curioue^fe^nd as told me : now the m?Jr»L^DDears to be that
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Indian Tobacco. — When the Rev. Samuel Kirkland was crossing
Oneida lake in a storm, his Seneca brother, Te-kan-a-di-e, solemnly threw
overboard two pinches of tobacco to propitiate the spirit of the storm. This
did no good, and the missionary was allowed to pray audibly. The little

party escaped, the frail canoe falling to pieces as they reached the land-
The Indian acknowledged his own failure, but said he had never known
two pinches of tobacco to be without avail before.

While the Onondagas use the original, or " real tobacco," for ordinary
smoking, they use no other for religious purposes. They think this brings
them nearer to the spirit world and gains the favor of the higher powers.
This goes beyond the public rites of worship and touches minor matters.
When plants are collected for medicine for their own use, tobacco is scat-
tered around the first one found, and it is left untouched that there may be
a blessing on those afterwards gathered. A young Onondaga told me that
some boys did this in gathering ginseng last fall, and they thought it brought
them wonderful luck, though not a required act.— W, M. Beauchamp.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES
ORGANIZATION OF HETEROTYPIC

CHROMOSOMES
In a recent article H. C. Sands^ gives a pre-

liminary account of his interpretation of

chromosome structure in Tradescantia. This ac-

count seems to differ much in fundamentals

from the results of a study conducted by the

writer on various species of the South African

Liliaceous genus Gasteria, To consider only

the most interesting feature, the heterotypic

chromosomes, we find first !that at metaphase

there are three pairs of small chromosomes in

the center of the plate, with four pairs of much

larger ones arranged in radiating fashion

around them. In favorable material it is easy

to see thait the metaphase chromosomes are

organized internally into chromomeres, ithough

these are somewhat irregularly arranged. Even

before they separate the larger chmmosomes

each show a cleft at the outer end opposi^te the

fiber atitachment, and before anaphase is far

advanced they are nearly completely divided

longitudinally into two halves. Usualjy this is

entirely completed before telophase sets in,

and the halves are widely separated. The

smaller chromosomes are slow to split, but

finally do so. Consequently there is at telo-^

phase a diploid number of separate chromo-*

some-halves and the homotypic division has

been prepared for.

As the larger chromosomes separate in ana-

phase it is clear (that in each half-chromosome

there is a double row of rounded chromomeres.

These are few and apparently quite definite

in number, well separated from each other

and stain sharply in contrast to the almosit

colorless matrix. As the membrane first ap-

pears around the group of telophase chromo-

somes (which are well separated in this genu\

and easily studied) it becomes evident that

there are no longer two i-ows of chromomeres.

but that four are now present. When the

chromosomes are obliquely placed these can

clearly be distinguished, especially in the later

sitages when the chromosomes begin to broaden

at the ends in preparation for a more even dis^

tribution of the chromatin in the interkinetic

nucleus. The smaller roundish chromosomes

1 Sands, H. C: * * Perigenesis," Science LVT^
517-518, 1922.

show comparable changes, though less clearly

because of their size. It would seam that this

can only mean that both the gametopfayte divi-

sions in the pollen grain have sheen oompletely

prepared for. The ehromomeres wiiieh enter

the construction of the sperm nuclei seem to be

already formed and merely awaiting the me-

chanical distribution of these mitoses. Unfor-

tunately it has not been possible to trace the

history of the chromomeres as such through

these two divisions.

By a method based on smear preparations

it has been possible to largely confirm the re-

sults of sectioned material and to obtain fixa-

tions in which synizesis (synapsis) has been

almost entirely eliminated. The best results on
the anaphase and telophase stages were ob-

tained when the dividing cells were pressed

from the anther before fixing and embedding.

The writer would consider, then, that the ma-
terial worked upon, Gasteria, tends to demon-
strate a very great precision in the chromo-
mere constitution of the meiotic chromosomes.

It is hoped that it will be possible soon to make
a full report giving the evidence for the views

here expressed. _„ ^Wm. Randolph Taylor
XlNr^ERSITY or PeNNSYIjVANIA

THE INTELUGENCE OF INOlANb

The accompanying tables show that if we
rank mixed bloods of certain heredity with no-

madic and sedentary full blood Indians accord-

ing to intelligence as indicated by Scale A of

National Intelligence Tests the sequence proves

to be:

I. Mixed Bloods.

II. Mexicans.

III. Plains and South Eastern Full Bloods.

IV. Plateau Indians, Full Bloods.

V. Navajos and Apaches, Full Bloods.

While the number of cases is small the indica-

tions of the measures are consistent with this

inference. The results will shortly be reported

more in detail by the writer who has been giv-

ing these tests in United States Indian Schools

of the Southwest.

THE BELATFVE INTELLIGKNCE OP INDIANS OP NO-

MADIC AND sedi:ntabt tribes and mixed
BLOOD INDIANS

The scores are of the National Intelligence

Tests, Scale A, Form 1.

\ /
/
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No.

Cases

IB and IS years:

Mixed Bloods 15

Mexicans 145

Plains & S. K 8

Pueblo 46

Narajo & Apache 12

14 and 15 years:

Mixed Blo^ia. 39

Mexicans 132

Plains & S. E. ....... 55

Pueblo 82

Xavajo & Apache 19

16 and 17 years:

Mixed Bloods 41

Mexicans 28

Plains & S. E 60

Pueblo 95

NaTajo & Apache— 30

15 and 19 years

:

Mixed Bloods 31

Mexicans 2

Plains & S, E. 53

Pueblo 26

N&Tajo & Apache—-.. 24

UifivBasiTY OF Texas
July 8, 1922.

Score Per cent.

attaining Median
Median of PI. & S.E.

103

85

76

64

52

110

92

85

80

60

104

91

90

78

77

80 per cent.

60 per cent.

40 per cent.

10 per cent.

80 per cent.

70 per cent.

44 per cent.

20 per cent.

71 per cent.

54 per cent.

34 per cent.

23 per cent.

114 60 per cent.

88

71

77

30 per cent.

40 per cent.

T. R. Gaeth

THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA

ABRIDGED MINUTES OF THE SEVENTH
ANNUAL MEETINGi

The seventJi annual meeting of the Opti'eal

Society o£ America was held at the National

Bureau of Standards, Washington, on October

25, 28, 27 and 28, President Troland pre-

siding.

One hundred and thirteen persons i^gistered

as in attendance at the meeting. Eighty-five

qt these were from outside Washington. The

aetuid number attending at one time or another

was probably about 150. The number in

atitendan«e at any one time at the sessions for

the reading of papers ranged from about

ttirty to over one hundred.
• >

1 The complete minutes including abstracts of

papers and descriptions of exhibits will appear in

the January number of the Journal of the Op-

tical Society of America.

An exhibit of optical instruments was held

in connection with this meeting; and visitors

were also given an opportunity to inspect the

optical equipment of the Bureau of Standards.

The condensed program follows:

OOTOBEK 25

Bureau of Standards laboratory exhibits open to

informal visits.

Business meeting:

Eeports of officers and general committees.

Reports of committees on nomenclature and

standards.

October 26

Glass Plant open to informal visits. Pot of

optical glass being stirred.

General session:

Address of welcome: Dr. S. W. Stratton, direc-

tor, Bureau of Standards.

Response: Dr. Leonard T. Troland, president.

Optical Society.

Papers on miscellaneous optics.

Session on solar, stellar and planetary radiation:

Invited papers by Dr. C. G. Abbot and Dr.

W. W. Coblentz.

Glass Plant open to informal visits.

Moulding, annealing and inspection of optical

glass.

Illustrated address (by invitation): Professor

W. J. Humphreys, U. S. Weather Bureau, ou

'*The optics of the atmosphere."

Glass Plant open to visitors:

Pot of optical glass removed from furnace.

October 27

First session on physiologic optics.

Second session on physiologic optics.

Special session on physiologic optics for papers

by invitation of the committee.

October 28

Session on photometry, colorimetry and optical

pyrometry.

The exhibit of optical instruments, October 26,

27 and 28.

A synopsis of the proceedings, papers and

special features of the meeting is given below:

1. BvMness

The report of the secretary and membership

committee was read in part.

The president communicated an informal

report from the treasurer, the formal report to

he submitted at the end of ithe fiscal year.

The following reports of general committees

were received informally:

Physiologic optics: P. K. Richtmyer, chairman.
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Major Powell spoke on the philosophy of the North American In-

dians. The speaker called attention to the fundamental difference in

modes of thought which characterize the savage and the civilized man,

and illustrated it by numerous examples.

We must, if we would fully understand Indian philosophy, leave that

realm of thought where the sun is a great orb swingnig in circles through

the heavens, where the winds drift in obedience to cosmic laws, where

fallint^ stars reveal the constitution of the heavenly spheres, and pass to

a lower realm where the sun is regarded as a little beast cowed by the

heroic mien of a rabbit, and in very fear compelled to travel on an

appointed trail through the firmament, where the wind is but breath,

foul or fair, ejected from the belly of a monster, and where the falling

star is but the dung of dirty little star-gods.

The savage philosopher believes in a system of worlds (not globes,

but localities of existence), the world of this life and the world or region

to which he will proceed hereafter. Among the lower tribes these

worlds are arranged horizontally or topographically : the world of the

hereafter is beyond some river, sea, canon, chasm, or mountain range,

and there is no world of the past, the progenitors of man having come

out of the sea or from burrows in the ground. Their hereafter-land is

reached by a bridge, a ferry, or a dangerous mountain pass.

Among the higher tribes the worlds are arranged vertically, a world

or worlds below and others above. In this stage there is also a past

world, that is, humanity came to existence from another land, situated

sometimes above, sometimes below ; but the righteous always goes in an

opposite direction from that by which he came. These worlds comma-

nicate by magical ladders. The sun and moon are always personages

;

meteorological phenomena, acts of persons or of personified animals. All

geographic phenomena, remarkable facts of nature, and the habits and

customs of savage man,— the origin of all is known, and there is noth-

ing that is not explained in their philosophy.

The theology or system of gods of the North American Indians is not

fetichism, though there are many survivals from the fetichistic stage of

thought. The gods of all the nomadic tribes are animals, for in all ani-

mal nature the nomad sees things too wonderful for him, and from admira-

tion he grows to superstitious reverence, and the animals become his gods.

His veneration for the past, so highly developed in the savage, modifies

this theology, for it is not the animals of to-day that he reveres, but their

ancient prototypes, a god for every race or species of animal. Man is not

sharply separated by this system from other animals, but the heroes of

the past are the hero-gods of to-day, while the race of man is partly su-

perior, partly inferior to the animal races. Places have their genii or

daimons, and all have unlimited power of self-transformation. The ge-

neric term for god in most Indian languages is ancient. Individuals,
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— A Lyceum of Natural History has been established at Indianapolis,

with Prof. E. T. Cox as President, and Mr. JI. E. Copeland as Recording
Secretary. At the first meetio^afteroj*ganization communications were
made by Profs. John Myers, H. K^peland, and D. T. Jordan.' The
latter described the habits of a gra^idpper destructive to corn and cotton

in the Gulf States, while Prgfessors Jordan and Copeland reported the

discovery of the food of ifte Menomenee, or deep-water white fish of
Lakes Superior and Michigan, fresh-water snails {Physa and Limncea)
having been found in the stomachs. We regret to announce that Mr.
Copeland has, since the receipt of this notice, died.

^PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Philosophical Society, Washington.— January 14, 1877. Mr.
Gilbert, of Mr. Powell's Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, read a
paper on the Lake Bonneville basin, of which Great Salt Lake is the
residue. Outlets to the north had been supposed on theoretical grounds
to exist by several geologists, but he believed no one had published any
actual identification of an outlet up to the present time. Such an
outlet had been examined by him during the past summer, being a nar-
row cut through a mountain pass, of which the lower portion was
formed through part of a bed of limestone while the upper portion of
the banks were of gravel, inclined about 30°. The bed of the old chan-
nel now formed a continuous marsh. The old beaches which had been
traced for many miles differed in level between the northern and south-

ern limits as much as five hundred feet, the distance being about three

hundred miles. The southern baches were higher than those at Salt

Lake and the northern ones \ojNev, if observations by the aneroid ba-
rometer could be relied on. '^he speaker thought that this indicated a
sinking of the land toward tj/e north since the Glacial epoch, and taken
in connection with the chaj^figes of outlet at Lake Winnipeg and else-

where, he considered that^t might be inferred that a general sinking of
all northern land had tak/6n place since that period.

February 10, 1877. fDr. Billings described some details of the meth-
ods employed in investigating the questions of the production of living
organisms de novo, in Suitable fluids from which external germs were ex-
cluded, and the " gerfn theory " of disease. He described a simple and
apparently effectual method for protecting the fluid in a wine glass, for
instance, by covering the glass with a watch-glass of a little larger di-
ameter, with the convex side upward, the downward curvature of the
edges of the watch-glass preventing the lateral introduction of currents
of air and germs between the glasses, while the actual access of air was
not interfered with. It is of course necessary to destroy anything which
might adhere to the glasses before using, by exposing them to a very
high temperature.

clans, and tribes have their own special tutelary deity, whose image is

their bad^^e or totem.

The land of want, in their hereafter, is always open ; there go the bad

souls. The conditions of admission to the land of plenty are vague and

variously fixed. There the few living righteous will meet the many good

who have died in the past Who are the good and who the bad ? Their

standards are as different from ours as their ideas of meteors. The bad

man may be he who failed to sacrifice to his tutelar deity the spleen of

the last elk killed ; or he who slept on his back the night before the bat-

tle, when his gods had taught him to sleep on his belly. It is certain

that the Indian philosophy is a stage of progress and not a degeneration

of monotheism. Nor does it proceed from classical polytheism, in which

human attributes were deified, nor that earlier kind where the forces and

phenomena of nature were deified. Their myths are not symbols. The
Indian gods are animal gods, and the Indian religion zoolatry, a develop-

ment from fetichism.

February 24th. Mr. G. K. Gilbert, of Major Powell's Survey, read a

paper on Geological Investigations in the Henry Mountains of Utah.

These mountains stand in the midst of a plateau region, and form sev-

eral groups or subgroups, the structure of which is exposed by erosion

and denudation. They were formed by an upward flow of lava through

horizontal strata, which flow did not reach the surface, but apparently

severed the connection between two layers and intruded itself between

them in the form of a mound or low cone, the superincumbent strata

being forced up without fracture in the form of a dome which reached

an angle at the sides of some sixty degrees. The superincumbent strata

have been largely removed by natural causes. The facts were very re-

markable and not yet fully explained. To these formations or subter-

ranean lava cones he had applied the name of laculites.

B^TON Society of Natural History.— February 21sty/^Mr. C.

S. Min3%<read a paper on the Systematic Position of the Trematodes,

and Mr. ScuN^ made a communication on " perfect " >ira " imperfect

metamorphoses of^msects.

March 21st Pap^ were read by Dr. T. M/Brewer, entitled Notes

by Captain Bendire on tke Birds of Oreg)»n ; and by Mr. Scudder on

Polymorphism of our Blue Bu4{erflies.

Appalachian Mountain Cfc^;^^ Boston. — February 14th. Os-

good's White Mountain Guide Back was discussed and criticized. Mr.

George Dimmock described a^frip to Mount Mitchell, in North Carolina,

and Miss M. F. Whitman jf climb through Tuckerman's Ravine.

March 14th. Prof,^. H. Huntington read a pap^r on the Source of

the Connecticut ^irer. ^V
American^vCTeographical Society, New York. --^Marcl

Dr. W. J» Morton lectured on South African Diamond FieM^i

Journey to the Mines.

larch 13th.

and the
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the use of the life should be economical.

Let me, \fx tkat point of view, invite you to

compare, or rather to contrast with one an-

other, those two sorts of experiments from

which we Kave to get our knowledge of the

causes of disfe^es. The commercial experi-

ments which i^ustrated the dangerousness

of sewage-pollu^d water supplies cost many-

thousands of hunai^n lives ; the scientific ex-

periments which, Vith infinitely more ex-

actitude, justified a presumption of danger-

ousness cost the livesXof fourteen mice."

We see, then, that ih, one way or another

experiment must form the basis on which

medical science is to b^ built up. The
question for us to decide is, " Shall these

experiments be few, carefully planned, con-

clusive, economical of animal life, or shall

they be numerous, accidental, vague and

wasteful of human life? '' I tjiink in set-

tling this question we may safely take for

our guide the words of Him who Baid, ^^Ye

qxe of more v^lue than many sparrows."

WDITCH.

THE DECORATIVE ART OF THE INDIANS OF
THE NORTH PACIFIC COAST.

It is well known that the native tribes of

the North Pacific coast of America orna-

ment their implements with conventional-

ized representations of animals. The tribes

of this region are divided in clans which

have animal totems, and it is generally as-

sumed that the carvings represent the to-

tem of the owner of the implement. This

view is apparently sustained by the exten-

sive use of the totem as a crest. It is rep-

resented on ^ totem poles ' or heraldic col-

umns, on the fronts of houses, on canoes,

on the handles of spoons, and on a variety

of objects.

It can be shown, however, that by no
means all the carvings made by the natives

of this region have this meaning, A collec-

tion of data made in a number of museums
show that certain objects are preferably

ornamented with representations of certain

animals, and in many cases an intimate

connection exists between the use to which

the object is put and its design.

This is very evident in the case of the

fish club, which is used for despatching hali-

but and other fish before they are hauled

into the canoe. Almost all the clubs that

I have seen represent the sea lion or the

killer whale, the two sea animals which are

most feared by the Indians, and which kill

those animals that are to be killed by

means of the club. The idea of giving the

club the design of the sea lion or killer

whale is therefore rather to give it a form

appropriate to its function and perhaps

secondarily to give it by means of its form

great efl&ciency. This view is corroborated

by the following incident which occurs in

several tales : A person throws his fish

club overboard and it swims away and

kills seals and other sea animals, cuts the

ice and performs other feats taking the

shape of a sea lion or of a killer whale.

Here also belongs the belief recorded by

Alexander Mackenzie (Trans. Hoy. Soc. of

Canada, 1891, Sec. II., p. 51): '' The Haida

firmly believe, if overtaken by night at sea

and reduced to sleep in their canoes, that by

allowing such a club to float beside the ca-

noe attached to a line it has the property of

scaring away whales and other monsters of

the deep which might otherwiseharm them. '

^

Here is another instance in which I find

a close relation between the function of

the object and its design. Small grease

dishes have almost invariably the shape of

the seal or sometimes that of the sea lion,

that is, of those animals which furnish a

vast amount of blubber. Grease of sea

animals is considered as the sign of wealth.

In many tales abundance of food is de-

scribed by saying that the sea near the

houses was covered with the grease of seal,

sea lion and whales. Thus the form of the

seal seems to symbolize affluence.
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Other grease dishes and food dishes have

the form of canoes, and here I believe a

similar idea has given rise to the form.

The canoe symbolizes that a canoe load of

food is presented to the guests, and that this

view is probably correct is indicated by the

fact that in his speeches the host often refers

to the canoe filled with food which he gives

to his gnests. The canoe form is often

modified, and a whole series of types can be

established forming the transition between

canoe dishes and ordinary trays. Dishes

of this sort always bear a conventionalized

face at each short end, while the middle

part is not decorated. This is analogous to

the style of the decoration of the canoe.

The design represents almost always the

hawk. I am not certain what has given

origin to the prevalence of this design. On
the whole the decoration of the canoe is

totemistic. It may be that it is only the

peculiar manner in which the beak of the

hawk is represented which has given rise to

the prevalence of this decoration. The

upper jaw of the hawk is always shown so

that its point reaches the lower jaw and

turns back into the mouth. When painted

or carved in firont view the beak is indi-

cated by a narrow wedge-shaped strip in

the middle of the fece, the point of which

touches the lower margin of the chin. The

sharp bow and stem of a canoe with a pro-

file of a face on each side, when represented

on a level or slightly rounded surfeu^e, would

assume the same shape. Therefore, it may
be that originally the middle line was not

the beak of the hawk, but the foreshortened

bow or stem of the canoe. This decoration

is BO uniform that the explanation given

here seems to me very probable.

On halibut hooks we find very often

decorations representing the squid. The

reason for selecting this motive must be

looked for in the fiujt that the squid is used

for baiting the hooks.

I am not quite certain if the decoration

of armor and weapons is totemistic or sym-

bolic. Remarkably many helmets Represent

the sea lion, many daggers the bear, eagle,

wolf and raven, while I have not seen one

that represents the killer whale, although it

is one of the ornaments that are most fre-

quently shown on totemistic designs.

I presume this phenomenon may be ac-

counted for by a consideration of the ease

with which the conventionalized forms lend

themselves to decorating certain parts ofim-

plements. It is difficult to imagine how the

killer whale should be represented on the

handle of a dagger without impairing its

usefulness. On the other hand, the long

thin handles of ladles made of the horn of

the big horn sheep generally terminate

with the head of a raven or of a crane, the

beak being the end of the handle. This form

was evidently suggested by the slender tip

of the horn, which is easily carved in this

shape. The same seems to be true in the

cases oflances or knives, the blades ofwhich

are represented as the long protruding

tongues of animals, but it may be that in

this case there is a complex action of a

belief in the supernatural power of the

tongue and in the suggestions which the

decorator received from the shape of the

object he desired to decorate.

To sum up, it seems that there are a

great number of cases of decoration which

cannot be considered totemistic, but which

are either symbolic or suggested by the

shape of the object to be decorated. It

seems likely that totemism was the most

powerful incentive in developing the art

of the natives of the North Pacific coast

;

but the desire to decorate in certain con-

ventional forms once established, these

forms were applied in cases in which there

was no reason and no intention of using

the totemistic mark. The thoughts of the

artist were influenced by considerations

foreign to the idea of totemism. This is

one of the numerous ethnological pheno-

>>
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mena which, although apparently simple,

cannot be explained psychologically from a

stagle cause but are due to several factors.

Franz Boas.

RECEST HYDROGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS IN

THE APPALACHIAN AREA*

The systematic study of the discharges o1

the streams of the United States has, wit]

one or two exceptions, been undertaken onj

in recent years. The expense and time

quired for such investigations prohibits^

private engineer from undertaking tl

and they can be carried on, therefore,^

by large corporations, municipal or

authorities, or by the National Goverj

Among the most valuable contribul

this branch of engineering have be<

tigations ordered by the cities of Bj

New York in connection with thj

their water supply. The Sudbi

for Boston supply data since 187i

of the Croton for New York

These are on relatively small

ever, the former having a

78 square miles and the lal

miles.

The army engineers in

the improvement of the

carried on systematic o1

discharge

from 1871 to 1879, indj

period to the presei

Water Power Com]

observations. Thei

the water powers

Mass., on the M<

on measuremeni

years, but thejj

little informal

sey, in the i

the city of

Read
November
Survey,
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glomerates, sandstones and limestones, the
beds of which are tilted at vai^ious angles.
In the Allegheny front and to t^e west-
ward the strata are seen to be nearly par-
allel.

The Piedmont section is the oldest of
the four divisions above noted, the rocks
dating from Archsean times. The Blue
LRidge, the western boundary of this sec-

tion, is the coast line of an old continent,
Lt of a continent facing westward and
^ards an inland sea. The great<3r Ap-
ichian valley would, therefore, represent
iphore deposits of such a sea, and one

' naturally expect to find rocks diver-
in color and composition along such

Further to the westward or out
|e sea should be and are found
a more homogeneous character,
jblishing the gauging stations dur-
pd 1896 it has been the endeavor
^te them as much as possible in
mt types of areas. An impor-
iration has been that of the
^ue of such stations. Wherever
m a water-power privilege de-
ppecially when there is one

the larger rivers a gauging
established as near such a
In the accurate determi-

ne of a water power at a
^hings should be known

:

it place, which can be
>r all; and second, the
large of the river to

series of observa-



WHITE HOUSE.
WASH INQTON.

March 2. ig05.

My dear Mr. Harriman:

I am pleased that Mr. Curtis is to exhibit his really

marvellous collection of Indian photographs in New York. Not

only are Mr. Curtis' photographs genuine works of art, but

they deal with some of the most picturesque phases of the old-

time American life that is now passing away. I esteem it a

matter of real moment that for our good fortune Mr. Curtis

should have had the will and the power to preserve, as he has

preserved in his pictures, this strange and beautiful, and now

vanishing, life.

Hoping that his exhibition will have the success it de-

serves, I am.

Very sincerely yours.

Mr. E. H. Harriman,
120 Broadway,
New York.



IWn £(lwarcl S. Curtis
of Seattle^ HUasblngton, invites you and vour friends to view his exl)ibition of

^botodrapbs of Indians and fndian life
sl)owin9 tbeir curious rites» ceremonies and customs

tlbz mailing of tl)is series of historical photographs is the life work of fUn
Curtis* V^ars have been spent living and working among the Ullestem tribes

jexbibition to be held at the

IMaldorfsBstoria

for one weeh> beginning

ITlonday^ ITIarcb tbe twentysseventb

ITIonday and (Cuesday from ten to five

HUednesdav, <Chursdav, rriday and ^Saturday, from ten to ten

Hinder tbe patronage of

Mrs. E. henry HARRIMAN Mrs. DOUGLAS ROBINSON
Mrs. W. EMLIN ROOSEVELT Mrs. RICHARD WATSON GILDERMrs. DOUGLAS SLOANE Mrs. BENJAMIN WELLES
Mrs. J. ARCHIBALD MURRAY Mrs. ROBERT C. MORRIS

Mrs. WILLIAM SHEFFIELD COWLES

Mr. E. henry HARRIMAN
Mr. GEORGE BIRD CRINELL

Mr. F. D. MILLET

Mr. H. C. BUMPUS
Dr. LOUIS R. MORRIS

fn repl3> to a letter telling tbe ^resfdent tbat fnr. Curtis who bad ch«r<><^ «f tK^ .*k^*^
worn of tbe Warriman expedition, was to exblHt bit colle<^?ioT of ^of^^^^ S«h^^

•**
wfndian life, tbe president wrote mr. tlarriman :

*=^"*«"«'* ^^ l>botograpb. of Indiana and
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fromSbe pcvnt af view of supplies, as ble supples such a

it

follows :"Ni. I

(i) Tlit7S^i-ui|iption of forest sup-

plies, la!>i:ei tluh^i any other country

in the world, promh^ not only to in-

crease with the naturaSincrease of the

population, but in ekcess ot>4^s increase

per capita, similar to that of otlhw: ci

ized, industrial natipns, annual!

rate of not less than! 3 to 5 pei^ent.

(2) The most safaguipe estimate o:

timber standing prelUcfates an exhaus

tion of supplies mjd^s than 30 years \

|

this rate of cop^timpmon continues, a'».:

of the most/important coniferous w\

plies in a^ry much khorter time.

(3)v^e condition^or continued uir-

>ur neighhVj Cn^^'^"' ]
'

reassuring and may
lengthen natural su

(4) TherepredtT
on the e^jisting for

proj>M^anagemen

we need^^^dre not

lot be'^xpected to

ti^ appreciably.

:ion of new supplies

>t area could under
be made to supply

^legitimate requirements for a long

tinu : but fires desttoy the younggrowth

ovej large areas, and where production

is allowed to develop, in the mixed for-

at least, owin^ to the culling pro-

cesfJfeSsWhich remove the valuable kinds

and le^^ the weled trees, these latter

reproduce^iKgreftrence.

(5) The ahe^Mts at systematic silva-

culture—that isT^fc^^^rowing of new
crojxs—are so far in^nu^^al, compared

uitli tboinigd^;

—

THE AMERICAN INDIAN AND IRRIGATION.

WORK BEGUN BY BWJ^EAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TWENTY YEARS AOO HAVING GOOD EFFECT
IN ADVANCING CIVILIZATION OF THE INDIAN.

II I USTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE BUTLER AND WALTER B. HILU OF THE
X1.1.UOXI5.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

THERE are many who have a vague
conception of the Indians and

know there are such within the con-

fines of our country ; but few have con-

crete knowledge of them, either tribally

or individually, and still fewer know,

or can realize, the labor and effort that

has been and is being expanded to ad-

vance to a better life and make worthy
citizens of these wards of the govern-

ment.
When the Indian, turned from his

old-time occupations of the hunt, inter-

tribal wars, and the like, was forced to

protect himself from the invasion of the

foreigners, many of whom were not of

the better and more considerate ele-

ment, the government found it incum-

bent to overcome, collect, and hold on

reservations set aside for the purpose

the different Indian tribes ; thus ad-

vancing as humanely as possible the

progress of civilization, while minimiz-

ing wars between invader and invaded

that were as replete with horrors as the

mind of savage and Christian could

make them.
Having curtailed their liberty, re-

stricted their territor>' of occupation,

which was often distant from their old

haunts, and imposed a new mode of life,

the self-created guardian found it in-

cumbent to issue rations, clothing, and

other supplies to mitigate physical suf-

fering threatening the Indians in their

new environment. Thus, of necessity,

was inaugurated this factor in the intri-

cate Indian policy, that has done more

than all else to retard and suppress the

development and advancement of these

peoples.

While there seemed no alternative

course, it would appear that the issu-

ance of rations and annuities was con-

templated to continue only so long as

the urgency of the case demanded. It

was to be discontinued just so soon as

the Indian became adapted to the new
order of things and could, with govern-

mental aid at first, become self-support-
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tion. But. to be sure, according to the
Chief G^eographer, ''timber growth in
the Unitfed States is certainly renewing
itself mue^ faster than it is'being con-
sumed."
The certainty in this respect it would

be even more difficult to establish than
regarding the standing timber, but a
probability calculation is here also pos-
sible by borrowing some figures from
the experience of a countr>^ where tim-
ber production is a well-established busi-
ness and accurate statistics are available.

In German state forest administra-
tions, comprising some 10 million acres
under good management, the produc-
tion of timberwood (over 3 inch) has
constantly increased in response to this
management, until now it m^y be stated
in the large average, with a rotation of
about 100 years, as 43 cubic feet per
acre per year, of which 50 per cent, or
round 22 cubic feet, are saw-log am
bolt size material. These figures tnyist

be reduced by 15 to 25 per cent if /pri-

vate and corporation forests are^also
brought into consideration. / \

Hence, if we were to assume that in
the unmanaged wild woods of the United
States a production of 40 cdbic feet of
useful wood and 15 cubic fifet fit to sup-
ply saw material takes p)^, we would
indeed be beyond reasonable expecta-
tion

, especially since fire ravages thou-
sands of acres annually, and the young
growth at least is destroyed on them.
Again ruling out the waste and brush

lands, which either by nature or by ill-

treatment have become incapable of pro-
ducing any vajkiable timber growth, the
area on whicjl such growth might take
place may he set down as not to exceed
500 million acres. With such assump-
tion the/new growth would represent
7.5 billion cubic feet of log material

—

abouyour present annual consumption.
Aiiy one who is at all familiar with

thecondition of the timbered forest areas
of the United States will readily agree
that not one-half the assumed produc-
tion takes place over this vast area. In
/ the untouched woods the natural decay

(^
offsets the accretion, while on the culled
area, both in the old and young growth,
the larger portion of the after-grov^-th is

of weed trees—^not valuable timber.

Another way of approximating the
possibilities—not probabilitW—is to as-

sume the reported stumpajg^e on the lum-
berman's holdings, namdy, round 5,000
feet, B. M.

,
per acre in tile eastern United

States, as representing the average ca-

pacity over the whole forest area. Na-
ture has taken hundreds of years to pro-

duce this; but, as;mming the same stand
left to nature could be secured in 100
years, then tae average accretion per
acre and year would be 50 feet, B. M.
This woulcL^ot suffice to supply as much
as three-quarters of our present annual
requirenjfents of lumberwood . And how
far are^our premises below the proba-
biliti^ ?

fet that under good forestry practice
ev^n a better average could not be ob-
lined, for the 50 feet, B. M., represent

^bout 10 cubic feet, forest-grown mate-
rial, while the German practice produces
at least over 16 feet of saw material per
acre per annum. In exceptional cases
on selected small areas as much as 90
cubic feet of saw material has been at-

tained.

But we have so far no forestry prac-
\tice, no silviculture, no systematic re-

production. Not even protection of na-
ti^re's crop against the annually recur-
rii^g fires exists. And these fires, while
theV may not destroy or even seriously
damWe the old crop, as in many cases
and Conditions they do not, they kill

with al^solute certainty all the young
crop, an\i there is so far but little hope
that they^will soon be stopped. What
incentive Wn there be for private inter-
est in spenmng money or foregoing im-
mediate revenue for a crop which is so
readily lost ?

'

We may as ^11 wake up to tbe reali-
zation that our Worts to secure a more
rational treatmen\pf our forest resources
and apply forestry \n their management
are not too early, Vnt rather too late;
that they are by noV means sufficient;
that serious trouble aW inconvenience
are in store for us in tWe not too distant
future; that the blind iiadifference and
the dallying or amateurisli playing with
the problem by legislature\and officials
is fatal.

We can, then, summarizeVhe situa-
tion, which justifies the urgedt need of

ing, independent, and equal to the de-

mands of the new life.

It must be remembered that the nu-
merous tribes of Indians, scattered from
the Atlantic seaboard westward to the
Pacific Ocean and from Mexico to the
Canadian line, speak different lan-

guages, hold and are governed by re-

ligious, civic, political, and social laws
and customs that differ as widely as do
their languages, excepting possibly the
law of hospitality. Thus it will be un-
derstood how a comparison of the tribes,

one with another, would be about as

reservations within the arid and semi-
arid region of the country where most of
them are.

Irrigation is no new matter with those
Indians in the southwest where crops
were raised by irrigation long before
the advent of the Spaniard. The relics

of reservoirs and canals, large and small,

built and used by the people of the cliffs,

the pueblos, and plains houses, are still

largely in evidence as to one source of

their subsistence. Some of these old
works are still in successful use, and
others of more recent construction by

w

AN APACHE DWELLING OF A TYPE NOW FAST DISAPPEARING, FORT APACHE RESERVATION^
ARIZONA. THESE INDIANS ARE BEING BENEFITED BY GOVERNMENT IRRIGATION.

futile as an effort to measure with the

same yard stick an African, a China-
man, and an Eskimo. And also it can
be seen how impossible it would be to

devise a policy that would be applicable

to all.

There has long been evidenced a de-

sire to induce the Indians to give up the

old nomadic camp-life of forest and
plain and turn to agricultural pursuits

that would entail permanent dwellings

and tend to self-support. Therefore ir-

rigation has been considered as a means
of affording farms for those Indians on

the Indians of the past and present gen-
erations are also large factors in the life

of these people. It was but a matter
of course, then, that the government
should as long ago as the sixties, if not
before, consider a policy already form-
ulated and in force.

Just so soon as the conditions were
favorable and the demand for farms or
small cultivable areas has been made by
the Indian with apparent good faith,

the government has endeavored to ex-
tend aid in the building of the necessary
ditches. Sometimes no pecuniary as-
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tion. Hut, to be sure, according to the
Chief (/eographer, "timber growth in

the Tnite 1 vStates is certainly renewing
itself niucli faster than it is being con-
sumed."
The certainty in this respect it would

be even more difficult to establish than
regarding the standing timber, ])Ut a
probability calculation is here also pos-
sible by borrowing some figures from
the ex])erience of a country where tim-
ber i)roduction is a well-established busi-
ness and accurate statistics are available.

In German state forest administra-
tions, comprising some 10 million acres
under good management, the produc-
tion of timberwood (over 3 inch) has
constantly increased in response to this
management, until now it may be stated
in the large average, with a rotation of
about icK) years, as 43 cubic feet per
acre per year, of which 50 per cent, or
round 22 cubic feet, are saw-log and
bolt size material. These figures must
be reduced by 15 to 25 per cent if pri-
vate and corporation forests are also
brought into consideration.

Hence, if we were to assume that in

the unmanaged wild woods of the United
States a jnoduction of 40 cubic feet of
useful wood and 15 cubic feet fit to sup-
ply saw material takes place, we would
indeed l^e beyond reasonable expecta-
tion, especially since fire ravages thou-
sands of acres annually, and tlie young
growth at least is destroyed on them.

Again ruling out the waste and brush
lands, which either by nature or by ill-

treatment have become inca])ableof pro-
ducing any valuable timber growth, the
area on which such growth might take
l)lace may be set down as not to exceed
500 million acres. With such assump-
tion the new growth would represent
7.5 billion cubic feet of log material

—

about our i)resent annual consumi)tion.
Any one who is at all familiar with

the condition of the timl)ered forest areas
of the Tnited States will readily agree
that not one-half the assumed produc-
tion takes place over this vast area. In
the untouched woods the natural decay
offsets the accretion, while on the culled
area, both in the old and young growth,
the larger portion of the after-growth is

of weed trees—not valuable timber.

Another way of approximating the
])ossibilities—not probabilitief^—is to as-

sume the re])orted stumpajg<? on the lum-
berman's holdings, namely, round 5,000
feet,B. M., per acre in the eastern United
States, as represent iu'g the average ca-

pacity over the who^r^ forest area. Na-
ture has taken hundreds of years to pro-

duce this; but, asj<uming the same stand
left to nature could be secured in 100
\'ears, then the average accretion per
acre and 3^ear would be 50 feet, B. M.
This would not suffice to supply as much
as three-quarters of our present annual
requirements of luml)erwood. And how
far are our premises below the proba-
bilities ?

Not that under good forestry practice
ey^n a better average could not be ob-
tained, for the 50 feet, B. M., represent
about 10 cubic feet, forest-grown mate-
rial, while the German practice produces
at least over 16 feet of saw material per
acre per annum. In exceptional cases
on selected small areas as much as 90
cubic feet of saw^ material has been at-

tained.

But we have so far no forestry prac-
tice, no silviculture, no systematic re-

production. Not even protection of na-
ture's crop against the annually recur-
ring fires exists. And these fires, while
they may not destroy or even seriously
damage the old crop, as in many cases
and conditions they do not, they kill

with absolute certainty all the young
crop, and there is so far but little hope
that they will soon be stopj^ed. What
incentive can there be for private inter-
est in spending money or foregoing im-
mediate revenue for a crop which is so
readily lost ?

We may as well wake up to the reali-
zation that our efforts to secure a more
rational treatment of our forest resources
and apply forestry in their management
are not too early, but rather too late:
that they are by no means sufficient:
that serious trouble and inconvenience
are in store for us in the not too distant
future: that the l)lind indifference and
the dallying or amateurish playing with
the pr()])lem by legislatures and officials
is fatal.

We can, then, summarize the situa-
tion, which justifies the urgent need of

ing, independent, and equal to the de-

mands of the new life.

It must be remembered that the nu-
merous tribes of Indians, scattered from
the Atlantic seaboard westward to the
Pacific Ocean and from Mexico to the
Canadian line, speak different lan-

guages, hold and are governed by re-

ligious, civic, political, and social laws
and customs that differ as widely as do
their languages, excepting possi])ly the
law of hospitality. Thus it will be un-
derstood how a comparison of the tribes,

one with another, would be about as

reservations within the arid ami semi-
arid region of the country where luost of
them are.

Irrigation is no new matter with those
Indians in the >outhwest where crops
were raised i)y irrigation long l>efore

the advent of the Spaniard. The relics

of reservoirs and canals, large and >niall,

built and used by the ]>eopleof thecliflfs,

the pueblos, and plains houses, are still

largely in evidence as to one source of

their subsistence. Some of these old

works are still in successful use. and
others of more recent construction bv

AN APACHI<: DVVI':rj,IN(; OF A TV1»1<: NOW FAST DFSA I'PKARINr,, FORT APACIIK KESHRVaTION,
ARIZONA. THICSF; INDIANS ARF; HICINC; l{i:NF:FrrKI) bv OOVKRNMKNT IKklf.ATIOX.

futile as an effort to measure with the

same yard stick an African, a China-
man, and an Ivskimo. And also it can
be vSeen how impossible it would be to

devise a policy that would be applicable

to all.

There has long been evidenced a de-

sire to induce the Indians to give up the

old nomadic camp-life of forest and
plain and turn to agricultural pursuits

that would entail permanent dwellings

and tend to self-support. Therefore ir-

rigation has been considered as a means
of affording farms for those Indians on

the Indians of the past and present gen-
erations are also large factors in the life

of these people. It was but a matter
of course, then, that the government
should as long ago as the sixties, if not
before, consider a policy already form-
ulated and in force.

Just so soon as the conditions were
favorable and the demand for farms or
small cultivable areas has Ixren made by
the Indian with apparent good faith,

the government has endeavored to ex-
tend aid in the building of the neces^^ary

ditches. Sometimes no pecuniary as-

f Preredinn Frame
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IRRIGATION FOR THE NAVAJOS, WHEATFIELDS CREEK DITCH, ARIZONA. THIS CANAI, WAS
BUILT BY INDIANS.

HEAOWORKS OF WHEATFIEI.DS CREEK DITCH, BUII.T BY NAVAJOS UNDER GOVERNMENT
SUPERVISION.
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sistance could be given, and in many
cases the Indians took matters in theirown hands building ditches to the best
of their abihty; some proving successes,
others failures.

It was as difficult in the early days
as now to secure money appropriations
for an unknown project. This, in con-
junction with the few and modest de-
mands made for irrigation systems on
Indian reservations at that time, may
account for the slow though steady
growth of a policy that has been proven
wise without having to its discredit any
big or costly experimental blunders.
Durmg later years the further en-

croachment of the whites, the increasing
aridity, the gradual doing away with
the baneful ration system, the com-
mendable allotting of lands in severalty,
the progress and advancement of the
Indian through natural and educational
channels, and his awakening to a fuller
realization of the new conditions, coup-
4ed with a natural desire for existence
and welfare, are all tending to increase
his demands for arable lands, for homes,
for a chance to become self-supporting
and independent. Urgent pleas are
coming now from all the reservations
within the arid region, and they call for
irrigation works of greater magnitude
than were formerly thought of. To
carry them out will necessitate expendi-
tures in excess of amounts that have
heretofore been appropriated, since the
limitations and restrictions are such
that the Indians cannot undertake the
work unaided. To make a success of
it a plan of procedure will have to be
elaborated from the methods of the past.
In the old days, when the need for an

irrigation ditch was apparent and its

utility reasonably assured, usually the
government agent urged the Indians to

, construct it, detailing to their assistance
any of his available employes, and aiding
them in whatsoever manner he could.
Sometimes an increased ration or an
extra article of issue was the incentive
to labor; in some cases a small daily
wage was paid, while in the non-ration
tribes an issue of food was nearly always
responded to.

Sometimes a little money could be had
to pay for the running of a level line by

some local surveyor, if such could be
found in the region. Often the grade
or fall of the ditch was determined by a
carpenters' level and a long, straight-
edged plank, by a wooden triangle and
a plumb bob, or by digging or plowing
a small furrow for a short distance and
running water into the little channel.
While most of these early ditches were

crude makeshifts, resembling the little
acequias of the Mexicans, they have
served their purpose and done good •

work.
In later years both individual and

communal farming among the Indians
have greatly increased, and the demands
for more and larger arable tracts has
necessitated the undertaking of larger,
better, and more permanent irrigation
works. When a meritorious case is
presented a local engineer is sometimes
secured to make an examination and re-
port on the scheme. If it is found feasi-
ble, he may be continued on the work
to direct it to completion, or one of the
superintendents of irrigation, in the
employ of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
of the Department of the Interior for
such work, may be assigned to it.

While the object is to give the Indian
productive farming land, it has been the
custom, with very few exceptions, to
employ him in every way possible on the
work. The idea is to give him manual
training, to teach him to build and care
for a ditch, to create a market for his
labor, and make him work for a daily
wage, even though he be paid to work
for his own advantage. Under such a
system it has been possible to do most
of the work with Indian labor, and only
such material as the reservation could
not furnish has been bought, and such
skilled labor as the Indian could not do
has been hired. As a rule the Indian
has proved an apt and willing pupil,
doing as good and as much work as
white employes in like occupations, and
is reliable and trustworthy.

In some instances money has been
secured for the construction of these
irrigation systems by small annual ap-
propriations for the past few years, or
by special appropriation to some par-
ticular scheme, or by tribal sanction
for the application of their own funds.
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sistaiice could be given, and in nianv
cases the Indians took matters in their
own hands, building ditches to the best
of their ability: some proving successes,
others failures.

It was as difficult in the earlv days
as now to secure money appropriatioiis
for an unknown project. This, in con-
junction with the few and modest de-
mands made for irrigation svstems on
Indian reser\'ations at that time, mav
account for the slow though steady
growth of a policy that has ])een proveii
wise without having to its discredit anv
big or costly experimental blunders.

During later years the further en-
croachment of the whites, the increasing
aridity, the gradual doing awav with
the baneful ration system, the com-
mendable allotting of lands in severalty,
the progress and advancement of the
Indian through natural and educational
channels, and his awakening to a fuller
realization of the new conditions, coup-
led with a natural desire for existence
and welfare, are all tending to increase
his demands for arable lands, for homes,
for a chance to become self-supporting
and independent. Urgent pleas are
coming now from all the reservations
within the arid region, and thev call for
irrigation works of greater magnitude
than were formerly thought of. To
carry them out will necessitate expendi-
tures in excess of amounts that have
heretofore been appropriated, since the
limitations and restrictions are such
that the Indians cannot undertake the
work unaided. To make a success of
it a plan of procedure will have to be
elaborated from the methods of the past.

In the old days, when the need for an
irrigation ditch was apparent and its

utility reasonably assured, usuallv the
government agent urged the Indians to
construct it, detailing to their a^^sistance
any of his available employes, and aiding
them in whatsoever manner he could.
Sometimes an increased ration or an
extra article of issue was the incentive
to labor: in some cases a small daily
wage was paid, while in the non-ration
tribes an issue of food was nearly always
resfionded to.

Sometimes a little money could be had
to pay for the running of a level line by

some local surxeyor. if such could l)e
found in the region. Often the grade
or fall of the ditch was determined bv a
carpenters' level and a long, straight

-

edged plank, by a wooden triangle and
a plumb lx)b, or by digging or jilowing
a small furrow for a short distance and
running water into the little channel.
While most of these early ditches were

crude makeshifts, resembling the little
amjinas of the Mexicans, thev have
served their purpose and done good
work.

In later years lx>th individual and
communal farming among the Indians
have greatly increased, and the demands
for more and larger arable tracts has
necessitated the undertaking of larger,
better, and more permanent irrigation
works. When a meritorious case is
presented a local engineer is sometimes
secured to make an examination and re-
port on the scheme. If it is found feasi-
ble, he may be continued on the work
to direct it to completion, or one of the
superintendents of irrigation, in the
eniploy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
of the Department of the Interior for
such work, may l>e assigned to it.

While the object is to give the Indian
productive fanning land, it haslxxn the
custom, with very few exceptions, to
employ him in every way possible on the
work. The idea is to give him manual
training, to teach him to build and care
for a ditch, to create a market for his
labor, and make him work for a daily
wage, even though he be paid to work
for his own advantage. Tiider such a
system it has l)een possible to do most
of the work with Indian lalx)r, and only
such material as the reser\ation could
not furnish has been l>ought, and such
skilled lalx>r as the Indian could not do
has ])een hired. As a rule the Indian
has proved an apt and willing pupil,
doing as good and as much work as
white employes in like occupations, and
is reliable and trustworthy.

In some instances money has been
secured for the construction of these
irrigation systems by small annual ap-
propriations for the past few years, or
by si)ecial approi>riation to some par-
ticular scheme, or by tribal sanction
for the application of their own funds.

Retake Preceding Frame
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CROW INDIANS AT WORK WITH SCRAPER TEAMS, BIGHORN CANAL, MONTANA.

Photo by D. S. Cole, Hot Springs, S. D.

HEADGATE AND PART OF CANAL, BIGHORN RIVER, MONTANA. THIS CANAL ON THE CROW
RESERVATION IS THE LARGEST AND MOST IMPORTANT OF THE INDIAN

IRRIGATION WORKS NOW UNDER WAY.
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A SNOW PICTURE OF RESERVOIR NO. 2, FORT LEWIS INDIAN SCHOOL. COLORADO ; BUILT BY
INDIAN LABOR, UNDER DIRECTION OF WHITE MEN.

IRRIGATED FIELD UNDER INDIAN DITCH, SHOSHONE RESERVATION, DUCK VALLEY, WYOMING
;

AGENCY AND SCHOOL BUILDINGS IN THE BACKGROUND.
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IRRIGATED FIELD UNDER INDIAN DITCH, SHOSHONE RESERVATION, DICK VALLEY, WYOMING
;

AGENCY AND SCHOOL BlILDINGS IN THE HACKGROUND.
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In this last way was made possible
the undertaking on the Crow Reserva-
tion in Montana of the largest, best
planned and executed irrigation system
that we have among our Indians. The
last and largest ditch of this system, the
Big Horn Canal, is now nearing com-
pletion. It has a bottom width of 30
feet at the head, banks to safely carry
about 7 feet of water, 'a length of 35
miles, and is capable of irrigating about
35,000 acres of excellent land.
There are quite a number of smaller

ditches built during recent years that
are constructed according to modern
and approved methods, and which are
doing considerable good. Still other
and larger systems are now under con-
sideration. That these are and will be
profitable to both the Indians and the
government is well proven, for it gives
the Indians occupation and a source of
livelihood during construction that war-
rants the abolition of the ration system
for those engaged. By the time the
ditch is completed they have had a train-
ing that prepares them for the cultiva-
tion of their little farms, and it is reason-
able now to expect them to labor for
existence.

As to the policy of irrigation being
one of the greatest factors for education
and civilization of the American Indian
there can be no question. The build-
ing of irrigation works on a rCvServation,

bringing land otherwise barren and
profitless under the most fav^orable con-
ditions for agriculture, affords an op-
portunity of inestimable value to the
tribe to become independent, an offer
they are quick to take advantage of.

Government control and direction of
the works cannot, however, be with-
drawn for years, or until such time as
the Indian is advanced sufficiently to in-

telligently cooperate for the best devel-
opment of communal works, to place
reliable and capable members of his own
tribe in charge of the canals, and to
subserve personal interest to the good
of the whole.

Indian irrigation is therefore a prob-
lem that is yearly growing to larger pro-
portions, demanding more money, more
work, and greater care in the inception,
construction, and subsequent control of
the different projects ; and only by its

aid, in conjunction with the allotment
of lands, can we hope for our red broth-
er's evolution to worthy citizenship.

CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARJ^.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION AND OF THE SHEET
OF WATER WHICH FORMS ITS CHIEF ATTRACTION.

NS

THE Crater Lake area, the subjept^

of this article, records in tittfnic

strokes the graphic story of the rise

and fall of a wonderful volcano, leaving
behind it one of the natural wonders of

the world. ^^

The actual history of Crater Lake as
known to man dates back only a com-
paratively few years. Twenty years
ago the general public was unaware of

its existence and the first official rec-

ognition came in 1885, when it was
proposed as the center of a national

/

BY

J. MAYNE BALTTMORE.

park
; no law was passed, though Pres-

ident Cleveland set aside by proclama-
tion ten townships in the region, which
were later included in the Cascade
Range Forest Reserv^e. From that
time interest languished except for
sporadic outbursts of enthusiasm at the
accounts of some hardy explorer, until
the Mazamas. the well-known moun-
taineering club of Portland, Oregon,
took an interest in the lake, and in the
summer of 1 896 held their annual
meeting on its rim, and named the

\



EDITORIALS
Indian Forests

IN
FACT and fiction, the American Indian is closely asso-

ciated with the forest. It is his natural and traditional

environment. It is where he finds his greatest health and
happiness and the fullest expression of his native genius.

And yet in our efforts to fit the Indian into American civiliza-

tion, his natural environment seems to have been pretty

generally overlooked. It is true that Congress has passed

acts providing for the management and cutting of forests

on Indian reservations under approved forestry practice and

that the Indian Forest Service has made commendable prog-

ress in the management of reservation timber.

But Indian Forests with their abundant possibilities of

promoting the welfare of the Indian have not been fully

visualized or seized upon by Congress, although the Depart-

ment of the Interior in recent years has urged the creation

of a number of Indian Forests. There are pending in the

present session of Congress four bills, introduced in the House
by Congressman Leavitt and in the Senate by Senator

Frazier, designed to Withdraw from entry or sale and to

reserve as Indian Forests the classified timber and grazing

lands in the Coville and Yakima Indian reservations in Wash-
ington, and the Warm Springs and Klamath Indian reserva-

tions in Oregon. If these bills are passed, as they ought to

be, several million acres of virgin forests will be saved for

the Indians of these reservations and managed by the gov-

ernment under conservative forest practice. The net income
from the sale of timber and forage will be deposited in the

Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Indians

and will draw interest at the rate of four per cent annually.

The general public doubtless has little conception of what
has and is happening to Indian timberlands in the absence of

specific legislation such as that provided in the bills just men-
tioned. The Indian reservations, aggregating over seventy

million acres, belong to the Indians. The Indian Service in

the Department of the Interior functions not as owner of

the land but as guardian or trustee of the real owner—the

Indian. Under the policy of the government, Indian lands

are from time to time opened to entry by the reservation

Indians and thus pass from federal stewardship direct to in-

dividual Indian ownership. Approximately thirty-six mil-

lion acres have to date been turned over in fee simple in

tracts of about one hundred and sixty acres.

Experience has shown that the Indians seldom develop
these small tracts as homesteads. They do not take to farm-
ing. Furthermore, much of the land allotted has not been
agricultural. More often than not the Indian sells his un-
developed **homestead" or the timber upon it to a lumber
company or the best buyer available. The result is that large

areas of forests in the reservations have been broken up and
dissipated and lost for all time so far as the Indians and their

custodian, the federal government, are concerned.

Approximately thirty-five million acres of unallotted In-
dian lands remain, of which some six or seven million acres

bear valuable forests. The integrity of these forested areas

ought to be maintained as tribal forests. They could be made
to contribute more to the welfare of the Indian than almost
any other institution. Their management for the commer-
cial production of timber would provide permanent income
and work for members of the different tribes. In addition,

their recreational possibilities for camping, hunting, fishing,

mountain hiking and wilderness trips are large and under
development would bring an influx of visitors that would
provide employment for the Indians as guides, caretakers,

packers, game wardens, and in numerous other capacities.

In the course of time the Indian could be trained to occupy
ranger and other administrative positions in the tribal for-

ests. This type of life would be far more to the bent of the

Indian than farming. He would be in his natural habitat

and following pursuits for which he is inherently gifted.

The possibilities are appealing and unlimited. The bills

introduced by Representative Leavitt and Senator Frazier
not only merit prompt passage but nation-wide support as

the beginning of a humanitarian movement to preserve for

the Indian the last remnants of American forests that he
can rightfully claim as his own. r T ^<^



INDIAN AFFAIRS
coi

-.p The following bills would create Indian

Forests on certain Indian reservations. All

bills introduced by Senator Frazier, of

^" North Dakota, December 4, 1929, and re-

th ferred to the Committee on Indian Affairs:

tu S. 2489—To provide for the establishment of

th the Colville Indian Forest.

S. 2490—To provide for the establishment of

the Klamath Indian Forest.

j^, S. 2488—To provide for the establishment of

the Warm Springs Indian Forest.

S. 3166—To provide for the establishment of

the Yakima Indian Forest.

H. R. 6865, H. R. 6863, H. R. 6864, H. R.

8529—Similar bills introduced by Repre-

sentative Leavitt, of Montana. Referred

to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
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recommendations formulated and transmitted to Congress

and included in a deficiency appropriation bill. In support

of this traditional government procedure the Secretary cites

a recommendation which has been enroutc during the winter

through the regular channels of the Department—the Bu-

reau of the Budget, the President, and finally to Congress

—

requesting a supplemental appropriation of $180,000 for in-

sect control work on the National Forests in Idaho, Montana

and Wyoming. /
The complacency of the Department in failing to avail

itself of the opportunity of preparedness in controlling forest

insects will be hard for the public to accept. Failure to

have a free hand and an emergency fund with which to stop

insect attacks in their early stages has unquestionably cost the

nation millions of feet of public timber and hundreds of

to which he adheres. Certainly, the National Forests of Mon-

tana are a striking example of the government's failure to

control insect attacks either in their incipient or subsequent

stages. Starting in a small w^y at Swan Lake in the Flathead

National Forest, Montana^ as long ago as 1910, an infesta-

tion in lodgepole pine has defeated every effort of the De

partment to cope with it. Today, it is far-flung in three

states and threatens to invade the forests in Yellowstone Na-

tional Park. No one will venture an estimate of the amount

of timber that has been killed or the total area blighted by

this beetle that refuses to wait upon the **customary correla-

tion of government expenditures or the functioning of the

Bureau of the Budget." Had the Department in years past

t^e authority which Senator Oddie's bill contemplates it

could have dealt with the early and subsequent outbreaks with

adequate funds and more effective control.

The ''^180,000 which the Department recently recom-

mended to. the Bureau of the Budget and the Bureau of the

Budget rec<>i?imended to the President and the President

recommended to Congress is not for use in fighting the

beetles in lodgepole pine. That battle has been abandoned as

hopeless by the department's forces. The special appropria-

tion is to apply to a new outbreak of the same beetle in white

and yellow pines in the, Couer d'Alene National Forest in

Idaho. All of which serves to emphasize the fact that bugs,

if not properly controlled, njay be as destructive as forest

fire. \
The public is not interested in'**customary correlation with

all other expenditures of the federal government" or other

forms of meticulous procedure in dealing with either forest

fire or forest insects on the National Forests. It is inter-

ested in just one thing—prompt and effective control at

minimum cost. Upon that record will it judge the Depart-

ment's stewardship.

/
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leaws, were Mt strikingFj^inienor in appearanc^^^o^TOC^rprtcr
planK Thp/soils treated withsin^i^nic acids first ib^J^rfteir re-

tentivelftg^, and eventually aip^Qcame similaVly a^Se^teth^The
watep/^^ahk^alone formed^-a secona»cy radical ^Jtfranch.—^£> P,

GrmacQp^ jjmst. and Sttiave,^ New York City,

TucKAHOE,—In the. forthcoming volume of the Smithsonian
report. Professor J. Howard Gore will have a paper on tuckahoe,
or Indian bread. The word is a very common one in the sandy
region of the Atlantic slope, but it does not apply to the same
substance, being applied to Orontium, Arum vir^inicum. Convol-

vulus pandiiratus as well as to various fungi. The synonymy is

quite formidable of the true tuckahoe, as Pachyma cocos (Fries),

Pachyma solidnm (Oken), Pachyvta pinetorum (Horaninow), Pachy-
ma coniferarum (Horaninow), Lycoperdon solidum (Clayton), Ly-
coperdon sclerocium (Nuttall), Lycoperdon cervinum (Walter), Sclero^

cium cocos (Schweinitz), Sclerocium giganteum (MacBride), Tuck-
haus rugosvs (Rafinesque).

The affinities, habitat, growth and formation and chemical com-
position are worked out with the greatest care^ several tables of

analyses being given.
'* The most notable peculiarities of this substance are the entire

absence of starch (* No fungus has yet been found to contain true

starch,' Sach's * Botany,' p. 241), the comparatively small amounts
extracted by solvents, the gelatinous character of the cellulose,

and the very small amount of albuminous substance. Nothing
else yet analyzed has been reported to contain so large a propor-
tion of pectinous matter. In ordinary fruits, such as are com-
monly used for making jellies, these pectin bodies seldom amount
to ten per cent According to Sach*s Botany, * the origin of col-

loidal pectin is still unknown.' Its nutritive value seems also to

be entirely undecided. The older writers considered the pectin

bodies of no value as foods, while later authors seem inclined to

give them a value approximately that of starch. It seems cer-

tain that a diet of tuckahoe {P. cocos) alone would not sustain life^

because of the lack of sufficient nitrogenous materials to repair

the waste in the animal tissues ; still, it might prove a valuable

adjunct to highly nitrogenous foods,
" Various medicinal properties have been ascribed to P. cocos,

such as an antidote to mineral poisons, for poultices on the ulcers

that follow yellow fever, diarrhoea, cancers, and the most startling

of all—the statement made in Hobb's * Botanical Hand-book '—
that it is aphrodisiac. It is easy to understand how these prop-

erties could be ascribed to tuckahoe—a representative name for

all round or tuberous esculent roots—and now when P. cocos is

the only root bearing the name of tuckahoe, it retains the tradi-

tional virtues of a large part of the Indian materia medica. From
the large number of correspondents upon this subject, not one
has been found who ever knew of any use to which it has been
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•ER BUDDHISMUS AI^ RELIGIOXS-PHILOSOPHISCHE? SySTEM

an erh^lite inquiry into the origin and essence of the mojr're-

markal^of all the oriental religions, baseil more on specjjlidon

and resea^Sh than on Zoroastrianism and ConfticianiSui, but

merged in niWcism during the later centuries olLifs histoiy.

Prof. Dr. Adolfl^tian has gathered in 63 pag^/<Berlin, 1893)

the more importanKl)oints of a lecture deljjr§red by him in

the ceremonial hall oNjie Ethnologic M^eum in BerUn, of

which he is the director.^hd illustrate«f the whole with three

plates of diagrams. The purpt^oTfeKe lecture is to prove that

the metaphysical systems of Indi^Sosjk origin independently

of occidental i)hilosophic de\'ej<(pment iuHvield the most fruit-

ful points of comi)arison wi«h occidental sy^Km^. By a senes

of parallels Bastian show/that the more noteworlhj^deaa of our

philosophies, ancienydid modern, have had their>ainspnng

in Buddhisn^ ; als/that the spirit of quietism and in>^icism

prevailing tliec«^ antagonistic to the progressive tenden^j^ of

ou*-eTTCSF

—

^- ^- Gatschet.

Aborkunal use of Sinew.—The aborigines of America^ put

sinew to a very great number of uses for which it is peculiarly

adai)ted bv its flexibility, lightness, great strength, and dura-

biUty, and employ it in a variety of forms and sires. In the

making of clothing for men and horses, in the fabrication of

weapons, including clubs, bows, arrows, etc., in the building of

lodges, and for domestic and many other purposes its use is

universal. For l)ow-strings and rough sewing the sinew of the

buffalo is i>referred as being coarser in texture, that of the elk

being next in favor for these uses. The sinews of the deer, the

antelope, the mountain-sheei>, and the mountain-lion are also

in high fiivor, that of the mountain-lion being considered the

finest^and most durable. The sinew is prepared for use by first

removing all adhering tlesh with the back of a knife. It is then

stretched on a board or lodge pole and lea to dry for an hour

or so preparatory to the separation of the fil)ers or threads by

twisting in the hands. By the same or similar twisting motion

and by pulling the fiber can be extended to a reasonable length.

Cords or small ropes are made l)y twisting many filnjrs together

between two forked sticks fastened in the gn>und and during

^
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the process rubbing with thin skins of the elk and deer to soften
them. The largest cord I have seen made in this manner was
one-fourth of an inch in diameter. To prepare it for sewing the
sinew is wet and at the needle end rolled on the knee with the
palm of the hand to a fine, hard point like that of a shoemaker's
bristle. As suggested, the sinews are made sufficiently fine for
use in fixing the guiding feathers and fastening the iron or flint
heads of arrows and in the wrapping of clubs, etc. Formerly
the awl used in sewing was of bone taken from the leg of the
eagle. This has been displaced by the common sailor's needle.
The over-stitch is that most commonlv employed in aboriginal
«^^^"g- '

IsHAM G. Allen.

Central American Vocabularies.—Toward the end of the
eighteenth century the King of Spain, Charles III, gave orders to
the colonial authorities to collect Indian vocabularies. Twenty-
one of these are preserved in a manuscript of the royal archives
at Seville, Spain, and when the ambassador Manuel M. Peralta
had notified the Geographical Society of Madrid in 1882 that
they were then accessible, the government of Costa Rica took
occasion to publish a part of the manuscript for the ninth con-
gress of Americanists, to be held in 1892 at San Maria de la
Rabida, province of Huelva, in an edition of 200 to 300 copies.
The Maya dialects contained in the collection, which is in lexi-
con octavo, are as follows : Poconchi, Cakchi, Quiche (two vo-
cabularies), Cakchiquel (two vocabularies), Tzutuhil, Pocoman,
Pui)uluca, Choi, Zotzil, Tzental, Chanabal, Zoque, Mam. Su-
binha (pages 75-80) agrees with Maya dialects in a few words
only. Belonging to other stocks are the Chapaneco (Mexico),
Cabecara, Viceyta, Terraba (Costa Rica), and Lean y Mulia,
which forms a dialect of the Xicaque of Honduras, and is espe-
cially valuable, as so little of that family has been published.
The book holds 110 pages of solid text, and its main title is as
follows

:
''Lenguas indigenas de Centro-America en el siglo XVIII

segun copia del archivo de Indias (en Sevilla), hecha por el

Licenciado don Leon Fernandez y publicada por R. F. Guardia y
Juan F. Ferraz." San Jose de Costa Rica. Tipografia naciona'l,
1892. A. S. Gatschet,
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[Wible after trouble in the endless maze of dowjj.4imber
hinderea-oiMLcrogr^ from here on; but fiiially^WeT^^ed the
Peace River andllt^Hiradiii^^ost^^H^^^ Hope, where we
obtained suppliesJoMiie retur^ until late
in November-fhat we arrived at Jasper, wheremiAripJi
beguhln June. j^y^j^JM^WvOL^^ )h^^^ V^ _

The Indians and the Mountains.

By Allen H. Bent.

We who call ourselves Americans owe more to the original
Americans, whom we call Indians, than we can ever repay.
Because in our arrogance we thought them an inferior race, we
have killed them by thousands and taken from them the land
over which they had roamed, not for centuries but for thousands
of years. Notwithstanding all this, there are to-day living in

peace 324,000 Indians in the United States and 106,000 in Can-
ada. In Mexico and Central America a large majority are
either Indians or persons of mixed blood.

In addition to our lands we are indebted to the red men for

many articles of food : maple sugar, Indian corn, succotash and
potatoes—the latter of South American origin. ''Succotash'' is

an Indian word, and many more of their words have been in-

troduced into the English language: tobacco, cayuse, caribou,

chipmunk, skunk, musquash, raccoon, quahaug, wigwam,
maize, etc., and possibly our famihar "caucus.'' One of their

sports, lacrosse, has become popular in many regions, particularly

in Canada, and those who love the woods, the rivers and the

hills should not forget that they are indebted to the Indians

for the birch bark canoe, the toboggan, the mocassin and the

snow-shoe. Many of our roads have been developed from In-

dian trails, following identically the tracks trodden by genera-

tions of red men.

And now let us look at the map of North America. More
than half of the forty-eight commonwealths that make up the

United States bear Indian names. In Canada the names of

Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, Atha-

basca, Keewatin, Yukon and Ungava bear witness to the same
influence. Mexico perpetuates the name of the Aztec war god

Mexitl, who seems to be in the ascendant there to-day. Four
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of the six mountainous Central American republics bear In-
dian names: Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama.
The same preponderance is shown in the naming of lakes and
rivers; but when it comes to the mountains there are relatively
few Indian names. And for this there is probably a good
reason. ntT /y^

In eastern North America the Appalachian, Alleghany, and
Adirondack Mountains bear Indian names, as well as some
lesser groups, as the Unaka and Nantahala ranges in the south-
em Appalachians, the Shickshock Mountains in the Gasp6
peninsula, and the Tomgat Mountains on the Labrador coast.
The latter is really an Eskimo word, meaning evil spirits.

Of individual mountains the only ones that have borne Indian
names for any length of time are Ktaadn and Monadnock,
both of which, standing conspicuous and alone, were land-
marks for the Indians, with Moosilauke, Ossipee and Chocorua
on the outskirts of the White Mountains. Mt. Kearsarge, in

Merimack County, New Hampshire, appears on Pownall's map
of 1776 with an Indian name, Cowassawissock.

In the White Mountains the great chief of the seventeenth
century, Passaconaway, his son Wonnalancet, and his grand-
son Kankamagus have mountains bearing their names. Pau-
gus, the chief who was killed at the battle of Lovewell's Pond
in 1725, Waternomee, who was killed at the mouth of Baker's
River by Lieut. Thomas Baker in 1712, and Weetamoo, are
perpetuated in mountain names, but these have been given in

recent years. The names Osceola and Tecumseh of course
have no special significance as related to the White Mountains.
Surrounding the White Mountains is a cordon of Indian

gathering places on lakes and rivers that preserve many inter-
esting tribal names: the Coos intervales on the Connecticut
River in the northwest; the Ammonoosuc in the north, the
Androscoggin in the northeast; beautiful Kezar Pond in the
east; the green intervales of the Saco in the southeast; Ossipee,
Winnipesaukee and Squam Lakes in the south; and the Pemige-
wasset valley in the southwest.

In the western part of the United States are the Uintah
Mountains in Utah, the Panamint Mountains in eastern Cali-
fornia and the Wallowa Range in eastern Oregon, while of
conspicuous individual mountains named by the Indians
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Shasta stands almost alone, although Rainier has an Indian

name, Tacoma, a« also has Baker-Kulshan, "the great white

watcher." Near the latter is the lower and less known Mt.

Shuksan-the word meaning "place of the wmds." MJ.
Mc-

Kinley, the highest mountain in North America, is caUed by

the nearby Indians Denali or Tennally. By another tnbe it

is caUed Traleyka. In Montana is Piegan Mountain named

after the Piegan tribe, and in California are Tenaya Peak named

after the last chief of the Yosemite tribe,i and the Kaweah

Peaks preserving the name of one of the neighbonng tribes.

In the Canadian Rockies one of the finest peaks, Assmibome,

bears the name of the Siouan tribe that once hunted m the

southern part of the range, as Athabasca preserves the name of

the tribe that hunted among the northern heights. Another

superb mountain, one of the Ten Peaks, has a striking Indian

name, Hungabee (the Chieftain) given it by an early visitor to

those wUds, S. E. S. AUen. Mts. Wapta and Saskatchewan

bear Indian names, as do the Waputik and SpiUamacheen

Ranges. In the western ranges there are few Indian names.

The Kootenay River preserves the name of the tribe tnat

hunted over that territory. In Mexico the three great sleep-

ing volcanoes, Popocatepetl, Ixtaccihuatl and Citlaltepetl, are

Indian in name; the last is now generally known by the name

of the city near its base, Orizaba.

The reason for the preponderance of Indian names for rivers

and lakes is that the Indians lived on their shores, where they

could fish and where they could raise the corn, beans, squadies

and pumpkins that were practically their only crops, except m

the southwest where melons were cultivated. The white men

naturaUy settled in sinular places and frequently adopted the

Indian names. The early white settlers were not mterested m

mountains; they had to wrest a Uving from the soil; while the

Indians, looking upon the mountains with both religious awe

and imaginative feeling and being of a sensitive nature, did not

care to discuss these thmgs with the unappreciative whites.

Dr. Charles A. Eastman says that "being a natural ma^, the

Indian was intensely poetical," and he might have added that

pioneers are not.

1 L. H. Bunnell, one of the battalion thai captured Tenaya in 1861. Bays the old chief

called the High Sierra Kay-o-pha, Sky Mountains.
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Mrs. Schajfifer, who has camped in many wild places in the

Canadian Rockies/ wrote a few years ago, "I often wonder
when passing an Indian camp-ground, be it ancient or modem,
if ever for an instant the natural beauty of a location con-

sciously appeals to them,'' and she promptly answered her own
query by adding, ''I have seen not one but many of their camps
and seldom or never have they failed to be artistic in their

setting."

Dr. Eastman, who has just been quoted, is the son of a full

blooded Sioux, and therefore speaks with authority. In his

interesting book, "The Soul of the Indian,'' he says:

There were no temples or shrines among us save those of nature

. . . the shadowy aisles of the primeval forest, the sunlit bosom of

virgin prairies, the dizzy spires and pinnacles of naked rock, and the

jewelled vault of the night sky.

The solitary communion with the Unseen was the highest expression

of our religious life. . . . The first religious retreat marked an epoch
in the life of the youth, which may be compared to that of confirmation

or conversion in Christian experience. Having first prepared himself

by means of the purifying vapor bath, and cast off as far as possible

all human^ or fleshly influences, the young man sought out the noblest

height, the most commanding summit in all the surrounding region.

. . . At the solemn hour of sunrise or sunset he took up his position

overlooking the glories of earth and facing the Great Mystery, and
there he remained, naked, erect, silent, and motionless, exposed to the
elements and forces of His arming for a night and a day or two days
and nights, but rarely longer. Sometimes he would chant a b3rmn
without words, or offer the ceremonial 'filled pipe.' In this holy trance
or ecstasy the Indian mystic found his highest happiness and the motive
power of his existence. ... Of the vision or sign vouchsafed to him
he did not speak, unless it included some commission which must be
publicly fulfilled.

Dr. John Lederer, the first man to reach the top of the Blue
Ridge in Virgmia (in 1669) tells of his Indians' reverence for

the mountains. In the account of his discoveries, published in

London in 1672, he says "The Apalataean mountains, called in

Indian Paemotinck (or the origine of the Indians) are barren
rocks, and therefore deserted by all living creatures but bears."

Farther he writes ''when from the top of an eminent hill I

first descried these mountains . . . their distance from
me was so great that I could hardly discern whether they were

t "Old Indian Trails," by Mary T. S. Schfififer. G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1911.
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mountains or clouds, until my Indian fellow travelers prostrat-
ing themselves in adoration, howled out after a barbarous
manner—Okee poeze, i. e., God is nigh."
George Bird Grinnell, who has spent many a long vacation

hunting and fishing with the Indians, records a pathetic prayer
he heard from one of the Piegans who regard Chief Mountain
(which overlooks the Plains in Montana), as one of their
minor gods.^

Hear now, you Chief of Mountains, you who stand foremost; listen,
I say, to the mourning of the people. Now are the days truly become
evil and are not as they were in ancient times. But you know. You
have seen the days. Under your fallen garments the years are buried.
Then were the days full of joy, for the buffalo covered the prairie, and
the people were content. Warm dwellings they had then, soft robes
for coverings, and the feasting was without end.

Hear now, you Mountain Chief. Listen, I say, to the mourning of
the people. Their dwellings and their raiment now are made of strange
thin stuff, and the long days come and go without the feast, for our
buffalo are gone. Useless indeed, the drum, for who would sing and
dance while hunger gnawed within him. . . .

Hear now, you who stand among the clouds. Pity, I say, your starv-
ing people. Give us back those happy days. Cover once more the
prairies with our real food, that your children may live again. Hear,
I say, the prayer of your unhappy people. Bring back those ancient
days. Then will our medicine again be strong, then will we be happy,
and the aged die content.

The Kootenays, who are true mountain Indians, says Mr.
Grinnell, have always hunted more or less here, and so have
the Stonies, but the Blackfeet and the Sarcees are true plains
Indians and always depended on the buffalo. The principal

deity of these Indians is the Sun, and not far from Chief
Mountain is their Going to the Sun Mountain.
The Rocky Mountain Range from Montana to Arizona, is

the home of various tribes of the Shoshone family, but accord-
ing to their legends they came from the plains not many gen-
erations ago. Warren A. Ferris, an early fur trader, has left

an mteresting narrative (written m 1833) in which a Flathead
Indian tells how it happened '?

1 Forwt and Stream, Vol. 29, p. 442, December 29, 1887. The Rock Climbers. By Si.
Mary's Lakes. Article signed Yo. Chief Mountain is in what is now Glacier National
Park.

» -The Trail of Lewis and Clark," by Olin D. Wheeler, Vol. 2, p. 45.
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Big Foot, the great chief of our tribe sm^mhi^ k.-.

r he 'ha.^'f" '^Tr •"^' ^^'^ '^^' *'>"* ti^e^-t'SiS^hL^^US, he has furnished our enemips wifK h;^ ^k j
^"''•itaoiorBaKeii

something whispers to me,That welav flv to2 f"^^ "^ ^*
a fate which, if we remai; her!riS^l ,'

'^"^ "°"°,^
^^f.^''

It: dTHgh^^' "°^°°r
° -' dejtro.;rs;w^^r.t^f^

course so.£twI^, '^0.^"^^:^^^^^^^::^^:
we. noTo^g^/ttS bH: rSef int"

'^^'"j
".T

"- ^«
back to our bosoms. Smiles Hke HtfTh- 7 ^°^ '^^

f*****"
"^«

lips of our children Th! , ''
*"^* "•** '^* "P**" **»

twinkling stari and their' voice^soft" 1T""'^ "*"*"^ »*«

There was plenty in everv^odt tjf
""* **' * vaniahing echo.

smoked the^allS in pTaie
' '

""' "'^ "°°*^°* ^ ^^^^^ ^-^' «

«n?
K^ °^- *«"'" ^^°'^°°^ ^°^"^ *^f tJ^^ mountains, the patient

2te Into thTr^J'
"'"' "^*"^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ -d «-i^- aateve into the Mandan country where she was mairied to aIVench Canadian, guided Lewis and Clark over ^R^}^Mountains in 1805 and 1806. She richly deserves the W«

iful monument that was erected in 1905 in S^1>^k ^Zland, Oregon. She has another monument, the ^^^^Sacagawea P^k m the Bridger Range near BozeZTM^-tana, overlooking the spot where she was captumi iid thejJace where she stood and pointed out the pLX Wd
woman, the sister of a Shoshone chieftain. Dr. J K Ho8^says of her: "In the whole line of Indian heroin^^m^
rlel^

^'"'
'I*

°"' '"^ "^ °^«* -'^^ title tohon^remembrance is any better than hers."
While Indians accompanied Francesco Montafio on the fint

Tm^ t'^r«-*'Petl in 1522, Darby Field on^eL^of Mt Washmgton in 1642, Dr. Lederer on his fosHL^lthe Blue Ridge in Virgmia in 1669, and Charles^^/on the first ascent of Mt. Ktaadn in 1804, they can haSy b^caUed mountaineei. in the sense employ^! tc^bTS^^
tiiousand members of the mountaineering clubs in Wi^
fo?e ^f "^"'^ ^'^'^ '' *^^ ^°^^-« ^ climbel^lS^
lore of the mountams,-their poetiy,-i8 most interestiiR ZwiU be seen in the following pages

"^resimg, as

TrayeUers on the lower St. Lawrence River wiU rememberthe glmipses that they have had, through the mists^^p^^
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of tt a21"v'"'^°'^ ''^""*^^«' *^« -rtheastem end

mounlitT
'^'*''"' ^"* ^'^ ^^^« penetrated these

ThTwZ ?'''"'' ^"^ ^^^^^ «**" l"^^^ ^o^ they originat^

ing he Lt^o'^^f5 " ^'"^^^°^ °^ ^«~' Glooskap, mean-

sed to rp
' !^''* ^''^"'" ^*^'^ *^« ^«^* the earth h^ prom-^ed to return and has never done so. Charles Godfrey Inland

the?o?t'ETprciple' m'iLiff'^^ '^ ''^^^^^ ^'''«-"'-
tni u- ri i^^^cipie. ihe latter tried at two different timA« f/*

xWrow :'<?"*'" "''°
'!r «'««P'°«- Therefore gS.^:^.^

^hTcitoi^.- rozy^nLr'

^- '^^ ^- -

fr.!!'"
^^ wl.^ ^^' "Algonquin Legends of New England,"from which this story is taken, gives also two remSuekgends about Mt. Ktaadn. The first was related to him byMrs. Mane Sakis, a Penobscot Indian.

An?K''r'1°''?*°u°*^^*°^''«**^«"°«?*'l"«»'errie8onMountKtaadi.And, being lonely, she said: "I would that I had a husband?' TThseeing the great mountain in all its glory rising on high ^tJ thelS

X^'meT*''
*°"' ^'^ '^''^-- "' ""^ Ktaadn were atan L* wo::i3

taiflittftLT
^"^"^^ '"'' "'" '^^ ^'''' °°^'''*' '"d up the moun-tain, but for three years she was never seen again. Then she reappeared

ForZ ?n
.'' .?.''^f"'

'''^"*^' '^"* *^^ ""^« «y«brows weH^t^
Je^y!!^Jf'\^"T'i'' '"^ '"'"''' ""'' *° ^'^W' "»d when she

h^w K ! l
^*"™ *° ^^"^ °^° P«°P^«' »»e told her to go in peacebut forbade her to tell any man who had married her

bornTn hf
^"^ '"'^

'V''"'*'"
«^"*'' ""'^ *^« ^"« •"«» '-^d that he wa.

fin.l* .
"' * "''^*^ °"'«^*''*°- ^«' ^^^'^ l^e did but point W^finger at a moose, or anything which ran, it would drop dead; Ldwh«^ma canoe, xf he pointed at the flocks of wild ducks oJswan^.T^rS;water was at once covered with the floating game, and they^tteJS

buiM*!,^.-^'^
wedded this girl, thinking to bring up a chUd who shouldbuild up h 8 nation, and make of the Wabanaki a mighty race. And hesaid 'Declare unto these people that they are not toTnquire o thl^who

18 the father of thy child; truly they will all know it by seeing hSjfo^they shall not grieve thee with impertinence." Now the wLan had
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ii

^rll ! i, *?"] '** "'"'^^ °°* ^ questioned, and she gave them
all what they needed, yet, for all this, they could not refrain nor restrain
themselves from talking to her on what they well knew she would fain

Jl^^ u^ft
""" "•**' *'**^ P*°P*« "« ^ "o*^ worthy of my son,neither shall he serve them; he shall not lead them to victory; they arenot of those who make a great nation." And being still further teasedand tormented she spake and said: "Ye fools, who by your own folly

SI J" y°"^l^««'
y« ""ud-waspe. who sting the fingers which wouldpick ye out of the water, why wiU ye ever trouble me to tell you whatyou well know? Can you not see who was the father of my boy? Be-hold his eyebrows: do ye not know Ktaadn by them? But it shall beto your exceedmg great sorrow that ye ever inquired. From this dayye may feed yourselves and find your own venison, for this child shalldo no more for you." And she arose and went her way into the woods

H^w? ;'^^.'°°"'>*"0' ««<1 ^'^ seen on earth no more. And since thatday the Indians, who should have been great, have become a Uttle people.

The other Ktaadn legend which Mr. Leland has preserved

Indi^"^*'
^^ **^ ^°"*'^ ^'^^^' * P««samaquoddy

frnSl^^» *'Tk' ^T\"t '°*"*° ''*"* '°^'' *° ''<^*- And he departedfrom the east branch of the Penobscot, and came to the head of another

LT^M '* ':^ 'T '''' "^ •^'"''*' «"*» '^ ^- followeS^ven to thefoot of Mount Ktaadn. And there he hunted many a day alone, and met

ZZ ti
o''* "'ormng in midwinter he found the track of snow-shoe^So he returned to his camp; but the next day he met with it againh^a far distant place. Wherever he went, this track camTto hi^ ever^day; so he fol owed it and it went up the mountain, Ktaadn.-whichbeing interpreted, means the great mountain-^tU kt last it wTllttin a hard snow^hoe road made by many traveUers. A^d s nc^t w«

?o^H.'' hT°'
^' ''^^ **"^ -now-shoes, and went on and up vS hZroad and it was a strange path and strange was its ending, for it stoppedmt before a high ledge, like an immense waU. on a platform at t^ZtW tZ. If? H*^"^

"8ns there, as of many people, yet he saw no o^eAnd as he stayed it seemed to grow stranger and stranger At Is^t h«heard a sound as of footsteps coming, yet'^thin the ^1, wheMo I aPiri stepped directly out of the precipice upon the pla to™ Butthough she was beautiful beyond belief, he was afraid. i^T to Hsevery thought she answered in words, and that so sweetly ^d WnXand cleverly that he was soon without fear, though he saw that S!ehad great magic power. And they being s<;on pleased o^S Lother, and wanting each other, she bade him acdpany her lid t^atby walking directly through the rock. "Have no feaT'^she s^d 'Wadvance boldly." She he obeyed and lol the rock w^w the L> 'anj Ugave way as he went on. And ever as they went the maiden taikTd tohmi, answering his thoughts, so that he spoke not aloud. And ano^
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they came to a great cavern far within, and there was an old man seated

t, , ?K Tu
''^'^ "^" weicomed him. And he was very kindlvtreated by the strange pair all day; in all his life he had never been sihappy. Now as the night drew near, the old man said to his daughter •

Can you hear aught of your brothers?" Then she went out to the
terrace, and returning said, "No." Then anon he asked her again, andshe going and returning as before, replied: "Now I hear them coming "
Then they listened, when lol there came, as at the door without, a cra^h
of thunder with a flash of lightning, and out of the light stepped twoyoung men of great beauty, but like giants, stupendous and of awfulmen And like their father, their eyebrows were of stone, while their
cneeks were as rocks.

And the hunter waa told by their sister that when they went forth
which was every few days, their father said to them: "Sons, arise!
It is time now for you to go forth over the world and save our friendsOo not near the trees, but if you see aught that is harmful to thosewhom we love, strike and spare not!" Then when they went forth
they flew on high, among the clouds; and thus it is that the Thunder
and Lightning, whose home is in the mighty Ktaadn, is made. And
when the thunder strikes, the brothers are shooting at the enemies of
their friends. Now, when the day was done the hunter returned to
hiB home, and when there, found he had been gone seven years.

Mr. Leland in conunenting on this tale says:

It seems to have nothing in common with the very widely spread
Indian myth that the thunder is the flapping of the wings of a giant
bird, and the lightning the flashes of its eyes. The tradition is of
Eskimo origin, supernatural beings partially of stone being common
to Greenland and Labrador. In the Eskimo mythology the higher or
benevolent spirits, protecting mortals, are distinguished from evU ones,

'

by dwelling in cliffs, to which there are invisible entrances. The
Iroquois have the very stone giants themselves, and a very curious
picture of them has been preserved. There is a remarkable resemblance
between Katahdin and Hrungnir of the Edda. The connection be-
tween the stone giants of the Indians, the Eskimos, and the Norsemen,
if not historical, is at least identical in this, that thev all typify the
mountains.

In the west Theodore Winthrop, in his journal' gives a
legend that was told him by one of the Indians he fell in with in
1863. He says, "Dr. Tohnie told the Indians at Squally that
I wanted to go up Mt. Rainier to see Tamanous, the guardian
spirit, and this was their reply"

:

'Edited and published with Winthrop'a "The C«noe and the Saddle" by John H
Williarot, Tacoma, 1013.
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A wise old man, who killed many elk, made a sort of pick of their
horns and went to the top of a high mountain to look for shell money
which Tamanous gave him to understand was there. He arrived at
the top and found a great lake with much otter, but giving no thought
to these he set himself to digging this wampum, or hiaqua. He dug
twenty strings of it and started down the mountain, a rich man. On
his way down, he was overtaken by a violent snow storm, and was indanger of death. To propitiate the tamanous, angry, he threw away
one string after another, but the storm did not abate until he had
cast away the very laat. He then returned sadder and wiser, sure thatthe tamanous of the mountain did not wish his hoards to be taken.

In "The Canoe and the Saddle" Winthrop enlarges this
story to sixteen pages and makes his Indian a sort of Rip Van
Winkle, returning to his squaw after many years' absenceA more poetical story of Mt. Rainier is told by Professor
William D. Lyman.i

Nekahni, the great spirit, lived upon the slopes of Mt. Rainier, inthe upper portion of what we now call Paradise Valley. There he kept

rlSTi, r ^°f'' ^""^ ^™'" *^^* ^°^*y height he watched andruled the earth spread out before him. In the lower part of the valley

rLYT'"\ ^^' ''"' °^ ^^' '^"^"^ °^ both sea shells and roses;

TJ ' r. !^ '^ ""?* *° *^^ 'h°'"«' *'^« sea shells all worshipped herand cau^t the dew of the morning as a nectar for her to drink Whenshe was in Paradise the roses made her like obeisance and served her

hi!?./-?i
" M J-v, ^^f

""^ ^^^ •'"""'^ °^ ^^^ ^*i"««' ^°d o( everything
beautiful. Nekahm loved this fairy queen and built her a bower ij

r^P^ rV^" /*;
^^" «"™ounted with masses of wild roses, and theseroses at that time were pure white and had no thorns. In the dark

?ur?Sr fT ""^ '^'
^r"*"y ^^^' ^^«'* ^ fr'Kl^tf"! looking crea-

Ind 'i^n
•

; K
^*^" ^^''^ ^^'«^'« ""^ ^««omit of her beauty

d^vZrr^'K' ^T'',
^'^^^''' ^^^°'«<* ^''- Accordingly oneday when Nekahni was busily engaged with his goats, high up on therocks of what we now call Gibraltar, Memelek determi;ed to wreaJ Jerwicked vengeance upon Lawiswis. She therefore stole up out ^f thegorge to the bower in Paradise, and letting loose her snakes bade hemgo and sting to death the fairy queen who was lying asleep. And nowthe roses around the bower saw the imminent danger of their adoredmistress. Nekahni was far away and could not come in person, but by

the loathful reptiles were crawling upon them, the roses turned a bfiKhlred and were covered with sharp thorns which pierced the coils of the

Si'ss %t\*^^^
*"™«^ *>-l^ - di-ay and fled to the" hideou;mistress. Thus Lawiswis was saved and the discomfited Memelek wasforbidden ever to come up out of the deep gorge of the NisqTX Tdthere she has remained ever since.

^"yuauy ana

« Tke Mountaineer, Vol. 2, Seattle. 1909.

« •

* r
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Anotiber legend told^by Professor Lyrnan^ relates to Mts.Hood^ Adams and St. Helens, thi«e mountains known as "theGuardians of the Columbia."

According to the Klickitats. there was once a father and two sons

Sv^^^lT
«»e east down the Columbia to the region in whichDaZ

^hTno^h ; ! ""^^ ^ "*"'* *''« '^^^P"** ^I'ot two arrows, oneL th^r^lt^ Tk*?
*^'' ""**• °* "^^^ *»»« '^^ to find the arrowsand there settle and bring up their families. The first son, going north-

S^t^o^i ?^' "'J^:
'^ '**''*'' ^^"^ ^" *»^« founder of the greatMultnomah ^tion of the WUlamette VaUey. To separate the two

?Z^ ' u^f"
'"*?°"* "^y '^'^^ P^**"' «"<• seated the greattomanowaa bridge under which the waters of the Columbia flowed.On thw bridge he stationed a witch woman called Loowit, who was to^harge of the fire. This was the only fire in the woAd. As timepassed on, Loowit observed the deplorable condition of the Indians,

destitute of fire and the conveniences which it might bring. She there-
fore besou^t Sahale to aUow her to bestow fire upon the Indians.
Sahale finaUy granted her request, and the lot of the Indians was won-
derfully improved.

In order to show his appreciation of the care with which Loowit had
piarded the sacred fire, Sahale now determined to oflfer her any gift
she might desire. Accordingly Loowit asked to be transformed into
a young and beautiful girl. This was effected, and all the Indian^efs fell deeply in love with her. Loowit paid little heed, until finally
there came two chiefs, one from the north called Klickitat, and one from
the south caUed Wiyeast. Loowit was uncertain which of these she
most desired, and as a result a bitter strife arose between the two.
This waxed until, with their respective warriors, they entered upon
a desperate war. The land was ravaged, and misery and wretchedness
ensued. Sahale repented that he had allowed Loowit to bestow fire
upon the Indians, and accordingly he broke down thetomanowas bridge
which dammed up the river with an impassable reef, and put to death
Loowit, Klickitat and Wiyeast. But, inasmuch as they had been noble
and beautiful in Ufe, he determined to give them a fitting commemo-
ration in death. Therefore he reared over them as monuments the
»reat snow peaks; over Loowit, what we now call Mt. St. Helens; over
Wiyeast, the modem Mount Hood; and above Klickitat the great dome
which we now call Mount Adams.

Professor Lyman also records this legend of Mt. Adams:*

«'-ri» Oolumbl. Rivw." by William D. Lyman of Whitman College, WalU Walta.
Waahingtoii. G. f. Putnam's Son», 190».

• JTasmM, Vol. 4. No. i. Portland, Ore^n, December, 1913.
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puring the timee of the Watetash, or animal people, Enumtla, thegod of thunder, kept the inhabitants in continual terror by the flashinjt
of his eyes, which made the lightning, and his dreadful roar, which

.T i^* ,^f^'- ^® ^""^^^ '"^ *^« ^'l""*^ o^e"- Mt. Adams. Speelyi,the Klickitat coyote god, coming along one day, found all the animal
people m terror over the outbursts of the thunder god. Being besought
to save them he consulted his two sisters . . . and was told by themhow to overpower the obstreperous god. He transformed himself intoa doxmy feather and floated down upon a sunflower stalk. Enumtlasoon descried the feather from his cloudy throne and swooped down to
investigate. Feehng suspicious, he decided to thunder and send downa dash of ram. But the magic feather never stirred. Much puzzled,Enumtla paused, and at that instant the feather rose into the air andbekhed forth a terrific volley of thunder and lightning and torrents of

l^A.y. .^
suddenness and fury of his onslaught so dazed the thundergod that he could not get his customary form, and though he rallied andS «« desperately that the earth shook, Speelyi had such an ad-

tClTfK f 'T «*'* * «"P "P°" ^^ ^'^d they came crashing to

Nnw rr ; fr°u^ f"
""^'^ '°'^ ^"°der. but with Speelyi on top.Now the feather had expanded and was of gigantic size. With his huge

nroL^^ r pounded the fallen Enmntla into submission and thfnpronounced sentence thus: "You shall no more kill and terrify the peo-

flih JZ ""''^
t""^'

^""^ ""'^ **'"°"*^'" """^y 0° l^ot days. You mayflash hghtmng, but not destroy." Since then there have been few

Mt. Shasta in Northern California needs no introduction to
mountaineers. It is magnificent to look upon, and it is no
wonder that the Indians thought it was the abode of the Great
Spint. Joaquin Miller, who lived with these people in his
youth and married one of their maidens, in his "Life Amongst
the Modocs," published in 1873 and dedicated to the Red Men
ot Amenca, tells this strange story:

The Great Spirit created this mountain first of all. . . . He pusheddown snow and ice from the skies through a hole which he mad^bvturning a stone round and round, then he stepped out of thrciou^on to the mountain top and descended and planned the trees allaroundby putting his finger on the ground. The sun melted the snow and thewater ran down and nurtured the trees and made the riveT; Afterthat he made the fish for the rivers out of the small end of his taffHe made the birds by blowing some leaves which he to^k up f om the

TeZtr"Z'V?''\'''"'' ''''' ""' ^-'^^ '^^ beasts out oT theremainder of his stick,-the grizzly bear out of the big end and mad!

feared him himself, and had to go up on the top of the mountain to sleepat mght. Afterwards, when the Great Spirit wished to remain on earth
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:trt:f:frb:rtra\rarL^^^^^^^^ «^- '>^

and made it a pleasant homl^TerTht v f •?
"^ *''* '*''*™ °' "

the Heavens, and they all have Hved in th T^?'
"'^* ^°^ ^^^^

fore the whi'te man came ty could'eft'hTZroT 'T ' ^mountain by night and the smoke by day
"^ ""° *''"

.. .?r.^T
''"d severe spring-time many thousand snows ago there wasa great storm about the summit and the Great «?«;«+ Itfl-„d Wr». daugh.., „p to .he holet .17^','';^ Sl^^ZK!

putw bead out, .». ... .M, „„,!ith J:; ii^rhir^j',-;;r
The child hastened to the ton k„* i.«,,-

ocea. (where the wind wasVoTn) ^he'n i't w^whTJr^str:!;:put her head out to look that way, when lol the storm caught^^loog

not firherIt ".kT*.
''' '' *'« '"«"°*^^'' "^^ ^efe she co"Jnot fix her feet in the hard, smooth ice and snow, and so slid on andon down to the dark belt of firs below the snow.

H«!LT' l^^
*^"''^^ ^^"^^ possessed all the wood and all the land evendown to the sea at that time, and were very numerous and powerfi

hi/.v H
•" «^^««y beasts then, although they were covered with

a^H ;! tH
'° "^*^««'/°dJiad sharp claws; but they walked on two legs.and talked, and used clubs to fight with, instead of their teeth and cla^

^.. f°.l°^-
^* *•"'' *''^^ *^«'« ""^ " ^'^ly «f grizalies Uving

close up to the snow,
. . . and the father found this little child, red

like fire, hid under a fir bush . . . and took her to the old mother.
. . . who said she would bring her up with the other children.
When their eldest son was grown up he married her. . . . and many
children were born to them. But, being part of the Great Spirit and
part of the grizzly bear, these children did not exactly resemble either

K M rp?*'"®'^**'
^"^^ partook somewhat of the nature and likeness of

both. Thus was the red man created, for these children were the first
Indians.

Among the Navahoes of Arizona and New Mexico is a legend
of how the First Man and the First Woman built the seven
sacred mountains of their land.' They made them aU of earth
they had brought from similar mountains in the fourth world.
(The Navahoes believe that their first parents had come up
through four worlds before reaching this.) Through Tsisnad-
zini, the mountain in the east (probably Pelade Peak, New
Mexico) they ran a bolt of lightning to fasten it to the earth.
They decorated it with white shells, white Ughtning, white
corn and dark clouds. All these things they covered with a

> Abridged from Dr. Washington Matthews' volume on Navaho Legends, published for
the American Folk Lore Society in 1897,
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sheet of dayUght. Tsotsil, the mountain to the south (San

Mateo or Mt. Taylor, as it is now caUed) they fastened to the

earth with a great stone knife, thrust through from top to

bottom. They adorned it with turquoise, with dark mist, ana

all different kinds of wild animals, and over all they spread a

covering of blue sky. Dokoslid, the mountain to the west

(San Francisco Mt., the highest in Arizona) they fastened

to the earth with a sunbeam. They adorned it with abalone

shells, with black clouds, yellow com and aU sorts of wild ani-

mals, and over all they spread a yellow cloud. Depentsa,

the mountam in the north (San Juan, in southwestern Colo-

rado), they fastened with a rainbow. They adorned it with

black beads, with dark mist, with different kmds of plants,

and many kinds of wild animals, and over all they spread a

covering of darkness. Dsihiaotil was fastened with a sun-

beam. They left its summit free, in order that warriors might

fight there. The mountain TsoUhi they fastened to the earth

with a cord of rain and placed on top of it a Uve bird named

Tsozgali. The mountain of Akidanastani they fastened to the

earth with a sacred mirage-stone.
, , *u f^...

When the mountains were made, the god of each of the four

quarters of the world carried one away and placed it where it

now stands. The others were left in the middle of the world

and are there still. A pair of gods were then put to hve in

each mountain: East, Dawn Boy and Dawn Girl; south Tur-

quoise Boy and Turquoise Girl; west, Twilight Boy and Halio-

tis (abalone) Girl; north. Darkness Boy and Darkness Girl.

It should be added that the Navahoes symboUze by color the

four cardinal points: East, white; south, blue; west, yellow;

north, black; the significance of each being apparent Four

is the mystic number of all Indians. Ill addition to the four

worlds, four winds, and four deified elements, earth, au-, fare

and water, the Navahoes claim that the moon has four kinds

of water: spring water, rain water, snow water, and hail water;

and that four games were brought from the lower world. *our

sentinels are stationed at important places; they used to have

four kinds of arrows; chain-lightning arrows, sheet-lightnmg

arrows, sunbeam arrows, and rainbow arrows; and when the

cods came to visit them, they always announced their ap-

proach by calling four times. Everything of importance is

repeated four times. Furthermore they say that four nvers

•I)

"
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flowed from the sacred lake of their emei^enoe. A small lake
somewhere in the San Juan Mountains is said to be the place
through which the people came from the fourth world to this
world. It is surrounded, the Indians teU, by precipitous
cUfJs, and has a small island near its centre, from the top of
which rises something that looks like the top of a ladder.
Beyond the bounding cliffs there are four mountain peaks,
which are frequently referred to in the songs and myths of the
Navahoes. These Indians fear to visit the shores of this lake,

but they climb the surrounding mountains and view its waters
from a distance. The San Juan Mountains abound in little

lakes, but which one of these is considered by the Navahoes
as their Place of Emergence is not known. Island Lake, on a
branch of the South Fork of Mineral Creek, three miles south-
east of Ophir, Colorado, at an altitude of 12,450 feet, accords
in appearance with the Navahoes' description.

The Indians of Mexico have an interesting legend of their

great volcanoes:'

Ixtaccihuatl was the daughter of a rich chief. She loved a youth
who had nothing, and when he came to ask for her hand, the father
would not listen to him and drove him away. Day by day the girl

pined, till finally, as she was about to die, she was chiuiged into this

mountain, which even to this day preserves her form. Her lover be-
came Popocatepetl and stands at her feet, keeping eternal watch over
her while she sleeps.

There is a legend among some of the other tribes which says

that Popocatepetl is the abode of the departed spirits of wicked
rulers, whose writhings and agonies cause the noise and fire at

times of eruption.

I have just barely touched the lore of the Aztecs of Mexico,

and have made no attempt to reach the Mayas of Yucatan
or the Incas of Peru, and yet these three tribes were far superior

to the Indians that dwelt in what is now the United States and
Canada. The field is an inexhaustible one, for the Indians

have an extensive as well as a fascinating folk-lore. Such men
as George Bird Grinnell, Geoi^ Wharton James, Charles God-
frey Leland, Joaquin Miller, and Dr. Washington Matthews
have done a great work in preserving such tales as they have
for us. Enriched with the imagination of centuries these

legends recall to us more than anything else the real Indians.

> This is (old by R. W. Poindextcr, Jr., in the

June 19U.

dob BoUetiD, Vol. 8. No. S. p. 104,



A TOASTuTO CALIFORNIA

JnllnL)
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I

STOOP and pluck a flower of sunset shades.

And lift its cup so filled with golden beams

My eyes are dazed; and o'er this field that gleams

With yellow bloom and glistens down the glades.

My spirit floats—floats down the dim decades

In thought, to those who saw this land in dreams

And westward came. Their silence now, that seems

Though true to law so sadly strange, pervades

This, their loved home. And now this shining flower

That gave them hope gives us new thought, new light

As emblem of our State. Sound then her praise.

As she enfolds the glow of evening's hour

Within her chalice fair! Eschscholtzia's bright

Gold cup to California dear I raise!

—Mary Emerson Doble.

iiia.

IS)

By "Montezuma"

PART IV.—{Concluded)

AN proposes and Chance dis-

poses. When we pulled out

into the Verney Channel we

were fully resolved • that we

would simply outfit at Hartly

Bay and then returned to

Gribble and its mysterious

white fauna but when we ar-

rived at Hartly Bay we

suddenly changed our plans

as will appear further on.

The tide was running high. All the waters

of the vast Gardners Inlet were rushing through

the narrow passage, and for a land-lubber like

the writer it was a rather startling experience

to be at one moment in the bottom of a ten

foot well and at the next perched on the ridge

of a razor-backed wave above. But the other

two were Ancient Mariners, and I hadn't shot

any albatross, so we rode that tail race of

Gehenna without any incident further than

again encountering our friends the whales, who

derisively flicked a good-by with their tails

and went on decimating the billions of little

crustaceans and animalculac which the nature

sharps say they alone can swallow.

It was night when we rounded Hawkesbury

Island, and as it was quite a pull to the settle-

ment we decided to land and make supper.

It was as black as a pocket—no moon till late

—and the seven mile stretch of water with-

out a single light in sight to guide our course

was not inviting! Fortunately there was no

swell at all, the bay being as still as a mill

pond.

While we were eating supper we were enter-

tained by the grunting and plunging of in-

numerable grampuses, the general effect being

that of the milling of the Bulls of Bashan.

There was about half an hour of this groaning

Inferno and old Sourdough Ned actually had

the gall to try to get me '^buffaloed" over it,

saying that he wouldn't take chances out

among those beasts, in the dark, in an open

boat. So insistent did he become, and so

earnest did he appear, that I actually thought

the old villian really meant it, and I was just

getting ready to open on him when I got the
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side-light from our fire on his grin-contorted

mug. Then I thumped instead of cussed him,

and in revenge appropriated his share of our

last forty-drops of Scotch.

I had just knocked out the heel of my last

pipeful of tobacco when away up to the nor'-

nor'west 1 saw a tiny flicker on the horizon

—

a Siwash's lamp in his hut at Hartly Bay.

Instantly we laid our last bearings and were

soon re-embarked for our last pulL

I shall long remember that night's wonder-

ful experience. It was as black as tar but

very clear though the stars were mere pin

points. We had gotten about a half knot from

shore when suddenly the drip from our oar

blades took fire and our wake was a jewelled

fan of multicolored flames. Against the jet

of our surroundings the phosphorescence con-

trasted most exquisitely, and we all gave ex-

clamations of delighted wonder as a grampus,

rolling some hundred rods to starboard, was

revealed to the minutest detail, outlined in

luminous color. Everywhere were leaping

salmon irradiated with the beautiful iri-

descent fires and our oars dripped opals,

diamonds, rubies, emeralds and sapphires at

every recovery. The display lasted about

twenty minutes then suddenly ceased and we
were in utter darkness again. Anon we would

catch an evanescent flicker ahead and we held

our course straight as a die, pulling up to the

little Siwash dock just about midnight We
had just made down our beds when a Siwash,

attracted by our lantern-light, ambled up. To
our no small interest he informed us that in

about another hour a south bound steamer,

whose name we misunderstood from his almost

unintelligible mouthings to be the "Benson",

was expected in port.

In the flickering flare of the candle light

I caught Betten looking at me with a certain

diffidence. "There's no supplies worth con-

sidering to be obtained here," he said hesitat-

ingly, "and you know Fm due to judge the

Northwest trials in 'steen days. We can

always come back and we will! Still, if you

insist on staying
—

"

"There's not a toothful of budge nearer than

Vancouver" interjected Ned tentatively, and I

succumbed.

"Pack up your duffel, you two old Nostal-

gists, and do it poco pronto. There's the

Benson's whistle outside the point now." In

an hour more we were on the boat—she

proved to be the Venture—headed for the land

of the free and the home of the brave.

The Venture people were of the same stripe

as the Camosun folk. They treated us royally

and we made many choice acquaintances

aboard her among the passengers, several of

whom we found to be sportsmen and good

fellows, whose acquaintance we shall certainly

cultivate on our return to the land of big

fish and many bears. One of the most pleasant

experiences on this return trip was the pick-

ing up at some way station of that prince of

good fellows and clean sportsmen, F. M. Kelly,

who was just returning from his summer's

mooch in this delectable northland. Mr. Kelly

has for years been one of Western Field's

most valued contributors, and this opportunity

of meeting him in the flesh was one of the

most enjoyable features of the whole trip. To
him I was later indebted for the fine picture

>

A Typical Siwash Village—Alert Bay

The Gardner Inlet Region

and clear, concise description of the Gribble

Island white bears which appeared in a

previous paper. Among others whose Venture

acquaintance I value are Mr. William Edwin

Curtis of Ladner, B. C, a typical English

sportsman and affable gentleman and a can-

nery-owner of importance by the way—to

whom, as well as to another cannery-owner,

Captain Stapledon, whose plant is on the

mouth of the Naas River, I am indebted for

many courtesies including cordial invitations

to "come again and stay longer at our places."

The voyage down was without any particular

incident and we were very generously treated

by our Vancouver friends on our arrival at

that port. By way of variety we went to

Seattle by* water, taking passage on that

particularly fine boat the Iroquois, whose

officials leave nothing lacking to the comfort

of her passengers. The purser of the boat

was a relative of both my companions, a most

charming gentleman, and we got the cream

of everything.

So ended one of the red letter trips of my

life. It wasn't particularly resultful in the way

of trophies, but we didn't make it with that

end especially in view. We got all the trophies

we needed and had the time of our lives.

Above all, we learned the country, the way

to get there, what to do and how to do it.

The next time we reach out for the aurora

borealis and bears, we'll land!

A last word as to special equipment

peculiarly desirable and we have done. Things

imperative are water-proof receptacles for

matches and the foods most susceptible to

moisture. Waterproof clothing—"Duxbak" is

the best—and waterproof cover and bag for

bed and clothing. A good axe and dependable

compass. Warm woolen clothing and under-

clothing. Rubber boots, thigh or hip, with

leather soles well bobbed with nails on soles

and short stout caulks on heels. (Light foot

wear, moccasins, etc., are useless here.)

Take a full supply of medicines, tobacco,

spirits, etc.. Remember that you want to take

all your supplies with you. There is no source

of their replenishment, nearer than Vancouver,

that can be depended on. Take plenty of

ammunition and fishing tackle, with spare rods

and guns. Lfeave revolvers and shotguns be-

hind. Go any time from April first to Septem-

ber first. The last date will give you ordinarily

a full month of good weather, sometimes more.

Remember you will have only two methods

of transportation, by water and on foot.

Horse and dog teams are impossible in the

sections under consideration. And above all

don't .pay the first price that your Siwash

retainers demand for their services. They may

ask you ten dollars a day when really Sitcum

dollar hyas closhe!

Go up and find out what that last jargon

means.
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bide-light from our fire on his grin-contorted

mug. Then I thumped instead of cussed him,

and in revenge appropriated his share of our

last forty-drops of Scotch.

I had just knocked out the heel of my last

pipeful of tobacco when away up to the nor'-

nor'wcst I saw a tiny flicker on the horizon

—

a Siwash's lamp in' his hut at llartly Bay.

instantly we laid our last bearings and were

soon re-embarked for our last pull.

T shall long remember that night's wonder-

ful experience. It was as black as tar but

very clear though the stars were mere pin

l)oints. We had gotten about a half knot from

shore wlicn suddenly the drip from our oar

blades took fire and our wake was a jewelled

fan of multicolored flames. Against the jet

of our surroundings the phosphorescence con-

trasted most exquisitely, and we all gave ex-

clamations of delighted wonder as a grampus,

rolling some hundred rods to starboard, was

revealed to the minutest detail, outlined in

luminous color. Everywhere were leaping

salmon irradiated with the beautiful iri-

descent lires and our oars dripped opals,

diamonds, rubies, emeralds and sapphires at

every recovery. The display lasted about

twenty minutes then suddenly ceased and we
were in utter darkness again. Anon we would

catch an evanescent flicker ahead and we held

our course straight as a die, pulling up to the

little Siwash dock just about midnight. We
had ju'it made down our beds when a Siwash,

attracted by our lantern-light, ambled up. To
our no small interest he informed us that in

about another hour a south bound steamer.

whose name we misunderstood from his almost

unintelligible mouthings to be the "Benson",

was expected in port.

In the flickering flare of the candle light

I caught Betten looking at me with a certain

diffidence. "There's no supplies worth con-

sidering to be obtained here," he said hesitat-

ingly, "and you know I'm due to judge the

Northwest trials in 'steen days. We can

always come back and we will ! Still, if you

insist on staying
—

"

"There's not a toothful of budge nearer than

Vancouver" interjected Ned tentatively, and I

succumbed.

"Pack up your duffel, you two old Nostal-

gists, and do it poco pronto. There's the

Benson's whistle outside the point now." In

an hour more we were on the boat—she

proved to be the Vcniurc—headed for the land

of the free and the home of the brave.

The Vcniurc people were of the same stripe

as the Camosun folk. They treated us royally

and we made many choice acquaintances

aboard her among the passengers, several of

whom we found to be sportsmen and good

fellows, whose acquaintance we shall certainly

cultivate on our return to the land of big

fish and many bears. One of the most pleasant

experiences on this return trip was the pick-

ing up at some way station of that prince of

good fellows and clean sportsmen, F. M. Kelly,

who was just returning from his summer's

mooch in this delectable northland. Mr. Kelly

has for years been one of Western Field's

most valued contributors, and this opportunity

of meeting him in the flesh was one of the

most enjoyable features of the whole trip. To
him T was later indebted for the line picture

V Typical Siwash Village—Alert liay

The Gardner Inlet Region

and clear, concise description of the Gribble

Island white bears which appeared in a

previous paper. Among others whose Venture

acquaintance I value are Mr. William Edwin

Curtis of Ladner, B. C, a typical English

sportsman and affable gentleman and a can-

nery-owner of importance by the way—to

whom, as well as to another cannery-owner.

Captain Stapledon, whose plant is on the

mouth of the Naas River, I am indebted for

many courtesies including cordial invitations

to "come again and stay longer at our places."

The voyage down was without any particular

incident and we were very generously treated

by our Vancouver friends on our arrival at

that port. By way of variety we went to

Seattle by' water, taking passage on that

particularly fine boat the Iroquois, whose

officials leave nothing lacking to the comfort

of her passengers. The purser of the boat

was a relative of both my companions, a most

charming gentleman, and we got the cream

of everything.

So ended one of the red letter trips of my

life. It wasn't particularly resultful in the way

of trophies, but we didn't make it with that

end especially in view. We got all the trophies

we needed and had the time of our lives.

Above all, we learned the country, the way

to get there, what to do and how to do it.

The next time we reach out for the aurora

borealis and bears, we'll land!

A last word as to special equipment

peculiarly desirable and we have done. Things

imperative are water-proof receptacles for

matches and the foods most susceptible to

moisture. Waterproof clothing—"Duxbak" is

the best—and waterproof cover and bag for

bed and clothing. A good axe and dependable

compass. Warm woolen clothing and under-

clothing. Rubber boots, thigh or hip, with

leather soles well bobbed with nails on soles

and short stout caulks on heels. (Light foot

wear, moccasins, etc., are useless here.)

Take a full supply of medicines, tobacco,

spirits, etc., Remember that you want to take

all your supplies with you. There is no source

of their replenishment, nearer than Vancouver,

that can be depended on. Take plenty of

ammunition and fishing tackle, with spare rods

and guns. Leave revolvers and shotguns be-

hind. Go any time from April first to Septem-

ber first. The last date will give you ordinarily

a full month of good weather, sometimes more.

Remember you will have only two methods

of transportation, by water and on foot.

Horse and dog teams are impossil)le in the

sections under consideration. And above all

don't pay the first price that your Siwash

retainers demand for their services. They may

ask you ten dollars a day when really Sitcum

dollar hyas closhe!

Go up and find out what that last jargon

means.

Retake Preceding Frame
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SONG OF THE EARTH-MOTHER
TO THE WEST-WIND

r\ WIND! Blow out from the golden West
^^ Bring up the damp of the silver sea,

And leave it pearled on my sun-dried breast !

—

So cool 1 so cool ! blow over me

!

,, Sh^e oflF the dust from my smallest flower.

• Make rustle the leaves of my tallest tree,

And kiss my maids in their June-rose bower!

—

Ah sly 1 so sly 1 blow over me

!

Pipe up your music; a merry dance
Lead oflf o*er meadow, and brook, and lea,

And make my pretty children prance 1

—

So gay I so gay I blow over me I
.

Waft on the breath of the columbine.
Catch up the scent of the rosemary.
And blind them all in a perfume fine!

—

So sweet ! so sweet I blow over me I

Blow high! blow low! sweet, sly, and gay I

Blow on o'er valley, and hill, and lea,

And sink to rest with the dying day,
So tired, tired, over me

!

—Bernard F. Trotter.

THE WORLD WHEREOF I DREAM
THERE'S the morning's roseate hue,
' There's the sunlight's golden glow,
There's the night tide and the dew.
And the gentle winds that blow.

There's the shadows in the wood,
There's the music of the stream,

And God's golden solitude •

In the world whereof I dream.

There's the forest's leafy ranks,

Where the shadows come and go;
There's the fern embowered banks
With the silver streams aflow.

And to while the hours along,

Through the shadow and the gleam,
^There's a wealth of rippling song

In the world whereof I dream.

There's green vales that stretch away.
And the woodland's bud and flower,

There's the golden dream of day.

There's the gentle twilight hour.

There's the tender peace of night

Kissed by distant stars agleam,
There is hope and joy and light

In the world whereof I dream.

—Harry T, Fee,
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VANISHING INDIAN TYPES
THE TRIBES OF THE SOUTHWEST

By E. S. Curtis

Illustrations from photographs by the author

HEN Coronado, with his than made up in courage and craftiness,

venturesome little band of The Apache ever had a thorough contempt
three hundred mail-clad for the Mexican soldier, and in later years,

Spaniards, crowded his way when theywere fightingwith firearms as well

into the North in search of as arrows, they would not waste cartridges

the seven cities of Cibola, on the Mexicans, but would kill them with

with their fabled hoards of gold, he encoun-

tered many small bands of roving Indians,

whom he termed **wild Indians." These
so-called wild Indians were the Apaches and
Navajos. From their geographical prox-

imity and linguistic relationship they were,

and have been considered, in a broad way,
as one group. It was with the Southern

branch of this Athapascan group that Co-
ronado and his men were brought most in

contact. The village Indians of the region

called them ** Apaches," meaning enemy in

its broadest sense—that is, "Everyman's
enemy." These roving bands of marauders
were then living more from what they might

steal from the less warlike villages and
Pueblo Indians than from their hunting or

farming.

From Coronado's day to the one of the

final struggle when old Geronimo was made
prisoner, every page of the Southwest his-

tory tells us of the Apache's cunning, feroci-

ty, and physical endurance. Scarcely a

tribe of our American Indians but what
have engraved their record of crime and in-

famy high up on history's wall, yet above
them all is the Apaches'.

From 1540 to 1853 New Spain and
Mexico carried on a so-called warfare with

these people. The Apaches were vastly

outnumbered by the Mexican soldiery, but

what they lacked in numbers was more

arrows, spears, and stones, saving their car-

tridges for other and more worthy foes.

When this Southwest region became a

part of the United States the Apaches were
a serious problem with which we had to

contend. Our Government vacillated be-

tween a simpering peace policy and the

other extreme, their extermination. Their

zone of wandering being intersected by the

international boundary-line further com-
plicated matters. They would raid down
into Mexico and then rush back with the

plunder to our side of the line, out of reach

of the pursuing soldiers. Next, it would
be a raid on the Arizona side and a flight

into the wild mountains of Sonora. The
Mexican Government attempted to assist

their miserable army by giving a scalp

bounty, and for years they paid out their

gold coin for Apache scalps. Scalp hunt-

ing became a recognized industry. The
horror of this was that, to the Mexican
official, all scalps looked alike, whether
from the head of a hostile or a friendly In-

dian. The price was one hundred dollars

for a man, fifty dollars for a woman, and
twenty-five dollars for a child. It is small

wonder that the tribe sank deeper into

savagery than ever, when we stop to think

that the men knew there was a price set on

the scalps of their wives and children; and

there was a horde of human fiends, white

fi
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in color, but more savage than the savage
himself, who were hunting them as they
would a cougar of the mountains.

After years of wabbling between peace
and extermination, General Crook, with
his wonderful insight into the Indian char-
acter, was given the diiSScult task of set-

tling the Apache question. It took him
a considerable time to perfect an army or-

ganization fit for a campaign in a country
where the mountains in winter were deep
in snow and bitterly cold, and the desert in

summer a waterless furnace. He also had
to contend, for a time, with the well-meant
but more than useless Peace Commission,
as well as the politician and grafter, who
desired anything but a final settlement of
the Indian troubles, as it was out of such
troubles that they made their living. This
crowd of fellows could well have been
classed with the Mexican scalp hunters.

The scalp hunting caused the loss of many
white settlers, through the Apache's desire

for revenge, and the grafter helped to con-

tinue the trouble that he might grow rich.

General Crook took the Apache ques-
tion up in a manner which showed the

Apache that he had to deal with a man dif-

ferent from any with whom he had hereto-

fore been brought in contact. He sent out
asking the Apache head men and chiefs to

come to his camp, so that he might talk

with them. When they assembled, he told

them, **I have come here to settle the

Apache fighting. You who want peace
can come on to the reservation, raise crops

and I will help you start your farms and the

Government will buy hay and grain from
you and pay you for your work. Any of

you who do not want to do this and want
still to fight and steal, can go back to the

mountains, and I will fight you until you
come in or kill the last one of you, but I

am going to do just what I say. I am not

going to lie to you, but I am going to kill

the last Apache who does not settle down
on the reservation."

The chiefs drew off to themselves for a
talk. Their spokesman said to his brother

Indians: **He is a new kind of man. He
doesn't say anything about the Great
Father or that the Great Father sent him,
but he tells us that he does not lie and that

he will kill everyone who does not come on
the reservation."

They realized that this was truly a new

kind of man, and the outcome of that con-
versation was, that Crook was furnished
the company of strong >x)ung Apaches for
which he had asked, which enabled him to
fight Apaches with Apaches. In less than
two years the Apaches were a conquered
people, the first day since Coronado met
them three hundred and thirty-three years
before.

The next two years saw great improx-e-
ments among them. Lands were cleared,
irrigating ditches dug, new homes built,and
all was prosperity and peace. The .^jache
problem seemed settled. Sioux and Chev-
ennes and other tribes of the North weie
making trouble, and Crook was transferred
to the Department of the Platte and at once
began his campaign against the Northern
tribes. He was scarcely off the Apache res-

ervation before the contractors, Gox-err.-

ment employees, and political grafters weie
at work to undo all that had beoa done.

Their efforts succeeded so weU that each
year found the Apache growing more dis-

satisfied and restless. This culminated in

the outbreak of 1882. Crook was hastily

summoned and took charge of the Depart-
ment of Arizona. Geronimo and many of
his band were taken to the Southeast as
prisoners, and the others were settled on
the White Mountain reservaticn, which
has since that time been their heme.

This reservation is a part of the high
table-lands of Southeastern Arizona. It is

one succession of mountains and high mesa
parks, broken here and there with valleys

and streams. The mountains and mesa
lands are wooded with pine* cedar, fir,

juniper and oak, and in the vallej-s fci found
mistletoe-grown cotton-wood, willow, alder
and walnut, w ith much sumach, all jungle
woven with the vine of the grape, hop,and
columbine. Ever^-i^here, on mountain
and in valley, there is a great profusion of
the many \-arieties of cacti, and in spring-

time, canyon and \'alley, mountainside and
mesa are a blazing mass of wild flowers.

Entering the reservation by the Hol-
brook way, the first few miles is through a
splendid pine forest which cox^ers one-fifth

of the reser\ation. Going down the Black
Canyon the road is through a few miles of
fine oaks, and then on to the x^allev of the

White River, which has long been the home
of the Apache, and before him the home of
a race oiF which histor\' knows but little.
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From a photograph, copyright igo4, by E. S. Curtis.

Vash-Ghon, Jicarilla Apache Chief.
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in (ul. .r. !»ul more- >avairc ihan ihc .sivaue

him-i-lf, wlin wrrt- luinliiit: tlu-ni a> iIkv

Would a ruui^ar nf ilu' mouiilains.

AfltT years of \val)i)lin^ ht'lwccii ])ca(C

and exlt-rminalion, (icncral Crook, wi.li

his wonderful insii^ht into the Tnch'an ( har-

a( ler, wa> i^ixen the diflu ult task of ^el-

\\'\u\l tlie Apaiiie question. It took him
a eon>ideral)le lime lo ])erfect an army or-

ganization fil for a campai'^n in a country

where the mountain> in winter were deej)

in >now and hilterlv cold, and thede^ert in

summer a waterle» furnac e. He also had
lo eonlend, for a time, with ihe well-meant

l>ul more than u>cless Peace Commission.,

as well as ihe ])<>liti(ian and urafler, who
de>>ire(| anvthin;^ hut a thial >eitlement ol

the Indian troubles, as it was out of su( h

ln»ul>les ihal ihey made iheir livinj^. Tlii -

crowd of fellows C(>uld well have l)een

classed with the Mexican scalj) hunters.

The seal]) huntin<i cau>ed the loss of ma!iy

white settlers, throuj^h the Apadie's desire

for revenue, and the j^rafter helped to ton-

tinue the trouble that he mii^ht irrow ri(h.

(ieneral Crook t(»ok the Apache (jue>-

tion up in a maimer which >howed the

Apache that he had to deal widi a man dif-

ferent from any with whom he had hereto-

fore been brought in contact. He sent out

askini^ the Apac he head men and chiefs to

cc»me to his camp, so ihat he mi<.^ht talk

with them. When they assembled, he tokl

ihem, ''1 have come here lo .settle the

Apache t'l.uhtinj^. You who want ])eace

can come on to the reservation, raise croj)s

and I will help you start your farms and the

Governmenl will buy hay and ,i!;rain from

vou and i)av vou for vour work. Anv c;f

vou who do not want to do this and want

still lo tli^ht and steal, can j^o back to tlie

mountains, and I will fi^ht you until you

come in or kill the last one of you, but 1

am i^oin«^ to do jusl what I say. I am not

j^oini^ lo lie to vou, but I am troini^ to kill

the last Apac he who does not settle down
on the reservation."

The chiefs drew off to themselves for a

talk. Their s]>oke>man said to his brother

Indians: *TIe is a new kind of man. lie

doesn't .^av anvthini^ about the (ireat

Father or that the (ireat Father >ent him,

but he tells us that he does not lie and that

he v» ill kill evervone who does not come on

the reservation."

Thev realized that this was Irulv a new

kind of man, and the outcome of ihat con-

versation was, that Crook was furni-hed

the company of >iron^ youni^ A|)ache> for

which he had a>ked, which enable<l him lo

fij^ht Aj)ac hes with Apac hes. In less than

two years the Apac he> were a con(juered

people, the fir^t day since Coronado met
them three hundred and ihirlv three years

before.

The next two years saw j]^real im|)rove-

ment> amoni^ them. Lands were cleared,

irrii^atin.Lr ditches duic, new homes built, and
all was prosj.erity and peace. The Ap-ache

])roblem seemed settled. Sioux and Che\-
ennes and other tribes of the North weie
making trouble, and Crook was transferred

to the I)ej)artment of the Platte and at once

bei^an his cam|)aii^n a^^ainst the Xorthern

tribes. 1 le was scarcely otT the Apache res-

ervation before the contractors, Goverr.-

nunt employees, and political grafters weie
at work to undo all that had been done.

Their efforts succeeded so well that each

year found the A])ache i^rowin^jj more dis-

satisfied and restless. This culminated in

the outbreak of 1S82. Crook was hastily

summoned and took c har^e of the Dej-art-

ment of Arizona. Geronimo and many of

his band were taken to the Southeast as

jTisoners, and the others were settled on

the While Mountain reservation, which

has since that time been their h< me.

Tliis reservation is a part of the hijrh

table-lands of Southeastern Arizona. It is

one succ ession of mountains and hij^h me.^a

j.arks, broken here and there with valleys

and streams. The mountains and mesa

lands are wooded with ])ine, cedar, fir,

juniper and oak, and in the valleys is found

mistletoe-izrown cotton-wood, willow, alder

and walnut, with muc h sumach, all jungle

woven with tlie vine of the ,i^rap*e,hop,an(l

columbine. K verywhere, on mountain

and in valley, there is a cereal pTofu.^ion of

the manv varieties of cacti, and in sprinsj-

lime, canvon and valley, mountainside and

mesa are a blazini^ mass of wild flowers.

Entering the reservation bv the Hoi-

brook way, the first few miles is throui^h a

sj)lendid pine forest which covers one-fifth

of the reservation. Goint^ down the Black

Canvon the road is through a few miles of

fine oaks, and then on to the valley of the

White River, whic h has loni: been the home
of the Apac he, and before him the home of

a race of Vvhich historv knows but little.

I From a photoi^raph, copy^iaht IQ04, >^y f-- ^^ Curtis.

Vash-rihon, Jicarilla Apac he e hicf.
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-here intoSt^Wd^^rX™''?^'!'^"'"^
infants. The infantsJiff ^'ny brown
to dark-skinned comSln'^""*>''"^'«l
to witheredTeaverSSr/'f"^ ^"^^^ °"
the shade of thZljul ^^*"'""' *« ^^t in

jompinganticfof^thTrtotiS:T'
SeSt^SrH^tal^-

""^"^'^-^^

to rugged old age ' '"''"" ""^^ ^"^^ g^own

Apict: Stt:?raruts r-^ ^^ *^^

Of two million acres. •^rfrgW^SXd"

'^ "i"-'0P Camp -.J,caril)a Und.

Icres \17
^"'"^h-'ng over two thousand

the
<iiflere7stre?mr;:h'S^",l'^:-r-^

we^S^Tr?,;!^'-^^ peak 'int:nS:
through Chnis and

''''^''''
•' '"^ '^''^^'^

way to Saft River
™«""tains on their

thefct^s:f;:^,r7 ''^^-''' -^^
jn -portLc:. thS:Sbtrr «^^^

Bomto and Turkey Creek! "' ^""^«'

poles, thatchedUSet-aJ^Tr'
t'

and snovVsift throti °" '•^*' ^"^ '^^ ^i"
shelter in tlmes'f^ftoC'"^^^^^
Squaw labor is of sm^Il o^

especially .since theApaTheIs 1""*' "'°''

hence the Apache familv 1 •t";'^'^'^^"'homes—in fact ?L Y '^"''^^ many
stances maytqufre r^''^/'^^^^^^

''''''"'

Jikes nothing Stterlh.^uP^^'^^ '"''"self

In his own So;d?h?i"y ^ "^^
Wh'^r'"^^^;the time one Dlar<> IrhJ ^'^y ^'^e all

to live?"
P ^^ ^'^^^ ™any fine places

*f

"fi

*?

1

I

/^rfftM « ^*./.i«/*. «/y-**' '»"'• *' ^' *•
^'"'

A Jicarilla Type.
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51S Vanishing Indian Types
In the good old days thezoneofwanderina

centred in the mountains in what is now
Southeastern Arizona. This was their
stronghold, their fortress. From here thev

"'"/T^M
^1^^.^""^^^^"* ^'^'l do^^n into Sono-

ra (Old Mexico)
, west to the Colorado River

north mto the Hopi and Navajo countn'
and east as far as central Texas. From this
mountam rendezvous they would swoop
down upon the Mexicans or Indians of So-
nora, or perhaps upon the Pueblo villages of
he north, and in later years the white sel-
lers of the Southwest were kept in momen-
tary peril of these roving bands. To follow
them was a fruitless task and led to certain
destruction. The Apache is a true nomad,
a child of nature, whose birthright is a crav-
ing for the war-path, and who drew from
his mother's brown breast the indomitable
courage and endurance of which the worldknows no equal, and a cunning which is be-yond reckoning. His character is a strong
mixture of savagery, courage, and ferocity,
with a gentleness and affection for his fam-
ily, particularly his children . He knows no

StJ • !."l^'
^^^'-

.
^^^^^' ^^^'^h he faces

with indifference, holds no terror for himOn the other hand, a friend may die and he
will grieve to such an extent that he will com-
mit suicide. Mr. Cooley speaks of an in-
stance where a medicine man was killed ina tulap, debauch His friend, a medicineman, rode up, looked at the bod v, chanted afew words and stabbed himself, saying "Iwant to go with my brother » •'«''

as^r^'fil
^™"'''

T''"
^"^^ th^ Apaches

as no other man knew them, and who
finally conquered them, said thev were the
worst tribe of American Indians t'o subdueThey had the instinct of the animal, the
ferocity and cunning of the tiger, with thereason and logic of civilization. Thev
rarely burned or otherwise tortured their
captives, but the Mexican earlv learned toshoot his women rather than let them betaken prisoners.

so mm!^""'".^
°^ 'T^P' ^^' ^^^" ^P«J^e" of

S'atesTr •;
.'"

'l"'
^'''' «^ '^^ United

b.ates that it has become a general prac-
tice when speaking of a man having losth s life among the Indians, to sav, "He lost
his scalp." Novelists eve^ of to-da^when
Seating their stories in Apache-land, aTmost invariably scalp the victims of Apache

thattheApachenever took scalps. Men who

have Uved in the Apache country and have
been closely associated with them for thirty
years or more, claim that no full-blooded
Apache ever scalped a man he killed. On
the contrary, he would not touch a body
after death, and would throw away his weap-
ons if stamed with human blood. Their
own dead the men never help to burv This
task IS left to the women.
The Apache woman, according to her

code. IS strikingly modest and proverbially
virtuous. The success with which they
conceal their bodies with their scant cloth-
uig IS quite marvelous. In their conver-
sation they know no sex distinction. The
Apache language has no profanity, butwhat It lacks in that is more tha/ com-
pensated in coarseness.
With these people civilization is making

considerable advancement. He who was a

^^^nun'^'
becoming a worker of the

sou. Old Geronimo, the worst of them all
IS passing his final years, virtually a prison-

rSo'rd!r
?•"• J«^°W Che'no.'whose

record of crime has few equals, tends hiscrops and tells of a long time ago when h?
one-handed, within a 'single night, lill'd'

fe^i'ST^"!-
Thespirit of the Apache

^ not broken; he has lost none of his cun-

S'thTn "^^u"
^"^"••ance, but he seesthat the day^of the war-path is no more.

1 he Apaches,likemany otherNorthAmer-
ican tribes are sun-worshippers. Theirmyths tell them that the sun is the all-now-

addressed. On gomg mto battle, plantingcorn or m starting on a cattle-stealing expedi ion thesun is asked to look with ftvcrThat they beheve in a future world [sproved by their custom of killing horsesand burying them, as well as their clothingand miplements of the chase, for life in thefuture world. Not only the medicine men
wlth.?^-P^^-''^'"? .'^ ^°^^ communionw ith the Chindi or spirits of their ancestorsThey are al«> great believers in omens'^hsmans and amulets, but are very consanative and it is with difficulty that oTegets them to discuss things supernatumlThey will not talk about God among thdr

ai ail w ith the white man.
The Apache medicine man is the strong-

est influence among them; he is their wis'e

J^u^"^
prophet. They have a sub-chiefand head chief, but the medicine man is the

•n.

)>

I

/

From a photogra,,fH. ,opyritM ,m. "y £• ^ <""""

The Apache Cowboy.
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Vanishing Indian Types

statesman, the power behind the throne.
The chief has been elected by his people;
they know they have made him such, and
that he is but human; but the medicine
man they believe understands things of the
supernatural and receives his power from
God. With all his jugglerv and h\pocrisy
he has much that is real. Life's problems',
from his degree of civilization, have been

edge tells them is best, but while its pur-
pose is that of a utensil, it must have lines of
symmetry and beauty. While decoration
with them is secondary to form and useful-
ness, every basket is a wonderfully designed
piece of handiwork and causes one to won-
der how a people apparently so dull to the
beautiful can be its creator.

Wherever one meets an Apache squaw

J^rom a photograph, co/yright Jjqj. #, jr. 5; CmrNs

The Lusi TraU.—Apache.

well worked out. He is a deep student of
nature and the supernatural. There is al-
ways about his person the medicine string
and its accompanying bag of hoddenton,
amulets made from slivers of Ughtning-shat-
tered trees, trinkets of stone, shell and
metal, none of which he allows touched by
profane hands.
The Apache handicraft shows best in

their basket work. It is in this that they
show their loveand appreciation of the beau-
tiful. They have but few forms or shapes,
and each of them shows the workings of a
primitive mind on the problem before it.

The basket is to be used for certain pur-
poses. For this reason itsform and material
construction must be such as their knowl-

he will see the burden basket or tatsaca.
This is a roughly made basket, decorated
with diagonal lines which are more often
painted than woven. The bottom is cov-
ered with buckskin, from which strips of
the same material extend to the top; buck-
skin fringe hangs from the base, upper rim,
and perpendicular strips. These baskets
are in constant use. The women carry them
on their backs by a leather string which
passes across the forehead. They are also
hung from the pommel of the saddle, and in
them is carried everything, from the young-
est baby to camp utensils. The tus, or water-
bottle, is a closely woven basket, coated in-
side and out with pifion gum. Its form is
that of a vase, its coloring a deep rich brown

I

ff>

>»

From a photosrnph, i^pyrigkt jipctj. ^ E. S. Cnriis,

Getting Water.—Apache Land.

J
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From a photograph, copyright /904, by t. S. Curtis,

The Navajo Medicine Man.

if-

I

From a pkotos^rafih, copyright IQO4, by F- S. Curtis.

A Chief of the Desert.—A Navajo.
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From a J^hoto^prafh, copyright iqo4, by t. S. Cu rtis.

1 he Navajo Medicine Man.

From a photo,rraph, copyright IQ04, h' F. S. Curtis.

A Chief of the Desert.—A Navajo.
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524 Vanishing Indian Types

from the gum with which it is coated. The
tuseskoga is the most pretentious of their

Ixisket work. Its form is vase-like, as is their

water-bottle; it is elaborately decorated and
so closely woven that it is water-tight. The
tsa is a low, bowl-shaped basket, which is

used as a food dish for dry or liquid foods,

and bv the medicine men for their medicine

paraphernalia. The materials used in their

across the saddle, and the burden basket is

hung over the pommel at one side; on the

other side is hung a water-bottle, and from

the back of the saddle another burden basket

and a second water-bottle, and then a few

miscellaneous traps are fastened on, and on

topof all thistheApachegirl climbs, complet-

ing a splendid picture of pagan barbarism.

With the women the primitive dress was

From a photograph, copyright l(,04, by E. S. Curtis.

The Navajo Blanket Weaver in the Canyon de CI.elly.

basket-making are cotton-wocd and willow

as the basic material. Usually the black

in the design is from the martynia pod, the

browns or reds are from the root of the cac-

tus. The women do but a limited amount of

weaving in beads. Most of the beads worn
by them are simply strung on threads, which
are wound about the neck or wrists, yard

after yard, until they form a coil an inch or

more in thickness.

Saddle bags or pouches are made from
rawhide, with applique of the same ma-
terial and red flannel, decorated further

w^th earth paints as well as a long fringe

of the leather. These carryalls are hung

a short buckskin skirt and waist of the

same material; both skirt and waist were
ornamented with applique of skin and buck-
skin fringe and, like everything else that

the Apaches wore, were hung with metal

pendants. The form of the garments is

now the same as of old, but the material

is bright-colored calico, cretonne or flan-

nel, or such as can be procured from the

trader.

Contrary to the general opinion, the

Apache is a good worker. Men and women
alike work at the heaviest sort of labor. The
first Apache women I met were at work in a

woods felling timber and cutting it into

%»

t

i\

Front a photograph, copyright J(f04, by E. S. Curtis.

Out of the Darkness.

—

A Navajo {Mcture in Canyon dc Chclly.

cordwood. To seewomen in the forest work-

ing as woodmen was a novel sight to me.

These people must be self-supporting,

as the Government no longer treats them as

objects of charity, nor does it owe them any

vast sums of money which must be paid

in annuities. The Government has lately

adopted the wise plan of helping them to

support themselves. The policy is to pro-

vide as much work for them as possible.

This work is of a public improvement nat-

ure, such as building and improving the

525
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highways and constructing large irrigating

ditches for the benefit of the community.

In time gone by if an Apache wanted a

wagon, he would go to the agent and make
his wants known. As he got it without effort,

no care was taken of it. Now if he wants a

wagon the agent gives him work that he may
earn it, and it is safe to presume that when
he has worked a month and a half for a

wagon he w ill take care of it.

To-day their principal source of living is

their farms along many of the streams or

narrow valleys. In their natural state these

valleys were a jungle of small timber and

undergrowth which had to be cleared away
before the land could be cultivated. Their

crops can be grown by irrigation only, and

many of their irrigating ditches are miles in

length and well constructed. Corn is the

principal crop, although small grain, beans,

and vegetables form a considerable portion

of their harvest.

While their environment is much the

same, and the root of the language exactly

so, in culture, character, and appearance

the Navajos differ much from the Apaches.

The Apaches were by every instinct a fight-

ing people. On the contrary, the Navajos

never were. From the nature of the coun-

try and their great numbers had they had

any organized fighting ability they would

have been much harder to conquer than

any other of our Indians.

During the so-called Navajo war the Na-
vajo nation had no chief with any consid-

erable following—in fact, they never have

had, like other tribes, a head chief who could

demand co-operation of other head men or

chiefs. In historical times Manuleto had a

greater following than any other chief. Had
the Navajos been under a capable leader not

one of the soldiers who went into Canyon de

Chelly would have come out alive.

The Navajos are a pastoral, patriarchal,

semi-nomadic people. Their whole cult-

ure and development centres in their flocks.

Their reservation of 12,000 square miles is

desert, broken with mountain and mesa.

On the mesa and low mountains there are

considerable areas of pinon and cedar, and

on the higher mountains a limited area of

beautiful pine forests. Over this region

the Navajos drive their flocks. At the

season when the slight rainfall gives even a

scant pasturage on the desert plains, the

flocks are pastured there. As the past-

urage on the lower levels is both burned

with the hot, scorching sun and exhausted

with pasturing, the flocks are taken up into

the higher mountains, where there is more
moisture. Again as the deep winter snows

come on the sheep must be taken down out

of the mountains to escape them. During
this time they are kept on the wooded mesa,

where there is less snow, and a plentiful sup-

ply of wood, of which there is none on the

plains below. Year in and year out the Na-
vajo flocks are driven back and forth from
plain to mountain-top, mesa and foothills.

While the Navajo's life is a wandering
one, he is not what could be called a true

nomad. His zone of wandering is limited

;

on the same grounds his father and father's

father have kept their flocks. The aver-

age Navajo could not guide you a distance

to exceed fifty miles. Last season the

writer had with him two Navajo men of

middle age, who had lived their lives within

a day's ride of the mouth of Canyon de
Chelly, and this was the first time they had
traveled the entire length of the canyon.

This seems strange, from the fact that it is a

most remarkably scenic spot, and the larger

part of the great wealth of Navajo legend-

ary lore centres in this canyon.

The Navajo family usually has three

homes, the location of which is determined

by the necessities of their life. One is the

summer home, where they grow their small

crops of corn and vegetables. This farm-

ing they do in the narrow sand w^ashes,

where, by planting to a great depth, they

get sufficient moisture to mature the crops.

In a few limited areas they have irrigated

farms. In Canyon de Chelly, which may be

termed the ** garden of the reservation,"

there are tiny irrigated farms and splendid

peach orchards.

In their pastoral life they naturally do
not lead a community existence. Their

domiciles, or hogans, are usually grouped

two or three in the same locality. Each
hogan represents a family, and a group is

usually that of relations formed into a clan.

The hogan is a dome-shaped structure of

poles covered with earth. From its low

construction and earth covering it is incon-

spicuous. One might ride from morning
until night across the reservation and not

see a hogan or an Indian. Still he has

possibly passed within a stone's throw of

many hogans and been peered at by dark

>«»

j<

from a photon^raph, copyright J904, by E. S. Curtis.

Navajo Child.
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Navajo 1 hilJ.
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eyes from brush concealments. At the end
of a long day in the saddle the visitor will

begin to wonder where the 2o,ocx) Navajos
have concealed themselves. To answer that

question
,
just as the longshadows of evening

are creeping on he has but to go to the sum-
mit of some of the many low mountains and
look about. Here and there in every direc-

tion he sees the smoke of camp-fires as they

are preparing their final meal of the day. In

this clear, rare atmosphere the horizon is

the only limit to his vision.

Just below, perhaps a mile away, is the

smoke from a group of some half-dozen

hogans; miles beyond is another group;

and still beyond another, and so it is along

the whole sweep of the horizon.

With a little Government assistance in

utilizing the possible water-supply for irri-

gation, the Navajos will take care of them-

selves and in time make a splendid com-
munity of shepherds and farmers. For the

student there is among them a great wealth

of ceremonial life which shows but a slight

deterioration by the contact with civiliza-

tion. The medicine men are still the domi-
nant factor of the Navajo life. These medi-
cine men are so-called singers, and the med-
icine ceremonies, "sings." The principal

ceremonies are the two great nine-day sings,

termed byWashingtonMatthews,who spent

many years in the study of their life, the

"night chant "and the "mountain chant."

Besides ^these two elaborate ceremonies,

they have one-day sings, two-day sings and
four-day sings, all for the curing of disease.

Thirty miles square of mountain-top in

northeastern New Mexico is the reservation

of the Jicarilla Apaches. There is no more
reason why these people should be termed
Jicarilla Apaches than that the Navajos
should be termed Navajo Apaches. The
only thing in common with the Jicarilla and
the Apache groups proper is the linguistic

relationship. In appearance, life, and man-
ners theyresemble more the Northern Plains

Indians.

It is with the Jicarillas that we see the

dividing-line between the great Northwest
plains tribes and the countless numbers of

desert and village Indians of the South-
west and Mexico. Their culture shows the
contact with hoXh with a slight leaning to-

ward the ways of the northern brothers.

Their domicile, while not well constructed,

is the tepee of the plains peoples. The
feather head-dress is also worn by them,

whereas with the Apaches the head-dress

of this kind is unknown.
In their legends and myths they closely

resemble the Navajos. Their origin leg-

end, the story of the Deluge, their person

of miraculous birth and the countless mir-

acles which he performed, are almost iden-

tical with those of the Navajo.
They were not continuously at war with

the Whites as the White Mountain Apaches
were. However, by those who have lived

in the region of the Jicarilla reservation

they are considered "a badlot." Theyare
unfortunately, brought much in contact

with the Mexicans, and from them get

liquor. This fact, undoubtedly, is greatly

responsible for their unsavory reputation.

Their reservation as a place upon which
a community of people are expected to be
self-supporting is a rather hopeless one. It

might be asked why this unfortunate selec-

tion was made. Such questions are diffi-

cult to answer. It is not their original

home; it was set aside for them and they

were moved upon it. At that time they,

like nearly all Indians, were drawing ra-

tions, and it is likely that any place where
there was room enough for them to roam
about answered as well as any other. As a

place to live, if one is relieved of the neces-

sity of being self-supporting, it is ideal, and
in the summer-time at least is a wonder-
fully beautiful spot and should make glad

the heart of the aborigine *as well as the

scenic-surfeited ultra-civilized. Owing to

the high altitude, the great depth of winter

snow makes sheep-raising impracticable.

Being on the divide, there is no extensive

water-shed, which makes irrigation a serious

question with the chances against a success-

ful outcome. Since the Government ceased

issuing rations the Indians have been given

employment on irrigation works.

This effort to irrigate is by means of

small reservoirs depending on the winter

snow-fall or flood season for their water-

supply. It is too early yet to say whether
the effort will meet with any degree of suc-

cess or not. The summer grazing is good
and with a small acreage of irrigated land

which would supply the necessary winter

food, Jicarilla would easily be self-sup-

porting.
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The singer.

eyes from brush conccalmeius. At i he end

of a long day in the saddlt' the vi.^hor will

begin to wonder where the 20,000 Xavajos

have concealed themselves. To answer that

question, just as the lon^shadowsof evening

are creeping on he has but to go to tlie sum-
mit of some of the many l(nv mountains and

look about. Here and there in every direc-

tion he sees the smoke of camj^-ilresas they

are ]>re})aring their iinal meal of the day. In

this clear, rare atmosphere the horizon is

the onlv limit to his vision.

Just below, perha])S a mile away, is the

smoke from a group of some half-dozen

hogans; miles beyond is another group;

and still beyond another, and so it is along

the whole sweep of the horizon.

With a little Government assistance in

utilizing the ])ossible water-su])|)ly for irri-

gation, the Navajos will take care of them-

selves and in time make a splendid com-

munity of shepherds and farmers. For the

student there is among them a great wealth

of ceremonial life which shows but a slight

deterioration by the contact with civiliza-

tion. The medicine men are still the domi-

nant factor of the Navajo life. These medi-

cine men are so-called singers, and the med-
icine ceremonies, ''sings.'' The principal

ceremonies are the two great nine-dav sings,

termed by Washington Matthews,who spent

many years in the study of their life, the
'* night chant "and the ''mountain chant.''

Besides these two elaborate ceremonies,

thev have one-dav sings, two-dav sinii;s and
four-day sings, all for the curing of disease.

Thirty miles square of mountain-top in

northeastern New Mexico is the reservation

of the Jicarilla Apaches. There is no more
reason why these people should be termed
Jicarilla Apaches than that the Navajos
should be termed Navajo Apaches. The
only thing in common with the Jicarilla and
the Apache groups |)roper is the linguistic

relationship. In appearance, life, and man-
ners thev resemble more the Northern Plains

m

Indians.

It is with the Jicarillas that we see the

dividing-line between the great Northwest
plains tribes and the countless numbers of

desert and village Indians of the South-
west and Mexico. Their culture shows the

contact with both with a slight leaning to-

ward the ways of the northern brothers.

Their domicile, while not well constructed,
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is the tepee of the plains peoples. The
feather head-dress is also worn i)V them,

m

wiiereas with the Apaches the head-dre^s

of this kind is unknown.
In their legends and myths ihey closely

re>emble the Navajos. Their origin leg-

end, the story of the Deluge, their per>on

of miraculous birth and the countless mir-

acles which he performed, are almost iden-

tical with those of the Navajo.

They were not continuously at \'.ar with

the Whites as the White Mountain \\ ai lies

were. However, by those who iiavo li\ed

in the reirion of the Jicarilla reservation

they are considered " a bad lot." They are

unforlunatelv, brought much in contact

with the Mexicans, and from them get

liquor. This fact, undoubtedly, is greatly

responsible for their unsavory reputation.

Their reser\ation as a place upon which
a community of j)eoj)le are expected to be

self-supporting is a rather hopeless one. It

might be asked why this unfortunate selec-

tion was made. Such questions are dilTi-

cult to answer. It is not their orii/inal

home; it was set aside for them and they

were moved upon it. At that time they,

like nearly all Indians, were drawing ra-

tions, and it is likely that any place where
there was room enough for them to roam
about answered as well as any other. As a

place to live, if one is relieved of the neces-

sity of being self-supporting, it is ideal, and
in the summer-time at least is a wonder-
fullv beautiful spot and should make j^dad

the heart of the aborigine *as well as the

scenic-surfeited ultra-civilized. Owing to

the high altitude, the great deptji of winter

snow makes sheep-raising impracticable.

Being on tlie divide, there is no extensive

water-.shed, which make.^ irrigation a serious

question with the chances against a success-

ful outcome. Since the Government ceased

issuing ration.^ the Indians have been given

emplovment on irrigation works.

This effort to irritrate \^ bv means of

small reservoirs depending on the winter

snow-fall or Hood season for their water-

suj)})ly. It is too early yet to say whether

the elTort will meet with anv decree of sue-

cess or not. Tlie summer grazini: is good
and with a small acreage of irrigated land

which would supj)ly the nece>>ary winter

food, Jicarilla would easily be self-:?up-

I)orting.
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WE-CHA-SHA IStl-NAH-NAH
By EI Comancho ^VAf . S^TKUVl^s^

Perhaps you might justly call him taciturn or even
surly if you did not know this Other People friend of
mine for he spoke little and meditated much.
Because he was given to silence and was a good listener

who cared more for the society of his own peculiar Gods
than for that of his fellow men this bronze statue of
silence was called We-cha-sha Ish-nah-nah, the Lone Man,
which like every Indian name was the one that best fitted

its owner.
How the Lone Man came to be a trail mate of mine has

nothing to do with this little portrait of him.
Six feet in his mocasins, muscled lean and strong like a

hunting panther, firm and sure on his feet and as silent
as a shadow when he passed thru woodland ways or fol-

lowed rocky trails. Hair as black as a glossy, sunglinted
crow wing—eyes just two intense black spots in the bronze
of his face, steady as beads, yet missing nothing. How
shall I describe his facial build? Square, high forehead,
higher than the ordinary Indian, draped with two sweep-
ing lines of that blue black hair, a nose straight, lightly
boned and thin nostriled as a race horse. High cheek
boned, of course, and square jawed like the embodiment
of dogged tenacity—you knew he could and would do
what he really wanted to do and this effect was emphasized
by the thin mouth.
Lone Man should have been born white because the

white man's way would have written Lone Man's name
into the understanding of the farthest away corners of the
earth—he was bom great.
That he was born to a blanket did not wipe out this

fact—it merely limited the field for his greatness but in
his field he was the greatest man there was.
To most people an Indian is an Indian but I would like

to know the line of Those who went Before—each leaving
some part of his individual strength to be transmitted
down thru the ages until they all combined to produce
We-cha-sha Ish-nah-nah, the Sioux hunter that I used
to know.

It was the second day of as bitter a blizzard as ever
broke away from Mledicine Hat when Ike Ward kicked the
snow away from the cabin door and stamped into our
den, bringing a rush of freezing air and whirling flakes
upon Lone Man and me as we spioked quietly, watching
the big Cottonwood chunks as they reduced to white ashes
and vanished up the black chimney throat in the suck of
the gale.

"Say, Hank's woman is lost somewhere's—Gone sense
yest'day evenin'. Got ketched by th* blizzard after she
lef Jew Jake's—an* she aint never got home."

Ike swept the thinnest icicles from his mustache into
the fireplace.

Lone Man's eyes looked strangely like fire points in the
storm twilight of the room and they were leveled at Ike
straight as gun sights.

Ike finished with the worst of the icicles and straight-
ened up

—

"Hank's kids is cryin' fer the'r mammy a heap an'
Hank is plumb loco

—
" He paused and looked out into

the driving whirl of the storm.
"Nobudy's goin' t* last very long—out there"—with a

wave of his hand—"An* a woman, 'specially a little woman,
with kids, aint got no business—out there."
Perhaps it was the change from the bitter cold of the

outside to the warm air of the room that made Ike's
eyes shine and then—

.

Ike knew the cruelty of the winter in all those miles of
desert and Bad Lands as well as I knew—as Lone Man
knew.
"Wfi gotto* find Mrs. Hank—er them kids'll go loco like

Hank,- said Ike. "They're turnin' out down th' valley as
fast as they git word. I come up t' let yo' fellers know.
She's been gone 'bout forteen hours a-ready an' aint no-
budy seen her sence she left Jake's fer home—Mrs. Jake
seen her last, juss at the aige o' the' cottonwood grove
crost th' Belle Fourche—that was las' night."
Lone Man had quietly donned his winter buckskins and

fur. He belted his heavy blanket round his middle and
in the fold he put a small package that contained plenty
of matches, some dry tea, a small tin panikin, a handful
or two of parched corn, half a pint of whisky and a chunk
of jerked venison. A big Hudson Bay knife hung sheathed
at his belt and his Winchester hung in its case, suspended
muzzle down and butt front under his left arm pit.

"Go find 'em—" said Lone Man as he led the way into
the storm.

Ike and I tramped along behind, the bitter blast burn-
ing into our flesh even thru our furs as we crossed the
wind swept ridges on the trail down the valley.

We traveled east, the wind came from the northwest

—

Mrs. Hank had gone southwest from Jakes to get home.
A mile and a half from Jake's, Lone Man left the trail

and bore a little east of south. That way led to the open,
wind swept desert where no human being could weather
a storm like this for long.
"Where yo' headin' Lone Man?" said Ike.

"Go find 'em. Hank's woman"—we caught the sense of
the reply rather than the words for the storm tore all

sound to rags and licked it up into one minor keyed,
ceaseless droon.
We plodded on behind Lone Mian to the brakes of the

Belle Fourche where the river cut a square banked chan-
nel thru the desert Under the bank the wind blew less
keenly. '"Wait little bit," said Lone Man.
We watched him,—carefully across the ice, thinly cov-

ered with restless, wind moved snow, the Indian felt the
snow with his hands as you would feel under a bed quilt
for a marble.
Bye and bye Lone Man crossed back to us. "No trail,"

said he—^"No git this far—go with wind that way,"

—

pointing southeast to the empty desert.
Ike and myself did not look into each others eyes

—

we knew that desert—we knew Lone Man and his wilder-
ness learning that read true a trail beneath the snow. We
feared that which we reasoned the desert must hold.
"Come on,"—and Lone Man led the way down the river,

blanket hooded over his head against the storm, and his
eyes leaving nothing unread as we passed on.

;

Bye and bye he heM up his hand for us to stop while
he bent over the ice and followed something invisable
to us along the river bank. Then he looked at the sheer
bank as it rose ten feet above the ice—and motioned to
us to come.
He spat between his teeth. "Go this way," said he,

pointing to a washout in the bank.
Half way up there was the distinct print of a woman's

shoe—made before the ground turned to steel under the
grip of the north wind.
Lone Man led away from the river, following an in-

visable trail as a hound follows a scent. How I wish I

could tell you! Good old Lone Man!



PACIFIC SPORTSMAN
Over the wind swept ridges, across the snow covered

flats—the wind at our backs now and the empty, hungry
desert always before. The Indian feeling the ground with
mocasined feet—sometimes with bare hands—scanning
each foot of the landscape with understanding eyes—Ike,
with me beside him, behind, each not daring to read the
other's eyes and hoping against fate for the sake of Mrs.
Hank's kids.
The river was two miles behind us—three—then four,

and we were coming to the first little breaks that showed
where the west fork of Little Wild Horse Creek began.
The ground was barren here—a loose kind of shale that
was always damp under normal conditions.
Lone Man stopped and pointed down to the ground

—

"Find 'em purty soon,"—and he spat between his teeth
and started on.
We had looked at a woman's track made before the

ground froze solid—and there were knee marks and drag-
ged earth—the woman had fallen down there—we knew
the meaning—worn out muscles make a trail like that.
Then Lone Man began to waver—first to the left then

to the right—each way until the wind cut against that
cheek and swung us back the other way on the woman's
trail. Lone Man did not need to translate this into "hunt-
ing shelter"—we knew.
Ten minutes later we jumped down over a cut bank

after Lone Mian and helped him force whisky down Mrs.
Hank's nearly frozen throat. We chaffed her hands,
loosened her clothes and did what we could to call back
the flickering spark that hovered just on the edge of the
Great Divide.

"Git fire," said Lone Man as he whipped off his blanket
and wrapped it around Mrs. Hank's unconscious form and
began to rub her hands.

Ike gathered the dead sage brush, scant willows, buffalo
chips—-anything that would burn and soon there was a
good blaze tucked away in the washout in the hillside
where we had found Mrs. Hank.
"Rub 'em hard," said Lone Man. I helped to fight the

cold away and bring back the circulation to Mrs. Hank's
cold veins.

The plains twilight fell and we worked on—darkness
came and after a long time Mrs. Hank opened her eyes-
vacantly. We had won.
Lone Man did not ceaso his hard work but lifted Mrs.

Hank to her feet and we made her walk 'round and 'round
the fire.

She strangled on the whisky but bye and bye she drank
hot tea nicely—it took Ike some time to make even a pani-
kin from melted snow—and a little later she drank hot
venison broth from the same panikin.
She seemed to be in a trance and all she could say was

"sleepy—so sleepy."
By midnight she was warm and sound asleep in Lone

Man's blanket after a second cup of steaming hot tea and
a spoonful of finely cut venison boiled in snow water.
Lone Man twisted the blanket into folds about her and

secured it in place with thongs making an unresisting
bundle of little Mrs. Hank.
"Go home now," said Lone Man as he shouldered his

bundle and we started back for a five mile tramp Into the
teeth of the storm.

It was dark and fearfully cold but Lone Man led the way
straight to Hank's House. We carried the little woman

—

first one and then the other, without loseing our trail gait
and just as gray dawn came we pushed open Hank's door.
"How, Hank; we bring um your woman," said Lone

Man, then while Hank and the kids went wild Ike and I

built a fire in the kitchen stove and thawed ourselves out.
Lone Man had slipped out into the storm again and it

was three days before he came into our cabin, threw oft
his togs and pulled up by the fire for a silent smoke.

Mrs. Hank never knew how she had failed to reach
home—she had just wandered until she dropped of ex-
haustion as others had before her on the plains and it

was due entirely to Lone Man that she did not perish.
She never got near enough to him to thank him as far
as I know for Lone Man always slipped away before she
could reach him.

"Say, aint he th'—damdest injun?" queried Ike as we
stood in the spring sunshine and watched Lone Man cross
the little flat at the horse corral leading his pony. But
I noticed a mighty brotherly expression in Ike's eye when

nswered—"He shore is."

\
SOME FACTS ABOUT THE ALASKA GRIZZLY.

By L. L. Bales.

The Alaska grizzly bear is

the largest carniverous animal

that is known to exist in the

world today and on the Alaska
Peninsula, where they are the
most plentiful, it is nothing un-
usual to see bear tracks where
the front foot measures twelve
inches in width and the imprint
of the hind foot eighteen inches
in length. The front feet are
armed with claws five inches
long. In life the largest speci-
men of the Alaska grizzly are

as long as a fcord of wood, as high, and nearly as wide,
and with the %ception of the human family, will give the
right of way ti no living thing.
They afford die b6st sport there is in Alaska today and

are game worthy of any hunter's steel. They are the true
mountaineers o\ the north and will go over mountain
peaks and sides \where other game does not.

\

THe FeAdln^ Grounds
The Alaska Peninsula is\an ideal place to hunt bear in,

there being no timber an| very few patches of stunted
alder brush, which is the pnly cover the bear have and
which they seldom take Advantage of unless wounded,
and he who would follow a \wounded grizzly into an alder
patch, would not be a bfavife man, but a foolish one, for
if they hear you coming th% will lay still until you are
within a few feet of them Vhen they will come with a
rush that is irresistable. I lave seen a wounded grizzly
strike with their forearm a tough black alder four inches
through and break it a6 smoothly as tho it had been shot
off with a cannon baU. t
A fox terrier or an Irish tirrier will find a wounded

bear in the brush aid the hAnter, being guided by the
barking of the dog, can locati the bear and kill him at
his leisure. In the spring of th4 year when the bear come
out of their winter ^ens these lulky brutes make a trail
through the snow that can be
an ordinary pair of field glas&s, showing as plain "as
tho a saw log had ^oeen dragged fhru the snow. They are
tireless travelers /and in the d|pring are on the move
eighteen hours out of the tweify-four and in localities
where they are little hunted ar^ often seen in the day-
time. / I
But usually about 8 or 9 o'clock in the morning they

can be seen faking their way ifc over the snow fields
on the mountain sides to a point isually but a few yards
from the summit where they will Big a hole in the snow
and lay the#e until 3 or 4 o'clock |[n the afternoon when
they will start down for the low J-olling hills and flats
They chcxjse this almost inaccesible locality for their
resting plAce for several reasons, vit: when a male grizzly
comes otft of his den in the spring fie is usually very fat
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The Bolsheviki Will Get You

If You Don't Watch Out
OR some time past we have

been hearing discussions

implying this rather

startling question: **Is

it possible, by any

^ ^ chance, that the spirit

of Bolshevism may sooner or later find

its way into the Indian Service?''

We hope not; but it seems to us that

unless we keep cool heads and warm
feet in these trying days of uncertainty

and unrest we may soon see the Bol-

sheviki rearing his horrid front in our

midst. There may even now be heard

rumblings and low mutterings of urirest

reverberating through the air. Hence

this kindly admonition; 'The Bolsheviki

will get you if you don't watch out."

True, we have always had agitators in

the Indian Service and on Indian reser-

vations. And this is not to be wondered

at even in this day of schools and other

civilizing agencies. As the Indian be-

comes more civilized and better educated

the more pronounced is his ''noble discon-

tent." When we teach him to want

things and to know things he then begins

to think, to reason and to draw con-

clusions. He wants to know the why
and wherefore, and he begins to ask

questions and to argue the case. To

deal with him during this period of his

transition requires great patience, tact

and forbearance. When he reaches this

stage in his development he is likely to

fall an easy victim of the Bolsheviki

spirit. He is in the receptive mood and

with this mental attitude it is not

strange that he should be easily led

astray by the professional agitator and

malcontent. To fail to recognize this

fact is to fail to take into account the

psychologic laws which control the

actions of restless, segregated masses.

The more intelligent a primitive people

become the stronger is its desire for

self - determination and independence;

and in the case of the Indian the more

we try to suppress his attempts at self-

expression the more inclined he is to

question our sincerity and even to resent

the most benevolent intentions of those

who mean only to do him kindness and

to safe-guard his welfare. And doesn't

history teach us that this has been true

in all times and of all peoples, even from

the time of Moses down to the present

day? And isn't it also true that the

history of the development of other

primitive races mirrors the development

of the Indian race? His human im-

puslses are not essentially different from

those of other people. So we have here

fertile soil for the propagation of the

seed of Bolshevism.

Then, too, there is the spirit of unrest

among employees—not as yet very mark-

ed or noticeable, it is true, still it is there

in degree. They are hoping and wish-

ing for change—change for the better

we trust, but anyway a change. They

are not content with the way things are

going. Low salaries, long hours and the

high cost of living irritate them. Liv-

ing conditions at many isolated agencies

and schools are unsatisfactory. Neither

the more progressive Indians nor the

employees are satisfied with our schools

—their organization and administration

—and we hear suggestions that a survey

be made by a commission of unbiased

and competent educators outside of the

Indian Service for the purpose of deter-

mining the present-day educational needs

of the Indian and what should be done

to make the schools more able effectively

to supply those needs. Some are suggest-

ing the advisability ot transferring the
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Indian schools to the UnitedStates Bureau

of Education or placing them under the

Federal Board for Vocational Education.

Others are hoping that the Bill now
pending in Congress proposing to create

a national department of education may
become a law and that the Indian schools

will be transferred to that department;

this on the theory that educational mat-

ters should be administered by a central

office composed of men specially qualified

as educators. It is also urged that the

schools would fare better if they were

completely divorced from other Indian

problems. It is alleged that legislation

relating to per capita payments, leases,

land sales, etc., is frequently considered

of first importance while the educational

needs of the Indian receive only per-

functory consideration. For this reason

some think the schools should be taken

completely away from the Indian com-

mittees in Congress and placed under

the Committees on Education.

We wonder if we know just what we
do want? Or is it simply the spirit of

Unfulfilled Desire, the Cosmic Urge, get-

ting the better of us? Although Indians

and employees in the Indian Service

have for years been wont to express

their dissatisfaction as much as they

dared, or as they thought they dared,

they seem to be daring a little more as

time goes on and as the present world-

wide spirit of discontent gathers mo-

mentum to strengthen their courage.

It may be alright for us to live with our

heads in the clouds and to strive for the

highest good provided only we at the

same time keep our feet firmly planted

on the earth and our wills subservient

to reason. Failing in this proviso means
to invite disolution, ruin and the com-

of Chaos and Old Night—the reign of

BOLSHEVISM!—/ndmn SchoolJcmrnal.

Philadelphia Conference

On January 22-23d a representative

group of friends of the Indian met in the

City Club, Philadelphia, Pa., on the in-

vitation of The Indian Rights Association,

to confer on matters pertaining to Indian

welfare.

Sessions were held morning, afternoon

and evening; Indian affairs were freely

discussed, and a committee appointed to

draft resolutions embodying the opinions

of the Conference. The following reso-

lutions were adopted:

**As friends of the Indian, we stress

the importance of pressing forward as

rapidly as possible towards full citizen-

ship for the Indians, and to that end we
urge:

1. That the exigencies of the war have

demonstrated the ability of the Indian to

take full part with us in the defense of

our common country, and we claim, on

behalf of those 8,000 or more loyal Na-

tive Americans who have served in the

army of freedom, that full rights as citi-

zens shall be immediately conferred upon

them. '

' —Indian's Friend.

To help increase the world's supply of

sweetness, sugar beets have been grown

by the members of the boys' and girls'

clubs this year. Their work has been

done under the direction of the United

States Department of Agriculture in con-

nection with the States agricultural col-

lege in each of the States where sugar

beets can be grown successfully. In

New Mexico during the past summer the

club members raised about 10 tons of

sugar beets. Over 200 gallons of sirup

has been made out of part of the roots.

Good luck is a lazy man's estimate of

a worker's succes.

If the prospective home orchardist pre-

pares the soil where his fruits are to

stand as thoroughly as he does his gar-

den before planting vegetable seeds, the

subsequent rapid growth of his fruit trees

will amply repay him.
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Our Gifts from the Indian:

From the Detroit Free Press.

NOTEWORTHY incident was reported in the pa-
pers some time ago. Thirty Pueblo Indians headed
by a chief presented a petition to the United States
Government in favor of universal peace and pro-
testing against the horrors of "cilivized" warfare as
displayed m the terrible European conflict! This
looks as if some Indians, at least, have been con-
siderably misunderstood, and the more sympathetic
and intelligent understanding of the Indian nowspreading confirms the suspicion. We are fortunately beginnLg to recogT

Zt'Si ; '"^' "'" '" """ ^"^^^'>^ -'^"-^^d or extfnSd.that Good Indian" as not necessarily "Dead Indian." We are awaken

Uur debt to the Indian for the many gifts he has brought us has not

Amiri ';.'-'^ the doubtful blessings we have bestowed onhfm

fhTmLt Jf .T ^' ^^ ^"'" "^ '^' ^"^^^l^^' the moccasin (calkdthe most perfect foot-gear ever devised), the bark canoe, the conical

TJZ^' i f !"^P>^-«"ga»- making, the cultivation of maize

d?«nf T^ f ^ "^*^^" """ °^ ^^ fl^^«^ ^^« derived from thTln!d ans. The words succotash and hominy are Indian, as well as a hostoUeographical names of great beauty, and many ;ommon Si^s :J

The civilization of the whole of North America has been modified bvthe existence of an ever-receding frontier of Indian tribes. But for thtobserves a writer m The Theosophical Path, the white man wouW haveeasily explored the whole continent, and. in the absence of op^tfon
I
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the American character would probably have lacked certain qualities of

hardiness. The Indian's trails, waterways, camping places, and trade

routes were adopted by explorers, traders, and settlers, and the railroad

followed. In their contact with the Indians the early settlers received

many lessons in statecraft and diplomacy from those masters of art, who

were also orators of high rank. The story of Penn proves that their

diplomacy was not double-dealing. The Indians of the Southwest have

something to teach us about irrigation. The climate in former years was

as arid as it is today, yet their success was so great that lands now practi-

cally worthless were once occupied by large populations. The ruins of

pueblos and other remains have proved this. The Smithsonian Institu-

tion is making extensive researches into Indian economies, especially in

respect to food sources. The Indian could live where the white man

would starve in a week.

The study of history compels us to admit that the Indians have many

excellent qualities and certain virtues as highly developed as their white

supplanters, perhaps more so. Some individuals and even tribes have

shown the bad qualities of cruelty, treachery, intemperance, and laziness,

but it is now well known that the two former were not so prevalent be-

fore the coming of the white man. The drunkenness, of which so much

has been heard, is, of course, a modern vice for which the greed of the

trader is largely responsible; the laziness was the inevitable sequel to the

destruction of the only industry known to most of the tribes—hunting.

The Pueblo Indians, who were largely devoted to agriculture, did not

lose their industrial habits, and the thousands of successful Indian farmers

in the other parts are proving that the Indian is an excellent worker when

conditions permit. The Indian looks with astonishment at the American

wearing himself out in the feverish race for money. The fighting com-

mon between hostile tribes was due to causes similar to those which

precipitated what we call ''Christian warfare," so that we have nothing

to boast of in that manner.

The Indians, on the whole, possess good intellectual capacities.

Environment has shown great possibilities of improving members of the

lower stocks. Many Indians who have been trained in our colleges have

shown high ability. United States Senators and other legislators of In-

dian blood, capable Indian writers, artists, physicians, and business men

are well to the front.

Among Indian women, too, there have been and are many able and

devoted representatives. Who can forget the heroine Sacajawea, who

saved the Lewis and Clark expedition, and to whom statues have lately

been erected at Portland, Oregon, and Bismarck, North Dakota? Cathe-

rine Tekatawitha, Louise Sighouin, and many others in more recent times

have stood for the highest ideak. The Indian giri makes an excellent
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nurse, both tender and painstaking, and several Indian women have be-
come successful physicians.

The impassivity and tadtumity so characteristic of certain Indians
is the effect of the habit of reflection, not the result of poverty of words
or of ideas. There are fifty-eight different languages spoken in North
America, some of them of great complexity, and a sign language is in
general use by which Indians speaking different tongues can freely com-
municate with each other. Memory was carefully trained by the
custom of reciting ancestral traditions and the sacred chants of their
religious ceremonies. Before replying to the argument of an opponent
in council an orator was expected to repeat all the points of the other's
address in order to show that he comprehended them.

It is doubtful whether if a number of untrained white people were
thrown entirely upon their own resources under the condition in which
the Indians of the plains were found, and had to depend mainly upon
hunting for food, clothing, housing, and other necessaries of life, they
would succeed in building up a more creditable social organization than
that of the Indians.

Indian Eloquence:
By Charles Eugene Banks, in Seattle Post Intelligencer.

RATORY seems to have been a native gift of the Ameri-
can aborigine. The speeches of Logan, Black Hawk,
and many other of the chiefs of history have been models
for school readers for three generations. Sitting Bull

was a noted orator. Chief No Shirt, of the Umatillas in

Oregon, is a fine orator, although he has never read a
book and speaks no English. I asked him why he was called called **No

Shirt." He explained that it was a title he himself chose **because," he

said, "my people have been stripped of everything."

At the annual ceremonies over the grave of Seattle at Suquamish,
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Wash., August 21, Charles Alexis, a full-blooded Suquamish Indian, de-
livered the following address, which for simplicity, purity of diction, and
choice of words in order is a model of spoken composition. It has the
deep directness and flow of a Greek oration. What speech of our college-
bred statesmen can compare with it?

"In the days unknown to the present inhabitants of Suquamish the
fathers of our tribe lived in the simple form of life. Sound memories
survive the life of our greatest of chiefs, Kitsap, who held his tribe in
the light of the brightest moons of his time.

"In time of peace his eloquent speeches were re-echoed with cheers
from his p>eople.

"In time of war amongst his neighboring tribes his arbitration for peace
was law.

"The neutral spirit which he caused his tribe to possess brought to
light the name of Suquamish, which means tribe of refuge.

"He planned and constructed with the aid of his people the first and
largest log structures ever built on the Sound. With rude implements
they felled and hewed large cedar trees and soon completed the home
of their council, which was later known to the white man as "Old Man
House."

"In the glory of his reign our tribe enjoyed all the blessings of aborigi-
nal life. Food was plentiful and the prices of fish and meat were ex-
changed for the other.

"Religion was unknown, but the medicine man with his spirit belief
was feared. The principal amusement was dancing with the beat of the
drum.

"The only defense was the bow and arrow, the spear and tomahawk
and a deadly poison on the points of Chief Kitsap's arrows, which once
caused the retreat of the northern tribes.

"Such conditions existed until the time of our honored Chief Sealt
(Seattle). He met with the troubles of an invading civilization. He was
forced from one hunting ground to another until the treaty of Point Elliot,
when he ceded his last domain and chose the western shore (of Elliot Bay)
for his hunting grounds forever.

"We of today only hear of the past, but we may boast of the wisdom
of our chiefs. Their eloquent speeches have caused the fruits of our tribes
to ripen.

"Ignorance, the greatest rival of man, is fast losing control of our race.
The treacherous customs of our fathers have vanished at the mercy of the
church and the schools. We have learned the meaning of civilization and
we shall seek forever hand in hand with our white brothers that higher
standard of living, and we earnestly hope that they will continue to assist
us that some day our race may mark an era in American history."
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Relation of Indians to Wild Life Conservation**^
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Duncan Campbell Scott

(Deputy Superintendent GeneraUof Indian Affairs)

Address delivered before the Wild Life Conference, Ottawa

MR. Chairman and Gentlemen: It would

take a good deal of time to deal fully

with all branches of the subject which

you have allotted to me; therefore, I will only

say something of what the Department of

Indian Affairs is actually doing to conserve

wild life by endeavouring to induce the

Indians to obey the laws.

We should have a good deal of sympathy

for the Indian. He is the original fur hunter

of the country, and, when he was alone in that

industry, he had everything his own way.

When the fur traders came, everything was

changed, and, looking back over the old days,

and reading the records of that time, one

cannot help wonderiig that any Indians now

remain to hunt or to be subject to restrictive

regulations, considering the stormy period

they went through in their first relations with

the white man. The Indians were then

debauched by liquor supplied to them by

Government employees, military officers and

fur traders, until the middle of the last

century—1850 or thereabouts—when laws

were enacted, providing that no more liquor

should be giv^en to Indians. Then a halcyon

period for the Indian set in, when he could not

get whiskey in trade, and when the fur trade

was in the hands of j?ne or two great com-

panies. The fur-bearing animals were care-

fully conserved by the companies and by the

Indians themselves in their own interests.

The number of skins to be taken was limited,

and the trade was very carefully regulated.-

These conditions prevailed until the independ-

ent fur-trader made his appearance upon the

scene. Now the trade is so divided and

parcelled out between hunters, who are not

Indians, and many companies and individu-

als, who are etgaged in buying furs,

that the Indian finds it, year by year,

increasingly difficult to support himself

and make way midst competition and the

restrictive regulations which he is expected to

recognize and obey.

The Provincial Governments are attempt-

ing to deal with the fur- trade by enacting

restrictive legislation, and the Department

of Indian Affairs endeavours to induce the

Indians to obey the Provincial laws. That

is the fixed policy of the Department. As

you are all well aware, we have what we call

Treaties with the Indians. These Treaties

are really cessions of land, surrenders of large

areas of Indian lands over which the Indians

had usufructuary title. It has been British

policy ever since the year 1763 to require a

surrender of these titles before the country

was thrown open for settlement. In most of

the Treaties, the question of hunting and

fishing was mentioned. I will read the

clause which is inserted in these Treaties:

—

**Her Majesty further agrees with her

said' Indians, that they, the said Indians

shall have right to pursue their avocations

of hunti/ig and fishing throughout the tract

surrendered as hereinbefore described, sub-

ject to such regulations as may from time

to time be made by Her Government ot

Her Dominion of Canada, and saving and
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excepting such tracts as may from time to

time be required or taken up for settle-

ment, mining, lumbering or other pur-

po^s, by Her said Government of the

Dominion ol Canada, or by any of the

subjects thereof duly authorized therefore

by the said Government."

While allowing the Indians this privilege,

these Treaties, for tl^e most part, contained

the general provision that the Indians shall

be loyal subjects of His Majesty and obey the

laws passed from time to time by His Maj-

esty's Government.

The Indian Act contains no specific legisla-

tion on the subject of hunting and fishing,

but contains the following clause, which

controls the application to Indians of Pro-

vincial laws in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta and the Northwest Territories:

—

•*The Superintendent General may, trom

time to time, by public notice, declare that,

on and after a day therein named, the laws

respecting game in force in the province of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or

^ the Territories, or respecting such game as

is specified in such notice, shall apply to

Indians within the said province or Terri-

tories, as the case may be, or to Indians

in such parts thereof as to him seems

expedient."

From time^to time, by proclamation we

have brought Indians under the provisions

of the Provincial Game laws, and, through

correspondence with our agents, and, through

the exercise of all the influence we can bring

to bear on the Indians themselves, we are

endeavouring to get them consistently . to

obey these laws.

We have not had much trouble with the

Provincial Governments on the question of

Indian hunting. Of course, we sometimes

get exaggerated reports that the Indians are

killing all the moose in certain districts, but,

when we investigate them, w^e usually find

that there is little foundation tor the reports.

On the whole, it may be said that the In-

dian obeys the hunting and fishing regulations

equally as well as the white man. The Indian
"

who has to maintain himself on his hunting

grounds by killing animals for food is entitled

to a measure of sympathy, and we have found

that the Provincial governments are willing

to recognize his exceptional position in this

regard. The Indians who are difficult to

deal with are those who are remote from

civilization, living in aboriginal conditions and

not open to the influences of civilization, but

this class is fast disappearing.

I repeat, Mr. Chairman, that, so far as the

Department of Indian Affairs is concerned,

our fixed policy is to endeavour to induce the

Indians to obey the laws passed by the

Provincial authorities lor the conservation

of wild life and the preservation of game,

and to endeavour also to mitigate the laws

to meet any special conditions that surround

the present mode of life of the natives.

Migratory Bird Law Prooccutions

THE^llowing is a list of cases that have

been OTmight to court by officers of the

DominiorisParks Branch of the Depart-

ment of the lh<erior. It is intended to

publish the details ohdl prosecutions instituted

by the Department iN: violations of this

Act. As many simifei;^cases may be

brought to court, by prrv^^tte individu

bird protection societies and otk^re^/ft is

requested that any person kno;^mg of

such prosecutions, will report tKem to th^

Dominion Parks Branch for rp<ford purposes.

ST. JOHN, NEW RKUNSWICK.

Before His Honour/J. G. Richie, Police

Magistrate and CoirfUy Court Judge:

—

A company was charged with having in its

possession, c«rfurary to law, gull parts, namely

47 poilietis of breasts of Herring and Great

Blackjacked Gulls. These were to be used

for millinery purposes. They had been sold

to the company by an Indianij:enrt!ie State

of Maine who probablya^^ictfas agent tor the

Indian plumage hyjUf^fsin his vicinity.

The compaj><^tered a plea of guilty, and

a fine oL>!ndollars ($10.00) was impoj^ed.

DIGBV, NOVA SCOTIA.

Before Magistrate Taylor:

—

The defendant was charged with buying,

selling and having in her possession, the wings

and breasts of several species of gulls. There

were twenty-nine portions in all. The •

ifendant pleaded guilty, and a fine of ten

dohi^s and costs, amounting in all, to thirteen

dollaiKand twenty-three cents ($13.23) was

imposed.

The bird"^l>lmnage was shipped to Nova

Scotia from the^^S^te of Maine, and the

defendant was the^geM for a resident of

New York State. The pltmi^e was being

sold to tourists for millinery puhaoses. The



THE INDIAN TRAILER.

HARRY C. RUBINCAM

The sun had dropped behind the

mountains. The mystic haze of the

prairie, dotted here and there with the

weird twinkle of sheep herders' camp-

fires in the distant foothills, had given

place to still, star-lit darkness. Our
own campfire was dying low as we
smoked in silence. One of the Mexi-

cans kicked at the logs with a heavy

boot, and they flared up with renewed

vigor. Then for the first time we beheld

**Jim.'* Just within the rim of circled

light from the burning brands, he sal

astride his pony. To this day I marvel

that he could approach within so few

feet of us without attracting attention,

and when I asked those trained plains-

men about it, Americans and Mexicans

alike shook their heads and looked reflec-

tively at the sky.

My company insured a bank against

robbery, and I had been sent for post

haste, because two uncouth gentlemen,

with shooting irons and paper muslin

masks, had rudely descended upon the

said bank and withdrawing certain funds

without complying with the time-hon-

ored formalities of the banking business,

had hastily mounted horses and ridden

rapidly away. The telegraph wires

fairly sizzled with messages in every di«

rection. Posses scoured the country for

miles around. Nothing further than that

the robbers had gone south, could be

learned. The sheriff finally organized a

posse of six and started in that direc-

tion, wiring a brother officer in the ad-

joining county, near the Indian Reserva

tion, to have a Navajo trailer meet him
on the main trail, and this silent individ-

ual, barely visible in the fiickering light

as he sat astride his sleepy looking steed,

must be the man.

**Are you the trailer?'' asked Curly,

but the Indian sat as motionless as a

statue. He repeated the question in

Spanish, following with the same query

in hesitating Navajo dialect, with the

same result.

We looked at each other in wonder.

It was a little uncanny. Then one of

the Mexicans tried it. He fluttered and

trilled up and down the scale of all the

dulcet sounds of the Spanish language.

The Indian grunted.

**He ees the trailer," the descendant

of Castilian nobles then informed us.

The trailer drew closer to the fire ani!

dismounted. He was short and stocky

and the color of old leather. High

cheek bones were toned down by a fur,

strong brow and a straight, well-shaped

nose. A square jaw framed full sensu-

ous lips that were entirely out of keep-

ing with his other features. His eyes

had a sullen look, though his gaze was

calm and unwavering. He was not a

handsome type of the red man, and his

face was as devoid of expression as a

death mask, except for those sullen,

dull-glowing eyes.

Though the night was one of those

cold, clear January nights that seem

colder by contrast after the warm sun

of New Mexico has gone, the Indian was

but lightly dressed. A warm gingham

shirt, faded blue overalls, the flat som-

brero, peculiar to the Navajo, moccasins

and a pair of handsomely beaded buck-

skin gloves, protected him from the bit-

ing chill. A quirt hung on his wrist

and a huge revolver was held at hia
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The Indian sat as motionless as a statue.

waist by a belt full of cartridges. The

inevitable blanket was under him,

thrown across the saddle. His mount

was a marvel of horseflesh. He may

have been a cross between a burro and

a broncho. Indeed, he might have been

anything but a horse. A more scraggy,

unkempt, square-cornered animal cannot

be imagined. He wore both halter and

bridle, the latter with a curb bit and

rope rein. A home-made saddle of the

Mexican type, with English stirrups and

elaborately studded with brass nails,

was cinched fore and back in the style

of the plains. Hanging from the saddle

were two flour sacks, bulked out as

though filled with provisions; a coflEee

pot, a frying pan and a lariat.

We decided to call him ''Jim/' That

he had some picturesque Indian name

there is no doubt, but if he told it, which

I question, it was lost somewhere in the

voluminous vocabulary of the Mexicarv

who assumed the duties of interpreter.

This Mexican explained to *'Jim"

about the two unkind individuals who
had galloped away with the coin of the

realm ruthlessly dragged from its quiet

interest-earning occupation. He was

supposed to tell him of their height and

approximate weight; of the direction

they took ; of the fact that they rode

bay horses and such other meagre de-

tails as we knew, but from the time con-

sumed and the emphasis necessary, I

can well imagine that he told *'J.im'' of

all the robbers that had ever infested

North America since Cortez landed. Tho

trailer did not mind, however, as h^

never uttered a sound or looked in the

Mexican's direction. When the tale was

told he unsaddled his horse, turned him

loose with a trailing lariat and without

indicating that he understood or had

even heard what the Mexican said, he

rolled himself in his blanket and went

to sleep.

The next morning breakfast was

hastily disposed of, horses saddled and

all looked to the Indian. He had sad-

dled his horse in an unconcerned man-

ner, mounted and was now slowly rid-

ing around the camp in an ever-widening

circle. As he leaned on the neck of his

mount and carefully scanned the ground

with those sullen eyes, I wondered how
much real ability to perform the task

before him and how much pretense were

mingled in his black-thatched skull. We
had camped a hundred yards or so off

the road, and when the Indian suddenly

stopped circling, rode directly to the

road, dismounted and began examining

the trails closely, I was convinced the

circling was a charlatanic preliminary.

Since, I have changed my mind. He

was a strange creature and I have come

to regard that circle as a necessity of

habit, much as the dog turns so many

times before curling down to sleep.

**Jim" found what he said was the

trail, and we followed it for fifty miles

or more. Mixed as it was with many a

trail by split, shod and unshod hoofs,

he never faltered or even dismounted

to examine it. He would call attention

to stops and even changes of the horses

from one side to the other. Once he be-

came quite loquacious and said they had

stopped to roll a cigarette. I must have

shown my skepticism then for he glanced

at me keenly and reaching to the ground

from his sadle, held for my inspection a

handful of sand mixed with fine smoking

tobacco. Ten yards further on he again

reached down and handed me a half-

burnt match. This was done without

exultation or even a change of expression.

One would suppose I had ordered him to

do it, and he did it as a matter of course.

The trail was followed to Magdalena.

Here both had dismounted at the river

and watered their horses. The trailer

showed us imprints of their high-heeled

boots and also some moccasin prints,

saying two Indian women were there at

the same time and had talked with the

robbers. His attention was called to

other moccasin prints, but these, he said,

were made the day before and others

last week. While we stood gazing in

wonder and doubt, two Indian women
came with their water jugs. They came

every day, they said. Two days before,

maybe three, they had seen and talked

with two American cowboys, who rode

lathered horses, and asked some ques-

tions about the roads south. They

forded the river and rode southeast.

There we lost them. For some reason
'*Jim" could not pick up the trail again.
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The Indian sat as motionless as a statue.

waist by a belt full of cartridges. The

inevitable blanket was under him,

thrown across the saddle. His mount

was a marvel of horseflesh. He may

have been a cross between a burro and

a broncho. Indeed, he might have been

anything: but a horse. A more scra^rgy,

unkempt, square-cornered animal cannot

be imagined. He wore both halter and

bridle, the latter with a curb bit and

rope rein. A home-made saddle of tb^

Mexican type, with English stirrups and

elaborately studded with brass nails,

was cinched fore and back in the style

of the plains. Hanging from the saddle

were two flour sacks, bulked out as

1 hough filled with provisions; a coflfee

pot, a frying pan and a lariat.

We decided to call him '* Jim.'' That

he had some picturesque Indian name

there is no 'loubt, but if he told it, wliidi

I question, 't was lost sonnnvhore in th^'

voluminous vocabiihiry of th(» ^rexi(^a!v

who assumed the duties of iutr'rpn^ter.

This Mexican explained to 'MinT*

about the two unkind individnnls wlin

had iralloped away with the coin of the

realm ruthlessly dra.2:L''<Hl from its ([ui('l:

interest-earninir occuj)nti(>ii. TI«' w.i^

supposed to tell him of their h<nirht and

approximate weight; of the direction

they took: of the fact that they rode

bav horses and such other meagre de-

tails as we knew, but from the time con-

sumed and the emphasis necessary, I

can well iina'^ine that he told 'Mini'' of

all the robbers that had ever infested

North America since Cortez landed. Th<*

trailer did not mind, however, as Ir^

never uttered a sound oi* looked in 1he

j\Texiean's direction. When th(^ tale was

told he unsaddled his horse, turned him

loose with a trailing lariat and without

indicating that he understood or had

even heard what the Mexican said, ho

I'olled himself in his blanket and went

to sleep.

The next morning breakfast w\is

hastily disposed of. horses saddled and

all looked to the Indian. He had sad-

dled his horse in an uneoneei^ned man-

ner, mounted and was now slowly rid-

inir around the camp in an ever-widening

circle. As he leaned on the neck of his

mount and carefullv scanned the irround
•

with those sullen eves. T wondered how
•

much real ability to perform the task

before him and how much pretense were

mingled in his black-thatched skull. We
had camped a hundred yards or so o(T

the road, and when the Indian suddenly

stopped cirelimr, rode directly to the

road, dismounted and began examining

the trails closely, I was convinced thv>

circling was a charlatanie preliminary,

Since, I have changed my mind. He

was a strange crc^atuT'e and 1 have come

to regard that circle as a necessity of

habit, nnich as the doir turns so many

times before cnrlinir down to sleep.

'*Jim'' found what he said was th-^

trail, and we folhnviHl it for fiftv miles
ft.

or more. ^lixed as it was with many a

trail by split, shod and unshod hoofs,

he n(»v(T faltere<l or even dismounted

to examine it. He would call attention

to stop>; and even chancres of th<^ horses

from one side t" th" other. Once ]i(» be-

came quite lorpiacious and said tiny iiad

stopped to roll a cigarette. T must liav<^

shown my skepticism th(Mi for he glanced

at me keenlv and reachinir to the uround

from liis sadle, li(^ld for my inspection :i

hnndful of sand mixed with fine smokimr

tobacco. Ten yards further on he again

reached down and handed me a half-

burnt match. This was done without

exultation or even a change of expression

One would suppose^ T had ordeiMMl him to

do it, and he did it as a matter of course.

The ti'ail was followed to Magdalena.

ITei*(^ both had dismounted at the river

and watered their horses. The traih***

showed us imprints of their high-heelod

boots and also some moccasin f)rints,

saving two Indian women were there at

the same time and had talked with the

robbers. His attention was called to

other moccasin prints, but these, he said,

were made the dav before and others

last week. While we stood gazing in

wonder and doubt, two Indian women

came with their water jugs. They came

every day, they said. Two days before,

mavbe three, thev had seen and talk(Mi

with two American cowboys, who rode

lathered hoi'ses, and ashed soim^ ques-

tions Jibout the roads south. They

forded the river and rode southeast.

There W(» lost them. For some reason

Jim'* could not pick up the trail again,
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so we returned after a day's fruitless
search.

We afterward found from actual dem-
onstration that ''Jim" could tell if a
footprint was made yesterday, to-day,
or within the hour. He could pick out
the footprint of any member of the party.
When we returned to town he showed
that he could guess within a few pounds
the weight of the maker of a footprint.
He could distinguish the tracks of a
mounted horse from one without a rider
and a led horse from one running free.

But he was always a mystery. H'?
would not talk to anyone but a

Mexican, although Americans who
could speak Spanish with the flu-

ency of a grandee tried to en-
gage him in conversation. He simply
looked at space. When I wanted to mako
his picture he could not be made to un-

derstand. A Mexican spent ten minutes
trying to explain it to him with free

gestures that included the Indian, the

camera, the horse, the sun, myself
and the high heavens. It was a
closed book to ''Jim.*' When I

told the Mexican to ask him to

mount his horse and ride into the open
he proceeded to do so without interpre-

tation of the request, indicating for th«?

only time in five days that he at least

understood English. He bestrode his

horse calmly while I made several ex-

posures, exhibiting no curiosity either

then or afterward as to what I was doing.

When he received his per diem for tho
time of his employment he climbed upon
his mongrel mount and silently rode off

into the blue, leaving behind him no
knowledge as to whence he came or
whither he went.

11
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Elk In Big Salmon Lrake, Monl.
Photo by M. P. Dunham.
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so wo returned nffor ;. dny^s fruitlosi;

search.

AVe nftoj'ward found from netual dom-
onMrafion tliat ''.I'm'' eould tell if a

footprint wa.s ujado yesterday, to-day,
nr within the 1m, ur. Tie could pick out
the root[)rint of any member of the party.
WImii wr returned to town he showed
that he could irucss within a few pounds
the wei^dit of the maker of a footprint.
Tie eould distiriLjruish the tracks of a.

m^»unted horse from one w ithout a rider
and a l(>d liorse from one runninu^ free.

I>ut he was always a mystery. 11'^

Mould not talk to anyone but a

>\roxir»an, although Americans wlio
could speak Spanish with the ilu

^ncy of a nrrandee tried to en-
ira.Gfc liim in conversatioTi. lie simply
looked at space. When T wanted to mak"
his picture lie could not be made to un-

derstand. A Mexican spent ten minutes
trying to explain it to hiin with free

iTPstures that inchided the Indian, the

camera, the horse, the sun, myself
and the hitrh heavens. It w^as a

closed book to *'Jim.'' When I

told the Mexican to ask him to

mount his horse and ride into the open
he proceeded to do so without interpre-

tation of the request, indicatin^^: for the

only time in five days that he at least

understood En.o'lish. He bestrode his

horse calmly while I made several ex-

posvn^es, oxhibitinGr no curiosity either

then or afterward as to what I was doiniz.

AVIkmi he received his per diem for th('

time of his employment he climbed upon
his monirrel mount and silentlv rode oiT

into the blue, leaving behind him n^)

knowledge as to whence he came or
whithei* hv went.

FJk in Pift Salmon Lake, Alont.
Photo by M. P. Dunha m.

Retake Preceding Frame
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INDIAN BLANKETRY
By GEORGE WHARTON JAMES

WHAT u marvelous art is that of

weaving, and how much the human
race of to-day owes to the patient

endeavors of the " little brown woman " of

the past for the perfection to which she

brought this—one of the most primitive of

the arts. We have already seen how
basketry had its origin, and what an im-

portant place it held in aboriginal life.

Blanketry was a necessary outcome of

basketry. The use of flexible twigs for

baskets readily suggested the use of

pliable fibres for textiles, and there is little

question that almost simultaneously with

the first rude baskets the first textile

fabrics made their appearance.

It is strange, too, what a close relation

the textile art bears to pottery as well as

to basketry. It is to the art of working

in clay that we owe much of our knowledge

of primitive weaving, as Professor Holmes

has well shown in his Prehistoric Textile

Fabrics Derived from Impressions on

Pottery. From impressions found on

fragments of pottery he reconstructed the

original fabrics, and the methods followed

in weaving them in prehistoric times.

Whence the art had its origin, we do

not know. But it is matter of record that,

in this country, three hundred and fifty

years ago, when the Spanish first came into

what is now United States territory, they

found the art of weaving in a well advanced

stage among the domestic and sedentary

Pueblo Indians, and the wild and nomad

Navahoes. The cotton of these blankets was

grown by these Arizona Indians from time

immemorial, and they also used the tough

fibres of the yucca, and agave leaves and

the hairs of various wild animals, either

separately or with the cotton. Their proc-

esses of weaving were exactly the same

then as they are to-day, there being but

slight differences between the methods fol-

lowed before the advent of the whites and

after. Hence, in a study of Indian

blanketry, as it is made even to-day, we

are approximating nearly to the pure

aboriginal methods of pre-Columbian times.

Archaeologists and ethnologists gen-

erally presume that the art of weaving on

the loom was learned by the Navahoes

from their Pueblo neighbors. All the facts

in the case seem to bear out this supposi-

tion. Yet, as is well known, the Navahoes

are a part of the great Athabascan family,

which has scattered, by separate migra-

tions, from Alaska into California, Ari-

zona and New Mexico. Many of the

Alaskans are good weavers, and according

to Navaho traditions their ancestors, when
they came into the country, wore blankets

that were made of cedar bark and of

yucca fibre. Even in the Alaska (Thlin-

ket) blankets, made to-day of the wool of

the white mountain-goat, cedar bark is

twisted in with the wool of the warp.

Why, then, should not the Navaho woman
have brought the art of weaving, possibly

in a very primitive condition, from her

original Alaskan home? That her art,

however, has been improved by contact

with the Pueblo, Hopi, and other Indians,

there can be no question, and, if she had

a crude loom, it was speedily replaced by

the one so long used by the Pueblo.

Where the Pueblo weaver gained her loom

we do not know, whether from the tribes

of the South, or by her own invention.

But in all practical ways the primitive

loom was as complete and perfect at the

Spanish conquest as it is to-day.

Any loom, to be complete, must possess

certain qualifications. As Dr. Mason has

well said: "In any style of mechanical

weaving, however simple or complex, even

in darning, the following operations are

performed: Pirst, raising and lowering

alternately different sets of warp filaments

to form the ^ sheds ' ; second, throwing the

shuttle, or performing some operation that

amounts to the same thing ; third, after in-

serting the weft thread, driving it home,

and adjusting it by means of the batten,

be it the needle, the finger, the shuttle, or

a separate device."

The frame is made of four cotton-

wood or cedar poles cut from the trees

that line the nearest stream or grow in

the mountain forests. Two of these are

forked for uprights, and the cross beams

are lashed to them above and below.

Sometimes the lower beam is dispensed

with, and wooden pegs driven into the

\

V
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earth are used instead. The frame ready,

the warp is arranged on beams which are

lashed to the top and bottom of the frame,

by means of a rawhide or horse-hair riata

(our western word lariat is merely a cor-

ruption of lariata). Thus the warp is

made tight and is' ready for the nimble
fingers of the weaver. Her shuttles are

pieces of smooth, round stick upon the

ends of which she has wound her yarn,

or even the small balls of yarn are made
to serve this purpose. By her side is a

rude wooden comb with which she strikes

a few stitches into place, but when she

wishes to wedge the yarn of a complete
row—from side to side—of weaving, she

uses for the purpose a flat, broad stick,

one edge of which is sharpened almost

to knife-like keenness. This is the "bat-

ten." With the design in her brain her

busy and skilful fingers produce the pat-

tern as she desires it, there being no
sketch from which she may copy. In
weaving a blanket of intricate pattern and
many colors the weaver finds it easier to

open the few warp threads needed with her

fingers and then thrust between them the

small balls of yarn, rather than bother

with a shuttle, no matter how simple.

But before blankets can be made the

wool must be cut from the backs of the

sheep, cleaned, carded, spun and dyed. It

is one of the interesting sights of the

Southwest region to see a flock of sheep

and goats running together, watched over,

perhaps, by a lad of ten or a dozen years,

or by a woman who is ultimately to weave
the fleeces they carry into substantial

blankets. After the fleece has been re-

moved from the sheep the Xavaho woman
proceeds to wash it. Then it is combed
with hand cards—small flat implements in

which wire teeth are placed—purchased
from the traders. (These and the shears

are the only modern implements used.)

The dyeing is sometimes done before

spinning, generally, however, after. The
spindle used is of the simplest character

—merely a slender stick thrust through a

circular disk of wood. In spite of the

fact that the Navahoes have seen the spin-

ning wheels in use by the Mexicans and
the Mormons, who, at Tuba City, live prac-

tically as their neighbors, they have never

cared either to make or steal them. Their

conservatism preserves the ancient, slow

and laborious method. Holding the spindle

in the right hand, tne point of the short
end below the balancing disk resting on
the ground, and the long end on her knee,
the spinner attaches the end of her staple
close to the disk, and then gives the

spindle a rapid twirl. As it revolves she
holds the yarn out so that it twists. As
it tightens sufficiently she allows it to
wrap on to the spindle, and repeats the
operation until the spindle is full. The
spinning is done loosely or tightly accord-
ing to the fineness of weave required in
the blanket. There are practically four
grades of blankets made from native wool,
and it must be prepared suitably for each
grade. The coarsest is, of course, the
easiest spun. This is to make the com-
mon blankets. These seldom have any
other color than the native grey, white,
brown and black, though, occasionally,

streaks of red or some other color will be
introduced. The yarn for these is coarse
and fuzzy, and nearly a quarter of an inch
in diameter. The next grade is the extra
common. The yarn for this must be a
little finer, say 25 per cent, finer, and is

generally in a variety of colors. The third
grade is the half fancy, and this is closer
woven yarn and the colors are a prominent
feature of the completed blankets. These
half fancy blankets are those generally
offered for sale as the "genuine" Navaho
material, etc., and, were the dyes used of
native origin, this designation would be
correct. Unfortunately, in by far the
greater number of them aniline dyes are
used, and this, by the wise purchaser, is

regarded as a misfortune. The next grade
is the native wool fancy. These are com-
paratively rare blankets, as the yarn must
be woven very tightly, and the weaving
also done with great care. The highest
grade that one will ordinarily come in

contact with is the Germantown. This
style of blanket is made entirely of pur-
chased Germantown yarn, which has al-

most superseded the native wool fancy, as,

to the ordinary purchaser, a Germantown
yarn blanket looks so much better than
one made from its Navaho counterpart.
The yarn is of brighter colors—neces-
sarily so, owing to the wonderful chromatic
garnish offered by the aniline dyes; it is

spun more evenly (not necessarily more
strongly, and, indeed, as a matter of fact,

is far less strong), and (to the Indian) is

much loss trouble to procure. Then, too,
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when woven, owing to its good looks, it

sells for more than the native wool

fancy, upon which so much more work has
had to be put. Hence Madame Navaho,
being no fool, prefers to make what the

people ask for, and " Germantowns " are

turned out ad lib.

But, to the knowing, there is still a

higher grade of blanket. This is not, as

one expert (sic) would have it, an at-

tempted copying of ancient blankets, but a

continuation of an art which he declares

to be lost. There are several old weavers
who preserve in themselves all the old and
good of the best days of blanket weaving.

They use native dyes, native wool—with

bayeta when they can get it—and they

spin their wool to a tension that makes
it as durable as fine steel. They weave
with care, and after the old fashions, fol-

lowing the ancient shapes and designs, and
produce blankets that are as good as any
that were ever made in the palmiest days

of the art. Such blankets take long in

weaving, and are both rare and expensive.

The common blankets and the extra

common are sold by the pound, the price,

of course, varying, and of late years

steadily increasing. Half fancy blankets

are generally sold by the piece, and vary

in price according to the harmony of the

colors, fineness of the weave, and striking

characteristics of the design. This is also

true of native wool fancy, the price being

determined by the Indian according to her
notions of the length of the purchaser's

purse. On the other hand, Germantown
yarn having a fixed purchasable price, the

blankets made from it are to be bought
by the pound.

These remarks, necessarily, refer to the

original purchases from the Indian.

There are no general rules of purchase

price followed by traders, dealers, or retail

salesmen.

In the original colors, as I have already

shown, there are white, brown, gray and
black, the last rather a grayish-black, or,

better still, as Matthews describes it,

rusty. lie also says :
" They still employ

to a great extent their native dyes " of

yellow, reddish, and black. There is good
evidence that they formerly had a blue dye

;

but indigo, originally introduced, I think,

by the Mexicans, has superseded this. If

they, in former days, had a native blue and
a native yellow, they must also, of course.

have had a green, and they now make
green of their native yellow and indigo, the

latter being the only imported dye-stuff I

have ever seen in use among them. . . .

The brilliant red figures in their finer

blankets were, a few years ago, made en-

tirely of bayeta, and this material is still

(1881) largely used. Bayeta is a bright

scarlet cloth with a long nap, much finer

in appearance than the scarlet strouding

which forms such an important article in

the Indian trade of the North."
This bayeta or baize was unraveled, and

the Indian often retwisted the warp to

make it firmer than originally, and then
rewove it into his incomparable blankets.

From information mainly gained by Mr. G.

H. Pepper, of the American Museum of

Natural History, during his three years'

sojourn with the Navahoes as the head
of the Hyde expedition, I present the fol-

lowing accounts of their native dyes. From
the earliest days the Navahoes have been
expert dyers, their colors being black,

brick-red, russet, blue, yellow, and a green-

ish-yellow akin to the shade known as old

gold.

To make the black dye three ingredients

are used, viz.: yellow ochre, pinion gum,
and the leaves and twigs of the aromatic
simiac (Rhus aromatica). The ochre is

pulverized and roasted until it becomes a

light brown, when it is removed from the

fire and mixed with an equal amount of

pinion gum. This mixture is then placed

on the fire and as the roasting continues it

first becomes mushy, then drier and darker,

until nothing but a fine black powder is

left. This powder is called keyh-hatoh.

In the meantime the siunac leaves and
twigs are being boiled, five or six hours
being required to fully extract the juices.

When both are somewhat cooled they are

mixed, and almost immediately a rich

bluish-black fluid, called ele-gee-hatoh, is

formed.

For yellow dye the tops of a flowering

weed (Bigelovia graveoleus) are boiled for

several hours until the liquid assumes a

deep yellow color. As soon as the dyer

deems the extraction of the color juices

nearly complete, she takes some native

alum (almogen) and heats it over the fire,

and, when it becomes pasty, gradually adds

it to the boiling decoction, which slowly

becomes of the required yellow color

(kayel-soly-hatoh) .
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Bayeta Blanket in Collection of Mr. A. C. Vroman, Pasadena, California.

The brick-red dye (says-tozzie-hatoh) is

extracted from the bark and roots of the

sumac, and ground black alder bark, with

the ashes of the juniper as a mordant.

She now immerses the wool and allows it

to remain in the dye from half an hour to

an hour. Whence come the designs in-

corporated by these simple weavers into

their blankets, sashes, and dresses? In

this, as in basketry and pottery, the an-

swer is found in nature. Indeed, many of

their textile designs suggest a derivation

from basketry ornamentation (which

originally came from nature), "as the

angular, curveless figures of interlaying

plaits predominate, and the principal sub-

jects are the same—conventional devices

representing clouds, stars, lightning, the

rainbow, and emblems of the deities. But

these simple forms are produced in end-

less combination and often in brilliant,

kaleidoscopic grouping, presenting broad

eflfects of scarlet and black, of green, yel-

low, and blue upon scarlet, and wide ranges

of color skilfully blended upon a ground

of white. The centre of the fabric is

frequently occupied with tessellated or

lozenge patterns of multi-colored sides,

or divided into panels of contrasting colors

in which diflFerent designs appear; some

display symmetric zig-zags, converging

and spreading throughout their length ; in

others, bands of high color are defined by

zones of neutral tints, or parted by thin,

bright lines into a checkered mosaic, and

in many only the most subdued shades ap-

pear. Fine effects are obtained by using

a soft, gray wool, in its natural state, to

form the body of the fabric in solid color,

upon which figures in orange and scarlet

are introduced ; also in those woven in nar-

row stripes of black and deep blue, having

the borders relieved in bright tinted

meanders along the sides and ends, or

with a central colored figure in the dark

body, with the design repeated in a

diagonal panel at each corner.

" The greatest charm, however, of these

primitive fabrics, is the unrestrained free-

dom shown by the weaver in her treatment

of primitive conventions. To the check-

ered emblem of the rainbow she adds

sweeping rays of color, typifying sun-

beams; below the many angled cloud

group, she inserts random pencil lines of

rain; or she softens the rigid meander,

signifying lightning, with graceful inter-

lacing, and shaded tints. Not confining

herself alone to these traditional devices,

she invents her own methods to introduce

curious, realistic figures of common ob-

jects—her grass brush, wooden weaving
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fork, a stalk of corn, a bow, an arrow, or
a plume of feathers from a dancer's mash.
Thus, although the same characteristic

styles of weaving and decoration are gen-
eral, yet none of the larger designs is ever
reproduced with mechanic exactness; each
fabric carries some distinct variation, some
suggestion of the occasion of its making,
woven into form as the fancy arose."

I have thus quoted from an unpublished
MS. of one of the greatest Navaho
authorities of the United States—^Mr. A. M.
Stephen—in order to confirm my own oft-

repeated and sometimes challenged state-

ments that the Navaho weaver finds in

nature her designs, and that in most of

her better blankets there is woven
"some suggestion of the occasion of its

making."
This imitative faculty is, par excellence,

the controlling force in aboriginal decora-

tion as far as I know the Amerind of the

Southwest.

With many of the younger women,
submission to the imitative faculty in

weaving is becoming an injury instead of a
blessing. Instead of looking to nature for
their models, or finding pleasure in the
religious sjmibolism of the older weavers,
they have sunk into a lazy, apathetic dis-

regard, and they slavishly and carelessly

imitate the work of their elders. This is

growingly true, I am sorry to say, with
both basket makers and blanket weavers.

On my recent trips I have come in con-

tact with many fair specimens, both in

basketry and blanketry, and when I have
asked for an explanation of the design the

reply has been :
" Me no sabe ! I make 'em

all same old basket, or all same old Navaho
blanket." Here is perversion of the true

imitative faculty which sought its pure
and original inspiration from nature.

It will not be out of place here to correct

a few general misapprehensions in regard
to the older and more valuable Navaho
blankets. These erroneous ideas are

partly the result of the misstatements of an
individual who sought thereby to enhance
the value of his own collection.

It is true that good bayeta blankets are

comparatively rare, but they are far more
common than he would have his readers

believe. The word bayeta is nothing but

the simple Spanish for the English baize,

and is spelled bayeta, and not "balleta"

or " vayeta." It is a bright red baize with

a long nap, made especially in England
for Spanish trade (not Turkish, as our
"expert" claims), and by the Spanish and
Mexicans sold to the Indians. Tip to as
late as 1893 bayeta blankets were being
made plentifully. Since then compara-
tively few have been made. The bayeta
was a regular article of commerce, and
could be purchased at any good wholesale
house in New York. It was generally sold
by the rod, and not by the pound. The
duty now is so high that its importation is

practically prohibited, the duty, I believe,

being 60 per cent. And yet I venture the
assertion that I can find several weavers
who will imitate perfectly, in bayeta, any
blanket ever woven, and that the native
dyes for other colors will be used. We are
told that an Indian woman will not take
the time to weave blankets such as were
made in the olden time. I have several
that took nine, twelve and thirteen months
to make, and if the pay is good enough any
weaver will work on a blanket a year, or
even two years, if necessary. The length
of time makes no difference, as several
traders whom I personally know can vouch.
Indeed, it would* be quite possible to obtain
the perfect reproduction of any blanket in
existence, which would be satisfactory to
any board of genuine experts, the only dif-

ferences between the new and the ancient
blankets being those inseparable from
newness and age.

While bayeta blankets are not common
by any means they aggregate many score
in the mass, and are to be found in many
collections, both East and West. It is

a difllcult matter to even suggest in a pho-
tograph or an engraving any idea of the
beauty and charm of one of these old
Navaho blankets. The bayeta blanket
here presented is now in the private col-

lection of Mr. A. C. Vroman, of Pasadena,
Cal. It is 30x49 inches in size. The back-
ground is white with narrow stripes of
bayeta (red) and green. The ends are black,
as are also the diamonds near each end.
The crosses of the middle pattern of dia-

monds are in white. This is a fine blanket
and in an excellent state of preservation.
Mr. Vroman has several other fine old style

bayeta Navaho blankets in his collection,

and I know of many others as well as those
in my own modest assortment, and yet the
collector before referred to has presumed
to say, speaking of one of his own, "Not
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Zuni Squaw Weaving Ceremonial Kilt of Cotton and Wool.

a dozen (similar ones) could be bought at

any price !

"

It will be observed that I have written

as if the major portion of the weaving of

Navaho blankets was done by the women.

Dr. Matthews, however, writing in or be-

fore 1881, says that " there are ... a

few men who practice the textile art, and
among them are to be found the best ar-

tisans in the tribe." Of these men but

one or two are now alive, if any, and I have

seen one only who still did the weaving.
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Zuni Sciuaw Wcavinj; Ceremonial Kilt of Cotton and Wool.

a dozcMi (similar ones) could be boiijilit at

any price ! ''

It will be observed tliat I have written

as if the major portion of the weavinj,^ of

Navaho blaidvcts was done by tlie women.

Dr. Matthews, however, writing in or be-

fore 18S1, says that "there are ... a

few men wlio ])ractice the textile art, and

among them are to be found the best ar-

tisans in the tribe." Of these men but

one or two are now alive, if any, and I have

seen one only who still did the weaving.
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On the other hand, among the Pueblo

Indians it is mainly the men who perform

this work. At all the Hopi villages, at

Zuni, at Acoma, Laguna, and several other

pueblos I have photographed the men at

work. The loom products, however, are

readily distinguishable from those of the

Navahoes, the latter having far out-

distanced them in the excellency of their

work. Only among the Hopi are blankets

made that in any way resemble the work of

the Navahoes, and these are of the style

that would be classed as half fancy or extra

common. They are generally, however,

woven broad instead of long.

The Hopis to this day preserve the cus-

tom of wearing a bridal costume com-

pletely woven out of cotton. After the

wedding breakfast, the groom's father
^^ takes some native cotton and, running

through the village, distributes it among
the relations and friends of the family,

who pick the seeds from the cotton and

then return it. ... A few days later a

crier announces from the roof of a house

that on a certain day the cotton for the

bridal costume will be spun in the kivas."

Here the friends assemble and "the rasp-

ing of the carding combs and the buzzing

of the primitive spindles'' are heard ac-

companied by singing, joking and laugh-

ing of the crowd. This cotton is then

woven by either the bridegroom, his

father or other male relations, into two

square blankets, one measuring about 60

by Y2 inches, the other about 50 by 60

inches, and a sash with long knotted

fringes at each end. When woven they are

given a coating of wet kaolin, which adds

to their whiteness.

This preparation of the garments often

takes several weeks, during which time the

young married couple have resided at the

home of the groom's parents. Now the

bride, with considerable simple ceremony,

walks with one of the robes on, and the

other in a reed wrapper, to her mother's

home, where, unless her husband has pre-

pared a separate home for them, they con-

tinue to reside. The Kev. H. R. Voth fully

describes this interesting ceremony in the

American Anthropologist. I have two of

these cotton gowns in my collection, and

they are strong and well-woven. In the Field

Columbian Museum, Chicago, is a fine

model showing the young bride wearing her

new garment going to her mother's home.

In their ceremonial dances the Hopi
women wear these cotton blankets, highly

embroidered at the sides and edges with

red, green, and black wool. Similar in

style to these, though long and narrow in

shape, are the ceremonial kilts or sashes

of the men. In pictures showing the

march of the Antelope Priests during the

Hopi Snake Dance these beautiful sashes

are well shown. In late years a few

Navaho weavers have invented a method of

weaving a blanket both sides of which are

different. The Salish stock of Indians

make baskets the designs of which on the

inside are different from those en the out-

side, but this is done by a simple process

of imbrication, easy to understand, which

affords no key to a solution of the double-

faced Navaho blanket. I have purchased

two or three such blankets, but as yet have

not found a weaver who would show me the

process of weaving. Dr. Matthews thinks

this new invention cannot date farther

back than 1893, as prior to that time Mr.

Thomas V. Keam, the oldest trader with

the Navahoes, had never seen one. Yet
one collector declares he had one as far

back as fifteen years ago.

In addition to the products of the ver-

tical loom the Navaho and also the Pueblo

women weave a variety of smaller articles

of wear, all of which are remarkable for

their strength and durability as well as for

their striking designs.

In weaving these sashes, belts, hair

bands, garters, etc., the weaver uses a

"heddle frame" almost exactly similar to

those found in Europe and also used in

New England. None of these has been

found, according to Dr. Mason, in places

that assure us of their use before the Span-

ish occupancy, so the inference is natural

that they were introduced by the Con-

quistadores or the early colonists, 350 years

ago.

One of these heddles brought from
Zuni by Major J. W. Powell is here shown.

Its crossbars are of wood, 28 inches long.

" There are 94 healds of small reeds, 5}

inches long, and these are attached to the

cross bars by lashings of rawhide thong,

supplemented by wrappings of yellow

yarn. The excursion of the loose warp
filaments is 4A inches up and down. The
holes or stirrups through the healds have

been bored with hot wire." Other heddles

have but sixteen healds, so that but 31
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Hopi Woman in Native Woven Dress and Sash.

warp strands could be used. In my own
collection I have several from various

pueblos, and they vary in the healds from
a small (20) to a large (75) number. These
are so rudely made and clumsy in appear-
ance, it seems impossible that any weaver
could do good work on them. And yet

they make most beautiful sashes and belts,

work, indeed, that, of its kind, I have never
seen equalled, much less surpassed.

The illustration shows a Zuni woman at

work weaving a sash on one of these

heddles. One end of her warp cords
wrapped around a cylindrical stick is fas-

tened to some fixed object, in or out-of-

doors, as she prefers, the other to a similar

roller which is afiixed to a strap or belt

passed around her waist. Thus she herself
is the "tightening machine"—the most
flexible and sensitive that could be de-
signed—and she sits or squats as best suits

her in the progress of her work. Mason
aptly terms this " the most pliant, delicate
and responsive of tension devices." He
thus describes the processes of weaving:
" When the woman and her loom apparatus
were set up for work, she raised or low-
ered the heddle with one hand. The warp
filaments which passed through the stir-

rups in the healds being fixed in their

places, were by this movement raised or
lowered with the frame, but the alternate

threads which passed between the healds
remained steadfast and straight. Whether

I*'
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Hopi Woman in Native Woven Hress and Sash.

warp strands could be used. In my own
collection I have several from various

pueblos, and they vary in the healds from
a small (20) to a large (75) number. These
are so rudely made and clumsy in appear-

ance, it seems impossible that any weaver
could do good work on them. And yet

they make most beautiful sashes and belts,

work, indeed, that, of its kind, I have never

seen equalled, much less surpassed.

The illustration shows a Zufii woman at

work weaving a sash on one of these

heddles. One end of her warp cords

wrapped around a cylindrical stick is fas-

tened to some fixed object, in or out-of-

doors, as she prefers, the other to a similar

roller which is affixed to a strap or belt

passed around her waist. Thus she herself
is the " tightening machine "—the most
flexible and sensitive that could be de-

signed—and she sits or squats as best suits

her in the progress of her work. Mason
aptly terms this " the most pliant, delicate

and responsive of tension devices." He
thus describes the processes of weaving:
" When the woman and her loom apparatus
were set up for work, she raised or low-
ered the heddle with one hand. The warp
filaments which passed through the stir-

rups in the healds being fixed in their

places, were by this movement raised or
lowered with the frame, but the alternate

threads which passed between the healds

remained steadfast and straight. Whether

ii
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Navaho Blanket of Unusually Good Design Made of " Gennantown " Yarn, in Collection of Mr. Caspar Whitney.

the frame was raised or lowered, a " shed "

was formed in the warp; the weaver then

passed through this shed a simple bobbin

or shuttle, often a rod with the weft woven
on it, after the manner of a kite string,

containing the weft or woof filaments,

usually of white thread and quite fine.

When the weft had been passed through
this shed between the heddle frame and the

body of the weaver it was beaten home by
means of the shuttle, or with a separate

tool. This completed one weft. The al-

ternate warp series were then brought to

the top or depressed, and a second shed

formed. The shuttle was passed back
through this shed and the weft again

beaten home. If a pattern was to be

wrought, the shuttle was not passed

through the shed as described, but worked,

as in darning, through a certain number of

the upper warp threads each time before a

new shed was made."
The Mexicans have always been expert

weavers, but their work, though fine, can
not be compared for durability and

strength, nor, indeed, in artistic design,

with the work of the Navaho. Some of

their zarapes and ponchos, however, are

very beautiful and are highly prized by
their possessors, but, unfortunately, like

much Navaho work, aniline dyes have
driven out the purer and more interesting

native colors.

The Thlinkets of Alaska, also, are good
blanket weavers, and in the United States

National Museum, and also in the Museum
of Princeton University, fine collections of

their work are to be seen. They generally

consist of cape and body blanket. They
are made of the wool of the white moun-
tain-goat. The colors are white, black,

blue and yellow. The black is a rich sepia,

gained from the devil fish; the blue and
yellow from two barks indigenous to the

Alexandrian archipelago. The white is

the native color, and the fringe of both

cape and blanket are undyed. To
strengthen, or, rather, to give solidity to

the garment, the fibrous bark of the yellow

cedar root is twisted into the warp.
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The constant
exercise of the

bump of locality

through succes-

sive generations

and the thor-

ough investiga-

tion of every
*' sign," have
rendered all In-

dians sure
guides over

Ijoundless prair-

ies and through
pathless forests. They carefully no-

tice all marks left on the ground,

rocks, grass, trees or brush—the form,

size, stride and directions of foot-

prints and the firmness of impres-

sion.

Indians derive much valuable in-

formation by carefully observing

**signs'* ; but to follow the trail success-

fully they must not only possess a thor-

ough understanding of all ''signs," but

also a knowledge of the character and
habits of the thing trailed, the general

features of the country round about, and
the powers of the eye and ear must be

cultivated to a great degree of acuity.

When traveling over an unknown
country, Indians are guided by their

nomadic instinct and the information

received from those who visited the

section before. This fund of knowledge

is very great. One of my Indian

scouts, Chuck, in 1880, became quite

noted for the accuracy with which he

could designate suitable camps and var-

ious physical features of the country,

relying entirely upon the information re-

ceived from his father, who hunted in

the same localities many years before.

Indians, when traveling, set up mounds
of stones to indicate the route and vari-

ous other items of information, to those

who may follow. In a timbered country,

where the ''trail" is frequently covered

with snow, the stones are placed in the

forks and branches of the trees; or the

trees are blazed so that the notches

face the traveler and at least two of

them may be in sight at once. Indians

seldom refer to the sun, moon or stars

for direction when traveling, but place

confidence in something nearer at hand,

which they believe to remain in the

same place and which they thoroughly

Copyright, 1903, John P. Bwrkhard CorporatUm
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comprehend. Indians never allow any-
thing deviating from the common or-

der of things to escape a rigid investi-

gation. A close scrutiny will general-

ly reveal both the plan and purpose of
every active living creature. While
keenly alive to all sounds, they are able

to unmistakably recognize the most or-

dinary, such as the croaking of frogs,

the barking of coyotes, the hooting of
owls, the cry of panthers or wolverines,

the screaming of hawks and eagles, the

creaking of limbs, and so forth.

Indians when walking, point the toes

inward, whether in moccasins or other
footgear. Many white men in the In-

dian country wear moccasins, but they
leave a track with the toes turned out-
ward. The various patterns of boots
and shoes leave their distinctive tracks,

and the particular way in which a boot
or shoe has been pegged or repaired will

enable an astute trailer to follow its

Co/yrigkitd—L*4 Moorkitust.

PBO.—CHIEF OF THE UMATILLAS
A principa\ Scout in Farrow*s Salmon River campaign of 1880

print among hundreds of others. A
careful notice of the form and depth of
the impressions will generally indicate
whether the person carried a burden or
uot; whether traveling at will or in

haste; whether sober or intoxicated.
The age of the track may be determined
in various ways. If rain has fallen, it

may be seen whether the tracks were
made before, during, or after it, by
carefully noticing the grass and so
forth, trodden down, and by observing
whether or not sand or anything ad-
heres to it. The morning or evening
dew upon the "trail'' will also furnish
a test of time. The position of the grass,
sand and dust drifted from or upon the
track will serve to determine its age
relative to the blowing of the wind, or
its sudden change of direction. Should
there be several tracks, and the time
when one was made be known, the ages
of the others may be determined by no-

ticing where they cross and
observing which overlies the
others. When the "trail''

becomes lost in an unfavor-
able locality, it is best not to

consume time in hunting it,

but to proceed in the proba-
ble direction until a favor-
able ground is found, and
then hunt it. In a grassy lo-

cality, or on plains of coarse
sand or shingle, the "trail"

is seldom visible at a short
distance, but may be noticed
by looking out well ahead.

In a rocky country, or
where the ground is very
hard, when it is desirable to
ascertain the track of a
prowling enemy or animal,
the Indians usually sprinkle
sand (if obtainable) over
the trails in suitable places.

While once encamped near
the Payette River, in Idaho,
in a point of rocks, it was
observed that night-prowl-
ing animals visited my camp,
much to the annoyance of
the men, and at the expense
of unguarded supplies. One
of my Indian scouts secured
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comprelieiul. Indians never allow any-
thing (leviatini; from the eoninion cjr-

der of thini^s to escape a rigid investi-

gation. A close scrutiny will general-

ly reveal both the plan and purpose of

every active living creattire. While
keenly alive to all sounds, they are able

to unmistakably recognize the most or-

dinary, such as the croaking of frogs,

the barking of coyotes, the hooting of

owls, the cry of panthers or wolverines,

the screaming of hawks and eagles, the

creaking of limbs, and so forth.

Indians when walking, point the toes

inward, whether in moccasins or other
footgear. Many white men in the In-

dian country wear moccasins, but they
leave a track with the toes turned out-

ward. The various patterns of boots
and shoes leave their distinctive tracks,

and the particular way in which a boot
or shoe has been pegged or repaired will

enable an astute trailer to follow its
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PEO.—CHIEF OF THE UMATILLAS
A prlncipaA Scout in Farrow's Salmon River campaign of 1880

print among hundreds of others. A
careful notice of the form and depth of
the impressions will generally indicate
whether the person carried a burden or
not; whether traveling at will or in

haste; whether sober or intoxicated.
The age of the track may be determined
in various ways. If rain has fallen, it

may be seen whether the tracks were
made before, during, or after it, by
carefully noticing the grass and so
forth, trodden down, and by observing
whether or not sand or anything ad-
heres to it. The morning or evening
dew upon the ^^trail" will also furnish
a test of time. The position of the grass,
sand and dust drifted from or upon the
track will serve to determine its age
relative to the blowing of the wind, or
its sudden change of direction. Should
there be several tracks, and the time
when one was made be known, the ages
of the others may be determined by no-

ticing where they cross and
observing which overlies the

others. When the "trail"

becomes lost in an unfavor-
able localitv, it is best not to

consume time in hunting it,

but to proceed in the proba-
ble direction until a favor-
able ground is found, and
then hunt it. In a grassy lo-

cality, or on plains of coarse
sand' or shingle, the "trail"

is seldom visible at a short
distance, but may be noticed
by looking out well ahead.

In a rocky country, or
where the ground is very
hard, when it is desirable to

ascertain the track of a
prowling enemy or animal,
the Indians usually sprinkle
sand (if obtainable) over
the trails in suitable places.

While once encamped near
the Payette River, in Idaho,
in a point of rocks, it was
observed that night-prowl-
ing animals visited my camp,
much to the annoyance of
the men, and at the expense
of unguarded supplies. One
of my Indian scouts secured
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a quantity of sand from the
river bottom, dried it, and
judiciously placed it around
the camp. The unmistak-
able tracks of a bear, two
coyotes, a weasel and several

ikunks were observed the

next morning. Frequently,
when the ground is very
hard or rocky, a close ex-
amination will reveal "sign"
in the shape of stones or
pebbles turned so as to lie

with that side up which had
formerly rested on the
ground. In such places.

Hakes of foam, fragments
dropped from the animal's
mouth, or minute blood
specks (when trailing the
wounded) are great helps.
A barefooted person, when
passing over hard rocks,
will leave a "sign" in the
shape of fine dust caked by
perspiration. Should there
be marks of lodge poles up-
on an Indian. trail, they may
be regarded as a peaceful in-

dication, and showing that
the Indians passed with their
families, lodge material and
effects; if there be no such
traces on the trail, it is an equally good
sign that a war or hunting party passed,
as they always leave such impedimenta
in a place of safety.

Horse or pony tracks may be followed
over any "trail" ; but it is often difficult
to follow them over rocks or very hard
ground. When they pass over any
grass without treading it down, the
"trail" is shown by the grass assuming
a different shade of color from that
about It. The appearance of horse or
pony tracks is very different at a walk,
trot and gallop. The Indian pony is

seldom or never shod, and the distance
between his tracks (walking) is about
two feet, ten inches. The track may be
readily distinguished from that of the
American horse (larger and generally
shod), or that of the mule (about the
same size, but narrower and more angu-
lar). When the pony trots, the tracki

CoPyrightedr-Lee Moorhouse.

YIA-TIN-I-A-WITS
Farrow's War Chief in his Salmon River Campaig^ns of 1879 and 1880

are from six and one-half to seven and
one-half feet apart, the impressions less

distinct and more irregular. In the gal-

lop, they are from eight to nine feet

apart, and unless the ground is very
hard there are no distinct impressions,

but a mere disturbance of the earth. A
careful study of the impression left on
the ground will serve to determine
the pace at which the animal was mov-
ing. A walking or feeding horse should
leave a well marked track, and a sud-
den scattering of earth, sand or gravel
would indicate fright and an increased
pace. A knowledge of the movements
of the pony will frequently give valu-
able information regarding the rider

—

whether he is moving leisurely and is

subject to surprise, or whether he has
discovered his pursuers and is moving
rapidly on in order to avoid a conflict.

To determine whether the horses, have
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a quantity of sand from the

river bottom, dried it, and
judiciously placed it around
the camp. The unmistak-
able tracks of a bear, two
coyotes, a weasel and several

skunks were observed the

next morning. Frequently,
when the ground is very
hard or rocky, a close ex-
amination will reveal ''sign"

in the shape of stones or
pebbles turned so as to lie

with that side up which had
formerly rested on the
ground. In such places.

Hakes of foam, fragments
dropped from the animal's
mouth, or minute blood
specks (when trailing the
wounded) are great helps.

A barefooted person, when
passing over hard rocks,
will leave a ''sign" in the
shape of fine dust caked by
perspiration. Should there
be marks of lodge poles up-
on an Indian trail, they may
be regarded as a peaceful in-

dication, and showing that
the Indians passed with their
families, lodge material and
effects; if there be no such
traces on the trail, it is an equally good
sign that a war or hunting party passed,
as they always leave such impedimenta
in a place of safety.

Horse or pony tracks may be followed
over any "trail" ; but it is often difficult
to follow them over rocks or very hard
ground. When they pass over any
grass without treading it down, the
"trail" is shown by the grass assuming
a different shade of color from that
about It. The appearance of horse or
pony tracks is very different at a walk,
trot and gallop. The Indian pony is

seldom or never shod, and the distance
between his tracks (walking) is about
two feet, ten inches. The track mav be
readily distinguished from that of the
American horse (larger and generally
shod), or that of the mule (about the
same size, but narrower and more angu-
lar). When the pony trots, the tracks
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Farrow's War Chief in his Salmon River Campais:ns of 1S79 and 1880

are from six and one-half to seven and
one-half feet apart, the impressions less

distinct and more irregular. In the gal-

lop, they are from eight to nine feet

apart, and unless the ground is very
hard there are no distinct impressions,

but a mere disturbance of the earth. A
careful study of the impression left on
the ground will serve to determine
the pace at wdiich the animal was mov-
ing. A walking or feeding horse should
leave a well marked track, and a sud-
den scattering of earth, sand or gravel
would indicate fright and an increased
pace. A knowledge of the movements
of the pony will frequently give valu-
able information regarding the rider

—

whether he is moving leisurely and is

subject to surprise, or whether he has
discovered his pursuers and is moving
rapidly on in order to avoid a conflict.

To determine whether the horses have
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riders or are running loose, follow the

trail into a wood and observe whether

or not it lies under any branches of the

trees too low to permit the easy passage

of a mounted man beneath them. An
Indian rider always mounts on, and dis-

mounts from, the right side, and by no-

ticing the places where the mounts and

dismounts are made, it may be ascer-

tained whether the rider is an Indian or

a white man.
To show to what skill a trailer may

attain by constant and careful practice,

I will briefly mention a few exploits of

my chief of Umatilla scouts—Yia-tin-i-

a-wits. Being once in rapid pursuit of

a few Indians who had murdered the

owner of a ranch, on the south fork of

the Salmon River, in Idaho, and having

followed them about forty miles, appar-

ently gaining all the while, Yia-tin-i-a-

wits suddenly informed me, "No catch

him—hiyu run—no sun !" meaning that

we were discovered, and that the In-

dians were traveling by night. He point-

ed out to me where they had gone un-

der low branches of trees, which might
have been readily avoided, and also

where they had crossed rocks and ra-

vines at bad places, when good crossings

might have been selected very close by,

if there had been sufficient light for the

purpose of picking the trail.

Once, while hunting on the upper
Clearwater River, and ignorant of the

location of the renegade Bannock In-

dians, Yia-tin-i-a-wits became very

much exercised, fearing that a hostile

w^ar party might find his "trail" and
attack in the rear. After a brief con-

sultation with the chief members of his

party, he dismounted, cut open his

shoes ; and, putting them on with the

heels foremost, walked, thus equipped,

in the rear of all, a distance of eight or

ten miles. The ruse was a perfect suc-

cess, for that very day a hunting party

came close in rear ; but, seeing the track

of what they supposed a single man go-

ing away from the party, they put their

ponies about and at full speed started

off, hoping to overtake him, preferring

to make a sure success of capturing one
rather than risk an attack upon the en-

tire party.

Wishing to scout in two directions, I

once sent out two detachments of ten

men each. They started from my camp
together, followed the same "trail'' for

about two and one-half miles and then

separated—one party going to the right

and the other to the left. Having oc-

casion to communicate with the com-

mander of one detachment, I started

Yia-tin-i-a-wits after him. It was plain

sailing until he came to the diverging

"trails." For a while he was puzzled to

tell which detachment had gone to the

right. He soon selected the tracks on

each "trail" made by the men in advance
(presumably those of the commanders),
and, with a positive assurance, informed

me that the route on the left had been

taken by the party wanted. When I

asked his reason for so thinking, he

showed me that the distance between

the impressions on the left "trail" was
wide, and the deepest parts of the tracks

were formed by the toes—all of which

denoted the elasticity of youth, for

which the man in question was much
noted, in comparison with the com-
mander of the other detachment. Yia-

tin-i-a-wits followed his selected "trail'*

about ten miles, when his figuring

proved correct.

It is the custom with most Indians to

run their ponies when approaching

either friends or enemies, and unless

their status is known they should be

halted in due time. This is done by
raising the right hand back, to the rear,

and waving it forward and backward.
"Who are you?" is signaled by waving
the right hand to the right and left sev-

eral times in quick succession; "we are

friends," by raising both hands and
grasping the left with the right, as in

shaking hands; "we are enemies," by
closing the right hand and placing it

against the forehead, or by waving the

blanket (usually red) in the air. To say

by signs "that after a certain journey a

good camp will be found, and that game
may be found along the road," first in-

dicate the course of the sun, from its

rising to the point at which it will ap-

pear on reaching the camp ; then strad-

dle one finger of the left hand with two
fingers of the right, trotting them in
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imitation of the motions of a pony and
rider; then act as though halting, dis-

mounting and firing; then remount and
proceed on the way; finally stop, bow
the head, rest it on the hand and close

the eyes in imitation of sleep.

To intimate that "such a one is dead,"

place one hand over the other and then

quickly slip it beneath (gone under) ;

that "such ones are husband and wife,"

point to each and place the forefingers

in contact throughout (meaning one) ;

that "such ones are brothers and sisters,"

point to each and place two fingers in

the mouth (meaning nourished at the

same breast) ; that "such ones are good
friends," point them out and fold the

arms over the breast.

The Indians have a system of signal-

ing by means of smokes during the day,

and fires at night. The color (light or

heavy), the volume (thin or dense),

and the varying brilliancy of flame, are

all significant signals. Every tribe jeal-

ously guards the secret of its code of

signals. Smokes may be raised several

hundred feet in a vertical column by

making a fire without much blaze and
piling on green boughs, grass and

weeds.

The Indian alphabet is very similar to

ours, being made up of long and short

lines. By spreading a blanket over

the column of smoke and quickly dis-

placing it, the length or shortness of

the columns as well as their frequency

may be regulated. Their system of tele-

graphing is successfully pursued by In-

dians when separated and preparing for

a fight or defense.

J

AN ANGLER'S THOUGHTS OF SPRING

The winter snows have disappeared.

The brooks are flowing free.

The glowing sun my heart has cheered.

The streams are calling me.

Each sweet bird voice bids me rejoice.

They sing, "Have never a fear!"

For spring days are the angler's choice.

And spring at last is here!

I see the Goddess of the spring.

Walk on the scented breeze

;

I see her lovely magic hand.

With green, paint all the trees;

I see her scatter o'er the land,

Fresh diadems of flowers.

And then, to make the whole complete.

She sends refreshing showers.

Oh, come away with me a while.

And fish, and let sweet spring

Around thee throw her loving arms.

And teach thy heart to sing.

Oh, come and cast the gorgeous fly

Upon the water clear.

For the fisher's life is full of joy

And his heart of sweet good cheer.

i

The angler's life is full of joy.

For him the birdlets sing. \
The little leaves, as he goes by.

Commence their whispering.

And the sweet Goddess of the spring

Is very good to him.

She takes his cup of happiness

And fills it to the brim.
—Ira J. BsA^



0\ THE USES OP THE BUIIN AND MARROW OF ANIMALS AMONG THE

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA. *

Bv Titian K. Peale, •-•

United States Patent Office.

The uses of the brain and marrow of animals among savage people

having become of interest in connection with the ethnological researches

which are being prosecuted with so much ardor in this and other coun-

tries; a brief exposition of the facts relative to the subject, observed by

mvself, and collected from the writings of others, may not be unaccept-

able for the Smithsonian report. It may not, perhaps, be improper to

state, as introductory to the subject of this communication, that 1

am, with one exception, (that of General Swift,) the o.dy survivor of

the celebrated expedition of Major Long to the Eocky Mountains. We

owe this delay of the inevitable summons of the grim messenger princi-

pally to the fact that we were the youngest of a party numbering twenty-

six I was appointed as assistant naturalist and draughtsman of the

expedition, and, among other duties, was directed by the letter of my

instructions to give attention to the method employed by the natives in

the preparation of the sldns of animals killed for food or tor their furs.

The material used for the preservation of the skins is principally the

brains of the animal from which they were taken. While the skins are

fresh, or in their green state, they are stretched on the ground, and

scraped with an instrument of bone or stone, resembling an adze
;
the

adliering portions of flesh are removed, and the surface is then plas-

tered over with the brains, mixed in some cases with the liver, and on

this is poured, from time to time, warm water in which the meat has

been boiled. The whole is then suffered to dry, after which the skm is

a-ain subjected to the action of the brain and hot water, further

srretched, and, while stiU wet, scraped and rubbed with stones until per-

fectly dry. It is further softened by rubbing and passing it backward

and forward over a twisted sinew, stretched horizontally. The bram

of an animal is sufficient to dress its skin ; but, in some cases, a less

quantity is sufBcient for the purpose. I have myself used this process

in the preparation of skins, but have found animal brains inferior, as a

curing material, to a mixture of saltpeter and alum. The Indian, how-

ever has no choice, and makes use of such materials as he can procure,

and which, probably from accidental discovery and subsequent experi-

ence, he has found to produce the desired effect.

The marrow of bones of animals has generally been esteemed as alux-

urv and among the Indians of this continent is held in high estimation,

particularly that of the bones of the buffalo, the elk, the moose, and the

deer The round bones of these animals are roasted on the coals or be-

fore the Are, then split with a stone hatchet, and in some cases with a

wedge driven in between the condyles when the bone has these ter-
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0!7 SHEII-IIEAPS.

By Eev. James Fowlek, of New Brunswick.

I have lived for a number of years near the coast, but have never

enioyed the pleasure of discovering any of these heaps, and, as the

result of my Inquiries, have come to the conclusion that none such

are to be found along the shores of this county or the neighboring

county of Northumberland. Their absence may be accounted for by

the fact that th^ whole coast is very low, and, being composed of the

soft sandstone sha^e of the carboniferous formation, is constantly Tvear-

ing away bv the acW of the waves. Within the last ten years the sea

has encroached sevW ^ods upon the land. At Bay du Vm a church

was erexjted about filW years ago at such a distance from the «hore ^hat

it was thought the sel could never reach it, (the bank or cliff being ten

feet high,) but the church toppled into the sea five or six years ago,

and the burial-ground tjiat lay around it will soon have disappeared

Ten years ago a single sto^, inOctober, removed the coas -line from four

to five rods inland in exp\ed situations, and changed the appearance

of long stretches of the sho^ If shell-heaps ever existed on this coa^t,

Lv must long ago have been swept away by the constan encroach-

m^rof the sk 'Again, thei. are portions of the
^^-^-^^iTlt

by outside beaches running parcel with the coast and separated from it

by distances varying from a fewWs to a mile. These are composed of

loose sand, and are continually chVging their positions, owing to the

Sn of ^inds and tides, so thai any heaps that may have accumu-

lited on them must have been buried or swept away long ago.

The coast of the Bay of Fundy is composed of harder rocks than our

coast, and is consequently better fitt^ for preserving any deposits on

he ba;ks. I do not see, however, w\ heaps should not be found in

some of the more sheltered bays or redesses of the coast, but I have

not vet been able to discover their existehce.
, • • ^^

I have made inquiries about the stone implements of the aborigines

and have succeeded in securing two arrow-Heads and an ax. Several

have been found in this locality ; but as thosewho find them are ignorant

of their value, they never think of preserving#em, and they soon di.-

appeaT or are brolen up by children. Should these I have be of any

service I can forward them. \

I regret that I am incapable of furnishing you with more positive

information, but negative conc^'isions are sometimes valuable-

minations. The marrow is then scooped out with a piece of wood cut

into the form of a spoon, and eaten on the instant by the members of the

party, seated around the camp fire. A feast of this kind can only be

fully enjoyed after a successful hunt. When the marrow is collected in

quantity for storing during the hunting season, which occurs usually

twice a year, the bones of the larger animals are broken into small frag-

ments and boiled in water until all the marrow which they contain and

the grease which adheres to them are separated, and rise to the surface,

when they are skimmed off and packed in bladders, or in the muscular

coat of the stomach and in the large intestines, which have been pre-

viously prepared for this use. Not only is the marrow of the largo

bones of the limbs preserved in this manner, but also that of the verte-

bral column. The bones of this are comminuted by pounding them with

a stone hammer, similar to those which are plowed up in the Eastern

States.
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THE HUMAN SIDE OF THE INDIAN

By ALEXANDER F. CHAMBERLAIN, Ph.D.

CLARK UNIVERSITY

rilHE oneness of the American Indians with all races of men (in-

-*- eluding us whites) is readily admitted by those who have seen

them in their human activities and not merely in their forced relations

with so-called ^ higher civilization/ The writer was fortunate enough,

a number of years ago, to come into the friendliest contact with the

Kootenay Indians of northern Idaho and southern British Columbia,

one of the least spoiled aboriginal peoples of the continent, and brought

back with him to the east many pleasant experiences and reminiscences

of ' savage ' life. Since that time the building of the Crow's Nest Pass

railroad and the opening up of the Kootenay district consequent upon

it have made impossible some of the incidents occurring during his

visit as an investigator under the auspices of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science.

The Kootenays are very fond of their children, the men much more

so than is commonly believed, or even supposed. To see a man carry-

ing a little child is by no means a rare pight. Among the Lower

Kootenay in Idaho, the writer saw one of the older men of the tribe

playing in right human fashion with his children. The little ones

ran merrily all about him, pulling his hair, pinching him, etc. One

little tot of some five years of age persisted in crawling all over him.

He was very affectionate toward them and even allowed this child to

put its toes into his mouth. Surely the white man could go no

further

!

About the same time, a young woman of fifteen was busy chopping

firewood—and she handled the axe remarkably well. After carrying

on her back to the tent the wood she had cut to pieces, she looked

around for a little girl of five or six who was amusing herself at a dis-

tance. ' Tldne ! tlane! (Come ! come !),' she cried loudly, but the child

did not or would not hear. Soon she ran over to the child, caught her,

spanked her and brought her home. The spanking was quite after the

fashion of the whites, and was probably learned from them, as that

method of punishment is un-Indian. The Kootenays seldom, if ever,

whip their children, and one of them said that he would rather die

than see a white man chastise his offspring. At one of the stores in

the Upper Kootenay country a little Indian boy was playing ' hide-and-

seek ' with a little white girl as blithely as might be. This same little
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fellow, whose skin seemed even dirtier than the shirt forming his only

garment, was promised some candy if he would wash his face. Going

to the river, a few yards off, he marched in, clothes and all, coming

back dripping from head to foot, but beaming with smiles. The candy

he ate in a way that would do credit to any white child. Not alone the

children, but the adults as well, are very fond of candy, which they call

gdktUtl ¥koktsi, or ^variegated sugar (sweetness).^

On another occasion, and at a different place, the writer had a little

Indian boy to breakfast with him. After the first shyness was over,

the little fellow conducted himself with a grace and dignity quite un-

known to many white children of his age. And through it all his

beautiful dark-brown eyes shone in the most captivating fashion.

At the Mission of St. Eugene, on the St. Mary's river a few miles

from Ft. Steele, B. C, a school of a more or less industrial character

had been established, and, at the time of the writer's visit, was attended

by about sixteen girls and ten boys, a number of whom were of mixed

blood, children of white men who had married Kootenay women. The

school was conducted by members of one of the Catholic sisterhoods,

under the superintendence of Father Coccolo, the resident missionary,

who exerts a great and abiding influence over these Indians, who

thoroughly appreciate his absolute devotion and self-sacrifice. The

children, who were from seven to fifteen years of age, showed gratify-

ing progress in their attempts to acquire some of the learning of the

whites. Although they had been in attendance only a few months,

some of them could already read from ' Sadler's Dominion Catholic

First Eeader,' and sang also, not very badly, * God Save the Queen,' and

' Great and Glorious St. Patrick,' which seemed to be their pieces de

resistance. Some could write a very fair hand—it is curious with what

facility the Indian can often master this art as compared with his

white brothers under similar circumstances. It should be mentioned in

this connection that many of the Kootenays, as their drawings made for

the writer indicate, have a good graphic sense. They can likewise draw

maps and recognize on the maps of their country made by white men

the chief topographical features. No extensive carvings on rocks or

pictographic records have been reported from their country, however,

the 'Painted Eocks,' on Lower Arrow Lake, being quite within the

territory of the Salish Indians, and not belonging to the Kootenays.

While in the Lower Kootenay country, the writer received from the

daughter of David McLaughlin, from whom he collected many native

texts of myths and legends, the Kootenay equivalent for ' God save the

Queen,' which is presented here as a literary curiosity

:

GamnakOtlOkonlqan

May he save

Yakasinklnawfiske

He who made us
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Gtkwftlka nftsukwin pfitlk^!

Great woman chief

!

On a Sunday afternoon, which is the holiday of the week among those

Indians more or less under the influence of the Eoman Catholic mis-

sions, the Lower Kootenays indulge in horse-racing, or, more properly,

horse-running, on the great grassy plains beside the Kootenay river.

Their whole herd is collected in an open space near the camp and

then driven in all directions aver the prairie and through the bushes,

chased by laughing and shouting Indians, armed with quirts, willow

gads, etc. The horses are run down, tripped, lassooed, driven into the

water. Some of the Indians took particular delight in driving the

horses as close as possible, in full course, to the writer's tent, to his

evident embarrassment, which they keenly enjoyed. As horse after

horse thundered past, at very close quarters, shouts and peals of

laughter would fill the air, accompanied by remarks in the native

language provocative of still more amusement. While all this is going

on, the children sport about in the bushes, or caper about in the plain,

seemingly in imminent danger of life or limb. It is very interesting

to see them chase one another with long whips, or try to lassoo each

other. Often they attempt to run down or lassoo the colts or the tamer

horses, and the skill some of them develop in so doing is really sur-

prising.

Many of the Indians are quite fond of their horses and treat them

better than do the white men. Some, however, use only too readily

the spur and the heavy whip of the whites. The Indian Amelu, when

out on the trail with the writer, even when the horses had no packs

to carry, would walk them up and down the steep grades and was in

other little ways 'merciful unto his beast.' In the Upper Kootenay

country, an Indian was seen to beat cruelly with his whip the dog of

a Chhiaman, which had tried to bite the toe of his moccasin, after

having been teased for a long time. Some of the younger Indians are

rather companionable with their horses, and it is worth noting that

they have coined a few slang words, such as Tc'adla, instead of

VTchtlahaatUsin, ' horse,' and mistaVadU, ' colt.' The Kootenay name

of the horse bears witness to its exotic origin, for it signifies literally

' elk-dog,' these Indians having had recourse to the aspect of these two

animals already familiar to them, in order to assign a name to the

new creature, the horse, introduced by the neighboring Indians directly

or indirectly through the whites. Other animals not originally natives

of the Indian country have sometimes very interesting names. Thus,

the cow is ' the variegated horned animal
' ; the pig, ' the cut-off nosed '

;

the mule, ' the big ear
'

; the hen ' the variegated tail,' or ' the spotted

tail,' or, again, ' the prominent tail'—these names applying particularly

to the ' rooster.' Some of the names of plants new to the Kootenays
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and introduced through the whites are : Cabbage, * edible leaf plant '

;

cucumber, ^ plant that grows on the ground wild
' ; oats, ^ horses' food '

;

orange, ' big rose-hip ' (the apricot, peach, pear, tomato, apple, are all

named after the hip of the prairie-rose). The daughter of David

McLaughlin, of the Lower Kootenay, a metis, who spoke only Kootenay,

coined for the writer a new word on the spot. This was a name for the

sunflower, which she called kdJcddlimukowddlldVpt, which seems to be

derived from the word for ^ light.' The Indian Amelu was not nearly

80 ready to assign names to new things—it is probably true that women

exceed men in this respect among some primitive races. When asked to

name a strange plant Amelu would often reply simply, notlukine, ' it

is strange (foreign, unknown),' or tsako nand, ^it is small (a little

thing),' or, again, hok'd ophani, 'I don't know.' Still Amelu did

know a great many things, for one evening he reeled off 91 names of

birds. On other occasions he had named over 100 species of plants,

shrubs and trees, besides a large number of animals, fish, etc. Of

every one of all these he was able to give brief descriptions.

When a scientific investigator first makes his appearance among a

primitive people, it is often difficult to convince them that his advent is

not connected with the attempts of white men to steal their land or

ill use their women—^these are the two chief sins laid to the charge of

the * superior' race. The writer once by accident intruded on what

might be called the meeting of the ^ sewing circle ' of the Kootenays,

but the shouts of the women immediately reminded him of breach of

primitive etiquette he was committing by peering into the women's

tent. One of the chief men of the Upper Kootenays, who was un-

friendly to the writer's objects, resurrected a dead-letter law of the

tribe by which the women were forbidden to talk English with the white

men. When the writer overcame this diflSculty by using the Chinook

jargon, the same man used his influence to have the women forbidden

to talk anjrthing but Kootenay, but by that time he had learned

enough Kootenay to make this prohibition of not much avail. Some

of the Indians understood very readily the idea of having their language

and their legends preserved by means of the white man's records, and

took the utmost pains to secure accuracy and completeness* Amelu

was so interested in the matter that he suggested a new method of

procedure, viz., that the writer, if he really wanted to make the best

possible investigations and record everything, should marry the niece

of the old chief, who was about to resign office—the inheritance was in

the female line—^and thus become chief of the tribe, when he would be

able to accomplish his heart's desire in the way of scientific knowledge.

The ties of his own people, naturally, prevented this consummation,

which certainly would have had its advantages for science, for as chief

of the Lower Kootenays the writer might have accomplished much.
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The reactions of the Kootenays to the proposal to have their stature,

etc., determined were often very interesting. Most of them at first

refused altogether, and their prejudices were very difficult to overcome.

One Indian told the writer that he could measure him when dead, and

another said that he was not a child—others, however, were very un-

willing that their children, in particular, should be measured. To
measure the women, was, of course, except in rare instances, impossible.

With the language it was different. The Indians would often come

to the writer, without having b6en asked, and inform him that they

had some words which they wanted him to put in his ^ book ' of their

language, so eager, apparently, were some of them to help in the

preservation of their speech. This is a rather common experience with

those who have come into sympathetic relations with savage and

barbarous peoples. Amelu, after he had told the writer a great many
things about himself and his people, would sometimes turn round and

catechize his catechizer, asking him all manner of questions about the

whites, their manners and customs, etc., showing great interest, and

being sometimes much amused. ' What do you call this in your lan-

guage ?
' he would often ask, as he came across something new or in-

teresting. ' Haven't you white people any stories about Coyote ?
' he

would say, after relating some of the Kootenay legends. Once, when

an Indian was asked to tell the story of the sun and moon, he began to

give a version of the Bible account of the creation, as he had it, prob-

ably from some priest. He appeared surprised when the writer

informed him that that was the story of his people, and after a little

while admitted that it wasn't Indian, and began to tell the Kootenay

story of how the coyote and the chicken hawk made the sun and moon.

Amelu, who was an Indian under mission influence, did not hesitate

to shoot a chicken-hawk for the writer, although that bird is one of the

chief figures in Kootenay mythology—^he had more fear of ^ medicine-

men ' than he had superstitious views of mythological pei sonages. He
would not eat meat on Friday, but would eat the ^saw-bill' duck,

which, he declared, ate so much fish that it was practically fish itself.

Another ^ religious ' practise of his was wearing the old Indian breech-

clout, even when he had adopted the trousers of the whites. In a few

other respects also he was a curious mixture of the old and the new.

The Indians are very prompt to notice any personal peculiarities or

idiosyncrasies of speech, action, movement, etc. In climbing into the

saddle the Kootenays swing off the right foot, and not off the left, as

does the white man. The fact that the vnriter (amateur in his horse-

manship) happened to climb into the saddle ' off-side,' as we say, gained

him at once the name, 'The man who rides like an Indian.' This

circumstance was a road to the favor of these people, who are always

delighted to have one do instinctively as they do. The mastery of the
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diflScult k and tl sounds, so characteristic of the Kootenay language, is

also much appreciated by the Indians. This will be easily understood
when one learns that, in the mouths of the whites the word for ' horse/

Ic'lcatldhaatltsin, is made over into kallahalshin, or worse, while the
distinction betw^een words of entirely different significations, e. g.,

g
' ustet, ' trout,' and k • 'liMit, ' tamarack,' is altogether ignored. His

attention to these points caused the Indian to dub him ' The man who
talks straight.' A third name conferred upon him recorded the fact

that he never lied to them. In another the Indians called attention

to his very dark hair, ' The man with hair like an Indian '—the posses-

sion of which was another bond of union with them. A fifth, and
more formidable name, 'He uses the long stick'—he owed to the

anthropometric apparatus which he carried with him. By use of these

various names the coming and going of the writer was heralded all

over the Indian country and the natives soon came to know him well

and understand the reason of his presence among them. Some of the
white settlers have also received interesting nicknames, one prominent
individual, who had a glass eye, being termed ' The man who takes out
his eye,' and the Indians are clever in their imitation of his manipula-
tion of it.

To hear a white man blundering along in his efforts to speak
Kootenay correctly is one of the best quarter-hours the Indians ever
enjoy. Even the wives and children of white men who have married
squaws extract considerable amusement out of the linguistic mistakes
of their husbands and fathers. Any one who believes that the Indian
never laughs will be heartily undeceived after a session of this sort.

The inability of the whites to master the numerous gutturals with
which the Kootenay language is provided is a never-ending source of

laughter. The Indians went off into roars of merriment over such
mistakes as saying intsin (horsefly) for inisimin (rainbow) ; Vupi
(owl) for ¥updk (woodpecker) ; hahas (skunk) for halia (crow), etc.

When some one said for kdnkuptse (bread baked in a pan), the per-

, fectly unmeaning tankuptse, it reminded the Indians of a real word,
fankids (grouse), and they indulged in a fit of laughter. When the
writer mispronounced the word g- ustet (trout), on one occasion, an
Indian went off into the woods near by and returned with a diminutive

'tamarack,' the name of which is in Kootenay k' 'ustit, pronouncing
that w^ord correctly, as he handed him the shrub. The writer's desire,

which the Indians fully comprehended, to obtain a large vocabulary

and a considerable body of texts of myths and stories in the native

language led naturally enough to the very embarrassing demand that

he should read every word and every sentence over and over again until

he could repeat them all without the slightest error—this was worse
than the child's well-known demand for the repetition of its favorite

stories without any deviation from the original text, since he could
often write down the word correctly, when he could hardly satisfy the
Indian's requirement in the way of pronunciation.

The Indians have their 'chatter' and 'nonsense' as well as the
whites. Amelu was very fond of chanting and talking to himself in
somewhat waggish fashion. This he called, in the Chinook jargon,
' cultus wawa

' (nonsense). As he sped along the trail he would sing
to his horse, slapping it on the flanks, or making rhythmic motions
with his hands:

T5 to to t6!

Turn turn turn turn!

Ta ta ta ta

Tai tai tai tai!

The repetition was ad libitum, according to his mood, or his fancy.
Another refrain, which had an ' infinite variety ' of inflection, intona-
tion, etc., was the following, which he sang with great animation

:

Hai ya! ha h6 yau!

E ya! ha ha hai yau!

He ya! hO yo!

This sounds a good deal like some of the refrains used in the
gambling games of the Kootenays. Another refrain, which he chanted
as the fire was being spoiled by the scattering of the burning logs, was

:

Hum ke pupum!
Hum ke pupum!

An interesting procedure, indulged in often by Amelu, was the
mispronunciation and distortion of words, amounting not seldom to
real punning. Thus iovsaiivOskd, the name of a species of dragon-fly,
he^ would repeat

: Saiwasukw', sauw'atskd, sauw'asko, saiw'aseko, sai-

watshko, etc. Sometimes when the Indians were telling legends in
their own language, they would deliberately mispronounce or distort
words to see if the writer noticed the difference—if he did not at the
time they would generally tell him, and have a little fun over it.

When they came to the parts of the stories where the animals played
tricks on one another they would stop to laugh over it, making fun of
those who couldn't talk very well. The Indians would laugh to them-
selves when the writer used a proper Kootenay term, and one of the
other white men about a slang or jargon term without knowing it.

While the writer and Amelu were out botanizing and sampling
every edible berry (the Indian, of course, tasting first), they ran across
the 'soap-berry' (Shephardia canadensis), the gopatHl of the Koote-
nays. The wry faces made by him as he chewed up a few of the

r
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berries, greatly amused his guide, who explained that the Kootenays
did not like these berries half as well as did the Shuswap Indians, for
they ' tasted like bad whiskey.' It may be said here that the Kootenays
have many names, but little use for whiskey, both on account of their
own inclination against it, and by reason of the stringent laws and
the good influence of the Catholic missionaries—the miners also, as a
mere matter of self^efense, aid in the thorough enforcement of the
law. The story is told of a Kootenay who, when sick, was told by a
priest to take a little whiskey as medicine. He sturdily refused, with
the emphatic declaration :

' You say whiskey bad. Bad one time, bad
all time.' Poetic justice was satisfied by the recovery of the patient.
The Indians are very skilful in their mimicry of the drunken white
man. Among the Kootenay names for whiskey are the following:
wuo (water, liquor), suyapi wuo (white man's water), nipik- a wUo
(spirit water), ndtlukine wuo (strange, foreign water).

After the tasting of the berries was over, Amelu took pleasure in
crushing some of them between the palms of his hands and showing
how soap

'
could be made. The leaves of the shrub he then used as

a very primitive towel. Other experiences of the writer on this ex-
cursion convinced him that the Kootenays are not without a sense of
humor. On the Mooyai traU the writer ran into a group of nettles
and Amelu hugely enjoyed his surprise at being stung.

'

This humorous reaction to the surprise, embarrassment, awkward
predicament, accidental discomfiture, etc., of a fellow man is common
among these Indians, both with reference to their own tribesmen and to
individuals of other races, such as whites and Chinese, with whom they
come into contact. In the region of the Columbia lakes, there are a
cold spring and a warm spring (not steaming so as to be noticed) close
beside each other, and a common trick of the Indians is to induce an
unsuspecting stranger (red or white) to step into one immediately after
the other. The writer, upon the suggestion of Amelu, once took a
plunge m the Kootenay at Ft. Steele, but did not stay in more than a
moment. The water was almost icy cold, as the Indian knew, by his
own confession, and the haste with which his white friend got out of
the water stirred deeply his sense of the ridiculous. Similarly, when-
ever the Indian horse threw him off into the pine-brush or cast him
over Its head into a creek, his guide would feel bound to laugh more
or less heartily. Another fertUe source of amusement was the em-
barrassment caused the writer by his first acquaintance with the snap-pmg and snariing, no less than thieving, Indian dogs, who were the
pest of the camp. One of these curs actually seized hold of a can of
corned beef and was running off with it, when the use of another can
as a missile caused him to give up his plunder. This action must
have seemed very funny to Amelu.
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This sense of humor is collective as well as individual. The writer
was present beside the camp-fire one night, when one of the Indians
was giving, for his benefit, an account of a government official who
had recently 'inspected' the Canadian Kootenays. This individual
was said to have insisted on taking with him all the appurtenances and
convemences of civilization, including a cook-stove, a feather bed etc
and the group of listeners expressed loudly their merriment, as the
speaker touched off the white man's peculiarities. The Indians were
fully conscious of the fact that another official (likewise another white
man, a storekeeper) was really very much afraid of them. They made
this known to the writer in sarcastically humorous fashion. Indeed
the white settlers hardly are aware how much the Indians comment
upon their appearance, their character and their actions, especially in a
quasi-humorous way. One Indian actually told the writer, with ' fun

'

in his eye, however, the order in which the white people would be killed
off, should trouble ever occur—a ceri;ain settler, who could see nothing
good in the Indians, was to be the first victim, and the writer (if he
had to be included) was to be the last.

The Kootenays take delight in playing tricks, not only upon one
another, but also upon the whites. The writer had complained of
the first horse procured from them as being altogether too fast for his
liking and too ' wild,' so the next time he asked for a horse he was
given a creature, which, except when he was in the company of other
Indian horses, went at less than the proverbial snail's pace. The
writer's indignant remonstrances evoked abundant mirth on the part
of the ' guileless ' natives. While measuring an Indian in the Lower
Kootenay country, he had an experience of a more startling sort. The
Indian suddenly rose to his full height, and, quickly drawing his
knife from its sheath, pretended to strike him—the writer being soon
reassured, however, by the loud laughter of the other natives about
him. Tricks like this are much enjoyed by them.

In the mining regions of the Kootenay country, there are a con-
siderable number of Chinese, who have taken up the claims abandoned
by the whites, and manage to make a good living from them. The
superior attitude assumed toward these people by the whites has its

effect in the way the Indians look upon them. As a rule the Kootenays
and the Chinese get along well together, but the former sometimes
hector and bully the latter, and not infrequently Indians become semi-
parasitic, doing odd jobs for the Chinese, or imposing upon their

charity. Many of the Indians regard the Chinese as quite inferior

beings, and the poor Celestials seem in more or less awe of them. In
jesting fashion, the Indians will call the Chinese ' brothers ' or
'cousins,' but persistently deny any close relationship. One of the

Kootenays, who knew that the whites thought the Chinese and In-

fttt^-^ f*-^ »*«,«-'
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dians looked alike, pointed out to the writer several differences between

them of a physical character, and then remarked, in the Chinook

jargon, * halo siwash '—not Indian. The single braid, or ' pig-tail

'

of the Chinese is a matter of sport for the Indians who usuaUy wear

their hair free, or in several braids. The Kootenay name for China-

man is Gooktlam, or ' tail head,' in reference to the hair-braid. The

Indians also make fun of the alleged use by the Chinese of cats as an

article of food. One of the Chinese of Wild Horse Creek, a certain

Lam Kin, acted as ' doctor ' for some of the Ft. Steele Indians, his

cure being a sort of medical tattooing, known by the Indians as katlku,

which many of them affected after their own ancient shamanism had

been more or less abolished through missionary influence.

One afternoon, when camped in the Lower Kootenay country, the

writer thought he detected the presence of a skunk in the vicinity of

the tent. He saw his Indian guide some distance away and hailed him

about it. Only a non-committal answer was obtained. Noticing that

the Indian did not venture to come near, he asked him what he had

been doing, and started to go toward him, when he soon perceived what

was the matter. Amelu had been trying to kill a skunk, and his scanty

raiment exhaled abundant evidence of the encounter. He was given

some money to get new clothes at the little store not very far off, and

soon returned in triumph, having taken a bath in the river on the way

back. How he induced the storekeeper to let him get near enough to

purchase what he wanted he did not say, but perhaps the exchange was

effected after the primitive fashion sometimes indulged in by children.

However that may be, Amelu was a thoroughly shamefaced red-skin, as

he stood off at a distance, afraid to come near the tent until the cause

of his embarrassment had been disclosed. It appears that the Chinese

in the mining districts of the Kootenay use certain parts of this animal

for medicinal purposes, and the Indians catch them and sell them.

Some of the Kootenays are said to catch skunks with their naked

hands—usually they knock them over with sticks or stones. In cap-

turing these and other small animals they take pleasure in getting as

close to them as possible before striking. When using the writer's

gun, Amelu would creep up so close to the grouse, known locally as

' fool hens,' that they would be blown to pieces when he did discharge

his weapon. He also appeared to take great delight in ' gaffing '
fish

as compared with catching them with hook and line, although he en-

joyed that very much, especially when he became aware of the writer's

inexpertness as a fisherman.

Past one of the camping-places on the Kootenay river a steamer

used to go every few days, and Amelu, from the moment he first heard

the whistle till the vessel disappeared from his sight, would stand upon

the bank waiting for it, gazing at it, peering after it. The sound of

I
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the whistle never failed to arouse him, or to call him forth, wherever

he might be, and the steamboat was, doubtless, one of the wonders of

his life. When a trip up the river, from the international boundary to,

the settlements on Kootenay lake, was proposed, he was beside himself

with joy and anticipation. He became excited beyond all bounds, and

when the whistle sounded danced with delight and capered about, not
' exactly like a gazelle, for he weighed 177 pounds and was heavily built

When he got on board and could examine things at his leisure, he was
^ tickled to death.* He inspected everything that was at all accessible,

watched the motion of the vessel and the revolutions of the wheel,

listened to the noise of the engine and the hissing of the steam, gazed

in rapt wonder at a score of different things that from time to time

riveted his attention. But his keenest delight, after all, was when he

could signal or shout to some of his tribe on the banks or in canoes

in the stream. The relish with which he did this was unmistakable.

And, on the journey back, he was quite as elated, if not so inquisitive.

Certainly that trip on the ^ fire canoe * was one of the events of his life.

The ^ fire canoe * seems to have appeared more natural to the In-

dians than the locomotive, or ^fire wagon,* possibly because of its

progress in the water, like a canoe, and not over the land with the

' fearful eye * of the latter, which so impresses many primitive peoples.

In northern Idaho the Indians were very much frightened by the first

steam trains. When the railroad was near Rathdrum, several Lower

Kootenays, who had been sent into that part of the country to deliver

some letters, were so affected by the sight of the puSing, snorting, fire-

spouting locomotive that they threw down their letters on the spot,

turned about and fled for dear life, not daring to look back once until

they were safe again with their own people. They reported that they

had been chased by the ^ Evil One,* himself, and had escaped with the

greatest difficulty. Later on, as happens with other peoples, famil-

iarity bred contempt, and the Indians can now look at these creations

of the white man's genius with much less of fear than of wonder or

of interest. The Kootenay youth is more afraid of doing ^woman*8

work * than he is of the ^ fire-wagon.* This was the case with Amelu,

the writer's guide, who. was with difficulty persuaded to make his own

pan-bread on the trail. He was ' hiyu shame* (much ashamed), and

used to make it always before an Indian camp was reached. In other

things also, he shared the disinclination of his fellow tribesmen to per-

form any labor that properly belonged to women, according to the

customs of his people.

Some writers would deny to the American Indian all possession of

romantic love, or of love in any very high sense of the term. This,

of course, is an utterly untenable theory, as any one who has seen the

Indian at home well knows. The writer's ^ guide, philosopher and

VOL. LXVIII.—33.
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friend/ Amelu, a young man of 22 years, was in love all the time he

was with him, and gave expression to many of the orthodox symptoms

of that state in an undoubted fashion. The shamefaced way in which

he would answer when asked why he had been away from the tent

(in the neighborhood of an Indian encampment) so long the night

before was a convincing fact. One evening he asked for a little money,

and no amount of coaxing would for a long time induce him to say

what he wanted it for. At last, however, in real lover fashion, he ad-

mitted that he wanted to buy some article or other to take to his lady

friend, who was to put the finishing touches upon it. On this occasion

Amelu blushed as much as the redskin can, and that is a good deal.

Altogether, as an eminent Americanist once said, the Indian is a man,

even as we are men. This the writer knows by actual experience, from

the moment of his first arrival among the Kootenays, when halo naika

cumtux (Chinook jargon for ^I don't know') was the only conversa-

tion on their part, to the time when he sat with them, round the camp-

fire and himself began the story-telling : Kdndqe STcirikuts, ^ The Coyote

was going along.^
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ALEUT-ESKIMO & TLINKIT

Vocabularies from Unalaska, Kadiak. Kenai. & Sitka.

Lisianaky's Voyaga Round the World 1805-1806. •

Republished by Davidson in U. S. Coast Survey Rept. for 1867,

pp. 293-298, 1869.
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AN ESKIMO MOTHER AND HER CHILD
Copyright 1909, by Robert K Peary
Copyright 1909, by Bet^amin B, HamplfM
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' 195*'-A-MnHa THE Eg^iUBUUX ^Ith Sohwatka. 13 pp., illus.
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map. f?or., 1881. ' S^o.
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, 196. BOAB, Fra.'rxzl Notee on the Ssiciao of Port Olarenoe,
Alaska. 4 pp. (Tour, of A:.. Polk Lore. 25c.

197. CHiUffi^LAIN', A.P.' The lilsklmo" Raoe and Language. Their
origin and relHtiona. 77 pp. Proo, Can. Inst., 1889. 75o.

' ' 198. -MURDOCH, John. Dress and Physiiu© of the Point-Barrow
Eskimo , 8 pp.' Pop. So. -Ion., 189^. 25o.

' 199. PAYiT^, P.^. ^6kiM0 of Hudson's Btrait. 18 pp. Proc.
Can, Inst., 1889. '

• .- 50c.
SOO, R0S3S, Br, Irvinj C. The First Landing on ^raagel Is-

land, 'Yith some remarks on the northern inhabitants. 53 pp. , illus.
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*

60o.

.

' 201'. .B0H?fATK.1, Predk. The American Arctic Savaae. 7 pp. ,

illns. Aa. Mag;, 1888. ' 25o.
' 202. ST5!PATI5B^n, V. The Home Life of the Eskimo. 10 pp.,
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305, , An Ethnolo^iit in the Arctic. 9 pp., illus. Har.,
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ESKIMO of POIKT BAEROW, ALASKA (Native carvings

John Murdoch

<

9th Ann.Rept.Bur.Eth. for 1887-88:

1892.

Quiver rod & Cap for samet Fi§8*191, 192* .p. 209.

Work-box (or trinket-box) in shape of deer^
Fig*334,*.*p»325*

Peer-head on bag-handle { illus. ) . • tp^lSO*



WHALE

KSKIIiO of Vpim BABROw', ALASKA (Native carvines.of
whale fieures)

.

John I=!urdoch; 9th Ann.Rept.Bur.F.th. for 1837-98,

1892.

White whale from eypaum, Fle.405 p.402.

Wooden whale, Fie.403 p.403.

Soapstone whale, Pie.407 p.403.
<

Plat imace of whale. Fie .408 p.404.

Ivory iJaa£:e»,Fig.409..]rie.409 p.404.

Pair of^little ivorj^ whales. Pic. 411... p.405,

Giant holding whales (ivory), Fie.415.. n.406.

Whale flaked from red Jasper, Fie.422.. p.435.

t

Bono ladle in form of whale. Fie.46 p.106.

Harpoon boxes in form of whale. Pig. 251..p.249.

Flipper toeelea in form of whale, Fig. 250,p. 248.
»



SOUIHSASTERII LIMITS OF RAIiaE OF gSKBIO Al© ALEUTS

tJr. Wnu H. Ball tails ma that the Aleuts do not

eoctond farther oast than the Sbmagin Islands, and that the

nabivas In ?rinco Villiam Somid are l^skimo.



SOUTHEASTERN LIMITS 0? RAIIGE OF ESKBTO AND ALEUTS

Dr. Wm. H. Ball tells me that the Aleuts do not

extend farther east than the Shumagin Islands, atnd that the

natives in Prince William Sound are Eskimo.
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BERING STRAIT:

E.'^-Nelaop
. The Eskimo about Bering Strait—

18th Ann.Rept.Bur.Eth.for 1396-97* Part 1; pp. 3-518,

illus. map, 1899rpubl.l90l].
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Simmons (H. G.) Eskim&emas foma

och nutida utbredning samt deras van-

dringsvagar. (Ymer, Stockholm, 1905,

XXV, 173-192, map, 6 fgs. ) Discusses

former and present distribution and mi-

grations of the Eskimo tribes, with refer-

ences to recent authorities, particularly

Boas and Thalbitzen— the map is modi-

fied from that of the latter (it shows

regions now uninhabited by Eskimo but

containing evidences of their former resi-

dence : Southeast coast of Labrador,

east coast of Greenland, the Arctic archi-

pelago between Greenland, Baffin Land

and Victoria Land, and a portion of the

extreme N. E. Asiatic coast). One of

the notable Eskimo ** ruins" is "Eski-

mopolis" on Buchanan Strait, visited by :

the author in 1899. S. considers rashJ
the conclusions of Stqrm and Isachsen

as to the post-Norsemen population of

Labrador by the Eskimo.

Vidians l?o5
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The Blonde Eskimo
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Another North country controversy, pre-
senting features of the Cook-Peary embroglio
IS threatened by the claims of G. L. Deschan-
beault, a French Canadaian fur trapper of
Fort Simpson, who, on arriving in Edmonton
from the far north, declared that he and
Joseph and William Hudson discovered the
300 blonde Eskimos in the Great Bear Lake
country and lived with them fully three weeks
before Explorer Steffannson and his expedi-
tion arrived on the scene, in the summer of
1911.
"We were in the Eskimos' camp when

Steffannson and his party came in," Deschan-
beault said, "and left there shortly after-
ward, pressing farther north. We obtained
a number of valuable furs from the tribe and
in exchange we gave them various articles.
You can imagine my surprise when on reaching
civilization I learned that Steffannson had
taken all the credit for a discovery which the
Hudsons and I originally made.
"We told Steffannson of the strange race of

people and he joined camp with us. We heard
of the blonde Eskimos through members of a
tribe encamped on the Copper Mine river,
aboutl,700 miles north of Edmonton. The
Interpreter told us that strange stories were
being told among his people of a tribe of
^huskies', who, although they resembled the
ordinary Eskimos in habits, had the pale faces
of the white men.
"Not one of the Eskimos on the Copper

Mine River had seen the blonde "huskies,"
although the legend had been handed down
from father to son of the existence of such a
tribe on the shore of the Arctic Ocean. Our
guide told us that the strange tribe had come
farther south that summer, chiefly owing to
the lack of food in the north."
Aroused by curiosity, Deschanbeault and

his companions decided to follow the Copper
Mine river to its juncture with the Great Bear
Lake. On arriving at the shores of the Great
Lake, the party came upon the encampment
of the strange tribe. The Eskimos were
dressed after the customary fashion of natives
of the north,, but instead of being short of
stature and dark of countenance, the Eskimos
'were much blonder than the usual white man
after he has spent several years under the
blistering sun and biting frosts of the north
country. Another contrast was that the men
of * the tribe were much taller than the or-
dinary Eskimos,the average height being about
five feet ten inches.

After centuries of intercourse with the white
man the ordinary Eskimo has come to adopt
niany of the habits of cilivisation. He uses
the most up-to-date repeating rifles, which
he trades for furs captured during the winter.
But these blonde Eskimos had only the prim-

itive bow and arrows and household imple-
ments which were in use all over the continent
before the coming of the Hudson's Bay com-
pany.
"The fact that the blonde Eskimos had

never come in contact with even the other
natives of the nearby country," Deschan-
beault said, "was evidenced by the fact that
our interpreter had the utmost difficulty in
making them understand anything, and we
were quite unable to obtain anything like a
comprehensive account of their history or their
folk lore.

"The natives simply stared at us in open
eyed astonishment and fingered our rifles,

our clothes, and in fact the whole of our out-
fit, with a sort of reverent wonder."
When Deschanbeault and his companions

came upon the encapment in the late summer
of 1911 they found the Eskimos in a state of
high glee. A record catch of fish had just
been made, and, after having gorged them-
selves, chiefly with raw fish, the natives were
proceeding to dry the catch and preserve it

for winter use The fish were roughly cleaned
with bone knives, and dried by means of sun
and smoke.
"The ordinary Eskimo tribes have in most

cases adopted the tepee of the Indian for sum-
mer use, but the blonde Eskimos did not ap-
pear to have sufficient intelligence to make use
of the natural opportunities of the country.
They lived in skin tents, but while skins
were abundant it never appeared to have oc-
cured to them that they could make the tents
of a sufficient height to enable them to live in
them in comfort. The tepees were formed af-
ter the fashion of the igloo or ice hut which the
Eskimo uses in winter, and were so low that
a man had to crawl into them on his hands and
knees, and it was impossible to remain in any-
thing but a crouching position."

Deschanbeault estimates there are fully 300
men, women and children in the tribe. He
learned there are several larger tribes on the
shore of the Arctic ocean. However, no in-
formation as to the location of these people
could be obtained from the natives, as they have
only the vaguest idea of distance.

le tourist traffic this year over the Great
Lake9s|>etween Sarnia, Ont. and Fort William,
Ont. bvHhe northern Navigation Gemipany's
Steamers (Ok^d Trunk Route) >^s been ex-
ceptipnally heaVj;^ fact iheJafg steamships
of this line have D^fefkJeayiHg port each trip
with their full complem^X^ passengers.
The route is a popukrr one>»dhas become

well known for it^^ceptionally^tHid service.
This is apparenM^ the many unsolicite^H^ters
that reach Grand Trunk headquarters f>5Qi
time to time from patrons who have taken the



NTING HAIftS

Two Ssklmo met ihile out hunting. One had oaoght a

wolf, the other had shot a caribou. Each carried the skin

of ilung his ishoulders.

While talking about the skins, one daimed that the

caribou had more hairs on than the wolf. The other an-

swered: "No, the wolf has more hair thai ths caribou."

They grew so excited orer this matter that they sat down and

began pulling out the individual hairs of the two pelts.

It took them days to make the count, but they never finished,

for while each was claimipg that hide had more hair than

the other, thqr wor« starring aid finally both died of hun-

ger.

The narrator told Rasmussen that this sort of thing is

what happens whin people busy themselYes with aimless things,

Knud Basmussen: 'Across Arctic America,* 25E-253, 1927.

Jl



8SKIM0 HIBPOON HEADS

The Eskino of the Arotie Coast between

Kiqg WilliaB Island and Kent Peninsula used

harpoons made from the hard shin bone of the

Polar Bear*
•ti,

• em*-*'*'^*^- -^^ '

Knnd Basmnssen: 'Across Arctic Am erica »*

pege 169, 1927.



1BIT2 MEN ALWAYS WANT THBIB OWH WAT

BaBDussen, in his nflBOisble expedition

ecroes Arctic America from Baffin Land to

Alaska, obtained wich of the old folklore

from the natiTO Bskimo, and in so doing se-

ciired many side lights as to the perception

and reasonii^ of these interesting people.

Once when questioning a man as to the

ex&at meaning of a story he had told, he re-

ceired the folloning ansner: "We don't really

trouble ourselves so much about the meaning

of a story as long as it is amusiqg. It is

only thi white men who must always hare reasona

and meanii^s in sYerything. and that is *y
V

our elders always say we should treat ^Ite

en as diildren ifco always want their own

%ay. If they don't get it. they make too

much fuss« "

Knud BasnuBsen: 'Across Arctic America,'

254, 1927.
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DOGS

S3KIU0 Of ?OIBT BAfiROff, AUSKi (81tdg«t« dogt aad h«;rtMft)

John Mordoeh i 9th Inn.Rtpt.Bor.Eth* for ISST-^Si

868~-S60, illua. 1892.

Native carving of dog's head, ivory. Fig.417,
p.407.

•• • • *• ••
f bona. ladle

Fig*46...p*105

So-called •^dog-belli*' not used )^ •••«p.254
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PINABT IN ALASKA

V^
r-v

Tht 'Annual Record of Science and Industry' for

1874-5 ^ives the following note on Pinart^B Execra-

tions in Aleuska:

[246]

of Paris contains an account by M. Alphonse Pinart

of his explorations of Alaska, prosecuted in 1871,

with a map showing the region- of hi* travels. T^iese

embraced a considerable part of the island of Kodiak,

the southern portion of the Aleutian Islands .
of

Unalashka. Unamak, and Oomnak, as also Bristol Bay.

and Norton Sound, and Plover Bay, on the Siberian

Coast. A great amount of interesting infomation is

given in regard to the tribes visited, and the geo-

graphical peculiarities of the country, the latter

including original determinations of the al^i;^JJ^,

of several mountains, the discovery of a bay on the

south side of Alaska (now called P^^art Bay} .which

was previously unknown; statistics of the Eskimo ana

Aleut population, etc Numerous collections m
ethnology and geology were made tQf M. Pihart, and a

laige number of Geographical views of scenery taken,

and many portraiLS secured.

Several communications upon the geolo|ical and

palaeontological collections of M. Pjnart had been

already made by French savans.— Bull. Soc. Ueogr.

Paris. Dec. 1873. 561."

Ann. Record Science and Industry, 1874^5. 246. 1875.



PINAPIT IN

Tht 'Annual Rdoord of Siionce and Industry* for

inc

tions in Alaska:

"Tlic December Bulleti|^ of the Geo-'^rc-jhioal Society [246j

of Paris contains an aoooimt hy M, Alphoneo Pinart

of his explorations of Alaska, prosecuted in 1871,

with a map showii^ the region of his travel** These

embraced a considerable part of the island of Kodiek,

the southern portion of t;ie Aleutian lelanda, of

Unalashka, Unajnak» and Oomnak, as also Bristol Bay

and Norton Sound, and Ployer Bay* on the Siberian

Coast* A great amount of into res tin?^ information is

giyen in regard to the tribe« visited, and the geo-

graphical peculiarities of the country, the latter

including original determinations of the altitude
of aeveral mountains, the discovery of a bay on the
south side of Alaska (now called Pinart Bay), which
was previously unknown; statistics of the Eskimo and
Aleu% } ovulation, etc. Numerous c0i3.ec tions in
ethnology and seology were made ty ^. Pinart» and a
lax^e number of geographical views of soeneiy token,
and many portraits secured.

Several communications ui'on the eolo ical &
palaoontolo.^ical collections of II* Pinart had been
already made by French savans.— Bull* Soo* Geo^^r.
Paris, Deo* 1873, 561«*

Ann* Record Scienco mid In'Tu^txy, ir!74-5, 246» ir*75*



Sitnazuak.^ A village of the Kaviagmiut
Eskimo w. of C. Nome, Alaska; pop*20 in
1880.

5^"''S??;~-'5*'^??'> i" ^«P- Bur. of Ed., map.

Handbook Am. Indians
Pt. 2, p. »^'<f ^, 1910
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ESKIMO

POINT BABR07, ALASK/L

John Murdtoh * Bthnoloeioal' 8«8ulta of the Point

Barrow Ejjpd., 1881-1885 1 9th Ann .Bept . Bur

.

Eth. for 1887-88 1 pi>^ 8*^441. UIUb. 2 maps.

1892.

Pl#I-Map showing reeion known to Point Bar-
row Eskimo •.••• facing p*2.
(with location of tribes).

Pl.II-Map of hunting grounds of Point Bar-
row Eskimo facing p. 18.
(showing grounds for deer, seal^ walrus

^ and whale hunting)

•

List of works consulted on ethnography of
Eskimo of lfoit1r"Balfririrar6eion..pp. 20^26.



WALRUS

ESKIMO of POIBT BARR(M, ALASKA (Carrings Of walrus fig-

ures]

John Mxirdcch ; 9t^ Ann.Rept.Bur.F.th. for 1887-88

j

1892.

Ivory figures of walrus, Fig.403. . . . •P»*01«
*

Harpoon box in form of walrus, Fig.E51c..p.249

Drum handle with head of walrus, Flg.SSSojX

Grote»que soapstone "walrus man", Fig.590,



ESKIMOS

CULEERUKI SOUNr & DAVIS STRAIT:

L^oaa. The Central Eskimo.- 6th Ann.Hept.

Bur.Eth. for 1884-85: 399—675. illus. maps.

1888.

•Vlth Bibliography of atthorities quoted.

pp.410—412.



WPBct KUSKORIIM

Brief Tocalxilary, with names of some animals.

-J« S. Herron: Izplorati

2d Sees.

n Alagka^ 1899jtj60th Cong<

p. 72, Washin^on 1909

1^
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Walter McClintock, in his book entitled The Old
»

North Trail, tells the following story, which was related

to him by an Indian who had it from Mad Wolf, a Blackf oot.

An Indian woman who had gone to a stream for

water returned hurriedly, and told the Indians that she

had seen an enemy.

"Mad Wolf and the other chiefs hurriedly seized

their rifles and ran down to the etream just in time to

see a amall party of &ros Ventres emergir^ from the forest.

The Blackfeet opened fire and killed aH except their leader

He stood his ground until his ammunition gave out, when he
#

took refuge in the underbrush.

Our people clipped the branches off all around him

with their bullets, but could nob hit him. Finally they

made a charge, but the &ros Ventre chief fought savagely

with his knife, roaring all the time like a grizzly bear

at bay and calling to the Blackfeet 'Come. on, I am not

afraid. Itj name is A-koch-kit-OTe and my medicine is

powerful. When day broke, our/ people were uneasy, thinking

the Gros Ventre chief might have supernatural power. They

told him he was free to go, but they would soalp the

others. A-koch-kit-ope replied, 'Ho, they are my brothers

and I will not leave them. • Feelinf^; thirsty, he walked

to the river aM drank, daring any of the Blackfeet to



stRTid forth for a hand-to-hand conflict. Wnen our people

finally killed him, the3r discovered that the grizzly bear

was his medicine. He had a grizzly claw tied in his front

hair. The Blackfeet were so afraid that some -of his power

might escape, that they built a fire and burned A-koch-kit-

op0*s body. If a spark or coal fleir out, they carefully

thr9!7 it back into the fire, to prevent the possible

escape of any of his power. They scalped the other dead

(Jros Ventres and liad a scalp dance around the fire.

mOien the fire had burned out, the Blackfee.4.

hurriedly moved can^. But in spit© of their precautions,

A-koch-kit-ope transformed himself into an enormous

grizzly bear and followed them. He^came upon the Blackfeet

when they were pitching camp, killir^ sane, while the

rest escaped by flipht.

Tlie next spring when our people went up the canyon

to cut lodge poles, they cazirped again near the big fir

tree in the sairie park. Early in the night, while the

horses were still picketed close to the lodges, an enormous

grizzly bear came into camp. The horses were frightened

and stainpeded, just as ours have done. The dogs attacked

him, and he killed seme of them and put the others to

flight. The people were afraid to shoot, because they

recognized the bear as A-koch-kit-ope. He appeared beside
the fir tree, where the year before the Gros Ventre medicine



inan had huj^ his war bonnet. The [rrizzl-r boldlv went

tliron^;h cairp eating all the food he found ani tearing

to pieces hides and parfleches. Wlienever oiir people

camp near the fir tree in the canyon they see the medicine

grizzly, whom they have named A-koch-kit-ope. He comes

only at night and disappears before daybreak. The

Blackf eet know his medicine is strong and are afraid to

shoot lat :him, fhen we made peace with the &ros Ventres,*

we told them about this medicine grizzly and they said

that he was A-koch-kit-ope, their great medicine man.

They declared he could nat have been killed, if all of

his followers had not been slain first,"

Walter McClintock: The Old North Trail, 55-55,1910,
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MARRIAGE AND SEX CUSTOMS OF^THE
WESTERN ESKIMOS

By CLARK M. GARBER
FORMERLY PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES AT CAPITAL UNIVERSITY AND SUPERINTENDENT OF

ESKIMO AND INDIAN SCHOOLS IN ALASKA FOR THE UNITED STATES BUREAU OF EDUCATION

An intelligent discussion of the mar-

riage and sex customs and practises of a

primitive people presupposes the author

to have lived with them for a compara-

tively long period and to have made a

systematic and organized study of their

culture. One is not given the opportun-

ity to study the intimate life habits and
customs of a people by brief contacts

with them. A perspicuous knowledge of

the Eskimos' private life can be acquired

only by living intimately with them, and
particularly through the enjoyment of

their utmost confidence. The scientist or

student who would learn the things

which lie within the secret lives of the

Eskimos must be prepared to isolate

himself from the civilized world, and for

a period of time virtually become an

Eskimo in his life habits. A few scien-

tists and students—Nelson, Petrof, Rass-

mussen, Jenness, Stefansson, etc.—have

been willing to suffer such isolation and
hardships in order that they might con-

tribute accurate information to the

world's knowledge of Eskimo culture,

while others have been content with

cursory investigations. The cursory in-

vestigation can lead only to distorted

ideas, exaggerations and false informa-

tion. Unfortunately, much of this mis-

information finds its way into print for

the reading public to consume, and

thereby false conceptions concerning the

Eskimo people are broadcast.

The short-time investigator is unknow-
ingly apt to find the Eskimos prepared

to give him just the information he

wants. They readily sense what is desired

and often purposely deceive those who
would learn their secrets. Furthermore,

the Eskimo is prone to put only his good

side forward. In his legends of conflict

with the white man his side is always

superior in arms, skill, strategy and
shrewdness. His answers to interroga-

tors are made to fit as near as possible

to his interpretation of the white man's
ethics. But there can be no doubt that

a conscientious and intensive study of

the Eskimo in his living state will yield

a more lucid conception of his culture

than will be gained by a lifetime study

of museum specimens, especially when
such study is the result of a compara-

tively long and intimate life with them.

A picture of the Eskimos' past culture

may be drawn from archeological speci-

mens taken from reputed ancient village

sites, and may also be drawn from their

present culture and folk-tales handed
down through innumerable generations.

But if our store of knowledge of Eskimo
life, past and present, is to approach a

reasonable degree of accuracy it must be

built upon an exhaustive study of both

these sources of information.

The customs and traditions of a primi-

tive people vary according to locality,

clan, tribe, village or dialect, and thus

we find it among the western Eskimos.

This variation is not as distinct to-day

as it was prior to their contact with the

white man. Demarcation lines between

tribes or clans have melted away, be-

cause of the white man's efforts to

Americanize the Eskimos. It is there-

fore very difficult to determine where

the Innuits, Kuskokwagamutes, Nuni-

vagamutes, Malmutes or Unalits begin

or end, and unless the investigator is

familiar with Eskimo philology he may
215
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find himself at a loss to differentiate

them.

The Inception of Sex Knowledge
To the reader it may be an astounding

fact that the Eskimo children learn of

sex matters as soon as they are able to

form ideas. To them it is not a matter
of parental teaching in any form. It is

a matter of observation, because they
witness family functions being con-

ducted right before their eyes. There is

no effort on the part of the parents to

conceal such matters from the children.

The Eskimos' permanent home is an
underground structure called an Innie.^

The floor area of the actual living quar-
ters does not average more than two hun-
dred square feet. In this small room
may often be found living a father and
mother, three to six children, possibly

an older son or daughter who is married,
and likely the grandparents. Under
such crowded conditions in such a small
place the children, from the youngest
up, witness the performance of all fam-
ily functions. By their nature Eskimo
children are great imitators. They at-

tempt to mimic everything they see done.

Hence their early and natural attempt
at participation in sex relations, particu-

larly during their play at housekeeping.
I have witnessed Eskimo children at

play during which the mimicry of the

sex act of their parents was just as im-

portant a part as the sewing, tanning,

caring for the imaginary children, etc.

The dolls of the Eskimo children are in

most cases fashioned in the form of the

complete nude of either sex, i.e., they are

not asexual. At the age of ten to twelve
years the Eskimo boys and girls arrive

at puberty. No sooner is this in evi-

dence than the parents are anxious to

marry them off so that they may enjoy
further means of support during their

declining years. This is particularly

^ Innie : The permanent home of the western
Eskimos built under ground.

true of the girls, since they do not con-

tribute to the support of the family.

Among the Innuits it was not uncommon
to mark a girl by tattoo lines as an indi-

cation that she had attained the mar-
riageable age. In the region of the
Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers Delta the
girl's father would pass the news among
the young hunters that his daughter had
arrived at her first catamenia and could
therefore be married any time. In this

same section I found several instances
in which the girPs mother, by physical
manipulation, prepared her small daugh-
ter for the process of copulation in order
that complete satisfaction might be as-

sured the prospective husband, who was
a skilled young hunter having the marks
of an excellent provider. However, mat-
ing does not always take place immedi-
ately after puberty. It is often post-
poned until much later, and I have
known both girls and boys to be between
twenty-five and thirty years old before
they were permanently married.

In the translation and compiling of a
volume of folk-tales of the western
Eskimos^ I have found a large per cent,
of their stories and legends based upon
sex, mating, propagation and birth.

These stories are often told to children
as bedtime stories; hence they early in
life become sex-minded. For instance,
in their stories, '^The Daughter of a
Witch Doctor'' and ''How the Yutes
first came to Nuviakamute, " direct and
literal reference is made to cohabitation,
childbirth and sexual indulgences. In
their folk-tales they talk about sex ex-
ploits as familiarly as we tell our chil-

dren about Red Riding Hood.
Child betrothals among the western

Eskimos are not uncommon, although it

has never developed into a general prac-
tise or custom. Usually such betrothals
take place between parents who are par-
ticularly affluent, and wish their good

2
'

' Folk Tales of the Western Eskimos, ' ? by
Clark M. Garber. Not yet published.
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Section
FLOOR PLAN AND SECTION OF A BERING STRAIT TYPE INNIE

In another type of innie frequently constructed by the western Eskimos the door to
THE INNER CHAMBER CONSISTED IN AN OPENING IN THE CENTER OF THE FLOOR. THIS OPENING
WAS CONNECTED BY A DEEPER TUNNEL RUNNING DIRECTLY UNDER THE INNIE FROM THE HALLWAY.

fortune to continue with their children.

Or the parents of the betrothed children

may be especially good friends and de-

sire to honor each other through the
betrothal and subsequent marriage of

their children. In the case of a child

betrothal the actual marriage does not
take place until the girl and boy have
reached the age of puberty or later. In
the meantime they are not permitted
any sexual freedom between them, but
each may have such indulgences with
others. Nelson says,^ *'From the lower
Yukon to the Kuskokwim child betroth-

als are common and may occur in two
ways. In such cases the girl is fre-

quently not over four or five years old.

Sometimes such arrangements are made
by a couple to take effect when the first

girl is born. In these child marriages

, when the girl reaches puberty both she

and her husband are considered unclean,

3 Nelson, Eighteenth Annual Report, Bureau
of American Ethnology, pp. 291, 292.

and neither of them is permitted to take
part in any work for a month, at the
end of which period the young husband
takes presents to the kashim and dis-

tributes them. After this he enjoys the
rights of other heads of families."

Promiscuity

The freedom of sex relations among
the western Eskimos and particularly

among their unmarried youth can not,

by any reason or theory, be laid at the

door of licentiousness. Such freedom of

sex can be interpreted only as a biologi-

cal development which has for its pur-

pose the propagation and perpetuation
of the race. I regret to say that the

lewd side of Eskimo life developed as a

result of their contacts with the white

man. Murdock says of the Point Bar-
row Eskimos,* ** promiscuous sexual in-

tercourse between married and unmar-
^ Murdock, Annual Report, Bureau of Ameri-

can Ethnology, No. 9, p. 419.
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ried people, or even among children,

appears to be looked upon simply as a

matter for amusement/' With due

deference to Mr. Murdock's investiga-

tions, I fear that he was somewhat de-

ceived by appearances. The amusement

side of sexual freedom among the west-

ern Eskimos did not develop until they

learned from unscrupulous whites about

the sensuous pleasures they might derive

from the abuse of a natural process

which, up to that time, functioned in a

natural way. Of course we can not be-

lieve that the Eskimo, even in his most

primitive state, is ignorant of sex grati-

fication. That would be both unreason-

able and unnatural, but the conversion

of their natural sex relations to a state

of licentiousness was inaugurated by

foreign influence. We learn by life in

an Eskimo colony that the abuse of the

practise of sex freedom was frowned

upon. Farther on in his report, in his

criticism of Mr. Simpson's writing, Mr.

Murdock says,^
'

' since the immorality of

these people among themselves, as we

witnessed it, seems too purely animal

and natural to be of recent growth or

the result of foreign influence." The

proper interpretation of this statement

hinges on the word immorality in the

sense in which Mr. Murdock applies it

to the practise of sex freedom. After

many years of intimate life with the

western Eskimos it is impossible for me

to interpret their sexual freedom in any

sense of moral turpitude, because it is

purely biogolical. It is fairly certain

that they would not talk to their chil-

dren in unrestrained terms regarding

sex matters if they knew it to be con-

trary to custom and tradition. It is

around custom and tradition that their

sense of right and wrong is built. What
appeared to Mr. Murdock to be amuse-

ment in connection with their sexual

freedom was naught but their amuse-

ment at the white mean's inquisitiveness.

5 Murdock, Ninth Annual Report, Bureau of

American Ethnology, p. 420.

The birth of a child out of wedlock is

considered very improper, and usually

means a severe scolding from the par-

ents. But a girl w^ho has given birth

prenuptially is by no means disbarred

as a candidate for marriage. In fact,

her fecundity is thereby proven, and

since children represent the criterion of

a happy marriage she has no particular

difficulty in finding a husband. It is in

reality a greater crime for a girl to be

barren than to have children out of wed-

lock. A girl who is barren is wanted by

no man. She may become the second or

third wife of a man, but because of her

inability to bear children she will have

all the menial tasks about the household

to perform. In a later paragraph
—

*' In-

fluence of the Whites"—it will be found

that prenuptial childbirth is often

favored, especially when the father is a

white man.
Promiscuous sexual intercourse among

the youth of a primitive Eskimo village

seldom, if ever, becomes a licentious mat-

ter to the extent of producing prosti-

tutes. Prostitution found among the

Eskimo girls is not a natural result of

sex freedom. It is the result of the

white man's perfidy. In all their

legends, stories and folk-tales we find

not a single reference to any condition

or situation which might be interpreted

as prostitution. Widows are more apt

to become prostitutes than unmarried

women. A widow who has already borne

a family often becomes the common
property of the men of the colony. The

young men prefer her services to the

services of the young girls. This appar-

ent prostitution does not bar the widow

from subsequent marriage, and when

such marriage does occur she again be-

comes chaste. Any children she may
have borne during her widowhood as a

result of her prostitution are given away

to childless couples, who are highly

pleased to get them. In my inquiries

into such cases of prostitution I have

found that the widow does not so behave
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of her own choice. Custom and tradi-

tion wield a powerful influence in the

matter, so that she is more often forced

into prostitution against her desire than

by her desire.

Marriage Customs and Ceremonies

The primitive Eskimo has never devel-

oped a complex ceremony by which hus-

band and wife are bound in wedlock.

His mating is almost as simple as the

mating of wild animals. His marriage

is based on the economics of his exis-

tence. In the first place a wife who is a

good housekeeper, skilled in making of

fur garments and footwear, and efficient

in the butchering and preparation of

meats and skins, is most desirable. But
the predominant factor in Eskimo mat-

ing is the wife's ability and willingness

to bear children. Every young hunter

in contemplating marriage considers this

factor first. This is partly due to

nature's scheme for propagation and

perpetuation of the race, and partly due

to tradition and custom. The result is

a probationary marriage. The young
hunter looks upon all the likely girls in

the colony and observes them at their

daily tasks. When he has decided upon
the girl whom he believes will make him
a good wife he approaches her father or

guardian to arrange the matter. The
prospective father-in-law, who is usually

glad to be rid of his daughters, may
agree to the young man's proposal, but

exacts from him a promise to hunt and
fish and turn the proceeds over as his

consideration in the agreement. This,

however, does not consummate the mar-

riage relation. In the Yukon and Kus-

kokwim Delta region the young hunter

takes the girl to his camp and lives with

her in a state of trial marriage for a

year. If children are begotten, proving

the girl's fecundity, the marriage is

thereby consummated. But if the girl

fail to become pregnant with child she

is returned to her parents, and the

young hunter is free to select another.

In the Bering Strait region and on St.

Lawrence Island the period of proba-

tionary marriage may endure for three

years, during which time the girl re-

mains with her parents and the young
hunter must turn over his entire catch

to his prospective father-in-law. Co-

Photo hy A. B. Martin

A TYPICAL ESKIMO VSTOMAN

OF THE KUSKOKWIM KlVER DELTA REGION. THE

ORNAMENTS WORN ACROSS THE BREAST OF THE

PARKA ARE TWO BRASS ALARM CLOCK WHEELS,

AND BETWEEN THEM A RUSSIAN BELL. APPROXI-

MATE AGE 22 YEARS.

habitation of the young hunter and his

trial wife is permitted during this

period, and if the relation does not prove

satisfactory it may, without ceremony,

be broken by either party. In such cases

the trial husband is the loser, because he

will have hunted and fished for the girl 's
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of lier own clioice. Custom and tradi-

tion wield a powerful influence in the

matter, so that she is more often forced

into i)r()stitution aj^ainst her desire than
by lier desire.

i\rAHHiA(}E Customs and Ceremonies

The ])rimitive Eskimo has never devel-

oped a complex ceremony by which hus-

band and wife are bound in wedlock.

His mating is almost as simple as the

matinji: of wild animals. His marria^^e

is based on the economics of his exis-

tence. In the first place a wife who is a

good housekeeper, skilled in making of

fur garments and footwear, and efficient

in the butchering and preparation of

meats and skins, is most desirable. But
the predominant factor in Eskimo mat-
ing is the wife's ability and willingness

to bear children. Every young hunter
in contemplating marriage considers this

factor first. This is partly due to

nature's scheme for propagation and
perpetuation of the race, and partly due
to tradition and custom. The result is

a probationary marriage. The young
hunter looks upon all the likely girls in

the colony and observes them at their

daily tasks. When he has decided upon
the girl whom he believes will make him
a good wife he approaches her father or

guardian to arrange the matter. The
prospective father-in-law, who is usually
glad to be rid of his daughters, may
agree to the young man's proposal, but
exacts from him a promise to hunt and
fish and turn the proceeds over as his

consideration in the agreement. This,

however, does not consummate the mar-
riage relation. In the Yukon and Kus-
kokwim Delta region the young hunter
takes the girl to his camp and lives with
her in a state of trial marriage for a
year. If children are begotten, proving
the girl's fecundity, the marriage is

thereby consummated. But if the girl

fail to become pregnant with child she

is returned to her parents, and the

young hunter is free to select another.

In the Bering Strait region and on St.

Lawrence Island the period of proba-
tionary marriage may endure for three

years, during .which time the girl re-

mains with her parents and the vounir

hunter must turn over his entire catch
to his prospective father-in-law. Co-

Photo by A. B. Martin

A TYPICAL ESKIMO WOMAN
OF THE KUSKOKWIM RiVER DELTA REGION. ThE
ORNAMENTS WORN ACROSS THE BREAST OF THE
PARKA ARE TWO BRASS ALARM CLOCK WHEELS,
AND BETWEEN THEM A RUSSIAN BELL. APPROXI-

MATE AGE 22 YEARS.

habitation of the young hunter and his

trial wife is permitted during this

period, and if the relation does not prove
satisfactory it may, without ceremony,
be broken by either party. In such cases

the trial husband is the loser, because he
will have hunted and fished for the girl's
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parents and receives no return for his

efforts. The probationary marriage and

the return of the trial bride to her par-

ents in no way affects her chances for a

successful marriage, for she may soon be

chosen by another hunter, and this time

prove her desirability by bearing chil-

dren.

In the region of Bering Strait and the

Arctic Coast the girl's consent is neces-

sary before a trial marriage may be

arranged. The young hunter in all cases

must have merited the title of hunter by

delivering his first kill of each kind of

animal to the oldest man or chief of the

village, who divides it into as many parts

as there are innies in the village. Each

home group receives a portion while the

young hunter receives some undesirable

part of the animal or none at all. Once

he has qualified in this manner, he is

accepted by the hunters of the village as

one of them, and is then in a position to

marry. When arrangements for the

trial marriage have been concluded with

the prospective father-in-law the young

hunter retires to the cosgy,^ where he

awaits acceptance or rejection by the

girl he has chosen. If within due time

she brings into the cosgy and sets before

him a platter of choicest foods she

thereby indicates her acceptance. Grasp-

ing the wrist of the young man she

guides his hand to and from the platter

while he eats with as much gusto as will

indicate the degree of his pleasure.

Thereafter the young hunter takes his

trial wife to his isolated hunting camp

or, as frequently happens, he goes to

live with the girl in her parents' innie.

If within the period of probationary

marriage a child should be born to them

the marriage is thereby consummated.

If no children are born to them the hus-

band is free to return the girl to her

parents and select another. The length

6 Cosgy—The village meeting place built on

the order of a very large innie.

of the probationary period is controlled

by the shortage or plentifulness of girls

in the colony. If a shortage of females

prevails a father may exact a greater

price for his daughter, and if there are

plenty of females there is less competi-

tion, which results in a much shorter

trial marriage, and less service on the

part of the young husband.

Courtship

It will be seen in the foregoing para-

graphs that courtship and love-making

take place during the probationary mar-

riage period. The western Eskimo,

although capable of affection, is unde-

monstrative. There can be no doubt that

a successful marriage promulgates a

sense of love and affection between

mates, but there is no marked develop-

ment of this relation prior to marriage.

Mr. Hall bears out this statement in his

assertion,^ '*Love—if it comes at all

—

comes after the marriage." The folk-

tales of the western Eskimos bring to

light very little regarding love matches,

but do deal very frequently with mar-

riage arrangements, freak marriages and

pertinent ceremonies. In the case of the

Eskimos of the Bering Strait region it is

apparent that a sort of courtship exists

when the chosen girl carries food to and

feeds her promised husband in the cosgy.

This is usually accompanied by a consid-

erable demonstration on the part of the

male, just as a peacock struts before his

mate. Undoubtedly it is accompanied

by, or more likely caused by, an im-

pelling sex impulse which might be

termed courtship. Throughout their

legends and stories there comes to light

the functioning of the instinct to show

off before the opposite sex, and the same

instinct functions in their lives to-day.

This does not lead to open courtship or

love-making, but it does have a definite

bearing on the matter of the young
7 Hall, ' * Arctic Researches, '

' p. 568.
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hunter's winning the girl he wants. If

two men should select the same girl at

the same time there must follow a series

of contests in which the winner takes

the girl and the vanquished seeks an-

other. Furthermore, courtship of a girl

almost always includes the courtship of

her parents' favor. To accomplish this,

the young hunter endeavors to perform

some outstanding act of valor, some sin-

gular success in hunting or some difficult

feat of endurance. In their legend®

'*How Quakseetko Won a Wife,'' from

the Bering Strait Eskimos, we discover

a vivid portrayal of the type of court-

ship, w^hich was no doubt the usual pro-

cedure. Among the Eskimo girls and

boys of lesser prominence the process

followed the same general form, but was

much less romantic.

Influence of the Whites

In those parts of Alaska where the

whites have contacted the Eskimos for

a comparatively long period the blood of

the Eskimos has been so thoroughly

mixed with the blood of the white race

that one would have great difficulty in

identifying a full-blood Eskimo. By

reason of their practise of sexual free-

dom the Eskimo girls are exceptionally

gullible to the advances of unscrupulous

white men. Furthermore, they have

quickly recognized the marked improve-

ment in the mental and physical charac-

teristics of their offspring when they

cross their own blood with that of the

white man. Except in the primitive

Eskimo villages this mixing of bloods has

taken place to such an extent that the

Eskimo girls now consider it an honor

and something very desirable to bear a

child by a white man, and it matters

not whether in wedlock or out. I have

in mind three specific cases in which the

desire to bear children by white men

8 < < Folk Tales of the Western Eskimos, ^ ^ by

Clark M. Garber.

became so impelling that the Eskimo

girls deliberately requested cohabita-

tion. In one of these cases the refusal

A YOUNG ESKIMO WOMAN
OF THE Bering Strait region. The Bering

Strait Eskimos are both physically and

MENTALLY THE HIGHEST TYPE OF THE WESTERN

Eskimos. When Ooganeesee takes a hus-

band she will be wed in the white man's

conventional way, not in the traditional

WAY of her people.

of the white man highly incensed the

girl and her parents as well. This atti-

tude is not so prevalent among the mar-

^M U MrfU

.(If

^tf i«p » K < I m m->
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lumter's winninjx the irirl he wants. If

two men shoukl select the same ^irl at

the same time there must folh)w a series

of contests in which the winner takes

the j?irl and the vanqnished seeks an-

otlier. Furthermore, courtship of a ^\v\

almost always includes the courtship of

her parents' favor. To accomplish this,

the youn<r hunter endeavors to perform

some outstanding' act of valor, some sin-

gular success in huntinji: or some difficult

feat of endurance. In their lej?end^

'^How Quakseetko Won a Wife," from

the Berino" Strait Eskimos, we discover

a vivid portrayal of the type of court-

ship, which was no doubt the usual pro-

cedure. Among the Eskimo girls and

boys of lesser prominence the process

followed the same general form, but was

nuich less romantic.

Influence of the Whites

In those parts of Alaska where the

whites have contacted the Eskimos for

a comparatively long period the blood of

the Eskimos has been so thoroughly

mixed with the blood of the white race

that one would have great difficulty in

identifving a full-blood Eskimo. By

reason of their practise of sexual free-

dom the Eskimo girls are exceptionally

ouUible to the advances of unscrupulous

white men. Furthermore, they have

quickly recognized the marked improve-

ment in the mental and physical charac-

teristics of their oifspring when they

cross their own blood with that of the

white man. Except in the primitive

Eskimo villages this mixing of bloods has

taken place to such an extent that the

Eskimo girls now consider it an honor

and something very desirable to bear a

child by a white man, and it matters

not whether in wedlock or out. I have

in mind three specific cases in which the

desire to bear children by white men

8 <
' Folk Tales of the Western Eskimos, '

'
by

Clark M. Garber.

became so impelling that the Eskimo

girls deliberately requested cohabita-

tion. In one of these cases the refusal

A YOUNG ESKIMO WOMAN
OF THE Bering Strait region. The Bering

Strait Eskimos are both physically and

MENTALLY THE HIGHEST TYPE OF THE WESTERN

Eskimos. When Ooganeesee takes a hus-

band SHE WILL BE WED IN THE WHITE MAN 'S

CONVENTIONAL WAY, NOT IN THE TRADITIONAL

AVAY OF HER PEOPLE.

of the white man hi»>'hly incensed the

<^irl and her parents as well. This atti-

tude is not so prevalent among- the mar-

Retake Preceding Frame
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h

ried women, yet their chastity may, in

many eases, be purchased for a few

trinkets. However, in my examination

into the effects of deceased Eskimo

women, I have found numerous trinkets,

such as buttons from sailors' uniforms,

beads, brightly colored glass trinkets,

etc., which indicate a rather frequent

adulterous cohabitation with white men.

I have also been informed by many of

the old men that the white sailors often

took their wives from them by force and

by first getting the men insensibly

drunk. Although the crossing of bloods

usually takes place between white men

and Eskimo women, I know a number of

cases in which white women have

crossed their blood with the blood of

Eskimo men.

Polygamy, Monogamy and Polyandry

Polygamous marriages are by no

means uncommon among the western

Eskimos, but as a general rule the

Eskimo is monogamous. There are many

cases in which a chief or medicine man

becomes affluent to such a degree that to

maintain his prestige and large house-

hold he must have a second or third

wife. If a man's wife should prove in-

capable of bearing children, or if she

should bear only female children, it is

his privilege to take a second wife for

child-bearing purposes, while the more

menial tasks are relegated to the first

wife. The practise of infanticide, with

special reference to female children,

regulates the number of women in the

colony, and the practise of infanticide

in turn is regulated by economic condi-

tions, such as famine and starvation.

During the lifetime of an Eskimo

mother it is not uncommon for her to

bear as many as ten or twelve children,

of which number a possible four or five

may reach maturity. In some of the

remote colonies where primitive life still

prevails, the infant mortality rate often

reaches 75 per cent. Murdock found,^

*'As is the case with Eskimos, most of

the men content themselves with one

wife, though a few of the wealthy men

have two each. I do not recollect over

half a dozen men in the two villages

who had more than one wife each."

Throughout their legends and stories the

western Eskimos make many references

to the polygamous marriage. To them a

man who could afford two wives was

indeed a great man, and the man who

had three wives was looked upon in a

worshipful attitude, not because of the

three wives, but because he must be the

acme of power and wisdom.

In this connection allow me to cite a

case of a most unusual nature, one which

lies within the author's experience.

Upon arriving at a primitive coastal vil-

lage I was met by an Eskimo man who

was apparently about fifty years of age.

This man seemed very anxious to have

private conversation with me, so as soon

as my dog team was properly cared for

he was given the opportunity to make

his wants known. Being their atanak

(big chief) they depended upon me for

advice in all matters, even in their

domestic affairs. This man wished ad-

vice upon the following proposition. It

appears that he had married a girl who

was about sixteen, whereas he was be-

tween forty-five and fifty. She bore one

child for him, after which he apparently

became sterile. His inability to produce

more children weighed heavily upon

him, because to die without leaving

plenty of children would be a very bad

thing. He therefore wished my ap-

proval on a plan which he had evolved

to alleviate his childless situation. He

proposed to induce a healthy young man

of the village to live for a time at his

home and to cohabit with his wife until

she should be with child. Because I

©Murdock, Ninth Annual Report, Bureau of

American Ethnology, p. 411.
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realized what such an arrangement
would mean in the way of domestic hap-

piness I gave my approval. On two
separate occasions did this take place,

resulting in the birth of two fine boys

to the young wife. Thereafter the

young man accepted his fee from the

proud husband, and before long had a

wife and family of his own. The tradi-

tion that a man must not die childless

is, without a doubt, largely responsible

for the existence of the Eskimo race

to-day. This same sort of problem had
been solved by many others in the same
manner, so I was informed by the man
whom I had favored. Here again we
find concrete support for the statement
that all the Eskimos' traditions and cus-

toms w^hich have to do with sex, mar-
riage and childbirth function toward
one purpose—the propagation and per-

petuation of the race. In this case we
have seen a domestic difficulty solved in

a primitive, but most logical and eco-

nomical w^ay.

Polyandry is much less common
among the western Eskimos than po-

lygamy. I have known several cases of

polyandry, but always the people were
• beyond the age of reproduction. This
is accounted for by the fact that there

is more often a shortage of females than
of males. Some authors believe that

Eskimo women live much longer than
men, basing their belief on the fact that

men are exposed to greater hardships
and stronger devitalizing factors during
their lifetime. On the other hand, we
must take into account the fact that an
equally large number of Eskimo women
die early in life as a result of childbirth,

post-partum hemorrhage and infection.

Furthermore, Eskimo women show the

symptoms of old age much earlier in

life than the men, because they have suf-

fered the ravages of many childbirths

and the devitalizing effect of suckling

their children until they are four and

five years old. As far as the practise

of polyandry is concerned, I am confi-

dent that such cases are exceptions

rather than customary. If two men
marry and live with one woman the

cause is an economic one. Every Eskimo
man must have a woman to sew his gar-

ments and make his muklucks. If there

is a shortage of women, then one woman
must serve two men in that capacity.

Divorce

As a rule marriage, when once con-

summated by childbirth, is a permanent
relation. However, marriage ties are

just as easily broken as they are made.
No special ceremony is required in case

a divorce is necessary or desired. If a

man find his wife to be a nag and scold

he needs but expel her from his innie

and send her back to her parents. I

have observed that most cases of divorce

and separation occur between older men
and women, i.e.y widowers who have mar-
ried widows. A man who marries a

woman who bears children for him will

endure much nagging and scolding be-

fore he will expel the mother of his chil-

dren from his innie. Also the mother of

a family will stand much abuse before

she will leave her husband and children.

In their children thev have a common
interest, which results in greater toler-

ance and in most cases develops into a

real affection between man and wife,

and in both of them for their children.

Space does not permit a disclosure of

the innumerable ramifications of the

Eskimos' domestic relations. It will

suffice to say that children, especially

boys, represent the criterion of a happy
home. The absence of children breeds

discontent and ultimately divorce, or

the marriage of a second wife for child-

bearing purposes. Regarding divorce,

Murdock says,^^ ^*Easy and uncere-

10 Murdock, Ninth Annual Report, American
Bureau of Ethnology, p. 412.
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TYPE OF DWELLING OCCUPIED BY THE ESKIMOS
or THE Yukon and Kuskokwim Delta. A skeleton framework of driftwood, covered

WITH BLOCKS OF TUNDRA SOD. THE SOD WALLS OF THE ENTRANCE WAY HAVE FALLEN DOWN, AND

MUST BE REBUILT WHEN THE HOME IS AGAIN PREPARED FOR WINTER. In THIS 9^ X 12' DWELLING

LIVES A FATHER, MOTHER AND FOUR CHILDREN. WhEN THE SPRING THAWS ARRIVE THE SOD ROOF

and walls drip water inside so that the home becomes a veritable mud-hole of filth.

This type of innie is much inferior to those built by the Innuits of the Arctic

YUTE MAN AND WIFE FROM THE KUSKOKWIM RIVER
The sparse beard and pronounced mustache of the Kuskokwim River Eskimo are his

MOST distinguishing CHARACTERISTICS. THEIR COMPLEXION IS SOMEWHAT LIGHTER THAN THOSE

OF THE Arctic, and their stature a little shorter. Approximate ages 50 years each.
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TYPE OF DWKLLTXG OCCUPIED BY THE ESKIMOS
OF Til?: Yukon and Kuskokwim I)p:lta. A skeleton p^ramewokk of driftwood, covered

WITH BLOCKS OF TUNDRA SOD. ThE SOD WALLS OF THE ENTRANCE WAY HAVE FALLEN DOWN, AND

MUST BE REBUILT WHEN THE HOME IS AGAIN PREPARED FOR WINTER. IN THIS 9' X 12-' DWELLING

lives a father, mother and four children. wllen the spring thaws arrive the sod roof

and walls drip water inside so that the home becomes a veritable mud-hole of filth.

This type of innie is much inferior to those built by the Innuits of the Arctic.

YUTE MAN AND WIFE FROM THE KU8K0KWIM RIVER
The sparse beard and pronounc^ed mustache of the Kuskokwim River Eskimo are his

MOST distinguishing CHARACTERISTICS. THEIR COMPLEXION IS SOMEWHAT LIGHTER THAN THOSE

OF THE Arctic, and their stature a little shorter. Approximate ages 50 years each.

Refake Preceding Frame
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monious divorce appears to be the usual
custom among the Eskimo generally, and
the divorced parties are always free to

marry again." The folk tales of the

western Eskimos are veritably full of

references to divorce, separation, mar-
riage, sex and childbirth. To them such
things were no more improper than the

simple process of wicking the seal-oil

lamp. They were common, everyday
occurrences in their lives, and they
looked upon them in no other sense.

Joking and badinage about sex and
domestic life had no more significance

than joking about the failure of a
hunter.

Inbreeding

Until the ingression of the white man
the Eskimo did not realize the benefit

of blood-crossing. It was, and is to-day
in the primitive villages, traditional that

marriages should be confined to the im-

mediate locality. In their folk-tales they
frequently refer to the mating of young
men and women with strange people in

faraway places. The characteristic leg-

endary outcome of such marriages is

unhappiness and often tragedy. In view
of the fact that their traditions and folk-

tales go hand in hand it is not difficult

to deduce that marriages with strangers

from other and distant villages were
frowned upon. In an effort to determine
the extent of inbreeding the writer at-

tempted to trace the genealogical connec-

tions of a prominent Eskimo family on
the Kuskokwim River. The result

showed that every other Eskimo family

in the colony and vicinity was closely

related to this family. It is common for

cousin to marry cousin. I have known
cases where uncles married nieces, and
aunts married nephews. And it is not

extremely rare that brother married sis-

ter. In four cases of which I have rec-

ord a father married his daughter.

Such close intermarriages are frequently

mentioned in their legends and stories,

but always with a large degree of dis-

taste and condemnation. No penalty is

attached to the marriage of a father with
his daughter, etc., but it is strongly dis-

approved and unfavored by the people.

Celibacy

Celibacy, as a virtue, has never been
adopted by the Eskimo people. Unless
there is a marked shortage of women in

the Eskimo colony not even the poorest

man need be without a wife. Such
shortages of females have occurred in

times past and once during the author's

life among the western Eskimos. The
chief cause is the destruction of female
babies as an economic measure during
times of famine and starvation, so that

not enough of them reach maturity. To
overcome this difficulty a polyandrous
arrangement was developed by which
one woman would serve two men. In
the 120 Eskimo colonies visited by the

author not a single instance of celibacy

was discovered. It may therefore be

safely concluded that celibacy was
unknown among the western Eskimos.

Exchanging and Loaning Wives

The exchange and loaning of their

wives is a custom which is practised not
only by the western Eskimos, but it is

found among many of the earth's primi-

tive peoples. It may take place as an
amusement, as a matter of deference and
hospitality shown to distinguished visi-

tors, or the reason may be a practical

one. Among the western Eskimos all

three of these factors are responsible for

the practise. In the region of the Yukon
and Kuskokwim Delta the author fre-

quently found himself honored by a vil-

lage chief offering his wife as a bed-

fellow during the duration of the visit.

This was his customary way of showing
his respect and hospitality to visitors

prominent among his people. Refusal

of this offer is a base insult, which can
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be assuaged only by presenting the host
with a very fine gift. Murdoek^^ speaks
in the following manner concerning this
practise among the Point Barrow Eski-
mos, ''A curious custom, not peculiar to
these people, is the habit of exchanging
wives temporarily. For instance, one
man of our acquaintance planned to go
to the rivers deer-hunting in the sum-
mer of 1882, and borrowed his cousin's
wife for the expedition, as she was a
good shot and a good hand at deer-hunt-
ing, while his own wife went with his
cousin on a trading expedition to the
eastward. On their return the wives
went back to their respective husbands.
The couples sometimes find themselves
better pleased with their new mates than
with the former association, in which
case the exchange is made permanent.''
Among the Eskimos of Bering Strait,

when the chief of one village visited the
chief of another village, his host always
loaned him a wife for the duration of
his visit. If more than one person came
to visit at the same time a consort was
provided for each of them. This custom
is often mentioned in their folk-tales.
For instance, in the Legend of the
Magic Pooksak we find a direct reference
to this custom.i2 <<fpj^^

^j^^.^^ ^j^^^ ^^
the famous chief Pumimyouk had been
given to the visitors to be their partners
or mistresses during their visit at En-
gyukarik. When the feast was over the
three women departed each taking the
man she had fed.

'

'

Jealousy

Jealousy among the western Eskimos,
as among all people, is based upon the
desire for exclusive possession of the
mate. Westermarck^^ says, *'Among the

11 Murdock, Ninth Annual Keport, Bureau of
American Ethnology, p. 413.

12 ''Folk Tales of the Western Eskimos''
Clark M. Garber.

13 Westermarck, ''The History of Human
Marriage,'' Vol. I, p. 307.

Eskimos the jealousy of the men seems
to be feebler than among most other
natives of America; but it is not ab-
sent." I have found during my life
with the primitive and semi-civilized
western Eskimos that the jealousy of
the men and also the women is rather
pronounced. After a wife is taken and
children are being produced, the hus-
band jealously guards the chastity of his
mate. Jealousy in the Eskimo husband
begins as soon as he has taken a wife in
probationary marriage, and when proof
of his wife 's fecundity has been attained
he demonstrates a deep concern for her
chastity. While the young men and
women of the village exercise sexual
freedom prior to marriage there is little

evidence of jealousy among them other
than that of a petty nature. In a num-
ber of cases which I have observed the
best girls of the village who would make
the most likely wives were freely satisfy-
ing the sensuous desires of the young
men, yet there was no evidence of jeal-
ousy among them. But as soon as one
of these girls was taken to wife her hus-
band constantly guarded her against the
approaches of any of her former para-
mours. Even in polygamous marriages
the same concern is shown regarding the
chastity of all wives. This accounts in a
great measure for the custom of the
young husband leaving his wife with
her parents or taking her with him to
an isolated camp. Eskimo wives are
equally jealous of their husbands, espe-
cially if the husband is a famous hunter
and good provider.

Let me here cite an instance which
will illustrate clearly the Eskimo hus-
band's jealousy. In a village on Bering
Strait there lived a man who was the
husband of a fine type of Eskimo woman
and the father of six equally fine chil-
dren. There also lived in this village a
man who, because of his previous rela-
tions with white people, had acquired a
considerable degree of sexual licentious-
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ness. By reason of his superior intelli-

gence most of the men feared him and
would tolerate his tampering with their

women, regardless of their jealous hate
of him. One day upon returning from
his trap lines, the father of this fine

family learned that this sexual pervert
had cohabited with his wife. The viola-

tion of his wife right before his own
family so stimulated and wrought upon
his animal instinct of mate protection
that he came to me in a great frenzy of
jealous hate and demanded that I give
him permission to eliminate the offender.

Upon my refusal, the wronged husband
informed me that if this man visited his

wife again he would kill him, whether I

gave my consent or not. Murders have
been committed and feuds thereby
started as a result of jealous rage on the
part of Eskimo husbands whose wives
have been incontinent.

In concluding this discussion the
author wishes to stress the point that the

acquisition of accurate ethnological data
concerning the western Eskimo depends
on the actual observation of the manifes-
tations of their life process. In our day
it is rarely possible to find a native
people whose life is untouched by Euro-
pean influences. To acquire ethnological
information of value concerning such
natives the ethnologist must have the
ability to differentiate between the mate-
rial resulting from European influence
and the purely native culture. He must
be prepared to go and live for a time
among the natives whom he would study.
He must go among those natives where
the European influence has not been felt,

or where it has been felt the least. And
it is no less important that he go with a
clear understanding that to emphasize
race difference will cause the natives to
despise him. Only by adapting himself
to the simple life of the native people,
by gaining their utmost confidence, will
he be successful.



In re Two skulls received from H. 0* Bergli, Quatslno,

British Columbia*

These are undouhtedly Indian skulls. One

of them is that of a child, and the other one,

seemingly, that of a male. The skulls are not at

all deformed, i/iSiich is not in conformity with ^at

is usually found ariytahere in northern portion of

Vancouver Island. There is no mark of antiquity.

All of the trihes are stopping deforming the heads,

and it is quite likely that the skull represents

of the younger generation. Among the trihes

slavery existed to a large extent. The fact that a

-xaan has not a deformed head causes him to be cetlled
i

a slave. It was only the royalty that had the de-

formed head.
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Science News—Deo. 1929
2. SOUTHWARD MIGRATIONS OF THE

NORTHWEST COAST TRIBES
C.-Mabius Babbeau

With reference particularly to the Tsimshian, the Tlingit,
the Haida and the interior Athapaskans. The Gitksan tribe is

made up almost entirely of northern Nass, Tsimshian and
Tsetsaut elements (Sekanais and Tahltan). The Tsimshian and
Nass are descended largely from ancestors that until recently
were Tlingit, Tahltan or Haida. The family migrations every-
where in that country point southward and towards the coast.
Their causes and origins. The two instances of the Wolf and
the Eagle phratries as illustrations.

"f^<^J,/t4:1 ' i<f

TuTcon, Northwest Territories, British Columhia
^syxli^^^l

S™ "pSL *»tol ..a m<«le of lit. of the Hjia.. n,o,o oonpl.M, for ho™ tho

"'S '.°a'ik':t^oo^JS'i."»srviS 'iXtr;., .bo ,o..„. ..» ..««

The map which accompanies the volume ^a^ noinrng i,

^^^ ^ book that in

drawn, badly reproduced, and so f""
°*Xaetive form A. H. Brooks.

other respects has been printed^nveg_a;ttraetive_rorm^
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Twro Remarkable Photographs

{From *'American Lumberman,j)^

G. G. Johnson, general manager of
the Capilano Timber Co., of North
Vancouver, who is an amateur photog-
rapher of ability, while looking at a
stand of timber well up on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, discovered
these evidences of early native art,

and made the photographs herewith
shown. These two figures were posts
standing on either side of the entrance
to the home of a former Indian chief-

tain on Kynoquot Inlet, Vancouver
Island. The other parts of the home
disappeared many generations ago.

The home was originally built of poles

covered with cedar bark. From talk-

ing with the present chief who lives

in a modern cottage adjoining the site

of the old chief's home, Mr. Johnson
judged from the number of genera-
tions that the Indians speak of, that

these posts must be about four hun-
dred years old. They are carved from
western red cedar trees, the giant

arbor vitae—tree of life,—with which
this part of the country is so gener-

ously supplied. It is truly remarkable
that wdiere all the conditions for wood
decay are so prevalent that these

figures have remained in such wonder-
ful condition, as will be noted from
llie sliarp outline around the eyes and
other facial features, giving the ex-

pression to the face.
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Qeorge W. Lorimer kad BeenQMiof the Qame for Fourteen Years, But He Won the, Q. A. H.

D still they come bac
:he old timers are npe^

discarX by any means^^'^foi^h is

suppose^to have tbitigs all itsXown
way in s^ort b^ now and theV it

receives a\Qk^ that is not in the
reckoning a;r&l.

Consid^ tRfe case of the GraiVd
Americ^ Trapshooting Handica,
There were 846 entrants in this bi,

annual event. Gradually the race o.

elimination narroweyj down to three
contestants. These fhree were tied
for first place, each witiV a score of 98.
The mill was a long artd hard one.
To the man best able t\ stand up
under the continued straimwould go
the trophy. \

This man turned out to bAGeorge
W. Lorimer of Troy, Ohio. ®ne in-
teresting thing about Lorirf^r is

that he was once mayor of lAqua,
Ohio. But a fact that strikes Jte of
more vital interest is that his vict\ry
represented a rather unusual
stance of come-back ability.

It happens that from 1898 to 1905^
Lorimer was one of the best shots in
the country. After that he droppedW of the ranks almost entirely.
ife did little shooting of any kind.
InVime his health began to break
dow\ as a result of overwork. Last
JuneV was in quite bad condition
and hisNdoctor told him that he would
have toVet out and take up som
outdoor \ort. Lorimer took ^p
trapshootink once more. /

In due coiftse of events he de^^ded
to enter the G^nd American Handi-
cap, a few wea^s off. Eve/y day
found him out practicing Jver the
traps. During th^fce days i6f steady
practice before theVyent/he bought
thirty-four differentXtra^guns, one
after another in hope Yt finding the
one that fitted exactly Arht. And by
one of the strange turtis 3f fate which
so often happen, the/gun Vith which
he won the event wfts the tiairty-fifth
and what is mpre>he boughlt this on
the grounds on i4ie openinAday of
the tournament

1 am told/ that when Ldtimer
arrived at me tournament he \was
thirty pourtds heavier than he Kad

George W. L^imer, Fourteen years
linesXhe came back a winner

the side-

is usually assigned a 16 yarll position
by the handiVp committee but
Lorimer's skill otf years
remembered and Hfe was pL
more diflScult distance of 1

A new generatiomof tr
another trapshootinA au
sprung up since LoriVer
he was practically un^n
when the exciting moT
triple tie came with Lori

fore was
ed at the
yards,

shooters,

ence had
day and
n. But

nt of the
r shooting

he wa^n fit physical condition. Bu\ people sat up and bef^ ask^^^^ofyirse he had been out of theXquestions about this dar^rse ^
ganrfe so long that to all intents he \Then came the final
fv^s a newcomer. It did not seem TKe Pennsylvania ma
^ssible that he would be a real con- out of 20 targets T
ender. A newcomer with ho record man broke 17 out of20
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hoW down.
bVoke 16

e Alabama
nd Lorimer

ende
out of th

sijs^ ŝe by smashing 19
ossiBhs^twenty.

Family Trees of the Aleuts
Photographs by Fdith 8. Watson

THE totem pole of the Indians of
the Northwest Coast is a com-

bination of a family tree and an
heraldic crest. The following photo-
graphs taken by Miss Watson illus-

trate the variety and at the same time
the similarity of these devices. These
particular photographs were taken
in the Aleut Bay region, but they
apply to practically all the totem
pole users.

These Indians trace descent on the
mother's side and the place of honor
at the top of the full sized pole was
always given to the feminine side
of the house. Thus a pole may show
the Sun, the Guardian Spirit of
Warriors, at the top. This shows
that the warlike ancestry lies on the
distaflF side. Another much prized
totem is the Copper somewhat re-

senibling the keystone of an arch.
This is a symbol of the great chiefs
and its position on the pole indicates
which side of the family carries the
line. All natural phenomena and
mountains belong to the Sun family
and were their special familiars.
The great hunters claimed the

figure of a bear as their special
symbol. The legend runs that once
upon a time a lost hunter was cared
for by a bear for many years and
when he returned to the tribe he
surpassed all others in strength,
hunting craft, and ferocity. To be a
meniber of the bear clan is to be
particularly honored and if the bear
clasps the precious copper in his
arms then you have a pride that
makes the highest pedigree of Anglo-
Saxon boast seem new and cheap.
Of course, special occupations have

their special totems, such as whale,
duck, fish, for fishermen.
The totem has a deeper significance

than mere descent or rank. Through
It the Indian becomes possessed of
the familiar spirit of the thing
represented, the bear, the whale, the
sun. The highest of all, lifted above
material things, is the Thunder Bird.
This is the Great Voice, the spirit

that moves upon and through all

things, the emblem of the eternal
mystery, of life, of death, of the
hidden things that may not be made
clear.

ii



Kirk B> Alexander

which Mr. MacManus says one
cannot.

It has kept more than his body
^oung. It has kept his Inind, his fine

spirit young. It has kVpt youthful

and vigorous his imagn^ation, his

consuming interest in men and things.

His to-day is the constructive energy

of youth directed by the wisdom of

experience.

It may be true as Mr. MacManus
says: **My own son laughs at me

rSiJ \<ii \Q^ r(ij ^

Kirk B. Alexander
By Theodore F. MacMani

when I tackle tennis, pool, or hil

liards.

But I would like to see anybody's
son, unless it be Madame Demng^y's
last three rounds with that b,we of a
Trainer—Honestly, it's dper^dful.

/

The Trainer's Slave Exposes the Vagaries of the Variegotied Sportsman

/
YOU all remember, of course, the

lugubrious Mr. Venus, in Our
Mutual Friend, and his cheery col-

lection of bones, birds, and dead
babies in bottles. Bones that were
not of the animal family, you will

recall, he was wont to label sen-
tentiously:

—"Human Warious."

That's my saga of Kirk Alexander.
He's one of the humanest, and one of
the variousest fellers I've ever met
up with.

To concentrate on him, as a sports-
man, cruelly cramps, cabins, and
confines my enthusiastic oversharp

—

nevertheless, the editorial will, shall
be done. The task is eased by the
fact that Kirk has never done badly
a single sporting thing he has under-
taken—with the possible exception
of golf, in which he says he plays a
continuous and hopeful game.
At Michigan he was really and

^
truly top-hole in football, baseball

^

and tennis, with a better than fjtir

quality of wrestling and boxing''^on
the side. y
At racquets he is a whole lo^ better

than either his prudence o/ wisdom
would permit him to saj/ He is a

bona fide fisherman—p6t the sort
who fishes well, and^Avrites poorly
about it, or fishes poorly and writes
well; but one of t)ie rare ones who
distinguishes hinj^elf both in action
and the narrative thereof.

Me, myself/' I am a rotten poor
fisherman w/th a yearning to be a

good one. y'On the other hand, the
Lord did eive me the knack of judging
good woydTStuff. And you can freely

take it/from me that Kirk's book,
"Log Of The North Shore Club,"
is worthy of the high price of ink and
paper.

He has fished Lake Superior from
Sault Ste. Marie to Port Arthur (for

trout) in canoe, launch, Mackinac,

and yacht, and explored Canadian
rivers and lakes with Chippewas.

Kirk Alexander is another Detroit business man with football, baseball, tennis, wrestling, rac

quets, and even golrion the side

he has written all

and written engag-

Incidentally,

over the place,

ingly and well.

Meanwhile, God help him, he's a

business man, and what's infinitely

worse, an adviser to business men

—

what you call an advertising agent,

for want of a more graphic expletive.

Kirk has been director at various

times, of the Detroit Athletic Club,

the University Club, Detroit Racquet
Club, Detroit Country Club, and
several others, but adds proudly
that never yet has he been a bank
director.

He has twp sons and a daughter,

and quite naturally and necessarily.

a very charming and brilliant wife.

No more "homey" and delightful

sceni^ can be imagined than the

Alexander nursery when the Three,
following in father's footsteps, set

about'it systematically and scientific-

ally to settle their difficulties by force

of arms and legs—with the Old One
delightedly in the door way.
They ^ell me that Kirk's real opin-

ion of business will be made clear

when he turns his back on it to

engage in Jiterary pursuits.

I want to be there to hear him, and
I wouldn't be surprised if the delect-

able day were hovering on the

horizon. \
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Photograph by Edith S. Watson

The sea and the mountains play moving parts in the lives of the Indians along the Northwest Coast 11
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Kirk R. Alexand er

whuli Mr. MacManus says one
cannot.

Ir has kept more than his body
•U'unp;. It has kept his mind, his hne
nirit youn^. It has k^pt youthful

ind vij^orous his imagination, his

\

consumini; interest in men and things.

His to-day is the constructive energy

of youth directed by the wisdom of

experience.

It may be true as Mr. MacManus
savs: **My own son laughs at me

when I tackle tennis, pooL or hil-. J ,,
I J t mil-

liards.

But I would like to see anybody's
son, unless it be Madame Dempsey's
last three rounds with that brute of a
Trainer—Honestly, it's dreadful.

tC« t& !^ H> i^

/

Kirk B. Alexander
By Theodore F. MacManus

The Trainer's Slave Exposes ihe Vagaries of the Variegated Sportsman

YOU all remember, of course, the
lugubrious Mr. \'enus, in Our

Mutual Friend, and his cheery col-

lection ()f bones, birds, and dead
babies in bottles. Hones that were
not of the animal family, you will

recall, he was wont to label sen-
tentiously:

—
'* Human Warious."

That's my saga of Kirk Alexander.
He's one of the humanest, and one of
the variousest fellers I've ever met
up with.

1\) concentrate on him, as a sports-
man, cruelly cramps, cabins, and
confines my enthusiastic oversharp

—

nevertheless, the editorial will, shall

be done. The task is eased by the
fact that Kirk has never done badly
a single sporting thing he has under-
taken—vyith the possible exception
of golf, in which he says he plays a

continuous and hopeful game.
At Michigan he was really and

truly top-hole in football, baseball,
and tennis, with a better than fair

quality of wrestling and boxing on
the side.

At racquets he is a whole lot better
than either his prudence or wisdom
would permit him to say: He is a

bona fide fisherman—not the sort

who fishes well, and writes poorly
about it, or fishes poorly and writes
well; but one of the rare ones who
distinguishes himself both in action
and the narrative thereof.

Me, myself, I am a rotten poor
fisherman with a yearning to be a

good one. On the other hand, the
l>()rd did give me the knack of judging
good word-stuff. And you can freely

take it from me that Kirk's book,
"Log Of The North Shore Club,"

is worthy of the high price of ink and

paper.

He has fished Lake Superior from

Sault Ste. Marie to Port Arthur (for

trout) in canoe, launch, Mackinac,

and yacht, and explored Canadian

rivers and lakes with Chippewa s.

Retake

Kirk Alexander is another Detroit business man with football, baseball, tennis, wrestling, rac-

quets, and even golf on the side

InciJentally, he has written all

over the place, and written engag-
ingly and well.

Meanwhile, Ciod help him, he's a

business man, and what's infinitely

worse, an adviser to business men

—

what you call an advertising agent,

for want of a more graphic expletive.

Kirk has been director at various

times, of the Detroit Athletic Club,

the Universitv Club, Detroit Racquet
Club, Detr(;it Country Club, and
several others, but adds proudly

that never yet has he been a bank
director.

He has tWQ sons and a daughter,

and quire naturallv and necessarilv,

a very charming and brilliant wite.

No more *' homey" and delightful

scene can be imagined than the

Alexander nursery when the Three,

following in father's footsteps, set

about it systematically and scientific-

ally to settle their difficulties by force

of arms and legs—with the Old One
delightedly in the door way.
Thev tell me that Kirk's real opin-

ion of business will be made clear

when he turns his back on it to

engage in literary pursuits.

I wMnt to be there to hear him, and

I wouldn't be surprised if the delect-

able day were hovering on the

horizon.
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Photograph by Kdith vS. Watson

The sea and the mountains play moving parts in the lives of the Indians along the Northwest Coast
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Photographs by P^dith S. Watson
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The totem pole is a family tree and a crest all in one. The bear with the copper .upper left) shows tribal authority and hunting skill

Photographs by Edith S. Watson

The Thunder Bird is the highest emblem of all; then the Sun, and next the Bear. The Whale belongs to the skillful fisherman

-70
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Photograph by Edith S. Watson

Madonnas of the Aleuts
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riiotosrapli by Kdilli S. Watson

Madonnas of the Aleuts



INDIANS FISHING FOR SALMON IN THE FRASER RIVER CANYON, BRITISH COLUMBIA
From a Photograph by John P. Babcock T,^ -5
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INDIANS FISHING FOR SALMON IN THE FRASER RIVER CANYON, BRITISH COLUMBIA
From a Photograph by John P. Babcock ^."^ ^"^
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)6iecutive (S)rber

It is hereby ordered that the tract of land in Alaska, described as

follows, in and surrounding the native village of Klawak, and within

the Tongass National Forest, be and the same is hereby reserved, subject

to any vested rights existing, for the use of the U. S. Bureau of Education

and of the natives of indigenous Alaskan race who may there reside, viz

:

DESCRIPTION

Beginning at a point on the shore of the salt bay or mouth of

Klawak Stream, 114 links south of a post marked U. S. I. R. 1,

which is a witness to said point on shore and stands about forty

chains eastward from Klawak village ; thence northerly by a marked

line 58.49 chains to a point on the shore of Klawak Harbor which

is 30 links north of a witness post marked U. S. I. R. 2 ; thence

westerly along the shore, and then around the peninsula at the mean
high-tide mark to point for corner No. i, the place of beginning;

situated approximately in latitude 55^ 33' north, longitude 133° 06'

west, and estimated to contain 230 acres; as represented upon a

diagram accompanying this order and made a part thereof.

WOODROW WILSON
The White House,

21 April, 1914.

[No. 1920.]



KI^WAK RESER^M^ION
For use of Klawak Indians

ALASKA
Embracing a tract ofland in the Ton^ass National Forest

approximately in Latitude 55'33'N, Longitude /33'06'W

as shown by shaded lines and designated HIawak Reservation

Estimated area 230 Acres

^///v.Y/////////^//^//, Boundary ofReservation

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF EDUCATION

P. P. Claxton, Commissioner
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Robert H. Scott on Indian along the inter-
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SCIENCE

by moUuscan and foraminiferal shells are Ui

/

ten

discussed and from this to a consideration of

the form of horns and tusks the passage is

easy. A brief discussion of phyllotaxis fol-

lows and is "^ succeeded by a chapter on the

shapes of eg|j:s and other hollow structures,

after which oie finds an interesting descrip-

tion of the mecaanical principles illustrated by

the structure oi^individujil bones and by the

skeleton as a whWe. Thfe concluding chapter

is an exposition^ of jfrofessor Thompson's

method of compaRng/the form of different

organisms, or of t^^r parts, by inscribing,

for example, the aiitline of the skull of

Hyracotherium in 0. ^ystem of Cartesian co-

qrdinates and th^ determining the defor-

mation of the system liecessary for a similar

inscription of t^e outline of the skull of a

horse. A grapljJic repre^ntation is thus ob-

tained of the njianner of girowth characteristic

of this particjilar line of evolution, and the

method may ihus serve in certain cases as a

test of phylq^enetic affinity.

This brief outline may give some idea of

the scope of the book, but it altogether fails

to indicate the interesting and suggestive

manner in which the various topics are

treated. Professor Thompson's style is marked

by a clearness of expression which makes

every pagie of interest and his book is one

that may well be recommended as revealing

food for thought and fields for investigation

which have been too much neglected by stu-

dents of morphology. J. P. McM.

Tsimshian Mythology, By Franz Boas. Based

on Texts recorded by Henry W. Tate.

Paper accompanying the Thirty-first Annual

[Report of the Bureau of American Ethnol-

ogy, 19Q9-1910. Washington, Government

Printing Office, 1916. Pp. 1037 ; 3 plates ; 24

text figures.

The core of this paper consists of English

versions of sixty-four Tsimshian myths and

three war tales, written down for the author by

Mr. Henry W. Tate, a Tsimshian Indian of

Port Simpson, B. C, in his own language, be-

tween 1902 and the year of his death, 1914.

The translations were made by Professor Boas

[N. S. Vol. XLVI. No. 1195

on /ttte\Dasis of " a free interlinear rendering by

Mr. Tate."

However, unlike most ethnologists who have

published Indian stories. Professor Boas has

not rested satisfied with the mere printing of

" material," important as such publication un-

doubtedly is, nor even with the addition of

comparative footnotes. He has made this work

the occasion and the basis for studies of sev-

eral different aspects of Tsimshian ethnology,

and for what is by all odds the best investiga-

tion of the distribution of American myths and

mythic elements which has so far appeared,

one which goes a long way toward satisfy-

ing the often-voiced demand for a concordance

of American myths. Besides the usual tables

of contents, bibliography and alphabet explana-

tory of the characters representing native

sounds used in the work, it contains an intro-

ductory description of the Tsimshian, and,

best of all, a summary of the comparisons and

a detailed index to the references used in the

comparison, the latter prepared with the as-

sistance of Dr. H. K. Haeberlin. In appen-

dices III. and IV. students of American In-

dian languages will find useful material re-

garding the speech of the people among whom
these myths were current. The work is also

used as a medium for the publication of seven

Bellabella and ten Nootka tales, by Dr. Liv-

ingston Farrand and Mr. George Hunt re-

spectively.

The longer studies to which reference has

been made are " A Description of the Tsim-

shian, Based on Their Mythology" (pp. 393-

477), a treatise on " Tsimshian Society " (pp.

478-564), and finally the " Comparative Study

of Tsimshian Mythology" (pp. 565-871), al-

ready mentioned as the crowning feature of

this work.

While the value of myths as sources of in-

formation regarding the general ethnology of

the tribe from which they were collected has

frequently been commented upon, so far as I

am aware we have here the first attempt to

write an ethnological description based entirely

upon them. For this reason, if for no other,

the result is of interest. It shows that Tsim-

shian stories contain an incomplete, but upon
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
On Growth and Form. By D'Arcy Went-
WORTH Thompson. Cambridge University
Press. 1917. 8vo. 779 pages with 408
text-figures.

In the author's own words the purpose of
his book is to show "that ..throughout the
whole range of organic morpfi^logy there are
innumerable phenomena of foripi which are
not peculiar to living things, b« which are
more or less simple manifestations>f ordinary
physical laws.'' Thisi thesis Professdir Thomp-
son elaborates in a most interesting inanner,
developing with the aid of our fullervknowl-
edge of physical forces and of the conditions
under which they act, the mode of setudy

initiated by Borelli many years ago, and^ap-
plied, more recently, with striking and si3|g-

gestive results, to several forms of organic
activity by Khumbler, Leduc, Przibrani;
Macallum and others. These results an(i\
many others less familiar receive clear ex-
position, but the book is far from being o,

mere compilation, a refreshing originalift^
being characteristic both in subject matter
and in the manner of its presentatioi^-''

The contest between the vitalj^tic and
mechanistic views of the phenomena of life

has been carried on by generation after gen-
eration of men and always with the strategic
results of the struggle in fayor of the mechan-
ists, as one vitalistic stronghold after another
has fallen. The attack i& drawing ever nearer
to the central citadel and Professor Thomp-
son's book is a massing of the attacking
forces before thi^^ citadel. But the author
with all his en^usiasm, recognizes limita-
tions in his resources. "Nor do I ask of
physics," he says," how goodness shines in
one man's face and evil betrays itself in an-
other. But of the construction and growth
and working of the body, as of all that is of
the earth earthly, physical science is, in my
himible opinion, our only teacher and guide."

Psychic phenomena are outside the limits of
his attack. Even with this limitation, how-
ever, the book is one of the strongest docu-
ments in support of the mechanistic view of
life that has yet been put forth.

It would be difficult to give an adequate
resimie of the contents of a book, so crowded
with facts and ideas of the greatest interest
to morphologists ; it must suffice merely to
mention some of the problems treated. One
finds an interesting discussion of the physical
factors determining the size of organisms,
especially interesting being the consideration
of the conditions which naay determine the
minimum size of a livin^'organism. This is

followed by a chapter ft)n the factors deter-
mining growth and Jb^en follow chapters on
the structure and |i5?rm of the cell, in which
the phenomena 9^* karyokinesis are regarded
as " analogous^, if not identixial with those
of a bipola^/electric field," and the forms
assumed \^ organisms as expressions of the
law tha,fe a liquid film in equilibrimn assumes
a form which gives it a minimal area under
the given conditions. In this connection
Professor Thompson expresses the opinion
that in the simpler organism, whose form is

due to the direct action of a particular phys-
ical force, similarity of form is not neces-
satily an indication of phylogenetic relation-

ship.

Tli^ form of the cell in cell-aggregates is

then t^ken up, the arrangement of the divi-

sion plines being considered as illustrations

of the pjrinciple of minimal areas, and the
author then passes on to the consideration of

concretions' v^and spicules. This involves as

an essential problem the question of crystal-

lization in thev^resence of colloids, a question
concerning whk^h there is much yet to be
learned. The further discussion of the forms
assumed by spicules leads to their division

into two groups, those of intracellular origin

and those that are intercellular, linear growth
of the former under restraint leading to forms
which have for their mathematical basis geo-

detic curves, while in the case of the latter

the phenomena of adsorption and the deposit

of the crystalline material on interfaces are

held to be sufficient for the explanation of

even the marvellously complicated radiolarian

skeletons.

The mathematical properties of the log-

arithmic spiral as applied to the forms shown
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the whole trustworthy, picture of native life

and thought On the one hand this must be

supplemented by the introduction of matters

too well known among his people to be ex-

plained by the storyteller, and on the other

by determining in how far the conception of

what ought to be in the social and religious

lives of the people conformed to things as they

actually were.

The discussion of Tsimshian society derives

a large part of its importance from the fact

that it concerns one of the two areas over the

data from which controversies regarding " the

origin of totemism " have raged most violently.

Evidence of the entire absence of such a thing

as totemic taboos and of the importance of the

father's as well as the mother's clan in the life

of the individual are therefore of interest, as

also the comparative study of the distribution

of crests among the matrilineally organized

peoples of this region. The general discussion

of totemism on pages 515 to 519 should be read

carefully by all interested in that subject.

In his treatment of the evolution of the

north Pacific clan systems Professor Boas

follows his usual cautious method. He

criticizes adversely the reviewer's theory re-

garding a former extension of the Tlingit

over what was later the Tsimshian coast,

as also his suggestion that Haida moieties

have arisen as the result of the amalgama-

tion of two distinct peoples. The evidence for

the former view was, however, not entirely tra-

ditional, being based partly on the presence of

a considerable number of animal names in

Haida identical with those in Tlingit, and the

comparative lack of similar Tsimshian names,

although in historic times relations between

the Haida and Tsimshian were much more

intimate than between the Haida and Tlingit.

To prepare the comparative study of Tsim-

shian mythology an enormous amount of pains-

taking work was necessary, particularly in the

analysis of the various versions of the Raven

legend, and future students will be saved an

incalculable amount of labor. Two or three

more efforts of the same kind would result in

the much-<lesired concordance. The results of

this comparison are summarized on pages 872-

881, the more important points being the fol-

lowing.

As forecasted in Boas's "Indianische

Sagen," pubUshed in 1895, Tsimshian mythol-

ogy is distinguished from the mythologies of

other Pacific coast peoples by the presence of

a large number of tales of inland origin. An

examination of the content of the material gen-

erally shows " that there are a number of very

simple plots, which have a wide distribution,

and which are elaborated by a number of inci-

dents that have a very wide distribution and

oocur in a variety of plots." Comparing Eu-

ropean and North American folk-lore Pro-

fessor Boas finds that "European folk-lore

creates the impression that the whole stories

are units and that their cohesion is strong, the

whole complex very old. The analysis of Amer-

ican material, on the other hand, demon-

strates that complex stories are new, that there

is little cohesion between the component ele-

ments, and that the really old parts of tales are

the incidents and a few simple plots." There

is a tendency among these Indian tales to shake

off many of their supernatural elements along

the border of their area of distribution, but

this is " counterbalanced by another tendency

of tales to take on new supernatural signifi-

cance." In conclusion Professor Boas has a

word to say (pages 879-881) regarding the

general theory of mythology, with particular

reference to that widespread impression that

mythic tales represent an attempt on the part

of primitive man to explain the phenomena of

nature. Professor Boas thinks that this belief

is not justified. His conclusion is that the ma-

terial presented in this work " rather empha-

sizes the fact that its origin must be looked for

in the imaginative tales dealing with the

social Hfe of the people." StiU he would prob-

ably not deny that particular applications of

such tales to the explanation of natural phe-

nomena had been attempted at a very remote

period in human history.

" Tsimshian Mythology " furnishes a notable

addition to the sum of myth material and to

our knowledge of northwest coast enthnology,

but its chief claim to distinction rests on the

great advance which it registers in the com-
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parative study of myths current among Amer-
ican Indians and in the interpretation of them.

John E. Swanton
Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D. C.

The Genus Phoradendron, By William
Trelease, Professor of Botany in the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Published by the Uni-
versity. Octavo, pp. 224, pis. 245. Price,

paper, $2.00; cloth, $2.50.

It is fortunate for botanists that the author

of this excellent treatise has made so thorough

a revision of the genus Phoradendron instead

of being content with merely attempting to

straighten out the tangle existing in regard

to the group of related forms hitherto known
as Phoradendron flavescens, as he first con-

templated. The author notes that Engelmann
has shown too great a conservatism in his

published studies of the various forms of

species of the genus, by later withdrawing

segregates of P. flavescens that he formerly had
recognized, and that in continuing the work
of Engelmann, also being influenced by his

views, Torrey allowed a number of foiisijis which
he had designated as new species to lie\npub-
lished in the Torrey herbarium. The atit^or

in addition to making a critical study of ^p
abundant data and material of North Ameri-
can species collected by Engelmann, Torrey
and others in the great herbaria of this

country, visited those of Europe and extended
the investigation to the collection of West
Indian and South American species by
Urban, Martins and others. This has en-

abled him to make a careful comparison of

numerous types and variants of species of the

genus, and to more carefully discriminate be-

tween varieties and species. He recognizes

262 differentiable forms, most of which he
has classified as species. In this matter he
apparently does not share the conservatism of

Engelmann and Torrey. Of the species he
now recognizes, 154 are listed from North
America and 124 from South America. The
genus is separated into two primary groups,

the Boreales and the -^quatoriales, plants of

the former are constantly without, and the

latter constantly with cataphyls on their foli-

age shoots. Both groups contain species

destitute of expanded foliage, which are well

represented by Phoradendron juniperinum in

the southwestern United States. All of our
species belong to the Boreales, those of Mexico
and Central America to both primary groups,

and those of the West Indies and South
America wholly to the ^quatoriales. These
primary groups are each divided and then
subdivided, making finally in all groups 65
minor subdivisions.

The book contains 224 pages of descriptive

matter including very good and usable keys;

these are supplemented by indexes of col-

lectors, occurrence, and names. The illustra-

tions, 245 full sized plates, are indeed works
of art but are also true to nature. Few books
of this class are so fully and beautifully

illustrated. George G. Hedgcock

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD
jf/ DETERMINED
A NUMBER of fundamental laws governing

the properties of wood, such as those covering

the relations between strength and specific

gravity, and between strength and moisture

content, are laid down in a bulletin just issued

by the Department of Agriculture. In this

,. publication are presented the results of about
'"130,000 strength tests, probably the largest

si'ttgle series ever run on one material, made
by t\p Forest Products Laboratory of the

Forest Service on 126 species of American
woods. The laws derived from the tests cover

the general relations existing between me-
chanical and physical properties of each

species, and also the general relations existing

between these properties irrespective of

species.

The results ought to prove of great value

wherever knowledge of the properties of wood
is essential. They have, for example, made
possible the preparation of accurate tables

showing all the needed strength properties for

the woods used in airplanes. With these as a

basis, specifications can be drawn up to elimi-

nate all material that does not meet the exact-

ing requirements of this highly specialized

use.



Alligators in China.

A WcENT issue of the London Tim«^s announces
the reoijpt at the Zoological Park jrft three young
Chinese^dligators (Alligator sin/nsis). This is

a matter ol very great interest^^r up to the year

1879 it wasVgenerally believer that alligators be-

longed to tnt new world exclusively. It is true

that nearly \ten yeara/oefore Swinhoe had
demonstrated t^e existence of a great saurian

in the Yang-tzeHnang described as a crocodile.

In 1879 a French Micial of the Chinese customs,
Mr. Fauvel, puhj«imid a detailed account of the
animal, which/^oweck it to be an alligator not
distantly rejxied to theSwell known alligator of

the SoutJ>rfn States, though much smaller. It

is greprtfsh-black above, ana. yellowish and gray-

ishh^ow. This is believed^^ be the origin of

the famous dragon of the ChiHgse.

The Kuskwagamutc9.

A PRESS dispatch says that Dr. George B. Gor-
don, curator of the department of American
archaeology of the University of Pennsylvania,
who has just returned to Philadelphia after pene-

trating the Alaskan wilderness for 2,000 miles

on the Mrs. C. C. Harrison expedition, reports

the discovery of a small tribe of aborigines,

hitherto unknown to ethnologists.

Dr. Gordon calls these unknown American in-

habitants "Kuskwagamutes." He brought here a
collection of their clothing, arms and utensils.

The tribe was found about 800 miles from the

mouth of the Kuskokwim River, and they were
few in number. This people. Dr. Gordon says,

came of Athabascan stock, but have been con-
quered by the Eskimos and have almost been
absorbed by them. Instead, however, of wear-
ing furs like the Eskimos, they made the skins

• of loons and other great birds into robes for
clothing.
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ISHING with WOODEN
HOOKS

By. GEORGE H. GRIFFIN

THE FINISHED HOOK. FIPMLV LASHED

TO PRESERVE ITS ELASTICITY.

THE HOOK PROPERLY BAITED
AND\A/ITH THE PEG IN PLACE

•^•-^liERE was once a man who, because his family was

I
hungry, fashioned a hook out of a piece of wood

* and likewise made a line from cedar bark, and with

t!v:se simple implements caught a goodly supply of black

CO 1. The fish he bore home to his family and the pros-

pect of going without be-

came a thing of the past.

Yes, Tve heard that one

before, you say,—another
'' fish '' story, and knowingly

nod your head. But this

trme the joke is on you, for

it IS a true storv, and this is

how it was done.

Many years ago, when the

white man first visited the

coast of British Columbia
with a thirst for the ex-

tremely valuable furs of the

sea-otter, he traded not only

with the Haidas and the

Kwakiutls, but many other
" nations " of natives as

well. These fast vanishing

coast dwellers, perhaps more
than any other race of In-

dians, fashioned many use-

ful articles out of wood.
The method chosen, espe-

cially by the Haidas, in

making fishhooks for the

catching of cod was a sim-

ple and effective one. Select-

ing a knot from a rotten log

either of hemlock or fir, they

whittled it down with pains-

taking care, using a stone or

iron knife. When it had reached dimensions slightly

thicker than a lead pencil and about twelve to fourteen

inches in length, the piece was inserted in the hollow stem

of a kelp plant and the whole buried in the hot ashes of

the kitchen fire. Here it was allowed to remain until the

wood was thoroughly steamed, usually for a period of

twelve hours. It was removed and bent into a distinct

curve so that the two ends met; sometiimes a wooden
mold was used for this purpose, and the resultant loop,

after being firmly lashed to prevent back spring, was
slowly allowed to dry. When it had " set '*

it was warmed
by the fire and rubbed with tallow; this process, it was
claimed, was to prevent the hook from straightening out

when in use. Next, a barb, made either of bone or hard

wood, was lashed with withes or twine to the lower

prong so that its point was towards the upper. The
next step was to make a fishing line, the women us-

ually performing this work.

METHOD OF SINKING THE BAITED

HOOK BY MEANS OF A STONE

Selecting the fine silky threads of red cedar bark
next to the cambium layer, they were pounded out
with a si>eciariy made hammer until a kind of floss was
formed. Then, by means of the simple process of

rolling this material between the open palm and the thigh,

a thread was spun. Several
ot these threads were twist-

ed together by using a prim-
itive distaff, or spindle, to

form the cord,—sometimes
floss made from spruce roots
or bark was used, or in lieu

of these, the dried stems of
kelp. One end of the line

was attached to the upper
prong of the hook and
strongly affixed. When ready
to fish, the Indian, taking a
short peg, propped the tines

of the hook apart, and, just

in front of the barb next to

the peg, tied a delectable

morsel of bait, either a piece

of squid, or a clam, or per-

haps the white underflesh

from the belly of the hali-

but. Holding the line about

three feet from the hook,

he wound it about a stone,

some ten or fifteen pounds
in weight. A loop was then

tucked under one of the

strands, and the whole care-

fully lowered over the side

of the canoe. When bot-

tom was sounded, a float,

grotesquely carved, was tied

to the upper end of the line.

Usually he was not content to make one setting but

many, and when he had done so, like a true disciple of

Izaak Walton, sat back and waited.

Presently on the calm surface of the sea the pegs began

to bob up. They were the pieces of wood he had used

to prop the prongs of his hooks apart, for the fish, in

taking the bait, had knocked them out and the elastic loop

of the hook had closed and had served to drive the barb

into the soft flesh of the mouth. Serenely, the fisherman

paddled to each one of his floats, and, after giving a gentle

tug to free the loop on his stone sinker, hauled his prize

to the surface.

Thus it has been truly stated, that the white man could

teach the West Coast tribes nothing about the art of fish-

ing. Haida, Kwakiutl, Tsimshian, Salish and all their

allied kindred were masters of this subtle craft. They had

to be, for fish formed practically the whole of their diet.
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TSIMSHIAN PROVERBS.

The character of a people reflects itself in its proverbs and say-

ings. They contain the gist of philosophy ; they reveal the feelings

inspired by the aspect of nature ; they prove which historical or legen-

dary events have been most impressive ; they show what is considered

good, what bad, what is deemed venerable, what ridiculous.

I have collected a few Tsimshian sayings of this description, which

are given here with explanations. The Tsimshian call these sayings

Shim nahoulth nha houit (which means, " as the saying is ")

:

1. It is not good to be too covetous ; or, translated more lit-

erally, it is not good to have too much one's own way (Whati amlth

wa^lsha waltk).i The Tsimshian, who highly esteem wealth and

prowess, still advise man not to regard solely his own interest, nor to

rely solely on his own power and resources.

2. He is punished for leaving because he could not get the crab's

claws (Tin wilagwish da whatiu/^ haltha^ou da). The claws are

considered the best part of the crab. The saying means : If you are

not content with what fate assigns you, and impatiently try to im-

prove your conditions, you will, instead of gaining, lose what you

have.

3. A deer, although toothless, may accomplish something (Am-

bliklth wun da wha wan) ; i. e. Don't judge a man by his outward

appearance.

4. You are not the only one whom T/^emshim gave intelligence

(literally, into whom T>^emshim put a mind). (Althga kshat nunglth

nha sha^udish T/^emshim). T>^emshim, in Tsimshian mythology, is

the creator of man and animals, of sun, water, and fire. He is the

grandson of the Deity in heaven, and appears generally as the raven.

He corresponds exactly to Yetl of the TUngit of Alaska, and to

Omeatl of the Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island. In general character

the raven legend bears a striking similarity to the Lox legends of the

Algonquin.

5. Heaven looks down on him (Tiklniazilth La>^a) ; said of a

poor man who is suddenly favored by good fortune. Heaven is con-

sidered the Deity, and the man upon whom he casts his eyes is

successful in all his undertakings. Therefore it is a common prayer

of the Tsimshian : O Heaven, look down upon us, your children !

1 Bishop Ridley's alphabet for the Tsimshian language has been applied in the

present paper. The vowels have their continental sounds, except u, which is

pronounced as in cur; and ou, pronounced as in bough; ^ is a deep guttural
; ^,

the German ch in Buck; 1th, an explosive I; z, when initial, is equal to ds ; when

terminal, to ts. •
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6. He is just sleeping on a deerskin (Lam ktam wuunt) ; literally,

letting him sleep on a deerskin : i. e. he is just now enjoying a com-

fortable rest, but soon he will have to endure hardships and priva-

tions.

7. He is just enjoying the water lilies for a short time (Lam g2ik

onu/^lth). The meaning is the same as that of the foregoing saying.

It relates to a hunter, aiming at a bear, who is feeding on water lilies,

— a parable of the transientness of the pleasures of life.

8. He wants to die with all his teeth in his head (Sha^m dum
ba^t/^a wantk). He acts so foolishly that he will not live to be an old

(toothless) man.

9. Is this war, father } (Hawultha wildogiadl abi ?) Said when
an extraordinary series of misfortunes has befallen a man. The say-

ing is taken from a legend.

10. It seems you think that Nass River is always calm ! (Walumsh

^up Ithawaltk gulth Kuloshimsh ; literally, As though Nass River

were always calm !). The estuary of Nass River is very rough,

strong winds prevailing throughout the year, and making the passage

of canoes dangerous. The saying is used for characterizing fool-

hardiness of men who assume that all circumstances must be favor-

able to them.

11. You think you are as handsome as the sun's (moon's) child

(Wudi na Ithgolthk ga gemuga ; literally, as handsome as the sun's

(moon's) child). Used to signify a vain person. Sun and moon have

the same name.

12. As awkward as Ushgaduquah (Gupwum ugh-gitsh Ushgadu-

quah). Ushgaduquah is a character in an Indian tale.

13. (You act) as if you were rich (Walumsh ^p ^imunksh)
;

said to signify an extravagant person.

14. You mistake the corner of the house for the door (Ltha gun

lu^ou ran am5oshet), to signify a gross mistake.

15. Go where your ears will be full of grubs (Cau dum wilu

y^shana zimont), said to a man who goes foolhardily to his own de-

struction. The saying means : Your head will be full of grubs like

that of a salmon which has been thrown away by wasteful people

without having served any good purpose (not having been eaten).

16. What will you eat when the snow is on the north side of the

tree } (Gaulth dum gabuna zida ltha shta maqushlth nashtaulth

^an T) The saying refers to the end of winter, when food is scarce.

It is a reproach to the careless and wasteful.

Mrs, O, Morison,
Metlakahtla, B. C, January, 1889.
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the use of the life should be economical.

Let me, in that point of view, invite you to

compare, or rather to contrast w^li one an-

other, those two sorts of experiments from

whicih we have to get our knowledge of the

causell^of diseases. The commercial experi-

ments Vhich illustrated the dangerousness

of sewage-polluted water supplies cost many
thousand^ of human lives ; the scientific ex-

periments^iwhich, with infinitely more ex-

actitude, justified a presumption of danger-

ousness cost \he lives of fourteen mice."

We see, theto, that in one way or another

experiment mu^t form the basis on which

medical gcience\is to be built up. The

question for us i\^ decide is, *^ Shall these

experiments be few^ carefully planned, con-

clusive, economical 6i animal life, or shall

they be numerous, accidental, vague and

wasteful of human life? ^' I think in set-

tling this question we may safely take for

our guide the words of Him who said, ^^Ye

are of more value than many sparrows."

H. P. BOWDITCH.

TEE DECORATIVE ART OF THE INDIANS OF
THE NORTH PACIFIC COAST.

It is well known that the native tribes of

the North Pacific coast of America orna-

ment their implements with conventional-

ized representations of animals. The tribes

of this region are divided in clans which

have animal totems, and it is generally as-

sumed that the carvings represent the to-

tem of the owner of the implement. This

view is apparently sustained by the exten-

sive use of the totem as a crest. It is rep-

resented on ^ totem poles ' or heraldic col-

umns, on the fronts of houses, on canoes,

on the handles of spoons, and on a variety

of objects.

It can be shown, however, that by no

means all the carvings made by the natives

of this region have this meaning. A collec-

tion of data made in a number of museums

show that certain objects are preferably

ornamented with representations of certain

animals, and in many cases an intimate

connection exists between the use to which

the object is put and its design.

This is very evident in the case of the

fish club, which is used for despatching hali-

but and other fish before they are hauled

into the canoe. Almost all the clubs that

I have seen represent the sea lion or the

killer whale, the two sea animals which are

most feared by the Indians, and which kill

those animals that are to be killed by

means of the club. The idea of giving the

club the design of the sea lion or killer

whale is therefore rather to give it a form

appropriate to its function and perhaps

secondarily to give it by means of its form

great efi&ciency. This view is corroborated

by the following incident which occurs in

several tales : A person throws his fish

club overboard and it swims away and

kills seals and other sea animals, cuts the

ice and performs other feats taking the

shape of a sea lion or of a killer whale.

Here also belongs the belief recorded by

Alexander Mackenzie (Trans. Roy. Soc. of

Canada, 1891, Sec. II., p. 51): '' The Haida

firmly believe, if overtaken by night at sea

and reduced to sleep in their canoes, that by

allowing such a club to float beside the ca-

noe attached to a line it has the property of

scaring away whales and other monsters of

the deep which might otherwiseharm them."

Here is another instance in which I find

a close relation between the function of

the object and its design. Small grease

dishes have almost invariably the shape of

the seal or sometimes that of the sea lion,

that is, of those animals which furnish a

vast amount of blubber. Grease of sea

animals is considered as the sign of wealth.

In many tales abundance of food is de-

scribed by saying that the sea near the

houses was covered with the grease of seal,

sea lion and whales. Thus the form of the

seal seems to symbolize affluence.
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Other grease dishes and food dishes have

the form of canoes, and here I believe a

similar idea has given rise to the form.

The canoe symbolizes that a canoe load of

food is presented to the guests, and that this

view is probably correct is indicated by the

fact that in his speeches the host often refers

to the canoe filled with food which he gives

to his guests. The canoe form is often

modified, and a whole series of types can be

established forming the transition between

canoe dishes and ordinary trays. Dishes

of this sort always bear a conventionalized

face at each short end, while the middle

part is not decorated. This is analogous to

the style of the decoration of the canoe.

The design represents almost always the

hawk. I am not certain what has given

origin to the prevalence of this design. On

the whole the decoration of the canoe is

totemistic. It may be that it is only the

peculiar manner in which the beak of the

hawk is represented which has given rise to

the prevalence of this decoration. The

upper jaw of the hawk is always shown so

that its point reaches the lower jaw and

turns back into the mouth. When painted

or carved in front view the beak is indi-

cated by a narrow wedge-shaped strip in

the middle of the face, the point of which

touches the lower margin of the chin. The

sharp bow and stern of a canoe with a pro-

file of a face on each side, when represented

on a level or slightly rounded surface, would

assume the same shape. Therefore, it may

be that originally the middle line was not

the beak of the hawk, but the foreshortened

bow or stern of the canoe. This decoration

is so uniform that the explanation given

here seems to me very probable.

On halibut hooks we find very often

decorations representing the squid. The

reason for selecting this motive must be

looked for in the fact that the squid is used

for baiting the hooks.

I am not quite certain if the decoration

of armor and weapons is totemistic or sym-

bolic. Remarkably many helmets represent

the sea lion, many daggers the bear, eagle,

wolf and raven, while I have not seen one

that represents the killer whale, although it

is one of the ornaments that are most fre-

quently shown on totemistic designs.

I presume this phenomenon may be ac-

counted for by a consideration of the ease

with which the conventionalized forms lend

themselves to decorating certain parts ofim-

plements. It is difficult to imagine how the

killer whale should be represented on the

handle of a dagger without impairing its

usefulness. On the other hand, the long

thin handles of ladles made of the horn of

the big horn sheep generally terminate

with the head of a raven or of a crane, the

beak being the end of the handle. This form

was evidently suggested by the slender tip

of the horn, which is easily carved in this

shape. The same seems to be true in the

cases of lances or knives, the blades ofwhich

are represented as the long protruding

tongues of animals, but it may be that in

this case there is a complex action of a

belief in the supernatural power of the

tongue and in the suggestions which the

decorator received from the shape of the

object he desired to decorate.

To sum up, it seems that there are a

great number of cases of decoration which

cannot be considered totemistic, but which

are either symbolic or suggested by the

shape of the object to be decorated. It

seems likely that totemism was the most

powerful incentive in developing the art

of the natives of the North Pacific coast

;

but the desire to decorate in certain con-

ventional forms once established, these

forms were applied in cases in which there

was no reason and no intention of using

the totemistic mark. The thoughts of the

artist were infiuenced by considerations

foreign to the idea of totemism. This is

one of the numerous ethnological pheno-
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mena which, although apparently simple,

cannot be explained psychologically from a

single cause but are due to several factors.

Franz Boas.

RECEIPT HYDROGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS IN

THE APPALACHIAN AREA*

The systematic study of the discharges of

the streams of the United States has, with

one or two exceptions, been undertaken only

in recent years. The expense and time re-

quired for such investigations prohibits the

private engineej- from undertaking them,

and they can be 6^rried on, therefore, only

by large corporatio'h^, municipal or State

authorities, or by the if^tional Government.

Among the most valuab^ contributions to

this branch of engineering i^ave been inves-

tigations ordered by the citie^^^f Boston and

New York in connection withXhe study of

their water supply. The SudbuKy records

for Boston supply data since 1875 a^d those

of the Croton for New York since-VlSeS.

These are on relatively small basWis, How-

ever, the former having a drainage area ^f

78 square miles and the latter 353 squard,^

miles. S^

The army engineers in connection with

the improvement of the Obnnecticut river

carried on systematic observations of the

discharge of that river at Hartford, Conn.,

from 1871 to 1879, in^usive, and from that

period to the present time the Holyoke

Water Power Company have continued the

observations. The company in charge of

the water powers at Lowell and Lawrence,

Mass., on the Merrimac river, have carried

on measurements of discharges for over fifty

years, but their engineers have published

little information. The State of New Jer-

sey, in the interest of her water powers, and

the city of Philadelphia, for the future de-

^Read before the National Geographic Society,

November 15, 1895, by F. H. Newell, U. S. Geological

Survey, Washington, D. C.

velopment of her water supply, commenced

seven and nine years ago, respectively, the

study of certain drainage basins, but they

are also relatively small areas. The U. S.

Geological Survey, in May, 1891, established

a gauging station on the Potomac at Chain

Bridge, D. C, for the measurement of the

discharge of the river at that place. It was

started somewhat as an experimental sta-

tion, the time given to it being that which

could be spared by hydrographers from of-

fice work. Gauge height observations were

continued until the end of 1893, when, on

account of lack of time and of funds, they

were discontined.

It has for years been the desire of the

hydrographers of this survey to make a

thorough and detailed study of the drainage

lystem of one large river, to measure its

different tributaries, and to study the rela-

tion of their discharges to that of the entire

system.' An opportunity was afforded for

the development of this plan in the spring

of 1894, and the Potomac basin was chosen

as being convenient o faccess and as typical of

large areas along Appalachian range. Gaug-

ing stations were established as follows:

..First, on the North Branch at Cumberland,

"kA. ; second, on the South Branch three

miks above Springfield, W. Va. ;
third, at

DamSNo. 6, ten miles above Hancock, Md.

;

fourth^pne on the Shenandoah at Millville,

W. Va.,,five miles above its mouth, and

fifth, one^on the main river at Point of

Rocks, Md; Daily observations of the

height of the. river at Chain Bridge were

also resumed, but measurements of the dis-

charge were not made, as it was found that

this point was not a favorable location for

such measurements. In high water the

velocity is too great, owing to the restricted

channel, and in low water the daily tides

introduce errors that are hard to eliminate.

Work was actively prosecuted in this basin

during the past spring, and a sufficient

number of gaugings were made to construct
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CHINOOK.

"The Story of a Stump" by H. G. Dulog, in our

Christmas number has attracted much attention, especially

in the Northwest, because the inscription quoted affords

sn extremely interesting illustration of the quick develop-

ment of a newly invented written language.

The Chinook jargon is well known to all who have

traveled in northwestern America to have a wide cur-

rency, extending from the land of the Eskimo south to

California, and from the Pacific Ocean east to the Rocky

Mountains. It is properly termed a jargon, for it is a

conventional language similar to the Lingua Franca of

the Mediterranean, and the Pigeon English of China—

a

trade tongue spoken by many people and sufficient for the

expression of simple ideas.
t u

Although some persons have expressed the belief that

the jargon was in use before the advent of the whites

on the northwest coast, this may well enough be doubted

;

although it is probable that many words belonging to

different tribal languages were in use among other tribes,

and it is possible that there was some common tongue

by which intercourse was carried on all along the coast

before the coming of the whites. However, the Chinook

jargon, as we know it, contains abundant internal evi-

dence of English and French influence, and many of its

words are drawn from these languages, just as many are

drawn from the Chinook language and from that of the

Nootka and other coast tribes. The multitude of different

Indian tongues spoken along the coast greatly favored the

establishment of some common speech. We are told that

in 1792 Vancouver's officers who visited Gray's Harbor

found that the natives there, though speaking a different

language, yet understood many words of Chinook, and in

the narrative of Hewitt, a captive among the Nootka in

1803, a brief vocabulary of the Nootka tongue is given

which contains words now found in the jargon.

When Lewis- and Clark reached the mouth of the

Columbia in 1806, the ainook jargon had become a

spoken tongue, but when the Astor fur traders arrived it

came into more general use, and received many additions.

In this way its growth continued until the arrival of the

railroad and the settlement of the country, since which

time it has slowly begun to drop into disuse.

One of the most interesting developments in connection

with this language is the establishment of a method of

writing it. This invention is due to the energy of the

French priest. Father Le Jeune, who in the year 1890

conceived the idea of adapting the Duployan system of

stenography to writing the jargon. This was done at

once, and it was found that the system answered perfectly

well for the purpose. An Indian who saw the writing

for the first time soon learned it* principles, and tought

other Indians. In July, 1891. a Ijttle instruction in it was

given to the Shuswaps, later to the Thompson Indians,

those of Douglas Uke, and other interior points, while in

t89> JeflfOM ymp ffvm to tl^ ?oy«T ??»*ff *^ ^. ^W»

indians.^ AlHhese people took hold of this writing with

extraordinary readiness, and easily perfected themselves

in the reading and writing of it. It has since spread very

extensively among British Columbia Indians.

In 1891 Father Le Jeune issued the first number of a

little paper written in these characters, which he called

the Kamloops Wawa—the Kamloops Speaker. This

periodical, written by Father Le Jeune, and by him printed

on a mimeograph, has had a very considerable circulation,

and has done much to diffuse a knowledge of these writ-

ten characters. How generally they are in use is shown

by the copy of the letter carved on a stump included by

our correspondent, H. G. Dulog, in the charming Story

of a Stump, already referred to.

Syllabaries of Indian tongues are not great novelties.

We have the alphabet of Sequoya, the Cree syllabary in-

vented by the missionaries of the North, and nOw m gen-

eral use'among Indians and half-breeds of the Northwest,

possessing as well a very considerable printed literature^

But for extraordinary character and for swiftness of

adoption there is perhaps nothing quite like the written

Chinook rva^va. As Mr. Pilling well says, "Written in an

,

international language, 'set up' in stenographic characters,

and printed on a mimeograph by its inventor, editor, re-

porter and publisher all in one, this little weekly seem.'i

to leave nothing in the way of novelty to be desired.
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Boas on Indian face-pairUings,

The American Museum of Natural History, New York city,

has begun the second volume of its " Memoirs " in a very cred-

itable way. They are published in large quarto, on superior

paper, with fine typography and wide margins. Anthropology

is included among the sciences dealt with in the second volume,

and its first number, sent out June 16, 1898, contains important

data from the Jesup North Pacific expedition, descriptive of

" Facial Paintings of the Indians of Northern British Columbia "

(pp. 24 and 6 plates with letter-press opposite). Researches like

these will be helpful in settling the problem whether the char-

acteristics of the American Indian race are derived directly from

Asiatic sources or result from an intermixture of Asiatic with

American tribes. For 1897 Dr Franz Boas had selected as a field

of research the coast of British Columbia from the Skeena river

(54^ north latitude) southward to Victoria (48'' 20' north lati-

tude), excluding Vancouver island, but taking in a part of the

interior—Kwakiutl, Coast Selish, Fraser and Thompson River,

Chilcotin (Tinne), and Bellacoola Indians. The map plainly

shows all particulars. The work was divided between scientists

of the Jesup expedition and those of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science. The able assistants of Dr Boas

were Livingston Farrand, of Columbia University, and Harlan I.

Smith, of the American Museum of Natural History.

The Indians of the above area have a habit of reproducing on

their foreheads, cheeks, chins, and jaws images of the animals

which are used as their family crests. The animal forms are

highly conventionalized, and may be recognized by a number of

symbols characteristic of each species. They do not attempt per-

spective, but characterize solely by " distortion and dissection."
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Nevertheless we must admire the ingenuity and invention of

the artist, who often spreads the marks over one-half or the
whole of a person's face, though it is often difficult to ascertain

what animal or other object it is intended to represent. The
plates show about one hundred of these faces, no two being
alike. We see, for instance, the killer-whale in black and green

;

beak of hawk
; mouth of frog in red

;
paws of wolf, beaver, and

sea monsters
;
proboscis of mosquito in black ; mosquito bites,

a succession of red spots; feet of mountain goat; tail of raven,

woodpecker, and other birds; tuft of puffin; back of whale in

red ; mouth of sculpin in red ; feet of bear in black and red

;

crest of sea-lion ; nest of eagle in red ; bars of copper in red

;

fish-net ; cirrus, cumulus, and stratbs clouds in various colors.

Albert S. Gatschet.

llie Neiv Brummck Magazine.

This is a new and popularly written periodical, published by
W. K. heynolds at St- John, New Brunswick, for $Ls6 per year.
The firstNnumber bears date July 1, 1898, and de^mainly with
historical (lescriptions and problems. Amoiig^e collaborators
we find sevVal university men, such as Morgue Chamberlain,
of Harvard, \writer on ethnography, wlio contributes to the
present numbe\an article on '' The (>hgin of the Maliseet In-
dians." Anothenspntributor is W. TlAianong, Ph. D., now a pro-
fessor in Smith CoIWe, Northam^on, Mass., and an authority
on certain branches oi botany^For many years past he has in-

vestigated the geographic n^/es in New Brunswick of Indian
and European origin, and>^s recently issued a treatise on their
cartography, adducing Uafet^imony of old maps from 1600 A. D.
down to the present/ime. Ikthe present number he has an
article entitled " Where stood F^ Latour? " Another paper is

by James Hann^, on " The Broth^ d 'Amours, the first French
settlers on the^t John River."

The hisyi-y and topography of the tliih^v peopled province of
New Bru^wick is very little known outsidefta^wn limits ; hence
we gladly welcome a periodical that brings neaJ^to us the land
of our interesting neighbors, with its Anglo-French population,
its numerous Indian towns, and the manifold industries and in-
terests that it embodies.
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TINNEH ANIMISM

By JOHN W. CHAPMAN

IT
is the object of this essay to take up some of the most con-

spicuous of the principles laid down by Dr. J. Warneck m

his discussion of the religion of the Battaks of the Indian

Archipelago/ and to show by an illustration from a new source

how well worth considering is his proposition that "Animism is

the key to an understanding of . . . all that is commonly called

heathen superstition." Dr. Warneck says

:

An exact acquaintance with [Animism] is indispensable to an understanding of

heathenism, because it is found all over the earth, and not only among the peoples

of the Indian Archipelago. We find traces of it in almost every region of the

earth, and every student of religion must reckon with it. The study of An.m.sm

gives a surprising insight into the inner life and thought of primitive peoples.

With all its strangeness, this exotic world of ideas proves that even the savage

thinks, and feels the need of a reasoned view of the world.

Whether the general description of Animism in the chapter

on "Battak Heathenism" is accurate or not does not fall within

the scope of this paper to discuss. It does furnish an excellent

basis for comparison, and, while it is too long to quote entire, it

may be abbreviated in such a manner as to bring into view some

remarkable points of coincidence between the Battak system and

that of the Tinneh of the lower Yukon.

In the citations which follow I shall indicate these coincidences

by italics, and the reasons for regarding them as such will be more

fully presented farther on.

To the Animist (says Dr. Warneck) the "soul" is something entirely different

from what we understand it to be. // is an elixir of life, a life stuff whuh ts

found everywhere in nature. Man has two souls, one of which, the bodily soul,

pertains to him during his lifetime. It is a power outside himself, conditioning

his earthly well-being, but does not essentially belong to his person; at death it

returns to the animistic storehouse. The other soul, the shadow soul, emerges

only when the man dies. It is the shadowy continuation of his person, the part of

'i The Livinga^risl and Dying Heathenism. Fleming H. Revell Co.. New York.
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prisoners were brought en route to the land of the Iroquois, where

the British, the Tory,__and the redjijaft-^sembled to embark for

the tragic descent on Wyoming, Here today is Tioga Point Museum

estabHshed to preserve^ the memory of the^articipants in all this

vivid history and maintained for the benefit of the student of an-

thropology and archaeology.

TicxiA Point Museum,

Athens, Pa.

.*«
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his individuality that continues to live. The soul of the Hving man is conceived

of as a kind of life-stuff, indestructible, and animating alternately this man and that.

Among peoples of a lower grade the soul-stuff is conceived impersonally, as a

vital power which at the death of its present possessor passes over to something

else, man, animal, or plant. Higher developed peoples conceive the soul as a

refined body, to some extent an alter ego, a kind of man within the man. But

this soul never coincides with his person, but remains outside his consciousness.

It is handed over to man at his conception from the loan office of nature. But

it is so independent and incalculable a thing that it may at any moment leave him for a

longer or shorter period, as for example in dreams, or when it is frightened, or ivhen

it thinks itself insulted. The well-being of the man depends upon its moods. It can

be nourished, strengthened and augmented: it can also be weakened, diminished and

enticed away. ... The soul pervades the whole body, all the members of which

are sharers in the soul-stuff, and therefore have a life of their own, a feeling of

their own, and a will of their own. It is not the man who sees and hears and

walks and breathes, but the eye sees, the ear hears, the foot walks and the mouth

breathes. It is not the man who feels pain, but the part of the body where the

pain is located. If the soul-stuff is removed from a member it feels pain and

becomes ill. In man and beast this soul-stuff is found specially abundant in the

head. . . . Head hunting has its root in this idea. The vital power and courage

of the dead man is appropriated by him who possesses his skull. Medicine and

magic are made out of human heads. . . . There is much soul-stuff in the blood,

for life ebbs away with the blood. . . . Strength is imparted by drinking the

blood of the slain foe. . . . Soul-stuff is ascribed to the placenta. There is a

mysterious connection between it and the child, its "elder brother," all through

life. . . . The decayed piece of umbilical cord is carefully preserved. The hair also

contains much soul power, and is therefore not cut by the heathen. . . .
Saliva is

medicinal, because it contains soul power. . . . The sweat also, as a secretion of the

body, contains soul-stuff, and so far as it communicates itself to the clothes, these

become saturated with soul-stuff. . . . A man's name is closely connected with his

soul. It is therefore holy, and should not be named except when necessary. No one

should utter his own name or that of his parents. If one knows the name of anyone,

he thereby obtains a certain power over him. . . . It is very important that children

should get the right name, and it is the duty of the magic priest to put them on the

scent. . . . Sometimes hateful names are given to children, to make the envious

spirits believe that the children are inferior. {If a child is born into a family which

resembles some dead member of the family they say the dead man has reappeared in

the child, and the name of the dead man is therefore given to the child. If an infant

cries much it is a sign that it has n9t got the right name). . . , The soul does not

hesitate to leave men if anything displeases it, for it does not essentially belong to

them, and has no interest in its temporary dwelling. Hence caution must be

used in chastising children. Give them their own way, lest the sensitive little souls

leave them and they die. . . . WhUst the soul is represented as life-stuff, that stuff

is also ascribed to animals and plants. . . . Objects also which are of value to men

•i%.*» * '«**«^.<# • • :ta-' "^^
" " *^ * "' * " *
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are thought to be animated, for their usefulness leads to the inference that they
possess soul-stuff. Soul is awarded to the hearth, the house, the boat, the hatchet
tron and many other instruments, not because they are fetiches, but because their
usefulness is proof of their soul power The souls of men, animals, plants,
and even those of lifeless things invigorate one another. One can augment or invigorate
one sown soul-stuff through that of others. . . . The important thing in eating and
drmktng ts not so much the matter of the food as its soul-stuff, for this alone gives
health and strength to the eater. No animistic heathen, therefore, expects the gods
or sptrtts. to consume the material of thefood which he places before them as an offering
but only tts soul-stuff . . . The flesh of an animal that is eaten produces an effect
on man corresponding to the qualities of the animal in question. ...The numerous
prohtbrttons as to food in sickness are rooted in this idea. Certain foods in some
circumstances drive the soul out of the body, and these must be avoided. When
heathen people come to the missionary for medicine, they never fail to ask what
food the s>ck man is forbidden to take. For the missionary, who is regarded as a
magician, must know the kind of food to which the soul has an aversion at the
time

. . . There are also objects which, in themselves, have no soul matter
but for some reason have such matter ascribed to them. Some peculiarly shaped
root, or some wonderful stone is seen, and its striking shape is supposed to indicate
an indwelling soul power. . . . Such objects may be called fetiches In this
sense amulets are fetiches. They are mostly stones, scraps of lead, and things of
extraordinary formation; these are carried about, and credited with the power
of increasing their possessor's soul-stuff. and protecting him against evil spirits
. . .

The human soul can be decoyed away by other souls, and the souls of children
are especially sensitive and difficult to preserve. No one must visit the parents of a
recently born child without bringing a present for the child's soul. . The
spirits of the dead are more capable than the living of drawing souls to themselves
Souls may be blended. This consideration makes one like to be spat upon by people
who are accounted fortunate. People who are clever at speaking are entreated to
sptt into one's mouth. Sick people are breathed upon by the healthy, in order to
bring them healthy soul-stuff. When a man dies, his soul power leaves him in
order to animate other things, men, beasts or plants. It always remains a power
on this earth that can never be exhausted. The soul that continues to live
which must be clearly distinguished from the corporeal soul, is called begu-
spirit. ghost. At first it feels very uncomfortable without a body; it searches for
Its old body and surroundings; it sits on its grave and terrifies the living. . For
a long time it is not safe to be near the house of the dead at night, because the deadman is moving about there. From the moment of his departure the spirit of the
dead IS feared, as, out of ill will, he would like to drag others with him into death. .A great number of things are to be observed in connection with the corpse with it's

burial, and afterwards. All their mourning customs are rooted in their fear of the
dead. The hair is cut off, an offering to the dead, pars pro toto. It is fear that
leads them to place food on the dead man's grave, to bring him his tools and coin
that his shadow may use them in the other world and be content. . . . As soon as the
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coffin is brought into the house, the body is placed in it and the lid is fastened down,

else the soul of some living person might slip into it, . . . They . . . bathe after

the funeral. . . . The coffin is not carried out by the door in the usual way, for the

soul must be deceived,
^^

»

It will be noticed tha4; in making the above citation I have

drawn attention, for the most part, rather to coincidences of fact

than of theory. This is not from want of sympathy with Dr.

Warneck's deductions, but merely because the evidence is not

always convincing that the Tinneh native would give the same
reason for any particular observance that the Battak would. For
instance, both the Tinneh and the Battaks cut the hair when a

relative dies and place food on the grave; but the reason given for

the Battak observance is fear of the dead, while that given by the

Tinneh is grief, and solicitude for his welfare. I have ventured to

subscribe to Dr. Warneck's important deduction that the soul is

"an elixir of life, a life-stuff, which is found everywhere in nature,"

not because the Tinneh native so describes it, but because it fur-

nishes a working hypothesis which appears to harmonize every-

thing so far discovered, and to contradict nothing. The distinc-

tion between the corporeal soul and the shadow soul I have not

emphasized from the desire to be conservative; yet there is much
which would appear to support it.

To the student of the Tinneh system the description above

given comes as an astonishingly accurate picture of the subject

with which he has become more or less familiar. Even to the

casual reader the coincidences indicated by the italics must suggest

a resemblance between the two systems which is more than fortui-

tous, and points to a unity in the essential principles underlying

each. In some directions the religion of the Battaks has had a

further development than that of the Tinneh. This is the case

with ancestor worship, which is found among the Tinneh only in a

rudimentary form, if it is to be found at all. Fatalism also, which

is highly developed among the Battaks, is apparently non-existent

among the Tinneh.

The Tinneh, like the Battak, is a believer in the preexistence

of souls, in the future existence of souls, in the existence of souls in

the lower animals and in inanimate objects, in the power of one
*
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soul to aflfect another, and particularly in the power of the spirit

of one who has lately died to attract to itself the spirits of the living,

and in reincarnations. Like the Battak he has his mediums, who
declare to the living that which they have received from the dead,

and like him also he makes offerings and«pours out libations for the

benefit of his friends who are deceased, but apparently more from

the desire to procure for them some satisfaction than from fear of

what they may do to him if he neglects them. Like the Battak he

believes in the existence of evil spirits and tries to propitiate them
by oflferings, and these spirits would appear to be a different order

from the spirits of human beings. Finally, he has a vague belief,

not yet touched upon, in the existence of a beneficent Creator, as the

Battak also has, and like the Battak he has suffered the idea of this

Creator to fall into the background of his consciousness, and offers

him neither worship nor sacrifice, reserving his propitiatory service

for those beings who seem to him to have a more immediate in-

fluence upon his destinies.

The belief of the Battak in preexistence may be inferred from

the legends that give an account of man choosing his own destiny

before being born into this world. The same belief among the

Tinneh is to be inferred from a tradition by which birthmarks are

explained. According to this tradition, there is a place filled with

the spirits of little children, all impatient to be "called,*' i.e., born

into this life. As one is called, the rest slap him, through jealousy

and impatience, and the marks of their rough treatment persist.

Among both peoples there is a body of tradition regarding the

life of the future, and of the belief of both it might be said, as Dr.

Warneck has remarked, **The other world is but a shadowy con-

tinuance of the earthly life, and of the values that hold good here."

As to a belief in immortality, in any true sense, it is denied for the

Battaks on the strength of a positive tradition, and it could hardly

be claimed by the representative Tinneh, who is prepared to main-

tain that the white men who have of late years come into his country

in such numbers are the reincarnations of deceased Indians.

There is a tradition among the Tinneh of the lower Yukon, that

soon after death the spirit makes an underground journey to the

'city of the dead, somewhere near the sources of the river, but on

1

the farther side of the divide. On its arrival it is received by the

inhabitants of the city, who come out to meet it. Its own relatives

are in advance of the rest, and they welcome it and conduct it to

the custodian of newly arrived spirits, who takes it in charge over-

night.

The welfare of the spirits of the deceased is dependent to a

considerable extent upon the living, who make feasts in their

honor, and give away garments and food, from which the dead

are supposed to receive a benefit. These feasts would appear to

have more about them to indicate a true regard for the dead than

the corresponding feasts among the Battaks, where the motive

ascribed is fear.

The belief in reincarnations among the Tinneh has already been

alluded to. It receives further confirmation from a very interesting

belief regarding the spirits of infants. When these die they are

not buried in coffins, but are wrapped in a mat and buried at the

foot of a young and vigorous spruce tree, in the belief that the life

of the tree will in some way assist the soul of the child to remain

available for another appearance in the flesh. The parents there-

fore comfort themselves, thinking that they may receive their

child again . The connection which is here asserted to exist between

the life of the spruce and that of the child would point toward an

acceptance of the view that the Tinneh and the Battaks have

the same conception of the nature of the soul, or invigorating

principle. There are other indications which tend to confirm

this view. Among these are ideas which the Tinneh entertain

with regard to the souls of bears and other animals, and also of

inanimate objects. If we add to these the notion of special virtue

residing in the secretions and in various parts of the body, as the

hair, heart, and so on, and further, the notion that one's soul power

may be augmented, diminished, or enticed away as the result of

the influence of soul power obtained from another or imparted to

him, we shall have very strong grounds for concluding that the

two peoples, so widely separated geographically, are nevertheless

possessed of a common method of reasoning concerning the phenom-

ena of life.
,

The belief of the Battaks has been sufficiently indicated m the

citation which has been used as a basis of comparison.
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How closely it is paralleled in the belief of the Tinneh may be

judged from the following observations.

They think that in hunting bears and other animals we are

really hunting souls, which have those forms as their presentments.

Every hunter has his songs, with which to charm the spirits of the

animals which he pursues. Our souls are hunted in the same

manner. Bear meat is not to be eaten by the women. The hunter

eats the heart of the bear to obtain courage. The heart of the

porcupine is even more efficacious for this purpose, for he runs from

nothing. It is on this account, perhaps, that he was the first of

the animals created. The heart of the rabbit must not be eaten

by children, for it will make them timid. The feet of the ptar-

migan, which runs swiftly over the snow, are atta,ched to the snow-

shoes of children, in order that they may be good runners.

Nowhere, perhaps, does the character of these beliefs have a

better illustration than in the Feast of Animals' Souls, which is

held annually. At this feast images of all the animals that are

hunted are carved upon the ends of sticks, and hundreds of these are

stuck up around the interior of the council house and propitiated

with songs and offerings. It is significant that among these images

are also to be seen representations of bags of flour, guns, and other

things useful for maintaining life. An aged Indian who was asked

whether the people supposed that the images could understand what

was being done answered, '*No, but the animals upon the moun-

tains see it, and they are pleased.'' This was said during a ceremony

in which water was sprinkled over a group of images representing a

herd of deer.

The fact that souls are attributed to insensate things has a

more striking confirmation from the custom of patting and rubbing

a gun or other implement that has fallen, to restore the soul that

has suffered a shock, just as a man's soul is restored under the

same circumstances.

Not only does the Tinneh belief resemble that of the Battak in

ascribing soul to animals and to inanimate objects, but there is

the same agreement with respect to the secretions and to the in-

fluence which one soul may have upon another. The Tinneh be-

.lieves that the clothing, utensils, and other possessions of a good

J
hunter convey virtue. The sputum of a consumptive must not

be burned, for it will take away some of his vitality. The hair

must not be burned. Old people sometimes put their spittle into

the mouths of children to bring them good luck. Healthy persons

breathe upon one who is sick in order to invigorate him; but, if

the patient is too far gone, they will not do it lest their souls should

get entangled with the departing soul and leave them.

The law of taboo, by which certain things—and notably certain

kinds of food—are forbidden to certain persons, is found in opera-

tion among the Tinneh, as among the Battaks. Prohibition of the

eating of the rabbit's heart by children is only one of many illustra-

tions. Fresh fish is forbidden to women under certain circum-

stances. Red food must not be eaten by a person who is subject

to hemorrhages. This may be taken in connection with the fact

that it is forbidden to cut the hair of a person so afflicted, and also in

connection with the fact that the Tinneh, equally with the Battak,

will claim that the spirit of a deceased person, or one of those evil

spirits, not human, whom he desires to propitiate, is benefited,

not by the substance of the food which he sets out as an offering,

but by its soul, of which alone he makes use, and the inference is

not a difficult one that the Tinneh believes, as the Battak does,

that the souls of men can be influenced by the souls of inanimate

things. Indeed, it is a fact so obvious as hardly to deserve the

name of an inference.

The Tinneh freely admits that his medicine has no power over

the white man. His explanation of this is that white men have

no souls. Viewed in the light of his belief that white men are de-

ceased Indians, this is not, perhaps, so irrational after all. It is

difficult to tell what kind of medicine ought to be prescribed for a

ghost.

A comparison of the beliefs concerning the importance of names

furnishes some singular coincidences. Reluctance to give one's

name might be attributed to bashfulness; but what shall we say

with regard to the following particulars in which both systems

agree?

I. It is important that the children should get the right name,

and it is the duty of the magic priest to put them on the scent.

20
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2. Hateful names are sometimes given to the children. The

Battak does this to make the envious spirits believe that the child

IS inferior. The Tinneh says that if he loves his child excessively

it will die, and that he gives it a bad name to conceal his affection.

3. More remarkable still, if an infant cries inordinately, both

peoples attribute it to the same cause, that the child is seeking to

be named after some particular relative who is deceased. The

Tinneh have an expression, "He is born like . . . /* e.g., *'He is

born like his grandfather.'* This means that the relative who is

deceased is seeking to become the special guardian of the child.

It is here that the magic priest is called in, to determine whether

the surmise of the parents is correct, and the child receives his

name at some public gathering, as a potlatch or a mask feast.

This name he retains during his childhood, and at maturity he

receives another name.

The belief that the soul may leave the body for a time, as in

dreams or when it is frightened or feels itself insulted, has been

noted as a tenet of the Battaks. There are numerous examples

of its occurrence among the Tinneh. With regard to the punish-

ment of little children, '*Give them their own way,*' says the

Battak, *'lest the sensitive little souls leave them and they die.**

*'Do not frighten them,** says the Tinneh. '*If they are punished

too much their souls will get cranky and leave them.** The Tinneh

have to exercise great care not to subject the soul of the newborn

child to any sudden shock. For twenty days the father is not

allowed to chop wood or to do anything requiring severe exertion.

He is not put to bed to keep him quiet, as among some primitive

people, but all his movements must be regulated with the greatest

caution. If he leaves the house a pair of scissors or a scrap of tin

or some other metal is placed upon the breast of the child as a kind

of shield to protect its soul.

As among the Battaks, the soul may leave a person for a time,

or may be enticed away, to the detriment of its possessor. The

medicine men have their trances, when the soul is supposed to

journey everywhere, and to find out the secrets of the future. To
eat the eyes of a man is supposed to confer the power of traversing

the air. A sudden shock may detach the soul, and it may depart

II ^».<^H*^«^^-^^»ia
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during a fainting spell. The expression, "he came to himself,"

in the parable of the prodigal son, would be intelligible to a Tinneh,

but in a different sense from that which it conveys to the English

reader.

As we might expect, the mortuary customs of the Tinneh furnish

many illustrations of their belief in this detachable quality of the

soul, and they also point toward the distinction between this soul,

or life principle, and the spirit, or what Dr. Warneck calls "that

part of the individuality that continues to live." Here, as I have

already indicated, there are many striking parallels.

1. The hair is cut by the mourners.

2. The spirit of the dead is feared, as he would like to drag

others with him into death. Among the Tinneh, it is the duty

of the medicine man to find out whether there are any souls in the

community which are detached from their owners, at the time of a

death, and would on this account be liable to be enticed away by

the spirit of the dead man. If he discovers these, they are cere-

monially restored to the ones to whom they belong, before the

burial takes place.

3. As soon as the coffin is brought into the house, the body is

placed in it, and the lid is fastened down, else the soul of some

living person might slip into it. The Tinneh put off the making

of the coffin as long as possible. If it is made at some distance

from the house of the deceased, it is not taken to the house until

the body is to be placed inside. If it is left in the shop overnight,

the lid must not be placed upon it, and the tools which were used

in making it must be placed inside.

4. The coffin is not carried out by the door, in the usual way,

for the soul must be deceived. The Tinneh sometimes take off

a portion of the roof. In former times the body was taken out

through the smoke-hole, instead of by the door. Before the coffin

is taken out it is sometimes passed several times through the fire,

that the soul may not follow it. A new trail is sometimes cut

through the bushes, still further to deceive the soul. Whether

this is the spirit, as distinguished from the corporeal soul, is not

clear; but this is probably the correct view. It is undoubtedly

true that the Tinneh fear the spirit of the deceased person, sup-
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posing that it is engaged in trying to entice their souls away from

them. Dr. Warneck speaks of two customs of the Battaks which

result from this fear. Thorns are put into the grave, to keep the

spirit from coming back, and the personal belongings of the dead

man are taken to the grave and scattered along the path, so that

the spirit may not come back to the village looking for them.

There are no thorn bushes in the valley of the Yukon, but wild

roses grow in abundance, and there is at least one known instance

of an Indian woman having placed these briers in the grave of a

child. This may have been to prevent its reincarnation, for the

parents had lost several children and had become discouraged and

wished not to have another. The place which the dead man oc-

cupied during his sickness is switched with briers, after the body

has been removed. Frequently some of the bedclothing or other

belongings of the dead person are left near the grave.

5. Food is placed on the grave, and the utensils of the dead

man are also brought thither. The Tinneh graves may be seen

decorated with the snowshoes, guns, belts, and other belongings of

the dead, and, as we might expect, food is placed upon them. Sleds

used in transporting the body are broken and remain at the grave.

6. Bathing after the funeral. This custom, mentioned by

Dr. Warneck, is also found among the Tinneh. It is a ceremonial

cleansing. Like many of the customs mentioned in this paper, it

may have fallen into disuse, but the custom formerly was that,

after a funeral, the men should assemble in the council house and

bathe. The medicine man was then called in, and under his direc-

tions all went through the motions of cleansing the hands and were

then pronounced clean.

7. For some time after the funeral, the house of the dead man

is feared at night. Anciently, among the Tinneh, for four days

after a funeral all work was forbidden in the village. At evening

of each day a signal was given, and all the curtains were drawn.

Everyone went to bed at once. In the morning they rose at a

given signal. In practice, this rule was felt to give too much in-

convenience, and by a shortening up process the observances of

four days were compressed into the space of about an hour. Not-

withstanding these precautions some perverse ghost might come as

far as the entry, being unable to enter the house. If his voice

should be heard by the living, the soul of the auditor would be in

danger of going off with the ghost.

This account, condensed as it is, would be inexcusably incom-

plete without somewhat further mention of those beings which

seem to be in a class outside the ordinary type of spirits with which

we have been concerned. We are indebted to the Rev. Fr. Julius

Jette for having distinguished four principal spirits whom the

Tinneh think it necessary to propitiate. These are the Spirit of

Cold, who kills men by freezing and then covers them with snow;

the Spirit of Heat, who is at enmity with the Spirit of Cold and

usually helps mankind; the Spirit of Wind; and the Spirit that

Kills Us, an evil being who devours souls and so causes death.

There is an extremely curious custom by which the wind is propiti-

ated. One must get some young crows and set them adrift on a

stick. So long as the mother follows and cares for them, there

will be no wind; but should they come to the shore the wind will

begin to blow. A short period of good weather may be secured by

putting a louse on the water. So long as it keeps afloat the weather

will be good.

Of the Tinneh belief in evil spirits there can be no doubt. The

evidence of their belief in a beneficent Creator is slight but it is

worth consideration. At least two different observers have come

upon the account of a Being whose name is too sacred for common

use. One has reported this name as Trorto. It would seem that

he is the Creator. There is a common notion that the Raven is

the Creator, but this is denied by an aged native who claims to

have heard from his grandfather that the Creator made all things

good, but that the Raven appeared, a different person, and mis-

chievously threw everything into confusion. There seems to be

good reason to think that it has always been customary to com-,

fort orphans by telling them that there is One above who cares for

them. As a means of comparing the Tinneh belief with the Battak„

and as a suitable conclusion to this essay, I offer a quotation from.

Dr. Warneck's account of Battak heathenism

:

We have seen that one root of the Battak religion, and that the weakest, is its

relation to mythological deities. A second root, the most vigorous of all, is tha

,.», _ « • • ry m*^. .ifc»M y»V -^^T — I
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fear produced by the secret, uncomprehended powers of nature. There is a

third, very delicate and very difficult to discover, though deeply imbedded in

the soul of the people. The eye, searching in the darkness, perceives the outline,

of a thought of some omnipotent power reigning over all those deities. Among
the Battaks this is reflected in the general name, Debata, i.e. God. He is called

simply God, also Lord, and Grandfather. [It is somewhat remarkable that the

Tinneh also refer to the Creator as Grandfather, and that the name has been

transferred to the Raven.] The idea which is here come upon of a supreme God
is very vague, and is always in conflict with animistic feeling. ... No Battak

can explain why, in many situations of life, he passes over Batara Guru and the

other gods, and feels that he is related to the Debata. That can only be ex-

plained by assuming that there is in the popular consciousness the remains of a
purer idea of God, alongside and above the recognition of a plurality of gods, a view
also that cannot be derived from those. ... He is not worshipped; He is scarcely

even feared; He is so little known that nothing can be said about Him, save that

one occasionally flees to Him. He is really in contradiction with the form in

which those heathen religions appear today. The realities of animistic heathenism
are Polytheism and worship of spirits, together with the fear and magic that

accompany thv-m. Nevertheless, though painted over with colors of the loudest

tints, the delicate outlines of the original picture have never been effaced.

Anvik, Alaska.
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AN ATHABASCAN TRADITION FROM ALASKA.*

An old man, his wife, and two sons lived in the valley between the

Koyukuk and Yukon. The man had become too old to go out any

longer, and told his boys that they must travel alone. They answered

that they wished to go.

In the morning they found a porcupine track. Following this down
stream, they came to a large river running full of ice. At the edge of

the water the track disappeared. The brothers leaped on a cake of ice

and floated down stream. Landing again and looking for food, they

found a fish that had been left on the ice, and saw many sled-tracks.

They followed these. Then they heard faint weeping. Going on

cautiously, they saw a porcupine carrying a load. Coming close, they

asked it why it cried. When it did not answer, they clubbed it dead,

cooked it, and ate it.

Going on, they saw a village. An old woman came out, saw them,

and called to the people of the village to prepare food for them. The
brothers entered a large house, where an old man was seated on a

caribou-skin. They sat down on each side of him on caribou-skins and

were given food. Seeing only young women, besides the old man and

woman, the brothers asked where the young men were. The young

women said that there were none, but that they could do many difficult

things that even men could hardly do. The older brother boasted that

they could not overcome him, but the young women answered that they

were only explaining why they did not need men.

In the morning the young women went hunting. The brothers went

with them. Then the women outran the older brother and teased him.

Becoming angry, he said, —
"You cannot do one thing. Stand at a distance and shoot at me.

If I am not hit, I will shoot at you."

The younger tried to interpose, warning him of the women's ability

;

but the older remained angry and insisted. The women finally con-

sented. When they shot, he leaped, but four arrows struck him together

and he fell dead. The younger brother mourned for him.

When he wished to return and asked the way, he was told that it

was dangerous, and the monsters he would meet were described to him.

Nevertheless he started.

After going some time, he saw a cliflf with the nest of enormous birds.

The old ones were away, but he found a young eagle.

* Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society.

This tradition is communicated through Rev. W. A. Brewer of Burlingame, Cal. The
author, one of his pupils, is from a Yukon tribe which he calls Tonidzughultsilhnu.
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"What do your parents do when they come?'' he asked.

"When they come," the eaglet answered, "it becomes dark, it blows,

and there is thunder. When it is my mother, it rains. When it is my
father who comes, it hails."

Then the young man killed the young bird. He waited. It became
dark, and thundered, and rained, while the air was blown against him
by the beating of the great bird's wings. The young man shot it, and
springing forward killed it with his moose-horn club. When the other

bird came, he killed it too.

He went on until he came to a porcupine as high as a hill, which
was in a cave through which the young man must travel. He could

find no way around. Hiding outside the cave, he made a noise. The
porcupine started to back out, lashing its tail against the mountain-

side until the tail was bare of its enormous quills. Then as it emerged
the young man shot it and clubbed it to death.

Going on, he saw tracks of an enormous lynx. This the women had
told him was the strongest of the monsters. Here, too, he tried to go
around, but could not. Then he tried to shoot it, but the lynx caught

his arrows with its claws. Seeing his attempts were in vain, he waited

for death. Then the lynx ordered him to clear away the snow so it

could sit at ease while devouring him, and to heap up wood by which
it could cook him. The young man did this, but the lynx told him to

gather more firewood. The young man gathered, going farther each

time. Then he heard some one say,—
" Brother, quickly stand on my back and I will carry you away."
"Where are you?" he asked.

"Here."

Looking down, he saw an ermine at his feet. "I will kill you if I

step on your back," he said.

"No, jump on me. I will carry you."

Then he jumped strongly, but the ermine did not even move.

"Your back is too small. I cannot sit on it."

"Lay a stick across my back, and put another across my neck for

your feet."

He laid the sticks across the ermine and sat down. Immediately it

carried him to his house.

The young man's parents rejoiced to see him. In gratitude they gave

the ermine a shell necklace. That is why the ermine has white around
its neck.

Arthur Wright.
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Natives.

Residing on, or visiting, Herschel are two

bands of natives, the Nunatalmutes who live

mostly on the mainland, and the Kogmollicks or

shore Indians. The former live mostly on sheep,

deer, fish, etc., on the mainland, the latter on

seal, white whale and other products of the

deep. They have good whale boats, fish and

seal nets, etc. They are described as a very

honest people, good natured and very fond of

their children. They hold religious services

every Sunday. They play football and baseball,

and do so when the mercury registers 25 below.

There has been no crime among them, and they

are as a rule healthy. Injuries from frost bites

appear to be the commonest ills.

A wedding was recently held on the island.

The bride is described as very comely, about

seventeen years old, and the bridegroom was
her fourth partner. She had lost both her feet

three winters previously from frost bite at

Baillie Island. The guests, about fifty in num-
ber, assembled in an igaloo ten by twelve, and

the wedding feast consisted of whale and seal

meat and frozen rotten fish. The narrator of

this episode was invited to the feast, accepted,

and got as far as the door, but could not face

the music and retired gracefully.

There would appear to be many natives to

the eastward and northward from Herschel, who
,

have perhaps never seen, or been seen by, a
|

white man. None have been seen by the whalers

on Baring Land or Bank's Land, but they are

there, as marks of their recent fires have been

found. One whaler wintered at Prince Albert

Land in 1895-96, and among the natives seen ]\v

them there was only one old woman who had

seen a' white man before. The natives report

that the old Enghsh man-of-war, the Investi-

gator, a wooden corvette, which was frozen in

in Mercy Bay, Bank's Land, in September, 185 1, ,

is still there intact and in good condition.

This enormous area of land and sea lying

north of our continent, almost unknown to the

civilized world, is a region full of mystery,

about which thore is yet much to learn. It is

desolate and repellant for the most part, and

for a major portion of each year is shut up tight

in an icy barrier that no one so far has suc-

ceeced in forcing to any extent. Yet the very

want of knowledge of this unknown region

makes one wish the more to be better acquainted

with it, and for a man with robust health and

ample means it would appear to be a most fas-

cinating way to spend a few years of his life ^

in a systematic and intelligent exploration of

these unknown lands and seas.

J. H. McIllree.



The Skqomish Tribe and Language of British Columbia is

the subject of a paper read by Mr C. Hill-Tout at the Bradford meet-
ing, 1900, of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

the report of which has recently appeared. The essay deals more with

the ethnology and mythology of that interesting body of Indians than
with their language, although a considerable vocabulary (pages 513-518)
is given. The Skqomish language is one of the western dialects of the

Salishan stock and is at present spoken by fewer than 200 people, who
occupy the banks of Skwamish river and the shores of Howe sound,

which forms its outlet. The Indian villages that formerly existed on
English bay, Burrard inlet, and False creek, were not true Skqomish,
but the language of this people was once spoken by a larger number of

Indians than at the present time. After treating of birth, marriage,

puberty, and death customs, the author describes the garments, dwell-

ings, dances, wars, food, and other subjects pertaining to the tribe.

Among the mythic stories and tales given are: *'The Quais Brothers,"
** Tsdyanuk," " The Son of the Bright Day," *' The Serpent Slayer," ** The
Deserted Youth," and "Sqeils the Copper Man."

A. S. Gatschet.
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of the Thompson Indians. The principal dif-

ference between the Salish tribes of the in-

terior and the Lillooet in regard to their re-

ligious beliefs is based on the introduction of

some of the secret societies of the coast. Mr.

Teit's paper is the first fairly exhaustive de-

scription of the Lillooet, and supplants the

earlier brief description given by Mr. Hill-

Tout.

Archeology of the Gulf of Georgia and Puget

Sound. By Harlan I. Smith. (VoL H.,

Part VL)
Mr. Smith's description of the archeology

of the southern coast of British Columbia and

the northern coast of the state of Washington

is a continuation of his paper on the shell-

heaps of the Lower Fraser Eiver, published in

Vol. II., Part IV., of this series. In the first

part of the paper, which is fully illustrated

with text figures reproduced from pen and ink

drawings of specimens found in the region

under discussion, the archeological finds be-

tween Comox in British Columbia, and Olym-

pia, state of Washington, are described in

some detail. The locations of shell-heaps,

fortifications and village sites, are given; and

wherever excavations were undertaken, the

character of the site and the remains are de-

scribed by the author. On the whole, it would

seem that the culture of the area was quite

similar in type to the culture of the modern

coast tribes. However, some striking differ-

ences were found in various localities. Per-

haps the most important of these is the proof

which seems to have been definitely given by

Mr. Smith of the close relationship of the

prehistoric culture of southern Vancouver

Island with that of the mainland and pre-

sumably the interior; so that it would seem

that at an early time a wave of migration

passed over the Coast Range westward to the

coast, and across the Gulf of Georgia to Van-

couver Island. This culture is characterized

particularly by the occurrence of numerous

chipped implements, of tubular pipes, and of

other objects characteristic of the culture of

the interior. In other places along the coast

of British Columbia chipped implements are

very rare, while on Puget Sound and on the

outer coast of the state of Washington chipped

implements begin to appear in greater num-

ber, and are apparently related to the types of

Columbia Eiver. Mr. Smith has also made

full use of local collections, and has thus

brought together an extended amount of ma-

terial bearing upon the archeology of this

region. Here are also found curious clubs of

bone of whale and of stone which have often

been claimed to be related to the clubs of New
Zealand. Mr. Smith has succeeded in collect-

ing illustrations of almost all the clubs of this

kind that are known ; and a discussion of this

material shows very clearly that almost all of

them may be referred to one single type, show-

ing a bird's head surrounded by a head mask,

which at the present time is characteristic of

the western coast of Vancouver Island. Thus

the theory of a foreign origin of this type

would seem to be finally disposed of. Mr.

Smith treats in a similar way the simpler

forms of slave-killers from this coast and the

peculiar single and double-bitted axes which

are characteristic of Oregon. Another very

peculiar type of specimens which is fully dis-

cussed in this book are the dishes from south-

em British Columbia and the Delta of the

Fraser River, which have attracted the atten-

tion of archeologists. Mr. Smith has illus-

trated not less than nine of these, all of which

show characteristic uniformity of type, and

the provenience of which is restricted to a

very small area. While the shell-heaps of the

Fraser Delta have yielded a great many skele-

tons, skeletons are, on the whole, rare in the

shell-heaps on the coast. Apparently this is

related to the fact that in early times burials

were not made in the shell-heaps, but in the

cairns, while later on burials in canoes, and

tree burials, seem to have been customary.

Attention may also be called to the illustra-

tion and discussion of the interesting petro-

glyphs of the region between Comox and

Nanaimo.

Kwahiutl Texts—Second Series. By Fraot

Boas and George Hunt.

The second series of Kwakiutl texts, so far

as published, contains traditions of the more

southern Kwakiutl tribes, and particularly the-
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important "Mink Legend'' and the "Trans-
former Legend." The former occupies about
eighty-five pages, and the latter about seventy
pages, of the series. The texts, so far as
published, were recorded by Mr. George Hunt,
and were revised from dictation by F. Boas.
Thus it happens that the whole series of texts

published in the Jesup Expedition are re-

corded by Mr. Hunt. That the bulk of this

work was intrusted to Mr. Hunt is due to the
fact that the Kwakiutl mythology is enor-
mously extensive, and must be obtained from
representatives of all the different families to

whom the family traditions belong. The
writer of these lines, who is responsible for
the collection, could not undertake this work
himself, and for this reason he taught Mr.
Hunt to write Kwakiutl, and, by carefully

controlling his work, trustworthy material has
been gathered.

From a broader ethnological point of view
a series of this kind collected by a single

native recorder is of course unsatisfactory,

because the critical insight into style and con-
tents require more varied material. For this

reason I have collected a considerable amount
of material from various sources, largely in-

tended to control the results obtained by Mr.
Hunt, and also to present different styles of
story-telling and differences of dialect. It is

a matter of regret that this material has not
been included in the present volume which'
thus would have gained very much in sci«a-

tific value. jr

Franz B6as

The Psychology and Pedagogy ofjkeading,
with a review of the history of^ji^ading and
writirii^>,and of methods, text^;'and hygiene
in readinjs^ By Edmund Burke Huey,
Ph.D., ProfesS^r^ of Psyc^ogy and Educa-
tion in the Western Uijiversity of Pennsyl-
vania. Pp. xvi-f Ip0^ New York, The
Macmillan Co. 19fll8. v

The experimental studies o¥'-;(he last dozen
years in the plijrsiology and p^phology of
reading constijWte an interesting aii* an im-
portant line of advance in experimental psy-
chology. Motived partly by logical, partly by
linguistic, partly by pathological, and partly

by pedagogical, as well as by purely psy-

chological interests, the investigations of the

reading process have materially increased our

knowledge of the visual processes, both central

and peripheral. They have enriched our ex-

perimental technique, and have furnished un-
usually satisfactory data for an investigation

of the higher mental processes. Historically,

physiological psychology received one of its

most important early impulses from an in-

vestigation of speech defects. The lamented
Wernicke found a discussion of the linguistic

processes a convenient introduction to the

more genial discussion of mental life, and
many anotiher teacher of related disciplines

has found it- convenient to follow his example.
It is not uiljinteresting that language seems
destined to supplement its former services to

psychology b^^ fiirnishing us with the best

available tech^que for an experimental an-
alysis of th^l more complex elaborative

processes. , %
Eeciproc^ly imwould be surprising if any

real advai^e in oto knowledge of the linguis-
tic procpses shouM be without influence on
langua^ itself and|the teaching of language.
I regjfltrd it as fortunate that, as far as read-
m^/ia concerned, t%se practical deductions
herre been drawn th% far mainly by those
^^#hose experimental w^^k guaranteed real in-

formation and a scieni|fic attitude.

The present work is i%de up of four parts

:

Part I. is a resume M experimental and
analytic researches in thegphysiology and psy-

chology of the reading pfecess. It occupies

about one third of the bo^. Part 11. is a
compact account of the histqry of reading and
of reading methods, pp. 76.^ Part HI. con-
tains an illustrated discussi^ of the more
important theories and practi||s in teaching
reading, pp. 119. Part IV.^iscusses the

hygiene of reading, fatigue in feading, suit-

able type, length of line, etd The con-
clusion contains some interesting Ipeculations

as to the future of reading. (The book
closes with an excellent bibliograplly and an
index. \

One of the most striking characteiistics of
Huey's style is his unusually careful recog-
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A CONTINUOUS CALORIMETER

\ To THE Editor of SaENCE: In your issue

of July 24 Professor Lyndley Pyle refeni to

the\, use of the continuous calorimetp by
studtats of Washington University Jor the

past fifteen years. It is gratifyin^^o learn

that the method has been so thorouj^ly tested

elsewhere for this purpose. In taj^ng up your
valuable fpace in my article^ May 15 I
described "^ particular type df simple calori-

meter that \we have found inost suitable for

the elementary work. That this method is

not generally^used in pbrce of the older and
more troublesoilie methgicl of measuring Joule's

heat appears to Tte bemuse sufficient attention

has not been drawpf to it The directness,

accuracy and easjrpf manipulation will ap-

peal I think to jnl those who have charge of

laboratory clasMS. \
The methodT itself, ik of course, not new.

Callendar ua^d it more tnan twenty-two years

ago at Canp>ridge for comparing the thermal

and elect|lcal units, but it w%a not until he
came to/McGill University in ftftS that steps

were taken to thoroughly inv^ilagate the

merit/ of the method. A continuoimmethod
was /used by Graetz as early as 1882 for

measuring thermal conductivities.

^ TTi T "RiTrnri-

MinfrTT '
'

'i"m^'"^

July 29, 1908

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Ex-
pedition. Edited by Franz Boas. Leiden,

E. J. Brill Limited; New York, G. E.

Stechert & Co. 4to.

During the past year the following numbers
of this publication have been issued:

The Lillooet Indians. By James Teit. (Vol.

il!. Part V.)

In this book Mr. Teit describes the customs

of the Lillooet, a branch of the Salish Indians,

who inhabit the valleys of the Coast Kange of

British Columbia, from Harrison Lake to the

upper reaches of Eraser River. Mr. Teit vis-

ited the tribe twice, and describes in some
detail the customs of both its lower and upper

divisions. The plan of description is similar

to that of Mr. Teit's well-known book on the

Thompson Indians of British Columbia; the

habitat and divisions of the tribe, material

culture, warfare, games and pastimes, social

organization and festivals, birth, childhood^

marriage and death, and religion being taken

up in detail. On the whole, the Lillooet re-

semble in their culture the tribes of the in-

terior, but they form an interesting link be-

tween them and the coast tribes, having

adopted many of the industries and a consid-

erable part of the social traits of the coast

tribes. Mr. Teit describes in detail how the

influence of the coast culture gradually dimin-

ishes towards those divisions of the Lillooet

that reside farthest away from the coast. Of
special interest in the descriptions is the dis-

cussion of the imbricated basketry and of the

basketry designs of the tribe, a subject which

has received considerable attention in recent

literature. The houses of the division of the

tribe living near the coast were similar in

structure to the large wooden houses of the

Coast Salish, while the tribes of the interior

lived in underground dwellings and in tents.

Weaving like that produced by the Salish

Indians of the Gulf of Georgia was confined

to the Lower Lillooet. The tribe has been sa

much influenced by the whites that very few
of the old specimens remain, and consequently

not many of the objects in use among them
formerly could be illustrated. The transi-

tional stage in the social organization of the

tribe is interesting from a theoretical point

of view, in so far as it shows clearly how a

semi-totemic organization may influence a
people that in previous times was organized

only in very loose village communities. At.

the present time the influence of the totemic

organization may be observed particularly in

grave-monuments which are still preserved^

many of which represent figures of ancestors

and of totemic beings. The religious concepts-

of the people differ only slightly from those of

the Thompson Indians. The numerous rock-

paintings in the Lillooet country have refer-

ence particularly to the puberty ceremonials,,

and are explained in a manner similar to those-



A CONTINUOUS CALORIMETER

ToYhe Editor of Science: In ymr issue

of July 24 Professor Lyndley Pyle/refers to

the usA of the continuous calorimeter by

studentsXof Washington UniveEsity for the

paBt fifte^ years. It is gratifying to learn

that the mWihod has been so thoroughly tested

elsewhere fo\r this purpose. In taking up your

valuable spai^ in my article of May 15 I

described a particular type of simple calori-

meter that we\have found most suitable for

the eleiiientaryWork. /That this method is

not generally usAd iii place of the older and

more troublesome ka^thod of measuring Joule's

heat appears to b«rv)ecause sufficient attention

has not been drawki to it. The directness,

accuracy and /4ase of manipulation will ap-

peal I think/to all tl^ose who have charge of

laboratoryyClasses.

The method itself, ik of course, not new.

Callendar used it more ttan twenty-two years

ago a/Cambridge for cori«)aring the thermal

and/electrical units, but ikwas not until he

came to McGill University liji 1893 that steps

j^ere taken to thoroughly investigate the

merits of the method. A continuous method

was used by Graetz as early as 1882 for

measuring thermal conductivities.
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Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Ex-

pedition. Edited by Franz Boas. Leiden,

E. J. Brill Limited; New York, G. E.

Stechert & Co. 4to.

During the past year the following numbers

of this publication have been issued

:

The Lillooet Indians. By James Teit. (Vol.

n.. Part V.)

In this book Mr. Teit describes the customs

of the Lillooet, a branch of the Salish Indians,

who inhabit the valleys of the Coast Eange of

British Columbia, from Harrison Lake to the

upper reaches of Fraser Eiver. Mr. Teit vis-

ited the tribe twice, and describes in some

detail the customs of both its lower and upper

divisions. The plan of description is similar

to that of Mr. Teit's well-known book on the

Thompson Indians of British Columbia; the

habitat and divisions of the tribe, material

culture, warfare, games and pastimes, social

organization and festivals, birth, childhood,

marriage and death, and religion being taken

up in detail. On the whole, the Lillooet re-

semble in their culture the tribes of the in-

terior, but they form an interesting link be-

tween them and the coast tribes, having

adopted many of the industries and a consid-

erable part of the social traits of the coast

tribes. Mr. Teit describes in detail how the

influence of the coast culture gradually dimin-

ishes towards those divisions of the Lillooet

that reside farthest away from the coast. Of
special interest in the descriptions is the dis-

cussion of the imbricated basketry and of the

basketry designs of the tribe, a subject which

has received considerable attention in recent

literature. The houses of the division of the

tribe living near the coast were similar in

structure to the large wooden houses of the

Coast Salish, while the tribes of the interior

lived in underground dwellings and in tents.

Weaving like that produced by the Salish

Indians of the Gulf of Georgia was confined

to the Lower Lillooet. The tribe has been so

much influenced by the whites that very few

of the old specimens remain, and consequently

not many of the objects in use among them

formerly could be illustrated. The transi-

tional stage in the social organization of the

tribe is interesting from a theoretical point

of view, in so far as it shows clearly how a

semi-totemic organization may influence a

people that in previous times was organized

only in very loose village communities. At

the present time the influence of the totemic

organization may be* observed particularly in

grave-monuments which are still preserved,

many of which represent figures of ancestors

and of totemic beings. The religious concepts

of the people differ only slightly from those of

the Thompson Indians. The numerous rock-

paintings in the Lillooet country have refer-

ence particularly to the puberty ceremonials,

and are explained in a manner similar to those
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of the Thompson Indians. The principal dif-

ference between the. Salish tribes of the in-
terior and the Lillooet in regard to their re-
ligious beliefs is based on the introduction of
some of the secret societies of the coast. Mr.
Teit's paper is the first fairly exhaustive de-
scription of the Lillooet, and supplants the
earlier brief description given by Mr Hill-
Tout.

. .
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The Story of a Stump.
I STARTED from a little town on the Fraser River to

look for Indians, pines, cedars, firs, balsams, moun-
tains and, incidentally, for goats and sheep. For the

[first time in history the salmon run on the Fraser had

failed. The great Government hatchery, just erected

below the lower Seaton Lake, had not been able to

get enough fish at its weir to begin operations. A
few, a very few, sock-eyes were drying on sticks along

the river bank, but the king salmon and the humpies

were not.

Major and Aleck, my two Indians, were glad to get

their ponies together for a turn in the hills, and the

first night out we spent at the Short Portage.

This was a native settlement of about sixty souls.

The patriarch patted me on the back saying, ''Good

man! Shoot mowitch." The children came out of

their cabins at unusual hours to hammer a church bell

installed on a stump, while awaiting its sacred edifice,

and the population would take to prayer. They are

good Catholics, strenuous and observant, and they do

their full duties, though the times and seasons may be

a little mixed.

Nor do they seem to be inclined to race-suicide.

Major's wife stood on the bank as we rode by, w^ith a

six-inch smile on her comely face and many infant

Majors by her side. As General Scott said of the

Seventh, "It was a regiment of officers."

It is easy to understand that, in early days, during

the interchange of barbarities called frontier war, some

currency should be given to the saying that 'There is

I

no good Indian but a dead Indian." Time has worn

the gloss off from this epigram. From a byword it has

become a bore.

Three of my associates on the trip I am writing

about, are living refutations of the slanderous proverb.

When we started from upper Seaton Lake, beyond

the Portage, Aleck's wife was also of the party, under

her husband's escort, until we reached a spot on Mc-

Gilvray creek, where "many womans" were picking

berries. There she left us. I had asked her name, but

as she only answered by a shy giggle, I called her Car-

rie. A week afterward I found that her name really

was "Keetee," so I hadn't been so far wrong.

I am told that the Seaton Lake district is an arid

region with an average annual rainfall of twelve inches.

jWe got about that in September alone. We were in

the very spill-way of the clouds. It rained or snowed

on more than half the days of my expedition, and was

cloudy on some other days. So, when the rain had

Iturned to snow, on the afternoon of our march from

Seaton Lake, and we were all wet through with ice

water, it was a comfort to find that Major could start

|a fire with a branch of dead pine needles in less time

than most people could light a candle, and as soon as

we got the packs off and began thawing, I took a lesson

|in Lillooet language and customs.

These Indians are progressive in the sense that they

live in houses, wear modern clothes and work. They

think little of the \vays of their ancestors, the "old

[people," but withal, they have retained traits of sim-

Jpiicity and an honesty which is a real delight. You
may leave your furnishings stowed in a tree beside the

[trail for safe keeping, and be absent many days, sure

that no human despoiler will have injured or taken

your property. I asked Major whether the Indians of

old had used dogs for packing before the coming of

the horse, and he denied it, but there is a suspicious

feature in their language. The word for dog is

hskakbah," and the name for horse is the same with

|a syllable that resembles a grunt prefixed. Among the

Piegans the pony supplanted the dog as a beast of bur-

Iden, and was called an "elk dog," or big dog, and it

seems likely that the etymology of the w^ord horse in

iLillooet points to a similar connection of ideas.

When the men chattered away in their native tongue,

Ithe general effect, to a person ignorant of both lan-

guages, was somewhat like South German; but there

were times when a succession of coughs, clicks and

[gulps broke in, giving a notion that the speaker's utter-

ance had become inarticulate through pain.

In the flats near the short Portage and at other

places in the district one finds circular mounds sur-

rounding excavations about thirty feet across. These

lare called by the whites "keekoly holes." The word

Ikeekoly merely means "down" in the Chinook jargon,

but this name is always applied to the hollows that

mark the sites of the old communal houses. There

may be one or two of these houses still left in some

I

remote spot. Thirty years ago when miners began to

i

stream into the Caribou these were the ordinary win-

ter domiciles. The method of construction was to dig

down from three to five feet below the surface, and

in this cellar erect a rectangular frame with six stout

posts and connecting beams on top. Then strong

poles were laid radially for the roof so that the outer

ends came to the ground and the inner ends abutted

on a hole in the middle of the roof, which answered

both for door and chimney. The poles were covered
with bark, grass and earth; the excavated dirt was piled

around the outside, a notched log was propped in the
central hole for a ladder, and the mansion was ready.
Of course everyone had to walk over the roof and
climb down through the smoke to enter. The great
virtue of these houses was that they were very warm
in the severest weather, only a little fire of sticks was
made in the center, but often the dwellers would climb
out at nightfall to plunge in the icy lake in order to
get cool enough to sleep. Each of the several families

that lived in the house would have its special division

allotted, and the winter was passed in making soup
in a cooking basket, wherein the water was kept boil-

ing by the addition of hot stones. Salmon dried in the
sun, and shockingly ill-preserved, was the staple, with
steelheads, rainbows and mountain trout fresh from
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the water; while canias and kimwood roots afforded
the vegetables, and dried berries gave the fruit.

Rather a domestic people were the Lillooets. Fight-
ing sometimes, either because they had to or else to
keep in touch with the prevailing fashion, but in the

main seeking a peaceful sustenance, housemakers,

bridge builders and capable of carrying huge burdens

on their backs. Not all of them even were successful

hunters, and some, instead of buckskin garments, had

to weave themselves shirts of the inner bark of the

willow, twisted and pounded to clear the fiber from
the trash.

Now we started on our trip with the picnic element

definitely eliminated, as I have shown, and packing over

the divide at the head of McGilvray creek, we dropped
down about 2,000 feet into the valley of the Cadwala-

der, the main tributary of the south fork of Bridge

River, and no mean stream. The bordering mountains
are not very lofty in absolute elevation from the sea

level, but they rise sharply from the low land, and a

hunter may have to climb 3,000 or 4,000 feet through

old burnt lands thick with brush or opener, but still

very steep forested slopes, before he gets to the rocks

of the goats or the snow swept slopes with short, curl-

ing grasses and patches of low moss amid the shingle,

beloved of the herds of the Highland Pan.

The restriction of the game ranges is very marked.

The great belts of the lower timber and slides are

practically untenanted. A few deer haunts known to

the Indians are the only exception to this rule. In

the upper regions goats can often be seen; usually, on

account of their conspicuous coats and exposed sta-

tions, at great distances. A sportsman of repute gave

an account some years ago of hunting goats with

horses and dogs, but as far as my observation goes

their habitat is ill adapted to equitation.

For good climbers, however, the capture of goats

is an easy thing, though the labor of the approach and

of the packing out of the spoils is almost always con-

siderable. But it seemed strange that among hundreds

of high, cool ridges, where the ozone of the sunnnit
fills the air and the crisp, scanty herbage seems made
for sheep, only a few places should harbor the bighorn.

For instance, on the mountains south of Cadwala-
der creek, the bighorn is not found. On the north, but
one mountain side near the glacier that forms the
source of a little stream known as John Bull creek,
has the history of a single band of sheep now seldom
seen.

In going up this valley a little incident happened
which seemed to indicate that Major had a feeling for
locality that amounted almost to a special sense. In
the morning we passed a little snake torpid with cold.
Major thought him dead, but by stirring him with a
stick I elicited a faint wiggle, and we passed on. Some
hours afterward, when we had gone, several devious
miles. Major said to me, '*Dat snake move." He had
recognized the spot, to me quite undistinguishable from
the rest of the tangle, and noticed the absence of the
snake.

And here I heard of a fact, if fact it was, that had
never been brought to my attention. In the edge of
a lofty snow bank I discovered a labyrinth of tracks.
When we got near they proved to be bear tracks a
day or two old, and the long claw marks showed a
grizzly bear.

Now Major had killed bears, some of them in con-
tests that may be described as hand to mouth struggles,
and he maintained that it was a custom of these ani-
mals to tramp around in a snow bank after they had
made a kill and gorged themselves on meat, in order
to clean their paws.

As the grizzly is a fast vanishing creature, his habits
are getting to have the interest of an early myth, and
I give this on Major's authority.

To be sure, the scarcity of bears in the autumn is

hardly an index to their true numbers, for they are then
quite undiscoverable in the brush.

When the snow melts in the spring, say from April
to June, according to the earliness or lateness of the
season, the bears come out on the open slides to dig
for roots to satisfy the hunger that they have earned
by a winter's fasting. At these times they can be seen
a long way off with a field glass, and the hunters have
little trouble in coming up to leeward and securing
their victim. Aleck alone killed nine bears last spring,
but he might try for ninety autumns without bagging
a single one. And as for the grizzly, it seems as if the|

hunters had taken the short census and marked the
favored resort of every survivor of the species.

After a short and rather barren experience near the
John Bull glacier, we moved down the Cadwalader
bottom and camped where a long, steep ravine car-
ried the waters of the higher snow banks to the creek.

It was an inviting spot. We saw a goat miles away
and marked him for the morrow, and Aleck started to
make a supply of his unrivaled bread. It was good,
and as his method differs a little from those I knew, I

will give the details: He first gathered a lot of earth
and gravel around his fire and got this stuflF hot and
well mixed with embers. A large tin pan was greased,
the dough was put in. then water was p<^)ured around
it to prevent burning. A gold pan, bottom up, was
used as a cover. The whole was buried and covered
with the hot earth and ashes. In a lew niiiuues steam
came puffing out of the pile, and in three-quarters of

an hour the bread was done. It was not boiled, either.

It w^as baked and well baked, and there was not a fea-

ture of a dumpling about it.

While Aleck was cooking I examined the neighbor-

hood, and found a small stump with one side faced

down with the ax for a couple of feet, and on this

tablet there was an inscription in characters strange

to me, which turned out to be Chinook writing. For
it seems that a special syllabary has been invented

to fit the jargon; and, in a way, it does fit it. It looks

quite as the jargon sounds: ridiculous.

Both my men were Chinook scholars, though Aleck
was far the better, and where their translations diflPered

I took Aleck's, but I confess that I reflected with a

certain pang on the time wasted over learning this

class of literature when the student might have made
great strides in knowledge by the same application to

the pursuit, say of Latin or even English.

The inscription rendered so as to bring out its true

intent, avoiding the bald vagueness of the jargon with

its "wa-wa" and its "sick tum-tum" ran as follows:

Sept. 13, 1902. Cadwalader Creek.
Well, we had a hard time here.

Here we got low spirited.

It was like that all the time.

There was no good cause for misfortune.
We did nothing for three days.

We lay in bed.

Afterwards we killed lots of game.
We ate lots of game.
We have a camp a little above—about fifty yards from

this stump.
We are six camping there.

This is one story if anybody passes on this trail.

We had been traveling in another quarter.
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We had two horses.

We were short of water and we looked for a creek.

We reached it and drank, and a little bird came near and

sang, "Well ! well ! well
!"

Then he sang "He! he! hell'*

'i'hat little bird made us merry. 1 hen we all laughed.

If anybody passes this trail, don't get low spirited.

If a man gets low spirited he may get sick.

I say that for everybody. Joe.

As a check on the accuracy of the translation, I offer

an exact copy of the original which omits only the flat

and unprofitable advice at the end.

As if we got a sick tum tum on purpose!

Now there is a truthful story of simple men.

I imagine this half dozen of Indian hunters, weary

exceedingly, out of meat and short of water. (I hard-

ly see how they could have missed water far in such

a network of streams, but the stump says "short of

water.") They reach the creek, drink eagerly and go

to bed for three days with a "sick tum-tum." This

might have been the result of over-drinking or under-

eating, or the use of roots that give a most unattrac-

tive kind of starch to the Indian diet, or, perhaps, they

were bed-ridden by reason of unseasonable rains or

mere dark depression. On this point the stump is

silent. Then comes the halcyon bird, harbinger of bless-

ings, and he laughs to them, "Well! Well! Well' He,

He, He!" and they all laugh together, and their rifles

bring down game, and they eat abundantly, and dry

their surplus meat (we saw their drying scaffolds), and,

as a guide to the wayfarer, they tell the story of the

stump and draw the moral:

Excellent men!

And now we, too, began to gather fruits of the

chase; fool hens that were stoned to death, grouse,

rainbow trout, goats and deer.

The trout were caught in a small lake with bait.

One of them weighed about 2 pounds, others a quar-

ter as much. The salmon colored band on the flank

was bright and their red flesh was firm and good.

The deer, though proclaimed a tremendous fellow by

the Indians, did not rank with mule deer that I have

seen in Wyoming and Idaho. The spread of his horns

was only 19 or 20 inches, and they were neither heavy

nor long. A similarly disappointing smallness was

noticeable in the ram's horns brought in by three par-

ties out of many that went hunting this autumn. Four-

teen inches around the base and 33 inches on the outer

sweep, were considered large dimensions. This is a

matter of the tape line and cannot be laid to a senti-

mental exaggeration of the glories of vanished

times.

Either the big fellows have learned caution or the

game, harassed by continual pursuit, does not have

time to grow big.

Goats did not entirely satisfy our ambitions, and

we crossed the Bridge River and followed it down

looking for sheep grounds, unoccupied by other hunt-

ers, where we would not be spoiling someone else's

sport.

To one acquainted only with the upper reaches of

the Bridge River, it would seem to have earned its

name from having two rope ferries and numerous fords.

But I am told that there is a fine government structure

at the river's mouth, which replaced the Indian bridge

that spanned and gave a name to the stream when the

miners first poured in.

The Indian bridge was made on a plan, of which

some specimens still remain in other places. Trees

trimmed of their branches were supported and weighted

by stone piles on the opposite side of the river in such

a way that their small ends projected toward one an-

other and left only a moderate gap to span. A long

stick of timber was then lashed to the ends to fill the

gap and then the passer, with one foot on- either tim-

ber, just skated or shuftled along the two parallel sticks

as best he might, on so uncertain a footway.

Horses were always taken across by swimming or

fording in Indian times. And in one unaccustomed to

this kind of engineering I am told that great strength

of will was required to make the crossing, though an

old squaw, or kloochman, as they call her, would trudge

across with a heavy load on her back without a sign

of hesitation. The old timers speak of the plan of the

Indian bridge as the cantilever principle. At all events,

its construction showed mechanical ingenuity and en-

terprise.

When we had made one or two fruitless halts for

hunting along the Bridge River, my holiday time came

to an end, and I turned from the diapason of the pines

and the song of falling waters to the rattle of ordinary

existence.

The chief of the Lillooets agreed to drive me out

to the railroad, and he did it worthily, though much

against his will, for it was raining hard, and he told

me that nothing but his pledged word would have made

him take that uncomfortable drive. The day I spent

with him was full of interest. He was a fine-natured,

broad-minded man. A linguist speaking Shuswap,

Thompson River, English, Lillooet, a little Spanish,

Chinook and I know not what other jargon. In spite

of his accomplishments, he said that there were too

many languages, one ought to suffice, and he con-

sented that English should be that one. His English,

indeed, was fine; not Major's glorified baby talk, nor

Aleck's terse mumble, but idiomatic, weighty, reason-

able, and I «iat literally at his side, but metaphorically

at his feet, learning some little part of the secret of the

hills.
H. G. DuLOG.
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HE only tribe of real In-
dian shorthand writers
in the world who con-
tribute and subscribe to
the queerest newspaper
now being published
anywhere are those be-
longing to the Kama-

loops and Douglas River bands living in
the interior of British Columbia. Over
2,000 of these natives have mastered the
art and regularly read all the news per-
taining to the tribe and individuals in
their curious journal called the Kama-
loops Wawa. Bible, hymn, prayer-books
are likewise jprinted in this sign language.

. ]^ *he rear of the church are the editnml rooms where Father Le Jeune gets ut

paUToutt*'^-'^' P/P^^- ThU- 16pages, about the size of the average boofc

tTe ChinJ -^ '' ^^' ^"^^ ^«^ talk m
TpLn K^ \ J^'^''"' l^^^^e Father LeJeune had chosen it as a name for hi«quamt newspaper. It was printed on a

m^L^ P"«st succeeded in having typemade for it and getting it printed on oneof the presses of the nearest city A
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'Kamloops Wawa"—A shorthand newspaper circulating among the Indians. !
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This remarkable and up-to-date advance

in Indian culture was brought about
||

through the efEorts of a French Catholic

Missionary, Father Le Jeune, sent out

from Brittany a few years ago. One of I

the most picturesque illustrations secured i

was one showing this enterprising priest
|

kneeling surrounded by the chief and
j

other members of his shorthand tribe in
,

front of their church. Kamaloops, the
|

headquarters of Father Le Jeune, is some

300 miles or more northeast from Vic-

toria, the capital of British Columbia.

Just across the river a few miles up from

the town is the main Indian village, or

rancherie. Here the natives congregate

in large numbers at certain seasons, for

this is the important center of Indian

life for some 50 to 100 miles around ; the I

occupation is principally hunting, fishing,

ranching and farming on a limited scale.

Prior to the appearance of the priest the

'

fraudulent Shamans—pretenders at the

curing of disease, claiming by aid of su-

pernatural or magic powers to be able to
i

ward off evil spirits and prevent sick-

!

'

ness—completely held the people in their

superstitious grasp. Besides hindering

I their progress in religious matters, a

eood deal of property was squeezed

from the people by their misleading

influence. These so-called magical proph-

ets fled at the coming of the French

Father who exposed their tricks and

false creed to the Indians. Before the

French priest began his work the tribes

of this locality, living along the canyons

and banks of the Thompson and Fraser

'

Rivers in British Columbia, were unable

to write their language and had no writ-

ten literature, although each possessed a

language which had an extensive Myth-

ology, preserved and rehearsed by frequent

recitation.

,^^ Today, nearly all these differ-

ent tribes, some half dozen or more, are

writing letters to one another in their

several languages, reading a newspaper,

Bibles, and song books, all by means of

shorthand.

Father Le Jeune found that to be suc-

cessful in his mission it would be abso-

lutely necessary to devise a system of coni-

munication, both to arouse and gain their

interest by placing instructive printed

matter in their hands. Having no writ-

ten language or grammar of their own, he

conceived the novel and useful idea of

teaching the Indians of the various tribes

to write their language, and showed them

a sign to represent each sound which they

uttered in pronouncing their words. The

signs were simply the shorthand symbols

of the Duployan phonographic systems.

After working out an Indian vocabulary

I containing nearly all the words most com-

monly employed in every day usage m
his shorthand signs, the priest, in early

i fall when the village was thickly populat

i ed, first showed and explained his sys-

tem to one of the bright Indian boys. He
took to it intuitively and set to work to

decipher some Indian prayers which the

j
Father gave him. Before Christmas he

' had pretty thoroughly learned the art of

writing his language, and pleased with hit

quick success, he set to work at once tol

instruct his friends. The new ''talk lan-

guage'^ created wide-spread interest and

the Indians were all eager to learn it.

-^

s

'

'
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Indian Girl shorthand writer.

Soon the young as well as the adult mem-
bers of each habitation for miles around
were engaged in practicing the new
method of communication. A glimpse
at night into one of their homes—a wig-"
warn made of poles covered with mats,
or a birch bark dwelling or log cabin
where the women still use stone imple-
ments to prepare and scrape deer skins
—grouped eagerly around, bent on
learning shorthand, was indeed a re-

markable sight—a curious blending of
primitive surroundings elbowing against

higher civilization. During the first

fSundT?' "^ '^'" ^^h°«''°^ it -astound that as soon as a few Indians of
a camp had learned to read and write

feTi. r *uT ""''^ extremely anxious toeach the whole community. Consequent-

he'r/nf '
,
'

M,'""'
*^"^ht a few men,- i

bers of each village and left it to them I

to teach their neighbors. They made
rather slow progress in the summer timeowing to the fact that thev were off atwork ranching and picking berries, but in
the winter when they returned they de-
voted whole nights to study, and in thisway made excellent progress and soon be-

,

came profirient. .

""^
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After about 500 or more

had mastered this system it became neces-

sary that their interest be retained by

thus was one ol the ma
J^ j\^,„ to

;rofsSJS t«,*in,
>-^X"r.^

language by
-f»^f„* nLgue, but;

reaa » P»P« "i''^'„i„„s parts ol the

^BlhulnCSeS langWe. spoken

/

by the several tribes in this region, using

the same method, and still is laboring on

additional publications. Shorthand, he

claims, is so many times simpler than

English orthography that he takes no

credit to himself for this wonderfully

novel work of being the first to teach

these natives to write. Then, as they

apply the symbols to their own language,

they are not obliged to learn the gram-

mar and spelling of other language, in

addition to the task of committing the

shorthand alphabet. The Indians now us-

ing this phonetic system for writing are

some half dozen tribes, or more, living

along the Thompson and Frazer Rivers.

It is in these languages that the prayers,

hymns, parts of the Bible and the church

ritual have been published. So expert

have these Indians become in their short-

hand work that they have been awarded

medals from a recent shorthand exhibition

held in France where their efforts in the

! shape of compositions was a wonder and

[surprise to all European stenographers

and other beholders.
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A few years ago
Father Le Jeune took Louis, chief of

I

the shorthand-writing Indians, and Chief
Chilliheeta on a four months^ tour
through Europe. The party visited
France and England and while in London
called on King Edward at Buckingham

I Palace. The King was deeply interested
' in his progressive Indian subjects of Brit-
ish Columbia and was likewise greatly

^ astonished and gratified at their remark-
able advancement. Probably the most
memorable event, however, was a special
audience given at the Vatican by the late

Pope Leo. He gave each of the chiefs

'^^^JWTfc:^!*«. '.^»

a medal and a special one for Father
Le Jeune and also sent 2,000 or more
through the Priest to his far-off Indian
children in British Columbia. These are
awarded yearly for the meritorious and
studious natives who exeell in shorthand
and otherwise aid in looking after the
education of others. The competition is

keen for these coveted souvenirs, and to
win one is looked upon as a marked
honor and considered a great event by the
lucky recipient.

/

/
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The Indians are

very enthusiastic in' taking part in their
^1 various observances. In the summer the

flat green land, lying between the river
,

and the dry grazing land of the moun-
ains may often be seen glistening with
the white tents of visiting Siwashes and
other tribes who have come from afar to
participate in some religious rite. The
ittle dusty street comprising the main
thoroughfare of the village will be lined
with fir trees cut from the mountains and
set m avenues by the Indians. Up and
down between the rows of trees the cere-

monial procession will pass, while bright

wild flowers are scattered in the pathway, i

Several years ago the Passion Play was

enacted here by the Indians under the di-

rection of the priest. They are quite ^

proud of their performance and speak of

this event with unusual pride. For a

novel picture of progressive Indian life.

Father Le Jeune^s queer "Wawa^^ and

his band of Indian shorthand writers quite

overshadows all others.

The focus of all religious and in-
tellectual activities and the one point
of pilgrimage from long distances by
land and river is the church. This
structure, a white frame one, similar to

\

those to be found in villages of Eastern
1 Canada and the United States, was built

J

by the Indians and presented to their

I

highly appreciated priest. They have also
made him a present of a carriage and
team to enable him to make his visits

to far-off villages. The church has a
.cheerful interior with comfortable pews.
i

The most striking oddity, however, to the
white visitor is the curious hymn and

;

prayer books whose pages are full of the
curious shorthand symbols. Father Le
Jeune preaches in the several native dia-
lects of the country, especially Chinook,

I
the ordinary trade language used between
different tribes and whites throughout
much of British Columbia, Alaska, and
the northwestern coast of the United
States. On church and feast days the
whole community attend services. The
church is well lighted by acetylene gas,
and illustrated stereopticon lectures are
frequently given by the pastor.
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Father Lc Jcnuc and his band of Indian sJiorthand writers.
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C/i»€/ Lof*w, ond Grandchild, of the Douglas Tribe.
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Chief Louis, and Grandchild, of the UougUis Tribe.

Retake of Preceding Frame
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ndian Shorthand Writers of
British Columbia

By Lillian E. Zeh

HE only tribe of real In-

dian shorthand writers

in the world who con-

tribute and subscribe to

the queerest newspaper
now being published

anywhere are those be-

longing to the Kama-
loops and Douglas Eiver bands living in
the interior of British Columbia. Over
2,000 of these natives have mastered the
art and regularly read all the news per-
taining to the tribe and individuals in
their curious journal called the Kama-
loops Wawa. Bible, hymn, prayer-books
are likewise printed in this sign language.
These natives have become Aembers of
the Catholic Church. . The writer recent-
ly visited this region and obtained a series

of characteristic photos, together with
some interesting information in regard to

these practically unknown Indians.

This remarkable and up-to-date advance
in Indian culture was brought about
through the efforts of a French Catholic
Missionary, Father Le Jeune, sent out
from Brittany a few years ago. One of
the most picturesque illustrations secured
was one showing this enterprising priest

kneeling surrounded by the chief and
other members of his shorthand tribe in
front of their church. Kamaloops, the
headquarters of Father Le Jeune, is some
300 miles or more northeast from Vic-
toria, the capital of British Columbia.
Just across the river a few miles up from
the town is the main Indian village, or

rancherie. Here the natives congregate
in large numbers at certain seasons, for

this is the important center of Indian
life for some 50 to 100 miles around ; the
occupation is principally hunting, fishing,

ranching and farming on a limited scale.

Prior to the appearance of the priest the
fraudulent Shamans—pretenders at the
curing of disease, claiming by aid of su-

pernatural or magic powers to be able to

ward off evil spirits and prevent sick-

ness—completely held the people in their
superstitious grasp. Besides hindering
their progress in religious matters, a
good deal of property was squeezed
from the people by their misleading
influence. These so-called magical proph-
ets fled at the coming of the French
Father, who exposed their tricks and
false creed to the Indians. Before the
French priest began his work the tribes
of this locality, living along the canyons
and banks of the Thompson and Fraser
Rivers in British Columbia, were unable
to write their language and had no writ-
ten literature, although each possessed a
language which had an extensive Myth-
ology^ preserved and rehearsed by frequent
recitation. Today, nearly all these differ-

ent tribes, some half dozen or more, are
writing letters to one another in their
several languages, reading a newspaper.
Bibles, and song books, all by means of
shorthand.

Father Le Jeune found that to be suc-
cessful in his mission it would be abso-
lutely necessary to devise a system of com-
munication, both to arouse and gain their

interest by placing instructive printed
matter in their hands. Having no writ-
ten language or grammar of their own, he
conceived the novel and useful idea of
teaching the Indians of the various tribes

to write their language, and showed them
a sign to represent each sound which they
uttered in pronouncing their words. The
signs were simply the shorthand symbols
of the Duployan phonographic systems.
After working out an Indian vocabulary
containing nearly all the words most com-
monly employed in every day usage in

his shorthand signs, the priest, in early
fall when the village was thickly populat-
ed, first showed and explained his sys-

tem to one of the bright Indian boys. He
took to it intuitively and set to work to
decipher some Indian prayers which the
Father gave him. Before Christmas he
had pretty thoroughly learned the art of
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in the wall, Eafe came on him within a

score of yards. His face, frozen in sleep,

was peaceful now that it lacked the hor-

rible contradiction of baleful eyes ; Death's
mysterious alchemy had loosened the
frost's bonds and spread thereon the
peace of his last thought. Who shall

predicate it? It may have been of the

Abbe's Warning, "Sin carries the seed of

its own punishment'' ? More likely it was
of the child which had won free because

he had bowed to the decree ; of the young
wife whom his last generous act had set

in the way of happiness.

So Jeanne and Eafe read it as they pre-

pared him for winter burial. Bending
two young spruce, they lashed him in a

buffalo robe from top to top; then when
the freed trees bore him on high with
stately swing, they headed for Pelly and
Dominique, leaving him to the gentle

cradling of the winds.

The Cowboy's Prayer

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

Lord, IVe never lived where churches grow;
I love creation better as it stood

That day You finished it so long ago

And looked upon Your work and called it good.

1 know that others find You in the light

That's sifted down through tinted window panes,

And yet, I seem to feel you near tonight

In this dim, quiet starlight on the plains.

I thank You, Lord, that I am placed so well

;

That You have made my freedom) so complete;

That Tm no slave of whistle, clock and bell,

Or weak-eyed prisoner of wall and street.

Just let me live my life as IVe begun
And give me work that's open to the sky;

Make me a pardner of the wind and sun

And I won't ask a life that's soft or high.

Let me be easy on the man that's down
And make me square and generous with all;

I'm careless sometimes. Lord, when I'm in town,

But never let them say I'm mean or small.

Make me as big and open as the plains.

As honest as the horse between my knees,

Clean as the wind that blows behind the rains,

Free as the hawk that circles down the breeze.

Forgive me, Lord, when sometimes I forget:

You understand the reasons that are hid,

You know about the things that gall and fret,

You know me better than my mother did.

Just keep an eye on all that's done and said,

Just right me sometimes when I turn aside.

And guide me on the long, dim trail ahead

That stretches upward toward the Great Divide.
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^uce a certain effect upon tWe organizatioi'i of hiii

anJliHHh^se conditions must be especially poijiJtetP^ut if they

are to be uncTefStmHl-^uHl properlyJef^tiTTTated.' The complete

scientific understandiiig^^'^^pg^nientation lies at the end of our

work still as a feoxllstant goaPheftjre us. We must confess,

even, that i^^w^ver appeared so far umihw^had traveled a few

steps^pw^Ene long way to reach it."

Boas on Indian face-paintings.

The American Museum of Natural History, New York city,

has begun the second volume of its '' Memoirs " in a very cred-

itable way. They are published in large quarto, on superior

paper, with fine typography and wide margins. Anthropology

is included among the sciences dealt with in the second volume,

and its first number, sent out June 16, 1898, contains important

data from the Jesup North Pacific expedition, descriptive of

'' Facial Paintings of the Indians of Northern British Columbia"

(pp. 24 and 6 plates with letter-press opposite). Researches like

these will be helpful in settling the problem whether the char-

acteristics of the American Indian race are derived directly from

Asiatic sources or result from an intermixture of Asiatic with

American tribes. For 1897 Dr Franz Boas had selected as a field

of research the coast of British Columbia from the Skeena river

(54° north latitude) southward to Victoria (48° 20' north lati-

tude), excluding Vancouver island, but taking in a part of the

interior—Kwakiutl, Coast Selish, Fraser and Thompson River,

Chilcotin (Tinne), and Bellacoola Indians. The ma}) plainly

shows all particulars. The work was divided between scientists

of the Jesup expedition and those of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science. The able assistants of Dr Boas

were Livingston Farrand, of Columbia University, and Harlan I.

Smith, of the American Museum of Natural History.

The Indians of the above area have a habit of reproducing on

their foreheads, cheeks, chins, and jaws images of the animals

which are used as their family crests. The animal forms are

highly conventionalized, and may be recognized by a number of

symbols characteristic of each species. They do not attempt per-

spective, l)ut characterize solely by "distortion and dissection."

29
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Nevertheless we must admire the ingenuity and invention of

the artist, wlio often spreads the marks over one-half or the

whole of a person's face, though it is often difficult to ascertam

what animal or other object it is intended to represent. The

plates show about one hundred of these faces, no two being

alike. We see, for instance, the killer-whale in black and green
;

beak of hawk ;
mouth of frog in red

;
paws of wolf, beaver, and

sea monsters
;
proboscis of mosquito in black ;

mosquito bites,

a succession of red spots ; feet of mountain goat ;
tail of raven,

woodpecker, and other birds ; tuft of puffin ; back of whale m
red ; mouth of sculpin in red ; feet of bear in black and red

;

crest of sea-lion ; nest of eagle in red ; bars of copper in red

;

fish-net ; cirrus, cumulus, and stratus clouds in various colors.

Albert S. Gatschet.

TJw New B^-umidck Magazine.

This is a new and popularly written periodical, published by

W. K. Reynolds at St John, New Brunswick, for $1.50 per year.

The first number bears date July 1, 1898, and deals mainly with

historical descriptions and problems. Among the collaborators

we find several university men, sucli as Montague Chamberlain,

of Harvard, a writer on ethnography, who contributes to the

present number an article on " The Origin of the Maliseet In-

dians." Another contributor is W. T. Ganong, Ph. D., now a pro-

fessor in Smith College, Northampton, Mass., and an authority

on certain branches of botany. For many years past he has in-

vestigated the geographic names in New Brunswick of Indian

and European origin, and has recently issued a treatise on their

cartography, adducing the testimony of old maps from 1600 A. D.

down to the present time. In the present number he has an

article entitled " Where stood Fort Latour ? " Another paper is

by James Hannay, on " The Brothers d'Amours, the first French

settlers on the St John River."

The history and topography of the thinly peopled province of

New Brunswick is very little known outside its own limits ;
hence

we gladly welcome a periodical that brings nearer to us the land

of our interesting neighbors, with its Anglo-French population,

its numerous Indian towns, and the manifold industries and in-

terests that it embodies.
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Medical

Observations on non-surgical drainage of the

liver and gall-bladder: Elliott C. Peentiss. .The

emptying of the liver and gall-bladder by ^eans

of the duodenal tube, whose tip is at, grr just

below, the papilla duodenalis, after a solution of

MgSO has been injected into the duodenum, is

the subject dealt with in this paper. The Eefuss

tip is used, as it is heavy enough to dra^ the tube

to the pylorus after insertion into the stomach,

and the openings in it are large and ;Well placed.

It is easily swallowed and requires aH average of

one to one and one half hours to f)ass into the

duodenum. Condition of patient causes some vari-

ations in this time interval and passage in some

cases is impossible. With tube in position run in

15 per cent, to 30 per cent. MgSO^, using one

ounce at a time, and allow to remain five minutes.

Therapeutic results are satisfactory in conditions

such as chronic cholecystitis even when gall stones

are undoubtedly present. Valuable for treatment

of gall-bladder infections—such infections as

usually progress to formation of gall stones and

other complications ultimately requiring opera-

tions. Thus, by repeated drainage of liver, cures

are frequently obtained and many operations pre-

vented. 4

The cause of hay fever in Arizona and the

Southwest: Dr. Samuel H. Watson and Dr.

Charles S. Kibleb. This paper presents the re-

sults of the first research work ever done as to

the cause of this disease in this section of the

country—a complete list of all the plants which

grow here, that can possibly cause the disease, is

given, and the relative importance of the various

plants as a cause is indicated.

Radium, its actions on human tissue cells:

W. Warner Watkins. The discovery of, and

developments in cgnnection with, radium, repre-

sent one of the best illustrations of cooperative

work of different branches of science. In these

branches the application^ of radium by the med-

ical sciences is the most interesting. To under-

stand radioactivity, the fundamental structure of

the atom must be borne in mind and the phe-

nomenon of ionization. Of the different particles

discharged by disintegration of radium atoms,

the alpha particle, which is a positively charged

helium atom nucleus, has limited application in

medicine, since its penetration into the tissues is

so slight; the beta particle, which is a negatively

charged electron, is usually filtered out when

radium is used biologically, because the gamma

ray, which is a very short wave light ray, is ex-

ceedingly penetrating, and ionizes the atoms of

the tissue molecules, producing beta rays which

are the real therapeutic rays in radium treat-

ments. Badium may be used either to destroy

foreign growths in the body tissue, or, by limiting

its application, to stimulate the normal ceUs of

glands of the body. This latter effect will, eventu-

ally, be the important field of application of

radium.

The supply of radiAjm: Arthur L. Flagg. The

principal sources of radium are from the ores of

carnotite and pitchblende. The carnotite ores

of the United States are the largest known de-

posits of uranium-bearing ores. The carnotite

occurs in sandstone as grains or incrustations,

usually in irregulat lenticular masses which are

mined by simple uiethods. The sorting of the

ores entails much waste which can be eliminated

with proper care. TJie total production of ele-

mental radium in the *^ United States since 1913

amounts to about 184. i^\grams. Much of this has

been exported and a too\large amount used as an

illuminiint on cheap wati^es and other novelties

of sh^rt useful life. Mestothorium is a valuable

and Practicable substitute ror radium in making

luminous paints and its use should be encouraged

in^rder to conserve the radiun^for its more legiti-

uses in therapeutics and in scientific re-fate

Archeology and Anthropology

Discovery of three skeletons of the HohoTcam

race in southern Arizona, a prehistoric desert

people of the Southwest: C. J. Sable. Three

human skeletons were recently found near Tucson,

buried face down, without reference to direction

and without personal belongings, which seem from

their associations to be referable to a prehistoric

people designated Hohokam by Russell (1905).

That the grounds for this reference may be

understood the paper describes the culture of

these ancient people, stating in substance that

they were pueblo dwellers, agricultural, and

weavers. The pueblos were built of clay and

wattle and often included large community

houses. This people cleared land and tilled the

soil, wove, used edged stone implements, mainly

eolithic in simplicity (little modified by secondary

flaking), and were excellent potters, decorating

their ware with colored designs which exhibit a

high degree of artistic skill. They etched the

numerous pictographs so common on rock sur-

faces near the village sites, and seem to have ad-

hered closely to the practice of cremation, a fact
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that gives special interest to the ekeletons

described. Burial pots are seldom accompanied

by personal effects. The published paper will

contain a diagnosis of skeletons by some anthro-

pologist. Dr. Edgar L. Hewett stated that the

skulls were of cliff dweller type, and that the

doliochocephalic shape had been disguised by

pressure of the cradle board.

A prehistoric skull excavated near Tucson:

Egbert F. Gilder. The author described objects

found in excavating prehistoric ruins west of

St. Mary's Hospital, Tucson, Arizona. Special

attention was called to a skull uncovered some

five and a half feet beneath the surface, under a

floor.

Orientation of prehistoric house outlines near

Bear Canyon, Tucson, Arizona: H. B. Leonard

and A. E. Douglass. The work was done in

1920-1921. Some five compounds were surveyed

and plotted: notes, directions and levels taken.

The longest walls point about a dozen degrees to

the west of south. This work of mapping and

surveying ruins in the southwest should be under-

taken by more people with engineering skill. As

the material is rapidly disappearing all possible

notes should be made so that in the future stu-

dents may substantiate any claims.

Yaqui ceremonial dances: Mrs. Phebe Bogan.

About two miles northwest of Tucson, Arizona,

there is a settlement of some two hundred Yaqui

Indians who were driven from Sonora, Mexico,

by the Indian wars following the overthrow of

Madero in 1913. The ceremonial dances of these

Indians, particularly those held during Easter or

Holy week each spring since their settlement in

this locality, furnishes the material for this

paper. Lantern slides showing the dancers, their

costumes, and the location of the dances were

used to illustrate the talk.

Native American artists: Edgar L. Hewett.

Life forms in the pottery decoration of the

Puello area: Kenneth M. Chapman. The dec-

oration of ancient pueblo pottery is geometric

in form, and this geometric treatment is also

found in the drawing of life forms. Later types

of Pueblo ware were developed in various areas

within the Pueblo region. In some of these areas

the decoration broke away from the limitations

of geometric art. Life forms became more real-

istic, but were combined with a new and more

varied symbolism. Following the Spanish inva-

sion, there appeared a still greater diversity of

decorative styles, until nbw each Pueblo com-

munity has its own distinctive decorative art in

which various life forms still persist. Of all the

life forms the bird predominates throughout this

transition from ancient to modem.

Progress report in research in Jamesf region:

Wesley Bradfield. The beginning of a series of

excavations and studies in the Jamez culture

region in New Mexico was begun in 1921 by the

School of American Research. The two sites

chosen for the first more intensive study were

TJn-shagi and Guiusewa—four miles above, and at

the site of the old Jamez Mission, near Jamez,

Hot Springs. Work in the large burial place

was described and tentative plans for the coming

season's work. These sites are under the control

of, or are owned by the School of American Re-

search.

Some archeological studies in the neighborhood

of Flagstaff: L. F. Brady. The occurrence of

pottery fragments and other artifacts at depths

varying from four to nearly twenty feet in un-

disturbed stratified alluvial at the north of Flag-

staff, together with the presence of semi-fossilized

stumps of yellow pine at similar depths, suggested

a method for computing the date of the nearby
** small-house '

' ruins in the neighborhood. The

pottery fragments and other articles suggested an

early stage in the development of the ** small-

house ' 'culture, which is perhaps one of the earli-

est forms of the proto-pueblo culture of the South-

west. Much field work still remains to be done.

A half century of archeological research in the

Southwest: Paul A. F. Walter.

History and Sociology

Puehlo land tenures in New Mexico and Ari-

zona: R. E. Twitchell.

The arms conference at Washington: H. A.

Hubbard.

Some sociological characteristics of the South-

west: Fred D. Merritt.

Beginning of representative government in

New Mexico: Lansing B. Bloom. From Rome

and Spain, New Mexico received the form of

municipal government which she exercised from

the founding of Santa Fe, about 1609, down to

the American occupation in 1846. Under Spain

also she elected deputies to the Cortes of 1810,

1820 and 1822-3. With the coming of Mexican

independence, she chose deputies to Durango,

Chihuahua, and for twenty-five years to the Con-

gress in Mexico City. And during the same

period deputies of her own election served in

successive deputations of the territory. New
Mexico had received the form of representative

government from the outside, but, thrown almost

entirely upon her own resources, she made these

forms her own by adaptation and use.
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supplementary thereto," has been passed by

Oongress and approved by the President. Tpe
act makes available for the next nine fiaftal

years an aggregate sum of $23,120,000! of

federiil funds to be expended in instruction

and practical demonstrations in agriciijture

and hofce economics. To obtain this totil the

states n^ust appropriate for like purposes a

total of '|18,800,000. Thereafter the govern-

ment is \p appropriate $4,580,000 annually,

and the stftes to take their full qugta must

appropriate\$4,100,000 annually. The pur-

poses for wmch the funds are to b^ expended

are defined by the act as follows :
'''* That co-

operative agribultural extension work shall

consist of the giving of instructiiltti and prac-

tical demonstrations in agricultiire and home
economics to pentons not attending or resident

in said colleges ip the severajl communities,

and imparting to f|[ich persong(« information in

such subjects thrdpgh field demonstrations,

publications and c^erwise ; and this work

shall be carried on i% such iklanner as may be

mutually agreed up«pL by the Secretary of

Agriculture and the sl^ate Agricultural college

or colleges receiving th« benefits of this act."

Beginning with the yesfct 1914-15 the act ap-

propriates $10,000 to eacm state as a basic fund

for each fiscal year. 4lie act then appro-

priates additional fed^^ral .moneys to be dis-

tributed among the states aijcording to the per-

centage that the rural population of each state

bears to the total popiilation of that state. To
share in the additiopal funds the state must

duplicate the money.deceived^rom the govern-

ment in appropriations for tl^ same purpose.

According to the (Cornell Aluinni News from

which the above im taken the jamounts avail-

able to the CoUeg^ of Agriculttire at Cornell,

based on the pe^entage of rural population

in New York SlJtte, will begin next year with

the basic $10,000 granted each year, and will

increase annu^y according to the following

table: 1915-1^, $33,443; 1916-17, $52,979;

1917-18, $72,^5; 1918-19, $92,051; 1919-20,

$111,587; 19^0-21, $131,123; 1921-82, $150,-

659 ; 1922-2?[ and thereafter, $170,191

A SouTHifeRN Geographic Society has been

established at Knoxville, Term., for the pur-

pose of stimulating the interest of its mem-
Ts and of the public in the study and appre-

ci™on of the science of geography. It is

planned to hold monthly meetings, on the

secondSFriday evening, from October to May,

inclusiv\ at which addresses or lectures will

be given ill which will be presented the results

of studies, tWvels and researches pettaining to

the science orWography, and related subjects.

From time to lime excursion^ will be con-

ducted by the society for the $tudy of features

of geographic inter«Bt. One of the features in

the plans of the so^ety is that of a field

school of geography and nature study, which

it is proposed to condti^i in connection with

the Summer School ^0f th^fiouth. Beginning

with the summer of^'1915 it \proposed to con-

duct at a suitable place in thXmountains for

a period of fppr to six weeks, \ camp school

for the stxid^ of geography and\elated sub-

jects, inclu)(}ing plants, animals, physiography,

geology, forestry, etc. From day to dajr excur-

sions yfUl be made under competent in^taict-

org ^r the study of the flora, the faunaN^nd

farftffituiCT of 4lae regioiK

'

JER making investigations and poUecting

data fl|r the last 12 years, the ^io State

ArcheoSjpical and Historical ./Society has

publishe(man Archeological Atlas of Ohio

which is tB| first book of thif kind to be pub-

lished by arife state. Dr^j^rwilliam C. Mills,

the curator ofwe museiijp of the society which

is located on tl%^caimps of The Ohio State

University, is tB[^ alathor of the book. A
map of each coun^^jof the state, showing the

mounds, village |||Re8^^i||pck shelters and other

interesting arcjjj(lologica|^atter is the chief

feature of thjpiew book. ^Opposite each map
is a descriOTon of the coufl^. Other maps
show the Jferly Indian trails and towns, and

the pri^pal mounds and othel^ earthworks

of thejptire state. The frontispie^is a photo-

grapjj/of the Serpent mound located\i Adams
coiiMty. Other photographs are incR^ed of

thf various forts, Indian trails and. mkimdB
[re described ¥ytne author.

In a report on the Museum-Gates Expedi-

tion which investigated the culture of the an-

cient pueblos of the upper Gila River region

/
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of New Mexico and Arizona, Dr. Walter
Hough, of the U. S. National Museum, states

that among thousands of interesting and valu-

able objects pertaining to the lives of the early-

inhabitants, many dried vegetables, fruits, and

other perishable articles were found, as well as

a desiccated turkey. In a cave which formed

the rear chamber of a row of ruined stone

abodes, on the banks of the Tularosa Kiver, a

tributary of the San Francisco Eiver, the ex-

plorers found much material representative of

the domestic life of the ancient dwellers.

Upon excavation, this cave room yielded its

treasures in sections as it were, different

depths offering distinctly marked periods of

occupation. Among the objects of importance

was a brush made of grass stems bound in a

round bundle, similar to those in use by the

Pueblo Indians of to-day. During the habita-

tion of this cave four burials had been made at

different times, shown by the different levels

from which the digging had been begun. In

one corner near a rock mass some small bows

and arrows, and other offerings were un-

earthed, indicating the location of an ancient

shrine. From the rubbish and debris the re-

mains of several mammals and birds were

identified; among them, deer, pronghorn, bison,

woodchuck, mice, rats, muskrats, rabbits, lynx,

fox, skunk, bear, a hawk, an adult turkey,

chicks and eggs, and many feathers of other

birds, all of which occupied the cave at one

time or another, or were killed and stored

there by the early Indians. From early his-

torical reports, it has been understood that the

Pueblos raised turkeys, but the discovery of

this desiccated adult and chicks proves con-

clusively that turkeys were kept in captivity,

probably for their feathers, which were used

in the manufacture of native garments. Ears

and scattered grains of corn of a smooth and

short grain, in yellow corn, blue and carmine

but much faded with aging, were also found,

as well as the remains and seeds of gourds,

squashes, beans, other vegetables and fruits

and nuts. In the Tularosa cave there was x>ot-

tery of a rude form, while from several large

open-air pueblos examples of a very fine finish

and ornamentation were collected. The de-

signs on the bowls commonly consist of four

elements based on the world quarters, the bot-

tom usually being circular and blank. Other

designs are of combined hatched and solid

color, or of a checkered variety. Many small

collections of pottery were found in caves and
springs where they had been deposited as offer-

ings.

WORDING ,£ui:c5bjard^j3LL the

TJ. S^Geological Survey, the total quantify of

Portlfflid, natural and puzzolan cemen/ pro-

duced 1^ the United States last year was the

greatest^in the history of the cement industry,

amountiM^ to 92,949,102 barrels, vAued at

$93,001,16^ compared with 83,351,191 barrels,

valued at $^7,461,513, in 1912. ThJtotal pro-

duction of ^ortland cement in 1F13 as re-

ported to the Ideological Survey waf 92,097,131

barrels, valued,; at $92,557,617 ; th/ production

for 1912 was 8%38,096 barrels, vjflued at $67,-

016,028. The luantity of Poland cement

produced, 92,097J|31 barrels, is|« equivalent to

15,623,620 long toms. Compare|[ with the pro-

duction of pig ironl^or 1913, w^ch was 30,966,-

301 long tons, the Portland c^ent production

is nearly 50.5 per cekt. of tl^ quantity of pig

iron. Of the 113 woduciog plants in the

United States in 1913^23 v^re in the state of

Pennsylvania, whose V^]^^ ^^^ 28,701,845

barrels of Portland cen^yt, the largest quan-

tity produced by any oqfe state. The second

greatest production cam^^from Indiana, with

10,872,574 barrels, and/ckifomia was third,

with 6,159,182 barrels/ The natural cement

produced in the Tjiiited \ States in 1913

amounted to 744,658^ barreB| of 265 pounds

each, valued at $34^,889, coteipared with an

output of 821,231 Ij^rrels, valued at $367,222,

in 1912, a decreas^ in 1913 0^76,573 barrels

and of $21,333 ij^ value. Pu^olan cement

was manufacturefl in 1913 at tm*ee plants in

the United St^es, in Alabam% Ohio and

Pennsylvania, /the output of pmzzolan and

CoUos cementat in 1913 was 107,3913 barrels,

valued at $97*63, compared with 9|,864 bar-

rels, valued / $77,363 in 1912, an irt^rease in

quantity of ,|5,449 barrels and in valuetof $20,-

300. The Junited States has a comparatively

small export trade in cement. In 19J3 the

%



DOGS AMONO THE HOP

I

Dr. J« Walttr Ptwkes, in an articlt

on 'Proptrty-right in Sagles among tho Hopi\

states: "Ths anoient Uopi had a donsstio

dog which was a pet rather than a beast of

burden. The good qualities of this pet were

reoognized and recounted in their legends.**

Am. Anthropologist, Vol. 2 (NS), No. 4,
page 706, Deoenoer 1900.



VATQRI GODS OP THS HOPI

ittHfl

J* iBlt«r Peidcefl la his article ratitled 'BeslgBB o

Pr^istorio Hopi Petteij* states: **The great natar

geds ef sky and earth, sale and feaale, lightning a

gemination, no donbl arose as sinple transfer of a

geninatiTe idea applied to oesaio phettonena and

•rganie The earliest creation nyths were dravi

.Of^ies of hoaan and aninal birth. The

inhnnerable lesser or clan gods nre natarallj regarded

as offspring ef 1^:7 and earth, a^nan hiaself is bom

fresi Mother iSarth. He was not SDeciallT created bv a

unnodified

ihite influences* **

J. Walter Pe^es, Designs on Prehistoric Hopi
lottery, 33d Ami.Hept.Bureau ethnology (for 1911*12),
y. 274, 1919. '
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TO GO ONimm 11

Become Angered When One of Them

Was Shot by Arizona Po-

lice Officers.

PHOENIX. Ariz., February 8.—Five
thousand residents in the northeastern
portion of Arizona are alarmed over
the reports that the Hopi tf-ibe of Nav-
ajo Indians were threatening to go on
the "warpath," according to reports
received here.

Approximately 2,000 Indians are liv-
ing on the Navajo reservation, but it

was not known what proportion of
tliem were involved in the threatened

l^vprising. The Hopis became angered,
!.it was said, when one of their number
was shot and killed several days ago
by police officers'. The Indians opened
fire on the police when they attempted

!'to arrest a fellow tribesman and one
was killed by the officers, according to
information received by Thomas Flynn,
United States district attorney.

The shooting occurred near Lees Fer-
ry, a crossing on the Grand Canyon of
Arizona, about fifty miles south of the
Arizona-Utah boundary line. Word of
the threatened trouble was first
brought to Flagstaff by an Indian run-
ner.
Although instructions from the

United States authorities at Washing-
ton were being awaited by officials here

before taking any action, a number of
deputy United States marshals were
.preparing to make the journey to the
reservation to investigate the reports,

KfCortit^ probably will be made to

i

have troops from Kl Paso accompany
the Bherifts to the scene.
The Indian reservation Is located in

one of the most inaccessible portions
of the state. Flagstaff, which Is about
150 miles away, is the nearest point to
which telegraph and telephone com-
munication is available. Snow Is sev-
eral feet deep througlfout this section.

Officials of Indian Service

and Department of Justice

Tal<e Steps to Quiet Hopis

Indian service and Department of

Justice officials took steps today to

head off the threatened uprising of

Hopi Indians on the Western Navajo
reservation in Arizona.
Instruction went to Thomas Flynn,

United States attorney at Flagstaff,

and Supt. Thackery of the Pima In-
dian reservation to take a posse to
Tuba, center of the trouble, to arrest
the policemen connected with killing
the Indian.
This was expected to quiet the In-

diana, who it was reported had threat-
ened to burn the Tuba reservation
buildings.
Tuba is isolated by deep snows and

officials said it might be several days
before it was learned if the posse's
mission were successful. Thackery, it

was said, is respected by the Indians
and it was believed he could placate
the tribe.
Officials here were not informed of

the nature of the crime of which the
Indian killed was accused.
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Did the so-called Cliff Dwellers of Central Arizona also

build *'hogans*'?

Spreading west from the desert of the little Colorado river upward

toward the pine clad slopes of the San Francisco mountains the evidence

of an ancient population is everywhere apparent. Ruins of large pueblos

and forts crown some of the cinder cones. Small isolated castles top

the crags in the canyons. Cliff houses cower under overhanging ledges

while the remains of small stone houses and pueblo-like groups of houses

lie scattered over the gray plains among the cedars and the pines.^

Potsherds gathered from these sites have the same characteristics,

black geometrical designs on a white slip, black geometrical designs on a

red slip, corrugated ware and red bowls with polished black interiors.

This complex of pottery has associated with it in the canyons, burials

containing skulls showing a flattening of the back of the head. This is a

characteristic of the cliff-dweller

culture as described by Kidder.^

The pottery except for the red

bowls with the black interior is

similar to that found by Kidder in

^ „, '
r

'•
1 J J ui the Marsh Pass region. A few

Fig. 14.—Plans of single and double .11
vestibuled houses. The single houses scat- potsherds similar to those described

tered through the pine forests at the foot by Kidder as belonging to another

of the San Francisco mountains, over the type which he has called the slab-

sage brush plains and lava flows, and on house culture have been gathered
the crests of the cedar clothed craters are ^ . , .,

_, . , J on some of the sites,
common. The twm houses are rare and

.

have been found in but two of the larger Among the ruins of pueblos and

groups or villages. In both types of houses small houses at the base of the San

the characteristic feature is the vestibule Francisco mountains, in groups in

or entrance on the south or southeast side, ^^e pine forest or in the cedar and
The houses figured here lie one quarter of

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ overlooking
a mile north of the Flagstaff City reservoir. ^ ° 1,1

a flat or a natural park, regular

rows of boulders, strike the eye of the careful observer. Similar boulder

sites have been described by Mindeleff in the neighboring Verde valley.^

The rows of small boulders enclose squares ranging from fifteen to twenty-

feet on a side. A characteristic of these squares, which has not been

1 M. R. F. and H. S. Colton. "Little known Small House Ruins in the Coconino

Forest," Memoirs, American Anthropological Association, vol. v, no. 4, 1918.

2 Kidder and Guernsey. "Archeological Exploration in Northeastern Arizona."

Bulletin 65. Bureau, American Ethnology, ipiQ*

»C. Mindeleff, "Aboriginal Remains in the Verde Valley. Arizona." Thirteenth

Annual Report, Bureau of American Ethnology, 1891-1892, 1896. p. 237.
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DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE

lize into the Neuter, Erie, and Seneca nations. The route of the migration
of th^e nations at least seems to have been eastward from th6 head of
Lake Erie, one band crossing the Detroit river and following the northern
shore of Lake Erie, the other following the southern shor^; and it is

noteworthy that the characteristics of Iroquoian culture are as marked
and constant at the most western and earliest of sites alon^ this migration
path as at the eastern and later end. From this we can only infer that
this culture did qot originate on either side of Lake Erie but was already
fixed before the Irbquoian people had approached it./

The place of origin of these people is unknown. The movement of
these nations however having been uniformly eastward so far as we know,
and their peculiarities of culture having beei^ fixed before they arrived
at their historic seats in different parts of a wide stretch of country to
which their eastward movement had brought them, it is fair to assume
that there must have been an earlier movement which brought them to
the head of Lake Erie, and that this movement must also have been
from the westward. Their place of, origin must then be looked for at
some point to the westward of the Detroit river.

It is just at this stage of reaspi^ing that the Kankakee site becomes
of interest. It is west of the Detroit river, and therefore in a line with a
possible eastward movement having that river as its eastern terminus.
It is pre-European. It is undeniably of Iroquoian origin. There is then
the possibility that it marks a stopping place of a band of some Iroquoian
nation in its early eastw^d migration from its point of origin at some
unknown western point./ \

Should this be tru^ other similar sites may be expected to exist be-
tween the Kankakee/fiver and the Detroit river. None has been identi-
fied, yet this may bfe due to the fact that northern Illinois, Indiana, and
Ohio have neverXeceived any systematic study. An attempt to locate
and identify ^y such possible sites would constitute a very definite
piece of res^^ch work for archaeologists of that territory. This can be
accomplisHed by an examination of existing local collections of Indian
articles. Should this reveal any articles of the typical Ii^quoian culture,
triangular points, chevron designs on pottery, or an abundance of articles
of bone and antler, the place of origin of these articles shoUjd be located
an4 thoroughly examined and the results of the examination should be
carefully compared with the constants of Iroquoian culture. \

Frederick Houghton
Buffalo, \

New York
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noted before, is that the row of stones forming the south or southeast

side is broken by a gap about six feet wide and from this gap two lines of

stones project perpendicular to the side of the square. (See figure 14.)

When we consider that these squares are the plans of dwellings of some

sort, the parallel walls beside the door suggest the vestibule of a house.

Although these ruins are fairly common the writer worked two summers

in the region before he recognized them as a distinct type.^

In north central Arizona two Indian tribes build earth lodges—the

Navajo and the Havasupai. In common with the Navajo hogan our

ruin shares the door on the southeast side. The size of the room more

nearly approaches that of the hogan than that of the small stone houses

that also dot the region. Except for the line of small boulders which

mark the sites no trace of the building material exists. The ruins of a

Navajo hogan is a circle of soil on the ground surrounding a depression.

Our ruin is a square or rectangle of stones surrounding a depression.

To this extent the two are similar.

The Havasupai, who by tradition give as their ancient home the

San Francisco Mountain region, build hogan-shaped shelters of willow

branches in Cataract canyon. On the plateau above, these shelters take

the form of earth-lodges. Some of these are round and some square but

none were seen where the ground plan would indicate a vestibule.

It might be well to note that the vestibule is regularly a feature of

some round earth-lodges such as those of the Pawnee. From the evidence

presented above we can infer that our dwelling like the Navajo hogan, was

1 The largest groups are located as follows: ,

Two groups north of Flagstaff reservoir on the Schultz Pass road. Township

22 N-R7E Section 33. Twelve houses seven of which show the vestibule.

Babbitt pasture, two houses, Township 21 N-R7E Section 4.

Top of Turkey Tank Mt., one distinct house, five others indistinct. Township

21N-R9E, Section 11. ^ *

u- xt

Dead man's flat, two houses distinct, three others indistinct. Township 24N.

R.8E Section 20»

Dead man's flat, three houses, two distinct other indistinct. Township 24N-R8E.

Section 28. ^ .. xtdot?
Dead man's flat, one house distinct, two others indistinct. Township 24N-R8E.

Section 28. xt r> it c^
Two miles south of Fortress Mt.. two houses distinct. Township 21N-R9E. Sec-

tion 22.

House in spatter cone SE of Red peak. Township 22N.R9E. Section 33-

Dan Francis estate, two houses. Township 21N-R7E. Section 9.

Elden spring, one house distinct, many indistinct. Township 21N-R7E. Section 11,

South of Dry Lake Mt. one house distinct, others indistinct. Township 22N

R7E. Section 34.

20
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constructed of logs and earth; and that the body of the house was usually

square, like some Havasupai lodges, and that a covered passage led to

the interior similar to the entrance to the Pawnee earth-lodge. The
evidence seems fah-ly conclusive that we are dealing with an earth-lodge

of some sort.

The Navajo hogan and Havasupai shelters appear so have vestibule^

but the construction is such that the vestibule does not show on the

ground plan. Another difiference is worthy of note; the ground plan

of our dwelling is usually square, not round. However, two round ones

were discovered on Deadman*s flat. In three instances our vestibuled

houses were joined together by a common wall, but in these cases each

room had its own separate door facing to the southeast. Such twin

hogans the writer has not observed among the modern Indians of the

Arizona plateau. Although the boulder sites about the San Francisco

peaks differ from existing earth-lodges yet those differences are not

great.

Besides the double or twin character of some of the houses, other

variations were noted. Even though the door is almost invariably

found on the south or southeast side, yet several cases exist were the

door faces the west. In a group of houses, for they are most often found in

small groups, the house farthest to the southeast has its door facing the

other houses of the group. Abnormalities in shape have been recorded

such as the two houses having round ground plans. In general the plans

are fairly constant.

Trenches were dug through one house in an attempt to discover the

fire-plate, but the results proved indeterminate. About the San Fran-

cisco peaks the alluvial soil contains a large percentage of charcoal

even to a depth of twenty feet telling the tale of ancient forest fires.

Although charcoal fragments were obtained everywhere in the excavation

no definite conclusion was reached as to the position of the fire-place.

It seemed reasonably clear, however, that it was not in the center of the

room.

Scattered over the sites of the earth-lodges are potsherds no different

than those found in the pueblo ruins,—that peculiar kind of pottery

complex characteristic of the cliffdweller culture. One can not help

but conclude that the earth-lodges and the pueblos were built by the

same people.

This is but a preliminary study. Since a few potsherds, similar to

those figured by Kidder and Guernsey (loc. cit.) and referred to the slab

house culture have been gathered on the sites of the earth-lodges it is

"possible that 8 further study of the remains
may throw light en that little^known culture^

n . .^ ^ ,.
Harold Sellers Colton

Universitv of Pennsylvania,
rhilaaelphia
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ANCIENT CANAL (RESTORED) THROUGH THE SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.

PRE-COLUMBIAN ENGINEERING IN ARIZONA.

BY R. K. L. ROBINSON.

^

WHIIyE there are on every hand
throughout the length and
breadth of Arizona and New

Mexico decaying evidences of a vast

population that lived at sometime an-

terior to history, we are yet compelled

to base our estimate of the civilization

of those ancients upon the results of

investigation in a few distinct lines.

Fruitful investigation has been car-

ried on in the mounds and beneath

the tumble-down walls in the hope of

finding relics, manuscripts, and arti-

cles of household use upon which to

predicate conclusions. With this no

fault can be found ; but in view of the

narrowness of the opportunities of

research it is strange that so little of

the attention of inquirers has been be-

stowed on the old systems of engi-

neering—strange, that is, because of

all the remains indicative of the ad-

vancement and status of the mound-
builders nothing yet discovered is so

well preserved or so easy of inspection.

Among the engineering works left by
Pre-Columbians nothing yet found in

Mexico, Central America, or South
America so well proves them well-in-

formed and industrious as the canals

by which the desert valleys of the Salt

and Gila rivers were irrigated. It

may not, therefore, be uninteresting

for me to speak at some length of my
observations as to this network of

canals.

From the junction of the Gila with
the Great Colorado to near the Gila's

source in the Mogollon Mountains, a

distance of several hundred miles,

and along such of the Gila's tributaries

as the Salt and the Verde besides others

of less note, every few miles one comes
upon these ancient water ways. To
the casual observer they appear like

arroyos in the desert; but if he thinks

for a moment he will remember that

winter rains and cloudbursts do not

cut ditches straight as a taut line,

often through gravel-beds and solid

484
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arroyos in the desert; but if he thinks

for a moment he will remember that

winter rains and cloudbursts do not

cut ditches straight as a taut line,

often through gravel-beds and solid

484
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granite. To the mere
passer-by this is the dis-

tinguishing feature ; but
to him who cares to in-

vestigate there are a

hundred other character-

istics that brand the work
as artificial.

Where stone has been
removed during the prog-
ress of excavation the

walls are smooth as if

they had been broken so

by repeated strokes of
some blunt instrument

—

probably axes of quartz-
ite or obsidian, as such
instruments are found
in all the ruins. Where
the excavations were
made in gravel or soil

only, the bottoms are

trough-shaped and show
a lime sediment of from
one-eighth to one-half an
inch in thickness, which
settled there during the

generations the canals were in use. This sediment acted very much as a lining,
preventing percolation

; and the theory has been advanced that it, also, is

artificial and was put there to prevent leakage. This is hardly reasonable ;.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SUPERSTITION GORGE.

.'•

A PRE-COLUMBIAN CUT THROUGH SOLID ROCK.

[From a recent photograph taken along the line of an ancient water-way in Arizona.]
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granite. To the mere
passer-hy this is the (Hs-

tiiij;uishing feature; hut
to him who cares to iu-

vestii^ate there are a

hundred other character-

istics that brand the work
as artificial.

Where stone has been
removed during the ]^rog-

ress of excavation the

walls are smooth as if

they had been l)r()ken so

by repeated strokes of
some blunt instrument —
probably axes of quartz-
ite or obsidian, as such
instruments are found
in all the ruins. Where
the excavations were
made in gravel or soil

only, the bottoms are

trough-shaped and show
a lime sediment of from
one-eighth to one-half an
inch in thickness, which
settled there during the

generations the canals were in use. This sediment acted very much as a lining,
preventing percolation

; and the theory has been advanced that it, also, is

artificial and was put there to prevent leakage. This is hardly reasonable ;,

ANOTHKR VIEW OF THE SUPERSTITION GORCiE.

A PRE-COLI'MIUAN CTT TIlROldH SOLID ROCK.

[From a recent pliotogra])h taken along the line of an ancient water-way in Arizona.]
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for the lining is found where the

course lay through stone, as well as

where it lay through sand and clay.

In locating the canals every possible

advantage was taken of arroyos and
*

' draws ;

'

' and nowhere have I yet

found the grade of the water-bed

more than thirty inches to the mile,

so that the rush and wash of the im-

mense volume of water they must
have carried was minimized and the

banks and bottoms protected. At

capacity of the ditch to be eight feet,

they began the work at the headgate

by sinking twelve feet, then, by
allowing the excavation the grade of

two feet, at the end of the mile there

were yet four feet to overcome. This

they accomplished by dropping that

distance. Then they started a new sec-

tion, following the same grade as be-

fore . In many of the places where these

falls were, there are yet depressions

that remain filled with water for some

--^
. (

Vv S ^ '

OLD INDIAN-CARVINGS ON ROCKS SOUTH OF THE SALT RIVER, ARIZONA.

[From a recent photograph.]

intervals there were * * falls '' several

feet in height, where the water dropped

abruptly over the artificial walls con-

structed to equalize the grade. In

one or two instances the natural fall

of the ground through which the canals

ran was more than ten feet per mile,

down w^hich the water would have

rushed like a mountain torrent, tear-

ing away the embankment in a very

short period, had no precaution been

taken to prevent it. Consequently,

if the engineers wished the depth

weeks after the rainy season has

passed and other parts of the desert

have become dry and parched. These

were rounded out, basin-like, by the

continual fall of the water in transit

through the canal. The identity of a

fall is easily determined by the wall of

boulders designed to prevent the w^ear-

ing away of the bank.

Many of the modern canals in the

valley run upon the same grade and
wherever possible through the same
excavations that were utilized by the

r

\

I Is

*i

i%\

Pre-Columbians ; so that actual expe-
rience has proven that with all our
modern knowledge of engineering
we are unable to improve upon the
work accomplished by this ancient
people. In one or two cases the old
lines have been deviated from and
new ways opened; but the grade is

from five to six feet to the mile, and
the great body ofwater passing through
has, in the short time they have been
in use, inflicted much injury on the
bottoms and embankments.

In their preparation for work the old-
time engineers figured accurately on
the grade or fall of the river-bed in
connection with that of the valley

CAHAL BEb

PLALE NO. I, ILLUSTRATING THE METHOD OF THE EARLY CANAL
BUILDERS FOR OVERCOMING THE DIFFICULTIES OF STEEP DESCENTS

through the canals, they bore in
more toward the river. In many in-

stances while running these diagonal
lines they came in contact with broad
* * draws '

' called ' * sand - washes '

'

which come in from the hills and bear
away the floods of the rainy season
though for the greater part of the year
they are dry. These washes to some
extent modify the slope toward the
river; and, taking advantage of it, the
builders when on the overlooking
eminence very often changed their line

and ran directly at right angles with
the original direction, thus carrying
the water far away and sometimes
among the hills themselves, utilizing

for cultivation every acre
of tillable land. Some-
times, by the modifying
grade of these washes they
were enabled to parallel

the river for miles, running
the water in either direc-

tion as far as the slope
would allow.

The instance I shall

mention in which this

sloping from the foothills on either

side, and by that means saved much
labor in the wav of excavation. The
river meanders more or less across the

valley, but its average distance from
the mountains is about eight miles;

the mean fall is seven and one-half

feet, w^hile the fall of the river (I

am now speaking of the Salt) from
the mouth of the Verde to its junction

with the Gila is something less. In
every case, except that which I will

hereafter mention, the engineers went
far enough above the land upon which
they wished to place the water, to get

the advantage of the rainfall ; then,

taking their conduits out at some
bend, they ran them diagonally across

the territory thus cut off, skirting as

nearly as possible the foothills, at the

same time keeping a natural grade of

about two feet. When they found
that, owing to a rise of the ground,
the grade was lessening, thus placing

the water too low for distribution

Vol. V—

7

advantage was not taken,
was where the canal was intended to
irrigate only the land lying adjacent to

the river and no remarkably uneven
surface was to be contended with.
These ditches were only slight modi-
fications of the natural grade, and
always ran parallel with the source of
supply, raising the water above the
actual level of the land and obtaining
ease in distribution. They were
usually only a few miles in length
and must have been opened only on
stated occasions when the water was
needed; for at the terminations the
bottoms of several are fully ten feet

above the surrounding level, doubtless

having been graded above the river

fall to prevent the washing of the

banks by the rapidly running water.

Besides, a constant flow would have
caused flood. In one case that I know
of, the canal ran several miles parallel

to the river and only half a mile from
jit, finally discharging its excess back
into tho source from which it origin-
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for the linini^^ is found where the

course hiy lliroui^h stone, as well as

wliere it lay tlirou<;li sand and clay.

In locating the canals every p()ssil)le

advantai^e was taken of arrovos and

"draws;" and nowhere have I yet

found the \:^r'M\ii of the water-l)ed

more tlian thirty inches to the mile,

so that the rush and wash of the im-

mense volume of water they must
have carried was minimized and the

))anks and bottoms ])rotected. At

capacity of the ditch to be eii^ht feet,

they be<;an the work at the headgate

by sinkin<^ twelve feet, then, by
allowing; the excavation the <;rade of

two feet, at the end of the mile there

were yet four feet to overcome. This

they accomi)lished by dropping that

distance. Then they started a new sec-

tion, following the same grade as be-

fore. In many of the places where these

falls were, there are yet depressions

that remain filled with water for some

nil) INI)I.\N-CAK\1N<.S ON UOCICS Somi Ol^ Till: SAI.T KIVICU, ARIZONA,

[I'rom a recent photograph.]

intervals there were " falls " several

feet in height, where the water dro])])ed

abruinly over the artificial walls con-

structed to e([ualize the grade. In

one or two instances the natural fall

of the ground through which the canals

ran was more than ten feet ])er nnle,

down which the water would have

rushed like a mountain torrent, tear

inir awav the embankment in a very

short i>eriod, had no ])recaution ])een

taken to prevent it. Conseciuently,

if the engineers wished the de])th

weeks after the rainy season has

])assed and other ])arts of the desert

liave become dry and ])arched. These

were rounded out, basin-like, l)y the

continual fall of the water in transit

through the canal. The identity of a

fall is easily determined ])y the wall of

boulders designed to ])revent the wear-

imr awav of the bank.

Many of the modern canals in the

valley run U])()n the same grade and

wherever possible through the same
excavations that were utilized ])y tlie

\\

1
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Pre-Columbians
; so that actual expe-

rience has ])roven that with all our
modern knowledge of engineering
we are unable to im])rove U])on the
work accom]:)lished by this ancient
people. In one or two cases the old
lines have been deviated from and
new ways o])ened ; but the grade is

from five to six feet to the mile, and
the great body of water passing through
has, in the short time they liave been
in use, inflicted much injury on the
bottoms and embankments.

In their preparation for work the old-
time engineers figured accurately on
the grade or fall of the river-bed in
connection with that of the valley

\>
• r
r

CAN ft U BED

CAHAL BEb

TLALK NO. 1, II-LrSTKATIXC, TIIIC MI/rHOD OI' THIv ICAKLV CANAL-
IiUILl>KKS 1"C)R OVKKCOMINC. Till: DIlFICri/riHS OF STKi:!' DKSCICNTS.

sloping from the foothills on either

side, and by that means saved much
labor in the w^ay of excavation. The
river meanders more or less across the

valle}', but its average distance from
the mountains is about eight miles;

the mean fall is seven and one-half

feet, while the fall of the river (I

am now speaking of the Salt) from
the mouth of the Verde to its junction
with the Gila is something less. In

every case, except that which I will

hereafter mention, the engineers went
far enough above the land upon which
the}^ wished to place the water, to get

the advantage of the rainfall ; then,

taking their conduits out at some
bend, they ran them diagonally across

the territory thus cut off, skirting as

nearly as possible the foothills, at the

same time keeping a natural grade of

about two feet. When they found
that, owing to a rise of the ground,
the grade was lessening, thus ])lacing

the water too low for distribution

Vol. V—

7

through the canals, they bore in

more toward the river. In many in-

stances while runniuij- these diaironal
lines they came in contact with broad
'

' draws
'

' called '
' sand - waslics

'

'

which come in trom the hills and bear
away the floods of the rainy season
though fi)r the greater ])art of the \ ear
they are dry. These washes to some
extent modify the slo])e toward the
river; and, taking advantage of it, the
builders when on the overlookiuir
eminence very often changed their line

and ran directlv at right angles with
the original direction, thus carrving
the water far away and sometimes
among the hills themselves, utilizing

for cultivation every acre
of tillable land. vSome-

times, bv the modifving
grade of these washes they
were enal)led to ])arallel

the river for miles, running
the water in either direc-

tion as far as the slope

would allow.

The instance I shall

mention in which this

advantage was not taken,
was where the canal was intended to

irrigate only the land lying adjacent to

the river and no remarka])ly uneven
surface was to be contended with.
These ditches were only slight modi-
fications of the natural grade, and
always ran parallel with tlie source of

supply, raising the water above the

actual level of the land and obtaining
ease in distri])uti()n. They were
usually only a few miles in length
and must have been opened only on
stated occasions when the water was
needed; for at the terminations the

bottoms of several are fully ten feet

above the surrounding level, doubtles.s

having l)een graded above the river

fall to prevent the washing of the

banks by the rapidly running water.

Ik\sides, a constant flow would have
caused flood. In one ca.se that I know
of, the canal ran several miles ])arallel

to the river and only half a mile from
it, finally discharging its excess back
into tho source from which it origin-

Retake Preceding Frame
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ally came, amounting, after all, to

nothing more than a change of channel

in part of the flow with the advantage
of raising it to a height where it might
be of use.

It does not appear to have been
their custom to store water for future

use, and it is probable that at that

time the flow of the river was contin-

ual and of such volume as to make
it unnecessary. The only exception

to the rule that I have yet discovered

is the case of the reservoir south of

the Salt, near the Pima reservation,

and illustrated by Plate No. 2. It is

now dry and the surface of the sur-

rounding country has changed to

PLATE NO. 2, SHOWING THE ANCIENT RESERVOIR NEAR THE PIMA RESERVATION.

some extent ; but the height to w^hich

the water came upon the rocks and
gravel-beds that formed the margin is

easily traced by the kid of the silt and
alkaline deposits. On the north side

there is a ledge of porphyry, a de-

tached portion of the Maricopa Moun-
tains, that crops out the entire length

and upon which the watermark is

unmistakable. The reservoir was
about six miles in length by four in

width, a Lake Meoris in minature
;

and, like Meoris, it was a natural

depression filled by what I may term
the ''flood-tide " of the river. There
is no evidence of excavation except in

the channel by which it was filled,

and in all probability it was caused by

the earthquake that detached the por-

tion of the neighboring mountain. It

lay about three miles from the river as

it anciently ran, measuring by the canal

that filled it—though a less distance

across the porphyry ledge, at a point

where much more labor would have
been necessary to make the channel.

High-water on the river was about
eighteen feet above the bottom of the

lake. Apparently the canal was
opened, the depression allowed to filU

and the impounded water taken out
as needed through three canals open-

ing on the south. These can only be
traced a little way, because of repeated

overflows in modern times ; but the

entire valley and
a part of the
mountain-side are

dotted with the
mound-like ruins
of buildings^
proving the past

existence of a city

which must have
been supplied
with water stored

in the g? eat reser-

voir.

At that time the
river ran about
two miles north
of its present
channel and well
into the limits of

what is now the city of Phcenix ; but,

owing to some volcanic action or
mighty flood, it shifted south and
found a lower level even than the bot-

tom of the lake. Notwithstanding the
change, however, there is still a notice-

able depression, quick to overflow in

time of high water, and supporting
numerous clumps of reeds and wil-

lows.

While in most' cases the engineers

took advantage of natural grades and
avoided deep '

' cuts
'

' through ledges

and mesas, there is one notable excep-

tion in a canal that was built from
the Salt River near the mouth ot the

Rio Verde. At that point an upward
grade from the Gila, forty miles souths
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terminates in an abrupt cliff, 300
feet in height. In one place there is
a gorge or cafion which reduces the
altitude to about 100 feet, and through
this gorge they cut the canal that was
the acme ot their engineering skill.

The cliff is the southern extremity
of a range of low mountains which at
the point alluded to is only about
three and one-half miles in width. By
cutting down in the bottom of the
cafion to the necessary depth the
builders were able to take the water

is no evidence of what they did with ,

the stone thrown out in making this*
enormous **cut"; if there were we
might form some accurate idea of the
tools used in the work. In all prob-
abiUty it was thrown upon the em-
bankment and the storms of centuries
have scattered it over the surrounding
country.

In the construction of dams these
people displayed considerable ingen-
uity, and evidently in their day there
was no such thing as the * * bursting of

PLATE NO. 3, SUGGESTING THE LOCATION OF THE DAMS NEAR PHCENIX BY WHICH THE ANCIENT ENGINEERS
DEFLECTED THE WATERS OF THE SALT RIVER, TO SUIT THE REQUIREMENTS OF THEIR CANALS.

upon the mesa that overlooked the
Gila and fell with a gradual slope
toward it ; thus the canal from the
Salt irrigated what is properly the
Gila Valley. It extended to within a
mile of the Gila River, fertiUzing

1,600 square miles of land now given
over to desert. Ifi all its branches
this canal was more than 1 20 miles in

length, and the grade .was so regular
that, in depressions made by the run-
ning of the water, the winter rains
still stand for some time, furnishing a
supply for the cattle that consume the
scant herbage in that region. There

reservoirs." Such works were not
made to impound water, and in no case
did one of them reach entirely across
the river

; yet they filled the purpose
for which they were intended, and pos-
sessed to a remarkable degree the
quality of durability. In the language
ofengineers they were * * goose-wings "

made of boulders between which the
sand and sediment naturally dritted,

in the course of time becoming so
hardened that the whole practically

constituted a wall upon which the
rushing of the current had no effect.

They were always begun on the oppo-
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site side and above the mouth of the
canal they were intended to supply

;

and,instead of pointing directly across,

they] ran at an angle of forty-five

degrees with the current, striking a
short distance below the heads, and
deflecting the river into the artificial

channels.

Near Phoenix, where four canals
were opened as illustrated by Plate

3, there were two dams within a few
feet of each other, the lower one being
of extra length and deflecting the cur-

rent into the three heads on the north
side. This lower dam was built in

the usual way about three-fourths of

the distance across the river and then
turned directly down stream; while
the upper one, on the opposite side

of the river, assisted by giving a re-

bounding action to the current as it

was forced against the bank.
As feats of engineering, there was

nothing extraordinary in the con-
struction of these dams ; and in fact

everything done by the Pre-Colum-
bians has been done, or can be done
by us. When we look at the work it

appears simple, and we understand
every principle employed. But it

cannot be doubted that the knowl-
edge by which they were enabled
to utilize every natural advantage,
turning it into a practical benefit, was
certainly far above that likely to have
been possessed by a barbarous or

nomadic race to which class some
students have assigned them. At any
rate, they were far superior to the tribes

that betrayed only the instinct of self-

preservation in erecting their dwell-

ings on mountain-summits and in the

almost inaccessible recesses of the

cliffs.

In this paper it is unnecessary for me
to state my opinion of the remoteness
of the time in which these canal-

builders flourished. I may be par-

doned for suggesting, however, that if

they used any other than stone imple-

ments similar to those manufactured
in the Neolithic period those other im-
plements have never been discovered.
Learned geologists, basing their com-
putation upon European discoveries,

have agreed in placing that age fully

100,000 years ago ; still, it seems im-
possible to reconcile such antiquity
with the conditions characteristic of
the Arizona mound-builders and with
the hieroglyphics on the cliffs.

Through the kindness of its author
I am in receipt of a paper recently read
by the noted scientist, Samuel Laing
before the Brighton-Sussex Philoso-
phical Society of England. Predicat-
ing his conclusion on some stone axes
taken from various parts of the United
States and Mexico he places the date
as far back as 210,000 years and says:
''It is an incontestable fact that sav-
ages, manufacturing the same type of
rude stone implements, were then liv-

ing in the Old World from Spain and
Britain to China and Japan * *

;

in like manner in the New World
from Ohio and California down to the
pampas in Buenos Ayres and the
plains of Patagonia." The eminent
author was doubtless not aware of the
fact, that in the comparatively unex-
plored (I am speaking scientifically)

regions of Arizona and Northern Mex-
ico the cliffs are covered with hiero-'

glyphs and picture-writing as perfect
as those found in Egypt and dating
little before the dawn of history;

also, that the stone implements are
found on top of the ground and in

the silt deposits where they were left

by their owners.
At the same time the utmost respect

must be given to the conclusions
drawn by Mr. Laing from his own
research and observation. In this re-

gard it would be interesting to have
more light upon a J)roblem as to which
I have often thought : Was the Stone
Age of Europe contemporaneous with
the Stone Age of America ?
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THE ASSOCIATION TEST AS A METHOD OF
DEFINING RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS

By LESLIE SPIER

HALF a dozen years ago I recorded a word-association list

among the Havasupai of Arizona. Dr. Robert H. Lowie
has briefly commented on this list in his Primitive Religion

(p. 280). He points out that it shows the usual characteristics of
such lists among ourselves; coordination, contrast, predication,
etc. His interest in these associations lies in showing how the
substitution of concepts and the building up of religious ideas
may occur through association. My reason for obtaining the list
was different: to attempt to define the vague religious concepts
of the Havasupai.

Religious concepts are always necessarily vague, and this is
especially true of the Havasupai. Here are a people poor in cul-
ture, with the barest of ceremonial life, shamanism of an unspecial-
ized sort, few magical practices and tabus, and no localized spirits
nor deities of any importance. In short, although they are neigh-
bors of the religiously rich Hopi, they share the lack of cultural
development of the Basin tribes.

They also show the same inability to formulate their culture,
the same apathy and reticence in describing it, which Dr. Lowie
is convinced is characteristic of all the typical Basin people. This
IS especially obvious when we contrast them with the Plains or
Pueblo Indians. There is none of the sharp characterization of
mythical beings, none of the stereotyped forms of vision experi-
ences or of rituals, none of the purposefulness of Plains and Pueblo
religious life. To be sure, a poor culture does not readily lend
Itself to precise formulation, but the Havasupai leave their re-
ligious concepts at exceptionally loose ends.

It is usual to record the religion of a people in terms of a
formulated norm. But it is obvious that no two individuals
among them hold precisely the same series of beliefs. How com-

267
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monly shall we get the same answer on the meaning of the resur-

rection or the sin against the Holy Ghost among ourselves? It

seems rather that there is a whole cluster of special forms of each

of these beliefs. It is therefore legitimate only to describe the

religion of a people as the sum of all the beliefs held by every one

of them. It is equally true of the individual, that he has a fringe

of ideas associated with the central notions. Their totality

constitutes the concept for him.

I had thought to obtain the associations for a series of such

ideas among the Havasupai and in this way to define the range

and character of their beliefs more closely than their statements

and my incidental observations would permit. If Kent and

Rosanoff's experience with the reactions of normal subjects holds

here, we might well expect the response words to be drawn from

surprisingly small group of common reactions.^ This inquiry

was not carried out systematically, but the method may be of

interest.

A list was drawn up in which the words referring to things

religious were scattered among a larger number of indifferent

words. I tried this only with my interpreter, Jess Checkapanyega,.

who had a fair command of English, had had some schooling, but

who lived in the old style and had implicit faith in the native

religion. He caught the idea of what was wanted readily enough.

The list and his response words follow. The words for which I

especially wanted associates are marked with an asterisk.

Cue^

tacpfi'' six

ga66'k burden basket

djltai'iga father

natak'^e'plga night

atcu'dlga winter

Response^

apa'*

nak'iimk'^ii'mkl

mu'nlga

man
lot of darkness, very

dark
cold, freeze

^ G. H. Kent and A. J. Rosanofif: A Study of Association in Insanity (American

Journal of Insanity, 67, 1910).

* The phonetic system is that of the Phonetic Transcription of Indian Languages

(Smithson. Misc. Coll., 66, 1916, no. 6) with the breve indicating the close vowels.

' These responses are almost solely of the synonymous, defining, or qualifying.

type. There are only a half dozen possible cases of contrast and as many homonyms.
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nylmsi'va white
s6l finger

diitvua'djiga quipu

Inya'ga

mi 'i

gwesi'vlga

tc'auka

pahamrUga
huga'Oa

cedar tree gwewa'dja
brother-in-law apa'*
cup and pin game gwehu'"

/ •

xuwa ga
akwa'ga

*gaeiy6''6

two
deer

shaman ;^x'>

kwaiyi'l knife

su'Idjiga

masi
*mataVIga
djika'vlga

k'e'djlmpi'k

no'hovlga

*Inya'*

masma'
*sama'*

kua'go
gt'niga

*teya'dj
•^ •

*iyuwai a
kawe'vlga
gweao'nia

older brother's

son
girl

norty
mother's

brother's son
(man speaking)

unconscious

the hiding game
sun
sinew

spirit

chicken

younger sibling

corn

heart, soul

south

a trap

amu'^
gwegfeap6

kwalnyidja

teyu'Idja

hama'n
nyahamrdSfga

ditka'tKga

nyihama'djtga

dasmalai'Mg
inya'djpa'ga

savama'*
gffiiye'

kwa'loyau'a

howa'gia
ma'ga
kSdau'dlga
midami'dKma
gweoi'a

o'oga'djia fire drill

h6mt6''g squash
kamwfdlma old woman
*kwimaMjl[ga rain^

madi'ga beans
*imi'y6 ghost
mapi'k knee

o'ogwi'dia

gwegao'la

pakr
aha

^ •

qaqco't fox

maga
kwfdjadi'a
sukiimwi'd

•

djipai'ya

• The "cup" of this game is a rodent skull.

• The land of the dead is in the north.

• This is the literal meaning of k''e'djlmpi'k.

^ That is, in the middle of the heavens.

• Rain is prayed for.

black

foot

the counting of

something
something growing
man
the head of some-

thing*

mountain sheep
they know how to

do everything

piece of black

obsidian

a relative

child

hunting

cut into two or

more pieces

little bit dead«
playing

sun shining

roots

shaman
(any) chicken

partner

eat it

spherical

pretty straight^

something to catch
with

slow match
pumpkin or squash
woman
water
eat it

ghost

ankle bones which
protrude

all sorts of animals
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ahua'djg

halSOu'ia

*PagioVa
mukwa'

tdpa'va

Apache
nine

God (?)

dipper

twine or coil

basket stitch

*vataVIg lightning

midami'dlga straight

Itcahua' Yavapai, enemy
vuaViga ten

Pagio'ga Dead Man Puller'

gwepe'ya something to dip

with
gwetovadju'dlva something to make

a ring or spiral

vau'Ig thundering

I think this is a failure so far as my objective was concerned.

Most of the responses seem purely verbal. I know too little of

Havasupai to say how frequently these are common verbal couples
(as Adam and Eve, etc.). Yet, if tried on a larger scale it might
give results. It would be certain to indicate what the common
associates of these significant words are. Obviously it should only
be used with unsophisticated natives and there the linguistic

difficulty presents a barrier.

I am well aware that associated words are not the same as

associated ideas, but they do give some clue. The difficulty is in

distinguishing the more significant responses from the verbal
ones. This presupposes a greater familiarity with the culture than
we usually have. But this is only a degree more difficult than in

the use of such test among ourselves, where the observer must
assume that he can distinguish the significant among his subject's

varied responses.

University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington.

• Literally.
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ANCIENT DWELLINGS OF THE

RIO VERDE VALLEY.

BY

EDGAR A. MEARNS,
ASSISTANT SURGEON, U. S. A.

AS an officer of the medical department of the United States

- Army, the writer was assigned to the military department

of Arizona in 1884, and took station at Fort Verde, in the central

part of that territory, in March. Strange were the sensations

that we experienced on the morning succeeding our arrival, as

we looked for the first time upon the broad valley of the Rio

Verde, hemmed in by rugged mountains on the west, and terraced

limestone cliffs with intervening mesas on the east. To the

northward Beaver Creek poured its turbid flood into the Verde,

whose banks were filled to overflowing by the waters sent down

by the melting snow upon the distant Mogollon Mountains.

Eighty miles to the north, beyond the ruddy cliffs of the " Red

Rock Country," San Francisco Peak, the highest point and most

prominent landmark in the territory, gleamed in snowy white-

voL. XXXVII.—64
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ness. Indeed, it retained its snow-cap far into the hot summer
months. The general course of the river at this point is a little

east of south. The eye vainly followed its winding course for
miles in either direction in quest of village or solitary dwelling.
Not a human habitation could be seen. The handful of soldiers
mounting guard upon the parade, to the music of trumpet, fife, and
drum, but emphasized the solitude of the place. Trees marked
the sinuous course of the stream, but the rest of the valley was
bare of vegetation save patches of mesquite-bushes in the alluvial
river-bottom, the ever present cactus, aloe, and yucca, and a low
growth of intermingled weeds and grasses, whose blended hues
imparted to the valley a yellowish color. Dwarfed cedars and
pifions barely existed upon the arid slopes of the Black Hills
range, bounding the valley upon the west, and tall pines crowned
their level summits.

I said there were no human habitations in sight ; but closer
scrutiny revealed stone edifices, erected by the hand of man, occu-
pying commanding points upon the opposite side of the valley

;

huge piles of masonry, whose ruined walls still stand to a consid-
erable height. Below these, emerging upon narrow ledges, in the
face of the nearest cliffs, were lines of black holes, which I was
told were entrances to the cave-dwellings of an extinct race of
men. From the hospital piazza a view was obtained of a still

more wonderful structure. In the vertical side of the cafion,
through which Beaver Creek flows, a large building four or five

'stories high had been built by this people, whose only history is

written in monumental ruins.

Before our departure from Fort Verde in 1888 three railroads
had penetrated toward the heart of the wilderness by which we
were surrounded. Settlers were thronging in to engage in lum-
bering, mining, or stock-grazing in the mountainous portions, or
to cultivate the soil of the irrigable valleys. Already the valley
of the Verde begins to assume somewhat of the appearance that
it presented centuries ago, when irrigated and cultivated by the
populous cliff-dwellers. Again the Indian corn rustles in the
broad fields in autumn, and golden pumpkins and squashes clus-
ter beneath the stalks. Childish voices are borne on the breeze

:

a new cycle begins.

Curiosity concerning the people whose stone buildings chal-
lenge attention from most of the prominent points along the Verde
River and its tributary streams led me to pay some attention to
the study of archaeology, and to form a collection of such relics as
might shed light upon the history and habits of the builders.*

* This collection, comprising several thousand specimens, has been donated to the
American Museum of Natural History, New York. The human skeletons and crania will

be sent to the Army Medical Museum at Washington.
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On turning to the fourth volume of Hubert H. Bancroft's Na-
tive Races of the Pacific States, which is devoted to the study of
antiquities, I was surprised to find that the extensive ruins of the
Verde were at that time (1875) undescribed and unknown, save
through vague accounts received from Mr. Leroux and other
guides and trappers. On page G36 we read :

" These ruins are not
very far from Prescott in the north and Fort McDowell in the
south ; and I regret not having been able to obtain from officers

in the Arizona service the information which they must have ac-
quired respecting those remains, if they actually exist, during the
past ten or fifteen years." Some of these ruins have since been
examined by archaeologists accompanying Government surveying
parties, and models of several of them are to be seen in eastern
museums ; but no exhaustive account of them has ever been writ-
ten, nor have any been more than superficially explored.

The writer has availed himself of the opportunity afforded by
numerous tours of field-service and authorized hunting expedi-
tions, amounting in the aggregate to several thousand miles of
travel, to examine most of the principal ruins in the territory,

from the famous Casa Grande of the Gila itself to the smaller
casas and caves on the head-waters of its tributaries. Although
highly diverse in form, style, material, and location, it is evident
that these buildings belonged to a single race. This is shown by
the similarity of products and identity of habits, as well as by the
relation of the dwellings to each other. The implements and pot-
tery found in the rude caves of the Upper Verde are identical with
those which Mr. Gushing has recently obtained from the immense
casas grandes of Salt River. In all, the food substances and mode
of agriculture are essentially the same. Again, the proudest casas
grandes are built on the summits of cliffs whose sides are honey-
combed with cave-dwellings, thus combining in a single commu-
nity the most diverse styles of habitations.

Only the aboriginal monuments of the Verde region will here
receive attention. They are uniform with those of the rest of the
Gila Basin. In fact, little violence would be done by uniting all

of our southwestern ruins with those of the northern tier of Mexi-
can States into a single group. They were the work of substan-
tially the same people.

The accompanying map indicates the location of only such
remains as are personally known to the writer. Detailed descrip-
tions of all of them would prove tedious to the reader and exceed
our present limits.

The walled buildings are of two kinds—those occupying natural
hollows or cavities in the faces of cliffs, and those built in exposed
situations. The former, whose walls are protected by sheltering
cliffs, are sometimes found in almost as perfect a state of preserva-

L_
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CASAS QRANDE8.
CLIFF CAVES.

Ill'

Map op the Verdb Valley, showing its Ancient Dwellings.

tioii as when deserted by the builders, unless the torch has been
applied. The latter, or Pueblo style of architecture, usually occu-
pying high points and commanding a wide extent of country are
in a ruined state, although walls are commonly standing to the
height of one or more stories, with some of the timbers intact

ANCIENT D WELLINGS OF THE RIO VERDE VALLEY. 5

Another and very common form of dwellings is the caves,
which are excavated in the cliffs by means of stone picks or other
implements. They are found in all suitable localities that are
contiguous to water and good agricultural land, but are most nu-
merous in the vicinity of large casas grandes. Most of them are
in limestone cliffs, as the substratum of sandstone is not as com-
monly exposed in the caSons and cliffs, but many cavate dwell-
ings are in sandstone.

The additional remains observed by me are mounds in the
vicinity of ancient dwellings, extensive walls of stone and mortar,
large quantities of stone implements and fragments of broken
pottery, acequias or irrigating ditches, ancient burial grounds,
and hieroglyphic inscriptions on stones and cliffs—the last two
to be doubtfully referred to the cliff-dwellers.

Fig. 1.

—

Casa Grande in Kight Bldpp op a CaSon entering the Vbrde Biver prom the
East, about twelve miles southeast op Fort Verdb.

Of the cliff-houses, as contradistinguished from those of Pueblo
pattern, many excellent examples are found in the Verde region.

One, into which I was probably the first white man to set foot, is

built in the right wall of a deep canon, between Hackberry Flat
and the Rio Verde. It was found when searching for a still larger
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Another and very common fonii of dwcdlini^^s is the caves,
which are excavated in thc^ clilfs by nutans of stone picks or other
implements. They are found in all suitable localities that are
contiguous to water and good agricultural land, but are most nu-
merous in the vicinity of large casas (jmndcs. Most of them are
in limestone cliffs, as the substratum of sandstone is not as com-
monly exposed in tlie canons and cliifs, but many cavate dwell-
ings are in sandstone.

The additional remains observed by me are mounds in the
vicinity of ancient dwellings, extensive walls of stone and mortar,
large (piantities of stone implements and fragments of broken
l)ottery, acequias or irrigating ditches, ancient burial grounds,
and hieroglyphic inscriptions on stones and cliifs—the last two
to be doubtfully referred to the cliff-dwellers.

Fig. 1.

—

Casa Grande in Kioiit Blufk of a Canon kntkuinm; the VEiiUE Kivek fkom the
East, about twelve miles southeast of Fout Veude.

Of the cliff-houses, as contradistinguished from those of Pueblo
pattern, many excellent examples an^ found in the V(4*de region.

One, into whicli I was probably the first white man to set foot, is

built ill the right wall of a de(»]) canon, between Hackberry Flat

and the Rio VercU^. It was found wIumi searching for a still larger
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and more nearly perfect building near the same locality, which an
old settler had found many years ago. There are many others on
Beaver Creek, and in the " box cafions " of the Upper and Lower
Verde.

The building known as "Montezuma's Castle,'' on the right
bank of Beaver Creek, in sight of and three miles from Fort
Verde, is (perhaps excepting a building near Salt River) the finest

that I have seen, and typical of this class of structures. This casa^
doubtless a fortress, is fitted into a natural depression, high up in
a vertical limestone cliff, the base of which is distant three hun-
dred and forty-eight feet from the edge of the stream and about
forty feet above it. The casa is accessible only by means of lad-
ders, its lowest foundations being forty-two feet above the bottom
of the cliff. The post quartermaster of Fort Verde has provided
four substantial wooden ones, which make the ascent easy from
one narrow ledge to the next. After ascending three ladders a
ledge is reached upon which six cave-rooms open (Fig. 3).

On a ledge eight feet below this one, and eighty feet to the
northeast, are two cave-dwellings, neatly walled up in front, with
a well-made window in each for entrance. There are many other
cave-dwellings in the cliff, at either side of the casa, long lines of
them extending toward the southwest. One or two isolated cham-
bers, walled in front and windowed, may be seen far up the side
of the cliff, where they are altogether inaccessible. These, to-

gether, constituted the settlement.

Ascending the fourth ladder (Fig. 6, i), the casa is reached.
The foundation rests upon cedar timbers laid longitudinally upon
flat stones on the ledge. The projecting ends of these timbers
show plainly the marks of stone axes used in cutting them. The
front wall (Fig. 4, ah) is a little over two feet wide at the bot-
tom and thirteen inches wide at the top. It leans slightly in
toward the cliff. One part of this wall (Fig. 5) rests on what ap-
pears to be a very precarious footing, although it has stood for

centuries. The timbers are so placed that in the middle they
project beyond the edge of the ledge.

The casa is entered at a projecting angle (Fig. 6, c), through a
window of sub-Gothic form (Fig. 7), measuring three feet and
three inches in height by two feet and four inches in width at
the bottom. This small apartment (Fig. 6, a) is smoothly plas-

tered within, and blackened by fire. The plastering bears finger-

marks and impressions of the thumb and hand, showing that it

was laid on and smoothed by the hands. The roof is formed by
willows laid horizontally across eleven rafters of ash and black
alder ; upon this a thick layer of reeds is placed transversely, and
the whole plastered on top with mortar, forming a floor to the
chamber above it. The rafters are peeled, except one or two that
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and moiv lu'jirly iH'rfect l)iiil(ling nvnv tlio saiiKj loculity, wliicli an
old settlor had found many years at^o. Tliei-e an^ many others on
Beaver Creek, and in tlie " box canons '' of the U[)i)er and Lower
Verde.

The building known as " Montcv.uma's Casths" on thi^ ri.<;'ht

bank of Beaver Creek, in siglit of and thrive miles from Fort
Verde, is (perhaps excepting a building near Salt Kiver) tlie fiii(\st

that I have seen, and typical of this class of structures. Tliis casa,
doubtless a fortress, is fitted into a natural (lei)i'essioii, high up in

a vertical limestone cliff, the base of which is distant three hun-
dred and forty-eight feet from the edge of the stream and about
forty feet above it. The casa is accessible only l)y means of lad-

ders, its lowest foundations being forty-two feet above the bottom
of the cliff. The post quartermaster of Fort Verde has i)r()vided

four substantial wooden ones, which make the ascent easy fi-oni

one narrow ledge to the next. After ascending three laihlers a
ledge is reached upon which six cave-rooms ()])en (Fig. o).

On a ledge eight feet below this one, and eighty feet to the
northeast, are two cave-dwellings, neatly walled up in front, with
a well-made window in each for entrance. There are many other
cave-dwelHngs in the cliff, at either side of the ccum, long lines of

them extending toward the southwest. One or two isolated cham-
bers, walled in front and windowed, may be seen far up the side

of the cliff, where they are altogether inaccessible. These, to-

gether, constituted the settlement.

Ascending the fourth ladder (Fig. G, z), the casa is reached.
The foundation rests upon cedar timbers laid longitudinally ui)on
fiat stones on the ledge. The projecting ends of these timbers
show plainly the marks of stone axes used in cutting them. The
front wall (Fig. 4, a h) is a little over two feet wide at the bot-
tom and thirteen inches wide at the top. It leans slightly in

toward the cliff. One i)art of this wall (Fig. 5) rests on what a])-

pears to be a very precarious footing, although it has stood for

centuries. The timbers are so placed that in the middle they
project beyond the edge of the ledge.

The casa is entered at a proj(H*tiug angh^ (Fig. 0, c), through a
window of sub-Gothic form (Fig. 7), measuring three feet and
three inches in height by two feet and four inches in width at

the bottom. This small apartment (Fig. G, a) is smoothly plas-

tered within, and Idackened by fire. The plastering bears fingcn--

marks and impressions of the thuml) and hand, showing that it

was laid on and smoothed by the hands. The roof is fonned by
willows laid horizontally across eleven rafters of ash and black
alder; u])on this a thick layer of reeds is placcMl ti'ansvei-sely, and
the whole plastered on top with moi'iar, foi-ming a floor to the
chamber above it. The raftei's arc peele(l, exce])t one or two that
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were evidently taken dry. They average about fifteen inches in

circumference, and were set into the walls at the time the latter

were built. They were burned off flush with the wall outside.

ANCIENT DWELLINGS OF THE RIO VERDE VALLEY. 9

Some of them show hatchet-marks, where branches were lopped

off. From this room the only means of exit, except the window

by which it was entered, is a small hole in the ceiling, just within

the entrance (Fig. 8, x), measuring thirteen by eighteen inches,

and bordered by flat stones laid upon the reed layer of the roof.

These stones are smoothly polished by the hands of the dwellers

in passing back and forth, as this was apparently the only means

of entering the seventeen apartments above it. The traveler in

this region is quite certain of being entertained by exaggerated

stories about gigantic human skeletons having been discovered in

the ruined casas grandes ; but if he be a good-sized man, and pos-

* sessed of the usual amount of adipose tissue appertaining to the

age of threescore years, he will become skeptical thereof when

he comes to squeeze himself through the narrow portals of the

ancient halls of Montezuma^s Castle.

Except a store-room, another small room (Fig. 6, &), separate

from the one just described, is all that remains on the first fioor.

It can only be entered through a small scuttle in the fioor of the

room over it (Fig. 8, t).

The first and second stories occupy an outer ledge, lower than

the rest of the casa. The great outer wall of the upper stories

(Fig. 8, c) is founded upon a ledge in the rear of the second fioor,

forming its back wall.

The second story is much more spacious than the first. The

roof of the latter brings the building to the level of another ledge,

which, extending laterally in each direction, serves as a fioor for

additional rooms. This story is composed of a tier of four rooms,

bounded behind by the most massive wall of masonry in the

whole casa, which, as previously stated, rests on a ledge even with

the fioor of the second story. This arrangement, besides giving

more room to the stories above, secured the greatest amount of

stability to this wall, which is the most important in the struct-

ure. It is twenty-eight feet in height, rising to the fifth story,

around the front of which it forms a battlement four and a half

feet high. It leans slightly toward the cliff, and is strongly curved

inward, though not symmetrically. The chord of the arc de-

scribed by the top of the wall measures forty-three feet, and the

greatest distance from chord to circumference eight feet. As the

wall is built against the cliff, there is no way of ascertaining its

thickness at the bottom. It is fourteen inches wide on top.

The third fioor (Fig. 9) comprises the most extensive tier of

rooms in the structure, extending across the entire alcove in the

cliff in which the casa is built.

The balcony above rooms C and D of the second story, as

stated, had a battlement around it, which is still intact where

supported by the wall of room G. A portion of the fiooring has
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broken down into room D of the second story. Metates and
grinding-stones were of frequent use in its construction ; this and
other appearances lead us to the conclusion that this remarkable
structure was not built at one time, but grew up gradually from
successive building. The caves in the cliff were probably first

inhabited and the casas subsequently erected.

When taking the dimensions of room G on this floor a singu-

lar incident occurred. Mr. Daniels, my assistant, discovered a

stone axe lying between the two timbers which formed the lintel

of the window, the latter having been splintered by a bullet, which
also struck the axe and loosened it in its position. Thus a care-

less shot, aimed at the building by some passing hunter, put us
in possession of an interesting relic.

The apartments of the fourth floor (Fig. 10) are rather neater

in construction than the rooms below, but they are otherwise so

nearly alike that a detailed description would involve a needless

and tiresome repetition of details. The door-ways are neatly exe-

cuted, each having four good-sized lintel-pieces.

The fifth story can only be reached by climbing up through a

small hole iu the ceiling of room O, similar to that in room A of

the first floor. This, the uppermost story (Fig. 11), consists of a

long porch or gallery, having a battlement in front and an ele-

vated backward extension on the right, with two rooms (R and S)

filling the corresponding space on the left. The two rooms on
this floor are roofed by the rocky arch of the cliff, and are loftier

than the lower chambers.

It is said that only a few axes, metates, and other stone imple-

ments, with broken vessels of pottery, were found in this build-

ing when first explored by the whites. Upon my first visit, in

1884, it was evident that nothing more than a superficial exami-
nation had ever been made. In 1886 I caused the debris on the

floors to be shoveled over. This material consisted of a quantity

of dust and broken fragments of pottery and stone implements,

together with an enormous accumulation of guano from bats

that inhabited the building. This accumulation, in the largest

room of the top floor, was four feet in depth. As no one had
ever disturbed it^ the floor was found in exactly the same condi-

tion in which it was left by the latest occupants. In front of the

entrance the remains of a fire was found, and a goodly bundle of

fagots lay against the wall at a convenient distance. An earthen

vessel contained food, and a small basket of mesquite-seeds stood

hard by. On further search, a large spoon of sycamore wood and
some gourd cups were found. A large metate and grinder,

weighing upward of a hundred pounds, proved to be a trouble-

some acquisition to our collection ; but the labor expended in get-

ting it safely down to the ground served to increase our respect
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for those who carried it up. Shells and shell ornaments were

secured, as well as paints of various colors. Some oven-shaped

cupboards were built along the wall, containing remains of mes-

cal, Spanish bayonet, nuts of the pinon-pine, and other food sub-

stances ; and corn-cobs were found in abundance.

4
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In other parts of the building several bone implements, includ-

ing a corn-shucker and a handsomely wrought marlin-spike, fash-

ioned from the leg-bone of deer, were obtained. Scalps or head-

dresses were also unearthed. Indeed, the materials here found

formed quite an extensive collection, including numerous food

articles, bones of various animals, pieces of cloth, matting and

basket-work, ropes and cords of cotton and yucca, sticks for fire-

making, knitting or weaving, and many other uses.

None of the ancient buildings of this region exceed this one in

picturesque grandeur, although many are more extensive. Its

very location excites admiration and inspires respect for those

who built it, whatever may have been the motive which prompted

to the selection of such a site ; nor is it lacking in architectural

beauty. Its existence proves its great strength.

Of the ruined pueblos, an extensive group of buildings on the

left bank of the Verde River, six miles northwest of Fort Verde,

Arizona, may be fairly considered a representative example.

This pueblo consisted of two terraced buildings surmounting a

limestone cliff. The larger one, in which I have made some ex-

ploration, faces the Verde, the other fronting on a side cafion to

the south ; the walls of the latter, as well as the face of the cliff,

contain numerous cave-dwellings, in which sundry articles of

pottery and basket-work, as well as stone tools, were exhumed.

The accompanying plan (Fig. 12) exhibits the relations of these

structures. This ruin, which does not differ materially from

many others in the Verde region, is quite similar to the inhabited

villages of the Moquis of Eastern Arizona and the modern pue-

blos of New Mexico. As it was conveniently accessible from the

fort, I made it the subject of some research, and caused consider-

able excavations to be made in parts of the larger building, and

also in the caves of the adjacent cafion.

The larger edifice had been three stories in height in front,

where it rested upon the level rock, thence terraced down the

slope of a ravine behind it, the lower tiers of rooms having ap-

parently been but a single story in height. Previous to my first

visit the front of the building had been thrown down over the

cliff by the white settlers to supply material for repairing an old

acequia, which has since served the whites, as it did the cliff-

dwellers of old, with water for irrigating purposes. Several of

the ranchmen in the vicinity called my attention to articles made

of pottery, and a varied assortment of interesting relics, which

they had secured when tearing down the ruin, in which they

claimed to have discovered dozens of human skeletons, one of

gigantic stature (the usual story), and a quantity of burial urns

and other vessels of pottery and stone. These accounts were in

some measure substantiated by the abundance of broken pottery.

li
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rougli mortars, metates, and stone implements to be seen in the
walls of the new acequia. The writer, whose appetite for discov-

ery had been whetted by his surprising success when excavating
in the high tier of cave-dwellings in the frowning cliffs of Clear
Creek, eleven miles to the southeast, immediately commenced an
examination of this majestic pile of ruined walls, forming a
mound two hundred and eighty feet in length by one hundred feet

in width, having an average depth of seven or eight feet. The
walls are now standing to that height, the lower rooms being
filled with the debris of the fallen upper stories. The building
had been destroyed by fire, three layers of charcoal in the rub-

Fio. 18.

—

Metate and Grindino-Stone from Casa Grande of the Middle Verde, five

MILES NORTH OF FoRT VeRDE.

bish corresponding to the roof and ceilings, which were evidently

constructed of wood, reeds, and grass. Nearly all the inflammable
materials had been destroyed, while many bone implements, and
even some of stone, had been cracked and charred by the fire

;

and the greater part of the pottery, of which a large quantity was
unearthed, had been broken by the fallen walls.

The labor of removing the debris from the rooms proved
rather slow and difficult. As most of the pottery and implements

ANCIENT DWELLINGS OF THE RIO VERDE VALLEY. 15

Fig. 14.—Shell Ornaments, Arrow-Points, and Stone from a War-Club, from various

PARTS OF THE VeRDE VaLLEY.

were found upon the ground floor, the excitement of the quest in-

creased proportionately as the bottom was approached. The

standing walls were found to be from one and a half to three
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ery liad been whetted l)y his surj)rising success when excavating
in the high tier of cave-dwellings in the frowning cliffs of Clear

Creek, eleven miles to the southeast, immediately commenced an
examination of this majestic pile of ruined walls, forming a
mound two hundred and eighty feet in length by one hundred feet

in width, having an average de|)th of seven or eight feet. The
walls are now standing to that height, the lower rooms being
filled with the debris of the fallen upper stories. The building
had been destroyed by fire, three layers of charcoal in the rub-
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Metate and Grindino-Stonk from Casa Grande of the Middle Verde, five

MILES NORTH OF FoRT VeRDE.

bish corresponding to the roof and ceilings, which were evidently

constructed of wood, reeds, and grass. Nearly all the inflammable
materials had been destroyed, while many bone implements, and
even some of stone, had been cracked and charred by the fire;

and the greater part of the pottery, of which a large quantity was
unearthed, had been broken by the fallen walls.

The labor of removing the debris from the rooms proved
rather slow and difficult. As most of the pottery and implements
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Fia. U.—Shell Ornaments, Arrow- I^uints, and Stone from a War-Club, from various

PARTS OF the Verde Vallky.

were found upon the ground floor, the excitement of the quest in-

creased proportionately as the l)ott()m was approached. The

standing walls were found to be from one and a half t<j three
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and a half feet in thickness, sometimes plastered on the inside.

The upper walls were doubtless of adobe, as the ruined pile con-

tains a large quantity of that material. There is a natural stone-

quarry in the rear of the buildings.

The rooms were spacious and the floors smoothly plastered.

Beneath them were found vaults, plastered within, containing
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and a half feet in thickness, sometimes plastered on the inside.

The upper walls were doubtless of adobe, as the ruined pile con-

tains a large quantity of that material. There is a natural stone-

quarry in the rear of the buildings.

The rooms were spacious and the floors smoothly plastered.

Beneath them were found vaults, plastered within, containing

Fig. 15.

—

Ladle from Ruins near the Verde Kiver.

human skeletons. In one room, ranged along two sides, close to

the substantial partition walls, were tombs devoted exclusively to

the sepulture of infants and children. The vaults were covered
with large, flat stones, some of which were painted red. In one
of them an olla was found, with the skeleton of an infant. The

Fio. 16.—Ancient Pottery from the Verde Valley.

bodies apparently had not been incased in burial clothes, as was
the case with those found in the burial caves of Clear Creek, as
well as some of the adult skeletons exhumed from other parts of
this building.

This casa proved quite productive in mineral and bone mate-
rial, but most of the more perishable articles had l)een destroved.

^-
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Of stone implements, the vtetates, used for grinding maize, form
an exceedingly interesting set of specimens, exhibiting consider-

able variation in size and form. The greater number were of the

hard, porous, gray scoria known as malpais, a material well adapt-

ed for grinding. Others were hewn out of sandstone, varying
in color from red to creamy white. The manner in which they

are fashioned with no better tool than another stone speaks in

eloquent praise of the skill and indefatigable patience of these

aboriginal workmen. A series of these primitive stone mills

may be seen in the writer's collection at the American Museum.
Grooved stone axes and hatchets were numerous, and likewise

exhibit an unusually wide range of variation in size, shape, ma-
terial, and workmanship. Several of them are, in form and finish,

scarcely inferior to the modern articles. Some of the picks and
hammers were also models of the handicraft of the stone age.

Not the least interesting were stone wedges (doubtless intended

for splitting timbers) and agricultural tools. There was also a

large assortment of stone knives, resembling in shape the chop-

I)ing-knife of modern housewives. Heavy malls, pipes of lava,

whetstones, polishiiig-stones, and other implements whose use is

not apparent, were obtained; besides mortars and pestles, stone

vessels, and plates or platters of volcanic rock. Besides such

articles of domestic use, there were the implements of warfare

and the chase, including rounded stone hammers, mostly of sand-

stone and scoria, grooved for attachment to a handle by means of

a hide thong ; also grooved stones used in arrow-making, spear-

he:^ds and arrow-points of obsidian or agate, and flints from the

war-club {inaquahuitl).

Pigments—red, blue, gray, and black—were found ; also a

heavy, black powder, and the usual chipj)ed pieces of obsidian

(volcanic glass) and agate, together witli ornamental pebbles, etc.

Nor were ornaments lacking, such as amulets of shells and rings

of bone and shell. Several heavy pieces of obsidian, which were

probably transported from New Mexico, were doubtless kept in

stock for the manufacture of knives and weapons. A heavy
block of red catliiiite, or " pipe-stone,^^ of which small fetiches

found in several localities were made, extends the commerce of

this people to the region of the Upper Missouri, where the only

known quarries of this material exist ; and sea-shells, doubtless

from the Pacific, are of equal interest, as showing the extent of

traffic to the westward.

In several rooms large earthenware vessels were uncovered,

which, although broken, were still held in position by the j)ress-

ure of their contents and the earth surrounding them ; fine root-

lets also penetrated the cracks and formed a meshwork serving

to hold them together. The largest were of coarse material and
VOL. XXXVII.—56
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had a capacity of about thirty gallons. Some of the smaller pieces

were unbroken, and, although unglazed, were smoothly finished

and decorated in colored patterns with rare taste. There were
ladles or dippers, shallow saucers, graceful ollaSy and vases dis-

playing much artistic feeling in their conception and execution.

One room appeared to have served as a store-room for earthen-

ware utensils, some of which were found in nests, contained one
within another, the smaller specimen measuring but one and one
fourth inches in diameter. A few perforated discs of pottery, re-

sembling wooden ones from cliff and cave dwellings, were noted.

Numerous tools of bone, chiefly such as were employed in the
manufacture of ropes, neatly carved from the bones of deer or
antelope, were amoAg the relics found. Various food substances
were examined, including bones, teeth, or horns (usually charred
by fire) of elk, mule-deer, antelope, beaver, spermophile, pouched
gopher, wood-rat, muskrat, mice, cotton-tail and jack-rabbit, tur-

key, serpent, turtle, and fish. A sandal of yucca, differing in design
from that taken from the wall of Montezuma's Castle, and several

pieces of human scalps, complete the list of relics from this casa.

There are many ruins of the class just described in the Verde
region, as indicated on the accompanying map. Among them are
several conspicuously perched on the summits of high, isolated,

flat-topped buttes on the Rio Verde and on Oak, Beaver, and
other tributary creeks ; others are built on the precipitous edges
of table-lands bordering canons in which streams flow ; while
some occupy lower positions in the valleys. It would appear,
from the location of some of these casas grandes, that the water
supply has diminished or otherwise greatly altered since they
were occupied, as there is now no water to be found within several
miles of them. Cisterns were doubtless utilized, but must have
proved inadequate to supply the needs of so large a population.

These pueblos frequently inclosed an open square or court.

There is such a one on Oak Creek, built on a bluff butte, level

on the top, which is one hundred and twenty-five feet above the
surrounding mesa. The building is suhrectangular in shape,
conforming to that of the summit of the butte, the sides of which
are precipitous. Other villages, perhaps less prosperous on ac-
count of their inferior advantages for agriculture, are to be seen
in many localities, which were evidently but one story high. Such
is the case with a pueblo built on the point of a mesa east of the
Lower Verde settlement.

Furnaces, probably used for firing pottery, were discovered in
some of these ruins. There is a very perfectly preserved one in a
ruin on the right bank of Oak Creek, close to its junction with
the Verde River, having walls standing to the height of fifteen to

twenty feet.

i
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Large pits are often seen in the vicinity of casas, whence the
material used in making mortar was taken. The mortar used is

of excellent quality, resembling fire-brick.

In concluding this brief sketch of the ancient remains of the
Verde Valley, I would remark that they still present the most in-

viting field for the researches of the student of American anthro-

pology and the included sciences of archaeology and ethnology.

From a merely superficial examination of their works much infor-

mation has been derived concerning these remarkable cultures of

our southwestern territory. In order that our knowledge of

them may become as comprehensive as the material procurable

for study will permit, it is desirable that a systematic exploration

of these ruins be undertaken at once, either through private enter-

prise or by some one of the educational institutions of our coun-

try, before the treasures contained in them become scattered

through the curiosity of unscientific relic-seekers. The writer's

experience proves that an enormous mass of information and a

large collection of valuable specimens would result from such an
examination. Once possessed of these collected facts, it remains

but to construct them by synthesis into a positive knowledge of

much that relates to these people, than whom none are more in-

teresting to the American anthropologist.

(_»)
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rcpteniber 30,19u5. — In early evening h .d my driver loavo me at the

Indian home of old '6asus Oliver^ at the foot of Buena Vista Peak

on t^ie south side of Jackson Valley, ^vith instructions to call for me

early Monday morning to take m.e to the morning train at lone.

>-'

OldL 'Casus* is one of the fev/ living Mokalumne ndians. Hie wife

is a good tyx^e of Ilesenon, originall.y from I'-old Hi 11 on /aiierican

River--only a fev/ miles north of Placerville . Tlio old home of Casus

v/as

Mokalumne
the old Rancher ia on tiie bottom'TLand on south side of Mokal-

^i-/

UMl e River about 1 /^ mile west of tiie present tovai of Lock^ford.

The wife formerly lived with a white man named Jameson, by whom

she h:id six children. Slie has also had 6 by Casus, making 12 in all.

Her youngest, a girl of 9, diod a few weeks ago aJid the poor motheirg

heart is broken . She has "thrown away" (doubtless burned) a lot of

Indian beads and other articles, and has the little girl's doll sit-

ting up on a box where it harrows her feelings constai^.tly.

Sunday October 1. Spent the entire day and nigjit at the Indian

Cariip talking with old 'Casus 'and his wife. Got a good vocabulary

b)
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®rom the old man and a fine list of nmnes of animals and plants— in

the Ii^^okalunino language.

In evening got him to tell me the story of tjie origin of the

^

Indians in this c untry. By a very dim firelight and by v/riting as

fast as I po. sibly could I got the v/holc thing dovm, and find it fills

21 pages. It is a good story and a nov; one to me. We were "both

mirhity tired '.vlien he got through.

He has one of t:ie old t;>Tpe of eartii covered partly sunken-in

the ground ceremonial houses clos ' to his house. He gave me the n.-ime

of the different parts today and told me about some of the exercises.

But the day and evening v/ere both too short, id like to spend a v/eok

v/ith them. He f^ave me also t'le names of some of the stars and con-
tb

stellations.

His real name is Lan-na-v/is-tah. His wife's name is Hor-vAik-me

in l!e«enon. Her English name is Anuinda. -She io lleiiil cook and

i»g vmll

October 2. Before lea^'ing Casus and his wife I gave them some

,preseni.s of tobaeoo foi- thn nirl mnn nnrl Qld i aŷ -%-eyrrr'"Tgl'i? tie"ad'S"'

(T)
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October 2,1905

for the old ^;roman(^-<Ji5'f kinds), and some old clothes for tlio hoys.

Slie gavo-^Ttea good breakfast with good ecand a§..-g^od yeast broad

as a baker can make. ere is alv;ay:&"tfsto\v at each meal, and

jTs fresh string beajis-."

A lan

V
As usual at oH^Rancherias , a good deal of wild tobacco grov/s

about the place (llicotiana attenuata)

.

t<«)
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BO-YAH GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

I

Ouppeys Cow - Kup-pish-ko

Greenwood -.Di-dul

Miller's - Bo-bah-te

Gualala stiver - Wah-lah-l« pM^dah*

Our country to divide so of NFK Gualalo

New Haven -

Manchester

Chute load ties.

Pt. Arena (trinkt) - Mah-tah-lah-kol

Rollervilli Flumervilli of Mah

Arena Cow - Kahpbim'mo

Point Arena (village) - Shah-dah-how

Guerson - Kahtch-pe-kl

Signal Port - Sah-lah-dah

Fish Rock - Kah-dah-lah

Bowmens Idg - Kah de-dah j lodge for
Gualala

Co., redwood)

Gualala Town - We-chal^ ( rancheria of our people )

all year town

Navarro "io - No bah-dan

Greenwood Creek - Di-dool
(dul)

1

Elk Creek - Yah-ko-dah

Stewart Creek - Shah-dah
(just St. Miller)

> Dok mahcltt

(fou fcho)

Mall Pass Creek-^

Irish Sulch- Um» Chat-hahm

Alder Creek - Silclh-nwdwiah

Brush Creek - She-o-pah-dah

Gracia River - P«d-^ah-how

Pt. Arena Creek -

^hooner Gulch - Po-yo
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BUCKHEADKD GROSSBEAK A FAVORITE WITH

IiroiANS

.

The Black Crrossboak ( Zamelodia raslano-

is a familiar bird in raoet parts of its

r * M •••»•» «

raHe® ^^ i® often coomon about Indian ranoherias,

where ite pleasant H±tie wbistling song is enjoyed

by the people. I once found one in a cage at the

hoEoe of a family of In-ne-sen Indians at the base of
^

9 Ilia "^

Santa Luoia Peak.and :^^ was told by a woraan of th*

lower Klaraath tribe (Helth-kik-la or Po-lik-la )

that she used to have a tame one about the house

and when she went away to visit or to gather pine

nuts she used to take the Grossbeak in a basket with

her.

In Yoseiaite Valley I have seen Crrossbeaks

sitting on ^^ low roofs of the Indian houses and

moving ftbout among the Indians almost as freely as

tame chickens.
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Indies, Contestacion al Interrogatorio de 1812, solftre coa-

tumbre

ven-tura, Aug. 11, 1815. The San Diego report is omitted, but

is found in Arch. Sta. B., MS, iii, 27-57.
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At intervals during the past 33 years my field work

among the deep canyons and rugged mountain ridges of northwestern

California—particularly along the oalmon, New, and Trinity Rivers
t

—has brought to light unsuspected and rather startling facts

concerning the Indian tribes of that remote and little known

region. Nevertheless the information obtained is so fragmentary

that year e-ffer year I have delayed publication in the hope that
«

more might be learned,

Indians of several adjacent linguistic stocks have told

me of a tribe formerly inhabiting the middle and upper reaches

• of South Fork Salmon River north of the high crest of the Salmon

*

Alps, by which their territory appears to have been separated

from that of the New River tribe on the south. The name given me

for this tribe by the Chemfreko is Hoo-num-ne-choo ; that given me

by the Hoopa . Konomeho . and Tlo-hom-tahihoi is K^h-hoo-tin-e-ruk.j/

yThe fact that this name was given me by Indiaa s of three differ-
ent^tribes would naturally indicate that it was the name used by
that tribe for themselves. Here however this line of argument is
not convincing for tl)e reason that the Tlo-hCrr-tah^-hoi inib rmant
was raised by the Hoopa, aid the Konomeho^were more or less subiu-
gated by the Hoopa. '^^^
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Ko-ma-cho. . .Name used by Powers isf Anderson Valley and Rancheria
Valley tribes. —Powers, Tribes of Calif., p. 172, 1877.

Written Kematco by Barrett and restricted to Anderson
Valley, Barrett, Ethno-Geog. Porno, 187 footnote, 1908.
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r \ Me~tum~mah

THE BITE OF THE TAi^^NTUU

The Me-tum~mah of iittle Lake Valley tell me
i

that Tarantulas occur in the Valley and gome times "bite

persons. Informant's sister had a 3-months old "bahy

which was hit ten on one side "by a Tarantula and died.

The Tarantula was found in the bahy's blanket. - o-u^^



Kom-le « . Tribe and rancheria formerly on

ground now covered by northern part of city

of Ukiah. Stephen Knight, a trustworthy

Yokiah Indian,was told by an old Yokiah

woman (Mother-in-law of Dan Scott, a Lah-ta

of Yorkville) that many years ago [several

hundred years ago Knight thinks] the Kom-le

occupied the no rthern part of Yokiah Valley,

including present site of Ukiah and the

asylum at Talmage. Jhey quarreled with the

Yokiah and were driven out of the valley,

cross ir^ the mountains to the east and set-

tlir^ in Scott Valley. Some of the old

people say the Kom-le established themselves

on the narrow flat between ^lue Lakes and

Cold Creek [but this was in the territory

of the Ki-vow-bah^M,ribe. but Knight Hn«fl

not believe this.] Where the K5m-le came

from "no one knows."

Stephen Knight adds, "They spoke a

language half Yokiah and half Calpel la

[=M6ihrAOQr tab- k i-ah]
!'



^^^^C^-^-E^ auJd^

The Stony Pord 3ho«teLah used to trade

•cKVw'
with the Dah-chin^e of Elk Creek.

The Iiikfl. came to Stony Creek for salt.

They were friends of the Sho-te^ah . hut ene-
t

mies of the Elk Creek and Grindstone people.

The place where they used to go for

salt is called Salt Spring Valley, it is on

the Bickmore ranch about two miles north>Ne^i

Stony ^»5h(^.

i



BACQHARIS QQNSANGUINBA.

is brittle bush/ ifhidi, except ?dien

flowering in the late fall or early winter,

is rather inconspicuous, grows abundantly in

the coast region of Northern California. The

Kah'tawe chunki Indians of the Hea^sburg region

ofi Russian Biver call it De * nah . and state

that the Tomales Bay Indians (Hodkooeko) use

it as fuel cooking.
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North to 4 or 5 miles north of Geysera.— JOld

Geyserville Joel]

f , -
To^ TfcV-ktt.

,

The Miahawol name for the Geysers is Tek-ka-nan .

a salty clay. which is eaten. This clay was much

prized and was traded with the Olayome of Middle-
r

town and Putah Creek. [Told me by both tribes

Q

*

The Olayome call it Tek-ka . using the Mi shawol

name.—

Pine Mt. belonged to Mishawal or Mootistool^ aJL

h 61&r (TvcI vH-
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II?ITATiOH STBINO OP Wl BO^XAH

Tht Bo^yah ef the ooast strip fron HsYarro

Bidgo 89uth to the mouth of Gualala Biver tell

me Hiat their consists of a

series of small stioks, usually 8 or 10 in

number, eeoh about 2 inches long, strung together.

The nuBi)er of sticks corresponds with the number

%

of days between the sending of the invitation

and the date of the oonii^ ceremony. The messenger

breaks off one stick each day until the string

is delivered, after which the recipient does the

seme until the date of the ceremony arrlTes.-cywv^
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KUM-k'0-W IN

III3GKLLAN?;0II3 NOT!CS FWt^ THE KUM-l!0-v/IN OF

EI;TKEPRI3E, BUTT!! COUNTY. July 14-15, 1930

Information from George Martin, a fullblood Kum-mo-win

born and always lived at Enterprise,

The KUM-MO-uIN territory centering along North Pork

Feather River extended westerly to Berry Creek, Mountain

House, l^errimac, and Pea Vine Rancheria (two miles north of

Merrimsc), but not quite to Stamvood. The southern boundaiy

lay soutf of 3outh Pork Feather Hiver, from Bangor to Challenge.

South of this were the TAHfJ-KUM. Bidwell Bar, Buffalo Banch,

Enterprise, Swedes Flat, T^angor, Challenge, New York Plat,

Byckeye House, North Star House, Sunset Hill, Stringtown,

Forbestown, and V/inthrop House all belonged to the KUI'-MOh /IN;

The northern boundary ran from a little south of Bucks Ranch

easterly to the northern loop of fiddle Porfc Feather Piver

near Nelson point; the eastern boundary appears to have been

the divide between Nelson Greek on the west £>nd the valley of

-.- •"£Z wvmmti



Kum-mo-wi n

I'iddle F'ork Feather River between 31oat and Olio —leaving Mohawk

in the territory of the NOTOXOIYO.

y ,.

The KUM-K!0-\nN reached west to or nearly to Oroville, but

not quite to ^tanwood or Grizzly Hill; northerly not qi ite to

Bucks Ranch; easterly to ^^trawberry Valley and Bluenose, but

not quite to Mohawk; southeasterly to Puck eye.

Informant states that Morristown, Downieville, Oampton-

ville, and Poker Flat were not theirs.

From Oroville westerly were the Sl-WIK.

Downieville tnd Camptonville belonged to the TAHN-KUM.

The line between the KUM-KO-WIN and TAHN-KUM passed

ju'-t south of Wyandotte and Bangor.

The salt spring? at Wheatland belonged to the Aubum-

Colfax tribe, called TAN-KU by the KUM-MO-v/lN, who used to go

there to get the salt-mud—which had to be cooked to get the

salt, if caught, there was war.

The KUJJ-MO-^VIN Sfjy thoy donH understand the talk of

1

the Colfax ^-^^ Auburn people.
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C. Hart Merrlam

Papers

BANC MSS
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NUMERAIS OF THE INDIAN TRIBES OF CALIFORNIA

ACHOMAWAN
1 Ham-mis
2 Hahk'
3 Chas-te

Choo'

Ho-ke'
. _ _ Kis^ke

,

4 Hah-tah-mah Hahk-kow 4 Choo-e

MIDOO
1 We'-te

2 Pen^
3 So-pwe

TUBOTELOBEU
1 Cheech'
2 Wah'
3 Pi'

4 Nah-now

f

ATHABASKAN
I'Klah'-hah

2 Nah-kah
3 Tah-kah
4 Tin-che

or Hlah'

CHEMAREKO
1 Poon'
2 Ko-koo

•

3 Ho-ti-e
4 Koo-e-goo

CHUMASH
i Pah-kahs
2 Ish-kom
3 Mah-soo'cli

4 Shoo-moo

ENNESEN
i Toi^

2 Kok^sho
3 La^pi
4 Ge-shah

ESSELEN no vocab

KAHEOK
1 Ye'-thalL

2 Ah°ii-kuk

3 Kwe-dahk'
4 Pi's

LUTUAMEAN
1 Nahs'
2 Lahp'
3 ntDahn'

^

4 Wo-neep'

MEWAN ,

1 Keng-e
2 &M!e-go
3 To-lo'-go-so
4 Oi-e-ka

OLHONEAN
1 Him-men
2 Oo-chin
3 Kahp-hahn
4 Kah-too-as

POLIKU
1 Kor^
2 Ne^g^
3 Nahk-se

,

4 Chah-ahn-ne

POMOM , l,n H.^ ,

1 Chah Cfiah-chah
2 Kaw' Ahk-ko^
3 Se-bo Mis-se-bo
4 Tahk' Me-chah

SHASTAN
1 Tsa-ah
2 Ho-kah
3 Hahtch-ke
4 E-dah-hi'-ah

•SHOSHONEANlPiute)
1 Sim-mah
2 Wah^hi
3 Pah-he
4 Wahts-sa-he

SOOLPTELUK
iKots'
2 Ed-de-tah
3 Ed-de-kah
4 Ed-de-yah-o-wer

\

WASHOO
1 Lah-kah
2 Hes-kah'
3 Hel-mah
4 Hah-wah

IINTOON
1 Et-ta--tah
2 Pom-pa-1ah
3 Po-noa-tah
4 Em-mos-ta

f
*

1 Pr-e-koo-mah-nak
2 Hook-mitch-e*s
3 Pul-mitch-e-mah
4 Tow-me-mow

YOKUT ,

1 Yet'

2 Po^-noi

3 So'-a-pin

4 Hot-pon-ni

YUKEAN
1 Po'-wuk

2 O'-puk

3 Mol-muk
4 Hel-kil

Pow-wah
Ho^pe
Pp^kah

o-buk O-lah

YUMAN
/1 K'sin-

,

2 Ho-wuk
3 Ha-mok'
4 S»pop'

TLOHOMTAH
./ No numerals given

TONGVA
1 Po-koo
2 Weh-ha
3 Pah-ha 4 Wah-chah'



TULARENOS INDIANS

The following note on the TulareHos Indians is a page

of MS in the Pinart Collection of the Bancroft Library,and is

apparently in Pinart *s writing,— [no date]

"TulareHos,.-- The Tularegoe live in the mountain wilder-

ness of the Four Creeks, Porsiuncula (or Kern or Current ]River

:

and the Tejon, and wander thence towardsilie headwaters of the

Mojave and the neighborhood of the Camillas. Their present

common name belongs to the Spanish and Mexican times and is

derived from the word tulare (a swamp with flags). They were

formerly attached to the missions of Sta, Ynez, Sta. Barbara, La

PuriSLma and San Buenaventura in Sta» Barbara Cy and San Fernando

in Los Angeles County. They are all of one family; there is very

little difference in the language spoken by the several rancherias,

According to the census just completed, there remain 606

Indians domesticated in Sta. Barbara Cyj male 324, female 282;

males and females over 2| years of age, 364; all probably claiming

affiliation with the Tulareflos. From the same source we learn

that in Tulare county there are 5800 domesticated Indians (male)

and female 2600 — over 21 years of age 3,787, under 21 years

4,613, the white inhabitants of the country numbering only 174.

They speak the Santa Ynez tongue*
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Alex. 3. Taylor in his ^Indianology of Cflifomia' published

in tho Crlifomia Permerg 18uC-1863, givos the follo-iving notes

on the Ceris Indians written by Clement '• Pajaken, the substence

of v/hich, Taylor says, had been previously published in the Of lif.

Chronicle in 1354 or 18Ij5.

"Ce — This is a small nation* perhaps at present not

exceeding 400 souls. I'^or more than 20 years back, this little band

of robbers, murderers and cowards, has been suffered to continue its

atrocities and assasednations on the road Ijinr, between (JuayiMte and

Hemosillo, two of the most populous to^ms of Sonora. This is so

inexplicablo a fact, that in future times it will not be believed

to liLve been possible. The present impotent state of tho Government

and the apathy of the Sonorian people cannot be better sho\7n than

by the 8i>ove fact alone.

Before the great rebellion of the Ceris. Pinoa end some

Apaches , in 1779, the Ceris lived in a village called ^l Populo

near Hercasitos. In 1789 they v/ere transferred to the Mission

now celled Pueblo de Coris, or with its entire name: Pueblo de San

Pedro d" la Conquiste do Oeris. This is near Hormosillo. The

Ceris, besides being the most stupid and laziest of all the Indians

of lonora, are also the most inconstant and treacherous. They have

revoltej norc thcjn 4G times since the attempt was first made to

induce them to lead a social life. A few families have only re-

mained at the al'Tve mentioned villages, where they live in the

outskirts of the place, maintaining themselves by making earthen

vessels, and collecting the tripes and other offal from the
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butchers'. The crii^incMl homo of the tribe is the island of Tiburon,

where a portion of them still reside. From thence they iLindf d from

time to time on the caist and killed travelers and muleteers on the

road and stole cattle from the renches. They use only the bow tnd

arrow, but the latter is poisoned, so that nearly every ?70und madr

by^it i^ fetal or at least dang • They mostly live on sea-fowl,

fish, oysters, clams, lobsters, and other produce of the gulf, which

they defour nearly raw. In consequence they are sf id to exhale a

ver/ offensive respiration, which however may partly be attributed

to their entire want of cleanliness, as the procedure of ^vasbing is

unknown to them. Their dress consists only of an apron of pelican

skins or a place of woolen cloth tied round the middle. They tattoo

their f«aes, and some perforate the nose end adorn it wit' a green

stone resembling bottle glass (probrbly obsidian). They are of a

dark copi^er color and rather stout. The women are by no means ugly.

The small fret and d licately molded buf't of the latter excite the

envy even of the Castilian laf^ies at Hermosillo. T^io hair of the

females is black, thick and hard, and is never cleaned or combed.

This circuDstance gives their head a very uncouth appearance.

The only religion there people have consists in the adoration of

the moon; they colebmte the appearance of the new moon with re-

joicings and many ridiculous formalities. This nation is fast

dwindling away and will soon cease to exint.**

/. 3. Taylor, Calif. Farmer, Vol. 16, June 13, 1862.
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The Indian view of land ownership was clearly

explained by George Bird Grinnell some years ago

and has been recently restated by Mrs. Florti

Warren Seymour as follows:

"Individual ownership of land was a difficult

concept for the Indian mind. He has readily made

treaties to give away vast territories, because he

had never appreciated them as an exclusive possession,

nor fancied that the purchaser would take any such

view. The right of occupancy was all he knew;

and that a tribal rather than a personal perquisite."

Flora Warren Seymour. Our Indian Problem, Forum,
Vol.71. No. 3. p. 276. March 1924.
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INDIAN CERI?roNIAL AT HOCK FARM

A.S.Taylor in Calif. Farmer, Vol. 14,

No. 11, Nov I 9, 1860 reprinta an account

of an Indian ceremonial at Hock Farm in 1859,

whioh was publ inhed, apparently in the

Marysv ill© Herald, 1857.



InCdixn "UiXes i}i NDrUirtrn C h,l i f ornia " by T.ucy Sargent

In Thu Califojniian. yol.I,Nf>.5.46W;68. ^.^ay 18B0.



U' D /ILLOTMSMTS WAITED BY PASKEMTA INDIANS

Andrew Frooimn of iho P^^-sKonta Rancheria on ujjper ThomB

Creek is well to do. He formerly owned 147 acres in Tlioras Creek

basin of which he sold 80 acros io I'm* Jordan, still retaining 67.

He ,antp> an allotment or patent in the Forest Reserve about 10 or

12 miles west of Paskonta and north of Bears Den in Henderson Canyon

(Sections 5 & 6). - ,

Two or three other Indians, including; Joe Brown of I'ehcuna,

are anxious to secure holdinf^s in the seurie place in order to

operate sheep-hording^ tof^ether.
«

Andrew Freeman wants to know if the Indian Office is
#

going to issi'e patents to Indians in Round Valley near Covelo*



June 22, 1362

"The old Giants of Celifomia -—There ?fere giants once on

this coast, all the ^^y^^^u^of Savans ard doubters notwithstand-
*

ing. Not less than four well knoi!»n oases have been noted of the

discoveries of remains of the giant Califomians of the Sierra

Nevade—to wit: 1st—a skull bone ms found in Trinity County

in 1356; 2nd—There were found in Tuolumne County, in 1860, a

thigh bone and skull of a man 12 feet high; 3rd—there were dis-

covered near Jecksville, in southern Oregon, in May 1362. a pair

of human jaw bones of the inmense breadth of 7 inches; and 4th—

there were discovered in 1762 near the Mission of Ignacio de

Kadakaman, in lat.28 N on the Pacific coast of fxwer California

the vertebrae, skull,tribs of a man 11 feet in height, which were

found by one of the old Jesuit priests." ^1 ^

I
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WEEKLY CALENDAR
Chaperons for Saturday Afternoon

Mar. lo-Miss Genoway antl Mrs. Smith

Chaperon^ to Religious Services
Mar. 19- -Protestant. Mr. Vaughan

Catholic, Miss Stevens

Inspection of Buildings and Departments
Mar. 20- -Miss Ryan

Our Poor Eyes

My thoughts today ran in this wise:
How strangely people treat their eyes!
They RAISE them to the heavens then
They let them P'ALL to earth again.
Then, like as not, they ROLL them 'round
Before they GLUE them to the ground
Or RIVET them on objects near;
Sonie even BAT their eyes, I fear!

These phrases, too, one often hears
Of eyes that have been DROWNED in tears*
Of ey^i^ that BURN with hatred's fire

Or TENDER are with love's desire.

Of STEELY eyes; of eyes that SMILE;
Eyes that are LOVING all the while;
Of eyes that SPARKLE, eyes that SHINE.
I wonder, do I so treat mine!

—MRS. D. RAY CAMPBELL

Indians With Whistling Jargon
Reported Able to Talk to Birds

A tribe of Indians whose members com-
municate among themselves only by whistling
and who can talk to birds in the same manner
has been found in the Siskiyou mountains in
northern California. The discovery was report-
ed to A.L. Kroeber, curator of the anthropological
museum of the University of California by J. R.
Saxon of the United States forestry service.

Mr. Saxon said that for weeks forest rangers
in a remote part of the Siskiyous had heard un-
canny whistling over the service wires that
stretch from station through the mountams. He

went to mvestigate and after nightfall was caughtm a mountain storm. He found a srnnll caliin of
Indian construction. It was empty and he pre-
pared to spend the night there.

The ranger recalled that he left the shack to
stable his horse in a lean-to near by. When he
returned, he said, he found steaming food laid on
the floor, and teside it a bed of deer and bear
skms provided for him. But no one was in sight.

For two days, related Mr. Saxon, he lived
there m this way. When he left the cabin food
would be spread for l.im, but with no amount of
agihty could he discover the unseen dispenser of
hospitality.

Finally, on the third day. several Indian
men appeared at the cabin, and in sign language
informed him that he had been their guest.

"To my amazement," he said, *'I learned
that they did not speak to one another in any
language of words or in the ordinary articulate
sounds of human beings, but that they conversed
only with staccato whistlings."

At a whistled command bird would flutter
from the trees to a clearing to eat food scattered
there by the women, according to Mr. Saxon's
narrative.

He described the men as shy, adding that
the women were like deer.

^^
*'At the sound of my voice," he explained,

the women fled into the canyons,"
He said the Indians led him to the nearest

forest service telephone station and by signs con-
veyed to him that they had seen forest rangers
usmg this instriment and had themselves experi-
merited with it in their whistling tongue. This
explained the mysterious sounds.

^^
Mr. Saxon believes that the isolated clan of

whistling people" is an obscure offshoot of the
Karok tribe of Klamath Fall Indians.

Professor Kroeber said the Karoks were an
unusually intelligent and industrious tril>e, num-
bering today about 2000. He is investigating the
report of the whistling Indians.

Ihe Christian Science Monitor
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Buflot de Uofriui, 1840-1842, in epoaking of San Luie Obiopo

Bays: "In approaching from tbo open Boa one recognizes the

Mt.dol fiuohon, thus named because the chief of the tribe which

lived near the shore had an esormous goitre,"

-*Buflot de Mofras, Exploration du Territoire de 1* Oregon,

I, 381, 1644. (Free translation.)
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In hie Diary of tha Portola Expedition, 1769-1770,

that

e&guos

lag* situated in a plaasant and attractive spot at the foot

range

•The Indiani . . .received U8 with great aff«ibility and

and

into thick i^iM* They alsc offered ua some cakes of a wr-
tain sweet pasts, -which some of our men said was the honey

of wasps; they brought it carefully wrapped rap in the

oam2o

bad.

I of the Tillage there was a large house

and very roomy; the other small houses^

of a pyramid, had verv little rooarv and

larg(

• a

were built of split pine wood. As ttie

surpassed the others-, the village was
«

the Banoheria de la Casa Gruids**

Miguel Costanso,— Diary, Portola Bxped. 1769-1770

3

Pubs.Acad.Paoif. Coast Hist., Vol.2, No.4, 9T, August, 1911.

Mention of another village 2 leafiies further. Ibid. 99.
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San Luis Obispo Co. Indians

In the History of San Liiis Ofbispo CO). is the following

statemeht:

'The occT:5>ying the coast from San Francisco to this

DlchoneB They spoke different 5^^^^^'^?

languages

numerals extended only to 4. To express 5 they extended a hand;

and 1; 7, one hand and

hand and 4: 10, both hands

knowledge. They

midsunmaer. •

• •

the year into 6 seasons, comnencing in

if San Luis Obispo County, by %ron Angel, 21, Oakland

Thompson & West, Pubrs.

"The Olchones and Maiseer languages, spoken by tribei^9 MMIMIHMHHHHMBBHV ^"^

the same names, occupyii^ tha country between San Francisco

the mission of San Juan, were studied and understood by the

missionaries. Ibid, 47.



"The aim of the present paper is to Suggest a classifi-

cation for Indian tribes .... and to record certain origi-

nal observations on the distribution

Published material is neither repeated nor discussed; con-

troversial matters are avoided, and in the lists of villages

of the various tribes none are included save those given me

by the Indians themselves,

"Indian words are written in simple phonetic English,

and diacritical marks have the phonetic values ordinarily

given them"* . . [in English Dictionaries].

—C, Hart Merriam, Distribution and Classification
of the Mewan Stock of California. Am. Anthrop.,
Vol.9, »d.2, April-June, 1907.
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Last • l:^ootsum Tribe

Warrior On Happy Hun
The lae^t oriffiival inhabitant of.

the Pajaro valley—the sole survivor

of the ancicp.t Nootsum Indian

tribe—is dca^. - —>^«.-
i

Shock incurred from a fall down
eigrht itairs proved fatal early Sun-

day to the hardy. 95-year-old In-

dian, Gabino Oiiveras, who unitil

two brief weeks ago had never

known a tick day in his long life.

Oliveras, a woodchopper of wide

fame, who even at 95 years felled a

huge oak tree the day after Christ-

mas, went to the Happy Hunting

Ground, taking with him the last

pure strain of his proud Nootsum i

blood.
While the aged buck had become

reconciled to the modern era with

all its hustle and bustle, he never

torgot his love for nature and wild

life. Oliveras had advanced with

civilization to the point where he

had no scruples about riding in an

automobile, but he could never be

coaxed to venture to ride on a tram

lor in an airplane.

Oliveras had resided with Lorenz

.Oonzales, Freedom rancher, for sev-

eral weeks. Until the day after

;hristmas, he had worked side by

;ide in the fields and forests with

len not a fourth his age. never

iring, always with a spirit that was

ndaunted and willing.
.

December 26, Oliveras took his

iiighty axe and chopped a huge

ak .iown. His accomplishment was

l-egarded as phenomenal by his

ellow workers who felt his 95 years

.vould weigh too heavily on his old

houlders for such a task. He ac-

omplished the feat, however, and

efused to regard it as anythmu

but commonplace.
Then came a severe cold. He went

6 bed for a few days, and asthma

jegan tc affect his breathing. He

Fouffht off the ilUiess, claiming \\>

-nothing much." However,

ago he became quite lU.
Ivas

Ihree days -«-
^ ^^ ^v

md Dr. L. M. Liles was sent to ex-

imine him. The medical man ottcr-

rj to send the aged Indian to Santa

L^ruz for treatment, but he pleaded

[hat he was all right, and declared

hat he wished to remain at

"""' REFUSED ATTENTION
The doctor consented, even

houKh Harry Mozingo, the con.sta-

Sas ready and willing to trans-

hort him to the county hospital.

it was recalled that Oliveras

Lent a few months in the haspita

^Kl years ago. even though a

,hat time he claimed he wa. "not

ick" He left the hospital on the

..Ughtest excuse, and finally olfi-

fclals decided to permit him to re-

Imain away. ,

GLAMOROUS LW^
,

According to Intimate ^'lends o^^

the old warrior, his life had bctn

full of color and adventure

When a small boy he left the Ta

jaro valley briefly, ffoing: to Texas!

He engaged with his fcllow-redmcif

in many skirmishes with the whiles]

and it was not until the west had

been won that he became friendl>

with the whites. He is said to hav(

joined the U. S. Army at one timcJ

and fought for his country through

one war. (None of his friends re-

member which war he soldicrecl|

through.)

In recounting tales of his early

youth and young manhood, 01iveras|

never boasted, but those who heard

him narrate, declare his early ex-

periences would have been of great

historical value. He was courageous.

|

crafty and honest, and once he

made a friend, he never lost him.

His deeds of valor against the!

whites and side by side with them

during the war, were not mere ex-

ploits of the imagination, but were

actual experiences rich in romance!

and life. He was an early day

scout, and spent much time in the

saddle and in the open where he

kept his tribesmen informed of the

approach and the advances of the|

whites.
That Gabino Oliveras was an

honest man is attested to by all

who know him. He, despite his age,

would go to work in the fields early.

|

leave them late. He was never m
want of work, for his ability, his

energy and his wiUineness was

known throughout the valley.

Gabino never asked for easier

work as he became old; he asked

for work with the younger men. and

when he went into the fields he

took m just as much -territory" as

any. He was jolly and goodnatured,

but was not prone to converse with

tho^e whom he did not know well;

to hi£ friends, he was always ready

to "spin a yarn," and almost invar-

iably, his ''yarns" were of histori-

cal foundation.

MIND ACTIVE, TOO
His remarkable mind was well

pveserveii to the end. He kept him-

self well, and was regarded as fine

company by all who knew Ijfm-

According to Gonzalers, Oliveras

awakened early Sunday. He got

out of bed and went down stairs.

He ambled about the yai'^.^^of .^

bit, and then apparently decided to

return to his room. He reached the

ei-hth step when he fell. He rolled

to the bottom of the little stairway

and never regained consciousness.

Medical aid was called, but the

victim of the fall had
^l^^^ ^'^^

apparently from the shock, it was

said. . .,

, His friends tenderly removed the

old 'body to Mehl's funeral home.

Funeral arrangements which have

not been completed, will be

nounced later.;

an-



irvel Map Will Represent

California of Indian

Boundaries of Present State Held 200 Tribes, Speak-
\

ing 129 Languages, Research Students Assert

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 22 (Special
Correspondence)—Refashioning the
map of California as it might have
been drawn by an Indian cartog-
raphist in the days before the
Spaniard and the American came, is

the task which Dr. Arthur L.

Kroeber, Professor of Anthropology,
University of California, Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, Washington, t). C',""^ ami
others have set for themselves.

Dr. Merriam. who was formerly
head of the United States Biological

Survey, and is noV chairman of the

National Be ard of Geographic Names,
has gathered maps and data during
19 years of travel and research
whicli, when completed, are ex-

pected to write a new chapter on
American history relative to the

American Indian.

He has traced 24 linguistic stocks

of 200 Indian tribes speaking 129

different languages. He has dis-

covered c* ht. unknown tribes and
abundant evidence of a civilization

well developed politically and
socially wi'.h a religion articulated

to naure, i ihi birds and flowers.

Dr. Merriam has located the sites

of •several thousand villages or

rancherios. In some instances the

remains of the red man's brick
houses and conical ])ark tepees have
assisted and corroborated the testi-

mony of Lh Indians. The tools used
in building were the stone mallet
and chisels fashioned of elk horn,
with which to hew the huge redwood
planks four inches thick for doors.'

In the Sacramento Valley country
a different "architecture" prevailed.
The houses were of brush mr.d earth,
dome shaped, with smoke holes at

the top. In the Klamath Basin alone,
300 villages have been definitely
located.

Entirely unrelated to the work ol

Dr. Merriam is the work carried on
by the university. Customs and in-

stitutio-^s ! Indian tribes in Cali-

fornia have been the subject of 25

years' research. Dr. Kroeber is in
charge of the investigation. In addi-
tion to study of the tribes, the lan-
guages, which were all unwritten,
have l)een recorded as far back as
possible. The degree or lack of re-
lationship which they show has
proved to be a valuable means of
classifying tribes and reconstruct-
ing their ancient migrations and
history.

"It is clear from the evidence of
speech that the Indians whom the
Spaniards found in and about Los
Angeles County came originally
from the intermountain region,"
says Dr. Kroeber. "They penetrated,
pernaps 1000 or more years ago to
the Pacific coast, dispossessing other
tribes, who were pushed to the north
and south. At a still more remote
period the invaders must have been
conuected with a series of tribes
in Mexico, including ancestors of the
historic Aztecs, as indicated by re-
semblances in their respective dia-
lects."

Investigations carried on during
the past year included studies of the
social and educational institutions
and customs of the Indians of
southern California, of the Waweah
River area, of the west side of the
Sacramento Valley and of the coast
districts of :Mendocino and Lake
Counties, as well as exploration of
the shell-mounds of San Francisco
Bay and the earth-mounds of the
San .Toaquin delta. Studies pro-
jected for the coming mouths will
extend to the Indians of the Tahoe
region and the Klamath lakes in the
extreme north.

'T^-«>-^>aE»-v,,f.^. ^iTf itx^C.
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Goleta's Early History

Revealed Scientist
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Archaeological excavations at the Bishop Ranch in Goleta produced this

small sandstone bowl, proof of an old Indian belief that if the spirit is to

have tools in the hereafter, the implements must not only be buried with

the body, but also "killed.'* Thus the spirit of the tool is released to ac-

company the spirit of the dead. Both the bowl and the "kilF* plug were
found in a small depression at the end of a grave by William M. Harrison,

Berkeley, who was here throughout the spring and summer studying Indian

culture in the Goleta Valley.

Diggings Show Indians Wrested Meager

Existence from Area 2,000 Years Ago
By STEVE SULLIVAN

Guided missiles for warfare and
rockets that will carry the earth's

first satellitle into outer space

will soon be developed in the Go-

leta Valley on the very site where
a community of Indians more than

2,000 years ago was using crude

stone spear points to h8u:vest a
meager existence from the sea.

Excavations this year for new
Aerophysics Development Corp.

buildings on Hollister Avenue west

of Municipal Airport, and subse-

quent research by a young archeol-

ogist from Berkeley, have shed new
light on the sequence of occupation

of the area.

By careful examination of burials

uncovered there, and close study

of tools, implements and other arti-

facts, William M. Harrison came^

up with preliminary findings of the

cultural patterns of the early in-
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habitants before he returned to

Berkeley in September to resume
work on his doctorate at the Uni-

versity of California.

Several weeks were also spent
opening and investigating another
site on the Bishop Ranch in Goleta,

between Hollister Avenue and the

Southern Pacific Railroad tracks,

in an effort to learn more about
the people who lived there before

the days of the Canalino culture.

NO AGRICULTURE
Though they lived in the heart

of an area where agriculture now
flourishes as a major industry,

Harrison has determined that the

inhabitants of the village at the

Aerophysics jSite subsisted pri-

marily on the meat of sea mam«
mals and shell fish, with no indi-

cation of any type of farming. They
likely ground acorns into meal, he-

believes, and made use of such

available **crops" as grass seed,

pinon nuts, pine nuts, and berries.

Shells found at the ADC site, an
area measuring about 600x900 feet,

were predominantly of the gimit

Pismo clam, which no longer ex-

Searching for clues to the pattern of life of Goleta Valley dwellers who inhab-

ited the area more than 2,000 years ago, Harrison is shown at left above, work-
ing with Nick Katem, a ge<^gist, on the slow, painstaking job of. digging into a
village site atop a high moilhd on the Bishop Ranch.

lieves,
*'seems to indicate that the

earlier interpretation could be er-

roneous. It is more probable that

the mano-metate combination was

lationship to the antiquity of these

materials.

**At one section of the ADC site,

all stone artifacts and all bone,

including a human burial, were
heavily encrusted with this deposit,

which results from disintegrating

shells being leached downward by
rain and the resulting mixture com-
ing to rest on the artifacts or bone.

''Artifacts and bone from the rest

of the site showed no calcareous
deposit, or only a very slight de-

posit. As this site is of a short time
duration, as seen by the lack of

much cultural change during the

entire period of occupation, the dif-

ference in the degree of deposit

all within this site indicates that

factors other than antiquity deter-

mine the amount, or thickness, of

the deposit.

OTHER FACTORS
"Some of these factors could be

the amount of acid in the soil caus-
ing the shells to break down, and
the quantity of phosphorous pres-

ent. Since we know that all soils

do not have the same properties, it

is only natural that during the
same period of time, materials in

different soil types would acquire
deposits at a different rate of

build-up.*'

Harrison, whose major field of

study is man's adjustment to his

physical environment, believes that
Santa Barbara county offers one of

the best areas in the United States
for such a study. He points but
the environmental differences be-
tween the Channel Islands, the
coastal area and the interior val-

leys and mountains, as well as the
climatic changes that have oc-

curred here in the past.

"Against the background of these

the first grinding tool known to great environmental differences",

man in the Santa Barbara region, says Harrison, "one can study the

When Harrison uncovered this Indian skull 24
inches below the surface of the ground, he
carefully dug around it in a wide circle, search-

ing for the skeleton, which was never found.

Skull rests on a pedestal of earth about 12
inches high, as a result of the tedious quest

for bones and other burial accompaniments.
Nearby burials indicated the bodies had been
tightly bound in a knee-chest position before

but at some later date, the mortar-

pestle combination was introduced,

probably by diffusion from another

area. Gradually, through time, the

mortar and pestle became more
prominent, but the mano-metate
was not wholly discarded." i

LITTLE CHANGE
The fact that there is evi-

dence of little cultural change
throughout the site points to the

conclusion that there was a large

group of people there for a rela-

tively short period of time. Har-
rison estimates about 300 people

lived at the site for about 100

years.

One of the objectives of Harri-

son's work, under the direction of

Dr. Norman Gable, associate pro-

fessor of anthropology at UCSBC,
was to establish a date for site oc-

*

cupation. So far, Carbon-14 tests

which will establish this have not

been made, although Harrison says
it can be relatively dated as pre-

Canalino—at least 2,000 years old,

and quite possibly older.

A total of 15 burials was un-

covered at the Aerophysics site,

with all of the skeletons found in a
tight-flex position, with the knees
up under the chin. An important

variations in the burial pattern was
discovered, Harrison reported.

Thirteen of the burials were dis-

covered lying on their backs and
oriented north, while two older

skeletons buried 18 inches deeper
were on their sides with one point-

ing east, the other west.

various cultural changes that man
has made through a very long oc-

cupation in this area. The study of

archaeology in Santa Barbara
county can reveal how the physical
environment can mold man's cul-

ture and, conversely, how man can
use his culture to mold the environ-

ment through technological advanc-
es, and thus derive a higher stand-

ard of living for himself. At pres-

ent, the inter-relationships between
culture and the physical environ-

ment are poorly understood.'*

Harrison spent the summers of

1954 and 1955 at Paragonah, Utah,
where he studied Pueblo Indian ex-

cavations. He also excavated a site

in San Diego county that was in

existence shortly before the Span-
ish came to California, and that

was abandoned just afterwards.
His work on publications includes
"Archeological Excavations in

Iron County, Utah," and he ex-

pects to complete within a year
work on reports about the San Di-

ego and Goleta excavations.
Through the co-operation of

James Hall Bishop, Harrison fur-

ther investigated the life of early

occupants of the Goleta Valley by
moving several hundred yards
north and west of the ADC site to

a 50-foot hill on the Corona del

Mar Ranch. Here the young arche-
ologist found evidence of a small
village, inhabited by a group of

about 25 Indians who lived in an
area about 100 by 250 feet. Shell

midden digging at an 18-inch depth
indicated to Harrison that this site

BRIDGE NEWS
Bridge Players Co-operative

Club held the first session of its

annual mixed - pairs championship
Thursday night for which the Tru-
man L. Kelley trophy is awarded
to the married couple in the Tri-

Counties attaining the highest

score in the two sessions.

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Lyon',
of Ventura who have won posses-^

sion of the trophy the last two
years are defending their cham-
pionship in ^is event. Among
other out-of-town couples compet-
ing this year are Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Rice ^nd Mr. and Mrs*
James M. Kennedy of Santa Ma-^

rid. «
This week's high scorers were

Mrs. Dorothy Ward and Charles

Lydey playing east-west with 177*/i

match points and in the same di-

rection Mrs. Thomas K. Niedring-

haus and George VoU 176%, Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Lyon 169 and .

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson H. Pressley *

I66V2.

In the north-south, Mrs. Russell

Wilder and Ralph BarUett led with

168 match points, Mrs. James Gar-
rigan and Gordon Van Kirk 164^/i,

Mrs. John C. Van Dyke and Thom-
as King 161 and Mrs. William

Wayne Fitkin and 0, H. Ostbya

152y2.
^

advancement known to these peo-

ple that apparently was lost to

succeeding cultures for hundreds of

years.

Careful excavation of the ADC
site unearthed a stone knife blade,

about six inches long, distinctive in

that the blade had been curved,

much like the chef*s knives of steel

used today.

"A curved blade/' Harrison
pointed out, "is much more effi-

cient than a straight one, and these

early Goleta inhabitants developed
it. This concept of a curved knife,

however, did not continue into the

later cultui-es, and was a *'lost art"

for a long time.

*'To my knowledge, this is the

only^example of this type of knife

in existence, and I have shown it

to many archeologists in California

who concur."
The Indians also made use of the

asphaltum that occurs naturally in

the area as an adhesive for mend-
ing broken bowls and for making
baskets water-tight, but no evi-

dence was found that the sticky

material was used in the shafting

of projectile points or implements
to arrows or handles.

Charm stones, not uncommon to

Santa Barbara diggings, where
they have been considered as hav-
ing a ceremonial use, were also

found at Goleta. These, however,
had been given an unusual series

of notches and grooves, suggesting

a functional or ornamental use.

One found at the ADC site by Har-
rison was made of chromite, a
metal occurring naturally behind
Figueroa Mountain, about 15 miles
from the place where it was found.

Hard at work on shedding still

further light along the dark corri-

dors of the past, Harrison had to

halt his work here early in the
fall to return to college. This meant!
covering up and back-filling all the

is of a more recent date than the ^TJ^f> ij'tt' itl^i^/,„T[!l^h.^ , : , t. _ 1 ^ \^^A^^ ine was lust beginning ^0 ?^tflDiiail
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Archaeological excavations at the Bishop Ranch in Goleta produced this

small sandstone bowl, proof of an old Indian belief that if the spirit is to

have tools in the hereafter, the implements must not only be buried with

the body, but also '^killed.'' Thus the spirit of the tool is released to ac-

company the spirit of the dead. Both the bowl and the "kilF' plug were
found in a small depression at the end of a grave by William M. Harrison,

Berkeley, who was here throughout the spring and summer studying Indian

culture in the Goleta Valley.

Diggings Show Indians Wrested Meager

Existence from Area 2,000 Years Ago
By STEVE SULLIVAN

Guided missiles for warfare and
rockets that will caiTy the earth's

first satellite into outer space

will soon be developed in the Go-

leta Valley on the veiy site where

a community of Indians more than

2,000 years ago was using crude

stone spear points to harvest a

meager existence from the sea.

Excavations this year for new
Aerophysics Development Corp.

[buildings on Hollister Avenue west

of Municipal Airport, and subse-

quent research by a young archeol-

ogist from Berkeley, have shed new
light on the sequence of occupation

of the area.

By careful examination of burials

uncovered there, and close study

of tools, implements and other arti-

facts, William M. Harrison came,

up with preliminary findings of the

cultural patterns of the early in-
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lationship to the antiquity of these

materials.

**At one section of the ADC site,

all stone artifacts and all bone,

including a human burial, were
heavily encrusted with this deposit,

which results from disintegrating

shells being leached downward by
rain and the resulting mixture com-
ing to rest on the artifacts or bone.

*

'Artifacts and bone from the rest

of the site showed no calcareous
deposit, or only a very slight de-

posit. As this site is of a short time
duration, as seen by the lack of

BRIDGE NEWS
Bridge Players Co-operative

Club held the first session of its

annual mixed - pairs championship
Thursday night for which the Tru-
man L. Kellcy trophy is awarded
to the married couple in the Tri-

Counties attaining the highest

score in the two sessions.

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Lyon
of Ventura who have won posses

habitants before he returned to

Berkeley in September to resume
work on his doctorate at the Uni-

versity of California.

Several weeks were also spen^
opening and investigating another

site on the Bishop Ranch in Goleta,

between Hollister Avenue and the

Southern Pacific Railroad tracks,

in an effort to learn more about
the people who lived there before

the days of the Canalino culture.

NO AGRICULTURE
Though they lived in the heart

of an area where agriculture now
flourishes as a major industry,

Harrison has determined that the

inhabitants of the village at the

Aerophysics site subsisted pri-

marily on the meat of sea mam«
mals and shell fish, with no indi-

cation of any type of farming. They
likely ground acorns into meal, he
believes, and made use of such

available "crops" as grass seed,

pinon nuts, pine nuts, and berries.

Shells found at the ADC site, an
area measuring about 600x900 feet,

were predominantly of the giant

Pismo clam, which no longer ex-

sion of the trophy the last two

much 7ulturar^change "during \he ! ^f^i:!^^:A^5P5"1Jl'^'"* ^^^l
entire period of occupation, the dif-

ference in the degree of deposit

-*'•

Searching for clues to the pattern of life of Goleta Valley dwellers who inhab-

ited the area more than 2,000 years ago, Harrison is shown at left above, work-
' ing with Nick Katem, a geologist, on the slow, painstaking job of digging into a

village site atop a high moutid on the Bishop Ranch.

all within this site indicates that

factors other than antiquity deter-

mine the amount, or thickness, of

the deposit.

OTHER FACTORS
*'Some of these factors could be

the amount of acid in the soil caus-
ing the shells to break down, and
the quantity of phosphorous pres-

ent. Since we know that all soils

do not have the same properties, it

is only natural that during the
same period of time, materials in

different soil types would acquire
deposits at a different rate of

build-up."

pionship in *this event. Among
other out-of-town couples compet-
ing this year are Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Rice and Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Kennedy of Santa Ma-^

rid.

This week's high scorers were
Mrs. Dorothy Ward and Charles

Lydey playing east-west with 177^ i

match points and in the same di-

rection Mrs. Thomas K. Niedring-

haus and George Voll 176'2, Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Lyon 169 and
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson H. Pressley

1661 2.

In the north-south, Mrs. Russell

Wilder and Ralph Bartlett led with

168 match points, Mrs. James Gar-

Harrison, whose major field of \

I'igan and Gordon Van Kirk 164!i,

study is man's adjustment to his

physical environment, believes that

Santa Barbara county offers one of

the best areas in the United States
for such a study. He points out
the environmental differences be-

tween the Channel Islands, the
coastal area and the interior val-

lieves, "seems to indicate that the i leys and mountains, as well as the

earlier interpretation could be er- climatic changes that have oc-

When Harrison uncovered this Indian skull 24
inches below the surface of the ground, he
carefully dug around it in a wide circle, search-

ing for the skeleton, which was never found.

Skull rests on a pedestal of earth about VI
inches high, as a result of the tedious quest
for bones and other burial accompaniments.
Nearby burials indicated the bodies had been
tightly bound in a knee-chest position before

roneous. It is more probable that

the mano-metate combination was
the first grinding tool known to

man in the Santa Barbara region,

but at some later date, the mortar-

pestle combination was introduced,

probably by diffusion from another

area. Gradually, through time, the

mortar and pestle became more
prominent, but the mano-metate
was not wholly discarded.'*

LITTLE CHANGE
The fact that tliere is evi-

dence of little cultural change
throughout the site points to the

conclusion that there was a large

group of people there for a rela-

tively short period of time. Har-
rison estimates about 300 people

lived at the site for about 100

years.

One of the objectives of Harri-

son's work, under the direction of

Dr. Norman Gable, associate pro-

fessor of anthropology at UCSBC,
was to establish a date for site oc-

*

cupation. So far, Carbon-14 tests

which will establish this have not

been made, although Harrison says
it can be relatively dated as pre-

Canalino—at least 2,000 years old,

and quite possibly older.

A total of 15 burials was un-

covered at the Aerophysics site,

with all of the skeletons found in a

tight-flex position, with the knees
up under the chin. An important
variations in the burial pattern was
discovered, Harrison reported.

Thirteen of the burials were dis-

covered lying on their backs and
oriented north, while two older

skeletons buried 18 inches deeper
were on their sides with one point-

ing east, the other west.

Mrs. John C. Van Dyke and Thom-
as King 161 and Mrs. William

Wayne Fitkin and 0. H. Ostbye
1521/2.

advancement known to these peo-

ple that apparently was lost to

succeeding cultures for hundreds of

years.

Careful excavation of the ADC
site unearthed a stone knife blade,

about six inches long, distinctive in

that the blade had been curved,

much like the chef's knives of steel

used today.

"A curved blade." Harrison
pointed out, "is much more effi-

cient than a straight one, and these

early Goleta inhabitants developed
it. This concept of a curved knife,

however, did not continue into the

later cullui'os, and was a *'lost art"

for a long time.

"To my knowledge, this is the

only,example of this type of knife

in existence, and I have shown it

to many archeologists in California

who concur."
The Indians also made use of the

asphaltum that occurs naturally in

the area as an adhesive for mend-
ing broken bowls and for making
baskets water-tight, but no evi-

dence was found that the sticky

material was used in the shafting

curred here in the past.

"Against the background of these
great environmental differences",

says Harrison, "one can study the
various cultural changes that man
has made through a very long oc-

cupation in this area. The study of

archaeology in Santa Barbara
county can reveal how the physical

environment can mold man's cul-

ture and, conversely, how man can
use his culture to mold the environ-

ment through technological advanc-
es, and thus derive a higher stand-

ard of living for himself. At pres-

ent, the inter-relationships between
culture and the physical environ-

ment are poorly understood."
Harrison spent the summers of

1954 and 1955 at Paragonah, Utah,
where he studied Pueblo Indian ex-

cavations. He also excavated a site

in San Diego county that was in

existence shortly before the Span-
ish came to California, and that * ^ • .-i - . -^^y^^^^^r^
was abandoned just Afterwards, f

P^jectUe Pomts or implements
tt:„ 1. _,ui:^,.4.: : i..j^^ to arrows or handles.
His work on publications includes

"Archeological Excavations in

Iron County, Utah," and he ex-

pects to complete within a year
work on reports about the San Di-

ego and Goleta excavations.
Through the co-operation of

James Hall Bishop. Harrison fur-

ther investigated the life of early

occupants of the Goleta Valley by
moving several hundred yards
north and west of the ADC site to

a 50-foot hill on the Corona del

Mar Ranch. Here the young arche-

Charm stones, not uncommon to

Santa Barbara diggings, where
they have been considered as hav-
ing a ceremonial use, were also

found at Goleta. These, however,
had been given an unusual series

of notches and grooves, suggesting

a functional or ornamental use.

One found at the ADC site by Har-
rison was made of chromite, a
metal occurring naturally behind
Figueroa Mountain, about 15 miles
from the place where it was found.

^i^rxjof 4^^.^A «,,:^««^« «f « o,^on Hard at work on shedding still
ologist found evidence of a small ^ .. t » 4^ i *u ^ » «
.A\\..rr^ 4«KoKi+«^ K„ « ^^r.^.r. ^/ !

further light along the dark corn-
village, inhabited by a group of i . . ^ . Harrison had to
about 25 Indians who lived in an'^^ff r}

^"® ^^^\ Harrison naa to

area about 100 by 250 feet. Shell
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^*^ ^^^"^ ^^'^^ ^" ^*^^

midden digging at an 18-inch depth
indicated to Harrison that this site!

fall to return to college. This meant
covering up and back-filling all the
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Berkeley, who was here throughout the spring and summer studying Indian
culture in the Goleta Valley.

Diggings Show Indians Wrested Meager

Existence from Area 2,000 Years Ago
By STEVE SULUVAN

Guided missiles for warfare and
rockets that will caiTy the earth's

first satellite into outer space
will soon be developed in the Go-
leta Valley on the vei'y site where
a community of Indians more than
2,000 years ago was using crude
stone spear points to harvest a
meager existence from the sea.

Excavations this year for new
Aerophysics Development Corp.

buildings on Hollister Avenue west
of Municipal Airport, and subse-

quent research by a young archeol-

ogist from Berkeley, have shed new
light on the sequence of occupation

of the area.

By careful examination of burials

uncovered there, and close study

of tools, implements and other arti-

facts, William M. Harrison came^
up with preliminary findings of the

cultural patterns of the early in-
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Discovery of a curve-bladed knife apparently unique
to the Indians who lived at the present site of Aero-
physics in Goleta, was made by Harrison, who be-
lieves these early dwellers developed an art that was
lost to succeeding cultures for hundreds of years.
Two smaller blades at left are probably functional,
according to Harrison, who thinks the large blade
may be ceremonial, due to the particular circum-
stances under which it was found. Large blade is

only one of its type in existence, California archae-
ologists believ§.
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habitants before he retui'ned to

Berkeley in September to resume
work on his doctorate at the Uni-
versity of California.

Several weeks were also spenf
opening aad investigating another
site on the Bishop Ranch in Goleta,

between Hollister Avenue and the
Southern Pacific Railroad tracks,

in an effort to learn more about
the people who lived there before
the days of the Canalino culture.

NO AGRICULTUKE
Though they lived in the heart

of an area where agriculture now
flourishes as a major industry,

Harrison has determined that the
inhabitants of the village at the
Aerophysics site subsisted pri-

marily on the meat of sea mam^?
mals and shell fish, with no indi-

cation of any type of farming. They
likely ground acorns into meal, he
believes, and made use of such
available "crops" as grass seed,
pinon nuts, pine nuts, and berries.

Shells found at the ADC site, an
area measuring about 600x900 feet,

were i^redominantly of the giant
Pismo clam, which no longer ex-

iiffmii^'iir^^ Santa ^JbQira Cbunty

walierii. Eed abalia»e;^ ui&ii^^lHi
indication of older sites, were also

found. Bones excavated at the
site of the former village indicate
that whale, sea lion, seal meat and
occasionally swordfish were part
of the diet these early dwellers
obtained from the ocean. Such land
animals as deer, badger, rabbit,

and other rodents were eaten.
No fish hodcs of any kind were

found at the ADC site, though there
was evidence that the people also
had fish to eat. The finding of pei>
forated stones which could be used
as fishnet sinkers probably ex-
plains how these fish were usually
caught.

RACED BULLDOZERS
Digging at an average depth of

about 33 inches, and only steps
ahead of bulldozers preparing the
ground for the new ADC build-

ings, Harrison found artifacts that
are at variance with theories orig-

inally established by the late D. B.
Rogers of the Santa Barbara Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Rogers believed that the Santa
Barbara area was inhabited by
three different racial or sub-racial
groups of Indians, with each of

these groups succeeding each other
in time throughout the Santa Bar-
bara coastal area. Rogers had two
lines of evidence to uphold his

theory.

First he found a physical dif-

ference between the groups by com-
paring the skulls of each group.
Second, he found a cultural differ-

ence* between the groups by com-
paring the artifacts made and used
by each group. He believed that

each group madd a distinctive type
of tool which was never ui^d by
any of the other groups, or if so,

only to a very limited degree.

As a result of excavations last
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Berkeley, who was here throughout the spring and summer studying Indian
culture in the Goleta Valley,

Diggings Show Indians Wrested Meager

Existence from Area 2,000 Years Ago
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By STEVE SULLIVAN
Guided missiles for warfare and

rockets that will carry the earth's
first satellite into outer space
will soon be developed in the Go-
leta Valley on the very site where
a community of Indians more than
2.000 years ago was using crude
stone spear points to harvest a
meager existence from the sea.

Excavations this year for new

m
>.:••

ibuildingjs on Hollister Avenue west
of Municipal Airport, and subse-

quent research by a young archeol-

ogist from Berkeley, have shed new
light on the sequence of occupation

of the area.

By careful examination of burials

uncovered there, and close study
of tools, implements and other arti-

facts, William M. Harrison came^
up with preliminary findings of the

Aerophysics Development Corp. cultural patterns of the early in-
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Discovery of a curve-bladed knife apparently unique
to the Indians who lived at the present site of Aero-
physics in Goleta, was made by Harrison, who be-
lieves these early dwellers developed an art that was
lost to succeeding cultures for hundreds of years.
Two smaller blades at left are probably functional,
according to Harrison, who thinks the large blade
may be ceremonial, due to the particular circum-
stances under which it was found. Large blade is

only one of its type in existence, California archae-
ologists believ^.
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habitants before he returned to

Berkeley in September to resume
work on his doctorate at the Uni-
versity of California.

Several weeks were also spenf
opening and investigating another
site on the Bishop Ranch in Goleta,

between Hollister Avenue and the
Southern Pacific Raih-oad tracks,

in an effort to learn more about
the people who lived there before
the days of the Canalino culture.

NO AGRICULTURE
Though they lived in the heart

of an area where agriculture now
flourishes as a major industry,

Harrison has determined that the
inhabitants of the village at the
Aerophysics Site subsisted pri-

marily on the meat of sea mam,
mals and shell fish, with no indi-

cation of any type of farming. They
likely ground acorns into meal, he
believes, and made use of such
available

*

'crops" as grass seed,
pinon nuts, pine nuts, and berries.

Shells found at the ADC site, an
area measuring about 600x900 feet,

were predominantly of the giant
Pismo clam, which no longer ex-
ists on the Santa Barbara County

waters. Red abalone, usHaUy an
indication of older sites, were also

found. Bones excavated at the
site of the former village indicate

that whale, sea lion, seal meat and
occasionally swordfish were part
of the diet these early dwellers
obtained from the ocean. Such land
animals as deer, badger, rabbit,

and other rodents were eaten.

No fish hodcs of any kind were
found at the ADC site, though there
was evidence that the people also
had fish to eat. The finding of pei>
forated stones which could be used
as fishnet sinkers probably ex-
plains how these fish were usually
caught.

RACED BULLDOZERS
Digging at an average depth of

about 33 inches, and only steps
ahead of bulldozers preparing the
ground for the new ADC build-

ings, Harrison found artifacts that
are at variance with theories orig-

inally established by the late D. B.
Rogers of the Santa Barbara Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Rogers believed that the Santa
Barbara area was inhabited by
three different racial or sub-racial
groups of Indians, with each of

these groups succeeding each other
in time throughout the Santa Bar-
bara coastal area. Rogers had two
lines of evidence to Jphold his

theory.

First he found a physical dif-

ference between the groups by com-
paring the skulls of each group.
Second, he found a cultural differ-

ence between the groups by com-
paring the artifacts made and used
by each group. He believed that

each group made^ a distinctive type
of tool which was never u^d by
any of the other groups, or if so,

only to a very limited degree.
As a result of excavations last

m^.
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When Harrison uncovered this Indian skull 24
inches below the surface of the ground, he
carefully dug around it in a wide circle, search-
ing for the skeleton, which was never found.
Skull rests on a pedestal of earth about 12
inches high, as a result of the tedious quest
for bones and other burial accompaniments.
Nearby burials indicated the bodies had been
tightly bound in a knee-chest position before
burial^

(Spring and summer, HiLrria^
foiind evidence to invalidate Rog-
ers's cultiiral evidence for his
theory.

TWO TYPES
Harrison bases his belief for this

departure from theories held since
it was first known that the Goleta
area was the site of ancient Indian
burials, on the discovery of two
distinct types of grinding imple-
ments in the same village. The
tools are the mano and metate,
and the mortar and pestle.

"In California," Harrison ex-
plains, *'it is pretty clear that the

irnano-nsetate cdmblnation caxxie
before the liiortar and pestle as
sets used for grinding grains into
flour.

"For a time, it was believed that
the mano-metate complex was con-
fined to the 'Oak Grove' culture,
or the earliest culture in Santa
Barbara, and that the mortar and
pestle were introduced by a new
people who never used the mand-
metate.

"The presence of both of these
combinations in the same site in

great numbers and at about an
even proportion,*' Harrison be-
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pestle combination was introduced,

probably by diffusion from another
area. Gradually, thmugh time, the

mortar and pestle became more
prominent, but the mano-metate
was not wholly discarded."

LITTLE CHANGE
The fact that there is e\i.

dence of little cultural change
throughout the site points to the
conclusion that there was a large
group of people there for a rela-

tively short period of time. Har-
rison estimates about 300 people
lived at the site for about 100
yeairs.

One of the objectives of Harri-
son's work, under the direction of
Dr. Norman Gable, associate pro-
fessor of anthropology at UCSBC,
was to establish a date for site oc-
cupation. So far, Carbon-14 tests
which will establish this have not
been made, although Harrison says
it can be relatively dated as pre-
Canalino—at least 2,000 years old,

and quite possibly older.

A total of 15 burials was un-
covered at the Aerophysics site,

with all of the skeletons found in a
tight-flex position, with the knees
up under the chin. An important
variations in the burial pattern was
discovered, Harrison reported.
Thirteen of the burials were dis-

covered lying on their backs and
oriented north, while two older
skeletons buried 18 inches deeper
were on their sides with one point-
ing east, the other west.

Harrison stud that as far as he
knows, the 13 are ttie only on<es
found in Santa Barbara oriented In

such unexplainable fashion. He said
all of the bodies were so tight in

their flexed position that he be-

lieves they were bound up and
wrapped before burial, although
all evidence of any such wrapping
has long since disappeared.

IMPLEMENTS BURIED
Accompaniments buried with

these early valley dwellers in-

clude mortars, pestles, manos,
metates, blades and projectile

points.

Harrison also found evidence at

the Aerophysics site to back up his

theory that mineral depost built

up over the years is not necessarily
a key to great age. Here's how he
explains it:

"It has long been believed," he
said, ''that the amount of calcar-
eous deposit found on stone arti-

facts and bone had a direct re-

Projectile points found at
the Aerophysics site (left)

all had same characteristic

side-notching, unusual in

such a large location and
indicating that the village

use was of relatively short
duration. Size of points
suggests they were not
used . as arrow points but
for darts or spears thrown
with an atlatle or spear-
thrower. Four small stones
in bottom row are stone
drills used for drilling

holes in wood and stone.
Two at right probably
were hafted to a handle.
Hand pick, extreme right,

was used to dig into the
ground, but not for farm-
ing.

has made through a very long oc
cupation in this area. The study of
archaeology in Santa Barbara
county can reveal how the physical
environment can mold man's cul-
ture and, conversely, how man can
use his culture to mold the environ-
ment through technological advanc-
es, and thus derive a higher stand-
ard of living for himself. At pres

*'A curved blade." Harrison
pointed out, **is much more effi-

cient than a straight one, and these
early Goleta inhabitants developed
it. This concept of a curved knife,

however, did not continue into the
later cultuies. and was a "lost art"
for a long time.

"To my knowledge, this is the
only^example of this type of knife

ent. the inter-relationships between
I

^" existence, and I have shown it

"^- '
' to many archeologists in California
who concur."
The Indians also made use of the

asphaltum •that occurs naturally in

the area as an adhesive for mend-

culture and the physical environ-
ment are poorly understood."
Harrison spent the summers of

1954 and 1955 at Paragonah, Utah,
where he studied Pueblo Indian ex-
cavations. He also excavated a site

in San Diego county that was in

existence shortly before the Span-
ish came to California, and that
was abandoned just afterwards.
His work on publications includes
"Archeological Excavations in
Iron County, Utah," and he ex-
pects to complete within a year
work on reports about the San Di-
ego and Goleta excavations.
Through the co-operation of

James Hall Bishop, Harrison fur-
ther investigated the life of early
occupants of the Goleta Valley by
moving several hundred yards
north and west of the ADC site to
a 50-foot hill on the Corona del
Mar Ranch. Here the young arche-
ologist found evidence of a small
village, inhabited by a group of
about 25 Indians who lived in an
area about 100 by 250 feet. Shell
midden digging at an 18-inch depth
indicated to Harrison that this site

ing broken bowls and for making
baskets water-tight, but no evi-

dence was found that the sticky
material was used in the shafting
of projectile points or implements
to arrows or handles.
Charm stones, not uncommon to

Santa Barbara diggings, where
they have been considered as hav-
ing a ceremonial use, were also
found at Goleta. These, however,
had been given an unusual series
of notches and grooves, suggesting
a functional or ornamental use. *

One found at the ADC site by Har-
rison was made of chromite, a '

metal occurring naturally behind
Figueroa Mountain, about 15 miles
from the place where it was found.
Hard at work on shedding still

further light along the dark corri-
dors of the past, Harrison had to
halt his work here early in the
fall to return to college. This meant,
covering up and back-filling all the

is Of a more recent date than the ?,^™"^®^f
diggings at a tmie when

Aerophysics location, but ^th <pr.rfJ^^* ^''^i]^?^'*^ -«*^^^i*^
relate with th^ hirntin^ culture f^^;./^^^.^^^^^««**B^^°« ^*
phase of land occupancy in the r^^fl* '^^l?***-
area.

LOOKED TO LAND
After working at both sites, Har-

rison reported that the people at
the ADC site were more oriented
toward the ocean for their liveli-

hood, where the Corona del Mar
village looked toward the land for
survival.

Though he has not dompleted
work at the Bishop Ranch, Har-
rison has found evidence that the
dwellers who once made the mound
their home found a plentiful supply
of badger, rabbit, gophers and oth-
er rodents to round out their diet of

smaller Pismo clams, acorns and
berries. Fishing was on a smaller
scale here than at the lower ADC
site, and no evidence of sea mam-
mals was found during the sum-
mer's work. Implements used for
grinding grain were found at both
locations, but more reliance was
placed on the mano and metate
at the ADC site, Harrison believes.
Shell beads, common and plenti-

ful around Canalino sites, are no-
ticeably absent from the two Go-
leta Valley locations, Harrison em-
phasizes, and implements made of
bone were scarce. Although these
inhabitants appear to have been
poor culturally, Harrison found one

But the middens will always be
there, he said, as he packed Ya%
gear and returned to Berkeley, and
he hopes to come back next sum-
mer to renew his research at Go-
leta, and at Cachuma reservoir
sites that will be lost forever as
the water rises behind the dam.
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Discovery of a curve-bladed knife apparently unique
to the Indians who lived at the present site of Aero-
physics in Goleta, was made by Harrison, who be-
lieves these early dwellers developed an art that was
lost to succeeding cultures for hundreds of years.
Two smaller blades at left are probably functional,
according to Harrison, who thinks the large blade
may be ceremonial, due to the particular circum-
stances under which it was found. Large blade is

only one of its type in existence, California archae-
ologists believ^. •
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Two top stones above are "ch^rmstones" found at
the Bishop Ranch diggings. Shape of upper stone is
quite common to the Santa Barbara area, and was
previously considered a ceremonial object. Notching
and grooving of this stone, however, suggest it might
have been used as a spear-thrower weight, a sinker,
or a pendant. Second one is notched at end, shaped
like a plumber's bob. Core chopper, left, is type of
tool made and used by earliest peoples of the world
for chopping wood, meat and bone. Stone at right is
a small mano, used for grinding with a metate. It
had been used on both sides.

coast, but faithcM* north in colder
waters. Red abalone, usually an
indication of older sites, were also
found. Bones excavated at the
site of the former village indicate
that whale, sea lion, seal meat and
occasionally swordfish were part
of the diet these early dwellers
obtained from the ocean. Such land
animals as deer, badger, rabbit,

and other rodents were eaten.
No fish hooks of any kind were

found at the ADC site, though there
was evidence that the people also
had fish to eat. The finding of per-
forated stones which could be used
as fishnet sinkers probably ex-
plains how these fish were usually
caught.

RACED BULLDOZERS
Digging at an average depth of

about 33 inches, and only steps
ahead of bulldozers preparing the
ground for the new ADC build-

ings, Harrison found artifacts that
are at variance with theories orig-

inally established by the late D. B.
Rogers of the Santa Barbara Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Rogers believed that the Santa
Barbara area was inhabited by
three different racial or sub-racial
groups of Indians, with each of

these groups succeeding each other
in time throughout the Santa Bar-
bara coastal area. Rogers had two
lines of evidence to iJphold his

theory.

First he found a physical dif-

ference between the groups by com-
paring the skulls of each group.
Second, he found a cultural differ-

ence' between the groups by com-
paring the artifacts made and used
by each group. He believed that

each group madef a distinctive type
of tool which was never usied by
any of the other groups, or if so,

only to a very limited degree.
As a result of excavations last

spring and summer, Harrison
found evidence to invalidate Rog-
ers's cultui^al evidence for his
theory.

TWO TYPES
Harrison bases his belief for this

departure from theories held since
it was first known that the Goleta
area was the site of ancient Indian
burials, on the discovery of two
distinct types of grinding imple-
ments in the same village. The
tools are the mano and metate,
and the mortar and pestle.

"In California," Harrison ex-
plains, **it is pretty clear that the

inano-metate combination came
before the mortar and pestle as
sets used for grinding grains into

Oour.

"For a time, it was believed that

the mano-metate complex was con-
fined to the 'Oak Grove' culture,

or the earliest culture in Santa
Barbara, and that the mortar and
pestle were introduced by a new
people who never used the mand^-

metate.

"The presence of both of these

combinations in the same site in

great numbers and at about an
even proportion," Harrison be-
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Harrison said that as far as he
knows, the 13 are the only ones
found in Santa Barbara oriented in

such unexplainable fashion. He said

all of the bodies were so tight in

their flexed position that he be-

lieves they were bound up and
wrapped before burial, although
all evidence of any such wrapping
has long since disappeared.

IMPIJCMENTS BURDED
Accompaniments buried with

these early valley dwellers in-

clude mortars, pestles, manos,
metates, blades and projectile

points.

Harrison also found evidence at
the Aerophysics site to back up his
theory that mineral dcpost built

up over the years is not necessarily
a key to great age. Here's how he
explains it:

'It has long been believed," he
said, "that the amount of calcar-
eous deposit found on stone arti-

facts and bone had a direct re-

Projectile points found at
the Aerophysics site (left)

all had same characteristic
side-notching, unusual in
such a large location and
indicating that the village
use was of relatively short
duration. Size of points
suggests they were not
used < as arrow points but
for darts or spears thrown
with an atlatle or spear-
thrower. Four small stones
in bottom row are stone
drills used for drilling

holes in wood and stone.
Two at right probably
were hafted to a handle.
Hand pick, extreme right,
was used to dig into the
ground, but not for farm-
ing.

Discovery by Harrison of the more recent mortar and pestle, right, along with
the older mono and metate in the same site at Aerophysics formed the basis for
his belief that early land occupants were not of three separate cultures, but a
single, steadily advancing Indian group. Both are used for grinding, and Karri-
son believes it likely that the mono-metate was first giinding tool known to man
In the Santa Barbara region.—News-Press photos

relate with the hunting culture

phase of land occupancy in the
area.

LOOKED TO LAND
After working at both sites, Har-

rison reported that tlie people at
the ADC site were more oriented
toward the ocean for their liveli-

hood, where the Corona del Mar
village looked toward the land for

survival.

Though he has not dompleted
work at the Bishop Ranch, Har-
rison has found evidence that the
dwellers who once made the mound
their home found a plentiful supply
of badger, rabbit, gophers and oth-
er rodents to round out their diet of

smaller Pismo clams, acorns and
berries. Fishing was on a smaller
scale here than at the lower ADC
site, and no evidence of sea mam-
mals was found during the sum-
mer's work. Implements used for
grinding grain were found at both
locations, but more reliance was
placed on the mano and metate
at the ADC site, Harrison believes.

I

Shell beads, common and plenti-
ful around Canalino sites, are no-
ticeably absent from the two Go-
leta Valley locations, Harrison em-
phasizes, and implements made of
l3one were scarce. Although these
inhabitants appear to have been
poor culturally, Harrison found one

some of the investigations that

brought him here.

But the middens will always be
there, he said, as he packed liis

gear and returned to Berkeley, and
he hopes to come back next sum-
mer to renew his research at Go-
leta, and at Cachuma reservoir
sites that will be lost forever as
the water rises behind the dam.
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Discovery of a curve-bladed knife apparently unique
to the Indians who lived at the present site of Aero-
physics in Goleta, was made by Harrison, who be-
lieves these early dwellers developed an art that was
lost to succeeding cultures for hundreds of years.
Two smaller blades at left are probably functional,
according to Harrison, who thinks the large blade
may be ceremonial, due to the particular circum-
stances under which it was found. Large blade is

only one of its type in existence, California archae-
ologists believ?.
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Two top stones above are *'ch^rmstones" found at
the Bishop Ranch diggings. Shape of upper stone is
quite common to the Santa Barbara area, and was
previously considered a ceremonial object. Notching
and grooving of this stone, however, suggest it might
have been used as a spear-thrower weight, a sinker,
or a pendant. Second one is notched at end, shaped
like a plumber's bob. Core chopper, left, is type of
tool made and used by earliest peoples of the world
for chopping wood, meat and bone. Stone at right is
a small mano, used for grinding with a metate. It
had been used on both sides.

coast, but farther north in colder
waters. Red abalone, usually an
indication of older sites, were also
found. Bones excavated at the
site of the former village indicate
that whale, sea lion, seal meat and
occasionally swordfish were part
of the diet these early dwellers
obtained from the ocean. Such land
animals as deer, badger, rabbit,

and other rodents were eaten.
No fish hooks of any kind were

found at the ADC site, though there
was evidence that the people also
had fish to eat. The finding of pei>
forated stones which could be used
as fishnet sinkers probably ex-
plains how these fish were usually
caught.

RACED BULLDOZERS
Digging at an average depth of

about 33 inches, and only steps
ahead of bulldozers preparing the
ground for the new ADC build-

ings, Harrison found artifacts that
are at variance with theories orig-

inally established by the late D. B.
Rogers of the Santa Barbara Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Rogers believed that the Santa
Barbara area was inhabited by
three different racial or sub-racial
groups of Indians, with each of

these groups succeeding each other
in time throughout the Santa Bar-
bara coastal area. Rogers had two
lines of evidence to Jphold his

theory.

First he found a physical dif-

ference between the groups by com-
paring the skulls of each group.
Second, he found a cultural differ-

ence between the groups by com-
paring the artifacts made and used
by each group. He believed that

each group madef a distinctive type
of tool which was never usied by
any of the other groups, or if so,

only to a very limited degree.
As a result of excavations last

spring and summer, Harrison
found evidence to invalidate Rog-
ers's cultural evidence for his
theory.

TWO TYPES
Harrison bases his belief for this

departure from theories held since
it was first known that the Goleta
area was the site of ancient Indian
burials, on the discovery of two
distinct types of grinding imple-
ments in the same village. The
tools are the mano and metate,
and the mortar and pestle.

'In California," Harrison ex-
plains, **it is pretty clear that the

mano-metate combination came
brfore the mortar and pestle as
sets used for grinding grains into

flour.

"For a time, it was believed that

the mano-metate complex was con-
fined to the 'Oak Grove* culture,

or the earliest culture in Santa
Barbara, and that the mortar and
pestle were introduced by a new
people who never used the mand-
metate.

*The presence of both of these
combinations in the same site in

great numbers and at about an
even proportion," Harrison be-
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Harrison said that as far as he
knows, the 13 are the only ones
found in Santa Barbau^a oriented in

such unexplainable fashion. He said

all of the bodies were so tight in

their flexed position that he be-

lieves they were bound up and
wrapped before burial, although
all evidence of any such wrapping
has long since disappeared.

IMPLEMENTS BURIED
Accompaniments buried with

these early valley dwellers in-

clude mortars, pestles, manos,
metates, blades and projectile

points.

Harrison also found evidence at
the Aerophysics site to back up his
theory that mineral depost built

up over the years is not necessarily
a key to great age. Here's how he
explains it:

"It has long been believed," he
said, "that the amount of calcar-
eous deposit found on stone arti-

facts and bone had a direct re-

Projectile points found at
the Aerophysics site (left)

all had same characteristic
side-notching, unusual in
such a large location and
indicating that the village
use was of relatively short
duration. Size of points
suggests they were not
used . as arrow points but
for darts or spears thrown
with an atlatle or spear-
thrower. Four small stones
in bottom row are stone
drills used for drilling

holes in wood and stone.
Two at right probably
were hafted to a handle.
Hand pick, extreme right,

was used to dig into the
ground, but not for farm-
ing.
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Discovery by Harrison of the more recent mortar and pestle, right, along with
the older mono and metate in the same site at Aerophysics formed the basis for
his belief that early land occupants were not of three separate cultures, but a
single, steadily advancing Indian group. Both are used for grinding, and Harri-
son believes it likely that the mono-metate was first grinding tool known to man
in the Santa Barbara region.—^News-Press photos

relate with the hunting culture

phase of land occupancy in the
area.

LOOKED TO LAND
After working at both sites, Har-

rison reported that tlie people at
the ADC site were more oriented
toward the ocean for their liveli-

hood, where the Corona del Mar
village looked toward the land for

survival.

Though he has not Completed
work at the Bishop Ranch, Har-
rison has found evidence that the
dwellers who once made the mound
their home found a plentiful supply
of badger, rabbit, gophers and oth-
er rodents to round out their diet of

smaller Pismo clams, acorns and
berries. Fishing was on a smaller
scale here than at the lower ADC
site, and no evidence of sea mam-
mals was found during the sum-
mer's work. Implements used for
grinding grain were found at both
locations, but more reliance was
placed on the mano and metate
at the ADC site, Harrison believes.

Shell beads, common and plenti-
ful around Canalino sites, are no-
ticeably absent from the two Go-
leta Valley locations, Harrison em-
phasizes, and implements made of
bone were scarce. Although these
inhabitants appear to have been
poor culturally, Harrison found one

some or the investigations that

brought him here.

But the middens will always be
there, he said, as he packed liis

gear and returned to Berkeley, and
he hopes to come back next sum-
mer to renew his research at Go-
leta, and at Cachuma reservoir
sites that will be lost forever as
the water rises behind the dam.
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HAVWARD. CALIP. REVIEW

September is, iaa4

Miles Indian, 102, »;,

Called to Fatherb

Many in the community of

Niles coday mourn the death of i

Joseph Guzman, 102 years old,

yesterday afternoon at his homeT
'Te v/as a member of the Digger

tr/^e of Indians and for 10 years

had u^.ade l\ib hamein Niles. He
j

is a native of Pleasanton and most

of his life was spent near that

city.

He is survived by four child-

fen, TCMiy, Fred and Jack Guzman

and Mrs. 'Mary Mennus.

Funeral services are in charge

of the Pratt mortuary and will be

conducted at 8 o'clock tomorrow

morning from the home, thence

to Niles Catholic church, with in-

terment to follow at the Holy

Ghost cemetery at Centerville.
i

SAHS DIRGO, CAL4 9

J^'NE 7. 1935

ll^LA INDIAN

FEJ
hcT bea

PLANNED
. 1 u .^^^"W^^ ^^^ picturesque
celebration tfiat yearly attracts
thousands to the ancient Indian
village of Pala, is to take place
on June 23. Indians from all thei
surrounding reservations gather
at Pala on that day.
Solemn high mass will be sungm the park directly in front of the

Old Mission, San Antonio de Pala.
at 10:30 a. m. The Indian choir
will render music. The Reverend
Brendan Mitchell, professor of the
College at Santa Barbara, will be
the celebrant of the mass, and give
the sermon.
After the service in the park, a

procession will be formed, the lit-
tle children leading, and Indian
girls dressed in white scattering
flowers as they march along. Pol-
lowing them will be the clergy car-
rying the blessed sacrament under
a canopy carried by the men. The
procession will march through the
village to three different altars,
where benediction is given. The
procession finally will end in the
Old Mission itself, where benedic-
tion will be given for the last time.
The Corpus Christi celebration

at Pala is most unique. It takes
one back in spirit to the days gone
by when the early Padres walked
among and taught, and celebrated
with the great-grandparents of
many of the Indians.

After the service, a barbecue wil
be served at the rear of the Mi
«ion.
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The Black Widow Spider

(By IMOGENE C. ROBERTSON)

Reprinted from "Hobbies"

Buffalo Museum of Science

(Editor's Note: This article is of from California,

particular interest to residents of The black widow is not a large

the Yosemite region, as several
^^^^^j, with outstretched legs it

specimens of Black Widow Spider
^ measures more than an inch

have been taken at El Portal and
, ,. r *• *^ ir. ot^H thp

will possibly be found within the and a half from tip to tip and the

park boundaries at some future entire body is barely half an mch

date.) long. The shiny black abdomen is

For pure, unadulterated venom, like a round shoe button and is

the black widow, or hourglass marked on the underside by a char-

spider, Latrodectus mactans, car- acteristic red hourglass design, the

lies off the honors. This dapper most constant feature of its mark-

little ebony-hued arachnid, whose ings, which otherwise vary great-

native home is in the southern ly. The mature female often pos-

states, has earned a reputation for sesses a series of red dots on the

the virulence of its bite equal to back, with one or more over the

.hat of the tarantula. It deserves spinnerets, but these are not con-

the reputaaon far more than the stant in number or occurrence and

taiantula, since investigation shows

.hat almost all fatalities from spider

biLes may be traced to the black

widow and its near relatives in the

genus Latrodectus.

While the serious effect of the

bile of a black widow long has been

known, it has aroused little con-

cern among dwellers in the north

and east of the United States. How-

ever, within the past few years, this

area has been invaded by the ven-

UalujMl ^ze^

BLACK VIOOV
SPIDER.

!nsei stm/s characteridic

hour-^lass marking on.

underside, of abdomen. .n.'w
.Cf3p»h5ra-!?

omous creatures which have been they are sometimes entirely want-

brought here with fruit and vege- ing. The male is more elaborately

tables from the warmer sections of decorated than the female, having

the country. There are on exhi- in addition to her markings, four

bition in the entrance lobby of the pairs of stripes along the sides of

museum some specimens which the abdomen. He is much smaller

were found with grapes imported than the female, which has earned
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the name of black widow through

her custom of devouring her mate.

Since immature females fre-

quently are marked like the males,

the presence of red spots on a round

black body may be considered a

warning.

The web which this spider spins

is characteristic too, being of very

coarse silk in an irregular mass.

The female lays about 1,200 eggs

in a season, so that when condi-

tions are favorable these spiders

multiply rapidly. Undoubtedly the

extreme cold of our winters will

aid in destroying the invaders of

this territory.

The Indians of California rank

the black widow with the rattle-

snake as a source of poison for

their arrows. This poison is used

alone or as an ingredient with other

poisons lor a particularly virulent

concoction. Since the bite of this

spider may be fatal, it is gratifying

to know that a serum for the treat-

ment of victims, believed to be the

first, has been developed by Dr.

I red D'Amour, professor at the

University of Denver.

NFW EXHIBITS FOR THE
YOSEMITE MUSEUM

By C. A. Wagner
Junior Park Naturalist

New exhibits are being prepared

for the Geology Room, and the

Glacier Point Lookout. The form-

er consists of a large relief map

showing the Sierra from the foot-

hills to the crest and from Lake

Tahoe south to Mt. Whitney. The

map is in three sections, each mea-
suring 10 by 12 feet. The first one

shows the Tahoe region, the sec-

ond the Yosemite region and the

third the Sequoia-Mt. Whitney

section. The scale is 2" to the mile

and the maps occupy the entire

north wall of the geology room.

This map will be used in our

geology talks and as an orienta-

tion guide for the whole southern

Sierra. It shows every stream,

lake, trail and highway, and we
believe it will be an active and

efficient salesman for the High

Sierra.

The maps were made in the CCC
laboratories of the Berkeley office

of the National Park Service. They

were cast in sixteen separate sec-

tions, and these were later joined

in units of four for shipment. Up-
on arrival the four units were

joined and the whole installation

of three large sections completed.

The maps are being given the final

touches, that is, painted and labeled,

by the museum staff.

The new exhibit for the Glacier

Point Lookout in to consist of three

32in.x38in. relief models showing the

Yosemite region during the period

of maximum glaciation, the Yo-
semite region during the last ice

invasion, and the Yosemite region

today. These models will be fast-

ened to the west wall of the Look-

out and immediately in front of

them will be a narrow table with

seats. Fixed to the table will be

four books of identical drawings

and text, telling the complete geo-

logical story based on Matthes

studies of the formation of Yo-
remite Valley.
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vT is our purpose to make this

Magazine a vehicle of communi-

cation between the intelligent

minds of the State, as well as to

convey instruction, and make a

pleasant companion. The field of

Californian sciencdt may be said to

be just opening. Here and there

& worker is delving among \±he hidden

scholars of the State to aid and assist us.

We know that maoy of them will do so

;

and in a few mon^s we are confident that

the monthly appearance of the Magazine

will be lookec^/for with the most lively ex-

pectation in ^11 parts of the State as well

as in all parts of the world, where a real

and genuine interest is felt in our glorious

countr/1

Atihe same time the history of Califor-
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"times, times and a half" before that line
will be built.

Asbestos is said to be found in large
quantities in the neighborhood of Iowa
Hill.

There are two pear trees at Placerville
bearing two distinct crops of fruit this sea-
son.

A small party of Digger Indians are en-
deavoring to become civilized by cultivat-
ing a four-acre lot near Campo Seco. They
have erected a rude frame house and have
a fine crop of corn, besides melons and
pumpkins. They imagine that they belong
to the honest yeomanry of the country and
assume great airs of consequence and im-
portance.

The Mechanics' Institute opened their
Fair at the new Pavilion on the corner of
Montgomery and Sutter streets, on the 4th
of September. John W. Cherry made the
inaugural address on the evening previous.
The Fair was a very fine one, and attracted
much attention.

The steamer John L. Stephens^ which ar-
rrived on Sept. 2d, brought out a steam
fire engine intended for Monumental Engine
Company No. 6. It formed a part of the
procession of the Monunientals on their
Tenth Anniversary Cele};iration on Sept.
13th, and wks then placed in the Mechan-
ics' Fair. ^.

|
The corner ftone of Sf Mary's new Hos-
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Reprinted from Journal or Mammaloqt
Vol. 7, No. 1, February, l92Ki, pp. 59-60

INDIAN BBCORDS OF CALIFORNIA CARNIVORES

In an earlier issue of this Journal (Vol. 1, 1919-1920, pp. 38-40) C. Hart Mer-
riam records the fact that the Dieguefio Indians of southern California were
familiar with the jaguar (Felts onca). Similar information was given the present

writer by northern neighbors of the Dieguefio, the Cahuilla Indians of the Coa-
chella Valley and San Jacinto and Santo Rosa Mountains ; which inthe light of the

scant data extant seems worth putting on record. Francisco Nombre, an old clan

chief of the Desert Cahuilla near Coachella, stated that in his youth an animal
called tu'kwut. described as a large cat with a yellow brown skin marked with
spots and having a long tail, was well known in the mountains bordering the

desert. He said that the male's tracks were larger than the female's, while the

latter track was the same size as that of tu'kwit, the mountain lion. This assumed
sex difference may have been pure rationalization, but he was firm in his belief

that most of the tracks attributed to the jaguar were very large. The old people

made a practice of following jaguar and mountain lion trails in order to uncover ^

and eat the deer remains the animals buried. Jaguar skins as described above,

were quite often brought as gifts by mountain Indians to their fathers' '^fiestas"

on the desert. The last animal of this species he remembers, was killed back of

Palm Springs about 1860, by an Indian stalking deer with a deer head disguise.

The jaguar attacked the man and was killed by a musket ball. Francisco saw the

fresh spotted hide and the long curved claws which were used as a dog collar.

Aside from this case, perhaps one of mistaken identity on the part of the jaguar,

no case of a jaguar or a mountain lion attacking anyone was secured. As the

informant in question had never heard the term jaguar , nor of the more familiar

"el tigre" of the Mexicans, it is highly improbable that he invented the fore-

going data. The Mountain Cahuilla use the term tu'kwut in a vague way for any
strange animal, for example a lion or a tiger in a circus, but no informant ques-

tioned knew the exact derivation of the term. One old man, Cornelio Lubo, said,

however, that he believed it meant a cat larger than a mountain lion, but he had
never seen one.

Another term in the Cahuilla language that has a doubtful zoological

derivation is the word iswit, which is used at present as a synonym for

tu'kwit or mountain lion. The older Cahuillas say that it means wolf, but no
informant questioned had ever seen this animal in the flesh. The Spanish equiv-
alent for iswit is lobo, a corruption of which, lubo, is now employed as a clan and
family name in the San Jacinto Mountains. Dr. Joseph Grinnell tells me that
so far as he knows no wolf has ever been taken west of the valley of the Colorado
River or south of the Tehachapi. Either the term iswit was employed by the
ancestors of the present Indians in a previously occupied territory, acquired
through contact with other tribes, or else the former range of the wolf extended
into the San Jacinto and Santa Rosa Mountains. One of the former explanations
seems most reasonable.

The California grizzly bear (UrsiLS magister Merriam), called hujnwit by the
Cahuilla, was regarded as a very dangerous animal by all the southern California

Indians, and when a man-killing individual came into the neighborhood the clans

affected grouped together and either drove him out of the neighborhood or killed

him. The former course was considered the more desirable, but whenever possible

the bear was unmolested. A case where a grizzly killed two Indian women on i

Cahuilla peak about fifty years ago, led to its being hunted down and killed near !

Palm Springs. The last bear of this species remembered by Alejo Potencio was
killed by white men back of Indian Wells about thirty years ago.—WiLLiAM
Duncan Strong, University of California, Berkeley, California.

Ck.s )
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Each month, beginning with the January issue, the California
Indian Herald will contain the story of the California Indians' case
told by Colonel Jennings C. Wise, chief legal counselor at Washing-
ton, D. C, for the Indian Board of Co-operation. Colonel Wise will
write on the following subjects:

ORIGIN OF CALIFORNIA AS A STATE.
INDIAN TITLE IN CALIFORNIA LANDS UNDER SPANISHAND MEXICAN LAW.
EXPRESS PROVISIONS OF TREATY OF GUADALUPE

HIDALGO WITH RESPECT TO PROPERTY AND
TITLES.

TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO AS A CONTRACT.
TREATY OF GUADALUPE HIDALGO CONSTRUED.
INDIAN TITLE AND ESTATE UNDER LAWS OF THE

UNITED STATES.
INDIANS HELD LANDS UNDER COMMUNAL SYSTEM

RIGHTS OF TRIBAL MEMBERS BEING THOSE ^OF

CALIFORNIA INDIANS OUSTED BY THE UNITED
STA TES.

UNITED STATES DID NOT EXTINGUISH INDIAN TITLEBY EXERCISE OF RIGHT OF EMINENT DOMAINWHAT WAS JUST COMPENSATION IN THIS CASE?
TRIBAL MEMBER MAY RECOVER POSSESSION ANDDAMAGES IN EJECTMEN T.

\»

\

•eceive a convt of the December, t
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RAMONA IS DEAD

Note: Shortly before the death of Dr. George Wharton James, he
wrote the following story for the Herald. Dr. James was a great admirer
of Kamona. When lecturing he often told his audiences of the skill ofKamona and of the mythology which she wove into her wonderful
baskets.—Editor.

On the 16th of September, 1923, there died at the
San Bernardino County General Hospital one of
the best known Indians that ever lived. Every
Indian in the state should be familiar with her his-
tory. In brief, it is as follows: She was a full-
blooded Indian, born in Mexico, and came to this
country when she was ten years old. She and her
parents lived on the old Spanish grant of the proud
Castilian family, the Lugos, until the grant was
opened to public settlement. They identified them-
selves with the Cahuilla tribe, which afterwards
settled in the reservation known by their name, on
the shoulders of a tributary mountain to the ma-
jestic Mount San Jacinto. In due time she married
and she and her husband moved away to a small
patch of land in a Canyon, some six miles away
from Cahuilla Village. There they built a small
adobe cottage and a child was born to them. Ra-
mona's husband's name was Juan Diego. He was
of a somewhat melancholy temperament owing to
temporary fits of aberration that seized him, and
made him do strange and unaccountable things.
The Indians and Mexicans of the country used to
say when he was thus afflicted, that Juan ^^had a fit

of loco," or was "locoed." The whites all knew
him, and though his actions were often very queer,
they trusted him and knew that he was reliable,'
when well, and intended no wrong.
One day their little one fell ill and in terror Ra-

mona begged her husband to go to the Indian
agency physician at San Bernardino and secure
medicine for her treasured baby. Saddling his poor,
scraggly Indian pony, Juan hastened down over the
fifty miles or so to San Bernardino, secured the
needed medicine and started back home. But by
the time he had reached Old San Jacinto, both his
pony and himself were too wearied to travel fur-
ther, so turning his animal loose in the great corral,
where many fine horses were being held for the

night, he threw himself down on the ground and
almost immediately fell asleep. Waking before
sunrise in the morning it is thought a fit of loco
had come over him. Leaving his own pony (which
everyone about the place knew, perfectly well), he
placed his saddle on one of the fine horses standingm the corral and hastened off to his sick child and
agonized wife. When Ramona saw him and the
strange horse, she begged him to return with it im-
mediately. She knew how horse-thieves were re-
garded, and while most of the whites of the valley
would have absolved Juan from any thought of
horse-stealing, she was aware that his action looked
like a theft and might be regarded as one. But
poor Juan was so wearied with his long ride and
the illness that had come over his own clouded
brain that he refused to leave until he had gone to
bed and had a refreshing sleep.

In the meantime the very thing that Ramona
feared came to pass. At the hotel corral the owner
of the horse (Sam Temple) that Juan had taken,
early discovered his loss. Rushing into the house
he complained to the landlady (Mrs. Jordan) that
someone had stolen one of his horses. Going out
into the corral, Mrs. Jordan saw Juan's pony and
at once jumped to the conclusion (which after-
wards proved to be the truth) that Juan in a fit of
loco had taken the wrong horse. This she told to
Temple, assuring him that his horse was quite safe
and shortly would be returned. In a fury of anger
Teniple refused to believe this and, declaring that
his horse had been stolen and that he would "get"
the thief, he went and borrowed a shot gun and a
revolver, and hurriedly tracked his horse up the
mountain trail. After several hours of riding he
mounted a crest, on the other side of which was
Juans and Ramona's adobe hut, and there, tied to
a tree, was his lost horse. Dismounting and tyine
the animal he had ridden by the side of the other,
he advanced towards the cottage shouting "Juan
Diego!" The Indian hearing the call rose and, sick
and sleepy, came to the door. And her testimony
differs as to what took place. Ramona tells her
story and Temple his.
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CALIFORNIA INDIAN CHRONICLES,

A New Feature for Touring Topics, Etc., by tJw Editor

IT
IS rather too bad that Sir James

G. Frazier was not familiar with

Carl Meyer's Nach dem Sacra-

mento when he prepared his magnifi-

cent and monumental treatise on the

life, customs and religions of the

world's primitive peoples, and pub-

lished it as The Golden Bough, Frazier

did know Father Geronimo Boscana's

Chinigchinich, and other manuscripts

and books relating to the California

Indians. But Nach dem Sacramento

escaped him. Valuable it would have

been, too, for it contained an extensive

description (the first one, I believe) of

the Allequa or Yurok (John P. Har-

rington corrects Alfred Kroeber and in-

sists it should be spelled Yuruk) In-

dians, the most cultured tribe of primi-

f,
tive Californians with which the whites

ever came into contact.

Frederick Webb Hodge knew the

value of Nach dem Sacramento, quot-

ing it freely in his encyclopedic Hand-

book of the American Indians. Now
the director of the Southwest Museum
in Los Angeles, Hodge told me re-

cently that he esteemed Meyer's ac-

count most highly and thought it one

of the finest descriptions of the cus-

toms of a single American Indian tribe

in existence.

Now, for the first time, in this issue

of Touring Topics, is published a

lengthy English translation of Meyer's

observations, under the title of Life

Among the Allequas. Pure description,

scholarly observation, and philoso-

phical reflections are mingled in this

chapter from Meyer's now-famous

book—one of the most convincing ever

written contemporarily by a partici-

pant in the gold-rush.

I
HAVE spoken of Chinigchinich, It

will interest many to know that a

new, modern, annotated edition of this

scarce but valuable book now is being

prepared for publication at the press

of the Santa Ana Junior College,

under the supervision of Thomas Wil-

liams, who has produced a number of

creditable volumes dealing with the
' history and natural science of South-

ern California.

Chinigchinich, many readers will re-

- ^ call, describes the habits and customs

of the Indians in the vicinity of Mision

San Juan Capistrano and was originally

written in Spanish by Father Geronimo

Boscana, pastor of the mission (1814-

1826). Alfred Robinson, famed Cali-

fornia merchant, secured the manu-

script, found it entertaining and in-

structive and prepared therefrom an

English translation. It is said that

Robinson planned to write a short in-

troduction to the work and publish it.

What actually happened was that the

short introduction became a full book

in itself—Li/e in California Before the

Conquest, and Boscana's Chinigchinich

became a mere appendage to the origi-

nal edition of 1846. In the reprints of

Robinson's book, published in 1851,

1891, 1897 and 1925, Chinigchinich

was completely omitted ! The first edi-

tion, having become exceedingly rare

and expensive, readers, perforce, have

been virtually deprived of Father Bos-

cana's work.
The new edition is being produced

with excellent and copious annotation

by John P. Harrington, who has re-

cently published, by the way, a valu-

able monograph (in both Karuk and

English) on the use of tobacco among
the Karuk Indians; a foreword by

Frederick Webb Hodge, an index, and

several illustrations in color.

Robinson's translation, in the absence

of the original Spanish manuscript, is

being used as the basis of the work,

with editorial revisions by yours truly

designed to render Boscana's obvious

meaning less obscure than it appears

in Robinson's involved text.

•

WHILE we're on the subject of

books in process, I'll note one or

two others. At the Bancroft Library,

a week or two ago, I found Dr. Her-

bert E. Bolton immersed in the labor

of preparing a new work (three vol-

umes) on Father Eusebio Francisco

Kino, leader of Spanish missionary ac-

tivities in Pimeria Alta; George Tays,

putting the final touches on his volume

on Revolutionary California (the peri-

od between the revolt against the

Spanish crown, circa 1811, and the Am-
erican occupation, 1846) ; and Eleanor

Lawrence revising her manuscript on

trade and transport in the Spanish

Southwest (many of the chapters of

this book have already appeared in

Touring Topics, notably. On the Old

Spanish Trail, November, 1930; Horse

Thieves on the Spanish Trail, January,

1931 ; Caballos and Caballeros in Pas-

toral California, May, 1931; Wakara,

Napoleon of the Desert, May, 1932;

and Mule Trains and Muleteers on

Early California Roads, July, 1932).

•

FOR years. Touring Topics' readers

have urged us to provide the lists

of Official Hotels and Garages and

Emergency Service Stations in a more

convenient form than they have ap-

peared in the body of the magazine.

You have complained that the maga-

zine was too bulky to be carried

handily in your car; that you didn't

want to remove it from your home or

office because you were fearful of los-

ing it ; that you didn't want to remove

the lists from the back of the maga-

zine and place these in your car be-

cause you didn't want to mutilate the

publication.

Touring Topics has experimented

for some time with processes designed

to provide you with a handy list that

could be carried in your car, but only

recently was it able to develop a plan

that was practical.

In this issue you will find a folded

supplement, published with the title.

Timely Motor Topics. On the back

are accurate lists of Official Hotels

and Garages and Statewide Emergency

Service Stations, as well as rules for

Emergency Service, and lists of Branch

Offices of the Automobile Club of

Southern California and the California

State Automobile Association, service

facilities of both of which are inter-

changeable to members of each.

On the face of the supplement will

be found live, up-to-the-minute news

of the activities of the Club, touring

and road conditions, etc. By publish-

ing this information in supplement

form, we are enabled to hold these

pages for last-minute changes in the

official lists and for timely news. Club

members now may remove this supple-

ment, carry it in their car, and have

it readily available at all times. Mem-
bers are urged to destroy previous

supplements as each new one appears.

•

IN speaking of the Bancroft Library,

I neglected to note that Joseph J.

Hill, assistant librarian, is well along

on his draft of a basic Map of Ex-

ploration in the American Southwest

which Touring Topics plans to pub-

lish in the future. The map will be a

companion piece to Hill's now-famous

Map of Exploration in the Spanish

Southwest, which was issued as a sup-

plement to the January, 1932, issue of

Touring Topics (yes, copies are still

obtainable; the regular edition, folded,

at 20 cents each; the de luxe art edi-

tion, rolled, at $1 each).

In a subsequent issue of Touring Topics, Philip Johnston tells of the

third and last great group of early mining-camps of California m an

article. Gold Trails of the Trinity. In this photograph, the storekeeper

at Shasta—one of the old camps Mr, Johnston describes—shows how

dust and nuggets were weighed when the town was a ^'roaring camp

The Map of Exploration in the Am-
erican Southwest will contain some-

what more than three times as many
routes of exploration, and three times

as much information, as was contained

on the Spanish period map. Chrono-

logically, the map covers the period -^

between 1807 (the date of the first ex-

pedition of Zebulon Pike), and 1869,

(the coming of the railroad).

When the map will be ready is

problematical. Hill will require at

least three months more to complete

the base map; the artist may need as

much as a year for his full-color paint-

ing, so it seems likely that it will be

early in 1934 before the map can be

issued. But, when it is, you'll have

something even more entertaining and

valuable than the Map of Spanish

Exploration.

PHILIP JOHNSTON spent the most

of the summer in the untrodden

wilds of lofty Black Mesa on the

Navajo Indian Reservation in North-

ern Arizona. He discovered many
things—of especial consequence, two

hitherto undescribed cli£E ruins. But,

what he found, and his experiences

with the Indians, he alone can tell

best. You can read the account of his

journeys in this issue of Touring

Topics, in the article, Black Mesa
Phantoms,
A year ago, Johnston spent a con-

siderable period of time among the

ghost cities along the Trinity River in

Northern California. These, with the

Mother Lode mines, and the Northern

Diggin's, comprised the State's three

great groups of '49 mining-camps.

Johnston, already, has written of the

latter two.

On gathering the material for the

Trinity River article, its preparation

seemed a simple matter. Ultimately,

so much research was required to

authenticate dates and other facts that

the manuscript could not be made

ready until a short time ago. It will

be published in the near future under

the title. Gold Trails of the Trinity,

With its publication. Touring Topics

will have concluded its trilogy of more

or less definitive accounts of Califor-

nia mining-camps of '49, and may re-

mark as did Henry R. Wagner, noted

geographer and historian on the con-

clusion of his studies on Imaginary

California Geography, and Apocryphal

Voyages to the Northwest Coast, "I've

said all I have to say on that subject."

FEW inn-keepers in all the history

of California were as well-known

and as thoroughly beloved as was

Felix Mattei, who operated Mattel's

Tavern, at Los Olivos, from 1888 until

his death, a few years ago.

Mattei was a perfect host, served

the finest of viands, and maintained a

generous and liberal attitude that

made his patrons feel as though they

were guests of some feudal baron.

One would have to turn time back-

ward to the Middle Ages to find

another such as Mattei. Spencer King-

man tells the history of Mattel's Tav-

ern, of the life of Mattei, of the ubi-

quitous Gus, and the eternal pinochle

game, in a subsequent issue of Tour-

ing Topics in an article, An Inn from

the Middle Ages, —P.T.H.
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A New Feature for Tmiring Topics, Etc., by tlie Editor

IT
IS rather too bad that Sir James

G. Frazier was not familiar with

Carl Meyer's Nach dem Sacra-

mento when he prepared his magnifi-

cent and monumental treatise on the

life, customs and religions of the

world's primitive peoples, and pub-

lished it as The Golden Bough. Frazier

did know Father Geronimo Boscana's

Chinigchinich, and other manuscripts

and books relating to the California

Indians. But Nach dem Sacramento
escaped him. Valuable it would have

been, too, for it contained an extensive

description (the first one, I believe) of

the Allequa or Yurok (John P. Har-

rington corrects Alfred Kroeber and in-

sists it should be spelled Yuruk) In-

dians, the most cultured tribe of primi-

tive Californians with which the whites

ever came into contact.

Frederick Webb Hodge knew the

value of Nach dem Sacramento, quot-

ing it freely in his encyclopedic Hand-
book of the American Indians. Now
the director of the Southwest Museum
in Los Angeles, Hodge told me re-

cently that he esteemed Meyer's ac-

count most highly and thought it one

of the finest descriptions of the cus-

toms of a single American Indian tribe

in existence.

Now, for the first time, in this issue

of Touring Topics, is published a

lengthy English translation of Meyer's

observations, under the title of Life

Among the Allequas. Pure description,

scholarly observation, and philoso-

phical reflections are mingled in this

chapter from Meyer's now-famous
book—one of the most convincing ever

written contemporarily by a partici-

pant in the gold-rush.

I
HAVE spoken of Chinigchinich. It

will interest many to know that a

new, modern, annotated edition of this

scarce but valuable book now is being

prepared for publication at the press

of the Santa Ana Junior College,

under the supervision of Thomas Wil-

liams, who has produced a number of

creditable volumes dealing with the

history and natural science of South-

ern California.

Chinigchinich, many readers will re-

*call, describes the habits and customs

of the Indians in the vicinity of Mision
San Juan Capistrano and was originally

written in Spanish by Father Geronimo
Boscana, pastor of the mission (1814-

1826). Alfred Robinson, famed Cali-

fornia merchant, secured the manu-
script, found it entertaining and in-

structive and prepared therefrom an
English translation. It is said that

Robinson planned to write a short in-

troduction to the work and publish it.

What actually happened was that the

short introduction became a full book
in itself

—

Life in California Before the

Conquest, and Boscana's Chinigchinich

became a mere appendage to the origi-

nal edition of 1846. In the reprints of

Robinson's book, published in 1851,

1891, 1897 and 1925, Chinigchinich

was completely omitted! The first edi-

tion, having become exceedingly rare

and expensive, readers, perforce, have

been virtually deprived of Father Bos-

cana's work.
The new edition is being produced

with excellent and copious annotation

by John P. Harrington, who has re-

cently published, by the way, a valu-

able monograph (in both Karuk and

English) on the use of tobacco among
the Karuk Indians; a foreword by
Frederick Webb Hodge, an index, and
several illustrations in color.

Robinson's translation, in the absence
of the original Spanish manuscript, is

being used as the basis of the work,
with editorial revisions by yours truly

designed to render Boscana's obvious
meaning less obscure than it appears

in Robinson's involved text.

•

WHILE we're on the subject of

books in process, I'll note one or

two others. At the Bancroft Library,

a week or two ago, I found Dr. Her-

bert E. Bolton immersed in the labor

of preparing a new work (three vol-

umes) on Father Eusebio Francisco

Kino, leader of Spanish missionary ac-

tivities in Pimeria Alta; George Tays,

putting the final touches on his volume
on Revolutionary California (the peri-

od between the revolt against the

Spanish crown, circa 1811, and the Am-
erican occupation, 1846) ; and Eleanor
Lawrence revising her manuscript on
trade and transport in the Spanish
Southwest (many of the chapters of

this book have already appeared in

Touring Topics, notably. On the Old
Spanish Trail, November, 1930; Horse
Thieves on the Spanish Trail, January,

1931 : Caballos and Cahalleros in Pas-

toral California, May, 1931; Wakara,
Napoleon of the Desert, May, 1932;

and Mule Trains and Muleteers on
Early California Roads, July, 1932).

•

FOR years. Touring Topics' readers

have urged us to provide the lists

of Official Hotels and Garages and
Emergency Service Stations in a more
convenient form than they have ap-

peared in the body of the magazine.

You have complained that the maga-
zine was too bulky to be carried

handily in your car; that you didn't

want to remove it from your home or

office because you were fearful of los-

ing it; that you didn't want to remove

the lists from the back of the maga-
zine and place these in your car be-

cause you didn't want to mutilate the

publication.

Touring Topics has experimented

for some time with processes designed

to provide you with a handy list that

could be carried in your car, but only

recently was it able to develop a plan

that was practical.

In this issue you will find a folded

supplement, published with the title.

Timely Motor Topics. On the back
are accurate lists of Official Hotels

and Garages and Statewide Emergency
Service Stations, as well as rules for

Emergency Service, and lists of Branch
Offices of the Automobile Club of

Southern California and the California

State Automobile Association, service

facilities of both of which are inter-

changeable to members of each.

On the face of the supplement will

be found live, up-to-the-minute news
of the activities of the Club, touring

and road conditions, etc. By publish-

ing this information in supplement
form, we are enabled to hold these

pages for last-minute changes in the

official lists and for timely news. Club
members now may remove this supple-

ment, carry it in their car, and have

it readily available at all times. Mem-
bers are urged to destroy previous

supplements as each new one appears.

•

IN speaking of the Bancroft Library,

I neglected to note that Joseph J.

Hill, assistant librarian, is well along

on his draft of a basic Map of Ex-

ploration in the American Southwest
which Touring Topics plans to pub-

lish in the future. The map will be a

companion piece to Hill's now-famous
Map of Exploration in the Spanish

Southwest, which was issued as a sup-

plement to the January, 1932, issue of

Touring Topics (yes, copies are still

obtainable; the regular edition, folded,

at 20 cents each; the de luxe art edi-

tion, rolled, at $1 each).

In a subsequent issue of Touring Topics, Philip Johnston tells of the

third and last great group of early mining-camns of California in an

article. Gold Trails of the Trinity. In this photograph, the storekeeper

at Shasta—one of the old camps Mr. Johnston describes—shows how
dust and nuggets were weighed when the town was a ^'roaring camp**

The Map of Exploration in the Am-
erican Southwest will contain some-
what more than three times as many
routes of exploration, and three times

as much information, as was contained

on the Spanish period map. Chrono-
logically, the map covers the perioiJ -

between 1807 (the date of the first ex

pedition of Zebulon Pike), and 1869,

(the coming of the railroad).

When the map will be ready is

problematical. Hill will require at

least three months more to complete

the base map; the artist may need as

much as a year for his full-color paint-

ing, so it seems likely that it will be

early in 1934 before the map can be

issued. But, when it is, you'll have

something even more entertaining and
valuable than the Map of Spanish

Exploration.

•

PHILIP JOHNSTON spent the most
of the summer in the untrodden

wilds of lofty Black Mesa on the

Navajo Indian Reservation in North-

ern Arizona. He discovered many
things—of especial consequence, two
hitherto undescribed cliff ruins. But,

what he found, and his experiences

with the Indians, he alone can tell

best. You can read the account of his

journeys in this issue of Touring
Topics, in the article, Black Mesa
Phantoms.
A year ago, Johnston spent a con-

siderable period of time among the

ghost cities along the Trinity River in

Northern California. These, with the

Mother Lode mines, and the Northern
Diggin's, comprised the State's three

great groups of '49 mining-camps.

Johnston, already, has written of the

latter two.

On gathering the material for the

Trinity River article, its preparation

seemed a simple matter. Ultimately,

so much research was required to

authenticate dates and other facts that

the manuscript could not be made
ready until a short time ago. It will

be published in the near future under

the title, Gold Trails of the Trinity.

With its publication. Touring Topics

will have concluded its trilogy of more
or less definitive accounts of Califor-

nia mining-camps of '49, and may re-

mark as did Henry R. Wagner, noted

geographer and historian on the con-

clusion of his studies on Imaginary

California Geography, and Apocryphal
Voyages to the Northwest Coast, "I've

said all I have to say on that subject."

FEW inn-keepers in all tbe history

of California were as well-known

and as thoroughly beloved as was
Felix Mattei, who operated Mattel's

Tavern, at Los Olivos, from 1888 until

his death, a few years ago.

Mattei was a perfect host, served

the finest of viands, and maintained a

generous and liberal attitude that

made his patrons feel as though they

were guests of some feudal baron.

One would have to turn time back-

ward to the Middle Ages to find

another such as Mattei. Spencer King-

man tells the history of Mattel's Tav-

ern, of the life of Mattei, of the ubi-

quitous Gus, and the eternal pinochle

game, in a subsequent issue of Tour-
ing Topics in an article. An Inn from
the Middle Ages. —P.T.H.
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Moqnelnmnan Family (adapted from
Moquelumne, a corruption of the Miwok
Wakalumitohj the name^f a river in

Calaveras co. , Cal. ) .^jA linguistic family,

established by Powell (7th Rep. B. A. E.,

92, 1891 ) , consisting of three divisions, the
Miwok, the so-called Olamentke, and the
Northern or Lake County Moquelumnan.
The territory originally occupied was in

three sections, one lying between
Cosumnes and Fresno rs. ; another in

Marin, Sonoma, and Napa cos., the terri-

tory extending along the coast from the
Golden Gate to Salmon cr., n. of Bodega
bay and e. as far as the vicinity of Sonoma;
and the third a comparatively small area
in the s. end of Lake co., extending from
Mt St Helena northward to the e. ex-
tremity of Clear lake (see Kroeber in

Am. Anthrop., viii, no. 4, 1906). The
Miwok division, which constituted the
great body of the family, was described as

late as 1876 as the largest Indian group of

California, both in population and in ex-
tent of territory.

Their houses were very rude, those of

the Miwok having been simply frame-
works of polesand brush, which in winter
were covered with earth. In the moun-
tains cone-shaped summer lodges of

puncheons were made. Acorns, which
formed theirprincipal food, were gathered
in large quantities when the harvest was
abundant and stored for winter use in

granaries raised above the ground. It

has been asserted that the Miwok ate

every variety of living creature indigenous
to their territory except the skunk. They
were especially fond of jackrabbits, the
skins 01 which were rudely woven into
robes. From lack of cedar they pur-
chased bows and sometimes arrows from
the mountain Indians, the medium of bar-

ter being shell money.
With the Miwok, chiefship was hered-

itary when the successor was of command-
ing influence, but this was seldom the
case. As with most of the tribes of Cali-

fornia, marriage among the Miwok tribes

was practically by purchase, but in return
for tne presents given by the groom the
father of the bride gave the new couple
various substantial articles, and gifts of

food were often continued by the parents
for years after the marriage. The father,

in old age, was ill treated, however, being
little else than a slave to his daughter and
her husband . When twins were born one
of the children was killed. Shamanistic

rites were performed by both men and
women, and scarification and suction were
the princii)al remedial agents. California
balm of gilead ( Picea grandis) , and plas-

ters of hot ashes and moist earth were also

used in certain cases. Payment for treat-

ment was made by the patient, and in

case of non-recovery the life of the practi-

tioner was demanded. The acorn dance,
as well as a number of other ceremonies,
principally for feasting or amusement,
w^ere formerly celebrated by the Miwok.
They had no puberty dance, nor did they
hold a dance for the dead, but an annual
mourning and sometimes aspecial mourn-
ing were observed. All the possessions
of the dead were burned with them, their

names were never afterward mentioned,
and those who bore the same name
changed it for others. Formerly widows
generally covered their faces with pitch
and the younger women singed their hair
short as signs of widowhood. Cremation
generally prevailed among the Miwok
tribes, but was never universal.

Comparatively few of the natives of the
Miwok division of this stock survive, and
these are scattered in the mountains, so

that no accurate census has been taken.
Six individuals of the so-calledOlamentke
division lived on Tomales bay in 1888.

The Moquelumnan tribes or rancherias
that have been recognized are as follows:

Miwok.—Awani, Chowchilla, Chumi-
dok, Chumtiya, Chumuch, Chumwit,

Hittoya, Howeches, Koni, Lopotatimni,
Machemni, Mokelumne, Newichumni,
Nuchu, Olowit, Olowiya, Pohonichi,
Sakaikumne, Servushamne, Talatui,

Tamoleka, Tumidok, Tumun, Wala-
kumni, Yuloni.

Olamentke.—Bolinas, Chokuyem, Gui-
men, Jukiusme, Likatuit, Nicassias,

Numpali, Olumpali, Sonomi, Tamal, Tu-
lares, Tumalehnias, Utchium.

Tribes or rancherias not classified ac-

cording to the chief divisions are Ap-
angasi, Aplache, Chupumni, Cosumni,
Cotoplanemis, Hokokwito, Keeches, Ku-
maini, Lapapu, Lesamaiti, Macheto,
Merced, Mikechuses, Nelcelchumnee, No-
tomidula, Numaltachi(?), Okechumne,
Pahkanu, Petaluma, Potawackati, Poto-
yanti, Sakaya, Seantre, Siyante, Succaah,
Suscols, Threse, Tiposies, Wahaka, and
Wiskala. (h. w. h. a. l. k. )

=Meewoc.—Powers in Overland Month., 322,

Apr. 1873 (general account of family with allu-
sions to language); Gatschet in Mag. Am. Hist.,

159, 1877 (gives habitat and bands of family);
Gatschet in Beach, Ind. Miscel., 433, 1877.
= Ml-wok.—Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol.,lii, 346,

1877 (nearly as above). =Moquelumnan.—Powell
in 7th Rep. B. A. E.. 92, 1891. > Moquelumne.^
Latham in Trans. Philol. Soc. Lond., 81, 1856
(includes Hale's Talatui, Tuolumne from School-
craft, Mumaltachi, Mullateco, Apangasi, La-,

pappu, Siyante or Typoxi, Hawhaw's band of
Aplaches, San Rafael vocabulary, Tshokoyem
vocabulary, Cocouyem and Yonkiousme Pater-
nosters, Olamentke of Kostromitgnov, Pater^
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nosters for Mission de Santa Clara and the Vallee
de los Tulares of Mofras, Paternoster of the
Langue Guiloco de la Mission de San Francisco);
Latham,Opuscula, 347, 1860; Latham, Elera.Comp.
Philol., 414,1862 (same as above). >Mut8un.—
Powell in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii, 535, 1877
(vocabs. of Ml'-wok, Tuolumne, Costano, Tcho-
ko-yem, Mutsun, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Chum-
te'-ya, Kaw6ya, San Raphael Mission, Talatui,
Olamentke); Gatschet in Mag. Am. Hist., 157,
1877 (gives habitat and members of family);
Gatschet in Beach. Ind. Miscel., 430, 1877.

X Runsieiui.—Keane in Stanford,Compend., Cent,
and So. Am., app., 476, 1878 (includes Olhones,
Eslenes, Santa Cruz, San Miguel, Lopillamillos,
Mipacmacs, Kulanapos, Yolos, Suisunes, Tal-
lucnes, Chowclas, Waches, Talches, Poowells).
< Toho-ko-yem.—Gibbs in Schoolcraft, Ind.
Tribes, iii, 421, 1853 (mentioned as a band and
dialect).

Moqnino (said to have been named from
a Mexican family that occupied the site).

Formerly a small pueblo inhabited dur-
ing the summer season by the I^guna
Indians, but now entirely Mexicanized.
Situated on Paguate r., Valencia co., N.
Mex., about 9 m. n. of Laguna.
Mogino.—Powell in Am. Nat., xiv, 604, Aug. 1880.

Moguino.—Loew (1876) in Wheeler Survey Rep.,
VII, 345, 1879. Moquino.—Emory, Recon., 133, 1848.

Moquoso. A former tribe and village

in w. Florida. The map of De Bry (1591)
places it w. of the headwaters of St

Johns r. ; according to the Gentleman of

Elvas it lay 2 leagues from the gulf and 2

days' journey from Bahia de Espfritu
Santo, which is thought to be Tampa bay.
M0C090.—Barcia, Ensayo, 48, 1723. Mocosa.

—

Mercator map (1569) cited in Maine Hist. Soc.
Coll., 2d 8., 1, 392, 1869. Mocoso.—Drake, Tragedies,
15, 1841. MocoBson.—De Bry, Brev. Narr., 11, map,
1591. Mogoso.—Fontaneda (1575) in Ternaux-
Compans, Voy., xx, 24, 1841. Mogozo.—Ibid., 21.

Moquoso.—Laudonni^re (1564) in French, Hist.
Coll. La., n. s., 243, 1869. Muco^o.—Garcilasso de
la Vega, Fla., 28, 1723.

Moqwaio ( * wolf
'
) . A phratry and also

a subphratry or gens of the Menominee.
Ma'hwaw*.—Wm. Jones, inf'n, 1906. Moqwaio.—
Hoffman in 14th Rep. B. A. E., pt. 1, 42, 1896.

Mora. A rancheria near the presidio

of La Bah fa and the mission of Espfritu

Santo de Zuiiiga on the lower Rio San
Antonio, Tex., in 1785, at which date it

had 26 inhabitants (Bancroft, No. Mex-
ican States, I, 659, 1886). The people
were probably of Karankawan affinity.

Moratiggon. The village where Samo-
set lived in 1621. It was distant *'one
day from Plymouth by water with great

wind, and live days by land.'' Probably
in 8. Maine, in Abnaki or Pennacook
territory.
Moratiffgon.—Harris, Voy. and Trav., i, 853, 1706.

Morattiggon.—Mourt (1621) in Mass. Hist. Soc.
Coll., 1st s., VIII, 226, 1802.

Moratoc. A tribe described in 1586 as

living 160 m. up Roanoke r., perhaps
near the s. Virginia line. A map of that

period places their village on the n. side

of the river, which then Dore their name.
They are said to have been an important
tribe which refused to hold intercourse

with the English.
Moratico.—Simons in Smith (1629), Va., i, 176,

repr. 1819. Moratooks.—Lane (1586), ibid., 87.

Horatok0.—Ibid. Moratuok.—Smith (1029), ibid,,

map,

Moranghtaouna.—Smith (1629), Va., I, map,
repr. 1819 (the village; evidently a misprint
for Moraughtacund). Morattico.—Purehas, Pil-

grimes, iv, 1713. 1626. Moraughtacud.—Ibid.,
1715. Moraughtacunds.—Strachey {ca. 1612), Va.,
37, 1849.

Moravians. Mahican, Munsee, and Del-
awares who followed the teachings of
the Moravian brethren and were by
them gathered into villages apart from
their tribes. The majority were Munsee.
In 1740 the Moravian missionaries began
their work at the Mahican village of

Shekomeko in New York. Meeting with
many obstacles there, they removed with
their converts in 1746 to Pennsylvania,
where they built the new mission village

of Friedenshuetten on the Susquehanna.
Here they were more successful and were
largely recruited from the Munsee and
Delawares, almost all of the former tribe

not absorbed by the Delawares finally

joining them. They made another set-

tlement at Wyalusing, but on the ad-
vance of the white population removed to

Beaver r. in w. Pennsylvania, where they
built the village of Friedensstadt. They
remained here about aryear, and in 1773
removed to Muskingum r. in Ohio, in

the neighborhood of the others of their

tribes, and occupied the three villages of

Gnadenhuetten ,Salem ,and Schoenbrunn.
In 1781, during the bordertroubles of the
Revolution, the Hurons removed them
to the region of the Sandusky and Scioto,

in N. Ohio, either to prevent their giving
information to the colonists or to protect
them from the hostility of the frontiers-

men. The next spring a party of about
140 were allowed to return to their

abandoned villages to gather their corn,

when they were treacherously attacked
by a party of border ruffians and the
greater part massacred in the most cold-

blooded manner, after which their vil-

lages were burned. The remaining Mo-
ravians moved to Canada in 1791, under
the leadership of Zeisberger, and built

the village of Fairfield on Retrenche r.

Here a number were massacred by the
whites in 1812. They finally settled on
the Thames in Orford tp., Kentco., Onta-
rio. The number in 1884 was 275, but
had increased in 1906, according to the
Canadian official report, to 348. There
were until recently a few in Franklin co.,

Kans. See Mimons. (.i. m. c. t. )

Big Beavers.—Riipp, W. Pa., 47, 1846 ("Christian
Indians or Big Beavers," because of their resi-

dence about 1770 on (Big) Beaver cr. in w. Pa.),

Christian Indians.—Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, v,

495, 1855 (fre(][uently used aa synonymous with
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SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY INDIANS CLING
TO PICTURESQUE CUSTOMS

Hidden in a mountain valley just a short distance

from Auberry is an Indian mission that preserves many
of the customs and traditions of tb^fijjcii^riginal inhabi-

tants of California.

Of interest to an ethnologist would be the primitive

methods of drying and preparing meal in use in this

quaint Indian community. The natives prepare their

staple food, acorn flour, in much the same way that

their forefathers did when Cortez turned the tide of

affairs for the natives of the Western coast.

In a cache that is called in Indian "soonan'* and
looks like a gigantic wasp's nest, the Indians dry their

acorns for a year before they are ready to be made into

meal. It might be noted that it takes a provident people

to keep a year's supply of food in advance. These
Indians are certainly not the nomadic hunting tyj>e that

the name Indian suggests to many white people.

After the acorns have dried fpr the required period,

they are broken open, the hull and shell removed, and
the meat ground into meal by the ancient method of the

mortar and pestle. The meal is then placed in an In-

dian basket, water is added and a red hot stone placed
within the mixture. This food, which is cooked for

some time in this primitive fireless cooker, is said to be
both appetizing and nutritious.

The Indian cradle which the mother straps to her
back is much in evidence in this settlement. The baby
may be placed in a reclining position or hung against

the wall while his mother works. In either case his

sparkling eyes and cheerful smile show that he is quite

content with his little nest.

The Indian mission settlement covers a tract of forty

acres, Indians having allotments from five acres up.

They farm their little plots most painstakingly, raising

vegetables and small fruits. Many Indians, both men
and women, work in the orchards of the San Joaquin
valley during the fruit season and thus add to an in-

come that would be somewhat meagre if they depended
entirely upon their small allotments.

The Indian mission in its sheltered mountain valley,

is a busy, happy and contented community that might
serve as an example to many that boast of a much
higher state of civilization.



Transmigration in California. — Among the Indians of California, be

lief in transmigration is widespread. Most of the tribes say that the mytho-

logical beings whom they call "The First People" became animals or othei

natural objects before real people were created. The belief that existing peo-

ple, after death, enter, or are transformed into animals, is less common. At
the same time most of the Sierra tribes and some of those in Southern Cali-

fornia hold that a large owl (usually the Great Homed Owl) makes a practice

of capturing ghosts of the departed. This belief I have encountered from the

Noto'koiyo or Northeastern Maidu southward to the Tejon and even to the

To'ngva of San Gabriel.

I was once asked by a Northern Mewuk if I had ever seen the broad belt

of bony plates which surrounds the eyeball of the Great Horned Owl (see

accompanying figure). On replying that I had, I

was assured that these closely imbricating plates

are the "finger-nails all jammed tight together of

the ghosts caught by the owl."

The Northern Mewuk believe that the ghosts of

good Indians turn at once into the Great Horned
Owl (Too-koo-le) and remain this bird forever

after; but that bad Indians turn into the Barn Owl (Et-ta'-le), the Meadow-
Lark (Yu'-kal-loo), the Coyote (O'-la-choo), or the Gray Fox (Choo'-moo-
yah). Whatever mammal or bird an Indian becomes after death he continues

to be forever— there is no change after that.

The Pa'-we-nan or Southwestern Maidu say that when a person dies his

spirit (oos) goes out and may go into any one of a number of animals or things.

It may turn into an owl or a coyote, a snake or a lizard ; it may become a
whirlwind,^ or it may go into the ground and become earth; sometimes, but
rarely, it goes off to a good place.

Among the Southern Mewuk the old people say that if a person dies without

a hole in the septum of the nose, he will turn into a fish. In this tribe it was
formerly the practice of both men and women to perforate the nose for the

insertion of a rod of white stone or shell called kun-no^-wah.

C. Hart Merriam,

^ The Northern Mewuk also say that whirlwinds and dust whirls are ghosts dancing

swiftly round and round, and warn people to keep out of their way.

Reprinted from the Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. XXII.— October-December,

1909. — No. LXXXVI.
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C0MMENCEMP:NT SCHE;i)ULE

Sunday, May Twenty

3:30 P.M. Band Concert
8:00 P.M. Baccalaureate Sermon

Monday, May Twenty-First
Registration of Alumni and Former Sfidents
1:00 to 4;00 P.M. Inspection of Buildinis and Departments
8:00 P.M. School Play T

^ Tuesday, May Twenty-iecond
9:30 A.M. Field Sports

'^

1:30 P.M. Basketball and Baseball
8:00 P.M. Social Parly for Alumni /nd Former Students

\ Wednesday, May T\s£nty-Third
9:30 A.M. Competitive Drills /
2:30 P.M. Meeting of Alumni an/Form(r Students
8:00 P.M. Commencement Exer/ises

Thursday, May T/ventyFourth
8:30 A.M. School Rally /A great many of our ex-st/dents having changed their
addresses, it is impossible forfus to reach all of them. If
there are any whom you iJxnw who have not received
inviiations will you please /ofif\ them that we wish them
if possible to attend, our Commencement Exercises.

.V

Sup('riiitendeiiV/v'()nser is in San Francisco
today. He left j^esj^rday afternoon as escort for
Walter Wilson.

The initial appearaiice of the Mandolin Club
was made at Sund^ evening chapel services. The
girls and their teabher are to be congratulated on
the excellence oF their number. Judging from
the expression

(Jt
their faces\the Superintendent

and some of yie older empldj^ees were put in a
rather remiiie^ent mood.

Tlie Woiparf s Club of EIsin(^-e motored over
to Riverside fhyrsday evening, Shetman Institute
was the objectwe point of the partis On their
arrival at tl/i bi^ school they we^ mot by
Superintend/nt and SIi'S. Conser wh\ escorted
them throu/h the institution on a to\r of in-
spection, yi.uncheon was served by the\)mestic
class. M/s. Long and Mrs. Smith assisted Mrs.
Chiles with supervision of the girls' work.

FROM INDIAN LEGENDS
BY HASKELL STUDENTS

Many, many summers ago before the white
nien came there used to be a good man; the people
did not know when^ he came from. He was al-
ways hunting and fishing, and liked to he alone.

One day while he was a long ways from home,
a little bear started out of the brush in front of
him. He chased the bear for along time, finally
it ran into a cave by a spring. The man whose
name was f.oneliness followed it, but just as he
])assed the spring a huge monster caught him and
pulled him into the spring. He stayed tUefe a

long time. After the people had mourned him
as dead, and had forgotton him, he came back
to camp and told them what happened to him.
The people only laughed at him and called him a
liar, and they said: '*You are telling to much to
believe.'' After they had done him this way, he
told them he would pay them back sometime, not
with wickedness but with goodness.

He then went away and was not seen again.
He was in the monster's control and so he had to
go back and study magic.

Many summers afterwards a great famine
came. There was nothing to eat. The Indians
began to die off and fade for the want of food.

This man saw this and he wondered how he
could save the people he loved. He thought he
would ask the monster, who was a magician, if

he would help him. He at least made up his
mind that he would steal the magician's rolls of
bark and find out how his friends could be saved.

At night when the magician was sound
asleep, the Indian crept out of his lodge and into
the magician's camp. When begot there he took
some roots and laid it across the magicians mouth
which would make it impossible for him to
wake up.

The Indian then got the rolls of l)ark and
began to study. At last he found out that the
magician had plaimed out all of this and that it

was he whom he had to outwit in saving his
friends. He looked closer and found in a
corner of a small piece of l)ark some writing
which said: ''In my belt there is an arrow which
\yhen you shoot into the air will bring a lot of
little animals." The Indian tlx^n laid some more
roots over the magicians mouth and then took off
his belt. He found a little arrow about a foot
long. He S(dzed this and ran out into the world.

He shot the arrow a good many times, then
broke it in little pieces so that another spell
could not be laid over him.

^
He then killed plenty of the little animals

which he called the prairie dogs, because they
SDundt'd like real dogs. He took t\w dogs to the
dying Indians and so saved them. After the
Indian men got stronger, he took them to the
place wdiere the prairie dogs were and showed them
how-to kill them and keep th(»m from going into
the lioles in tlie ground.

So the men killed plenty for there were many,
many of them. When they got home the man
I.oneliness told them his history. The Indians
all were glad and begged f(»rgiveness f<)r the wick-
edness they had done liim.

So the Indians now^ hav(? the prairie dogs to
(\at and are not in much danger of st;irving. The
Indians still remember that Loneliness created the
prairi(* dogs.
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Near the ran^-ho\ise was a foresTandTnof tar aw^, a small lake.

The lake was covered with hundreds of wUd duck, ^he sea lay only

about foiu" lei|gues away, while San Juan was some^nine leagues from

the property. \ /
By noon w^ were on our way; so far our t|fip had been tiresome

and fruitless. We tramped in the heat of the/^ay which at this time

of the year is n6ver less than 25'' to 30° ce^^igrade. Here and there

across the plaint a solitary ranch-house lobmed up in the distance.

These dwellings, ^ a usual thing, were tej» or fifteen kilometers apart.

To visit them would have meant detours ;tod, so far at least, such visits

have not been altogjgther a pleasure.

Between each rdkcho, marking the boundaries, stood a hut occupied

by a shrewd speculator who had planted a little garden and was living

there m a simple, fnjgal manner. When the surveyor finally arrives

and settles the bounda^ry disputes^— most of these are still in question

— there will probably J^e considerable unclaimed land between ranches

which squatters can claim up tfi the amount of one hundred and sixty

acres. /

This explains the isblatJbn, the patience, and the simple life of

these modem hermits. l|a4 I not known this I should never have un-

derstood why they lived aili they did unless some catastrophe had given

them a distaste for society, although they did not seem like misan-

thropes. / %

All this flat country is 'covered with half-wild steers, cows, and

horses that roam the 'ranges ii^ herds of hundreds and even thousands.

As soon as these creatures saw\us in the distance they would lift their

heads high in the air, bellow atnd neigh, then turn and scamper off.

Then they would stop abruptly apme hundred meters farther on, turn

around with a menacing air as if V^itating between flight and attack,

and then go on again.

What would be left of two poor travellers like us if we were tram-

pled on by thes^^ thousands of hoofs ^d attacked by all these horns in

case the herd declared war in the councils they held at those particular

moments? Even to think of it makes me shiver. After a moment's

hesitation— it seemed like hours— the enemy would go on, but they

kept up these tactics until they vanished in the distance.

Half an hour later another herd duplicated this performance and

went through exactly the same manoeuvers. We were just beginning to

get used tb it when one of them, stronger and braver than the rest,

charged toward us, stopping only a hundred feet off. It was not a

moment too soon. Fortunately courage and ferocity do not always go

hand in hand or we might have quickly passed on to another and better

world.
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V

Shortly after this experience we came^to a large rancho which we

decided to visit. Although several of the buildings were in ruins they

were inhabited by all the skunks in the neighborhood, who had forced

everyone else to move out. This is probably why the proprietor and

his family have departed.

Ground-squirrels— little gnawing animals resembling gray water-

rats— are always under foot wherever one steps. With bushy tails

held high these drab creatures sit by their holes ready to disappear at

the slightest disturbance. They are fairly good eating but the large

gray forest squirrel is more delicate. These creatures, together with

grasshoppers and frequent droughts, are the bane of agriculture in this

part of the country.

Finally we reached Rancho del Padre, owned by the cur6 at Santa

Cruz, and reputed to be one of the most valuable in California. It is

ably and intelligently managed. We felt certain of a warm and cordial

welcome since we had a letter of introduction from the Franciscan

father to his brother who manages the property. Others had received

us without credentials so why should we not expect the same here?

Confident of such a reception we passed through several entrances

and finally found ourselves in an enclosed court. On one side was the

main building; on the other three sides were sheds. In this patio, sur-

rounded by Indian servants, was a large man well along in years, with

a wrinkled coimtenance, who seemed like a man of the lower classes.

He was busy melting tallow in an immense kettle.

This was the master of the house, so we bowed and presented our

letter. He read it, placed it in his pocket, and returned to his tallow,

merely making a slight motion with his head as much as to say "Well,

au revoir, God bless youl"

We lost no time in leaving this gross, ugly man— who had not so

much as offered to let us rest under his roof or given us a drink— more

indignant than surprised at finding a manager who acted as supercili-

ously as a rightful owner.

In going out of the gates the doctor and I looked with famished eye

at an enormous piece of fresh meat hanging there to dry in the sun

before it was sold or fed to the Indians. We asked permission to buy

some, saying we would pay for it. They had the generosity to decline

our offer, so we threw some small change to the Indians, not caring to

be under obligations to the inmates.

Then we stopped a short distance up the road and prepared dinner

under the shade of a convenient tree, bitterly regretting the loss of the

ten ducks we had so generously given the Franciscan father at Santa

Cruz and which had been repaid in so inadequate a manner.
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Life is full of the unexpected. On the same day inhospitably

treated in the morning by one from whom we might have had a right

to expect different treatment, at five that same afternoon we were most
courteously assisted by a stranger to whom we had no letter of intro-

duction. What a hideous thing wealth wedded to avarice isl By way
of retaliation we made all sorts of puns about him and wished his es-

tablishment ill-luck, while we ate our meager lunch.

But before going on we inspected the exterior of this Franciscan do-

main, a kind of petty kingdom on United States territory, with its

hundreds of Indian vassals working at various kinds of labor. Some
were drying skins in the sun; others were cutting meat into strips. A
few were tanning leather and making harnesses. In another place was
a forge and blacksmith.

Farther on we saw the kitchen-gardens where young Indians, crack-

ing whips, were scaring off hungry birds that ruin the seed and fruits.

I was not able to estimate how much was under cultivation as the hour

was late, but the amount must be enormous.

Workmen cost next to nothing; the Indians, being devout Catholics

are happy with scant rations, a few clothes, little money, and many in-

dulgences. The same system is used— only on a much smaller scale—
that was in vogue at the old Missions.

The hides, meat, tallow, and horns of the animal all are utilized.

The soil is made to yield ten-fold but the work falls on the shoulders

of a few as the mines absorb most of the labor and all the free capital.

But the day will come when the miner, satisfied or disillusioned, will

turn to agriculture for his livelihood. Moreover, the squatter-occupants

will file claims on these fertile fields, and the titles of the owners—
and very few are legal— will pass on to them. While this is happening

the ranches will suffer severely and this vast land, now so sparsely pop-

ulated, will take on quite a different character.

Of this the Franciscan and his brother-manager are fully cognizant.

This may be why the people around here are so bitter toward the cur6.

In one way or another, with his vast herds and his intelligent method

of ranching, he may easily have amassed another fortune in addition

to what he already has, if we are to believe local gossip.

In the afternoon, having eaten and rested, we were feeling more

energetic and so pressed on hoping to find at San Juan shelter which

would be furnished us ungrudgingly. We had only a two-mile trip

ahead of us and we made fast time as the road was level and neither

rough nor dusty. This, toward the close of a beautiful day, was noth-

ing for two such seasoned pedestrians.

Soon Mission San Juan [Bautista] loomed up in the distance. Low
\
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and rambling in appearance it spreads over a wide area like an dd

chateau^r convent. Situated on a little knoll it overlooks the i^r-

rounding plains. Near it trickles a brook of pure, clear water.

Monter^Nsa small port and formerly the capital of Upp^r Cali-

fornia, is aboutVlwo days' trip from here. San Jos6 is abojit the same

distance. The fonW lies toward the west; the latter is/orth of here.

We travelled the sixteen leagues separating us from S^ta Cruz in two

days and reached our dekmation more in need ofMSt than food.

On September 14, ISSO^we rested at the Mission. Its buildings

are in a fair state of preserv^n and are/tecupied by Americans,

Spanish, Mexicans, and even FrehclimenXl do not know by what

right they were there and whether th^^are the proprietors, tenants,

interlopers, or merely sharpers. The servaht^ quarters, however, are

in ruins. While the church is still standing the^terior is dilapidated.

I am unable to say what condition the interior is in as the cure was

away with the key in his pocket.

The most remarkable thing I found— something I had not seen

since leaving France— were the orchards planted with apple and pear

trees. These were in full bearing and were enclosed in a space measur-

ing three or four hectares. There were several hundred trees all told

which were heavy with ripe fruit. It was a sight to rejoice the eyes and

make our mouths water— poor travellers like ourselves, who had not

seen fruit for eighteen months. The Mexican tenant of this earthly

paradise in California allowed us to inspect his domain and gave us

permission to eat as much fruit as we wanted— adding that there was

no forbidden fruit in his garden.

The doctor and I accepted this offer without h^tation, for there

was such an abiisdance that a hundred famishedgdurmands might pass

an entire day her^regaling themselves and ilie loss would never be

noticed. As much forhygienic reasons as for good manners we indulged

only moderately and speV^he time mjwKily in chatting with the Mexi-

can, who understood only a lew w^pds of the French language.

From this conversation I ^Jfc^red that the Mission property is in

litigation and that several d^tims arfes^w being contested by the Mexi-

can government and th^^nited State^Those now holding Mission

lands have only pro^

The fruit croa^is year has been sold to a^^^Reculator who has also

contracted to olck and transport it. He is leavin^^^y spoiled or de-

fective fruit l3ehind, and is taking only what is perfecb\The price re-

ceived was eight thousand dollars. It is a happy arrangfeqient for it

gives the owner only the trouble of counting his profits. n^
What astonished us was the arhount of waste fruit littering the
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from the John Ross expedition of 1818, and the Epilogue from Robert E. Peary, 1^4
and 1896. The story between, complete with love interest, is written in a styl^^ten
used in adventure books for adolescents, which is not in itself reprehensibip>^ut the

book is not of college level or caliber.

Notes on the Bella Bella Kwakiutl. Ronald L. Olson. ("University of California Anthro-

polotical Records," Vol. 14, No. 5) Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955.

Pp. 319-348. $.50.

Reviewed by Helen Codere, Vassar College

Olson's Notes on the Bella Bella Kwakiutl^ like his Soqitl Life of the Owikeno Kwakiutl^

(1954), are what he himself has termed **social ar^cheology." He has excavated the

memories of a few surviving old people for whal^was there of the pre-white culture.

Since, as he points out, pre-white Bella Bella^4ulture probably could not have been

fully reconstructed by informants much aff^ 1880, this method yielded little for Boas
in 1923 and even less for this work, base^n interviews in 1935 and 1949.

Although these Notes are thin ytu fragmentary, they are interesting and useful.

For instance, the two-page *'Lif^Btory of a Bella Bella Woman" contains no personal

history of detail or depth but d^s have some data on a woman's progress through vari-

ous ceremonials, including a^ragment on a nominal "potlatch" marriage made in her

eighth year and terminal at her puberty. The Notes are largely organized according

to various aspects o^^cial organization (tribe and village; septs; names and titles;

succession; legend^f origin of septs, crests, and names; marriage; the kinship system;

house names ana totem poles; dancing societies; shamanism; miscellaneous tales; the

life story ofj^ella Bella woman; notes on the xaixais). There are but a few pages on

each topi^^owever, the material is of value when added to the existing ethnography

of th^frea. Olson might have facilitated its use by giving full cross-references to other

(cations, since it is clear that every fragment of data on the Bella Bella must be

fed in order to get even a hazy picture of the culture.

Observations on California, 1772-1790. Father Luis Sales. (Early California Travel

Series, Vol. XXXVII.) (Translated and edited by Charles N. Rudkin.) LosAngeles:

Glen Dawson, 1956. xiii, 218 pp., appendix, notes. $10.00.

Reviewed by Robert F. Heizer, University of California, Berkeley

Sales was a member of the first contingent of Dominican missionaries which estab-

lished itself in Lower California after the decision of 1772 that the Franciscans should

limit their activities to the area noth of 32J degrees and the Dominicans should take

responsibility for the territories south of that line. Sales* Observations are valuable,

since this is the only book by a Dominican on the Dominican occupation of Lower

California. The work was originally in the form of three long letters sent to a friend,

which were printed separately at Valencia in 1794. The first edition (1794) is extremely

rare, and a 1799 reprint is full of inaccuracies and omissions.

The reviewer's acquaintance with similar accounts by Franciscan missionaries in-

clines him to the opinion that the Dominicans were less energetic and less successful in

mission work, perhaps through inexperience, but that they (or at least Sales) were

rather better observers of Indian customs. Special items such as the method of hunting

sea otter (pp. 19-20), the prohibition on a fisherman partaking of his catch (p. 27),

the levirate (p. 32), the couvade (p. ^i) and suicide (p. 27) leaven the mass of pedestrian

ethnographic data which adds up to a picture of extreme cultural simplicity and ex-
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traordinarily meager subsistence conditions. Sales bemoans the shamans' hold over the

people, and it is dear that missionization was in no small part a battle between the

padres and the native curanderos.

The author tells us little of tribes and their locations, but those interested can find

this information in W. Massey's article (Southwestern Journal of Anthropology

5:272-307, 1949) which utilizes all avaflable daU.

The second and third letters are full of the Franciscan-Dominican controversy, and

the reader can find further background in Peverill Meigs' monograph (Univ. Calif.

Pubk. in Geography, Vol. 7, 1935); another handy reference to missionaries, mission

names, founding dates, and locations in Mexico and the Califomias is the artide by

A. L. Celay in Anales del Institute Nacional de Antropologla e Historia, Vol. 5, 1951.

Some information on epidemics of smallpox and venereal disease in the Lower California

missions are of value; for a general review of this subject, see S. F. Cook in Ibero-

Americana No. 12, 1937. The second letter contains an account of the Nootka Affaur

which involved the seizure of Colnett's Argonaut.

Of particular interest is a straightforward and unvarnished description of the prob-

lems of the missionary, who "cannot be in anything less than continuous activity."

Sales' admission that the natives were worked "constantly in order to keep them at

least a little well-behaved, and even this result is obtained only with whips, for the

men as well as the women" is strikingly similar to Lap^rouse's unflattering description

of the Franciscan system at Carmel in Upper California, which Engelhardt attempted

to show in a more favorable light.

The translator's notes, though helpful, are few, and a fuller annotation with refer-

ence to additional sources would have increased the book^s value to nonspecialists. A

fuller bibliography on Lower California history and ethnography would also have

added to the usefulness of this unique document.

The Utes: A Forgotten People, Wilson Rockwell. Denver: Sage Books, 1956. 307 pp.,

illustrations. $5.00.

Reviewed by Omer C. Stewart, University of Colorado

Rockwell, a western Colorado rancher, will certainly win the acdaim of his neighbors

for writing an account of the relationship between Ute Indians and whites in western

Colorado. Those who get copies of the book to read an "overall history of the tribe," as

the dust jacket proclaims, will be sorely disappointed. Possibly the publisher is re-

sponsible for this misrepresentation of The Utes as a book about all Ute Indians.

A history of all the Ute would require more space for the Ute of Utah than the half

dozen pages Rockwell assigns them under the chapter heading "The Uintah and

Ouray Reservation." Rockwell makes the strange assertion that: "This [Utah UinUhJ

band, . . . were not Utes " Inasmuch as the U. S. Indian Claims Commission has

recently decided in favor of paying the Uintah Ute for their aboriginal lands in central

Utah, extending from Lake Sevier to Utah Lake, even the Government might be sur-

prised at this statement. Rockwell should have known about Walkara or Walker, the

famous Ute Chief and horse thief from San Pete Valley in centxml Utah, who was

known in the 1840's and 1850's from Los Angeles to Fort Bridger and from Salt Lake

City to Santa Fe, and whose name was the title of a popular biography by Paul Bailey

in 1954.

The Utes offers little new material and does not give a very good summary of what

was previously known. The errors the book contains are such that it will serve no useful

purpose for anyone.



In September, 1^6, while my wife and I were voyaging down the Rio Araguaya,
in central Brazil, a small round object was noticed bobbing about in midstream
some distance away. Drawing nearer we were astonished to find that the object

was the head of a swimming jaguar making straight for the western bank. One of

our Indians dispatched the animal with a shotgun, when it wae found to be an
adult female. The river here was very wide, certainly more than a mile across.

As this was in the wildest stretch of the Araguaya, uninhabited except by the

Carajd Indians, who are strictly fluvial people, it seems hardly possible that the

jaguar could have been pursued by dogs or any other enemy capable of driving it

into the river. It must be concluded, therefore, that the animal succumbed to

the universal appeal of the greener grass^ on the other side of the fence and de-

liberately set out to see about it. V ;

The other instance occurred when we were 'returning last year from the Alto
Orinoco. In late February, 1930, the governor's ta^inch, returning from Ciudad
Bolivar to the territorial capital, Puerto Ayacucho, ^countered a puma in mid*
stream in the neighborhood of the Parguaza Hills. The Orinoco here is at least a
mile wide. This animal too was swimming from east to Wej^t, and when inter-

cepted by the launch it became confused and tried to climb abo«^d—to the utter

consternation of the crew. So great was the excitement that although n number
of shots were fired at the poor beast from a distance of only a few feet, hot one took
effect! I did not actually see this occurrence, but had the facts from the motorist
of the launch while they were still fresh. Although there are a few scattered settle-

ments along this part of the Orinco, it seems unlikely in this case also that the

puoAft eoukihaKe been cprnered and driven into the river.

—

Ernest G. Holt, Sl^
BMl DiiildiiVQfMxfft^otntryj Alabama.

GROUND SQUIRRELS INVADING NEW TERRITORY IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION

Having lived in Marin County, California, for a large part of the time since the

year 1868, and still spending a good deal of time there, I am rather familiar with
its faunal conditions. This county, just across the Golden Gate from San Fran-
cisco, is small, containing only 629 square miles of territory, and hilly. The
southern half has a large proportion of brush and some timber land, but there

are also extensive pasture lands that seem to be well adapted to the needs of the

Douglas ground squirrel, Otospermophilits grammurus douglasii (Richardson),

which has long been resident in the large coimty of Sonoma adjoining on the

north.

During all of my dwelling and sojourning in Marin County, up to this summer
(1931) only two or three ground squirrels have come to my notice there, and those

promptly vanished. As set forth by Grinnell and Dixon, in a paper entitled

"California Ground Squirrels^' (Monthly Bull. State Comm. Hort. Calif., Vol. 7,

1918, p. 646), '*Marin County seems to be devoid of any ground squirrels what-
ever except for a few douglasii along the Sonoma County border.*' This hiatus

has existed in spite of the fact that ecologic conditions seem to be generally simi-

lar to those of Sonoma County, with the possible exception of a somewhat heavier

rainfall in Marin and a greater frequency of the fog that so often rolls in from the

ocean on summer evenings and that usually requires several hours of morning sun
to dissipate.

^

A
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At the present time certain conditions have changed; for many years past, a

large part of the Pacific Coast of North America has been going through a period

of diminishing rainfall, with the rainy season (November to April) of 1931 the

lowest on record; springs and streams are sadly diminished, some entirely dried

up and the so-called water table is now far below the depth of normal fluctuation.

Coincident with this condition of drouth, the Douglas ground squirrel has

this summer appeared in the southern part of Marin County and has spread to

the very shore of San Francisco Bay. On August 24, 1931, from a point of vantage

in the front end of a motor coach, I counted ten individuals along less than half

a mile of track about four miles west of San Rafael. Three days later I saw four

others, very recently run over by automobiles, on a short stretch of highway

along the shore of Richardson's Bay (an arm of San Francisco Bay). In both

instances the adjoining lands were open hillside pastures well adapted to the needs

of ground squirrels.
^ ^

Reports of reliable observers cover many other localities in central and soutn-

ern Marin County, one of these observers being my brother, who frequently drives

over the highways of the county, always on the lookout for anything of interest

in the way of birds and mammals. So far, these reports do not show a heavy

colonization, but such a wide distribution is certainly a serious menace, for

natural enemies of this rodent are so scarce in this territory as to make possible

a rapid and startling increase in population, provided other conditions are favor-

able It will be a matter of interest for future observers to note whether return

to normal rainfall will drive this squirrel back across its former borders, or

whether it will adjust itself to conditions in the invaded territory.—Joseph

Mailliard, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, California,

BATTLE BETWEEN PRAIRIE DGQ AND RATTLESNAKE

Although many believe that prairie dogs and rattlesnakes live together in

peace and harmony the fact is that in prairie dog country one of the chief foods

of the rattlesnake is young prairie dog.
jr ^xr ^ tj a-

To witness a battle between these two creatures is unusual. Mr. W. J
.
Hardin

of Phillips County, Montana, an employee of the U. S. Biological Survey, was

fortunate enough t© witness such an encounter. Mr. Hardin Is the foreman of a

crew of men engaged in eradicating prairie dogs which had become exceedingly

destructive to the range grasses in Phillips County.

Mr Hardin came upon the battling pair while engaged in the distribution of

the poisoned oats. He stated that apparently the battle had been in progress

for some time as the prairie dog's breast and entire front was covered with blood

as a result of having been struck repeatedly by the rattlesnake. When first

noticed the snake was coiled in typical rattlesnake fashion in the entrance of a

rather high prairie dog mound. Mr. Hardin's attention was first attracted by the

peculiar action of the prairie dog. The prairie dog would cautiously approach

the burrow, advancing up the side of the mound until near the opening. Then it

would suddenly dart forward, spring upward and back. Closer observation re-

vealed that the upward and backward spring was caused by the snake striking.

This attack by the prairie dog and defense by the snake was repeated several

times while Mr. Hardin and one of his men were watching. As near as they could

observe, the snake's fangs reached their mark each time. The movements of
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do than m a country like the United Stat(;s, because

Mexico's gtovernment has always been paternal, and
central authority the rule, and harder, because the

government \ill have more primitive communities

and individual^.to deal with. /
A national Agricultural Advisory Council, made up

of representative^ of rural organizations of various

classes, of state a»d federal representatives and of

technicians, will dirqct major agricultural policies, di-

rectly under a cabinet member. Four scientific bu-

reaus will divide up tnW work aside from administra-

tive bureaus to carry oip^the results of their investi-

gations.

A Bureau of 6eogriphy,^eteorology and Hydrol-

ogy will study physi^l outli^s of the country with a

view to agriculturdf applicatio^ and map and explore

inaccurately know£ parts. A Bureau of Agricultural

Improvement wUi study the ap^cation of vegetable

and animal gejltics, pest fightingVnd the like with a

view to imprdfing quality and quantity of products,

and other f^ors tending to that puVpose. A Bureau
of National^ Lands and ColonizationVwill administer

the parcemig out and exploitation of ^nds reclaimed

in recentirrigation works; the better oistribution of

rural p^ulation, utilization of desirableVegions now
abandoned, and the like. In this bureau ethnological

surveys and studies of rural sociology wilKbe made.

A bureau of Agricultural Economy will compile sta-

tistics, plan programs of agricultural betterment, dis-

tribiltten, conswmptii>n ail (I
^ConTfor of pTOdtnrtion.

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RIFT CLUB
The twenty-second meeting of the Southern Cali-

fornia Rift Club, an informal organization intended

to familiarize southern Californians with the innumer-

able rifts which divide and subdivide their part of the

Golden State into deep blocks of earth-crust, involved

a two-day excursion going to and returning from a

point on the northern slope of the San Bernardino

Mountains overlooking the Mohave Desert. The out-

ward trip was made northward through the Cajon

Pass between the San Gabriel and the San Bernardino

mountains; and then eastward near the base of the

latter range and across the aggraded Lucerne inter-

mont basin, which centers in an extensive playa;

finally up a side road on the mountain flanks to a de-

serted mine, the bare buildings of which the party

was allowed to occupy for the night.

Some sixty-three members gathered there in twenty-

six automobiles, under the leadership of A. 0. Wood-
ford, professor of geology at Pomona College, who in

the evening gave an informal account of the huge

landslide which is outspread at the mountain base,

where it covers an area of six or eight square miles.

The next morning the great scar on the mountain
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side left by the slide was examined. Then, descend-

ing over the slide, the longer return trip was begun;
first continuing eastward near the mountain base,

where Professor W. M. Davis described the greatly

degraded surfaces which there characterize the desert

;

then turning southward to the deep Morongo Valley
at the east end of the range, where heavy "Louder-
backs" were seen high on its slopes; and thus was
reached the heavily aggraded pass between the San
Bernardino and the San Jacinto mountains which
opened a westward and homeward route. The dis-

tance covered by most of the members of the excur-
sion was about two hundred miles. An autumn ex-
cursion is planned for September 24 to the Charlton
Flats, an uplifted lowland of subdued relief which
now, deeply dissected, makes part of the San Gabriel
Mountains north of Pasadena.

EXPOSITION
/

The IJureau of Fisheries has an exhibit in the south
wing of^e United States Government Building at

"A Centu\ of Progress" in Chicago. The display
cases are lAde in the modern style of architecture

designated fokall bureaus of the Department of Com-
merce, to con^rm with the general architectural

scheme of the fa*. These cases are painted with nat-
ural pearl essen\^ paint, which is nojide from fish

scales. \ M
At the front of tha^pace allotted t;^ the bureau and

on each side are two a^aria contaii^g species of fish

propagated at the hat^ries; and/n the center is a
display of packaged quJ^-froze/ fish and shellfish.

The latter display was flitede possible through the
cooperation of several firi^ which prepare these

products.

In the center of the exhibll^re four cases which
have displays on two sides. ln\ree of them are di-

oramas; one showing a t||)ical \o\it hatchery, an-
other modern oyster cultiare and t\ third the nutri-

tive value of marine products. On\e other side of
the cases which contain the dioramas\are illustrated

the fresh-water mussel fishery and infcistry, oyster
propagation and seed collection, and \ display of
packaged fish with jfcarts showing the ^^min con-
tent of various fish^^ils and the amount o\iodine in

certain fish. The fourth case exhibits on cJ^ side a
model of a Great tjakes pound net and gill ^t with
pictures showing the method of fishing thesl nets,

and the method* of determining the age of dirfcrent

species of fish ftom their scales. On the other sic» of
this case is ^aphically displayed the bureau's\e-
search on the/preservation of fish nets.

At the back of the exhibit space are three largl

i
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fundamental work has heretofore been available. Fray Francisco Pal6u has
until now been best known as the biographer of Fray Junipero Serra. Now we
may learn something of Pal6u himself, and of his devoted colleague Fray Juan
Crespi. In following the footsteps of these truly heroic explorers and pioneer
settlers we are sure to receive many a thrill as we read of scenes familiar
enough to us today, then for the first time beheld by white men.

For instance, under date of August 5, 1769, we find this passage on page
137 of volume II of Pal6u: "This day we set out about two in the afternoon,
gomg north, as the explorers said that at the beach the mountains were steep
and did not permit passage, so we veered somewhat to the northwest, where
we saw that there was a pass in the mountains." This appears to be Sepulveda
Canon in the Santa Monica Mountains. On the other side they "found a large
village of heathen, very friendly and docile." One wonders if they are still
there.

Dwellers in Alameda County will perhaps relish the following from Crespi's
journal of the Fages expedition of 1772 (page 288) : "At the end of four
leagues we halted not very far from an arm of the estuary, which forms with
another something like a peninsula, where there is a grove of live oaks, which
one can enter only from the mainland side. The camping-place is about four
leagues from the principal estuary or arm of the sea, which we made out from
this place very well, as it looks like a sea to us. This camp is situated about
three leagues before coming to the parallel of the mouth of the Gulf of the
Farallones.

. . . Bears, many deer, and the tracks of other animals whose foot-
prints resemble beasts of the mule kind have been seen here. The site is very
suitable for a good settlement; for on account of the proximity of the forest
they could provide themselves with timber and firewood."

Californians, both north and south, will find many such passages, frequently
describing their very hearth-sites ; while the general reader will gather from the
narratives the story of the founding of civilization on these shores, told with
vigor and enthusiasm by some of the leading participants. The five volumes

\. make a handsome ornament to any library. Franos P. Farquhar

Seashore Animals Many times in the past years^n Sierra Club beach
°^™^ trV the query has come, "^i^t book is the best to
Pacific Coast* tell Xabout these crabspf^ese sea-anemones?" And

always Jij^ response l)a/been, "There is nothing avail-
able for the Pacific Coast exceptls^w te^ical papers." Some of us who have
known Miss Johnson on "high trip^and elsewhere, could say, "But there
will be a book some day." We ha^^live^si^i hope and our hope has been re-
warded. Seashore Animals ofpdh Pacific Coa^ amply fills our needs. It justi-
fies itself as the result of yc^fs of honest and capable work.

For the general biologi^C not specializing in marine forms, the book is most

Mlcmnitn'VomiJ^Sv V^' S'^'i^'' ^^^- ^^ ^^""-^ JoHNSON and Harpy Snook. The
Pr?ccT$7 50. '^

^' '^^^' ^^ ^^^^** ^°° illustrations, and 12 color plates



THE PRESENT SITUATION IN CALIFORNIA

$

The committee of nine college presidents appoint-

ed by the State Board of Public Instruction to give

a report on the status of the science text-books used
in our schools and colleges have rendered their de-

cision. They found nothing objectionable in the

books in question.

Many persons, upon reading this report in the

daily press, immediately jumped to the conclusion

that the question of fundamentalism versus evolu-

tion insofar as our California educational institutions

are concerned, was thereby settled. Such however, is

by no means the case. The fight for freedom of

teaching in our schools and colleges has just begun.

Several months ago it was stated editorially in a

sectarian religious journal—^justly claiming "the

largest circulation of any denominational journal in

the world"—that the fundamentalists anticipated an
adverse report on their demands that all textbooks

advocating or implying the validity of the theory of

evolution should be eliminated from our public

schools and state-supported colleges. This demand
was intended only as a preliminary gesture.

"Though it may appear on the surface logical to

ask educational leaders to decide the question", says

an editorial writer in the religious journal previously

referred to, "yet, on second thought, it will be evi-

dent that they are not the group who should decide



the matter. ... For that committee to render judg-

ment that evolution as now taught is undermining

religion and fostering atheism, would be equivalent

to an indictment of their own teaching profession. ,

.... There are going to be many who will see

something incongruous in the idea of such a com-

mittee's rendering a decision on a question of religion.

[Italics present writer's.] Finally, even if we admit,

for the sake of argument, that every member of this

committee is free from any tincture of irreligion, the

question still arises, why call upon a group of educa-

tional scientific men to solve a religious problem?

.... We feel justified in takfng serious exception

to the competency of this committee to deal with the

problem placed in its hands It is not for a

group of educators to decide what they wish to teach

the youth, but for the [often, if not usually, unin-

instructed] fathers and mothers to say what they

wish to have taught to their children. In various

states, movements are now under way to solve this

problem by legislation. Will this be the next step in

California?" (This question was asked previous to

the rendering of the report of the college presidents.)

Oft the same page of this journal of thought-

fossilogy we read : "There is never any doubt about

any great problem when people look to God's Word

[meaning all of the 66 books comprising the King

James version of what is now known as The Bible]

for the solution, and not to history or science."

Here we have an unequivocal demand for the es-

tablishment in the United States of a Theocracy,

based upon the writings of—for the most part

—

unknown ancients, plus the more modern theological

writings of the Jews and Gentiles of the first two or

three centuries of the Christian Era. No more un-

American proposal has ever been made since the

founding of this great republic on the basis of com-

plete separation of Church and State : "Congress shall

make no laws in support of religion nor prohibit the

free exercise thereof or abridge the freedom of speech

or of the press" (First Amendment to the Constitu-

tion).

"No religious test shall ever be required as a

qualification for any public trust under the United

States" (Constitution). "The government of the

United States is not in any sense founded on the

Christian religion." (Treaty with Tripoli)

"United with the government, religion never rises

above the merest superstition; united with religion,

government never rises above the merest despotism;

and all history shows that the more widely and com-

pletely they are separated, the better it is for both."

—

Supreme Court of Ohio (See Ohio Repbrts, vol. 23,

pp. 221-254).

Besides the extreme probability that an initiative

petition aimed at outlawing the theory of evolution

(which is tantamount to saying modem science) from

the public schools and state-supported colleges of Cal-

ifornia will be on the ballot at the next state election

in 1926, the fundamentalists have already qualified

for a measure at this election which will compel the

reading of the King James version of the Bible in all

public schools. This is all part of the fundamental-

ist move to substitute the creation-stories of Genesis

for the explanations (based on thousands of verified



evidences) given by evolutionary science of the origin

of the earth and of man.

If the reader of this leaflet feels that he would

enjoy life under a Fundamentalist Theocracy, he has

every prospect of living under one in the not distant

future. If, on the other hand, he is shocked by the

thought, he should at once apply for membership in

The Science League of America and do his bit toward

making America safe for freedom of thought and

freedom of teaching.

"Inasmuch as its [evolution's] explanation of the

beginnings of life are contrary to the doctrines of

Christianity, and therefore anti-religious^ it should

be excluded from the schools.^'—Rev. Francis D.

Nichol, of Mountain View, California.

This is "fundamentalism"

against it?

Are you for it, or

MAYNARD SHIPLEY, President,

The Science League of America.

OflBce 618 Liberty Bank Building,

San Francisco, Calif

.

«

(Membership dues $3.00 a year. Payable at least six

months in advance)
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Founded in 1797, Mission San Jose was one of the most flourishing missions.

—

Pictorial History of California.

San Jose, Ca//forn/a*s First Oty
Early History Colored by Gay and Stirring Life of a Frontier Community

By NELLIE VAN DE GRIFT SANCHEZ
Author of '^Spanish and Indian Place Names of California'*

SAN JOSE, metropolis of the Santa

Clara Valley, was named in honor of

St. Joseph. Its full title was San Jose

de Guadalupe, which was given in ref-

erence to the fact that it was first founded,

on November 29, 1777, on the east bank of

the Guadalupe River, by Governor Felipe de

Neve. As time passed it was found that an

unfortunate selection had been made of the

site, for it was on low ground, so by order

of the Governor the pueblo was moved to

higher ground.

San Jose was California's first real muni-

cipality, one of the three civic towns that

were established for the express purpose of

encouraging agriculture and stock raising.

The others, the mission and military towns,

just naturally grew up around the missions

and presidios. The first settlers of San Jose

were soldiers from the presidios of Monterey

and San Francisco and their families, with a

few others. Each settler received a town lot

and a plot of ground for planting, besides

two each of horses, oxen, cows, sheep, and

goats. Rough houses made of stakes driven

in the ground, plastered and roofed with

clay, were hastily erected. Such were the

humble beginnings of the beautiful, rose-

embowered modern city of San Jose.

The growth of the pueblo was very slow

at first, and for many years it consisted of

but a few scattered houses of settlers. San

Jose, however, has had a somewhat different

history from any other town in the state. It

lay in the direct route followed by the hun-

ters and trappers of the plains, and soon the

place became a wild frontier town, notice-

able in the manners of the people, especially

in their fiestas and diversions.

Merrymakings sometimes took on the

boisterous quality of the frontier camp. Men
would ride their horses up the steps of dan-

cing pavilions. Women threw their rich, em-
broidered China shawls under the feet of

the dancers to serve as a carpet, while the

men did the same with their expensive

serapes. Solo dances were frequent, and
when these were done by women, men stood

on the side lines and cheered them on, some-

times showering gold and silver coins at the

feet of the dancers.

The better families kept aloof from such

affairs, however, and small home dances

were given among exclusive circles, often at

the casas of Don Antonio Sunol, Don An-
tonio Pico, and Senor Bernal. These dances

sometimes lasted several days and nights,

with the dancers snatching a few moments
now and then to eat and sleep.

At the marriage of the son of Don Salvio

Pacheco the dancing went on for three days

and nights, with unlimited consumption of

food and wine.

But, notwithstanding their addiction to

gaieties, the people of San Jose were strictly

attentive to their religious duties, and tra-

veled three miles every Sunday to the Mis-

sion of Santa Clara to attend mass. In order

to make the journey more agreeable in that

sunny climate. Father Maguin de Catala laid

out an alameda, lined with fine willow trees.

On Sundays and feast days all the towns-

people, gaily attired in silks and satins,

might be seen, mounted on their finest

horses, proceeding in a leisurely way up the

road. There were few vehicles, and though

there was less pomp and splendor than in

the larger cities of the Mexican Republic, we
have a contemporary's word for it that "No
part of Mexico could show so large a share

of bright eyes, fine teeth, fair proportions,

and beautiful complexions."

The old alameda, with its shady willows,

has long since vanished, and its place has

been taken by a handsome, wide boulevard

between San Jose and Santa Clara.

So distrustful were the padres of the evil

influence upon the Indians by the lower class

of white men that they insisted on founding

Mission San Jose on a site some fourteen

miles distant from the pueblo. There it was
founded on Trinity Sunday, June 11, 1797.

It became one of the richest missions in the

state, and by 1835 it owned 62,000 head of

cattle, besides thousands of horses, mules,

and sheep. It was one of the first missions to

raise wheat, and although the methods of

sowing and reaping were extremely primi-

tive, the yield was enormous.

Five thousand neophytes were fed there,

requiring the killing of a hundred head of

cattle every Saturday. There were looms for

weaving blankets and serapes, and an Indian

band of thirty musicians who furnished the

music for all the dances and fiestas of the

neighborhood.

San Jose was the first capital of the state

under American occupation. The first legis-

lature met in the pueblo of San Jose, but

dissatisfaction with the geographical location

(Continued on page 13)
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Pictorial History of California.

San )0SE, California 5 First City
Early History Colored by Gay and Stirring Life of a Frontier Community

By NELLIE VAN DE GRIFT SANCHEZ
Author of '^Spanish and Indian Place Names of California''

SAN JOSE, metropolis of the Santa

Clara Valley, was named in honor of

St. Joseph. Its full title was San Jose

de Guadalupe, which was given in ref-

erence to the fact that it was first founded,

on November 29, 1777, on the east bank of

the Guadalupe River, by Governor Felipe de

Neve. As time passed it was found that an

unfortunate selection had been made of the

site, for it was on low ground, so by order

of the Governor the pueblo was moved to

higher ground.

San Jose was California's first real muni-

cipality, one of the three civic towns that

were established for the express purpose of

encouraging agriculture and stock raising.

The others, the mission and military towns,

just naturally grew up around the missions

and presidios. The first settlers of San Jose

were soldiers from the presidios of Monterey

and San Francisco and their families, with a

few others. Each settler received a town lot

and a plot of ground for planting, besides

two each of horses, oxen, cows, sheep, and

goats. Rough houses made of stakes driven

in the ground, plastered and roofed with

clay, were hastily erected. Such were the

humble beginnings of the beautiful, rose-

embowered modern city of San Jose.

The growth of the pueblo was very slow

at first, and for many years it consisted of

but a few scattered houses of settlers. San

Jose, however, has had a somewhat different

history from any other town in the state. It

lay in the direct route followed by the hun-

ters and trappers of the plains, and soon the

place became a wild frontier town, notice-

able in the manners of the people, especially

in their fiestas and diversions.

Merrymakings sometimes took on the

boisterous quality of the frontier camp. Men
would ride their horses up the steps of dan-

cing pavilions. Women threw their rich, em-

broidered China shawls under the feet of

the dancers to serve as a carpet, while the

men did the same with their expensive

serapes. Solo dances were frequent, and

when these were done by women, men stood

on the side lines and cheered them on, some-

times showering gold and silver coins at the

feet of the dancers.

The better families kept aloof from such

affairs, however, and small home dances

were given among exclusive circles, often at

the casas of Don Antonio Sunol, Don An-

tonio Pico, and Senor Bernal. These dances

sometimes lasted several days and nights,

with the dancers snatching a few moments
now and then to eat and sleep.

At the marriage of the son of Don Salvio

Pacheco the dancing went on for three days

and nights, with unlimited consumption of

food and wine.

But, notwithstanding their addiction to

gaieties, the people of San Jose were strictly

attentive to their religious duties, and tra-

veled three miles every Sunday to the Mis-

sion of Santa Clara to attend mass. In order

to make the journey more agreeable in that

sunny climate. Father Maguin de Catala laid

out an alaweda, lined with fine willow trees.

On Sundays and feast days all the towns-

people, gaily attired in silks and satins,

might be seen, mounted on their finest

horses, proceeding in a leisurely way up the

road. There were few vehicles, and though

there was less pomp and splendor than in

the larger cities of the Mexican Republic, we
have a contemporary's word for it that "No
part of Mexico could show so large a share

of bright eyes, fine teeth, fair proportions,

and beautiful complexions."

The old alameda, with its shady willows,

has long since vanished, and its place has

been taken by a handsome, wide boulevard

between San Jose and Santa Clara.

So distrustful were the padres of the evil

influence upon the Indians by the lower class

of white men that they insisted on founding

Mission San Jose on a site some fourteen

miles distant from the pueblo. There it was
founded on Trinity Sunday, June 11, 1797.

It became one of the richest missions in the

state, and by 1835 it owned 62,000 head of

cattle, besides thousands of horses, mules,

and sheep. It was one of the first missions to

raise wheat, and although the methods of

sowing and reaping were extremely primi-

tive, the yield was enormous.

Five thousand neophytes were fed there,

requiring the killing of a hundred head of

cattle every Saturday. There were looms for

weaving blankets and serapes, and an Indian

band of thirty musicians who furnished the

music for all the dances and fiestas of the

neighborhood.

San Jose was the first capital of the state

under American occupation. The first legis-

lature met in the pueblo of San Jose, but

dissatisfaction with the geographical location

(Continued on l^age 13
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San Jose, California's First City RESTORE
(Continued from page 10)

led to the removal of the capital from that

place and its eventual location at Sacramento.

Other interesting place names in Central

California are:

San Mateo was named for St. Matthew,

author of the book of Scriptures which bears

his name.

Santa Clara wears the name of Clara de

Asis, founder of the Order of Franciscan

nuns known as the "Poor Clares." The spe-

cial symbol of this saint is the lily, peculiarly

appropriate for the patroness of the ever-

blooming Santa Clara Valley.

Santa Cruz (Holy Cross) was first applied

to a creek in that region by the Spanish ex-

plorers, afterwards to the mission established

on the spot in 1791, and finally to the charm-

ing seaside resort which lies in the northern

hook of the great curve of Monterey Bay.

San Benito (St. Benedict) was named in

honor of the founder of the great Order of

Benedictines. The creek was named in 1772

by Father Crespi of the Portola party, and

the name was eventually applied to the

county.

Alviso, in Santa Clara County, was named

for Ignacio Alviso, a noted Spanish pioneer.

Aptos, in Santa Cruz County, is said to be

an Indian name meaning "the meeting of

two streams," in reference to Valencia and

Aptos Creeks.

Loma Prieta (dark hill) is the name of a

peak in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Its dark

form, shaped like a truncated cone, is vis-

ible from a long distance standing out

against the sky.

Los Gatos (the cats), in Santa Clara

County, was named for the wild cats which

even at this day are found on the ridge bear-

ing the name.

Llano (a flat, level field) is a common

name throughout the state.

Laguna (lake or lagoon) is the name of

many lagunas in the state.

Milpitas (little gardens) was probably so

called in reference to mission gardens, which

were generally placed at a considerable dis-

tance from the missions to avoid damage by

cattle.

Pescadero (fishing place) is the name of

the original

a valley in San Mateo County on the coast

some miles south of San Francisco. There

are a number of pescaderos in the state.

San Juan Bautista (St. John the Baptist)

is in San Benito County. At this place the

mission of San Juan Bautista was founded

on June 24, 1797. An interesting circum-

stance connected with this mission is the

presence in the floor tiles of the nave of the

church of hardened footprints of wild ani-

mals, which were left in the soft clay by the

prowling beasts at the time of its building,

silent evidence of conditions in that day.

SoqueI, in Santa Cruz County, is an Indian

word supposed to be derived from the name

of a tribe in that vicinity.
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A WARNING
You who are certain you never will rue it,

You who are confident that you II survive.

List to the warning of one who's been

through it,-^^^ /
Don't let your husbatid-t^ach you to drive.

If you feel lucky, try sassing a copj/

Bet on the races, sure you'll cojdrive .

Through some good fortune ty come out on

top, /
But don't let your husVand teach you to

drive. /
Lady, I speak from/experience dire,

Harken to one who came through it alive.

Jump from the frying t^an into the fire,

But don't let your husband teach you to

drive.

TS a sensational hit. ..from both

the standpoint of sales volume and performance!
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/Transitone is an all-electric, big performing super-
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THE LAKE THAT WAS CLEAR
bv CRISTEL HASTINGS

^\r ATJJRE must have been weary
^^-^ When she made the endless plains

Without a tree or mountain peak
Or shady winding lanes.

Perhaps her anger must have flared

Until the heavens flamed
When Lassen poured out flery wrath
Before the peak was named.

(%/f^^ "when she made the waterfalls

^
They were her tears ^ I knoWy

That coursed their trembling saddened way
To granite blocks below.

But when she moulded moufUains
She must have been quite proud^

For the storm kings voiced approval
As their thunder rumbled loud.

(%/fT dusk when she grew weary
And knew not what to make

She laid her treasures one by one

Around a tranquil lake.

The sun smiled down upon them
And stilled the thunder^s wrath—
A t flight a white and vagrant moon
Traced out her wandering path.

^jfCROSS the lake the Indians loved

Before the white man came.

They called it Lupoyom^a—
Their legendary name
For the lake that shone like silver

At the foot of Konocti!

But the pale-face named it Clear hake^
For it fnirrored hill and sky.
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THE LAKE THAT WAS CLEAR

bv CRLS'l EL HASTINGS

^j\r ATIJRE must have been "weary

^-^ When she made the endless plains

Without a tree or mountain peak
Or shady winding lanes.

Perhaps her anger must have flared

Until the heavens flamed
When Lassen poured out fiery wrath
Before the peak was named.

^^TVD when she made the waterfalls

T/iey were her tears^ I know^
That e(mrsed t/ieir trembling saddened way
7V> granite bloeks below.

But when she moulded mountains
She must have been (/uite proud

^

For the storm kings vuieed approval
As their thunder rumbled loud.

(%/l T dusk wJien she grew weary
And knew not wJiat to make

She laid her treasures one h\ one

Around a tranquil lake.

The sun smiled down upon them
And stilled the t/iunder\^ wrath—
At nigJit a white and vagrant nn^f^n

Traeed out her wandering path.

^/fCROSS the lake the Indians loved

Before the white man eame.

They eailed it Lupoyoma—
T/ieir legendary name
For the lake that shone like silver

At the foot of Konoeti!

But the pale'face named it Clear hake^
For it mirrored hill and sky.
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WKere the highway ends

in a broad parking area

near the mountain top.
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the foreground. An air'
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Southerly view from the summit of Tamalpais. looking
toward the hay and city of San Francisco.

AMONG short motor trips in the San Francisco bay

^ region, one that is becoming steadily more popular,

is the circle tour to Muir Woods and the summit
of Mount Tamalpais over the new Ridgecrest Boulevard.
This is a toll road, comfortably wide, with gentle grades
and few sharp turns. One may leave Sausalito and drive

to the top of Tamalpais in forty-five minutes. The return

may be made the same way, or, as many prefer, by follow-

ing along the ridge of the mountain and gradually de-

scending past Alpine Lake, then through Fairfax, San
Anselmo and San Rafael, and back to Sausalito. The
circuit is some fifty-three miles, filled with scenic variety.

The Ridgecrest Boulevard is reached by turning onto
the Bolinas Highway about four miles north of Sausalito,

a short distance beyond Manzanita. Gradually ascending,

the motorist is greeted by a constantly changing pano-
rama. At one turn the hills of San Francisco beckon
froni across the Golden Gate ; then the broad blue sweep
of the Pacific, with the Farallone Islands, standing guard
on the horizon ; or Mount Diablo rising beyond the East
Bay cities. From the summit of Tamalpais the view
embraces hundreds of square miles. The visit to Muir
Woods discloses lofty redwoods of such beauty that

the grove has been dedicated as a National Monument.
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Sottt/ierlv view jrom tlie sunimit o/ Tainalpais, Uu)l{in}i

toward the ha\ and iit\ of Sian Francisci>

AMONG short motor trips in the San Francisco bay

^ region, one that is hecominj^ steadily more popuhir,

is the circle tour to Muir Woods and the sunnnit

of Mount Tamalpais over the new Ridgecrest l^>oulevard.

1liis is a toll road, comfortably wide, with gentle grades
and few sharp turns. One mav leave Sausalito and drive

to the to]) of 'i'amal|)ai^ in forty-five minutes. The return

mav be made the same wav, or, as manv prefer, bv follow-

ing along the ridge of the mountain and gradually de-

scending ])ast Alpine Lake, then through l^'airfax, San
Anselmo and San Rafael, and back to Sausalito. The
circuit is some fifty-three miles, tilled with scenic variety.

The Ridgecrest P>oulevard is reached by turning onto
the P)olina> Highway about four miles north of Sausalito,

a short distance beyond Man/anita. (iradually ascending,

the motorist i> greeted by a constantly changing ])ano-

rama. At one turn the hill> of San Francisco beckon
from acro^^ the (iolden (iate: then the broad blue swee]>

of the Pacific, with the I'.irallone Islands standing guard
on the hori/r)n ; or Mount Diablo rising beyond the l^ast

I»ay cities. I'rom the summit of Tamali)ais the view
embraces hiuulred< of sipiare miles. The visit to Muir
WOods (ii>clo-e> lottv redwoodN of such beaut v that

the gro\e h.i- been dedicated as a National Monument.
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On October 28, 1 646, gentle J(^ Eliot, educated at Cambridge, preached his first sermon to the Indians in eastern Massachusetts. This lovable pioneer Indian missionary believed in the love

. and the charity he preached, and through faith and gentleness and thoughtful consideration he wrought wonders. He died in 1690, bdoved by thousands.
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On October 26, 1 646, gentle John Eliot, educated at Cambridge, preached his first sermon to the Indians in eastern Massachusetts. This lovable pioneer Indian missionary believed in the love

and the charity he preached, and through faith and gentleness and thoughtful consideration he wrought wonders. He died in 1 690, beloved by thousands.

Refake Preceding Frame
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On Octolwr 28, I ()4(), yrntU- John F.liot, fxiucated at C amhridKc. preachefi his first sermon to the Indians in eastern \lassachiisetts. I his l(>vaf)le pioneer Indian missionary l)«'lieved in th«' love

and the charity he preached, and throuyh faith and yentleness and thoughtful (onsideration he wr<juyht wonders. He duxJ in U/^O. heloved hy thousands.
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Whah« U b. .rue A., in 1607 K«le M.,o.k. nickn«n«l PochonU.. «vea John Smith by Ai^Win, hin, wiA he, body « Ae Indian. w«. .bout to kill him. *«'«' '-^ *•'• *»»«'' *»"

^^
,
3 ™„ ^ .„ Ae w„ deeply in love with SmiA. Be«u« o{ thi. love. J« repeatedly »y«d the unp.t«ful colonuU from «y.ge treatment, for Powhatan.

her father, hated the EnglUh. And Smith I Well, it', the old story of ingtaritude and decea.



(By Courtesy of The Volta Revieiv, Washington, D. C.)

Wl«.h« it be true th., in 1607 litUe Ma.oak. nickn.n,=d Pocahont.,. ,.v..l John Smith by .hieUing him with her body a, the Indian, were about to kill him. the fact remain, that, though but

Whether rt betrue t^hat^^^^

^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ,^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^,^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^^^ ^^^^^ ,^^,,„^„,_ ,„ p„„h.,an.

her father, hated the English. And Smith I Well, it's the old story of mgrautude and deceit.

Retake Preceding Frame



A BOOK OF INDIANS, ANIMALS, AND NATURE

Kuloskap, ik Master
And Other Algonkin Legends and Poems

Bj^ CHARLES GODFREY LELAND. F.R.S.L.

And JOHN DYNELEY PRINCE. Ph.D.

A reduction from the frontispiece. Ulustrating the legend of
'

' flow Kuloskap Was Conquered by The Babe.
"

'

^HN this fascinating volume the reader will

J[ find many Indian legends and stories of

fairies, witches, animals, and nature, told

in epic and lyric form, full of beautiful imagi-

nation, folk-lore, quaint philosophy, and charm-

ing descriptiqn. The book will be a revelation

to those who appreciate beautiful and romantic

poetic fancy.

Profusely illustrated with half-tones by F. Berkeley Smith, ten birch-

bark tracings by Mr. Leland after Indian designs, and a frontispiece

in color hy Edwin Willard Deming, the celebrated Indian artist.

IL

TX/'BLISHB'D By
Funk <^ Wagnalls Company, New York and London
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A Hint of Much Delightful Reading
*N the first four cantos are told the legends of the Indian god,

Kuloskap, narrating how he created the Indians' world, cared for

the interests of his children, dealt with the animal kingdom, and

punished the sorcerers. Following these cantos will be found the

witchcraft lore, lyrics, and miscellany. The stories take the reader

into the heart of nature. In the innermost recesses of the forest

he follows the strange doings of wizards, goblins, and witches ; he

discovei s how Kuloskap conquered Aklibimo, the giant bull frog,

who monopolized a village water-supply, how Mikchik, the turtle,

a lazy and lucky old rascal was false to the master, and a hundred

other strange and interesting things about the animals ; he becomes

>^ .*i-i^ I
acquainted wiih the great wisdom of the master, he finds how

I
'^"•"'*^^^^<'*S^

, I
Kuloskap granted marvelous gifts and favors to the Indians, how

I ^,,,si^Kfeif''
I

he drove out evil, conquered his enemies, and finally was con-

VLmmhmmhmhbmmmJ quered by a babe, and he revels in such exquisite lyrics as those

that tell of '*The Scarlet Tanager and the Leaf," ''The Story of Nipon the Summer/'
*' Lox, the Indian Devil," ** The Song of the Stars," and others.

A LIST OF THE LEGENDS AND STORIES

Canto First — Creation Legends

The Birth of KulOskap

The Creation of Man and the Animals

The Origin of the Rattlesnakes

How Kuloskap named the Animals

Canto Second — r//« Master's Kindness to Man
What KulOskap did for the Indians

How Kuloskap granted (Jifts and Favors to many
Indians

KulOskap and the Fool

The Three Brothers who became Trees

Kul6skap and the Wise Wishers

How Kuloskap was conquered by the Babe

Canto Third— The Master and the Animals

Kuloskap and the Loons

Kul6skap and the Beaver

The Sable and the Serpent •

Kuloskap and the Turtle

liow Mikchik the Turtle was false to the Master

How Kuloskap conquered Aklibimo the Great

Bull Frog

How Kuloskap went Whale Fishing

Kuloskap and WuchOsen the Wind Eagle

Canto Fourth, ~7Vie Matter and the ^Sorcerers

Kuloskap and Winpe
How a Witch sought to cajole the Master

How Kuloskap fought the Giant Sorcerers

How the Master showed himself a Great Smoker
Kuloskap and the Witch

Kuloskap and the Witch called ''The Pitcher"

How Kuloskap sailed through the Cavern of Darkness
How the Master found the Summer
How Kuloskap left the World
The Master and the Final Day

"Witchcraft Lore

The Wizard's Chant

The Woman and the Serpent

The Wizard Snake

The Measuring Worm
The P'mula or Air-Demon
The Little Boy Kidnapped by tl.e Bear
The Wizard and the Christian Priest

Wizard Warfare

The Wizard'*s Hunting

Six Short Tales of Witchcraft

A Delaware Youth and his Uncle

The Dance of Old Age
A Tale of the Kiver-Elves

Lyrics and Miscellany

The Song of Lappilatwan

The Story of Nipon the Sununer
The Scarlet Tanager and the Leaf
The Blind Boy
A Passamaquoddy Love Song
The Song of the Stars

How the Indians lost their Power
The Partridge and the Si)ring

Lox, the Indian Devil

Illustrating the legend of '' The Master and
the Final Day,'*'*

A Treasure, Priceless, Unique, Irreplaceable

"My feeling to the authors for this work is the sjune as it would be
toward some heroic fireman who had rusheii to the burning Louvre and, at
the last moment, rescued the Mona Lis^i, the (iobelin Boarhunt, or tln' Man
with the (ilove: but for him the world would have lost something priceless,

unique, and irreplaceable.'*— itTrw^'wf Thompson Seton, the eminent
artist and author of animal stories.

A SINGLE GEM
FROM THE CLUSTER
Here is just one of the beautiful selections in

the book, one ot the "wonderful traditions of

the olden time." The volume contains fifty

selections of Indian poetry, covering a wide

diversity of subjects, grave and gay.

THE LEGEND OF "HOW KULOSKAP WAS CONQUERED BY THE BABE*'

All of the olden time.

They tell this tale

Of great Kul6skap. lie had conquered all

Of his worst enemies, even the Kiwa^kw
Who were ice-giant ghouls, and over them,
M'deolin'wak or sorcerers

And P'mula the night air's evil spirit,

And every manner of uncanny ghosts,

(Jriui witches, devils, goblins, cannibals,

And the dark demons of the forest shade.

And now he paused, and, thinking o'er his deeds,

Long wondered if his work was at an end.

This thought unto a certain wife he told—
A clever woman with a ready tongue

—

And she replied: " O Master—not so fast!

For One there still remains whom no man yet

Has ever overcome in any strife

Or got the better of in any way;
And who will ever, as I oft have heard,

I?emain unconquered to the end of time."
'' And who is he?" inquired the Lord, amazed.
"It is the mighty Wa'sis," she replied:
'' And there he sits before you on the floor!

And mark my words if you do trouble him.
He'll cause you greater trouble in the end!"

Now Wa'sis was the Baby. And he sat

Upon the floor, in baby peace i)rofound
Sucking a piece of maple sugar sweet;

Greatly content and troubling nolxMly.

Now as the Mighty Lord of Men and Beasts
Had never married, nor liad had a child,

The art of nursing or of managing
Such little ones was all unknown to him;
And therefore he was sure, as all such folk

Invariably are, l)e they or maids
Or blooming bachelors, that he at least

Knew all about it and would have his way,
And make the young obey him. So the Lord
T'lrned to the babe with a bewitching smile.

And bade the little creature come to him;
Back smiled the baby, but it did not budge.

And then the Master spoke in sweeter tone.

Making his voice like that of summer birds.

And all to no Mvail; for Wa'sis sat.

And, sucking at his sugar silently,

Looked at Kuloskap with untroubled eyes.

So then the Lord as in great anger frowned
And ordered Wa'sis in an awful voice

To crawl to him at once. And baby burst
Into wild tears, and high he raised his voice
Unto a squall tremendous—yet for all

Did never move an inch from where he sat.

Then, since he could do only one thing more.
The Master had recourse to sorcery

And used the awful si)ells, and sang the songs

.
Which raise the dead and scare the devils wild
And send the witches howling to their graves.

And make the forest pines bend low to earth.

And Wa'sis, looked at him admiringly
And seemed to find it inten'sting, quite;

Yet, peacefully as ever kept his place.

So, in despair, Kuloskap gave it up.

And Wa'sis, ever sitting on the floor

In the warm sunshine, went ''CJoo! goo!" and crowed;
That was his infant crow of victory.

Now to this very day, whene'er you see

A baby well contented, crying ''(ioo!"

Or crowing in this style, know that it is

Because he then remembers in great joy
How he in strife, all in the olden time.

Did overcome the Master, conqueror
Of all the world. For that, of creatures all.

Or beings which on earth have ever been
Since the beginning, Baby is alone
The never yielding and invincible.

• ••i.wnr-*-^'
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A Hint of Much Delightful Reading
N the first four cantos are told tlie legends of the Indian god,

Kuloskap, narrating how lie created the Indians' world, cared for

the interests of his children, dealt with the animal kingdom, and

punished the sorcerers. Following these cantos wull be found the

witchcraft lore, lyrics, and miscellany. The stories take the reader

into the heart of nature. In the innermost recesses of the forest

he follows the strange doings of wizards, goblins, and witches ; he

discovers how Kuloskap conquered Aklibimo, the giant bull frog,

who monopolized a village water-supply, how Mikchik, the turtle,

a lazy and lucky old rascal was false to the master, and a hundred

other strange and interesting things about the animals ; he becomes

acquainted with the great wisdom of the master, he finds how
Kuloskap granted marvelous gifts and favors to the Indians, how
he drove out evil, conquered his enemies, and finally was con-

quered by a babe, and he revels in such exquisite lyrics as those

that tell of "The Scarlet Tanager and the Leaf," ^'The Story of Nipon the Summer,"
** Lox, the Indian Devil," '* The Song of the Stars," and others.

A LIST OF THE LEGENDS AND STORIES .

Canto Tirst — CreaUoji Lerjends

The Birth of Kuloskap

The Creation of Man and the Aniniala

The Origin of the Rattlesnakes

How Kuloskap named the Animals

Canto Second— The Master^s Kindness to Man
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Kuloskap and the Fool

The Three Brothers who became Trees

Kuloskap and the Wise Wishers
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Kuloskap and the Loons

Kuloskap and the Beaver

The Sable and the Serpent •

Kuloskap and the Turtle

liow Mikchik the Turtle was false to the Master

How Kuloskap conquered Aklibimo the Great

Bull Frog

How Kuloskap went Whale Fishing

Kuloskap and WuchOsen the Wind Eagle

Canto Fourth— yy^e Matter and the Sorcerers

Kuloskap and Winpe
How a Witch sought to cajole the Master

How Kuloskap fought the Giant Sorcerers

How the Master showed himself a Great Smoker
Kuloskap and the Witch
Kuloskap and the WMtch called "The Pitcher"

How Kuloskap sailed through the Cavern of Darkness
How the Master found the Summer
How Kuloskap left the World
The Master and the Final Day

Witchcraft Lore

The Wizard's Chant

The Woman and the Serpent

The Wizard Snake

The Measuring Worm
The P'mula or Air-Demon
The Little Boy Kidnai)ped by tl.e Bear
The Wizard and the Christian Priest

Wizard Warfare

The Wizard's Hunting

Six Short Tales of Witchcraft

A Delaware Youth and his Uncle

The Dance of Did Age
A Tale of the Kiver-Elves

Lyrics and Miscellany

The Song of Lappilatwan

The Story of Nipon the Sunnner
The Scarlet Tanager and the Leaf
The Blind Boy
A Passamaquoddy Love Song
The Song of the Stars

How the Indians lost their Power
The Partridge and the Spring

Lox, the Indian Devil
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Illustrating the legend of " The Master a?id

the Final Day,^"*

A Tresuiure, Priceless, Unique, Irreplaceable

"My feeling to the authors for this work is the same as it would Iw
toward some heroic fireman who had rushed to the burning Louvre and, at

the last moment, rescueil the Mona Lisii, the (Jolx'lin Boarhunt, or the Man
with the (ilove: but for him the worhl would have lost something priceh'ss,

unique, and irreplaceable."— /!:#-*if.vf Thompson .SVfow, the eminent
artist and author of animal stories.

A SINGLE GEM
FROM THE CLUSTER
Here is just one of the beautiful selections in

the book, one ot the "wonderful traditions of

the olden time/' The volume contains fifty

selections of Indian poetry, covering a wide

diversity of subjects, grave and gay.

THE LEGEND OF "HOW KULOSKAP WAS CONQUERED BY THE BABE"

All of the olden time.

They tell this tale

Of great Kul6skap. He had conquered all

Of his worst enemies, even the Kiwa'kw
Who were ice-giant ghouls, and over them,
M'deolin'wak or sorcerers

And P'mula the night air's evil spirit,

And every manner of uncanny ghosts,

(Jrim witches, devils, goblins, cannibals.

And the dark demons of the forest shade.

And now he paused, and, thinking o'er his deeds,

Long wondered if his work was at an end.

This thought unto a certain wife he told—
A clever woman with a ready tongue—
And she replied: ''O Master—not so fast!

For One there still remains whom no man yet

Has ever overcome in any strife

Or got the better of in any way;
And who will ever, as I oft have heard,

I?emain unconquered to the end of time."
*' And who is he?'' inquired the Lord, amazed.
"It is the mighty Wa'sis," she replicul:

" And there he sits before you on the floor!

And mark my words if you do trouble him.
He'll cause you greater trouble in the end!"

Now Wa'sis was the Baby. And he sat

Upon the floor, in baby peace profound
Sucking a piece of maple sugar sweet;

Greatly content and troubling nobcxly.

Now as the Mighty Lord of Men and Beasts

Had never married, nor had had a child,

The art of nursing or of managing
Such little ones was all unknown to him;
And therefore he was sure, as all such folk

Invariably are, be they or maids
Or blooming bachelors, that he at least

Knew all about it and would liave his way,
And make the young obey him. So the Lord
Turned to the babe with a bewitching smile,

And bade the little creature come to him;
Back smilcHl the baby, but it did not budge.

And then the Master spoke in sweeter tone,

Making his voice like that of summer birds.

And all to no Mvail; for Wa'sis sat.

And, sucking at his sugar silently,

Looked at Kuloskap with untroubled eyes.

So then the Lord as in great anger frowned
And ordered Wa'sis in an awful voice

To crawl to him at once. And baby burst
Into wild tears, and high he raisetl his voice

Unto a squall tremendous—yet for all

Did never move an inch from where he sat.

Then, since he could do only one thing more,
The Master had recourse to sorcery

And used the awful si)ell6, and sang the songs
Which raise the dead and ecare the devils wild
And send the witches howling to their graves,
And make the forest pines bend low to earth.

And Wa'sis, looked at him admiringly
And seemed to tind it interesting, quite;

Yet, peacefully as ever kept his place.

So, in despair, Kuloskap gave it up.

And Wa'sis, ever sitting on the floor

In the warm sunshine, went 'HJoo! goo!" and crowed;
That was his infant crow of victory.

Now to this very day, whene'er you see
A baby well contented, crying ''(ioo!"

Or crowing in this style, know that it is

Because he then remembers in great joy
How he in strife, all in the olden time,

Did overcome the Master, conqueror
Of all the world. Yov that, of creatures all,

Or beings which on earth have ever been
Since the beginning. Baby is alone
The never yielding and invincible.
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This was a ehe-bear, Rhnggy, great and strong as oxen twain,

She seized the lad and bore him off.

From the leneml of
'' The fAttle Boy Kidnapped hy the Bear.

A FEW ONES FROM "THE SCARLET

TANACER AND THE LEAF »f

"In the earliest time on the greatest mountain

Lived merry MTpis, the IJttle Leaf;

When spring is coming and sunlight is shining

He climbs a tree, and tliefe, all summer,

Dressed in green he rocks in the branches,

Listens all day to the birds and the breezes,

And goes to sleep to the song of tlu^ owl.

" When fall is coming and days are shorter

MTpis dresses himself in scarlet;

Glad and gay in the Indian Summer;

But as the nights grow cold and longer,

He puts on a coat of brown or yellow,

Curls himself up like a bear for winter.

Lets go his hold and falls to the ground;

There he sleeps all under the snowdrift

Till he hears in the spring the blue-bird calling,

And the stream fighting Its enemy ice-

Carrying proudly In pieces as prisoners

The foe which kept it a frozen captive.

All the winter under Its wigwam.

Then little MIpls, the Leaf, awaking.

Dresses In green and climbs In the sunshine,

XTp through a tree, and upon the branches,

Lives as he did the summer before/'

The American Indian's •* Kin^ Arthur'i

Round Table." ** Robin Hood." and
•• The Arabian Nights

"

''This Is an exceedingly Interesting book. It is

the American Indian's ' King Arthur s Round Table,'

'Robin Homl,' and 'The Arabian Mght>^.' I am

glad that Mr. 'Lo' has found someone to put his

hMrends In lasting form." - I>rin Beard, the

eminent artist.

Hearty Appreciation from

Other Eminent Critics

A Work of Interest to Literature.

History. Archeolo^

"It is a work of much interest, alike to literature,

history, and archeology, and is a worthy autumn

fruit of the active and useful life of that gifted

y^niev:''—Alfred Austin, Poet Laureate.

Legends Told with Loyalty to the Indians

"'Kul6skap' comes to me quite like an old

friend, for I recognize him Instantly as the aller

ergo of the Ojlbway Nanabozho, and I am dellghte.!

to see him set forth with such loyalty to the Indian's

rugged but poetic manner of telling about his

favorite demi-god." - I'Vf.^/^ricfc B, Burton,

composer of ''Hiawatha C^antata," translator of

'^ The Songs of the Ojibways," etc.

Imagination and Philosophy Combined

"There is much imagination and philosophy in

these old Ui\Q»r -Charles Alexander East-

man, author of "An Indian Boyhood," and many

articles on Indians.

An Air of Genius and Simplicity

"I find the poem, tho not on the ordinary line, very in-

teresting, and treating, as 'Hiawatha' did before it, a

strict air of genius, simplicity, and in its lack of rime,

and sometimes almost of meter, a very appropriate medium

for Indian legends. "--Sir- I^euis Morris, *T.P.

A Difficult Work Well Done

"It is a particularly interesting and valuable contribu-

tion to Indian literature. The translations seem to me

very well done. In a case where it must be extremely

dimcult to reproduce the spirit as well as the sense of the

origlnal.-'-Oeori/f^ L, Bayniond, L.H.D,, author of

"Poetry as a Representative Art," "Ballads of the

Revolution," etc.

Bring! a Real Whiff of the Forest

" The book is welcome in that It brings a whiff of the

forest and Its primitive inhabitants."—T/te Kit-Bay,

Fredericton, N. B.

Will be Prized by Folk-Lore Lovers

" This Is a book which will be prized by ethnologists, as

well as by lovers of a quaint and Interesting folk-lore."—

The Advance, Chicago.

Among the Season's Best Books

"Among the most interesting books of the season out-

j
Hide of the realm of m'wur-Mihvaukee Sentinel.

Worthy a Place Next to ** Hiawatha
"

"It is worthy of a place next to 'Hiawatha' on the

library shelf." -T/if- KveHhuj Vost, Chicago.

A Treasure of Folk-Lore

"Lovers of folk-lore and students of our own Indian

legends in particular will find a treasure In this book.

Apart from Its interest as a contribution to our knowledge

of Indian folk-lore, this book dest^rves notice for the

genuine poetic value of the stories it contains."-JIfail

awl Express, New York.

AN INSPIRATION TO THE ART OF THE FUTURE

- The wealth of the story and of song hidden among the native Americans is the heritage

of the continent. . . . While the ethnologist will nmke his si>ecial use of this lore, t^es^^^^^^

taneous utterances will find a wider field as an inspiration to the art

^^\^J^;^
will live again as themes for the American poet, painter, and composer. -AlU ii m hi. f/

IZn Fletcher, ethnologist and author of ^^ Indian Story and Song from North America.

Tributes of Praise from the Press

- Nothing more fascinating has come out of bookhind this season than ' Kiilnskap.; It ia

the most novel book of the season, and one of the most entertaining Its appe^vl is universaK

aXn will like it; so will grown men and women. It is destined to become one of

the classics of the land.*'—The Cleveland Leader.

Invaluable Contribution to Literature

**It iB Invalnable both from a literary point of view and

RB an important contribution to the very small library of

American aboriginal folk-lore. The quaint charm of the

work as a whole can not be appreciated without careful

^^^^^.^Xy-Washinyton Times,

Will be a Revelation to Most Readers

^' Few have even suspected the existence of these mar-

velous myths, legends, and songs, and of these few hardly

nnv had the requisite knowledge, time, and ability to put

them jn proper form, as the authors of this book have

{XoiiQy—Toledo Blade,

••Dainty in its Woodsy Freshness"

*' The story of the attack of thersquirrels on Lappllat-

wan, the tree fungus, and its defense by the united army

of wasps, flies, mosquitoes, and midges, is really damty m

Its woodsy freshness; and we may say the same of the

fellowship of the scarlet tanager and the red autumn leaf.

These treasures, just saved from utter loss, perlshmg

among the Indians of Maine and the Canadian coasts, m-

clicate what a wealth of story and legend once gathered

about our Eastern hills and rivers. It has the same beauty

as the Norse myths, only it belongs to a vanishmg people,

whose tenderer and more poetic genius our scholars have

even hardly suspected."-T/ie Independent, New \ork.

A Book of Engfrossingf Interest

» Too much praise can not be accorded to Mr. Leland

for his services in rescuing from too nearly complete

oblivion the legends of the American Indians. 1 he Add

is most rich, and of an engrossing interest. -2/ie

Brooklyn Times,

A Fresh, Delightful Work

" No end of other quaint and suggestive things could be

cited from the volume. But the reader must hunt them

out himself; approaching the book with the assurance

that it is not a scientiflc dissertation, but a frc^h and

delightful piece of literature.--T/ie Standard, Chicago.

Close Fidelity to the Originals

"Lovers of fine literature will be truly grateful to the

author for this splendid translation, which In quality

i Z.\^\r^^\ creation " — The Standard
}il)])roaches an original creauon.

Union, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Resembles ••Hiawatha" in its Charm

-All the readers of the book note at once the remark-

able resemblance in artistic motive and form, as well as

in ethical spirit, to Longfellow's 'Hiawatha. -The

Grand Bapids Herald.
Then they brought an enormous pipe

Full of the strongest tobacco;

Tllmiralinq the h(/(r»d of " IIo^u

Kfdoskap Fouf/ht the (riant Sorcerers

at JSaco.



This waR a Flio-bcar. slia^riry, ^'rcat and sUont; as oxen twani,

Slu' Kt'i/x'd the Uul and bore him off.

Frow the Uuiuil of ''Th< lAtlh llmi Khluapim^ Ml '/'« ^>^«''-

A FEW LINES FROM 'THE SCARLET

TANACER AND THE LEAF"

''In the earlient time on the «;reatest mountain

Lived merry Mii)is, the Little Leaf;

When spring is coming and sunlight is shining

lie elimhs a tree, and there, all summer,

Dressed in green lu- nx'ks in the branches,

Listens all day to the birds and the l)r('eze8.

And goes to slee^) to the scmg of the owl.

" When fall is coming and days are shorter

iMipis dresses liimsclf in scarlet;

(Jlad and gay in the Indian Summer;

I?ut as the inghts grow cold and longer.

He ])ut8 on a coat of brow n or yellow,

Curls himself up like a bear for winter.

Lets go lUB hold and falls to the ground;

There he sleeps all under the snowdrift

Till h<' hears in the s]>ring the blue-bird calling,

And the stream lighting its enemy ice-

Carrying proudly in pieces as prisoners

The foe which kept it a frozen cai)tive,

All the w inter under its wigwam.

Then little Mlpis, the Leaf, awaking.

Dresses in green and climbs in the sunshine,

rp through a tree, and ui>on the branches,

Lives as he did the summer before/'

The American Indian's ** King Arthur's

Round Table," ••Robin Hood." and
•• The Arabian Nights

"

"This is an exceedingly interesting book. It is

IheAmerican Indian's Mving Arthurs Round Table,'

^Kobin Hood,' and 'The Arabian Nights.' I am

glad that Mr. 'Lo' has found someone to put his

l.-L^ends in lasthig form." - I>"W Hvavil, the

enunent artist.

Hearty Appreciation from

Other Eminent Critics

A Work of Interest to Literature,

History. Archeology

''It is a work of nuich interest, alike to literature,

history, and archeology, and is a worthy autumn

fruit of the active and useful life of that gifted

writer.'^—yl//Vcr/ Austin , Poet Laureate.

Legends Told with Loyalty to the Indians

'''Kuloskap' comes to me (luite like an old

friend, for I recognize him instantly as the ulUr

erfjo of the Ojilnvay Nanabozho, and 1 am delighted

to see him set forth with such loyalty to the Indian's

ru«'''ed but poetic nnmner of telling about his

favorite demi-god." - /''iWf >'*VA- U. Burton,

composer of ''Hiawatha Cantata,^^ translator ol

'* The Songs of the Ojibways,'' etc.

Imagination and Philosophy Combined

''There is much imagination and ])hilos()phy in

these old tales.^^-C7*^/*-/rs Alvxamht- Kast-

iHrtw, author of ''An Indian Boyhood,'^ mid many

•irticle." on Indians.

An Air of Genius and Simplicity

'1 llnd the poem, tho not on the ordinary line, very in-

teresting, and treating, as 'Hiawatha^ did before it, a

strict air of genius, simplicity, and in its lack of rune,

and sometimes almost of meter, a very appropriate meduim

for Indian legends.'^-.SM- Lewis 3lovvis, J.J*.

A Difficult Work Well Done

"It is a particularly hiteresting and valuable c(mtribu-

ticm to Indian literature. The translati(ms seem to me

very well done. In a case where it nmst be extremely

dilVicult to reproduce the spirit as well as the sense of the

ori<dnal.-^- ^'''Oi'f/'' />• nuirnunul, />.//./>., author of

"I'oetry as a Representative Art,'' '"Ballads of the

Revolution,'' etc.

Brings a Real Whiff of the Forest

"The book is welcome in that it brings a w hi IT of the

forest and its inindtive inhabitants.

Fredericton, N. H.

The Kit' liny,

Will be Prized by Folk-Lore Lovers

"This is a book which will be prized by ethnologist s,^as

well as by lovers of a (piaint and interesting folk-lore.'^—

Thr Affvanrv, C'hicago.

Among the Season's Best Books

"Amoni: the most interesting books of the season out-

Hide of the realm of Uction." -Jli7ir«ii/^f'e S^ntinrl.

AN INSPIRATION TO THE ART OF THE FUTURE

-The wealth of the story ami of song hi<hkMi among the native Anierieans is the heritage

of the eontinent. . . . While the ethnologist will nmke his special use of this lore, thes.^ s,>o,.

taneous utterances will fnul a wider liehl as an inspiration to the art <>

^;: !; -; ^
^^^

will live again as themes for the AnuMhan poet, painter, and composer, -.l/ir OuMiOif/

Trim f'/Wr/u-r, ethn<dogist and author .i - Itulian Story and Song iron, North Ann^Mca.

Tributes of Praise from the Press

-Nothing more fascinating has come out of hookland tliis season than • Knlnskap" It i«

the most novel book of the season, and one of the most entertaining Its app^'^l •- tnnversaL

Children will like it; so will ^nown met. attd women. It is destined to bccon.e one of

the classics of the land.' —The Cleveland Leader.

Worthy a Place Next to ** Hiawatha
'*

''It is worthy of ii place next to Mliawatlia' on the

lilM-ary shelf.'' -T/*'' i:reninif /*o.s7, Chiea-jo.

A Treasure of Folk-Lore

"Lovers of folk-lore aiul students of our own liMliaii

legends in particular will find a treasure in iliis lu.ok.

Apart fron\ its interest as a contrihution to «.iir kn..uled«:e

of Indian folk-lore, thin hook deservs nc.tice for the

^'eniiine poetic value of the stories it contaitis."- J/<*a

ami Express, New York.

Invaluable Contribution to Literature

''It iH invaluahle hoth from a literary point of view and

•IS an important contrihuticm to the very small lihrary of

American ahoriginal folk-lore. The (luaint charm of the

work as a whole can not he appreciated without careful

perusal.''- Washin{tton Times,

Will be a Revelation to Most Readers

"Few have even suspected the existx'nce of these mar-

velous myths, legends, and songs, and of these few hardly

•inv had the requisite knowledge, time, and abdity to put

'them ,in proper form, as the authors of this hook have

iXo\w:'—Toli'(lo Blade,

••Dainty in its Woodsy Freshness"

''The story of the attack of thcrscpiirrels on Lai)pilat-

wan, the tree fungus, and its defense by the united arniy

of wasps, tries, mos(iuitoes, and midges, is really dainty in

its woodsy freshness; and we may say the same of the

fellowship of the scarlet tanager and the red autumn leaf.

These treasures, just saved from utter loss, perishing

•vnum- the Indians of Maine and the Canadian coasts, in-

ilicatc^what a wealth of story and legend once gathered

about our Eastern hills and rivers. It has the sam(3 beauty

US the Norse myths, only it belongs to a vanishing people,

whose tenderer and more poetic genius our scholars have

even hardly suspected. "-T/if. Independent, New ^ ork.

A Book of Engrossing Interest

-Too much praise cannot be accorded to Mr. Leland

for his services in rescuing from t()0 nearly c^mi>^eU|

oblivion the legends of th. American Indians. 1
he h

(
d

is most rich, and of an engrossing interest. -2 He

Broohlyn Times,

A Fresh, Delightful Work

" No end of other quaint and suggestive things could be

cited from the volume. Ihit the reader must hunt them

out himself; approaching the book with the assurance

that it is not a scientillc dissertation, but a fresli and

delightful piece of literature."-27.C Standard, Chicago.

Close Fidelity to the Originals

"lovers of fine literature will be truly grateful to the

author for this splendid translaticm, which in (,ual.ty

approaches an original creation." _ T/.. Standard

Union, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Resembles •'Hiawatha" in its Charm

- All the readers of the book note at once the remark-

able resemblance in artistic motive and f<>nn, an well as

in ethical spirit, to Longfellow's ^Hiawatha. The

Grand liapids Herald.
Then ihry bn.ULrht an enormous jupe

Full of the strongest tobacco;

Wiislraiinq thf hqntd of ''How

h'x/nshin FoiKjht 111' (.)<iii( Soicfrerx

at Sacu.

Retake Preceding Frame



The beaver seized his friend
And drew him 'ueath tiie stream.

Jllufitraiing the legend entitled ''Wizard Warfare.''

A Verse from the Le|(end of " How Kuloskap
Named the Animals and Discovered that

Man was the Lord of Them All
"

Now at that time, Mi'ko,

The squirrel, was as great,

Or, some say, far more great

Than even the Northern Bear;

So the Lord Kulosl^ap

Took Mi'ko 'neath liis hands.

And softly smoothed him down;

And as ho felt the touch

Mi'ko grew less and less.

And dwindled until he

Was what we see him now.

IIowl)eit in latter (hiys,

Mi'ko was Kul68kap'8 dog.

And, when tjje master willed,

lie oft grew large again

Touched by the Master's hand,

And sknv his fiercest foes.

But, being asked what he

Would do if chased by man,

Mi'ko at once exclaimed

:

" I would climb up a tree

As fast as legs could run."

''Well answered/' said the Lord,

"And therefore, I ordain

That from this day heuccforth

Thou and thy kind at large

Shall ever dwell in trees."

Reproduces the Real Indian Rhythm
"'Kul68kap, the Master' is charming. The

measures, adopted by the authors, enable the
reader to give as nearly as may be each line

the lilt or trip that characterizes Indian recitals."

— navi€i Boyle, curator. Provincial Museum,
Toronto, Canada.

More Words
of Hig'h Praise

Of Great Hbtoric&l Value
•

''It is the effort of Mr. Leland and his coad-
jutor to give us translations which shall give as
nearly as possible the language, the meter, and
the spirit of the epics. It is a work of great
scientific and historical value as well as a literary

monument."—T/ie Philadelphia Inquirer,

Wonder Tales of the Red Men
" It is authoritative, and reflects the childhood

dreams, myths, and wonder tales of the various
Algonkin tribes with photographic verity." —
The Arena,

Adds Human Charms to Nature
"Not in vain does he claim for these legends,

which he has saved from Lethe, that they add the
charm of human associations to scenes else but
empty land and sky."—TTie Book News, Phila.

Attractive to the General Reader
"The name of Charles Godfrey Leland and John Dyne-

ley Prince, as joint authors, guarantee the importance of
the collection to the student of folk-lore, but it has qual-
ities, too, which make it of rare attractiveness to the
general reader."—T/te Living Age, Boston.

The Most Subtle Poetic Touches
"There are strange and quaint conceits, a grim kind of

humor, and a philosophy not seldom fatalistic in these
transcriptions of the aboriginal mind. Occasionally, in

these folk songs and lyrics, there are subtle poetic touches
that would not shame the highest civilization. It must
take its i)lace upon the shelf of every student of ethnology
and of American antiquities."—JVorf/tf^rn Advocate.

Full of Beautiful Imagination

"These legends are full of beautiful imagination, quaint
philosophy, and simple and charming descriptions."—
The Presbyterian, Philadelphia.

A Veritable Indian Bible

" It is an Indian Bible, so far as the legends of creation
and a great flood are concerned. . . . There is a great deal
in the volume that must interest religious students, as well
as lovers of poetry and history. In fact, it is one of the
marked books of the season."— t/^wi«i/, Chicago.

Gives Insight into Algonkin Tribes
" They treat of love, war, and animate and inanimate

nature, thus giving much insight into the ideas and tradi-

tions of the Algonkin tribes."—T/ie San Prancisco
Chronicle.

A GRAND INDIAN POEM EMBODYING THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM gf tht ALGONKINS

"The legends collectively may be regarded as an epic, a grand Indian poem, embodying
the religious system of the Algonkins, their ideas of the Deity, of the creation of the world
and its inhabitants, both men and beasts, of the cosmic struggle between light and dark-
ness, between good and evil, between the gods and the devils, between Kul(')skap, the Master,
and Masulum, the spirit of evil."—r/ie Philadelphia Evening Telegraph,

RICH IN ENTERTAINMENT FOR THOSE WHO
APPRECIATE SPONTANEOUSLY BUBBLING HUMOR

*' There is certainly none that compare in intrinsic interest and value, or in

aptness of literary form with this work. ... It is rich in suggestion for the

student of early religions, in entertainment for those who appreciate siK)ntaneously

bubbling humor, and of stimulus to the student of psychological plienomena and

their implications "

—

The Watchman, Boston.

An Instructive Book
*'A very instructive collection of Algonkin folk talcp.""

—The American Uebretv,

A Fascinating and Important Work
" It is a fascinating book and a work of real impor-

tance.''—TJie Chicago Daily News,

Useful and Entertaining

"To the student of legend and primeval rime, the

book will be, in all ways, useful. To the reader for

l)lea8ure, look it over; it's a departure from the

ordinary and the (luaintness of the verse will appeal

to you.""— American Illustrator and Home
Education, Scranton, Pa.

Its Authors Men of Foremost Ability

*' The translators are men of foremost ability in the

world of letters, and their work in this field is worthy

of the most serious consideration. Charles Godfrey

Leland, as editor, author, and scholar, has an

acknowledged place among the foremost American

writers, and John Dyneley Prince is a professor of

languages in Columbia University, and author of

various articles on Algonkin dialects.""

—

The Herald
and Presbyter, Cincinnati.

Many Interesting Animal Stories

" Many of the stories deal with animals, the loon,

the beaver, the sable, the whale, the mythical wind

eagle, Mikchik, the turtle, and Aklibtmo, the giant

bull frog figuring in most interesting advehtures."

—

The Detroit Evening Netvs,

Its Double Claim to Popularity

"It is both an 'Indian' and an 'animal book,' and

accordingly has a double claim to popularity.''—

The Pittsburg Gazette,

Author's Name, Sufficient Indorsement
" To say that Charles Godfrey Leland is the prin-

cipal author is to commend the book unreservedly."

—The Bookseller, Newsdealer and Stationer,

Important Folk-Lore Information

''The book is an acceptable presentation of impor-

tant folk-lore matter."—T/ie Booklover, New York.

Includes a Wide Circle of Interests

"The subjects include the whole circuit of savage

interests."—T/ie Boston Evening Transcript.

She seized and drank it dry
All without giving heed

As to what hand had held

The cool, refreshing draught.

Illustrating the legend ''The Dance of Old Age.''

I



*' So raising up a heavy stone, lie laid them safe beneath.
And there they lie unto this day all full of mystic power."-

Illudratuifj the kf/end of ''P'lmla or Air-Demon.^''

Valuable and Scholarly Annotations

^* I have been much pleased, not only with

the form given to the legends, but esiMJcially

with the thorough and scholarly annotations

which add so greatly to its interest and

value."*' — William francia Gunony,
^h,J>,, Prof, of Botany, Smith College.

Typographical
and Artistic

Merits cf*/^^Book
Great care has been exer-

cised to bring out these

beautiful stories in tasteful

and appropriate form.

Tbe book is Profusely Illustrated with text illustrations, initials, etc., by F. Berkeley

Smith, ten tracings by Mr. Leland after Indian birch-bark designs, specially printed on paper

closely simulating actual birch-bark, and a striking frontispiece in colors by Edwin Willard

Deming, the celebrated Indian artist.

The Cover Design in gold, brown, and black is handsome, and the Paper is of extra

heavy quality with wide margins, rubricated title page, etc.

The b(X)k contains an instructive Introduction by Mr. Prince, an Appendix full of

valuable information about the Indi ms, and a Glossary of Indian words.

THE TYPOGRAPHY COMMENDED
Sir Lewis Morris : '' The way in which the

voliimc is jnoduced seems to me to do jijreat credit

to the publishers."

American Illustrator and Uofne Educa~
tion, Scrmiton, Pa.: ''The book is attractively

bound. Neat, all through."

Chicago JEveniny Post: ''The book itself is

beautiful."

The Christian Observer, Louisville : "A very

handsome volume.""

The Milwaukee Jotirnal: "The illustrations

are many and striking. The head and tjiil-pieces and

the ornamental letters are artistic and appropriate."

The Arena, New York : "Typographically it is a

ftui)erb work."

The living Age, Boston : "The illustrations —
original, by F. Berkeley Smith, or traced after Indian

designs by Mr. Leland himself— increase both its

popular and its scientific interest."

The Mirror, St. Louis: "The volume is neatly

bound and finely illustrated."

Cleveland Plaindealer : "The book is hand-
somely made."

The Christian Advocate, New York :
" The

characteristic tracings, after Indian birch-bark de-

signs, are suitable and satisfactory."

12mo, Cloth, 359 pp.9 Ornamental Covers, Illustrated, $2.00, net; by Mail, $2.17

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York and London



'^ So raitiiii^ up a ln'avy ntoiir, lie laid llu'in safe beneath.
And there they lie unto this day all full of mystic power."

IlluMnitihij the Itfjtnd of'P'mnia or Air-Demon^

Valuable and Scholarly Annotations

'' I have l)een much pleased, not only with

the form jriven to the legends, but especially

with the thoron«;h and scholarly annotations

whicli add so greatly to its interest and

value.''' — Williani Francift iianon{ff
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and appropriate form.
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RANGER FINDS RELICS OF PREHISTROIC RACE

hi„l,l!,^!!-i**'A"^?.*^"'^.™«"** "^ » prehistoric race of

,ttJri !i
•"'*

L'"'"*"'^''^
*•""' S'-«»' dams and irrigated

were f„„nH k"
p''^ »«»thwestern corner of New Mexicowere found by Ranger Don S. Sulivin of the Peloncilloand Animas district of the Chiricahu. forest, who reported

Hi« r^nn?l'' ^l '''^ /""^^''"y headquarters here today.

o^ogicTAlo'cttLr
'""'""'^^ totheAn^ericanArchal

f,»,/,ZT^
"^"''"^ which showed the Dinoceros and the

of ril .b'""" "^"u
^*'?"** "^""^^ «n a crude paper madeot reeds and on walls of caves.

wer.^.tT'"-^""'.''^"
^ePO'ted he believed the seltlemeniswere the original dwellings of the Aztec tribe.

SKecvvtflin5)u.\V ^e.Vv*^^>-

r
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LITTLE STORIES OF EARLY
DAYS IN WOODLAKE LAND

I — — — ••^•#

t

The Wuksaches returned to their escape and hid in some gooseberry

beloved Chahadu where they lived in !
bushes east of the cabin.

peace for many years. The myster-

ious chiefton with his beautiful girl

dissapeared as suddenly as he had
come. The Indians still believe their

The Indians sought out the trem-
bling Childers, who thought his

time had come too, and assured him
they meant to do him no harm but

benefactor never died, but some- [wanted him to help them carry the

where in a secret cave on Pow-dow
Lumt^w (Cactus Mountain) he is

dead chief down to the ranchera
which was located on what is known

sleeping in a half slumber and isjas the Hunt Ranch on the knoll .i

watching over the prosperity and
j

where the barn stands. This Childer

happiness of his chosen people. And gladly did, and I am told the Indians

when a boy I knew an old Indian offered to pay him 20.00 for his ser-

named Kilmatchet who had an ugly vices, which he refused, but the next

scar on his left shoulder which he morning Childers was gone. Word

said came from a wound received in o^ the tragedy came to Slick rock

this war, and which he used to exh- (now Auckland) and my father, his

ibit with much pride, but as his 1
brother Orlando, and two other sons \\

knowledge of English was very lim- \
came up to Chadadu and buried the

j

ited little information could be ob- 1
deceased Breckenridge on the little

j

tained from him. I ^^^^J,^^,^^ ^5 ^^ ^.^^j^
.^""^v.^^ v!lfthe first to be buried in the little

''

cemetery where now sleep so many ofIn the year 1866 a calamity came
into the peaceful lives of the In-

dians thru no fault of theirs. J. H.

Harrel of Visalia had secured a hold

in the valley and had driven cattle

there to pasture for the summer. He
had worked with a man named J.

B. Breckenridge. With HarreVs

family lived a sister-in-law, Eliza-

beth Bacon, a coquettish young lady

somewhat Inclined to flirtation, and

lit was probably a careless remark of

this young lady that cost Brecken-

ridge his life. As the family were

leaving in the fall Miss Bacon re-

marked to Breckenridge, " I am af-

aid of these Indians. If you don't

drive them away I won't come back

I

here next year."

A few days later Breckenridge

.the pioneers of the mountain dis-

[trict.

After this incident, the Chieftain-

ship fell to John, the eldest son of

Cho-o-poe, but he soon died, and it

fell to the third son, Eshom Bill. An
Indian of more than ordinary intelli-

gence with wonderful executive ab-

ility and a splendid physique, Bill

was the Chief of Chieftons. None
|

dared question his authority and in

justice to the memory of the depart-

ed Wuksachfi let it be said that they

were ever loyal to their beloved Chief

I have seen the whole village in

turmoil from over-drinking when one

stem order from Bill and all would

be silent as the tomb.

After the Breckenridge incident,

came upon the old Chief. Gho-o-poe
. ^^^ valley fell into the hands of aman

peacefully picking up acorns under
| ^^^^^^^ ggj^^j^^ ^j^^ gg^jj^s ^q j^a^^ done

an oak tree in the south end of the Uj^^j^
^j^^^p^ ^Q j^jj^i^jt it ^ith his

valley on what is now known as the
j^^^j^e. How much better 'twould

Pelton field. He fell upon the old

Chief and beat him unmercifully

and ordered him to get out of the

valley and stay out.

That evening about dusk there

appeared at the door of Brecken-

ridge's cabin which was located in

the north end of the valley known

as the Hart Ranch, the old Chief

with three stalwart sons and a few

other Indians. John, the eldest son,

stepped in the door way and dem-

anded to know of Breckenridge why

he had beaten his old father. Breck-

enridge then saw Cho-o-poe behind

have been if the valley had retained

its original pleasant sounding name
of Chahadu.

^""^ORIGINAL SETTLERS
The Original settlers of Eshoxg^V^

ley were Harts, Osboms, EovemsTffie

Hills, Mores and Quthreys. These

people were kind to the Indians and!

Bill took his little band and moved to

the West side of the valley on the lit-

tle hill opposite the Hunt Lane. Dur-

ing this tim Bill worked a great deal

for my father at Cedar Spring Mill

and the two became fast friends from

which souce came most of this in-

his son, and thinking to scare the formation.

Indians away, grabbd his gun andi After a few years Bill saw fit to

shot the old chief dead. John then disperse his little band and moved a

[shot Breckenridge with his six

shooter wounding him in the side.

The Indians then all fell upon him

and beat him to death with .clubs.

Another man named Childers was in

the cabin with Breckenridge when

the Indians came but had made his

mile or so West into the wilderness

hew out a new home. Here, Eshoi

Bill, th last reigning Chief of thi

Wuksaches, lived a long and usefi

liffeT^fiS^fionest and truthful, and h(

died honored and respected by Red^

and White men alike about 1905.

vvooclake:. cal. hcho

LmlE STORIES OF EARLY I

DAYS IN WOODLAKE LAND
1 —»——«—f— "1 iMjii Ml •••

•V» v\
^f'^

^

This is the first of our mew series ]
the swamps along the river forty

which this time is to be ^articles o^4 years ago. As these birds flew
the early history of our valley and |

from tree to tree they were contin-
our state. This article is written ! ually screeching Ka*wee-ah! Ka-
for your benefit by Bert Barton, one jwee-ah! The bird is now extinct
of the early settlers in the Wood- A recent survey by the writer al-

lake section who will from time toong the banks of Dry Creek and in
time contribute other stores for

|

and around Eshom Valley located
your information and pleasure. | ancient villages and burying ground
LEGENDS OF WURSACHE, OR
... THE STORT OF CHAWaDU ....

Eshom is a pretty little vale in;

indicates that the Wuksaches at
one time must have numbered at
countless thousands. The granite'

the Tulare ....Sierras ....where ....wild rocks along the banks of streams an
flowers bloom in endless ..profusion around the springs are literally pep-
on its bosom and tall stately pirj^^s ! pered with mortars in which the
cast their shadows on its rim Indians ground their acorns which
....Chahadu is the Indian name ..for they used for food. Occasionally
Eshom Valley and means Land .. of
Clover or where Clover ..grows ..the

year round Cliahadu was .Jiead-

quarters for the once powefrful tribe

of Wuksache Indians whose domain
extended over the mountain district

from the north bank of the Kaweah
' River to the South ba^ of the big

a pestle will be found placed up-
right in the mortar where it had
been last used by the Indian—a sad
commentary to the departed Wuk-
sache. Their villages are to be found
from a quarter to a half but never
more than a mile apart from the

mouth of Dry Creek to its source.

Kings river. .. It was also the place
where was held their regular 52 year
orgies for all of the central Califor-

nia Indians from Tehachipi to the
Stockton county. This was an oc-
casiona of great festivals that
lasted for a week and the Indians in

dulged in all manner of sports and
wierd dancing, a detailed description

of which would be too long to be in-

serted here. The last of these or-

gies was held at Chahadu in 1890.

The next date would have been 1922
but so few Indians were left that it

was not thought worth while. So
Chahadu was a far-famed and much
coveted prize of the Aboriganees of

the West. Here resided the high
Chief, Cho-o-poe, chief of the Wus-
aches. Each village or tribe had its

separate tribal name and sub-chief, was dressed in buckskin and lead-

but all were subordinate to the High
Chief, Cho-o-poe. As (for instance,

to the south the ailed tribes were
the Witchchunmes and the Wukch-

Were Powerful Tribe
The Monaches were a powerfi^*

tribe living over the mountains to

the east and north of Kings river.

About the year 1830, the Monache
crossed over the mountains and but
on a war against the Wuksaches in

an effort to capture Chahadu. A
fierce battle was fought on the east

side of the valley that lasted several

days, but the Monaches were victor-

ious and succeeded in driving the

Wuksaches from the valley. They
retreated down Dry Creek and en-

lifeted the support of the neighbor-

ing tribes to the South.

About this time, so the story goes

a mysterious stranger appeared. He
was not an Indian but talked the

Wuksache language perfectly. He

ing by the hand his beautiful yoimg

daughter, Cloverblossom. He called

a council of the chiefs, and told

them that if they would giye him
umnes; to the West the Too-Shawahs command and their warriors wer^
(Too-8hawahs means Ash Spring),

and the North, the Koshwills.

Named For Sounds
A custom of the Indians^as to

name their home, a river or their tribe

by sound made by some animal or

bird that was most numerous in

that particular locality, as, for in-

stance, Kaweah River means Crow
river, and was named from a specie

of crow that was very numerous in

brave men and fought well, he lead

them in triumph over the Monaches
and recapture Chadadu. This was
agreed to and the hated Monaches
were driven from the valley. The
Wuksache pursued and the last dec-

ision battle was fought a few miles

north and east of the Big Meadow.*;

where the Monaches were well nigh

exterminated.
Continued Next Week
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Judge to Decide

Status of Chico
>^ >»»•

**>»»>-

, , Indian Village

'following ai hearing yesterday
afternoon in superior court at Oro-
ville, disposition of the Chico In-
dian village pi^operty was placed in
the hands of Superior Judge Harry
Deirup today. ,

Appearing in behalf of the In-
dians, Attorney Liking from United
States Attorney H. H. McPike*s of-
fice in San Francisco contended
the property was in trust and
shptUd go to sime trustee.
He argued that deeds executed by

Mrs. Anni4' E. K. Bidwell to the
Board of Home Missions of the
Presbyterian church and later re-
turned to the estate executor, the
Wells Fargo Union Bank & Trust
company, constitute the trust.

J. D. Peters of Chico and Attor-
ney Falconer of San Francisco, ap-
pearing in behalf of the executor,
explained that while the executor
did not dispute the Indians' right
to the vUlage, they felt the bank
should get some return for thou-
sands of dollars paid out in taxes
on the property. They told of a
compromise made by the executor,
wherein it was suggested that the
government pay 'approximately
$4000 fo^.the village and ,the 43
acres, lyin^ jiist south of tf>e

Rahchbriia.
Liking expressed .the belief that

the compromise aipfi^ared.to b6 the
best solution for disposing of the
property. *

Frederick J. Rose appeared In be-
half of the Pi'esbyterian Board of
Home Missions.
The matter was submitted arid

an early ruling was anticipated
from Judge Deirup oii the validity
of the trust.

SASTTA PXTTLA, CAT,,. -

AViiVUV 4, iv:tf7 V
i^n Relics Are

Museum
United StatU^

hell

Statin •district YItnger
I

Earl BransK^yf the! Ojai district is

to complete jfie ptesentation of two
Ixidlan relics found in a cave back
of Wheeler Springs, to the mnsenin
in Veiitara.

„
V WhiW w<»^king on a fire Iffe^s^

back of Wheeler ^ot Springs some
??2Q^^ *«<>t Sra^son, with a crew of
men discovered an old cave. In the
cave, ybich was heavy wKli dust of
time Were foUnd an Indian basta
and* a board four feet long, an inc__
thick and six inches wide- On one
side of the cone pine wood board
groves had been cut,, the other was
rounded, like the old Indian fleshing
tools.

The basket, two feet high, lined
with natural asphaltum^ has already
been presented to the museum.

•I6M0P. CALfF.. REGISTER

I>£C£MB£K 10, 1936

-^ "*"^iiiT

i^ T^SUPEBVISOBS
Bid if H. P. Beatty for fumiiOi-j

ling an 85-iiorsepower Ford pickup
tor $403.45. net after allowance fori
fold pickup, was accepted by the flu-

j

[pervlsors Monday.
Old age pensions were allowed tol

sixteen a^igd^Indlans, reported fotr^J

le purpose by MS XicAf

<

\^mL '.,.... ^. .

--v-

Valentine F. Gorman was ap-
pointed by tlie Supervisors this week
8LS Justice of the Peace to succeed
Harry Piercy, deceased.

»*^j»* a-*^' „•.»'>«.
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-IIvDIAN ALICE"' AND HER BABY BASKET—Tiie baby and the basket are two <•.,-

tnes made by "Indian Alice" in Iho field day competition" held at Camp Curry h.st F>i-
day ixnd Satui-day. In accordance with a myotic Indian law it is the belief that 'if one will
set about making a basket far a baby, by the time the basket is completed, a task wliich
takes about a year, there will be a baby to fill it. However this niay be. here is a bal»v
basket made by "Indian Alice," here is the baby and inset is the haby'in the basket

M«^mKM%«.

Retake Preceding Frame
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FIFTIES
As Sketched by the Pen of

^^^rMAN HATHAWAY ROLFE
i

EDITED BY BBI/LE ROIiFE DOUGLASS
(Installm<ent Number Sixteen)

. . (Installment iNumber Seventeen) •

iNEVADA, CAUPORNIA,
October 21, 1857.|

To H. C. RoHe,

San Bernardino, California.

Dear Brother:

I hear that a furious war is rusin;^

among the Indians of this county.

Three were killed at San Juan Satur-

day and six or seven at Penn Valley^

on Friday. Indians all over the West

the Yuba suggests a check-up on the

names of the old '49 mining camps.

There is nothing left of Liar's Flat,

Moonshine Creek, Murphy's Luck or

Lousy Level. Jackass Ravine is still

considered a place of interest to

miners.

At Empii*o Ranch

Do you remember the Sundays at

Empire Ranch? That old hotel and

trading post? It was there the first

seem to be on a ramp«sc. In your; chickens brought across the plains

district the Yuas idid OMarioopas have . landed. The first brood of 16 little

declared war against each other. Emi-

grant trains arriving at Placerville re-

port a horrible massacre on tb^ Plains.

Six men and three wonren were mur-

dered a few miles East of Carson Val-

'

ley. A woman was shot through the

body and left for dead. She rallied

but is not expected to live. Most ev-

ery man in Carson Valley is willing to

join an expedition to exterminate the

Indians.

Unscrupulous white people are re-

.
sponsible many times for the trouble.

Recently an ox belonging to Indians

was poisoned and this enraged the

tribesmen so that they attacked a

band of immigrants, slaughtering ev-

ery one they could get hold of. Many

times innocent Indians are punished

for the depredations of others and it

is no wonder that they are vicious

and revengeful.

Late intelligence .from Honey Lake

I
Valley represents that the settlers on

that section are in imminent danger of

being overpowered. A request has

been esnt in to our Governor asking

for one hundred stand of arms and a

call on the citizens of California gen-

erally for assistance. The Governor

will send the arms and there is no

doubt that volunteers will offer serv-

ice, but meanwhile the settlers may be

-cut off before assistance can reach

them.

New Territory Proposed

You may have,noticed that meas-

ures have been taken to induce Con-
fj

gress to divide the Territory of Utah

and organize a Territorial Government

East of the Sierras. Commissioners

have been appointed to JProcure

through our Legislature the cession

of all this State's real or supposed

claims to the proposed section. The

^VTlite -population of that district is

from eight to twelve thousand. The

fertile valleys along the Eastern slope

is filling up with an agricultural group

and likely their interest will be ma-

terially advanced if set off from Utah.

|l hope they will succeed. There are

bout ten thousand Washoe Indians

anging about the mountains there

ho are warlike and dangerous.

For many years the Pah Utes pos-

essod the Carson Valley, but after a

eroe struggle were ousted by the

[Washoes who still claim part of the

^rHiory as their own.

flarly Nomenclature

A recent reference in one of our

apers to *'F!y-Blow Flat" down on

chicks and the owner sold four of the

roosters at $25 each. They also had

two cows and each Sunday made five

pails of milk punch. As many as fifty

or a hundred sat at the tables, mostly

French people. The tables under

the trees were made by placing two

16 foot boards on claret boxes. There

was also a shooting gallery, the

sportsman using their own revolvers.

*Tis said that about twenty baskets of

champagne, one hundred fifty boxes

of claret and many gallons of milk

were c^^nsumed weekly.

Our finances will soon be in good

form. Two rondo tables have been

installed in town and seem to "be do-

ing a .thriving business. Rondo does

not come under the ban of the law

as a banking game, although there is

a doubt in the minds of some. Be

that as it may, Seeley sent me a hand

bill last week announcing that a g^me

of rondo would be opened at the San

Juan Exchange Friday evening, the

entire proceeds to be used toward im-

proving the streets of their town and

the following 'classic' stanza by the

town "pote" was the main feature of

the announcement.

*'Roll the ball, the game is made!

Let Rondo be the cry.

For every time a bank is won,

Assists the streets to dry."

Seeley says he wouldn't be surprised

if they got a game of Rondo for a

church benefit next.

Good night.

TALLMAN.

Some local IndJ^o^^customs and

traditions are described in the

next installment of the '^Letters."

The growth of Blaize's saloon as

a social center is ajso mentioned.

i0^^^^^0^^»^t^*^ *M%^^*»»^»»^MM^M^»M^



White Father of the Church and His Indian Children.
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Bishor: Cantwell, in Full Pontifical Robes, with Cahuilla Indians.

This photograph was made yesterday by John S. McGroarty at San Jacinto^

BISHOP CANTWELL BACK

FROM JOURNEY

Makes First Trip to Far-Flung Indian

Camps; Confirms Old Yellow Sky,

Centenarian, Last Wild Man.

BY JOHN S, McGROARl Y.

Bishop John Cantwell returned to I bishop on his remarkable ^^^P'
"f^*

LOS Angeles lat. Vast ni.ht. a«er aa Jn^aB^^l'^^.ui^^^^^^

epoch-making journei^ through the - - •- - - ._.. ^^^ «« r^^**-

Indian country of Southern Califor-

nia which forms an important and

picturesque part of the historic dio-

cese of Monterey and Los Angeles.

know both that country and its peo-
ple well. . It is a beautiful country,

an44ts people are a wonderful peo*

pie. They are the only whole com-
munity of pure-blooded Indians left

in America. Everywhere else th«

The Bishop's travels carried him |,.ace shows white blood, but by some

over the trails blazed by Fray Junl- I strange fortune the Indians ofJ^o-

pero Serraandthe first Franciscan great mountain fastnesses ^«mr rise

missionary fathers, and he was greet-

ed there by the lineal descendants of

b«>tween the desert and thfe sei- in our

California of the South a^e still free

from the alien strain tl/tat is in all

the aborigines who were brought into
j
other Americana aboriginal or im-

the fold of the faith out of heathen ,
ported.

^,^,„ t^tt>ipc

darkness a century and a half ago. 1
^^^-^^^^^^.^"^

^'^"^^-h,^
He also wrote a chapter in history by The Indians gathered in tnree

administering the sacrament of con- 1 jpreai 'woiip* pf rendeKVOUS to ^«^t

firmation to old Yellow Sky. the last Bi«hoi> Cahtwell. and ^^^^\^^^;^
wild man of the Indian race in Call- quence he came face ^<>, ^*^® ^itn

fornia. and in doing so the biahop practically all of them who _are un-

may be «ffid to have completed the der his spiritual care. Besides thlji.

work begun by his predecessors in

the fateful year of 1769 when X:Jal-

Ifornia took its first steps on the

highroad to civlllxation.

I had the honor to accompany the

he liassed through the country

where his dusky charges Uve when
they are at home. Children with the

(CkAtiniied on Twelfth Page.

I

T'VguwNk*
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BISHOP ON WONDER TOUR.
Cantwell Greets Dusky Clans at Three

Great Rendezvous in Mountains.

(Continued from First Page.)

\

waters of baptism still wet upon their
little raven heads were held in their
mothers* arms to receive his blessing
and scores of men and women long
past the century mark of life knelt
[before him and bent their heads to
klss the Fisherman's ring on his
hand.
The places of rendezvous were at

El Cajon, Pala and San Jacinto,
around the camp fires of which were
spoken almost as many tongues as
were heard at the building cf Babel
Tower. It is said that twenty-four
nf the thirty-nine Indian languages
spoken in North America are spoken
in California.
To these rendezvous came the dusky

clans from many a far canyon deep
In the heart of giant hills into which
they have been hunted b the ever-
encroaching progress of the white
man. There were at El Cajon In-
dians from El Capitan Grande, from
the lonely Cannecbas, the wild, prim-
itive huts of Campo, from La Posta
and the sunny silences of Laguna in
the clefts of the Cuyamacas where
the feet of the stranger have never
been. They came to Pala from <he
secret places of the great Volcl^n
Mountain, from Rincon, the "hidden
'<5orner,'* and from the vast, star-
crowned heights of La Jolla. At San
Jacinto were the Sobobas and the
ancient septs of San Ignacio; there
were the few that are left at War-
ner's after the exile; and came also
then the Ka-wee-nas, the Big People,
whose herds still crowd the moun-
tain pastures that hang above the
desert.
Long and difficult were the trails

tv.at many of these people traveled to
fe '^et the bishop. They journeyed
patiently by day and lighted many an
evening fire in the hills to reach the
appointed meeting-places in response
tv the mysteriously-wrougt summons

of runners and signals that stlU leap
from one mountain-peak to another,
as in olden times, and quite as efll-
ciently as our modern "wireless" can
do it now.

THE INDIAN METROPOLIS.
Pala is the metropolis of the Indian

country. It has regular streets light-
ed by gas lamps on dark nights, and.
to make it more like a town, you will
hear the click of a typewriter thero
in the office of the agent. It is th«»
official residence of Domingo Moro.
chief of all the Indian police, who
has a uniform on the order of a Mex-
ican general.
The old mission at Pala was

thronged, and as the bishop entered
its gates the women threw their
serapes and shawls on the ground be-
fore him to make a pathway for his
feet. The bells of the campanile
rang out a musical welcome with th#»

same sweet clamor thta was theirs
100 years ago when they wer©
brought from Spain and hung in th<>
tiled tower b Fray Antonio Peyri of
San Luis Rey. And from that sam©
San Luis Re came now Fray Domln-
lo, the father superior of the mls-
sipn, and five other brown-robed
padres with him, to greet their new
spiritual chief.

It made one dream of what the
old times must have been to hear
Fray Antonio's bells and to see the
brown Franciscan friars And all
those dusky tribes cro\\fding the
ancient corridors and chanting the
deep music of the "Santo" under
gray rafters that the Indians had
borne on their backs from the far
summits of Palomar more than a
century ago.

It was a confirmation ceremony,
and the old altar was brilliant with
lighted candles that set the quaint
statues carved by long-dead Indian
artists outstanding In a very striking
panoply. And the tall, dark young
bishop, In hlg gorgeous vestments of

white and gold and purple, and his
golden shepherd's staft in his hands,
made a memorable figure as he con-
ducted the stately ritual and spoke
his affectionate greetings to the
people in that place where the tiles

of the floor were worn deep by the
feet of dusky generations of neo-
phytes long passed away from earth.

THE TAMING OF YELLOW SKY.
The largest concourse to greet the

bishop was assembled at El Cajon,
where a new church was dedicated
and a large number of Indians, old
and young, were confirmed. And It

was there that the final touch was
put upon the historic Christianizing
of old "Yellow Sky," the last of
the wild men.

According to the judgment of
many Indians, Yellow Sky is now
near the one hundred and thirtieth
year of his life. A few years ago he
was still a primitive man, living
alone In the mountains. Until then
he had never worn clothing, and
he has never yet worn shoes. He was
confirmed barefoot In the church
at El Cajon, his only garb, an ulster
overcoat reaching to his knees,
which someone presented to him
His hat, the only hat he has ever
worn, he made himself out of
platted grasses many a year ago.
When Padre Lapolnte, the beloved

missionary to the Indians, baptized
Yellow Sky two yea^rs ago, It was
necessary to delegate an Indian
whose name Is Ambroslo to learn his
tongue, for It was a tongue no man
could speak or understand. And this
remarkable feat was accomplished
by Ambrosk), who Instructed Yellow
Sky later In the elemental doctrines
of Christianity, and who stood as
his sponsor at the confirmation*
Thus, the long arm of the church
reached out for the last otf the
gentiles and drew him into tjhe fold.

I had the honor to present Yel*-

low Sky with a tin Of tobacco and
a corncob pipe with an amber stem
after the ceremony, and the people
threw enough sliver Into his grass
hat to buy him a new overcoat, ever
at present prices.
As at the other places, the church

at San Jacinto was totally Inado
quf|,te to accommodate the crowds.
The Sobobas, whose pasture landsr
once reached to San Luis Rey, and
who boast that they were the first

Indians detached from a mission to
accept Christianity, were there, and
a fine representation from the far^
away Cahullla also.

Bishop Cantwell was profoundly
Impressed with his experiences and
returned filled with admiration for
his Indian charges. He Is planning
many benefits for them and will
prove a strong friend to them In
the future. I look for better day?
for them now, and they have long
had need of better days.
The bishop supports three mission-

ary priests In the Indian country, as
well as a school at Bannlilg, where
there are at present 150 children, re-

C(«^iving a free Christian education.
The school will be enlarged soon, and
several new chapels will be erected
on the. reservations.
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idians soon gave up the dw

nllKW IrlDlArl UAU id hastened back to divide thel

RULED IN VALLEY ^^^ reaching Fort Independence

,« J"^ZSJLw«\
^

^^^ power to induce the officers to
(By Belle^blE^) .^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

Owens river and valley was^^^^^ ^^^ j^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^
named after Owens and the moun-.^ue river and ascertain if possible
Uin pass for Walker, of Fremont sj^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^
party. W. P. Bailey and W. A.^acrificed his own life that he
Greenly brought large ^ herds ofp^ig^jj^. g^^^ ^^^ ^^ p^p McGee. the
catUe to Round Valley. ^jan who had raised him from a

Bishop, for whom the town and^^tie child; and to recover if

[

creek were named, came in 'BlUggi^^jg ^^^^.j. Worses, wagon, out-
He and Col. Beale wer- from^^ ^^^ ^^^^^y r^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^

j Fort Tejon, and brought horses Lg^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^
I
and catUe from their ranges in^eii^^^ jj. ^^ ^^^ political reasons.

i
Tulare. ind that had he been a northerner

1 An enterprising chap by tee j^tead of a southerner, the escort
i name of Charley Putman kept a rouid have been furnished in-

1 little store at Independence, and t^^^^g^

furnished the few prospectors and ^^^j, remaining at the fort a
t catUemen with scanty supplies. ^jo^t time, they continued on to
Ij The winter of '61-'62 found the^eir home in Tulare county,
i: McGee boys with other stockmen -But." said I to Allie. having
f wintering at Lone Pine. On the.eard the story many times from
jc 6th of April, '62, occurred the,thers, **did they not take Charley
r first general fight with the In-,p q^ the Butte and bum him to

dians. Previous to that time in^ stake where his cries and the
s February '62 a man by ttie namej^joj. ^f j^^g burning flesh was ,bome
a of Taylor was killed by Indian^ y^^ ^^ 1^^ winds as you were
i at Benton, to the north. Soma^aking your run to the Fort?"
\» Indians were shot when

.
caughtji^o^ I never heard him speak after

t killing the white men's cattle^^ g^ve his horse to Pap, and I

a which brought on the trouble at .yg^ 3^^ j^^ ^^^j. ^le went down
i Lone Pine which resulted in th^g-jtin-; but >ears after I found
C wounding of Scott Broder, Tommjj^ In..:an carrying his gun; I took
1; Hubbard. Jim Harness and A. Van-f iionie with me. and I've got it

] Fleet, and the killing of manj^et."

11 Indians, men women and childrer j ng^gp asked him what he did

U by the whites. Knowing full wel^ith the Indian. That story, like

q that this slaughter would brin%g burning of Nigger Charley, had
about serious trouble, Jess Sum-gcome history, and I wasn't going

c mers, brother-in-law to the McGeej, gj^g i^^j^ ^ chance to dispel any
n boys and two other men, made %Qj.g illusions.

i', record run across the Sierras, and ^^out this Ume a woman and
brought back with them citizen^^. ^^^ ^^^.^ killed at Haiwee

b from Tulare and soldiers fromtg^^^jQ^g Many believed the crime

tl
J

Fort Tejon. The Indians were, y^^^ jj^^j^ committed by white

^
I

then followed up Owens Riveigj^^ ^^^ ^^^ Indians being in bad
s\ \ to where the town of Bishop nowy^j.

^^ ^^ charged to them, and
^ stands; from there a running- fight

; ^^y ^^^.^ ^^^ outnumbered by
was kept up into the mountains L^^^^g ^^^ citizens, they werej
west of Round Valley, a distance C^^ together like frightened
of about fifteen or twenty miles.Lp^ j^^^ women and children,
the Indian retreating, the whitest -^driven into Owens Lake^
following. Not until the Indians L^ ^^^ 3^^^ ^j. ^^^^ thrownf
were safely barricaded behind rocks T^ ^^ ^^ waves, strangling!

and trees did the whites realize T ^^ brackish water, thei
that they had been led into ambush, [.^g ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ huUeta.

t^ In their hasty retreat, Capt. May-
^^^^^ g^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^ always'

fr field (citizen) and one soldier were^^.^
^^^^ Indians. Allie ^LcGea

je kiUed, and several wounded. The^^^^^
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^

1^^ valley of Bishop creek Ls to-day a
^^ ^^^^ ^ ^j^ massacre,

ia^
valley of homes and schools anu L ^^^^g ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

eic happy children, a peaceful prosper-
^^^^ ^^^^ rogether, were

Th ous valley. In '61-'62-'63, it was I ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^,

a veritable batUe ground.
^^^ California, October. 1908.

N

\sra

Q 1 The bit of creek and moimtain

Q^i
side long accupied by the old grist-

]
mill, built by Joel H. SmiUi and

ind ^^^y Cashbaugh nearly sixty years

J ago, formerly a dainty bit of Swit-

.. i zerland scenery, was at one time

' the scene of a hide and see scurry
can
j^. 1 through brush and bramble hand to

A hand fight, where the snapping ofi

I a twig caused men's hearts to jump, •"

J then stand still while they waited

for the sting of the arrow they felt

sure would follow.

Alfalfa and grain and blossoming

orchards later covered the battle-

grounds with a mantle of forget-

fulness. There were trenches not

far from Bishop Creek where
""*'

brave men fought their last fight.

^^^ One of these, N. F. Ccott, Sheriff
°^

] of Esmeralda County, was killed

f^!^i while lighting his pipe. It is handed

down of him that he said, "if the

hathen Injin wouldn't give a man
toime to ate, slape, or drink nuthin

but the muddy wather they washe

their hathen fate in, be the powers,

he'd smoke." And he did. Thi

occurred the night of the Bisho

creek fight; the lighted match hel

to his pipe was a target not over

looked by the "hathen InJin,"

ambush.

In the various fights through th

^*Yi valley many men were more or les

. seriously wounded. Among the"

were Cage Pleasant, for who
Pleasant Valley was named;

toi5 G^^^^» Harrison, Talbot, Hanso

full i

^^^ many others. The-wounded were

Q^ J aU taken to Big Pine where Col.

Evans, U. S. A., was stationed with

a company of soldiers.

"You picked a man up from the

Texfii
irround in a running fight, ^and

smoh ^^"^®*^ ^^ away on your horse,

did you not?" I asked of Allie

McGee. "Well—yeik^I carried him

till they shot my hor^ under me."

•<What then?" "Well, Xcaught an-

(Continued on next \§LgeJ

V have traveled far since then.

discrepancies that may have

t in can be checked up by

ling W. A. Chalfant's book "The
jyr of Inyo." Mr. Chalfant

es history as is. He also was
p the story "first hand" by^

McGee.
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(dians soon gave up
od hastened back to
ich spoils of the day.
On reaching Fort Independence

Lllie McGee made every effort in
nia power to Induce the officers to
furnish him with an escort of sol-
diers, that he might go back up

orse Whose rider had-^een the river and ascertain if possible
shot, and carried the man T^.th».«r 6f the brave boy who had
camp, and when the boys got tired
of fighting and came in, I had
supper ready for them. You see a
man gets just as hungry shooting
Indians as he does driving cattle."

It takes the friends of AUie Mc-
Gee to tell of his coolness and

sacrificed his own life that he!
might save that of Pap McGee, the
man who had raised him from al
little chUd; and to recover If I

possible their horses, wagon, out-
fit and money. The escort was re-
fused him, and to the end Allie

courage. He saw nothing remark- belived it was for political reasons
able in a man frying bacon and ' and that had he been a northerner
boiling coffee with arrows flying instead of a southerner, the escort
about his head, and bullets disar-
ranging his campfire.

July '63, the Indians were taken
to the Tule River Reservation. But
being human, though Indians, they
longed for the home of their fore-
fathers and returned after a few
months to the valley of Owens
river.

Allie McGee, his father, mother,
sister, her husband Jesse Summers
and "Nigger" Charley, a boy Pap
McGee had raised, and brought
with him from Texas, left Aurora

would have been furnished in-
stanter.

After remaining at the fort a I

short time, they continued on to
I

their home in Tulare county.
"But." said I to Allie, having

iieard the story many times from
others, **did they not take Charley
up on the Butte and bum him to
a stake where his cries and the
odor of his burning flesh was ,bome
to you on the winds as you were
making your run to the Port?"
*'No, I never heard him speak after

for their home in Visalia. On their he gave his horse to Pap, and I
arrival at Big Pine March 7, '63,

they found the body of a victim
of the Indians. But Pap and his
boys had lived too Jong on the
xexas frontier to know the mean-
ing of the word fear, so making
Lght of the warning they continued
on their way.

Their first warning of danger
came when they were preparing a
noon-day lunch at the foot of what
13 now known as Charley's Butte.

All of a sudden, as if touched off

by wire, from all a^.»out tiiem in

the Black Rocks, and low lulls of
Fish Springs, there shot into the
air more than a hundred thin gray
wreaths of curling smoke. They
are the redmen's signal fires the

njyer saw him after he went down
ightinj; but years after I found
^a In..:an carrying his gim; I took
.t home with me, and I've got it

yet."

I never asked him what he did
with the Indian. That story, like

the burning of Nigger Charley, had
become history, and I wasn't going
to give him a chance to dispel any
^ore illusions.

About this time a woman and
her son were killed at Haiwee
Meadows. Many believed the crime
to have been committed by white
men, but the Indians being in bad
favor it was charged to them, and
as they were now outnumbered by
soldiers and citizens, they werej

sheep, men, women and children,
were - driven into Owens
When they swam or were thrown^

world over, and it would be hard
[
headed together like frightened

to find a frontiersman in his right
mind who would disregard them.

Before their hasty preparations - ^
were more than begun, the war-cry [/ashore by the waves, strangl

I

of the Piute was in their ears, and! with t}ie brackish water, thei]

I

his bullets and arrows were scat- [bodies were riddled with bullets,

tering to the four * winds their to make sure they would always^!

frightened horses. AUie McGee, remain good Indians. Allie McGeei

!

Jesse Stunmers and Nigger Charley • wished to go on record as having
were on horseback. They inmied- taken no part in this massacre.
lately headed the loose horses,

eighteen of them, toward the river.

Then the heavy horses drawing the

wagon with Pap and Grandma Mc-
Gee, Mrs. Jesse Summers, and their

outfit was driven into what seemed
a shallow ford. The horses dropped
into swimming water and were
carried by the swift current some
distance down river where they
came ashore in mud and tules so

thinck they could not be go^cen

out. The river and banks and hills

were aswarm with Indians. There
was no time to lose. Allie rode

up to the wagon and lifted his

mother to the saddle in front of

him; Jesse Summers did the same

I

for his wife. Then it was that

Nigger Charley proved himself a
hero. Loosing the lariat from the

horn of his saddle he slipped to the

ground and assisted Pap McGee t

moimt his horse, "Take him Pap,

[and I'll catch another." They wer
his last words. When the frlghtene

I

horses came swinging past him th

great loop of the lariat shot ou

I
swift as the bullet from a Win-
chester. For the space of a secon

it swung big and round over the

frightened horses, then rested fo

a second on the head and should-

ers of his favorite cow-pony. The
little horse ducked his head and
swimg to the right, the big loop

fell in the dust at his feet, Charley
gave it a quick jerk, hoping to

catch him by the feet as he had
done in the past, times without

number, but the loop tightened, and
came back to him with a sagebrush
torn from the earth, pungent ondj

full of dust from the scurrying fee

of the terrified horses.

( It was a throw for life, and ho
had missed, though considered one
of the most expert "ropers" on the
Texas plains. Allie. with empty
smoking six-shooter in hand, headed
the horses back his way to give
him another chance. Before they|

reached him, he went to his knees
fighting. Then face down in the
dust. Knowing it was ail over
witb Cbarley. and leeling that he

The notes from which this story

has been pieced 'iogether, were
given me by Allie McGee, at

Bishop, California, October, 1908.

They have traveled far since then.

Any discrepancies that may have
crept in can be checked up by
reading W. A. Chalfant's book "ITie

Story of Inyo." Mr. Chalfant
writes history as is. He also was
given the story "first hand" by^

Allie McGree.
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Plans for Their Industrial

. Welfare

'h ^ n[

Miss AUda Bowler. sul)erintend-

ent of the Caraon Indian agencyl

and in charge of all Indian affairs

in the Nevada-eastern CaJlfomia

district, was guest speaker at the

Rotary Club last Friday. Mias

Bowler reminded her hearers of Uie

numerous plants first cultivated iby

Indians^ and now standard in the

list of vegetable foods. Some com-l

mon drugs were also first used by I

the Indians in the form of plants

yielding such remedies, and it might

be that white men's medicine has|

still something to learn from study]

of Indian doctoring, ^

Miss Bowler was almost the only]

one in authority to queaUon an

official report favoring removal of

the Piute from their ancestral val-

ley, and ultimately Commissioner
|

Collier gave a positive decision!

against any such removal. What is'

now proposed Is to locate the In-

dians on good lands from which!

they can make at least a part ofj

their subsistence. This will sUU|

maintain their status as a factor In

valley labor. It is further intended I

to foster special industries among I

th^ and establish trading posts

_iich will be martcets for their pro-

Jucts, interesting to tourist travel

and profitable to the makers of

the products offered. It may be

possible to build up an Important

industry In this way. It Is pro-

posed to set aside, to be held in|

perpetual government ownershljp,

470 acres near Bishop, 120 acres

near Big Pine, 240 acres at Camp I

Independence and 240 acres near

Lone Pine.

The Rotary Club had Its second I

100 per cent attendance for the'

month. Dave Bromley, the only

absentee at the previous meeting,

had journeyed to Tonopah to make

up.

INOePENDENCE. CALIF.
INDEPENDENT
JANUARY 31, 1936

toard Considers

Indian^obleml

Water & Power Groui

Study Report

According to Los Angeles press re-

ports, the Los Angeles water anc

power commission spent part of las

week considering the Pl^^^^^f"^^^
Indians in Owens Valley and Monc

Basin.

A report was submitted to ttw

commission by H. A. V^nNo^^^H

chief engineer of the water bureau,

and cSence S. Hill, right of way

and land agent, discussing possibdi-

ties for aiding the Indians to become]

self-supporting.

The report recommends an ex

change of land and water rights

o™i by the city for certain nation-

al lands and water rights.

The object would J>e
removal of

scattered groups of Indians to four

segregated areas near Bishop B^g

Pine Independence and Lone Pme,

SJoid^g ?o the LOS Angeles press

^^rrunderstood that s^cient

arable lands would be provided the

Indians to support them.

INDIAN WOMEN'S CLUB
The Inyo Indjftp wome^i'a club

held its regular tneetkig l^ondayj

afternoon at the Bishop Indian

agency. The meeting was presidedl

over by the president, Edith Dewey,

and the minutes of the previous
|

meeting were read by the secretary,

Elsther Watterson. They were in-

terpreted by the president and]

approved.

The president read a draft. of the^

proposed constitution. As the

things set forth in this draft as

interpreted by the president met

with the approval of those present

it was decided to draw up a com-

plete set of constitution and by

laws to present at the next meet-

ing. Miss Bowler, superintendent

of the Carson agency, was present

and also Mrs. Lucy Houghton,

county chairman of club extension.

Mrs. Houghton made a brief talk,

inviting the club into the federation

if it should be the wish of the

members. Her remarks were in-

terpreted by the president. Miss

Bowler offered for exhibition a
beautiful assortment of Indian

handicraft, dolls and baskets. The
question of a club name was left

for a future meeting.

The club members are asking

contributions of rags for rug mak-
ing.. Any one wishing to contribute

may notify the Indian welfare

chairman, 438 Grove street.

(Refreshments of coffee, wafers

and ice cream were served, the

latter being a contribution made
by Miss Bowler.

The club has 23 charter mem-
bers. The next meeting will

held at the agency, Feb. 10 aj<2

p. m.
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MINST
ifllTipiW-WOW
With over a thouaand Indians in

-ittendance the PavaJtewanl:Wal

[held at \5aii>tmqr» JIoJ jSprings,

Tuly SI and AvigwA 1 and 2 was
• "howlng" success. Tbs cele/bra-

Iton was the Indian's big effort to

Ibrng back the "good old days" and

hey succeeded beyond their fondest

lopes. Pava:Nawani:Wai is
j
giute j

tor Big Doings and i0 the nameji

:hosen for this gathering ofi'

iidians in Long VaUey. This Indian

:onclave was sponsored by resort

)wners of tiie Umg VaUey and

[anunoth I«Ices districts as a

aeans of increasing the tourist

trade Into this district and they

Lope to make the Pava:Nawani:-

Val an annual affair. A great

leal of credit ^ould be given to

iJ4m. Hden EJaton Annstrong, Mr.

Fred Annstrong and the staff at

Whitmore's for their unsem^i labor

In helitog to make the affair

a success. According to the old

Indians this Pava:Nawanl:Wai was

the largest gathering of Indians

ever held In this part of the coun-

try; Indiaaa attended from as far

distant points as Mariposa, Califor-

nia, Pyramid bake, Nevada and

Darwin, California. Because of the

exodus of the white people from

Eastern Callfomla, the Indians feel

that their only salvation Is to de-

velop the arts and crafts of their

ancestors. The Indians saw In the

Pava:Nawanl:Wal a chance to ad-

vertise themselves to the white

public and also a chance to sell

some of their art woric such as

baskets and beads. The theane of

the entire gathering was "old time

ways." One of the reasons for

choalng Whltmore Hot Springs for

the "Big Doings" was because that

section of Long Valley Is a tra-

ditional meeting ground fo"" tbe

Indians. Every night representives

from one of the many tribes in

attendance gave their old time

dances and every day Indian games

were played. Some of these games

had not been played before for

over fifty years. Prizes donated

by the summer resorU were given

for the best art work and for the

winners in the different games.

There was a very large and fine

display of baskets whose owners

were contending for prizes and

there was a very good lowing

of bead and leather work. The

Pava:Nawani:Wal was managed by

Harry Comwell and Billy WllUams,

Billy Williams being in charge of

the rodeo which was held In con-

r^or.tion With the gathering.

EI5KCr>, CALIF., REGISTER

.VVGUST 0, ia3i . .

INDIAN BIQ TIME

A brief stop- at Whltn»pre Hot

,prings. in LoAg/ValleS. .Saturday

howed that Itoe * '^ig ti»ne" of

ndlan marketing, games and so

,n, arranged by Mrs. P. V. Aran-

trong, had attracted a large at-

endance of white people as weU as

if Indians. It appeared that most

f the Piute Inhabitants of the two

counties had congregated to share

fn the events gotten up for their

particular advantage. It has since

Eeen learned that the Indians pres-

ent numbered about 80p, some

-oming from as far as Yosemite.

They are all "pepped up" over the

success of the occasion, and have

already begun to plan what they

will do the next time—though It wUl

probably be more directly under

white management than It was on

the recent occasion. Some of the

results are given as follows:

Relay race, Billy Williams first.

Wilfred dine seccmd.

Roman riding. Billy Williams.

The riders and their plcture-

esquely named mounts on the first

day included Howard Meredith on

Gravedlgger. Wilfred Cllne on Up-

side Down, Davis Gregory on Pop

Again, Bud Burkhart on Missis-

sippi. Harry Tom on Steamboat,

Loren Kane on Black DevU, Harold

Watson on Block Stranger, Lester

aine on Hotfoot, Chester Squires

on Double Action, Albert Meredith

on Jesse James. Jim Daniel on

Hell to Set. Howard Garrison on

Fandango Annie, Harold Frazer on

Speedball. Donald Stone on Unden-

bergh, Red Stewart on Rocket,

Montana Kid on Double Wheel.

Finals of bronco riding, Lester

Cline first money, Harry Tom

second, Wilfred Cllne third.

Wild horse race-Albert Mere-

dith first, Davis Gregory
^^J"^-

Roping contest, Ohariey Scott

and Jess Chance first. Wilfred

Cline and Harry Tom second.

Free for all horse race, Je»

Chance first on Inyo -Lad, Roy

Albrle on Kid second.

Trick riding, Harry Tom.

rr,.^!, w>ning. Lester Otoft



Yakian Family (adapted from Wintun
Ytiki^ *eneray\—Kroeber). A linguistic

family in n. California, comprising only
the Yuki, divided into several tribes or
groups speaking several dialects. Ap-
parently they had no common name of
their own. Though the territory of the
Yuki was very small, it was divided into
three detached areas—one about the pres-
ent Round Valley res. and s. thereof;
another w. of this, along the coast, and a
third some distance to thes. in the moun-
tains dividing Sonoma from Napa and
Lake cos.

The greater part of the family was
comprised within the area first mentioned,
which ran along Eel r. from a short dis-

tance above the confluence of the North
fork, along both sides of the river to the
junction of South Eel and' Middle fork,
extending on the w. to the ridge e. of
Long valley. From the junction of the
two streams up, the Yuki possessed the
entire drainage of Middle fork e. to the
watershed of the Coast range, which
formed the boundary between them and
the Wintun. They appear to have lived
also on Hull cr., which drains into the
North fork of Eel r. Some of the chief
divisions of the Yuki proper were the

ealdsburg. These people are calle(

Ashochimi by Powers, and are generally

known as Wappo. They are separated
from their northern relatives by Pomo
tribes, and their language diverges greatly

from all other Yuki dialects.

The Yuki are said to have been some-
what more warlike than most of the Cal-

ifornians. The Yuki proper, or portions

of them, were at war at times with the
Kato and Wailaki, the Wintun, the
Huchnom, and certain Pomo tribes.

Excepting the Wappo, who fought with
the Spaniards in the second quarter of

the 19th century, the Yuki were barely

beginning to be known at the time
when the discovery of gold flooded the

state with Americans. They came in

conflict with the whites on different

occasions, suffering considerably in num-
bers as a consequence. Round Valley

res. was established in the heart of their

territory in 1864, and the greater part of

the stock, as well as various Athapascan,

Ukomnom in and about Round valley,

the Sukshultatanom on North fork of

Middle fork, the Huititnomon South fork

of Middle fork, the Sukanom on Middle
fork, the Utinom about the junction of

Middle fork and South Eel r., and the
Lilshiknom and Tanom on main Eel r.

South of this group of tribes, between
the Middle fork and the South Eel, in

Eden valley and the adjacent country,
were the Witukomnom, whose dialect

was somewhat different from that of the
Yuki proper. South of the Witukomnom
again, on both sides of South Eel r., cer-

tainly near the mouth of Tomki cr., and
probably to the headwaters of the South
Eel itself; also on the upper waters of

Russian r. , at the head of Potter valley,

were the Huchnom, who spoke a third
dialect, which differed considerably from
the Yuki proper. They are known by
the Pomo, who are their neighbors on the
s., as Tatu, and by the whites as Red-
woods.
The second territory held by Yukian

tribes extended along the coast from Ten
Mile r. to Rockport or Usal, and inland as

far as Jackson Valley cr., or more proba-
bly the range between this stream and the
sea. These people call themselves Ukoh-
tontilkay 'Ocean tribe.* They have proba-
bly been separated from the main body
of the Yuki by Athapascan migration,

as the Kato of Cahto and Laytonville
occupy a strip of Athapascan territory

between the two divisions. The dialect

of the coast Yuki does not differ more
from that of the Yuki proper than does
that of the Huchnom.
The third territory occupied by the

Yuki is mainly in the hills between
Geysers and Calistoga, but includes a
small portion of Russian r. valley, about

Wintun, Pomo, and other tribes, were
brought to it, where they still reside.

The Yuki proper in 1902 numbered
about a hundred, the Huchnom barely

a dozen. The coast Yuki amount proba-

bly to 15 or 20 individuals, and the num-
ber of Wappo, though not accurately

known, is undoubtedly also small.

The Yuki much resemble the Pomo
in appearance. They are short, broad,

and sometimes fat. Measurements give

an average height for men of 162 cm.,

which is a rather low stature. The Yuki
show a considerably longer headform

than any of their northern, eastern, or

southern neighbors, as the Yurok, Hupa,

Wintun, Maidu, and Pomo. This devia-

tion is unexplained. The women tattoo

their faces, especially across the cheeks

and on the chin.

In their mode of life, habits, and beliefs

the Yuki generally resemble the better-

known Pomo, though the Yuki proper

show the closest specific cultural resem-

blances to the neighboring Athapascan

Wailaki. The Huchnom affiliated with

the Pomo, and resembled these more
nearly in their habits and practices than

theV did theYuki proper. They fishedand

hunted, but most of their food was vegetal.

They performed a ceremony conducted

by a secret society whose members rep-

resented the spirits of the dead. They
believed that the world was created by

a being, human in shape, called Taiko-

mol, 'He who travels alone,' assisted by
the coyote. This deity was represented

in a ceremony. (a. l. k.)

Chu-moi-a.—Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., lii, 136,

1877 (Pomo name). Eukas.—Ind. Aff. Rep. 1864,

119, 1865. Noam-kekhl.—Powers in Cont. N. A.

Ethnol., Ill, 230, 1877 ('west dwelling' or •western

tribe': Wintun name). Hoam'-kult.--Ibid. Nomee
Cults.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer, June 8, 1860. Shu-

meia.—Powers in Overland Mo., ix, 306, 1872.

Uca.—Gibbs in Hist. Mag., 1st 8., Vii, 123, 1863.

XJka.—Taylor in Cal. Farmer, June 22, 1860.

THries.—Ind. Aff. Rep., 112, 1865. Ulkies.—Ind. Aff.

Rep., 75,1870. Yuca^s.—Russell (1853) in H. R. Ex.

Doc. 76, 34th Cong., 3d sess., 74, 1857. Yuoas.—Ind.

Aff. Rep., 26, 1866. Yuka.—Gibbs, op. cit. Yukeh.—
Ibid. Yu-ki.—Powers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., in,

23, 1877. Yuquei.—Gibbs, op. cit.
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Yukian Family (adapted from Wintun
)'/'/•/", 'cru'iny'.— Kroeber). A liiit^uistic

family in x. California, comprising only
th(^ Ynki, dividccl into several tribes or
^'ronps spcakinjj: sevt'ral dialects. Ap-
parentlv thcv had no common name of

their own. Though the territory of the
Ynki was vt'ry small, it was divided into
thi'ee detached areas—one a) )out the pres-

ent Kound X'allev res. and s. thereof;
another w. of this, alon^ the coast, and a
tliird some distance to the s. in the moun-
tains dividing Sonoma from Napa and
Lake cos.

The greater part of the family was
comi)rised within the area first mentioned,
which ran along Kel r. from a short dis-

tance above the confluence of the North
fork, along ])otli sides of the river to the
junction of South Eel and Middle fork,

extending on the w. to the ridge e. of

Long valley. From the junction of the
two streams up, the Yuki possessed the
entire drainage of Middle fork k. to the
watersiuMl of the Coast range, which
formed the boundary between them and
the Wintun. They appear to have lived
also on Hidl cr., which drains into the
North fork of Kel r. Some of the chief
divisions of the Yuki proper were the

Ukomnom in an<l almut Kound vallev,

the Sukshultatanom on North fork of

Middle fork, the Huititnom on South fork

of Middle fork, the Sukanom on Middle
fork, the Utinom about the junction of

Mid<lle fork and South Kel r., and the
Lilshiknom and Tanom on main Eel r.

South of this group of tribes, between
the Middle fork and the South Eel, in

l^den valley and the adjacent country,
were the Witukomnom, whose dialect

was somewhat different from that of the
Yuki pi<)per. South of the Witukonmom
again, on })oth sides of South Eel r., cer-

tainly near the mouth of Tomkicr.,and
probably to the liead waters of the South
Eel itself; also on the upjier waters of

Russian r., at the head of J*otter valley,

were the Huchnom, who spoke a third

dialect, which differed considerably from
the Yuki i)roper. They are known by
the Pomo, whoaretheir neigh])ors on the
s., as Tatu, and by the whites as Red-
woods.
The second territory held ])y Yukian

tribes extended along the coast from Ten
Miler. to Rockport or Usal, and inlandas
far as Jackson Valley cr., or more [)roba-

l)ly the range between this stream and thci

sea. These people call themselves ULoh-
(onfi/La^ 'Ocean tribe.' They hav(5 proba-
bly hven separated from the main body
of tlui Yuki by Athapascan migration,

as the Kato of Cahto an<l Laytonville
occupy a strip of Athaj)ascan territory

between tlie two divisions. The dialect

of the coast Yuki does not differ more
from that of the Yuki proper than does
that of the Huchnom.
The third territory occupied l)y the

Yuki is mainly in the hills })etween

(ieysers and Calistoga, but includes a
small portion of Russian r. valley, about

llealdsburg. These people are called / U^
Ashochimi by r(>wers, an<l are generally '

known as Wap])o. They are separatecl

from their northern relatives by J^onio

tribes, and their language diverges greatly

from all other Y'uki dialects.

The Yuki are said to have been some-
what more warlike than most of the Cal-

ifornians. The Yuki proper, or portions

of them, were at war at times with the
Kato and Wailaki, the Wintun, the
Huchnom, and ceitain Ronio tribes.

Excepting the Wai)po, who fought with
the Spaniards in the second (juarter (»f

the lV)th century, the Yuki were barely
beginning to be known at the time
when the discovery of gold flooded the

state with Americans. They came in

conflict with the whites on different

occasions, suffering considerably in num-
bers as a consecpience. Round Valley

res. was esta])lished in the heart of their

territory in 1><()4, and the greater part of

the stock, as well as various Athapascan,

Wintun, Pomo, and other tribes, were ^
brought to it, where they still reside.

The Yuki proper in 1902 numbered
about a hundred, the Huchnom barely

a dozen. The coast Yuki amount proba-

i)ly to 15 or 20 individuals, and the num-
' ber of Wappo, though not accurately

'i known, is undoubtedly also small.

|i

The Y'uki much resemble the Pomo
k in appearance. They are short, broad,

;
an(l sometimes fat. Measurements give

1 an average height for men of lb2 cm.,

wliich is a rather low stature. The Yuki

show a considerably longer headform

than any of their northern, eastern, or

southeni neighbors, as the Yurok, Hupa,

Wintun, Maidu, and Pomo. This devia-

tion is unexplained. The women tattoo

their faces, especially across the cheeks

and on the chin.

In theirmodeof life, habits, tm«l behefs

the Yuki generally resend)le the better-

known Pomo, though the Yuki proper

show the closest specilic cultural resem-

blances to the neighboring Athapascan

! Wailaki. The Huchnom alhliated with

j
the Pomo, and resembled these more
nearly in their haluts and practices than

; thev did the Yuki i)roper. Theylishedand
• hmited,])utmostof their food was vegetal.

j
They performed a ceremony conducted

I
by a secret society whose mendxM'S^ rep-

5
resented the sjnrits of the dead. They

j
believed that the world was created by

j a being, human in shape, called Taiko-

^ inol, 'He who travels alone,' assisted by

j
the coyote. This d(Mty was represented

in a ceremony. ( \- i- ^)
Chu-mai-a.—rowers in rom.N. A. l^tlinol., in. 13fi,

1S77 (INuno niimc). Eukas.— ln<l. All". Kcp. IHtvl,

119. 186;"!. Noam-kekhl.— Powers in Cnui. N. A.

Ethnol., in, 'JlU). 1S77 (
' west (hvellinj,'' or ' western

tribe': Winmn name). Noam'-kult.—Ibid. Nomee
Cults.—'la vlor in Ciil. Ftirnier, Jnne 8, ISHO. Shu

, meia.— Powers in Overland Mo., ix, 'M\, 1H7'J.

J Uca—(iibbs in Hist. Mapr., 1st s., vn. 12:i, lS(i3.

Uka.—'lavlor in Cjil. Farmer, June 22. m\0.

Ukies—Ind. AIY. Rep.. 112, 1865. Ulkies.—Ind. AfT.

Kep.. 7:),1870. Yuca's.— Russell (18.-)a) in H. R. Kx.

Doe. 7(i, a4th Con^^.8d sess.. 71, 18r>7. Yucas.—Ind.
AIY. Rep.,2t;, 18(;r>. Yuka.—Gibbs.op.cit. Yukeh.—
Ibid. Yu-ki.— INnvers in Cont. N. A. Ethnol., iii,

2:^, 1877. Yuques—(iibbs, op. eit.

f
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Pomo Indians In

Sonoma Begin

Annual Feast
STEWARTS POINT, Sonoma

Co.—An 85 year old feast cere-

mony of the Kashia band of

the Pomo Indians begins today

on the reservation and will con-

tinue through Sunday.

Tribal history says the Ka-

shia people were commanded
to make cross bead necklaces

and bracelets, belts and an-

klets and wear them on the

Fourth of July, a day of feast-

ing.

For four days before the

holiday there must be no quar-

reling among the families or

with neighbors. The tribe also

must pray at every meal and

follow other rules.

Dreamed Of Feast

The observance started after

Big Jose, a shaman or tribal

leader of a group of Pomo In-

diens in the Annapolis, Sonoma
County, area, dreamed of the

feast ceremony in 1880. The
leader said the event must be

continued as long as there are

Indians. Big Jose died in 1914.

The ceremony remained.

The custom has been carried

on by three tribe members
through the years with Mrs.

Sidney Parrish in charge of

the event this year. Her hus-

band is chief of the reserva-

tion.

Through tomorrow, the In-

dians will gather for instruc-

tion and to practice dancing.

Friday and Saturday will fea-

ture formal Indian dances,

open to the public.

Barbecue Planned

Sunday the tribe will hold a

beef barbecue starting at 2 PM.
A charge of $1.50 for adults

and 75 cents for children under

12 will be made. In addition;;

potluck items will be furnished

free by tribe members.
Barbecue proceeds go toward

putting on the event next year.

r#EWYORK. N. Y..SUIVI

[FEBRUARY IS^ 1&36

NAVAJO^EPIDEMIC

Strange Illn€$8 U Sweeping
Over Reserpation.

GALLUP. N. M., Feb. 18 (A. P.).

—A strange epidemic, mild in its

nature, swept across the vast Nav-

ajo Reservation today, overtaking

hospitals as hundreds of Indians

took to their sick beds.

The illness was variously diag-

nosed as grip, bronchitis and influ-

enza, with here and there an out-

cropping of tonsillitis. It spread

over most of the fifteen-miUion res-

ervation in Arizona and New Mex-

ico.

The wave of sickness first ap-

peared about two weeks ago at

Keams Canyon, Tohatchi and Fort

Wingate, widely separated com-

munities of Navajoland. Since

schools have been closed and emer-

gency hospitals set up.

Only one death was reported.

Dr. W. H. Whitted, Indian Service

physician at Fort Wingate, said 100

cases were on record there. Over-

flow patients in the hospHals were

bedded in the corridors.

Tohatchi Hospital physicians said

their beds were filled with patients,

and others were being accommo-
dated in makeshift quarters.

At Keams Canyon 120 cases were
reported and schools were closed to

check the rapid spread of the ill-

ness among children.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA INDIAN ASSOCIATION.

C. E. Kelsey Ordered to Washington—Friendg of Indians Asked to Write to Members of Con-

gress, Requesting Them to I^end Their Aid in This Matter.

C
E. KELSEY. Secretary of

the Northern California Indian

Association, who was appoint-

ed by the Commissioner of Indian Af-

fairs Special Government Agent for

California Indians, has been ordered by

the department to appear before the

Senate Committee on Indians, and left

last Sunday fdr Washington. He will

present his report and endeavor to ob-

tain a redress of the grievances under
which California Indians are suffering.

In order to induce Congress to act, the

association is scattering broadcast the

following appeal:
"The investigation into the condition

of the Indians of California, both north

and south, authorized by Congress last

year, in response to the" petition of

the Northern California Indian Asso-

ciation, has revealed even greater des-

titution than was orig-inaily claimed.

Our Secretary has been called to

Washington to testify before the In-

dian Committees of tCongress. Legis-

lation for relief in the form of an ap-

propriation for the purchase of land

for small allotments is imperatively

peeded to save the remnant of our

landless Indians, approximately 10,000

in number. Some of these are literally

dying of starvation at the present time.

"The Indians of Southern California

are jjufCerlng for arable land, with

water, their present reservations being

sterile and inadequate, and suitable

provision for them must be made at

once. Personal letters to your Sen-

ators and Congj:essmen will be of great

value, if sent in promptly. The Cali-

fornia delegation is: Senators—Hon.

George C. Perkins and Hon. Frank P.

C. K. KEL.SBY.

Flint; Congressmen—Hon. J. N. Gil-

lette, Hon. Duncan McKinley, Hon. J.

R. Knowland, Hon. Julius Kahn, Hon.

E. A. Hayes, Hon. J. C. Needham,
HJon. James McLachlan, Hon. S. C.

Smith. Address for Senators, U. S.

Senate, Washington. D. C; for Con-

gressmen, House of Representatives,

Washington, D. C."
^ Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of th^

Biological Survey, Washington, D. C,
said in a recent address:

"The principal cause of the ap-

pallingly great and rapid decrease In

the Indians of California is not, in

my judgment, the number directly

slain by the whites, or the number di-

rectly killed by whiskey or disease,

but a much more subtle and dreadful

thing. It Is the gradual but progres-

sive and relentless confiscation of their

lands and homes, in consequence of

which they are forced to- seek refugpe

In remote and barren localities, often

•far from water, usually with an Im-

poverished supply of food, and not in-

frequently in places where the win-

ter climate is too severe for their en-

feebled constitutions. Victims of the

aggressive selfishness of the whites,

outcasts In the land of their fathers,

outraged in their most sacred institu-

tions, weakened In body, broken In

spirit, and fully conscious of the hop^
lessness of their conditicyi, must/We
wonder that .the wall for the deAd is

often heard In their camps and that the

survivors are passing swiftly away?"

Friends of Indians are urgently re-

quested to use all their Influence In

favor of just legislation on behalf of

our Indians.

MRS. T. C. EDWARDS.
President.

MISS q. TABER.
iA^sslstant Secretary.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA INDIAN ASSOCIATION.

C. E. Kelsey Ordered to Washington—Friends of Indians Asked to Write to Members of Con-
gress, Requesting Them to Lend Their Aid in This Matter.

CE. KELSEY. Secretary of

the Northern California Indian

Association, who was appoint-
ed by the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs Special Government Agent for
California Indians, has been ordered by
the department to appear before the
Senate Committee on Indians, and left

last Sunday for Washington. He will

present his report and endeavor to ob-
tain a redress of the grievances under
which California Indians are suffering.
In order to induce Congress to act, the
association is scattering broadcast the
following appeal:
"The investigation into the condition

of the Indians of California, both north
and south, authorized by Congress last
year, in response to the petition of
the Northern California Indian Asso-
ciation, has revealed even greater des-
titution than was originally claimed.
Our Secretary has been called to
Washington to testify before the In-
dian Committees of Congress. Legis-
lation for relief in the form of an ap-
propriation for the purchase of land
for small allotments is imperatively
needed to save the remnant of our
landless Indians, approximately 10,000
in number. Some of these are literally
dying of starvation at the present time.
"The Indians of Southern California

are suffering for arable land, with
water, their present reservations being
sterile and inadequate, and suitable
provision for them must be made at
once. Personal letters to your Sen-

ators and Congressmen will be of great
value, if sent in promptly. The Cali-
fornia delegation is: Senators—Hon.
Gteorge C. Perkins and Hon. Frank P.

C. B. KBLSEY.

Flint; Congressmen—Hon. J. N. Gil-
lette, Hon. Duncan McKlnley, Hon. J.

R. Knowland, Hon. Julius Kahn, Hon.
E. A. Hayes, Hon. J. C. Needham,
Hion. James McLachlan, Hon. S. C.
Smith. Address for Senators, U. S.

Senate, Washington, D. C; for Con-
gressmen, House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C."
^ Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of th^
Biological Survey, Washington, D. C,
said in a recent address:
"The principal cause of the ap-

pallingly great and rapid decrease in

the Indians of California is not, in

my judgment, the number directly
sl^in by the whites, or the number di-

rectly killed by whiskey or disease,
but a much more subtle and dreadful
thing. It Is the gradual but progres-
sive and relentless confiscation of their
lands and homes, in consequence of
which they are forced to seek refuge
in remote and barren localities, often
'far from water, usually with an im-
poverished supply of food, and not in-

frequently in places where the win-
ter climate is too severe for their en-
feebled constitutions. Victims of the
aggressive selfishness of the whites,
outcasts in the land of their fathers,

outraged in their most sacred institu-

tions, weakened In body, broken in

spirit, and fully conscious of the hope-
lessness of their condition, must , we
wonder that the wail for the dead is

often heard in their camps and that the
survivors are passing swiftly away?"
Friends of Indians are urgently re-

quested to use all their influence In

favor of Just legislation on behalf of

our Indians.

MRS, T. C. EDWARDS.
President.

MISS C. TABER,
Assistant Secretary.

Retake Preceding Frame



THE INDIAN AND MODERN LIFE*

Th^ atartlinc contrast t otherov-

ing life of thffli^ ancesters, the 250

inliabitants of/ Reno's Indian village

have settled down to enjoy every

in^odern convenience of the city dwl-

I'r. Telephones are being installed

and electric li hts have replaced

the old tallow dips and the streets

are being gravled. Garages, in
j

some cases more pretentions than \

the homes, appear to be almost

standard equipment.

The ready adoption of the tele-

p'hone by the Indians emphasizes
j

their traditional liking for the

quickest m'eans of communication,

dating from the old days, w^hen

smoke signals and couriers served

the purpose of their forefathers.

The Indian village situated on
the Mill street road, east of Reno,
will soon have a water supply mains
and sewer conections. It already
ic provided wit ha church, school

[house and medical service troug
te auspices of te Indian service, a
government agency.

EF

Powhatan's Famous Band of

300 Years Ago Is to

Be Reorganized.

Special Dispatch to The Star.

FREDERICKSBURG. Va., March
19.—Powhatan's Confederacy, famous
Indian association which w6nt out of

existence at the death of its bcUigr-

erent old chief more than 300 years
agro, is to be revived by thm Indian
peoples of the middle Atlantic sea-

board, who will meet in national
council March 22 on the Pamunkey
reservation in Virginia for the pur-
pose. Much preliminary work has
been concluded.
Every tribe' and many of the scat-

tered Indian communities of Mary-
land. Delaware and Virgrinia will
have representatives at the meeet-
insT which will agrain unite all the
remnant peoples. All these tribes
and grroups are descendent of those
which composed the confecleraoy
ruled by the stern old warrior who
grave Pocahontas to the world jtud
spared the life of Capt. John Smith.
All now operate under some kind of
tribal orgranization, with regrularly
chosen chiefs, councils and other of-
ficiali}, and keep up many of thetr
old customs and practices^ While
they have to a largre extent pre-
served their racial integrrlty since
t^e days of Powhatan, they have not
maintained any kind of Intertribal
connection on afflliatlon such as ex-
isted under hJs leadership.
The new association will reunite

the tribes for mutual benefit and pro*
tection. Education ii| to be siubstl-
tuted for the tomahawk and an
earnest attempt made to arouse the
Indian people to a sense Qf respon-
sibility, awake ambition and inspire
oonfldenoe The first physical step
in the progrram is the building: of a
school at which the Indians will be
trained for useful oocupations anci
fitted to cope properly with life
under modem conditions.

INDim FACE.LYNCH LAW

Crowds Gather at Jail Where Men

Who Sluot Deputies Are Held.

Sheriff and Large Force of Men on Guard.

One of Wounded Officials

Fatally Hurt.

Susanville, Cal., April 27.—Six Indians

who were placed in the Lassen county

jail late tonight, charged with the shoot-

ing of t-wo officers at Tule Lake yester-

day, are in danger of being lynched. A
crowd surrounded the jail tonight, and

Sheriff Huntslnger ai^d a large force of

deputies are on guard.

Deputy Game Warden Frank Cady and

United States . Deputjj Marshal Joseph

Mellinger, the Indians' 'Victims, have been

brought here for treatment. Mellinger Is

probably fatally wounded.

The two officers had arrested eleven In-

dians at the lake for illicit fishing. Sev-

eral of the Indians leaped from' their

ponies and attacked Cady, who was over-

powered.
Mellinger shot and fatally wounded one

of the band before he was hurled from

his horse. As the two white men lay in

the road the Indians trampled them un-

der the hoofs of their mounts.

Four of the Indians who were captured

today without trouble by posses proved

ito
be schoolboys, and were released. The

dying Indian was left in their care I
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i POLICE

ERS TO BE

TEST SOBJECT

>urt Case To Determine

If Federatian IHea Are

Rec(^[iiized By U. S.

OUCE CHEF ON TRIAL

</>M*

ocal Attorney Pefendii^

Indian Who Refused To

Fight Forest Fire

Promising to become of nationwide

iterest before completed and a test

it whet)(3h AioJpndian Federation
las the ^igrhV t4 appoint it« own

[police ana have tliem recogrnized by
'the Federal and State government,
Conrado Chaparosa, represented
by Attorney Albert Trujillo. will go
to trial at Oceanside on July 27 on
the chargre of refusing to fight a
forest fire.

According to Attorney Trujillo

the future of the Indian police, ap-
pointed by the Indian Federation,

I

will hinge on the outcome of the
trial. Already interest has been

I

taken in the case by other Indian
interests in California and other
(western states.

Charge Mad» During Fiesta
The charge gp^ew out of an Indian

Ifiesta near Oceanside on June 24.

Hundreds of Indians were gathered
at the fiesta. A forest fire broke
out some distance from the scene of
the celebration and a forest ranger
ordered Chaparosa, who was ap-
pointed chief of police of the Mis-
|sion tribe, to accompany him and
?ight the forest fire.

According to Tfa^iHo, Chaparosa;
•efused to go to the scene of the}

|fire, declaring he was needed where i

le was, as bootleggers were furn**!
lishing the Indians with whiskey,
land it was necessary that he re-
main at the fiesta to carry out his:

(duties as a police officer. The fact
that he was police chief exempted:
Ihim from fighting the forest fire, he*
Isaid.

Would Not FigM Fire
The ultimate result was that

Chaparosa did not go and fight the
fire and later a charge of refusing
to fight the blaze was placed
against him.
The case was originally set to be

tried last week but was postponed
until July 27. Attorney Trujillo
plans to have a score of Indians,
representing the, various tribes in
Southern California, as witnesses
when the case comes to trial.

"The case will determine the right
of the Indian Federation to appoint
its own police". Attorney Trujillo
said today. "The issue has never
come t9 a test before that I know
of and whether the Indain police
will be recognized by the Federal
and State authorities is something
[that is of interest throughout the
[country where Indian reservations
exist. The case is liable to be car-
Iried far before It is settled."
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NLH CLOTHES
!

Relief Committee Finds

FamiKes in Deplor

able Condition

Tndinns of Sonoma connty on

two rcv^crvniions in Alexander val-

ley are in a <dc-plornblo condition,

noedins immodih?^ aid iv. the form

rf food, modicKi "J^lention, olothes

nnd bodcloihinc;'.

Tldf=; was thO; reporl^^-J>roiuht to

the nr wspa por rel i c f fticriaqiuiv -

tcis yesterday by a coniirvyttee

soni from ^'aiiLa. i^osa lo jnve??li-

-rilc » tondiiions on the qeyservillo

iuv\ Wapo re^ervalioM.s.

Seven fajnilies were visited by

the .!:.M'Oup in eompany with ilev. F.
j

G. CollcU, for iTi:iny year-i a work-

er amoni^ the native Americans.

Tn one place seven Leen persons

•were found hnddled in a single

ij-oom, trying to keep warm around

a Fmall fire. Lacking sufficient
j

[bedclothes at night ihcy all mass

jiogether on the filM^ of the floor

Mo keep fv(Ma freezinj^.

! In another place a family of

peven is bein?: slowly wiped out)

I by tnbereulosi.s. Two or three l\av4

/ already died and Uie dther.c,», wi>h{

I
out medi«;al aiteniion; are await-

j

I Um the end. 'there is no food in

\ttio house and,- no one Is well

enousrh. to go in^ search of any.

Nearby is the home of an Tndi*an

woman, 04 years ola. She is cared

for by nearby* members of her

own race as best they can in their

own Impoverished condition.

And thUFi down the list.

l^*nt. tod.iy those in immedl.n^te

j\eed will receive aid ^'rom the

relief store of The Republican.

Blankets, food an«t :;othinK will be

sent t(» the reservations.

Meanwhile .a conl'er(^nco has beoh
called ilk Th** Uepublican .so-

cial hall to mak<' further plans for

more permanent relief of the In-

dians. Interested relief workers
will Rather at 10 a. m. and arrange

;i ]dan whereby the needy can bo
provided for.

Those on the committee ycster-

i|ay besides Ucv. CoUott wore Mrs.

/Yank Grace, Charles Leo, Mrs. R.

M. Seaton and C. \V. .lessup. Tliey

were accompanied by Mrs. Geor«e
CVratto, an Indinn of Sebastopol.

O-

IndiatisCharge

U. S. Laxity in

Treaty Pledges

piVERSIDE, December 2.—
*^ Nearly 100 chiefs and
headmen, representing 2000
Indians on Southern Califor-
nia reservations, have com-
pleted a four-day meeting
here, at which they discussed
their relations with the Fed-
eral Government and organ-
ized for the presentation of
their \yishes to those in au-

thority. The Indians met to

make common cause on behalf
of the isolated groups living

on small reservations, so that

a sufficient number could be
heard to make their word of
weight in Washington. Lack
of water, shortage of pumping
equipment and delay gen-
erally by the Government
toward its wards was claimed
by the speakers, who said the
Government had disregarded
their treaty rights.

S .F^Kv

No Lan tool tniy Says Red
Indian Chief to Uncle Sam

Forty California Indians, represent-

ing 250 homeless bands of their coun-

trymen, came to the exposition yes-

terday to prepare an appeal to the

"White Father" In Washlngrton. D.

a, and ftnd out why "Uncle Sam" ig-

nores his treaties so that to live they

must eat angrleworms.

The Indian Board of Co-operation

is caring for the men and women,

wtio are here to attend a conference

at the exposition, by which It hopes

to touch the heart and the pocket

book of the United States Qovern-

ment.
/"For flfty-two years white man

make promise to care for Indian. No
keep 'em. Ix>st hope—almost.'* says

aged Quinisdo Shidan. chief of a band
of roving Cortina Indians that live in

the Sacramento valley, sixteen miles

from Williams.
"White father's men make elghten

treaties to beaten Indian sixty years

ago, then backslide. White man find

he not know where land with gold

was. Then treaties were lost. Indian

understand. No can fool "em," he

said. ^r X,.

The venerable old chief from North-

ern California said that his band of

forty men, women and children at

times had to live on worms and stag-

nant water on the eighty acres which
the -Government furnished them. The
only means the men have, he said,

was work in the fields, and this, he
asserted, was hard to get.

Chief Toney Me-Tock of a homeless
Mendocino band, told a similar story

of the terrible conditions under
wUldi hU people lixed«

*f^'We want an appropriation of

$200,000 for the starving and home-
less Indians—20,000 of them In thirty-

six California counties—and the as-

surance that the Government here-
after will care for them," said the
Rev. Frederick G. CoUett, field sec-
retary of the board.
"An appeal will be drafted to Sec-

retary of the Interior Franklin Lane
as a result of this conference, and
later we will send someone to Wash-
ington, D. C, to place the matter be-
fore the Governm/Bnt."

Your Lazy Liver

Needs This

ConsBpalion I

To »iibdt» a stabboctt^
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^
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INDIANS IN 'UPRISING'

^©^'V ^WA^tVlU

Moving Pictures, Not White

Man, Now Their Foe.

WILL PROTEST TO MIL TAFT

Delegation Now in Washington Also May

Seek, by Congressional Legislation, ta

Prevent the Showing of Films Which

Falsely Depict Tribal Life—Termed

Demoralizing and Unjust.

Objecting to the manner in which they

are portrayed in motion pictures, shown
in the various theaters in Washington, a tl

delegation of Indians now in Washington ! t^

on business for their respective tribes may hi

call the matter to the attention of the

President'.

The Indians probably will be at the White

House tomorrow, ' and after mying the

matter before Mr. Taft, they say they will

endeavor to get Congress to enact legisla-

tion prohibiting motion pictures in which

the Indian is portrayed as a cannibal, &c J^i

The following Indians have signed a peti-

tion condemning the present characteri-

zation of the red man in the motion pic-

tures^: James Irving, Magoosh. 8aucy

Calf, Tennyson Berry, William Ahdasy,

Ned E. Brace, John Harrison, the Rev.

John Eastman, Eves Tall Chief, Benja-

min Caeswell, Gedrge Walters, Ah-bow-e-

shig, John Ottoby, Red Bird, Scott ^ig

Buck, John Washee. Bird Chief, jr.. Big

Billy, John W. Carl, B. L. Fairbanks, Joe

Critt, Thomas Swan, William Kucher-

bocker, Parso, Sal Pur, D. R. Lone wolf,

Joseph Saunkah. William Sanpatty, Lata

Rave, Philip Long, Harry Kohpay, Thom-
as Hosier, sr., the Rev. Charles T.

Wright, James Bassett. Kay-dug-e-gwon-
ay-oush. Bird Chief, Thomas Bell, Wal-

j

ton, Arnold Woodworth, Sage, Jesse Rou-

l<»#Ce/ 'QH^iUu BeauUeu, Julius Brown,

im PdjtUB*. Bit Ben, capt. Ji>seph

I

•tv

^ ladiAB Editoeft Pfotcit.

Here is what Tin A. 8iJd. a lialfbreed

editor, has to say on the matter:

"The Indian department, and in fact

the Christian people, as well as all others

having the welfare of the Indian 'at

heart, should rise up with one accord

and pronounce a curse upon the present-

day so-called Indian productions that are

being presented to the public by means
of being thrown upon screens at all the

little, old 5-cent moving-picture theaters

throughout our broad land. I, as editor

of the Indian Observer, a paper that is

chiinTpioning the cause of the Indian,

hereby vigorously protest against the

Indian scenes as representing actual in-

cidents In the lives of the American In-

dian. If the greater per cent were not

absolutely false, demoralizing in char-

acter, and acted by white actors, painted

i^p and bedecked with feathers, but were

good scenes, acted by real Indians, I

would have no objection; but the pictures

grossly exaggerate true Indian life, por-

traying to the youth of our country that

which is entirely false.

Condemns Picture.

"The other afternoon 1 saw an Indian

sign in front of a picture house, so I

thought that I would step in and see

what 'The Curse of the Red Man* was
like. The first scene represented In-

dians on an Apache reservs^tlon, living

in all their glory of primitive life. Then

a government agent from some Indian

school came in, and one of the young men
goes off to school, at Sherman Institute.

In California. He graduates with honor,

carries off a medal in athletics. He re-

turns to hi.s home, to his people, dressed

In his citizen's clothes; but his people

will have nothing to do with him and

his educated methods.. He is rejected by

his people, and, in this distracted condi-

tion, alone, the 'curse* comes in the fornr

of a white man and a bottle of whisky.

"At first I was somewhat at a loss

to know which was the 'curse,* but took

it to be the bottle of whisky. The young

Indian gets a craving for whisky, steals,

and finally murders a saloonkeeper;

flees, but is pursued by a posse, and

killed. The closing scene shows the

white men holding up the bottle of
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acted by white actors painted up a little

to look like Indians. Is this a true rep-

resentation of Indian life? No!"
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BONES TELL TALE OF INDIAN LIFE

REMAINS OF ADULT INDIAN, as they were
uncovered at burial grounds on Bethel Is-

land by University of California students,

lie before Hazel Wald, 23, UC senior, one

NEAR BETHEL ISLAND

of 17 Students doing archeological re-

search at the site. Note how leg bones of

Indian were tightly drawn up against

chest.

Excavations Reveal

Indians^ Way of Life
Archeological excavations are

again underway at ''Hotchkiss

Mound/' an ancient Indian bur-

ial ground near Bethel Island.

Seventeen University erf Cali-

fornia students—five in the grad-

uate school and 12 undergradu-

ates—so far have uncovered 18

skeletons, the remains of Cali-

fornia's aboriginal tribes be-

lieved to have inhabited the area
between 2000 B.C. to the Califor-

nia pre-white period, about 1750.

Since 1936, the university has

* INDIANS
, Continued From Paere On«

found in the waterways of the
Delta.

Although present excavation
work is not expected to bring
any startling new facets of In-
dian life to light, it will give the
students practical experience
and knowledge in the field of
archeology. Remains that are
painstakingly uncovered will be
taken to the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley for further
study.

Information gathered from the
digging is expected to be pub-
lished in several years.
Students spend the entire dav

digging carefully-it takes sev-
eral days to uncover an entire
skeleton - taking notes, photo-
graphing finds and making
sketches. The field trip is under
direction of two members of the
VC anthropology staff, Robert
F. Heizer and Albert E. Elsas-
ser.

One of the things of interest to
the general public is the trade
life of the Indians, which has
been revealed by articles that
obviously came from other dis-
tant tribes and marine shells
from areas along the Pacific
Ocean.

The *^diggin's" will be worked
for another three weeks by th^
students. The public is asked to
stay away from the area so that
nothing wiU be disturbed. A sin-
gle misplaced bone or artifact
could ruin a study, researchers
say.

been compiling information

about these Indians from re-

mains f u n d in the burial

grounds. So far, more than 200

skeletons have been removed
since the site was discovered in

1936.

'*Hotdikiss Mound" is located

>n private property at the east-

ern end of Cypress Road.

Jim O'Connell, 22, one of the
[graduate students, said, ''We
can learn a lot about the daily

life as well as the changing pat-

jtems of the times by just dig-

ig through burial spots."

In addition to uncovering skel-

etons, the budding archeologists

I

also are finding artifacts, arrows
and other indications of the way
of life of tribes of that era.

Most of the skeletons, the dig-

gers say, are (A Indians who
died of natural causes. Infant

mortality was high and some
deaths of older Indians appar-

ently were the result of fights.

One skeleton, for instance, in-

dicates that the victim died of

arrow wounds, singe four "pro-

jection points," caused by ir-

rows or spears, have been found.

One small area, approximately

25 square feet, yielded four skel-

etons. As in most cases, the In

jdians had been buried in a
*

'tight

flex" position, with the knees

close to the chest. The Indians

believed, researchers say, that

this position would keep the spir-

it from leaving the body. On a

practical basis, these positions

took up less grave space, also.

Studies reveal that during the

time the Indians lived there the

land was quite different from

that of today.

The entire area was marshy

;ind the Indians lived on mounds

of sand, or small islands. Thev
hunted elk and deer, and fished

for species that still may he

Turn To INDIANS
Page 6
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REMAINS OF ADULT INDIAN, as they were
uncovered at burial grounds on Bethel Is-

land by University of California students,

lie before Hazel Wald, 23, UC senior, one

NEAR BETHEL ISLAND

V
of 17 students doing archeological re-

search at the site. Note how leg bones of

Indian were tightly drawn up against

chest.

Excavations Reveal

Indians' Way of Life
Archeological excavations are

again underway at "Hotchkiss

Mound/' an ancient Indian bur-

ial ground near Bethel Island.

Seventeen University of Cali-

fornia students—five in the grad-

uate school and 12 undergradu-

ates—so far have uncovered 18

skeletons, the remains of Cali-

fornia's aboriginal tribes be-

lieved to have inhabited the area
between 2000 B.C. to the Califor-

nia pre-white period, about 1750.

Since 1936, the university has
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INDIANS
, Continued From Page One

found in the waterways of the
Delta.

Although present excavation
work is not expected to bring
any startling new facets of In-
dian life to light, it will give the
students practical experience
and knowledge in the field of
archeology. Remains that are
painstakingly uncovered will be
taken to the University of Cal».
fornia at Berkeley for further
study.

Information gathered from the
I digging is expected to be pub-
lished in several years.
Students spend the entire dav

digging carefully~it takes sev-
eral days to uncover an entire
skeleton - taking notes, photo-
graphing finds and making
sketches. The field trip is under
direction of two members of the
VC anthropology staff, Robert
F. Heizer and Albert E. Elsas-
ser.

One of the things of interest to
the general public is the trade
life of the Indians, which has
been revealed by articles that
obviously came from other dis-
tant tribes and marine shells
from areas along the Pacific
Ocean.

The ''diggin's" will be worked
for another three weeks by th«
students. The public is asked o
stay away from the area so that
nothing will be disturbed. A sin-
gle misplaced bone or artifact
could ruin a study, researchers
say.

been compiling information

about these Indians from re-

mains found in the burial

grounds. So far, more than 200

skeletons have been removed
since the site was discovered in

1936.

**Hotchkiss Mound*' is located

>n private property at the east-

Tn end of Cypress Road.

Jim O'Connell, 22, one of the

Igraduate students, said, **We
can learn a lot about the daily

life as well as the changing pat-

jtems of the times by just dig-

ging through burial spots.'*

In addition to uncovering skel-

etons, the budding archeologists

also are finding artifacts, arrows
and other indications of the way
of life of tribes of that era.

Most of the skeletons, the dig-

gers say, are of Indians who
died of natural causes. Infant

mortality was high and some
deaths of older Indians appar-

ently were the result of fights.

One skeleton, for instance, in-

dicates that the victim died of

arrow wounds, sin^e four **pro-

jection points," caused by ir-

rows or spears, have been found

One small area, approximatHy

25 square feet, yielded four skel

etons. As in most cases, the In

dians had been buried in a "tight

flex" position, with the knees

close to the chest. The Indians

believed, researchers say, that

this position would keep the spir-

it from leaving the body. On a

practical basis, these positions

took up less grave space, also.

Studies reveal that during the

time the Indians lived there he
land was quite differrnt from

that of today.

The entire area was marshy

.ind the Indians lived on mounds

of sand, or small islands. Thev
hunted elk and deer, and fished

for species that still may be
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study of Indian Villages
. _ . . , i t A.

Archeologists at Work Exploring Canyon of Feather River

The clock will be turned back

in Butte, Glenn, and Tehama
counties this summer by a team
of men and women archeolo-

gists representing Chico State

College, UC Los Angeles, and

the California State Department

of Beaches and Parks. They are

already at work.
One of their important jobs

will be to explore the canyons

soon to be engulfed by the wa-

ters of the Feather River, and

upstream from the great dam
discover and record sites of

abandoned Indian villages

which should be mapped, thus

carrying on the work begun by

the state archeologist.

Cooperating directly in the ex-

plorations will be Keith John-

son of the division of social
sciences, Chico State, and Don-

ald S. Miller, chief archeologist

of the UCLA Archeological Sur-

vey, of the department of an-

thropology, and the largest such

organization in the west.

Miller will be p r o j e c t di-

rector, assisted by Johnson.

One field camp will be es-

tablished east of the Oroville

Dam, and others at various

strategic points in the three

counties near sites which have

already been marked as prom-

ising.
,

They will probe into mounds
representing village sites of the

Midu, Wintun, and Yana Indi-

ans, and in some instances

thoroughly excavate one or

more houses, to discover what

the houses might have been

used for, make comparisons of

structures and artifacts, and
attempt to explain differences

in living habits between the
tribes, how their cultures might

have developed.
, . . . •

It will be a thorough job m
each instance, say Miller and

Johnson, with a time - span in-

terest of 300, perhaps even 600,

years in scientific terms, an

"environmental and space"

study.

"Ours will be the first stage,

in this project, of 'pushing back

in time'," said Miller. "Such

work can be done the other

way — trying to find aboriginal

beginnings, and starting there.

Our method of working back-

wards is simpler, and in these

instances appears to make more*

sense."

Students who have signed up

for the project, which is for

credit of four units in the
UCLA summer program, each^

in two courses, will be divided

into three teams of eleven men|

(Continued on Page 5D)

THE CHICO ENTERPRISE-RE5PRD—CHICO, CALIFORNIA
I

\

lind women each. Women are in

the majority. ...
Directing them wiU be staff

members from th* "CLA /^
eology Survey such as Ne^
Nakamura and Ks^en Cr^g,

laboratory techmciam^ and
teaching «fV»ta«t8.jJ» '«»

Jf
team capUms, Tom DJ»™"'
Phil Burnham, and Gordon Pol-

lard; with Joe Chartitoff as di-

rector of the Oroville project,

assisted by two young Chico

men — Eric Bidder, student at

the Umversity of Arizona, mkI

his brother Hal, student at Ou-

co Senior High, both sons of Dr.

Dale Ridder of Chico.

June 26. 1965



Tract Builders

Help to Sav yt
Indian Burio>k
A book-readin£^ firm of

tractors was receiving

praise today from the Santa Bar-

bara Museum erf Natural History.

The Los Angeles firm of Da-

vies, Keusder and Brown, about

to start buUdozing the Holiday
Park subdivision a quarter of a
mile beyond the Goletta tumoff,
took the precaution to telephone

the museum and promise not to

disturb any bones.

As Gene Latour explained in a
telephone message to Dr. Arthur
S. Coggeshall, director of the mu-
seum, the firm had read "Pre-
historic Man of the Santa Bar-
bara Coast'' by the late David
Banks Rogers, for many years
the x^useum's anthropolc^st, ajod

realized that the ground was full

of Indian burials.

The museum /sent John IVler,

assistant to Phil C. Orr, the pres-

ent anthropologist, and Buck Da-
vis, who is affiliated with the

Western Speleological Assn., of

which Orr is director, out to Holi-

day Park. The two men removed
two burials intact and observed
that there were at least three

others.

Meanwhile, the bulldozing had
begun. One or two of the burials

were demolished before they had
been detected.

con.
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DENTAL SURGERY PRACTICED

BY PRIMITIVE AMERICANS

Evidence to support the theory that

the aborigines who at one time, in-

liabited southern California practiced

dentistry in a crude

way, has been brought

to light as a result of

excavations recently
made at Ocean Park by

a western archeologist.

?^Iany skulls have been

exhumed and the teeth

])rcserved in the jaws

of some of these form

an interesting study.

\rches from which
molars were extracted

before the demise of

the individuals have

l)een found, as have

also teeth having cavi-

ies filled whh a com-
position material con-

sisting of pulverized

tone and asphaltum. Rough imple-

ments of bone, shell, and stone, some

of them bearing a certain resemblance

in form to tools used by dental practi-

tioners today, have also been disin-

terred. We know that the ancient

Egyptians, Greeks, and Hindus en-

joyed the benefits of dental treatmei\

but the discovery that some of the

earliest inhabitants of this country

likewise repaired their ailing teeth is

an important revelation. Moreover, it

indicates that Josiah Flagg, of revolu-

The Crude Dental Tools at the Top were Recovered from This a«^ Oj,^*^

Excavations at Ocean Park. The Molar Missing from the Arch at the

Right was Apparently Extracted Artificially before Owner s Demise

tionary times, after all was not the

first American dentist. Some of the'

implements uncovered on the coast are

said to be almost identical in appear-

ance to some excavated at Mycense,

Greece, and estimated to be 2,500 years

,

old.
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yNEW SONOMA MISSION RUINS UNCOVERED

Members of thfUniTexrity of Califomia Archaeological

Stinrey start ''fined" digq^g on private lands along

Tribone pliot«t

northern waU of the colorful Sonoma tffisdon. Their re-

search may lead to rewriting of Sonoma CountyhM^^

UnknownUnlivof Mission

Discovered by U.C.Team
New discoveries by a Univer-

sity of California archeological

survey team at the colorful So-

noma Mission may lead to a

complete revision of Sonoma
County history.

The latest findings, com-
pleted this week under the di-

rection of Dr. A. E. Treganza,

associate professor of anthro-

pology at San Francisco State

College, indicate that the origi-

nal mission, founded on July 4,

1823, actually occupied property

far beyond that depicted in early

sketches and written accounts.

Ruins at the Sonoma site have

been periodically uncovered

since early 1953 through a con-

tract agreement between the

California State Division of

Beaches and Parks and the U.C.

Archeological Survey.

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
Treganza reported that the

major body of this week's dis-

coveries was the foundation and

portions of the original adobe

walls to a previously imknown
building measuring 25 by 90

feet.

The new structure, coming

near to the size of the existing

Mission Chapel was discovered

on adjacent private property, the

archeologist said.

Noting that the floor to the

newly found structure was made
of well-preserved 10 inch square

baked tile, Treganza surmised

that the building must have had

some important use.

**The tile floor in this build-

ing," he added, "is perhaps one

of the best preserved levels I've

Dr. A. E. Treganza and a fellow archaeologist examine the

well-preserved ruins of an adobe wall and a baked tile

floor of ¥^at appears to be a cmce important building ot

historic Sonoma Mission. The building, heretofore un-

known, measured 90 by 25 feet and is on private property.

ever seen.

TWO OTHER FINDS
Against the priest house, on

the eastern side of the main

mission building, Treganza said

his team had uncovered founda-

tion structures which lead out

beyond the present park prop-

erty onto neighboring private

home lands.

**This foundation, so far un-

covered, measures 10 by 17 feet,"

the scientist said.

This coincides with the aver-

age room size of the historic

monk's quarters at the mission,

he added.

And finally, the surveyor re-

ported, a third foundation ruins

has been discovered running cut

from the north end of the Mis-

sion Chapel, possibly even con-

necting with the newly discov-

ered 90 by 25 foot structure. ,

**The new diggings suggest

that the original mission was iat

larger than had previously been
supposed and most certainly

larger than early day sketches

would indicate," Treganza said.

The San Francisco scientist

revealed a new method— cer-

tainly a revolutionary one in

the camel-hair brush and tweezer

business of archeological root-

ing—that had been employed
during the Sonoma excavations.

"We have been using a bull-

dozer in uncovering top debris,"

Tregana proudly stated.

The bulldozer enabled the

scientists to plow through six

weeks hard digging in one week.

LEGEND SUPPORTED
Shades of the famed General

Mariano Vallejo, who during the

1849 Bear Flag revolt fell cap-

tive of the handful of Yankee
settlers that took control of the

settlement of Sonoma, were
drawn from the mission soil,

Treganza revealed.

Along with numerous Indian

artifacts, the archeologists un-
covered an eight potmd cannon
ball near the new building site.

The find lends credence to the

legend of the missing cannon,

which, according to historical

accounts, Vallejo dumped down
one of the mission's wells t(

avoid capture by the **thr

dozen gringoes," the Yank
trappers and settlers w'

stormed the fort and captur

arms and ammunition.

WORK NEARS END
The survey team is expected

to complete their digging by this

weekend and move on to other

projects in the state.

Meanwhile, it has been sug-

gested that the State Division
j

of Beaches and Parks may con-

struct a roof over the newly

discovered building area in back

of the chapel, providing permis-

sion can be obtained from the

owners of the adjacent prop-

erty.

Excavations at the mission

I were started early in 1953 when
traces of the structure were first

discovered as workmen prepared

to plant a garden area in the

mission court.

/.•;v;x-A\v:v;-x<vx>>-:.:.:>;vXW-x^^^^^
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Dr. Treganza, leader of the U.C. archaeological surrey at

>ight pound cannon ball

like the one Gen. VcdleTo may l*ve used in the cannon

that legend says was hidden inp mission well in 1849.
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\NEW SONOMA MISSION RUINS UNCOVERED
^ .'M'.-.V

..•..•.•-•.v.

Members of th^University of Califomia Archaeological

Survey start "ifined" digging on private lands along

Tribune photos

northern wall of the colorful Sonoma Mission. Their re-

search may lead to rewriting of Sonoma County history.

Unknown Units of Mission

Discovered by U.C.Team

n
CD

(Q

New discoveries by a Univer-

sity of California archeological

survey team at the colorful So-

noma Mission may lead to a

complete revision of Sonoma
County history.

The latest findings, com-
pleted this week under the di-

rection of Dr. A. E. Treganza,

associate professor of anthro-

pology at San Francisco State

College, indicate that the origi-

nal mission, founded on July 4,

1823, actually occupied property

far beyond that depicted in early

sketches and written accounts.

Ruins at the Sonoma site have

been periodically uncovered

since early 1953 through a con-

tract agreement between the

California State Division of

Beaches and Parks and the U.C.

Archeological Survey.

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
Treganza reported that the

major body of this week's dis-

coveries was the foundation and

portions of the original adobe

walls to a previously unknown
building measuring 25 by 90

feet.

The new structure, coming

near to the size of the existing

Mission Chapel was discovered

on adjacent private property, the

archeologist said.

Noting that the floor to the

newly found structure was made
of well-preserved 10 inch square

baked tile, Treganza surmised

that the building must have had

some important use.

*The tile floor in this build-

ing," he added, "is perhaps one

of the best preserved levels Pve

ever seen."

TWO OTHER FINDS
Against the priest house, on

the eastern side of the main

mission building, Treganza said

his team had uncovered founda-

tion structures which lead out

beyond the present park prop-

erty onto neighboring private

home lands.

"This foundation, so far un-

covered, measures 10 by 17 feet,"

the scientist said.

This coincides with the aver-

age room size of the historic

monk's quarters at the mission,

he added.

And finally, the surveyor re-

ported, a third foundation ruins

has been discovered running out

from the north end of the Mis-

sion Chapel, possibly even con-

necting with the newly discov-

ered 90 by 25 foot structure. .

"The new diggings suggest

that the original mission was far

Dr. A. E. Treganza and a fellow archaeologist examine th«

well-preserved ruins of an adobe wall and a baked tile

floor of what appears to be a once important building at

historic Sonoma Mission. The building, heretofore un-

known, measured 90 by 25 feet and is on private property.
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larger than had previously been

supposed and most certainly

larger than early day sketches

would indicate," Treganza said.

The San Francisco scientist

revealed a new method— cer-

tainly a revolutionary one in

the camel-hair brush and tweezer

business of archeological root-

ing—that had been employed
during the Sonoma excavations.

"We have been using a bull-

dozer in uncovering top debris,"

Tregana proudly stated.

The bulldozer enabled the

scientists to plow through six

weeks hard digging in one week.

LEGEND SUPPORTED
Shades of the famed General

Mariano Vallejo, who during the

1849 Bear Flag revolt fell cap-

tive of the handful of Yankee
settlers that took control of the

settlement of Sonoma, were
drawn from the mission soil,

Treganza revealed.

Along with numerous Indian

artifacts, the archeologists un-
covered an eight pound cannon
ball near the new building site.

The find lends credence to the

legend of the missing cannon,

which, according to historical

accounts, Vallejo dumped down
one of the mission's wells ti

avoid capture by the "three

dozen gringoes," the Yanket

trappers and settlers who
stormed the fort and captured!

arms and ammunition.

WORK NEARS END
The survey team is expected

to complete their digging by this

I
weekend and move on to other

projects in the state.

Meanwhile, it has been sug-

gested that the State Division

of Beaches and Parks may con-

struct a roof over the newly

discovered building area in back

of the chapel, providing permis-

sion can be obtained from the

owners of the adjacent prop-

erty.

Excavations at the mission

were started early in 1953 when
traces of the structure were first

discovered as workmen prepared

to plant a garden area in the

mission court.

Dr. Treganza. leader of the U.C. archaeological survey at

the Sonomc Mission, cUsplays an light pound cannon ball

like the one Gen. Vallejo may live used in the cannon

that legend says was hidden in a mission well in 1849.
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Origin of Names Is

"Reveal Study
Of State's History

RoibWe of Early Days Carried in Terms

Applied to Villages, Rivers, Districts By

Spanish Explorers and Soldiers

By MARGARET WHALLEY

That the name of the Golden Gate wer not inspired by the sight

of a dying sun on rippling waters, and that Los Gatos is truly "the cats,

is brought out by study of one of the most interesting phases of Cali-

fornia history-the origin and romance surrounding the Spanish names

for which the state is famous.

The Goldfen Gate originally was
named ^1"t>«^ by the Indians. The
word rawmt ' "the place where the

sun plunges into the sea." Later the

real originator of the name, John C.

Fremont, saw In the form of th'8 har-
• bor advantages for commerce and
, suggested the name of Chrysoplae,
• or Golden Gate.

It is Improbable that the Indians

had a clear conception of the mod-
em Tia Juana when they nam^d it

•'Aunt Jane," which Is the English

translation. However, it l8> said that

the word was originally Tlwana,
which was the Indian word for "by
the sea," and was, by popular use.

gradually changed to the preaent

version. .
,

\^.,

Small Chapel

translation, "hot water," but gener-

ally is accepted as "hot springs. It

was originally a land grant.

Monterey was named in honor of

Gaspar De Zuniga, the Count of

Monterev, at that time viceroy of

Mexico.
"

It means literally "the

"king's \vood." or "the king's moun-

tain." It formerly was spelled Mon-
terrey or Monte Rey.

Park Name Traced

The story surrounding the name of

Yosemite (grizzly bear) Is one of the

most Interesting ones. It formerly

was called Yohamlte by the Indians,

and at that greatly corrupted from

the original form, which was u-zu-
mal-ti or o-«o-m«l-tl, according to

the tribe. Yo Semite was the most
popular of any of the forms. It Is

made up of the Spanish "oro" (gold)

and the French "vllle" (town).
The origin of the name Modesto Is

interesting. It first was named in

1870 in honor of a man named Ral-
ston, prominent San Franciscan, ^ho
cam© to live in the spot with a quie*
retired Ufe In mind. Ralston, how-
ever, was of a modest nature and
disliked the publicity Incurred by

having the town named for him. The
ingenious populace, therefore, naaed
It the Spanish equal of "modest.f

Sacramento Named
Sacramento, the town, was first

named aft»er the river, which vas

an old Spanish custom. The river, in

the first place was named Jefcus

Maria, and the branch was caUed
Sacramento in honor of the lily

sacrament. Later the main bramch
became Sacram'anto and the trifu-

tary El Rio De Las Plumas (rlveijol

the ^feathers), which was after^rd
changed to Feather river. I

The name Cosumnes, that of a

village 22 miles east of Sacrameito,
was taken from th^ Indian wd
meaning salmon. It was also [the

name of a tribe living up the jCo-

sumnes river. Many similar naps,
ending in "annl" or "umne," fere

supposed to have meant "river." |
Ac-

cording to A. L. Klrober, professor of

anthropology of the Unlv^rsit« of

California, the ending means "people

of." Thus the people of the village

of Coso, or In the finished form,

Cosumnes.

Yolo, or Yoloy, is the name of a

Patwln tribe, said by the bureau of

anthropology to mean "a place

abounding In rushes." In 1884 there

were still 45 members of the tribe

living in the vicinity.

LUtle Ranch

Chlco (little) is derived from the

Rancho Chlco (the little ranch), of

which Gen. John Bldwell was th^

original grantee. Suisun was the

name of an Indian village on the bay

of that name, meaning "big ex-

panse."
Tamalpals is a compound of the

Indian words tamal (bay) and pals

(mountain). The original Is said to

have been called Temel-pa (n^ar the

sea).

The Farallones, the name of a

small group of Islands at the outer

Golden G&te, Is derived from the

Spanish word farallon (a small point-

ed island in the «3a).

The Sierra Nevada mountains make
up the two words sierra (saw) and

nevada (sno^ry). The term "Sierra

Madre. incorrectly translated as

^Mother of Christ," means the moth-

er range—the largest range, and is

personified as the mother of the

others.

The translation of El Dorado, is not.

as popularly thought, the "land of

gold." but it is said by ethnologists to

be "the glided man." The story goes

that the Indians of Peru, Venezuela,

and New Granada, In hopes of getting

rid of their oppressors, pointed in all

directions, shouting that the regions

were filled with gold, and that the

lands were said to have a king who
caused his body to be covered every

morning with gold dust by means of

odorous resin. Every night the dust

was washed off so as to make sleep

comfortable and each morning the

gilding process was repeated. The

Indians led the white men to believe

that before them lay a land of riches

and that they should pursue the phan-

tom of "El Dorado."

Named After Butterfly

The diary of Padre Mvmz who ac-

companied the Gabriel Moraga expe-

dition of 1806 into the Sierra Ne-

vada reveals that Mariposa was named

after the butterfly, its literal trans-

lation, as the insects Infested the

country.

The history of the naming of the

state Itself is one of the most inter-

esting. Until 1862 the name is said

to have been the subject of confu-

• slon and controversy, when Edward

Everett Hale accldently hit upon the

explanation. Hale, in hlfi study of

Spanish literature, obtained a novel

published about 1510 in which Cali-

fornia was said to have been the

Utopian home of a tribe of Amazons.

The book was a novel by Garcia Or-

donez de Montalvo, caUcd "Las Sergas

de Esplandran."
One story goes that a band or sol-

diers upon arriving at the supposed

"promised land" were dismayed at

the barren stretch they found

and in sarcasm named it California,

after the mythological isle of beauty

and riches. Other historians maln-

I tain that the name was derived from

'the Greek root "kali" (beautiful);

and the Latin "fornix" (vaulted

arch)—both of which went to make

up beautiful sky.

Sir Francis Drake named the state^

"New Albion," under which name^
appeared on several English Toaa^ of

early date, but it was l^^S^^ff.^
back to its original nM« of Call-|

fornla .

# T popular oi auy u* tjuit; xwxi*xo. *v -«

The original and true name ot Los
^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ named by a band

Angeles is "Neustra Senora de la Los
^^ mdlans composed o«-e«ilaws and

Angeles de Porclnuncula (Our Lady
y^f^gees, who boasted that they were

the Queen of the Angeles of For- I ^ ^ j.^^^ ^.i. i„™i,y >,.>«,.

cuincula) . Porculncula was the name
of a small chapel and a tract, through

which a river, also of that name,

flowed. ^ ^ „
Spanish and Indian names of Cali-

fornia towns are especially of interest

to people of the state. Many of the

names, however, are of American

origin, and also of Anglo-Saxon par-

entage. Militarism and religion were

the principal factors in the naming

of the state, and used as their medi-

ums, the Jesuits and soldiers from

the south who explored and developed

the country.
Why California Is lllled with "Sans

and "Santas" like San Francisco, San-

ta Barbara, and others, is explained

by the customs of the missionaries

and priests. As they trekked up and

down the state, camping at various

spots, they named these locations

after the saint upon whose "day"

they arrived at the designated place.

When they stopped at a certain loca-

tion m the southern part of the state,

they realized that it was St. Bernard's
' day, and consequently called the spot

St. Bernardino. The same was ap-

plied to other locations bearing simi-

lar names.

Soldiers Less Serious

I The soldiers, however, took a less

serious view and named settlements

at random. There was Los MoUnos
(mill stones); and Yosemite (grizzly

bear) and others.

Some of the names were given by

Americans to preserve the Spanish

flavor. They were made with good

Intent, but nevcrthel-ess turned out

to be somewhat ludicrous, as the com-
binations were put together In the

worst form of Spanish grammar, and
grated on the ears of the fluent

?^peaker of the language. Some of

rnese were: Monte Vista. Rio Vista

and Loma Vista. In these cases, two
nouns are used together, Instead of

the correct manner, such as Vlsta

del Monte, Vista del Loma, or Vista

d«l Rio.

Between the two classes—those

given by the "Spaniards from Kan-
sas" and the real old Spanish names
which carry with them the romance
of the early days, is a decided gulf-
to the grief of .historians.

Agua Callente lias as its literal

more feared than the in^lzzly bear.

It was the Ahwahnee tribe, and
the story is told by its chief. Ten-
el-ya. after which Tenaf* peak was
named.
Hetch Hetchy originally was spelled

Hatchatchle, an Indian name of the

valley lying north of Yosemite. It

was a specie of grass which the

Tuolumne Indians vised for food.

El Camino Real Is popularly and
correctly known as the King's high-

way.
San Lula Rey de Francla (St. Louis

King of France) Is the name of the

valley mission situated 40 miles north

of San Diego, which formed the set-

ting for the bridge story. Then there

was San Juan Caplstrano, the mission

of which St. John Caplstrano is the

patron saint.

Tahoe Derivation

The correct meaning and deriva-

tion of Tahoe, the lake, cannot be

ascertained with any degree of cer-

tainty. The usual definition, "big

water." is doubted by ethnologists.

It is gratifying to know, however,

that the "pearl among lakes" isn't

called "Lake Blgler" after the gov-

ernor, as It first was named. It was
changed in 1859, as the story goes,

by Dr. Henry de Groot. who learned

that tah-oo-ee means "a great deal

of water"; but wasn't christened un-
til the Civil war, when Thomas Starr

King, the famous "war" clergyman of

San Francisco, visited the spot and
definitely named the lake Tahoe,

having regarded Blgler as a secession-

ist and therefore not meriting the

honor.
In spite of the fact that Spanish

language students say Vacavllle Is

named for the literal translation of

Its first two syllables, "vaca." which
means "cow," the place was named
for Manuel Vaca of New Mexico, who
came to California In 1841. Orovllle

(gold town) Is another hybrid word
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Santa Catalina at what is known to-dav
as Potts valley or Empire landing, on the
north coast of the island, about eleven
miles from Avalon. The tind was made
by laul bchumacher of Los Anj^eles, who
was at the time collecting for the Smith-
sonian and other insxatutions of science.

Little attention was .paid to the locality
until lately, when from new discoveries
in the vicinity it has been yisited by
scores of people. Trails have been made
to it from above, and a wharf has been
erected fof the convenience of those whomake the trip by sea.
Here, then, "was the first California

manufactory. It was in full blast hun-
dreds of years ago, and by the records at
the ^lpomo rancho of San Luis Obispo it
IS shown that between this locality there
was an extensive trade carried on in the
canoes that Viscaino saw, in fact the first
and earliest commerce of California, show-
ing that the Golden State had its snip-
ping and trade years in the misty past.
Ihelocalny has recently been visited,

by archaeologists from the East and pro-
nounced one of the most interesting ab- .

original workshops in America. '\

The trip by*~sea to the ancient olia
manufactory is a most delightful one,

'

passing along eight or ten miles of the
northern coast of the island that is ex-'
tremely picturesque. Kounding a big
headland :i valley is seen reaching up to
the summit of the range in a gradual
slope. About a mile away peculiar heaps
of glistening earth are visible—the ver-
itable heaps that were thrown up by the
ancients.
The trip up to the quarrv is an easy one,

and here hours may be profitably spent
by any one interested in the subiect of

^prehistoric California, as here is a manu-
*factory as valuable to the natives of

Southern California as any of the great
Eastern manufnctories are to-day to the
people of that section.

Climbing the hill evidences of ancient
work are at once apparent in the excava-
tions and piles of debris, and here are
the ledges from which the cookiiig uten-

sils or pots of all the Southern California

aborigines were made. The stone is the

w
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mountains of Pan Diego county, where
they must have been carried oy the In-
dians.
Pott3 valley is a most interesting place.

It 13 a wide valley, and everywhere the
peculiar stone is visible. A conspicuous
rock marks the best locality, standing in
the middle of the valley. Not far above
18 a deposit of slate, also showine mark-
ings, this being the material from whi^h
manv of the tools were made with which
the stone was cut. About 1200 feet below
the spring is a pit partiv tilled in, and
near-by is a ledge of tlie'lapjs oUaris or
pot stone. 'I here are seven or eight marks
on this, and some show that others have
been cut over them by the patient work-
ers. Some of these markings are sixteen
inches in diameter, about the average size
of the complete pots. The writer has
seen large mortars of steatite in San Diego
county that were two feet in height and a
foot across.
There are two ledges that tell their

owh stories-^that of the steatite from
which the pots were cut, and that of the
slate from which the tools were made,
btanding in this ancient workshop one
can imagine the early natives, dre|8ed in
skins, some fashioning the knives from
llint and slate, others at work on the pots
cutting and shaping them, bit by bit,
hnally breaking theni out like a big can-
non ball, that is then laboriously
dug out to form the perfect ves-
sel. Some of the vessels that were
used to heat water or hold seed
are marvels of symmetry, when it is un-
derstood that the work is that of savages.When the ollas were completed they were
packed in the large canoes, that would
hold twenty men, and taken to the main
land, some, perhaps, going to San Luis
Obispo, some to Santa Barbara, and others
to San Pedro. Redondo, San Juan and
all along the shore.
The old manufactory, the pioneer in

California, is now simply a curiositv. but
It has a deeper value as an object lesson
in ancient history, to the vouth of to-
day, illustrating the possibilities of life
on an island, where metal was unknown
up to 1542, and where all the utensils were
of shell, wood or bone.
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